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MINERAL PRODUCTION IN IOWA 
IN 1911 AND 1912 
By 
GEORGE F. KAY 

MINERAL PRODUCTION IN IOWA FOR 1911 AND .19121 
BY GEORGE F. KA~. 
VALUE OF MINERAL PRODUCTION. 
1910. 
Coal ________________________________________________ $13,903,913 
Clay and clay products_____________________________ 5,335,036 
Stone and lime ________ · __________________ ~----------- 639,831 Gypsum ____________________________________________ 943,849 
Lead and zinc ____________________________ ----------- 12,128 
Sand-l:me brick _________ .:__________________________ 31,269 
Mineral , waters __ ~ _________________ ~_.:_____________ 27,175 
Sand and graveL ___________ ..:_______________________ 464,863 
Other products ____________________________ ~------:.- 1,386,508 
Total ___________________________________________ $22,744,572 
1911. 
Coal _______________________________________________ $12,663,507 
Clay and clay products _______________ · ______ ~______ 4,436,839 
Stone and lime_____________________________________ 817,121 Gypsum ____________________________________________ 871,752 
Lead and zinc ______________________ ~________________ 5,400 
Sand-lime brick _______ ~_____________________________ 25;300 
Mineral waters ______ .:______________________________ 20,500 
Sand and graveL___________________________________ 393,649 
Cement ________________ -----------.:---------------- 1,881,253 
Other products ___ ~--------------------------------- 3,790 
Total __________________________________ ~ ________ $21,119,111 
1912 
Coal ___________________ .c ___________________________ $13,152,088 
Clay and clay products ________ '-___________ :.________ 4,524,492 
Stone and lime_____________________________________ 998,236 Gypsum ____________________________________________ 845,628 
Lead and zinc_______________________________________ 5,670 
Sand-lime brick _______________________________ ~____ * 
Mineral waters_____________________________________ 11,325 
Sand and graveL___________________________________ 563,409 Cement ____________________________________________ 2,790,396 
Other proj'lucts_____________________________________ 18,822 
Total ------:.-------________ ~ _____________________ $22,91O,066 
The total value of the mineral production in Iowa in 1911 
was $21,119,111 and in 1912 $22,910,066. The value in 1912 was 
'The mineral statistics were compiled by the Iowa Geological Survey in co-
operation with the United States Geological Survey. 
*Includedin other products. 
• 
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higher than any previous :figure of record. 'The following table 
shows the value of Iowa's mineral output during each of the 
past ten years. 
VALUE OF MINERAL PRODUCTION IN IOWA FOR THE YEARS 1903 
TO 1912 INCLUSIVE. 
1903 ________________________________________________ $14,637,480 
i~~g .============================~=================== ig:ig~:'~~~ 1906 ________________________________________________ 16,414,447 1907 ________________________________________________ 17,627,925 
1908 _______ -= __________________________________ .: _____ 18,090,447 
1909 ________________________________________________ 20,365,721 
1910 ________________________________________________ 22,744,572 
1911 _________________ .:. ______________________________ 21,119,111 
1912 ________________________________________________ 22,910,066 
Previous to 1912, the year 1910 held the record, the value of 
the output for that year having been $22,744,572. In 1912 there 
was an increase over 1911 in the value of all mineral products 
except gypsum, sand-lime brick and mineral waters. The most 
marked increase was in connection with the cement industry, 
the value of the output of 1912 exceeding that of 1911 by nearly 
50 per cent: . 
The number o,f mineral producers in Iowa was 726 in 1911 
and 665 in 1912 . 
The total production, by counties, for 19~1 and 1912 is given 
in Table I. . 
MINERAL PRODUCTS BY COUNTIES 
TABLE 1. 
VALUE.OF TOTAL MINERAL PRODUCTION, BY COUNTIES, FOR 1911, , 
6 i 
.... c...., 
1j~ 
'::5 ~"d 
Counties 
Clay Stone Sand 
and Clay and and Other 
Products Lime "Gravel Products 
Coal Total 
Adair _________ _ 1 ___________ * ______________________________ _____ _ 
Adams _______ _ 7 $ 18,779 * __________________________ $ 18,779 
Allamakee ____ _ 
Appanoose ____ _ 
4 _____________________ $ 5,572 ________ __________ 5,572 
69 2,102,485 * * ". __________ 2,134,037 
Audubon _____ _ ' 7 ___________ * . ____ '-___ $ 10,648 __________ 10,648 
Benton . _______ _ 
Black Hawk __ _ 
7 ___________ $ 16,050 12,316 ________ __________ 28,366 
12 ,___________ __ ________ 10,898 20,990 * 31,888 
Boone ________ _ 10 413,548 81,294 ________ ________ __________ 494,842 
Bremer _______ _ 4 ____ :..______ __________ ________ 4,917 __________ '4,917 
Bucbanan ____ _ 1 _____________________ . * ___________________________ _ 
Buena Vista ___ _ 5 -r--------- 20,010 ________ * __________ 20,010 
Butler ________ _ 3 ___________ * ________ * __________ 898 
Calboun ______ _ 1 ________ ..:_~ * ___________________________________ _ 
Carroll _______ _ 2 ___________ * ________ .* ___________________ _ 
Cass __ :.. _______ _ 2 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Cedar _________ _ 
Cerro Gordo __ _ 
3 ___________ * * ___ _____ __________ 13,735 
13 ___________ 731,834 50,598 ________ . * 182,432 
Cberokee _____ _ 
Clarke. __ ~ _____ _ 
5 ___ .,._______ __________ ________ 14,554 __________ ~4,554 
1 ___________ * 
Clay ________ ~ __ 
Clayton _______ _ 
Clinton _______ _ 
1 ___________ * 
9 ___________ * ---i~964 ----;;--- ========== --~---9~264 
15 ____ _______ 21,600 * 19,251 ~ 52,604 
Crawford _____ _ 2 ___________ * _____________________ ~---- ____ __ ___ _ 
Dallas ________ _ 9 731,805 180,994 ________ ________ __________ 912,799 
Decatur _______ _ 2 ___________ * * ___________________________ _ 
Delaware _____ _ 5 ___________ 7,840 ". ________ __________ 7,840 
Des Moines ____ _ 
Dickinson ____ _ 
4 ___________ * * ". __________ 21,608 
1 ___________ _ _________ ________ .,. ___________________ _ 
Dubuque ______ _ 19 ___________ 41,000 70,951 21,439 $ 5,400 138,790 
Emmet _______ _ 
Fayette ______ .,._ 
6 ___________ __________ ________ 6,175 __________ 6,175 
7 ___________ * ' * 5,202 __________ . 24,052 
Floyd ______ ___ _ 7 ________ ___ * 1,867 * __________ 1,867 
Franklin ~ ___ .: __ 1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Fremont ______ _ 2 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Greene ________ _ 
Grundy _______ _ 
GuthrIe _______ _ 
Hamilton _____ _ 
7 30,400 .,. ___ _____ * __________ 72,826 
3 ___________ * ________ ;(. __ _____ ___ 24,419 
11 29,570 9,420 ________ ________ __________ 38,990 
1 ___ .________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Hancock ______ _ 1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Hardin _______ _ 
Harrison _____ _ 
10 _ ~ ___ ~_____ 55,450 28,301 765 __________ 84,516 
1 __ .. ______ __ * _________________________ . __________ _ 
Henry ______ __ _ 
Howard ___ ___ _ 
HlIDlboldt __ . __ _ 
4 ______ _____ 23,920 ". ________ __________ 23,920 
6 ___________ * 3,880 * __________ 3,880 
2 ___________ * . * ___________________________ _ 
Ida ___________ _ 
Iowa __________ _ 
Jackson ______ _ 
Jasper ________ _ 
Jefferson _____ _ 
4 ___________ __________ ________ 1,609 __________ 1,609 
3 ___________ 19,600 ________ ________ __________ 19,600 
4 ___________ * ,,________ __________ 68,658 
14 672,532 17,553 ________ ________ " '690,085 
8 11,236 36,340 ________ ________" 47,576 
.Tohnson ______ _ 
Jones __ ______ . __ 
9 ___ ____ ____ 28,150 * 6
k
750 __ __ ______ 34,900 
11 ___________ * 40,343 _________ _ 47,080 
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Counties 
Keokuk 
Kossuth ______ _ 
Lee ___________ _ 
Linn __________ _ 
Louisa ________ _ 
Lucas _________ _ Lyon _________ _ 
Madison ______ _ 
Mahaska _____ _ 
Marion _______ _ 
Marshall _____ _ 
Mills ______ ~ ___ _ 
Mitchell ______ _ 
Monona ________ . 
Monroe _______ _ 
Muscatine ____ _ 
O'Brien _______ _ 
Osceola _______ _ 
Page _________ _ 
Palo Alto ____ _ 
Plymouth ____ _ 
Pocahontas __ _ Polk __________ _ 
Pottawattamie 
Poweshiek ____ ~ Sac . ___________ _ 
Scott _________ _ 
Shelby ________ _ 
Sioux _________ _ 
Story ________ ~~ 
Tama _________ _ 
Taylor ___ _____ _ 
Union _________ _ 
Van Buren ____ _ 
Wapello ______ _ 
VVarren _______ _ 
VVashington __ _ 
Wayne ________ _ 
VVebster ______ _ 
VVinnebago ~ __ _ 
VVinneshiek ___ _ 
VVoodbury ____ _ 
VVorth ________ _ 
VVright _______ _ 
County values 
represen tin g 
less than three 
producers, and 
small co al 
Coal 
TABLE I-Continued 
Clay 
and Clay 
. Products 
Stone 
and 
LIme 
Total Sand Other and Gravel Preducts 
17 23,978 30,202 * ________ __________ 54,180 
1 ___________ " ___________________________________ _ 
15 ___________ * 119,654 " __________ 125,574 
16 ___________ 19,234 62,855 22,884 __________ 104.973 
7 ___________" " " " 11,885 
4 24,004 " ________ ____ ____ __________ 24,004 
3 ___________ __________ ________ 8,445 _______ ___ 8,445 
7 ___________ __________ 60,224 ________ __________ 60,224 
26 1,200,117 33,001 " ________ __________ 1,233,118 
18 265,303 38,280 ___ _____ " __________ 303,583 
10 _____ ~_____ 16,716 " ,,__________ 144,211 
4 ___________ 5,500 ________ ________ __________ 5,500 
3 ___________ __________ 658 ________ __________ 658 
1 ___________ __________ ________ " ___________________ _ 
14 3,402,743 __________ ________ _____ ___ __________ 3,402,743 
8 _.:_________ 14,253 ________ " __________ 14,253 
4 ___________ __________ ________ 6,868 __________ 6,868 
2 ___________ __________ ________ " ________________ __ .. _ 
6 36,189 " ________ " __________ 55,110 
4 ___________ * ________ 5,839 __________ 5,839 
10 ___________ * ________ 15,198 _______ ___ . 15,198 
2 ___________ * .. _________________________ __ _ 
47 2,729,625 587,356 _____ ___ 84,058 * 3,401,039 4 ___________ 32,209 ________ ________ _____ _____ 32,209 
4 ___________ 25,498 ________ ________ __________ 25,498 
3 ___________ " . ________ * __________ 82,464 
13 ___________ 32,230 121,080 * " 185,310 1 ___ "________ * ___________________________________ _ 
6 ___________ __________ ________ 3,747 __________ 3,747 
10 ___________" 6,803 __________ 6,803 
7 ___________ 59,585 * . ________ __________ 59,585 
7 22,979 * ________ ________ __________ 22,979 
1 ____ .:.______ * __________________________ ----------
7 20,340 " * ,,__________ 22,370 
22 523,535 70,570 1'1,474" " 619,197 4 * 69,210 ________ ________ __________ 69,210 
9 ___________ 42,522 lJ2 ________ .,_________ 42,634 
8 234,761 * ________ ________ __________ 234,761 
22 101,949 '1,100,237 ________ 2,201 875,472 2,'()79,859 
2 ___________ * ________ " __________ ----------
5 _.:._________.. " * __________ 9,729 
9 ___________ 300,886 ________ 5,895 __________ 306,781 
1 ___________ " __________________________ ----------
6 ---------__ 31,400 _______ ..: 5,354 ___ .. _----- 36,754 
mines ___________ _ 67,629 636,895 214,374 114,057 1,927,123 2,408,080 
Total ________ 726 $12,663,507 $ 4,436,839 $817,121 $393,649 $ 2,807,995 $21,119,111 
,tIncluded in "county values" and totals. 
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T ABI .. E I-(lonti.nued 
VALUE OF TOTAL MINERAL PRODUCTION, BY COUNTIES, FOR 1912. 
Counties 
. Adair _________ _ 
Adams _______ _ 
Allamakee ____ _ 
Appanoose ____ _ 
Audubon ______ _ 
Benton _______ _ 
Black Hawk __ _ 
Boone ________ _ 
Bremer _______ _ 
Buchanan _____ _ 
Buena Vista ___ _ 
Butler ________ _ 
Calhoun ______ _ 
Carroll _______ _ Cass __________ _ 
Cedar _________ _ 
.cerro Gordo ___ _ 
Cherokee ______ _ Clarke ________ _ 
Clay __________ _ 
Clayton _______ _ 
Clinton _______ _ 
Crawford _____ _ 
Dallas ________ _ 
Decatur _______ _ 
Delaware ' _____ _ 
Des Moines ____ _ 
Dickinson _____ _ 
DubUque ______ _ 
Fayette _______ _ 
Floyd _________ _ 
Franklin ______ _ 
Fremont ______ _ 
Greene _________ , 
Grundy _______ _ 
Guthrie _______ _ 
Hamilton __ ' ___ _ 
Hancock ______ _ 
Hardin _______ _ 
Harrison _____ _ 
Henry ________ _ 
Howard ______ _ 
Ida ___________ _ 
Iowa _____ :... ___ _ 
Jackson ______ _ 
Jasper' ________ _ 
Jefferson _____ _ 
Johnson ______ _ 
Jones _________ _ 
Keokuk _______ _ 
Kossuth _______ _ 
'Clay and Stone 
Coal ,Clay and 
Products Lime 
Sand Other 
and Gravel Products 
Total 
Value 
~ , f-~-24;6g0 : ======== ======== ========== f 7 24,690 4 ___________ I * $ 24,277 ________ __________ 2 ,277
66 2,506,844 . * * * __________ 2,534,142 
5 ___________ * --______ $ 590 __________ 500 
6 ____ ~ ______ $ 48,892 * ________ __________ 48,892 
14 ___________ __________ 11,389 22,590 * _ 33,979 
8 454,731 1 67,096 -------- -------- ---------- 521,827 
r =========== ========== ----i--- ___ ~~2~_ ========== _____ !~:~~ 6 ___ ________ 15,064 ________ 1,088 __________ 16,152 
3 ___________ * ________ * __________ 19,894 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
11. ----------- 1 884,337 * -_______ * 3,205,546 4 ___________ 1__________ ________ 16,700 __________ 16,700-
, ~ =========== ' : ======== ======== ========== ========== 18 __ ~________ * 3,255 '24,865 __________ 28,120 4 ___________ 16,720 _____ :.__ ________ * 16,720 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
10 810,532 153,340 ________ ________ __________ 963,872 
1 ___________ __________ * ___________________________ _ 
6 ___________ 8,140 * ________ __________ 8;140 
7 ___________ * 10,562 * __________ 23,261 
1 ___________ __________ ________ ________ * _________ _ 
17 ___________ 48,500 73,333 17,973 $ 5,670 145,476 
8 ___________ * * 5,414 __________ , 29,759 
, 4 ___________ * * * __________ 51,587 
2 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
1 ___________ ~ 
6' 24,250 * ======== ----*--- =======~== -----3-6,052 3 ___________ * ________ * __________ 24,600 
7 16,191 11,256 ________ :._______ __________ 27,447 
1 ___________ * ________ ___________________________ _ 
1 ___________ * __________________ ' _________ . ________ _ 
9 ___________ 55,166 * 3,533 __________ _ 58,699 
1 __ ___ ______ __________ * ___________________________ _ 
3 :.__________ * * ________ __________ 35,893 
3 ___________ * * * __________ 12,820 2 ___________ __________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
2 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
2 ___________ * * - ___________________________ _ 
17 669,936 17,305 ___________ ----- * 687,241 
8 9,170 34,305 ________ ________ * 43,475 
8 ____ , ______ .: 17,600 * 8,428 __________ 26,028 
10 ____ _______ * 91,205 * __________ 106,929 
17 26,733 32,819 * ________ __________ 59,552 
1 ___________ * ~ __________________________________ _ 
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Counties 
Lee --- ________ _ 
Linn ________ _ 
Louisa ________ _ 
Lucas ______ ~ __ _ 
Lyon _________ _ 
Madison ______ _ 
Mahaska _____ _ 
Marion _______ _ 
Marshall. _____ _ 
Mills _________ _ 
Mitchell ______ _ 
Monroe _______ _ 
Muscatine ____ _ 
O'Brien ______ :._ 
Osceola _______ _ 
Page __ ~ ______ _ 
Palo Alto _____ _ 
Plymouth ____ _ 
Pocahontas __ _ 
. Polk __________ _ 
Pottawattamie 
Powesbiek ____ _ Sac ___________ _ 
Scott _________ _ 
Shelby ________ _ 
Sioux __________ , 
Story _________ _ 
Tama _________ _ 
Taylor _______ _ 
Union ________ _ 
'Van Buren ____ _ 
Wapello ______ _ 
Warren _~ _____ _ 
·Wasliington __ _ 
Wayne ________ _ 
Webster _..: ____ _ 
Winnebago ___ _ 
Winneshiek ___ _ 
Woodbury ____ _ 
Worth ________ _ 
Wrigbt _______ _ 
County values 
TABLE I-Contin~eJ 
Clay and Stone 
Coal Clay and 
Products Lime 
Sand Other 
and Gravel Products 
Total 
Value 
15 ___________ 7,250 327,917 ·5,452 __________ 340,619 
15 ___________ 27.489 55,57618,680 __________ 101,745 
8 ___________ * * * 120 9,360 
3 * * ________ ________ __________ 32,070 
6 ___________ __________ ________ 19,237 __________ 19,237 
5 ___________ * 42,361 ________ __________ 42,361 
19 944,156 41,310 . * ________ __________ 985,466 
18 ' 315,260 41,800 ________ 17,288 __________ 374,348 
11 ___________ 93,971 * * __________ 207,008 
4 ___________ 6,550 ________ ________ __________ 6,550 
1 .___________ __________ * ___________________________ _ 
15 3,757,856" __________ ________ ________ __________ 3,757,856 
8 ___________ 13,503 ________ * __________ 13,503 
2 ___________ __________ ________ * ___________________ _ 
2 ___________ __________ ________ '" ___________________ _ 
4 * * ________ ________ __________ 22,600 
4 ___________ * 9,943 __________ 9,943 
9 ___________ * ________ 19,707 __________ 19,707 
2 ___________ * ." ___________________________ _ 
48 2,761,723 582,878 ________ 148,302 * 3,492,903 
3 ___________ 32,172 ________ ________ __________ .32,172 
4 ___________ 29,004 _________ ~______ __________ 29,004 
4 ___________ * ________ 27,722 __________ 27,722 
16 * 44,071 128,823 * * 216,089 1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
6 ___________ . _________ ________ 24,650 ~_________ 24,650 
7 ___________ * ________ 5,530 __________ 5,530 
7 ___________ 59,619 * ________ __________ 59,619 
4 12,700 * ________ ________ __________ . 12,700 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
7 18,785 * * * __________ 28,628 
20 345,324 68,096 8,900 22,522 * 444,842 3 * * ________ ________ __________ 75,602 
5 ___________ 32,587 ________ ________ __________ 32,587 
6 _ 205,182 ________ :.._ ________ ________ __________ 2,051,182 
27 107,088 947,748 ________ * 854,178 1,909,014 
2 ___________ * ' ----____ * --________ --_______ _ 
5 ______ ._____ .* ... . * __________ 10,606 
8 ___________ 309,466 ________ 16,120 __________ 325,586 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
~ ___________ * .* -_~_______ 8,400 
rep resenting 
less than three 
producers, and 
small coal 
mines ________ ____ 140,937 776,438 220,638 123,882 2)811,923 1,191,354 
Total ________ 665 $ 13,152,088 $ 4,524;492 $998,236 $563,409 $ 3,671,891 $22,910,116 
, 
COAL 
COAL. 
As in previous years, coal was in 1911 and 1912 the leading 
mineral produced in Iowa. ' Its value at the mines, in 1911,. 
was $12,663,507 and in 1912, $13,152,0.88. Although the value of 
the coal was greater in 1912 than in 1911, the total tonnage in 
] 912 was less than in 1911. The value of the coal mined in 1912 
has been exceeded only in 1910 when the value of the CQal output' 
was $13,903,913. . There were twenty-one producing counties in 
1911 and twenty-two in 1912. In both yea'rs the five leading coal 
producing counties, in order of tank,' were Monroe, Polk, Appa-
noose, Mahaska, and Dallas. 
In 1911, the average price of coal at the mine ~as $1.73 a ton; 
and in 1912 the average pric.e was $1.80 a ton, the latter figure 
being the highest average price on record in Iowa. In 1911, 
ihere were 16,599 men employed incoai mining in Iowa; in 
1912 . there were 16,370. 
The table below gives the tonnage, value, average price per. 
ton, average number of' days worked, and average number of' 
men employed, -in Iowa, during the past decade, ac.cording to, 
the United States Geological Survey: 
Average Average 
Year Total Tons Value Average Number of Number of: Price days Men 
worked Employed' 
1903 ______________ 6,419,811 $10,563,910 $1.65 226 14,162 1904 _______ _____ __ 6,519,933 10,504,406 1.61 213 15,629 1905 ______________ 6,798,609 10,586,381 1.56 209 15,113 1906 ______________ 7,266,224 11,619,455 1.60 224 15,260 1907 ____ __________ 7,574,322 12,258,012 1.62 230 15,585 1908 _____ • ________ 7,161;310 11,706,402 1.63 214 16,021 1909 _______ ~ ______ 7,757,762 12,793,628 1.65 
---
17,286 1910 ______________ 7,928,120 13,903,913 1.75 218 16,666 1911 ______________ 7,331,648 12,663,507 1.73 203 16,599 1912 ______________ 7,289,529 13,152,088 1.80 188 16,370 
In 1912, during the month of April and a considerable part of 
May, many of the coal mines were shut down pending the ;3ettle-
ment of the wage scale. When the mines were again opened, it 
was found that many of the miners had left the state and that, 
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furthermore, there was a great shortage in cars to handl~ the 
coal. : . The railway companies had diverted the cars which were 
available before the shut-down for .the hauling of coal to other 
lines of traffic. Never, in the history of the state, · has there 
been a greater car shortage than in 1912. 
The output, disposition of product, value, average price per 
ton,av:erage number of days worked and average number of 
men employed in 1911 and 1912 are given, tabulated by counties, 
in Table II. 
TABLE II. 
OOAL PRODUOTION FOR IOWA IN 1911; BY OOUNTIES, IN SHORT TONS. 
Loaded at Sold to local Used at Average Average trade and Mine for Total Quan- Number Oounties Mine for used by Steam and tity Total Value Price Days Shipment Employees Heat per Ton Active 
Adams __________________ 
------------
------------ ------------
7,472 $ 18,779 $ 2.51 120 Appanoosc ______________ 1,023,405 55,051 26,267 1,104,723 2,102,485 1.90 163 Boone __________ _________ 174,932 26,388 13,120 214,440 413,548 1.93 "206 Dallas __________________ 371,794 7,204 6,590 385,588 731,805 1.90 257 Greene __________________ 
------------ ------------ ------------
11,800 30,400 2.58 160 Guthrie _________________ 
------------
10,390 
------------
10,390 29,570 2.84 142 Jasper ___ _______________ 
----------..:.- ------------ ------------ 292,427 672,532 2.30 219 Jefferson _____________ .:. __ 
------------ ------------ ------------
5,129 11,236 2.19 192 Keokuk _________ ~ _______ 
------------
11,697 . 815 12,512 23,978 1.92 188 Lucas ___________________ 
------------ ------------ ------------
13,337 24,004 1.80 184 Mahaska ________________ 733,178 22,152 21,859 777,189 1,200,117 1.54 213 Marion _____ .:. ____________ 149,803 15,446 6,080 171,329 265,303 - 1.55 225 Monroe _________________ 2,140,265 55,181 63,793 2,259,239 3,402,743 1.51 217 Page ____________________ 
------------
12,396 
------------
12,396 36,189 2.92 126 Polk ________ __ __________ 1,302,029 173,288 56,693 1,532,010 2,729,625 . 1.78 217 Taylor __________________ . 4,565 5,385 
------------
9,950 22,979 2.32 135 
Van Buren _______________ 
-.----------- ------------ ------------
8,656 20,340 2.35 208 
Wapello ________ " _______ " 268,784 " 38,690 " 4,858 312,332 523,535 " 1.68 226 Wayne __________________ 
------------ ------------ ------------
116,382 234,761 2.00 203 
Webster ________________ 37,749 6,425 1,852 46,026 101,949 2.13 " 173 
Oounties with less than 
three " producers and 
small mines ___________ 388,395 92,826 2,303 28,321 67,629 
------------ ------------
Total _______________ 1 " 6,594,899 532,519 204,230 7,331,648 $ 12,663,507 $ 1.73 " 203 
--
~== -- . - . 
Average 
Number of 
Employees 
52 
4,066 
653 
707 
43 
59 
648 
22 
29 
43 
1,425 
327 
4,266 
62 
2,995 
58 
15 
572 
379 
169 
9 
16,599 
8 
:> 
t' 
...... 
...... 
COAL PRODUCTION FOR IOWA IN 1912, BY COUNTIES, IN SHORT TONS. 
Counties 
6 
t;~ 
,...~ 
0p 
0'0 
Z< 
Sold to Local Used at Lo~ded at I Trade and Mine for I Tota~ 
MIlle for Used by Steam and . QuantIty 
Shipment Employees Heat 
Average I Average Ave!age Number Number of 
Total Valuol Price I Days Employees 
per Ton Active 
Adams ____________ '- ______ 5 ___________ _ 
Appanoosc _____ ~ ________ . G3 1,168,776 
Boone __________ ____ __ ____ . 5 172,585 
Dallas ___________________ 5 420,990 
Greene ________ ..:__________ 3 ___________ _ 
Guthrie __________ _ ..:______ 4 
Jasper __ __ ..:~_____ ________ 10 
Jefferson _________________ 3 
Keokuk __________________ 5 
Mahaska --------.-------- i 15 arion __________________ , 12 
Monroe __________________ 1 15 
Polk _____________________ 1 22 
Taylor _____ .:_____________ 3 
Van Buren _______________ J 3 
Wapello _________________ 1 9 
Wayne _____ ~_____________ 6 
Webster __________________ 5 
Counties with lcss than 
237,221 
546,100 
161,655 
2,272,658 
1,226,294 
175,031 
42,?20 
9,868 
65,969 
35,683 
8,969 
17,921 
3,900 
6,247 
-----------1------------5,870 
19,530 
4,248 
14,240 
20,669 
16,434 
48,297 
, 221,240 
2,520 
3,529 
25,877 
10,631 
3,054 
14,550 
12,074 
3,979 
72,457 
38,519 
5,194 
2,700 
t h r e e producers' and , 
small illines ____________ I ____ 1 95,677 1 73,578 1 2,475 
Total ________ ~ _______ ~ ___ 6,519,307 590,206 180,016 1 
• I 
'Lucas, Page, Scott and Warren. 
9,868 1 $ 
1,252,666 
212,168 
. 436,206 
9,590 
5,870 
271,301 
. . 4,248 
14,290 
578,843 
182,068 
2,393,412 
1,486,053 
5,120 
9,154 
206,102 
99,168 
48,074 
24,690 --_______ ---------2,506,844 _________________ _ 
454,731 _____________ ~ ___ _ 
810,532 _____________ ~----
24,250 _________________ _ 
16,191 ______ . ___________ _ 
669,936 _________________ _ 
9,170 _________________ _ 
26,733 ___ ~ ___________ ~--
944,156 ______________ ~---
315,260 _________________ _ 
3,757,856 ~ ________________ _ 
2,761,723 _________________ _ 
12,700 _________________ _ 
18,785 _________________ _ 
345,324 _________ .. _______ _ 
205,182 __ .: ______________ _ 
107,088 _________________ _ 
7,2:::::: 1 $ 13,::::::: 1;----l~~~l=-~~~-
55 
4,166 
776 
957 
32 
28 
584 
16 
31 
983 
428 
4,281 
2,912 
31 
14 
488 
377 
151 
60 
16,370 
.... 
"" 
a:: 
.... 
Z 
t;:J 
~ 
II> 
t" 
"d 
. ~ 
o 
tj 
q 
o 
>-3 
.... 
o 
Z 
.... 
Z 
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~ 
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Iowa's rank as a coal producing state, in 1912, is given in the 
table which follows. It will be seen that Iowa ranked eleventh in 
tonnage and ninth in value. In 1911, Iowa ranked ninth in 
tonnage and ninth in value. 
RANK OF LEADING COAL-PRODUCING STATES IN 1912, WITH QUAN-
TITY AND VALUE OF PRODUCT AND PERCENTAGE OF EACH! 
Rank I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Rank I 
1 
2 
" u 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Production. 
State 
P ennsylvania: Anthracite ______________________________ _ 
13ituminous _________________ ____________ _ 
~~~~i~i~~~~~~======================~======== Ohio ___ ____________________________________ _ 
Kentucky __________________ ~----------------
Alabama _____ ~ _______________ .: ____________ _ 
Indiana ____________________________________ _ 
Colorado __________________________________ _ 
Virginia ___________________________________ _ 
Wyoming ___________________ ~ ______________ _ 
Iovva _______________________________________ _ 
Total for United States _______________ _ 
Value. 
State 
Pennsylvania: Anthracite ______________________________ _ 
13iturninous ________________ ~ _____________ _ 
illinois ____________________________________ _ 
West Virginia ____________________________ __ _ 
Ohio ____________________ . ___________________ _ 
Alabama __________________________________ _ 
Indiana ____________________________________ _ 
Kentucky __________________________________ _ 
Colorado _______________________ = ______ .: ____ _ 
ff~~~I1~~=================================== ' 
Quantity I Percentage of Total (Short Tons) Production 
84,361,598 
161,865,488 
66,786,687 
59,885,226 
34,528,727 
16,490,521 
16,100,600 
15,285,718 
10,977,824 
7,846,638 
7,368,124 
7,289,529 
Value 
$177,622,626 
169,370,497 
70,294,338 
62,792,234 
37,083,363 
20,829,252 
17,480,546 
16,854,207 
16,345,336 
13,152,088 
11,648,088 
11,324,130 
15.8 . 
30.3 
12.5 
11.2 
6.4 
3.1 
3.0 
2.8 
2.0 
1.5 
1.4 
1.4 
100.0 
I 
Percentll.ge 
of Total 
Value 
25.6 
24.4 
10.1 
9.0 
5.3 
3.0 
2.5 
2.4 
2.4 
1.9 
1.7 
1.6 
Total for United States ________________ $ 695,606,071 100.0 
'From Advance Chapters of Mineral Resources of the United States for 
1912. 
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CLAY AND , CLAY PRODUCTS. 
The value of clay and clay products in Iowa in 1911 was 
$4,436,839 and in 1912, $4,524,492. In both years the value fell 
below the record value of 1919, which was $5,335,036. 
The output of clay products during 1911 and 1912 was dis-
. tributed as follows: 
Product 1911 
I 
Quantity in \ 
Thousa.nds 
Common brick _______________ 154,434 
Paving brick _________________ 8,879 Face brick _____________________ 9,241 Drain tile _____________________ 
------Sevver pipe ____________________ 
------
Fireproofing; terra cotta lum-
ber, hollovv building block 
or tile ______________ ~--------
------
Pottery 
---------------------- ------
Other products _______________ ------
Clay 
-------------------------
------
Total 
--------------------
------
Value 
$1,025,011 
103,384 
114,178 
2,468,962 
284,8F 
-
374,628 
\ 36,319 
25,575 
.3,965 
$4,436,839 
1912 
\ 
QuantitYin\ 
Thousands 
148,472 
15,033 
11,912 
------
------
--... ---
------
------
------
Value 
$1,017,097 
197,035 
142,637 
2,293,084 
291,672 
535,254 
30,141 
15,406 
2,166 
$4,524,492 
In the production of clay products in 1912, Webster county 
'with ten producers, ranked first; Cerro Gordo county with seven. 
producers, second; Polk county with eleven producers, third, 
and Woodbury county with three producers, fourth. These 
four counties contributed 60 per cent of the total value of the 
clay industry_ Iowa continues to be the premier state in the 
manufacture of drain tile, . the value of this product in 1911 
having been $2,468,962 and in 1912, $2,293,084. The two leaq-
ing producers of drain tile are Cerro Gordo and Webster coun · 
ties. In 1912, ' there was a marked increase over 1911 in the 
quantity produced and the value of paving or vitrified brick. 
The clay product is tabulated by' eounties, in Table III in 
which the distribution of the leading products is given: 
/ 
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TABLE III. 
_. 
VALUE OF IOWA CLAY AND CLAY PRODUCTS FOR 1911, 
TABULATED BY COUNTIES. 
" Paving 
.... Other 0..", 
Counties ........ Common Brick Face Drain ,Pro- Total o~ , Brick or Brick Tile Value 
' p Block ductst ZOO 
Adair ________ _ 1 * __________ -_______ * _________________ _ 
Adams _' ______ _ 2 '* __________ -_______ * * _________ ~ 
Appanoose ___ _ 
Audubon _____ _ 
2 * __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
- 2 * __________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Benton _______ _ 4 $ 4,450 __________________ $ 11,600 ________ $ 16,050 
Boone ________ _ 3 40,685 * -* * * 81,294 
Buena Vista __ _ 3 * __________ ________ * ________ 20,010 
Butler ________ _ 1 * __________ ___________________________________ _ 
Calhoun ______ _ 1 * ______ .:___ ________ * _________________ _ 
-Carroll _______ _ 1 * __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Cass __________ _ 2' * __________ * * * _________ _ 
Cedar _________ _ 
Cerro Gordo __ _ 
1 * __________ -------_ * _________________ _ 
7 52-,090 __________ ________ 603,891 $ 75,853 731,834 
Clarke ________ _ 1 * __________ ______ __ ___ __ ______________________ _ 
Clay __ ~ ______ _ 1 * __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Clayton ___ "' __ _ Clinton _______ _ 
2 * __________ ________ * * _________ _ 
3 *' __________ ________ * ________ 21,600 
Crawford _____ _ 
Dallas _______ _ 
Decatur ______ _ .~ ;,512 ========== ======== ---i67~51i ---4~9-io- ---180~994 ' '1 * __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Delaware _____ _ 3 * __________ ________ * ________ 5,620 
Des Moines ___ _ 1 * __________ _____ ___ * . _________________ _ 
Dubuque ______ _ 3 41,000 __________ ________ __________ ________ 41,000 
Fayette _______ _ 1 * _________________ .' ___________________________ _ 
Floyd ________ _ 1 * __________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Franklin _____ _ 1 * __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Fremont _____ _ 2 * _____________________________________________ _ Greene ________ _ 
Grundy _______ _ 
2 * __________ ________ * 
2 * __________ * * - 1------- ----------
Guthrie _______ _ 3 1,519 __________ ________ * 
Hamilton ____ _ 1 * __________ ________ * 
Hancock __ ' ____ _ 1 _________ ~- __________ ________ * 
Harrison _____ _ 
Hardin _______ _ 
1 * __________ ________ * 
2 * * * 
-.------- ":"'-~-------
Henry ____ ..: ___ _ 
Howard ______ _ 
3 * __________ ________ * 
1 * __________ ________ * 23,920 
Humboldt ____ _ 1 _____________ -'_______ ________ * Iowa _________ _ 
Jackson ______ _ 
3 * __________ ________ * ________ 19,600 
2 * __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Jasper ________ _ 
Jefferson _____ _ 
Johnson ___ ___ _ 
Jones _________ _ 
6 * -----_____ ________ * ________ 17,553 
4 * ___ ~______ ________ 27,712 * 36,340 
4 * __________ ________ * ________ 28,150 
2 * __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
}(eokuk _______ _ 
Kossuth ______ _ 
10 * __________ ________ 23,591 * 
1 _________ -'_ __________ ________ * 
* 
30,202 
Lee ___________ _ 
. Linn ___________ -
Louisa _______ _ 
2 * __________ * 
5 * __________________ -----it---- ======== ----19~234 
2 .. __________ ________ * 
Lucas ________ _ 1 .. 
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TABL E ill-Continued 
6 Paving ... Other p..1Il 
Counties ........ Common Brick Face Drain Pro- Total OCll Brick or Brick Tile Value C) ductst .= Block o~ 
Z I 
Mahaska ______ 3 10,101 * * 13,100 * 33,001 Marion ________ a * __________ ________ 13,340;:' 38,280 
Marshall ______ 6 7,224 __________ * * ________ 16,716 
Mills __________ 4 * __________ ________ * . ________ 5,500 
Muscatine _____ 4 * ---------- ________ * _____ ___ 7,537 
Page ____ ___ ___ 2 * ---------- ________ * ;:. _________ _ 
Palo Alto______ 1 _____________________ ..: ___ ~___ * * _________ _ 
Plymouth _____ 1 * ---------- ________ . __ _________________________ _ 
Pocahontas ___ 1 __________ -_________ ____ ____ * ___ _____ ____ _____ _ 
Polk ______ __ __ 11 167,983 * * 153,174 155,255 .587,356 
Pottawattamie 3 32,209 ______ ~___ __ ______ __________ ________ 32,209 
. Poweshiek ____ 4 * __________ ________ 23,099 * 25,498 
Sac ____________ 1 -* ---------- ______ __ * _________________ _ 
Scott __________ 3 7,194 * ' * ~, 32,230 
Isr::~~~~~~~! li~39 ~~~~~~::~I:::::: :::::::::: ;;;;~;;; ::::~~~ 
Union --------- 1 * __________ 1________ * - 7f ----------
~~~e~~re~----:---~ ~ : =========~ _ -- --*--- ---- -*-~-- -.,--*--- ----"43,187 
Warren, ________ 3 2,110 __________ ________ * ;:- 69,210 
Washington ___ 6 14,350 ______________ ~___ 23,522 * 42,522 Wayne _________ _ 1 * __________________ ___ _______________ ______ ___ _ 
Webster _______ 11 61,320 * __ ______ 708,287 319,990 1,096,297 Winnebago ____ 1 * __________ ________ * ___________ __ ____ _ 
Winneshiek ____ 1 * _______________ _______ _____________ __ ________ _ 
Woodbury _____ 4 234,472 __________ * ,* * 300,886 
Worth -------- 1 ----------- __________ 1 - * ---------- -------- ----------Wright ________ 3 * __________ ____ ____ * ________ 31,400 
**Pottery _____ 5 ____ ____ _____________ -------- -----_____ ____ ____ 36,319 
-***Olay sold____ J _____________________ -_______ __________ _____ ___ 3,965 
Counties wit b I less than tbree 
producers ________ - 319,953 103,384 114,178 700,134 128,952 658,058 
Total ______ 217 $ - 1,025,011 $ 103,384 i$114,178 $2,468,962 $685,020 $ 4,436,839 
t Includes fancy brick, sewer pipe, fireproofing, etc. 
**Includes Delaware, Muscatine and Wapello counties. 
***Includes Hardin and Webster counties . 
. 
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TABLE III-Continued 
VALUE OF IOWA CLAY AND CLAY PRODUCTS FOR 1912, 
TABULATED BY COUNTIES. J 
6 Paving ... Other p... .. 
Counties 't5~ Common Brick Face Drain Pro- Total Brick or Brick Tile Value 
.= Block ducts ~~ 
* 
---------- -------- -----;:---- -------- ----------
-------- ----------
Adair _______ ~_ i 
Adams ~_______ , 1 * 
~lamakee _____ J 1 
* * * Appanoose ____ 1 * Audubon ______ 2 * __________ -----___ * _________________ _ 
Benton ________ 5 $ . 18,498 ____ ______ -------_ $ 19,044 * $ 48,892 
Boone _____ ____ 3 33,807 * * * ' * 67,096 
- Buena Vista___ 3 ' * __________ ________ 12,664 ________ 15,064 
Butler _________ 1 * __________ ________ * 
-------- ----------Oalhoun _______ 1 ·x·· 
* * Oarroll ________ 1 .,. 
Oass ___________ 1 * ========== ~======= -----;---- ----;--- ========== 
Cedar ~_________ 1 'k __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Cerro Gordo___ 7 82,282 __________ ________ 621,224 $180,831 884,337 Clarke _________ 1 ,,__________ ________ ~. ________ ___ ______ _ 
Clay ___________ 2 * __________ ______ __ * _________________ _ 
Olayton ~_______ 1 {} __________ ------__ __________ __ ______ 16,720 
Clinton ________ 3 " __________ ._______ .,. _________________ _ 
Crawford ______ 1 .,. _____________________________________________ _ 
Dallas ________ 5 2,007 __________ -------- 141,145 10,188 153,340 
Delaware ___ ___ 3 2,880 __________ c__ _____ * * 6,800 
Des Moines_ ___ 1 * __ __ ______ ________ * _________________ _ 
Dubuque ______ 3 48,500 __________ ------_____ ~______ ________ 48,500 
Fayette ____ ._ ~ -- 1 * __________________ . __________ * _________ _ 
Floyd _____ _____ 1 * __________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Franklin _______ 2 * __________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Fremont __ ~___ 1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
Greene _________ 2 'k __________ ________ * * _________ _ 
' Grundy ____ __ '__ 2 {} _____ ._____ * * _________________ _ 
Guthrie ________ 3 .,. ________ .. _ -------_ 7,993 * 11,256 
Hamilton _____ 1 ·x· ____ ____ __ ________ * * _________ _ 
Hancock _______ 1 ___________ __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Hardin ____ ____ 2 .,. __________ ________ * 
Henry _________ 2 * __________ ________ * ~---;---, ----------
Howarq __ "____ 1 * __________ ________ * 
* Iowa __________ 2 * __________ _____ ___ * _________________ _ 
Jackson ________ 1 * __________ -------- 9,850 * 17,305 
~:~~~~on--====== ~ : ========== ======== ----23;434- ---4~608 ----34,305 
Johnson ______ _ 3 * __________ -------- * ________ 17,600 
Jones ____ __ ____ 2 * __________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Keokuk ________ 10 5,578 __ ________ -------- 26,228 * 32,819 
Kossuth _______ 1 * __________ * * _________________ _ 
Lee ___________ ~ 3 * __________ * --________ ________ 7,250 
Linn ______ ___ __ 6 21,169 __________ ________ 6,320 ________ 27,489 
Louisa _________ 2 * ____________ .______ * * _________ _ 
Ll.lcas ______ ____ 1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
Madison _______ 1 * __________ ___ ___ __ * _________________ _ 
Mahaska ______ 3 15,710 * --______ 17,300 * 41,310 
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TABLE III-Continued 
6 Paving 
'" p..", Common Brick Face Conntie:. ~~ Brick or Brick 
'::5 
Drain 
Tile 
Other 
.Pro-
ducts 
Total 
Value 
0'd 
. z Block 
Ma,rion --------Marshall _____ _ 
3 * __________ ________ 9,500 ' * 41,800 
7 9,311 __________ * 55,360 * 93,971 
Mills _~ ________ _ 4 6,550 __________ - _______ -_________ ________ 6,550 
Muscatine ____ _ 4 * __________ ________ * ________ 8,191 
Page ________ :._ 
Palo Alto _____ _ 
2 * __________ -____ ___ --_________________________ _ 
1 _____________________ -------_ * * _________ _ 
Plymouth ____ _ 
Pocahontas __ _ 
1 * __________ -------_ --_________________________ _ 
1 _____________________ -------_ * _________________ _ 
Polk _~ _______ _ 
Pottawattamie 1~ 1~~:~~~ _____ : ________ : _______ ~: _____ ~~~~6:!_ 5~~:~~~ 
Poweshiek ____ _ 4 * __________ ________ . 24,974 * 29,004 Sac ___________ _ 1 * __________ -----___ * * _________ _ 
Scott _________ _ 4 16,518 __________ ________ * * 44,071 
Shelby ________ _ 
Story _________ _ 
Tama _________ _ 
1 * __________ -__________________________________ _ 
2 * __________ * * * _________ _ 
6 * __________ * 25,857 ________ 59,619 
Taylor _______ _ 1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
Union _________ _ 1 * __________ ________ * * _________ _ 
Van Buren ____ _ 2 * __________ -_______ * _________________ _ 
Wapello ______ _ 
Warren _______ _ ~ 2~,486 _____ : ________ :___: : _____ ~~~~~ 
Washington __ _ 5 * __________ ________ . 20,292 * 32,587 
Winnebago ___ _ 1 * __________ ________ . *. _________________ _ 
Winneshiek ___ _ 1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
Webster ______ _ 10 90,334 * 587,808 257,!rI7 946,058 
Woodbury ____ _ 3 * * * * * 309,466 Worth ________ _ ·1 ___________ __________ * .. __________________________ _ 
Wright _______ _ 
**Pottery ____ _ 
***Clay sold ___ _ 
. 1 * __________ ________ * ________ _________ _ 
4 _____________________________ .. ______________ ~__ 30,141 
:4 ___________ __________ ________ __________ ________ 2,166 
Counties wit h 
less than three 
producers _______ _ 467,404 197,035 $142,637 684,091 227,091 
---1--------1-------/-----1·-------1 
Total ______ 207 $ 1,017,097 $ . 197,035 142,637 684,091 227,091 
831,128 
831,128 
tIncludes fancy brick, sewer pipe, fireproofing, etc. 
**Includes Delaware, Muscatine and Wapello counties. 
***Includes Hardin and Webster counties. 
/ 
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The following table shows the rank of the ten leading states 
in value of clay products in 1911 and 1912. It includes, also, 
the number of operating firms and the percentage of the total 
value produced by each of the ten states: 
TEN LEADING STATES IN VALUE OF CLAY PRODUCTION IN 
1911 AND 1912.' 
1911. 
Number Value not Percent-of Oper- including age of State Rank ating 
Firms raw clay Total 
Report 'g sold Product 
Ohio 
- - ----------------- - -------------
1 633 $ 32,663,895 20.13 
Pennsylvania 
------------------------
2 423 20,270,033 12.49 
New Jersey 
--------------------------
3 162 18,178,228 11.21 
illinois 
-------------------------------
4 330 14,333,011 8.83 New York _____ ..: ________________ , ______ 5 222 10,184,376 ,6.28 Indiana _______________________________ 6 302 7,000,771 4.32 
Missouri 
-----------------------------
7 122 6,274,353 3.87 
California 
---------------------------
8 92 4,915,866 3.03 VVest Virginia ________________________ 10 55 4,333,420 2.67 
Iowa 
---------------------------------
9 214. 4,432,874 2.73 
-- -
,--
Total for Umted States ____ _______ _ 4,628 $ 162,236,181 100.00 
1912. 
No. of Value not Percent-
State Rank Operat'g including age of Firms raw clay Total 
Report 'g sold Product 
Ohio 
---------------------------------
1 596 $ 34,811,508 20.14 
Pennsylvania 
------------------------
2 393' 21,537,221 12.46 
New Jersey 
--------------------------
3 155 19,838,553 11.48 
illinois 
-------------------------------
4 301 15,210,990 8.80 New York ____________________________ 5 219 12,058,858 6.98 
Indiana 
------------------------------
6 . 2,(8 7,935,251 4.59 
Missouri 
-----------------------------
7 110 6,412,861 3.71 
California 
---------------------------
8 91 5,912,450 3.42 VVest ITirginia ________________________ 9 54 4,775,874 2.76 ' 
Iowa 
---------------------------------
10 200 4,522,326 2.62 
------
Total for Umted States ___________ _ 4,284 $ 172,811,275 100.00 
It will be seen from this table that in 1911 Iowa ranked ninth 
and in 1912, tenth. 
tAdvance chapter from Mineral Resources of the United States for 1912. 
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STONE AND LIME. 
The qua~ry production for 1911 and 1912 showed a marked 
increase over 1910. -The value of the output in 1910 ' was 
1$639,831, in 1911 the value reached $817,121, and in 1912· the 
~'ecord figure of $998,236 was reachea. The output for 1911 
~md 1912 was distributed as follows: 
1911 1912 
Limestone-Building __ _________________ __ ______________________ $ 39,350 $ 54,809· 
Riprap and rubble_________________________________ 118,471 155,945 
Orushed stone-
Road ' making________ __________________________ 39,496 30,821 
Railroad baUast _____________ :... ________________ - 162,704 235,326 
qoncrete ______________________________________ 267,936 404,302 
'*Other purposes____ _______________________ __ ______ 51,938 63,682 
Lime __ ______ ______________________________________ 80,914 51,800 
--------1--------Total lime,stone and lime ________________ _ $760,809 $996,685 ' 
. , Sandstone ____________ ~_______________________________ $ 56,312 $ 1,551 
--------1--------
Total stone and lime______________________ $817,121 $998,236 
-x-Paving, curbing, flagging, etc, 
The distribution of limestone and lime is given, by counties, in 
Table TV. 
'-
TABIJE IV. 
PRODUillION OF LIMESTONE AND LIME IN 1911. 
Conntjps 
Allamakcc ______ _____________ _ 
Appanoosc __ _________________ _ 
Benton ______________________ _ 
Black Hawk _____________ ~ __ ~_ 
Buchanan Cedar _______________________ _ 
Cerro Gordo _________________ _ 
Clayton _____________________ _ 
Clinton _~ ______ ' ______________ _ 
Delaware ____________________ _ 
Des ~oines _________________ ~~ 
Dubuque __________ -' __________ _ 
jf~;Jt:-=====~================= Hardin ____________________ .... __ 
Hem·y ______________________ . __ 
Howard ________________ -.: ____ _ 
HllDlboldt ___________________ _ 
J ackson __ ____________________ _ 
Johnson ____________ .- ________ _ 
Jones ________________________ _ 
lCeoklik _______ ~ ______________ _ 
Lee __________________________ _ 
Linn _________________________ ~ 
Louisa _____________________ ' __ _ 
Madison _____________________ _ 
~ahaska ____________________ _ 
~arshall ____________________ _ 
~1itchell _____________________ _ 
6 
.... 
P-. ~ I Building 
13 ~ Stone ~,g 
Rip'rap 
and 
Rubble 
Crushed Stone 
Road, I Railroad I Lime 
Other 
Uses 
Total 
Value 
making Ballast Concrete 
4 $ 1,159 ;c, ______ _ ___ __________ ;Co _______________ ~ ____ $ 5,572 1 ':, __________ __________ __________ ;Co ___ ' __________________________ _ 
3 '::' * __________ __________ * _______ .:. __ $ 12,200 12,316 
3 ;, __________ * __________ ':. __________ __________ 10,763 
1 * _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
2 __________ * __________ * * ______ ---- * _________ _ 
3 * * ____ ________________ $ 29,309 * __________ 50,598 
~ ;c,749 -----;---- ===='====== ========== ========== _____ : ____ -----;---- ______ 1~~~~ 1 * * _______________________________________________ :. ___________ _ 
1 * _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
10 6,350 $ 35,925 $ 8,100 * 4,830 * 1,070 70,951 2 * ______________________________________________________ ,._____ 1,867 
5 1.691 * __________ __________ __________ __________ * __ _______ _ 
3 * __________ __________ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
1 __________ __________ __________ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
4 1,235 * __________ __________ * __________ * 3,880 
1 * ___________________________________ .! _________________________________ _ 
1 __________ * __________ __________ __________ * ___________________ _ 
1 * * * __________ * _____________________________ _ 
8 2,199 21,598 * * 8,983 __________ * 40,343 2 * * * __________ * _____________________________ _ 
9 * 20,935 17,475 * 75,734 __________ * 119,054 
4 * ______ ____ * * 11,458 __________ __________ 62,855 
2 * * __________ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
7 '* __________ * __________ 46,557 __ ~_______ 10,153 60,224 
1 * * * __________ * __________ * _________ _ 
1 __________ * __________ * _______________________________________ _ 
3 * _______________ :.____ __________ * __________ * _______ _ 
U1 
t-3 
o 
Z 
t.:.:l 
> Z 
i:::' 
t"' 
..... 
a::: . 
t.:.:l 
t\O 
..... 
Counties 
6 
.... 
r:4 . '" 
......... 
OlD 
og 
Z'd 
Building 
Stone 
TABLE IV-Continued 
Riprap 
and 
Rubble 
Crushed Stone 
Road- I Railroad I 
making Ballast Concrete 
Lime Other Uses 
Total 
Value 
Pocahontas __________________ 1 ____ ______ ___ ________ ~________ __________ * ___________________ _ 
Scott _________________________ 6 428 16,394 4,130 $ 39,538 39,327 __________ 20,86(l 120,677 
Tama _____________ :..___________ 1 _______ ___ * _______________________________________ . _______ ,,- __ _______ _ 
Van Buren __________________ ~_ 1 * __________ __________ __________ ______ ____ __________ _____ _ __________ _ 
Wapello ______ ~_______________ 3 __________ 5,230 __________________ ! ________________________________________ _ 
Washington _________________ :. 3 87 __________________________ ---- * __________ * _________ _ 
Winneshiek ___________________ 2 
Counties with less than three 
producers ________________ ~ __ I----
. Total ____ ________________ <===1$ -I 
* ·----------r-·-------- ---------- ----~ -- --- ---------- ---------- ----------
25,452 / 18,389 9,791 123,166 51,738 80,914 8,725 199,895 
_ .-
39,350 1$ 118,471 1$ 39,496 $ 162,704 $ 267,936 $ 80,914 $ 51,938 $ 760,809 
L'" 
"'" 
is: 
.... 
Z 
t;J 
~ 
t"' 
-"0 
::0 
o 
tj 
q 
o 
>-'3 
.... 
o 
Z 
Z 
.... 
~ 
~ 
~ 
..... 
co 
..... 
..... 
> Z 
tj 
..... 
co 
..... 
t<> 
Counties 
Allamakee ___________________ _ 
Appanoose ___________________ _ 
Benton -' _____________________ _ 
Black Hawk _________________ :.. 
Buchanan ___________________ _ 
(Cedar) ____________ ----------_ 
Cerro Gordo_~ _______________ _ 
Clayton _____________________ _ 
Delaware ____________________ _ 
Des ~oines _________ ~ _________ _ 
Dubuque ____________________ _ 
Fayette ______________________ _ 
Floyd _______________________ _ 
lIardin ______________________ _ 
Harrison ____________________ _ 
Henry ________________ ~ ______ _ 
Howard ____________________ _ 
Jackson _____________________ _ 
Johnson ___________________ __ _ 
Jones ________________________ _ 
]{eokuk ______________________ _ 
Lee _________________ ~ ________ _ 
~~~sa-===============:======== adison _____________________ _ 
. ~ahaska ____________________ _ 
~arshall ____________________ _ 
~itchell _____________________ _ 
Pocahontas __________________ _ 
TABLE IV-Continued 
PRODUCTION OF LIMESTONE AND LIME IN 1912, 
6 
~ ~ I Building ~ 8 Stone 
' P 
Riprap 
and 
Rubble 
Crushed Stone 
Road- I Railroad I Lime 
Other 
Uses 
Total 
Value 
~'t:! making , Ballast Concrete 
-y __ ~ __ ~ __ ~L-__ 
3 __________ * __________ __________ * ____________________ $ 24,277 
.1 _~________ __________ * _________________________________________________ _ 
1 __________ __________ * _________________________________________________ _ 
4 $ 1,664 __________ * * * ___ :..______ * 11,289 
1 * ___________________________________________ . __________________________ _ 
o _______________________________________________________________________________ _ 
2 * * __________ __________ .J; _ __ _ •• _____ * _________ _ 
6 1,471 * * __________.J< * __________ 3,056 
2 * * ___________________________________________________________ _ 
4 * * * _______ --- __________ __________ * 10,562 
9 10,700 $ 37,673 $ 12,460 * * * * . 73,333 2 * ________________________________________ :. ____________________________ _ 
2 ·* * __________ __________ __________ __________ * _________ _ 
2 * __________ __________ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
1 __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ * _________ ~ 
1 .J; __________ __________ __________ * _______ -' _____________________ _ 
1 * __________ __________ __________ * _____________________________ _ 
1 __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ * ' ___________________ _ 
1·:' * __________ __________ .J< ____ ------ ________ -' __________ _ 
7 22,827 18,533 * * $ 41,839 __________ __________ 91,205 
2 * * ___ ._______ __________ * ___________________________ ' __ _ 
9 * 24,662 8,920 __________ 245,550 __________ * 327,917 
4 __________ __________ * * * __________ __________ 55,576 
2 __________ * ___________ ~-------- * _______________________ . ______ _ 
4 * __________ __________ __________ 38,868 __________ * 42,361 
1 __________ * * _________________________________________________ _ 
2 __________ __________ __________ * i(. _____________________________ _ 
1 * _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
1 ____________________ ' * __________ * __________ * _________ _ 
/Xl 
. ~ 
o 
z 
t;j 
:.:-
z 
t1 
t"' 
H 
~ 
t;j 
"" C<> 
Counties , 
Scott _________________________ 
Tarna __________ _______________ 
Van Buren ________ ___ _________ 
Wapello ______________________ 
Winneshiek ___________________ 
Connties with less than three producers ___________________ 
rotal --_______ : ________ " ___ 
TABLE IV-Continued 
6 Crushed Stone 
'"' Riprap Il.crn Building Other Total 
.... '"' and Lime o~ Stone Uses Value 
• :;l Rubble Road- I Railroad I C ~'O making "Ballast oncrete 
6 * 33,233 * * 21,200 
, 
* 127,661 ----------
1 -Y.~ 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
1 * * * .. _-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
3 * ~!o * 8,900 ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
2 * ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------------------
.. 
----
18,147 41,844 9,441 235,326 56,845 
----------
63,682 220,548 
---- -----
---- $ 54,809 ~ 155,945 $ 30,821 $ 235,326 $ 404,302 $ 51,800 $ 63,682 $ 996,685 
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, 
The tables show that a large part of the stone was used for 
concrete and railroad ballast, Lee county produced, in 1912, 
more than one-third of the total output. This was due, to a 
considerable extent, to the large amount of limestone used by 
the Mississippi Power Company III the construction of the 
Keokuk dam. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The value of the sand and gravel · industry in 1911 wa s 
$393,649 and in 1912, $563,409, the latter figure being higher 
than that of any previous year on record. 
The sand and gravel sold during 1911 and 1912 may be 
classified as follows: . 
Kind-
Sand used for-
~olding ________________ __ ________________________ _ 
~~~~~~ng--========================================== . Other sand _______________________________________ _ Gravel ________________________________________________ . 
Total sand and graveL------------------------
-'-
-I 
1911 1912 
Value I Value 
' $ 4,582 
226,675 
5,527 
81,842 
125,023 
$393,649 
$ 3,572 
328,882 
. 4,556 
68,543 
. 157,856 
$563,409 
/ 
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Table V shows the distribution of'sand and gravel by counties: 
TABLE .v. 
VALUE OF SAND AND GRAVEL PRODUCED IN IOWA IN 1911. 
~ 
County Total ~ g Molding Building Engine ' Other 
"d Sand Sand Sand Sand 08 
Zo.. · 
Gravel 
Appanoose ___ _ 1 * _____________________________________________ _ 
Audubon _____ _ 5 ___________ $ 10,525 ________ * * $ 10,648 
Black Hawk __ _ 
13remer _______ _ 
13uena Vista __ _ 
7 $ 950 13,340 ________ $ 6,700 _____ ___ 20,990 
4 ___________ * * $ 3,709 4,917 2 ___________ __________ ________ __________ * _________ _ 
Butler _______ _ 2 ___________ * ________ __________ * _________ _ 
Carroll _______ _ 1 ___________. * __________ * _________ _ 
Cherokee _____ _ 
Clayton ______ _ 
5 __ :...________ . 3,440 * 1,741 9,355 14,554 1 _____________________ ~ _______ * _________________ _ 
Clinton _______ _ 
Des Moin'es ___ _ 
9 ___________ 2,998 * * 15,405 19,251 
2 ___________ * * * _________ _ 
Dickinson ____ _ 1 _________ :._ * . ___________________________________ _ 
Dubuque _____ _ 
Emmet _______ _ 
Fayette ______ _ 
Floyd ~ ________ _ 
Greene ______ ~_ 
5 * 8,601 * * * 21,439 
5 * 5,425 ________ * * 6,175 
4 ___________ 4,855 * __________ * 5,202 1 ___________ __________ ________ __________ * . _________ _ 
1 ___________ ______________ ~___ __________ * ______ ___ _ 
Grundy __ ~ ____ _ 1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Hardin _______ _ 3 ___________ * * * _________________ _ 
Howard ______ _ 1 __________ ..: * ____ .. ______________________________ _ 
Ida ___________ _ 
Johnson ______ _ Jones _________ _ 
4 ___________ * ________ * ________ 1,609 
4 ______ '_____ . 5,202 ________ __________ * ______ ___ _ 
1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Lee ____ ..: ____ __ _ 2 ___________ * * ________________________ ..: __ _ 
Linn. __________ _ 7 ___________ 17,034 * * 5,575 22,884 
Louisa _______ _ 1 ____ -'" ___ ~__ * ___________________________________ _ 
Lyon _______ ..: __ 3 ______ ~____ 5,445 ________ * 8,445 
Marion _______ _ 2 ___________ * ________ * * ____ _____ _ 
Marshall _____ _ 2 * __________ ________ __________ * _________ _ 
Monona' ______ _ 1 . ______ ~____ * ___________________________________ _ 
Muscatine ____ _ 1 ___________ * ________ * ' * ----------
O'13rien _______ _ ·4 ___________ 6,840 ________ __________ * 6,868 
Osceola _______ _ 
Page _~--------Palo Alto _____ _ 
2 ____ _______ * __ ---_______ * ----------
1 ___________ * ------, * -------- ----------
3 ___________ * ________ __________ * 5,839 
Plymouth ____ _ 
Polk _________ _ 
9 ___________ 13,686 * * 15,198 
13 * 55,096 $ - 939 * 23,070 84,058 Sac ___________ _ 2 ___________ * * * * ----------
Scott __ ~ ______ _ 2 _______ .:.___ * ________;c. * _________ _ 
Sioux ________ _ 6 ___________ r 3,060 ________ * * 3,747 
Story _________ _ 8 ___________ 5,122 ________ * 1,531 6,803 
Van 13uren ____ _ 1 ___________ * __________________________ ----------
Wapello ______ _ 
Webster ' ______ _ 2 *. * * * * ----------4 * . 1,624 * * 2,201 
Winnebago ___ _ 
'Winneshiek ___ _ 
1 ___________ __________ _____ ___ * ________ ----------
2 ~, * ________ ---------- * ----------
. Woodbury __ ~ __ 
Wright _______ _ 
5 ___________ 4,995 __ ______ * * 5,895 
3 __ ._________ * * __________ * 5,354 
.. 
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TABLE V-Continued 
. 
flO 
... 
~ 
County ..... g Molding Building Engine Other Gravel Total o'tj Sa.nd Sand Sand Sand 
·0 0 ... 
ZP, 
Counties with 
less than three 
producers ____ 
----
3,632 59,387 4,588 23,401 66,378 121,572 
------
Total 
------
157 $ 4,582 ~ 226,675 $ 5,527 $ 31,842 $125,023 $ 393,649 
• 
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TABLE V-Continued .. . 
VALUE OF SAND AND GRAVEL PRODUOED IN IOWA IN 19f1!. 
~ 
County ....., Molding Building Engine Other ~ ~ Sand Sand Sand Sand Gravel 
0.., 
;;>;Po. 
Total 
Appanoose ___ _ 1 .* * _________________ _ 
* Audubon _____ _ 3 ___________ * _________________ _ *,. ----------Black Hawk __ _ 8 * $ 14,900 ________ $ 6,940 "" $ 22,590 Bremer _______ _ 3 _______________________________________ $ 3,283 3,283 
Buena Vista __ _ 3 ___________ * ________ * * 1,088 Butler ________ _ 2 ___________ __________ ________ * 
* ----------Oherokee _____ _ 4 ___________ 7,900 ________ 2,970 5,830 16,700 Olayton ______ _ 8 ___________ * * * 17,158 24,865 
Des Moines ___ _ 
Dubuque _____ _ 
2 ___________ ~ 
4 ___ ________ * ---~*--- ========== * ----------10,081 17,973 Fayette __ .: ___ _ 5 _:._________ 5,125 _________________ _ 289 5,414 Floyd _________ _ 1 ________________________ ~ _____________ _ ., 
----------Greene _______ _ 1 ______________________________________ _ .;:. 
----------Grundy _______ _ 1 ___________ __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Hardin _______ _ 
Howard ______ _ 
3 ___________ * ________ * ., 3,533 
1 :..__________ __________ ________ * ., _____ ____ _ 
Ida ___________ _ 2 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Johnson ___ .: __ _ 
Jones _~ _______ _ 
Lee ___________ _ 
4 ___________ * ________ __________ * 8,428 
~ =========== : ----;--- ========== ===~==== -----5,452 Linn __________ _ '5 ___________ 15,290 * __________ . .:. 18,680 
Louisa ________ " 1 ___________ __________ ________ __________ * _________ _ 
Lyon _________ _ 6 ___________ 13,175 * * 5,324 19,237 
Marion __ -' ____ _ 3 ___________ * ________ * * 17,288 
Marshall _____ _ 
Muscatine ____ _ 
2 * * * .,. " _________ _ 
2' ___________ * ________ * <f _________ _ 
O'Brien _______ _ 2 ___________ * ________ . ___________________________ _ 
Osceola _______ _ 2 ___________ * ________ __________ * _________ _ 
Palo Alto _____ _ 3 ___________ __________ ________ __________ 9,943 9,943 
Plymouth ____ _ 8 ___________ 15,257 ________ * <f 19,707 Polk _________ _ 14 * 105;172 * * 29,359 . 148,302 Sac ___________ _ 3 ___________ * * * * 27,722 Scott _________ _ 2 ___________ * ________., .,. _________ _ 
Sioux ________ _ 6 ___________ 16,725 ________ __________ 7,925 24,650 
Story _________ _ 5 ___________ 2,033 ________ * 7:. 5,530 
Van Buren ____ _ 1 ___________ * ___________________________________ _ 
Wapello ______ _ 3 * * ________ __________ ________ 22,522 
Webster ______ _ 2 ___________ . * ________ __________ .,. _________ _ 
Winnebago ___ _ 1 ___________ __________ ________ .f _________________ _ 
Winneshiek ___ _ 2 ___________ * .,. 7:. _________ _ 
Woodbury ____ ~ 5 ___________ 12,650 ________ '* * 16,120 
'Wright _______ _ 2 ___________ __________ ________ * _________________ _ 
Counties wit h 
less than three 
producers ________ $ 3,572 120,655 $ 4,556 58,633 68,664 124,382 
68,543 $157,856 $ 563,409 
--1-----
Total ____ L 140 $ 3,572 $. 328,882 $ 4,556 $ 
• 
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GYPSUM. 
The value of the gypsum industry in Iowa, in 1911, . was 
$871,752 and in 1912, $845,628. The figures for both of these . 
years are smaller than for 1910 when the value of the output of, 
gypsum was $943,849, the largest 'figure in the history of the 
industry in the state . . 
The principal items of production and distribution were as 
follows: 
1911 1912 
Short tons Value Short tons Value 
-----
-_ ... _-
Crude gypsum mined _____ ____ 354,204 
------------
411,186 _______ Oy ____ 
Distributed as follows-
Sold crude-
To Portland cement mills, 
paint mills, plaster 
mills, and as land plas-
ter 
---------------------
11,032 $ 14,465 42,443 $ 40,824 
Sold calcined-
As bard wall plaster _____ 195,274 777,095 223,756 708,198 
As plaster of Paris, etc. __ 26,501 60,546 1,282 4,575 Other purposes ____ ~ ___ ___ 8,115 . 19,646 48,078 92,031 
-
Total sold calcined _____ 229,890 $857,287 273,116 $804,804 
Total sold __ __ __ ~ _____ 240,922 $871,752 315,559 $845,628 
In both years, 1911 and 1912, there were seven mines and six 
mills in operation. No gypsum has yet been mined from the 
deposit at Centerville which was, found in 1910, by the Scandi-
navian Coal Company while prospecting for coal. A company 
has been formed and a shaft is being sunk of sufficient size to 
be used in hoisting the gypsum to ' the surface_ 
LEAD AND ZINC. 
During 1911 and 1912 there was little activity in the lead and . 
zinc region in the vicinity of Dubuque. The Avenue Top mine 
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which was in operation in 1910 was closed during 1911 and 1~12. 
The lead derived from lead concentrates obtained from small 
. mines, as a result ' of development work, was sixty tons, valued 
. at $5,400, in 1911, and sixty-three tons, valued at $5,670, in 1912. 
The outlook for any marked improvement in the lead and 
zinc industry in Iowa, in the near future, IS not promising. 
MINERAL WATERS. 
The value of mineral waters sold in 1911 was $20,500, and in 
1912, $11,325. These figures show a decrease when compared 
,with 1910, when the value of mineral water was $27,175. In 
1911 the total quantity sold was 176,000 gallons, and in 1912, 
84,300 gallons. About one-fifth of the output was sold for 
medicinal purposes, the remainder for table use. The Orysta~ 
$pring, at Estherville, reported for the first time in 1911, and 
in 1912 the Egralharve, on the west shore of Lake Okoboji, 
began to produce. The six reporting springs in 1912 were as 
follows '; , 
Orystal Spring, Estherville, Emmet Oounty. 
Egralharve Spring, Montgomery, Dickinson Oounty. 
Fry's Spring, Oolfax, Jasper Oounty. 
Reston's Spring, Fairfield, Jefferson Oounty. 
Red Mineral Springs, Eddyville, Wapello Oounty. 
White Sulphur Spring, Davenport, Scott Oounty. 
PORTLAND OEMENT. 
Iowa now has three up-to-date Portland cement plants, two 
of which are at Mason Oity and the third at Des Moines. The 
Lehigh Portland Oement Oompany, of MasonOity, first began 
to produce in 1911. The output of the three plants in 1911 was 
1,952,590 barrels with a value of $1,881,253. In 1912 these 
same plants shipped 3,190,354 barrels with a value of $2,790,396, 
which is an increase of nearly 50 per cent over tl.le value of 
1911. Iowa has an abundance of raw material for Portland 
. cement and hence, year by year, larger and larger productions 
may be confidently expected. 
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The growth of the Portland cement industry in the United 
States has been exceedingly rapid. The figures for the quantity 
and value of the Portland cement shipped by the ten leading 
states in 1912 are as follows; 
SHIPMENT OF PORTLAND CEMENT BY STATES, 1912.' 
-
Average 
State ,Shipping Quantity Value Price Plants (Barrels) per 
Barrel 
, 
Pennsylvania 
----------------------
26 27,539,076 $18,918,165 $0.687 
Indiana 
----------------------------
5 9,634,582 7,237,591 .751 , California ___ ~ ____ . ___ :. ______________ 8 6,093,790 8,215,894 1.348 
Missouri 
---------------------------
5 4,614,547 3,700,776 .802 
IllinQis 
----------------------------
5 4,602,617 3,444,085 .748 
New York __________________________ 7 4,543,060 3,448,735 .759 
New Jersey _________________ __ ______ 3 4,490,645 3,052,098 .680 
Michigan 
--------------------------
10 3,651,094 3,145,001 .861 
Kansas 
-----------------------------
12 3,592,148 2,815,113 .784 
Iowa ----------------------------,-- . 3 3,190,354 2,790,396 .875 
Total (ten statesl ______________ 
---------
71,951,913 $56,767,854 
Total (other statesl ____________ 
---------
13,060,643 $12,341,946 
Total, United States ___________ 
---------
85,012,556 $69,109,800 
SAND-LIME BRICK. ' 
The production of sand-lime brick in Iowa has declined rap-
idly during the past few years. In 1909 the value of the output 
was $48,210, in 1910 it had decreased to $31,269. In 1911 and 
in 1912 there were only two producers and during each of these 
years the production was considerably less than in 1910. 
NATURAL GAS. 
In Louisa county small amounts of gas continue to be ob-
tained from pockets of sand in the drift. This gas is used' for 
illuminating purposes. , In 1911, the total value of the gas was 
$70 and in 1912, $120. 
'From advance chapter of Mineral Resources for 1912. 
I 
It! 
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IRON ORE. 
Althoug~ the Missouri Iron Oompany has been carrying for-
ward experimental work on an extensive scale in connection 
with the Waukon iron ore, no ore has yet been IJ;lined for com-
mercial purposes. 
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ROAD ~ND CONCRETE MATERIALS IN · IOWA 
BY S. W. BEYER AND H. F. WRIGHT. 
Introduction . 
The materials in Iowa which properly come under the above 
classification are: 
A. Natural Products,-including sand and gravel, lime-
stone, sandstone, glacial bowlders and clay, mostly loess clay. 
B. Manufactured products of clay and limestone. 
In counties rich in road and concrete materials" especially 
those counties in which these materials are generally distrib-
uted over the entire county, no attempt . is made to list or 
map all of the possibilities. Only the more important or more 
representative deposits are recorded. In counties poorer in 
such materials the records' are more complete . 
. A. NATURAL PRODUOTS. Sand and Gravel.-Nearly 
three-fourths of the counties in the state are supplied with 
sand and gravel suita;ble for some form of road work. Not 
all of these counties have a sufficient quantity within their 
borders to improve all of the roads, but enough for use on 
the main roads. The principal supply mus't be obtained from 
the larger streams, or from their immediate vicinity. Such 
sands and gravels occur as terraces or so-called "second bot-
, tom deposits,~' and in the present channels of the streams. 
Terrace gravels are especially important along the streams 
which flow from the Wisconsin Drift area in north-central 
. Iowa. Well-known pits in which . these terrace gravels are 
. being developed are located at Mason City, Iowa Falls, . Gif-
ford, Belmond, Clemons, in and around Des Moines, neaf Grand 
Junction, Lake View, Spencer, Cherokee, Milford, and well 
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within the Wisconsin area, Emmetsburg and Estherville. 
These terraces furnish an enormous quantity of material suit-
able for road and con<~lrete work, not only sufficient for the 
needs, of the counties in which they are located, but for neigh-
boring counties less fortunate in available road materials. In 
addition to stream and terrace gravels, gravel knobs, geolog-
ically known as kames, are common in the north-central por-
tion of the state. Some of these gravel hillocks are cons'Picuou~ 
topographic features. The best known examples are Ocheyedan 
Mound in Osceola county, and Pilot Mound in Boone county. 
While individual deposits of this type are usually not great, 
the number of mounds available will afford an important re-
source for road making. Interstream gravels are of some 
importance in northeastern Iowa, from Howard and Mitchell 
on the north, at least as far south as Buchanan and Black 
Hawk counties. Similar outwash gravel plains cover consider-
able portions of 0 'Brien and Osceola counties in northwestern 
Iowa and add considerably to the sum total of sand and gravel 
suitable for road work. Much of . the terrace, stream and 
interstream gravels are suitable for concrete work. The kame 
gravels often carry too much clay for first class concrete, but 
can be used when the clay is washed out. 
Limestone.-Limestone is available in quantity sufficient for 
road and concrete purposes in rather more than two-fifths of 
the counties of the state. The stone varies greatly in compo-
sition and physical properties', and therefore in its suitability 
for road and concrete work. The leading quarries and out-
crops of limestone are to be found in the eastern half of the 
state, especially in those counties immediately bordering the 
Mississippi · river · and its larger tributaries. A few of the 
inland 'counties' are well supplied with a good grade of lime-
::;tone, notably Humboldt, Hardin, Marshall and Wapello 
counties. 
Sandstone.-':'Sandstone is not as widely distributed in Iowa 
as limestone, and as a rule, barring the Sioux quartzite, which 
is a completely cemented sandstone, is not sufficiently indurated 
for roa·d work and deserves no further mention. 
" 
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Glacial BQwlders.-Granitoid and gneissoid bowlders are to 
be found in great numbers, and oftentimes of large size, in 
the north-central portion of the state. They are especially 
, common on ' the Wis'Consin and Iowan drift surfaces. Glacial 
bowlders afford material much more resistant to wear than 
limestone and gravel, and when crushed and properly sized 
could be used as a wearing surface on macadam and concrete 
roads. The cost per cubic yard would considerably exceed 
the cost of the 'gravel and crushed limestone. ' 
Clay.-In certain: portions of the state roads are almost im-
passable during certain seasons of the year on account of 
their sandy character. Such roads are especially common in 
the vicinity of the larger streams, notably on the east side of 
such streams. .The sandy roads may be greatly improved by 
the addition of clay, especially the loess clays which form a 
surface venee'r over the upland portion of the southern half 
of the state and large areas of upland in the eastern ~nd west-
ern quarters of the north half. The treatment of sandroa'ds ' 
with clay would probably be less expensive than the surfacii!g· , 
of clay roads with sand ahd gravel. ' . 
. ,' 
While the use of 'clay in road work is important in certain 
Iowa counties, and of more or less importance in nearly all; ;' 
it is not considered within the province of this report. 
B. MANUFACTURED ROAD MATERIALS. Burnt Clay 
Products.-Burnt clay products suitable fOor :r:oad work are 
burnt clay ballast and brick. Burnt clay ballast was manu-
factured in considerable quantities some years ago and used 
as ballast by several of the leading railroads in Iowa. There 
is no reason why burnt clay cannot be used for public road 
work where other materials are scarce, and the price prohibi-
tive. Clays suitable for burnt clay ballast are widely dis-
tributed over the state, especially in the south-central portion 
where gravel and limestone are scarce or wanting. The burnt 
clay ' used by railroads is not, as a rule, suffici€mtly burned' fQ 
be used as a substitute for either gravel or limestone. in o"r~ 
dinary practice not more than fifty to' sixty per cent of the 
clay is reduced to a" clinker. The under-burned cIi:iy slakes" 
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when exposed to the weather. It is believed, however, that a 
better clinker can be produced by using more fuel. . 
2. Portland Cement.-In the manufacture , of permanent . 
roads, Portland cement is one of the most expensive and im- ~ 
portant materials used. Three Portland cement plants are in 
operation in Iowa at the present time, insuring a high grade 
of cement at reasonable cost. . 
Brick and concrete are certain to assume importance when 
Iowa reaches the sta.ge of building "Permanent Roads." The 
pres'ent report is confined to a discussion of natural materials. 
In addition to a consideration of the geology and distribution 
of road and concrete materials, the report contains in . tabu-
lated form the results of several hundred tests of sands and 
gravels and limestones, and directories of the commercial pro-
ducers of thes'e materials. . 
The writers were assisted with the field work by Professors 
Ira A. Williams and W. F. ·Coover and Mr. James H. Lees, 
Assistant State Geologist, and later by Mr. A. W. Hess. Most 
of the laboratory tests were made by C. E. Scott, H. B. Tyson 
and L. S. Packman. 
The work was carried on in cooperation 'with the Engineering 
Experiment Station of the Iowa State College. All of the labor-
atory work was done in the station laboratories. A brief of this 
report will appear as an Engineering Experiment Bulletin. 
THE GEOLOGY OF IOWA ROAD ·AND CONCRETE MATERIALS. 
GENEIM!L OONSIDERATIONS. 
The Proterozoic. 
The Proterozoic is represented by the Sioux Quartzite, which, 
. while known to underlie a considerable area in the northwest 
corner of the state,' expibits outcrops over a very limited ter~ 
ritoty. in th.e extreme northwest corne'r of Lyon county. Small 
openings have been made and small quantities of the indurated 
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sandstones have been removed from 'time to time. While Iowa 
is capable of producing much larger quantities, owing to lack 
of trans'portation facilities the trade is supplied from the quar-. 
ries at Sioux Falls, Stmth Dakota, and the Pipestone district 
iu Minnesota. ' 
The stone varies from a light pink to a dj:lep purple in color, 
with shades of red prevailing. It also varies greatly in state 
of induration, texture and ' structure. As a rule it is typically 
quartzitic, presenting the characteristic porcelain-like fracture 
on freshly broken surfaces. Occasionally it is poorly cemented 
and may be crumbled between the thumb and fingers . In tex-
ture it presents normally a :fine even grain, although eonglom-
eratic facies on the one hand and slaty on the ()ther, are known. 
In general the quartzite occurs' in fairly heavy to massive 
beds, in approximately horizontal position or dipping at a low 
angle. In places the beds thin greatly, lack constancy and even 
show false bedding. 
The normal quartzite affords the most durable structural 
material native to Iowa, and 'is especially well adapt,ed for 
heavy masonry, street paving, road surfacing, especially for 
the wearing course on concrete road construction and for all 
purposes where strength and durability are required. It is 
also well adapted for use in fronts and trimmings of buildings. 
It takes and holdS' a high polish and is desirable for -decorative 
purposes. On account of its great hardness it is expensive 
to dress and because of this fact will never be used exten"Bively 
save for the most costly and permanent structures. 
The Cambria.n. 
POTSDAMIAN SERIES. 
THE SAINT CROIX SANDSTONE. 
- Only the uppermost division of the Cambrian IS known to 
occur in Iowa. The prmcipal outcrops are confined to the 
Mississippi river and its immediate tributaries in Allamakee 
and Clayton counties and are referred to the Saint Cr9ix stage, 
supposed' to be the equivalent of the Potsdamian of New York. 
The Saint Croix compriseS' three rather easily separable 
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members, the Dresbach sandstone, the Saint Lawrence 'lime-
stone and shales and the Jordan sandstone, named in ascend-
ing order. As a rule all of the beds' comprising the series are 
wholly unindurated or are but poorly indurated 'and as a con-
sequence are of but small importance as , a source of road and 
concrete materials.. Certain layers immediately below the Saint 
Lawrence shales are slightly indurated and have been used 
to some extent for structural purposes. So ,far as lrn.own such 
use has been confined to Allamakee county. The chief openings 
were made along the Mississippi and , immediate tributaries 
from New Albin to Lansing and in a horizon varying from 
one hundred to one hundred and :fifty feet above the river. 
The sandstone carries a calcareous cement, lacks durability 
and is, not readily accessible. It deserves mention only as hav-
ing been used to a very limited extent as a structural material. 
,The Ordovician. 
The Ordovician system of rocks comprises three sel'ies, a 
lower, the Canadian, a medial, the Moh.a:wkian and an upper, 
the Cincinnatian. The first may be readily subdivided into 
two stages, one of which is prevailingly a massive dolomite 
and known in the later publicationsl of the United States Geolog-
ical Survey as the Prairie du Chien liD;lestone* and the other, 
a well-marked sandstone horizon, the S'aint Peter. 
The Prairie du Chien limestone comprises a lower massive 
dolomite which the present Survey has designated the Oneota 
limestone, a medial sandstone, the New Richmond, and an 
upper dolomite, the Shakopee limestone. N ear the base of ,the 
Oneota limestone, above ,about ten to fifteen feet of arenaceous 
limestone, thirty to forty feet of evenly bedded dolomite, ex-
cellently adapted for the various grades of dimension stone 
and other structural 'purposes, constitute the most important 
horizon in the Prairie du Chien limestone. 
·In the r eports on Winneshiek and Clayton counties volume XVI of the~e 
r eports, this stage is called the Lower Magnesia n, but this t e rm is now super-
s eded by the one h e r e used in accordance with a r ecent decis ion of the Board 
of Geologic Na m es of the U, S. Geological Survey . See Lancaster-Mineral Point 
F olio, p a g e 3. . 
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The beds representing the Saint Peter sandstone are usually 
Dot sufficiently indurated to merit consideration as road or 
concrete material. Occasional beds are indurated locally and 
. have been developed to a very limited extent. 
The Mohawkian series comprises the Platteville and the 
Galena stages, according to the present terminology adopted 
by the Survey. All of the members' furnish some indurated 
material, although quarrying operations have been limited to 
' the Platteville and to the dolomitized portion of the Galena. 
, The most important horizon, known as the" Lower Buff Beds," 
attaining ' a thickness of more than twenty feet, occurs near 
the base of the Platteville and is separated by a few feet 
, of shale from the Saint Peter sandstone. 
The upper Platteville, while usually thinly bedded and often 
decidedly argillaceous, is quarried to some extent. The Galena 
limestone, as it occurs in Dubuque county, affords stone suit-
able for massive' masonry and has been so utilized to a limited 
extent. To the northward it becomes less magnesian to non-
magnesian and is practically worthless as a dimension stone. 
The Galena is separated from the Platteville by a calcareous 
shale, the "Decorah Shale" of Professor Calvin, the "Green 
Shales" of the Minnesota geologists, which is worthless save 
as a possible source of material for cement manufacture. 
The uppermost series, the Cincinnatian, which in Iowa in-
cludes o,nly the Maquoketa, is of small importance as a source 
of quarry products. . The Middle Maquoketa cherts may prove 
to be serviceable road material, while the calcareous to dolo-
mitic layers i~ the Lower and Upper Maquoketa have been 
, quarried locally. The shales of the Lower Maquoketa afford 
material suitable for the manufacture of Portland cement. 
It is probably true that no other rock system is' potentially 
richer in quarry products than the Ordovician. This wealth of 
material has been but little developed in Iowa. The lack of 
development is due to several causes. , In the :first place, :first-
class material constitutes only a small proportion of the entire 
. assemblage of beds. While the demand for the waste which 
could be utilized as crushed stone has been small, it is growing 
rapidly o~ account of the demand for road material and aggre-
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gate for concrete. In the second place the counties in which 
the Ordovician beds occur are poorly supplied with transpor-
tation facilities away from the immediate vicinity of the Mis-
SISSIppi river. Stone of usable quality can be obtained in , 
every township, oftentimes on every farm over considerable , 
portions of the Ordovician area. The outlook is encouraging 
and greater activity may be confidently expected in the near 
future. ' 
The Silurian. 
NIAGARAN SERIES. 
The Niagaran limestone, as developed in Iowa, comprises , 
two stages, the Hopkinton, typically developed in Delaware 
and adjoining counties and formerly known as the Delaware .. 
stage, and the Gower, from Gower township in Cedar county, ' 
where this stage shows its typical development. The Hop-
kinton s'tage comprises a series of dolomites varying consid-
erably in composition and structure. In general, they occur . 
iIi heavy beds, with bedding planes obscure or wanting. At 
certain horizons and in certain localities, the beds are evidently , 
laminated and even become flaggy in character. They range 
from hard, slightly vesicular, subcrystalline, massive dolomites, 
to soft, earthy deposits" Certain horizons carry large quan-
tities of chert. The Hopkinton attains its maximum develop-
ment in Dubuque and adjoining counties. According to Pro-
fessor Calvin'"' the following members of the Hopkinton can be 
recognized and he 'assigns their thickness as follows: 
·FEET. ' 
7. Upper quarry beds ....... ........•........ •. ...................••...• 20 
6. Cerionites beds ................... .. ... : ............. . . .. . . .........• 25 
5. Pentamerus beds . . . . .. ....... . . .• ....... : . ..........................• 50 
4. Syringopora beds .. I • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • •• 65 
3. Chert beds •..•.......... ... . .... .... . ......... . .. ............... . . .. 25 
2. Lower quarry beds · ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 20 
1. Basal beds , . . ..... ... . .................. .... . ... . . ..... : ... ... . . ... . : . 16 
Total . . .... . ...... .. .... ... ................. .... . .. . . .. . .. ....... . ... 220 
Number 5 i-s often subcrystalline and essentially a pure dolo-
mite and is of excellent quality for lime burning. ' It is used 
extensively in Jackson county. 
·Geology of Dubuque county. Iowa Geol. Surv .• Vol. X i page 459. 
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The Gower includes two ,fairly distinct .. substages, the Le- ' 
Olaire and the Anamosa. . 
The latter consists typically of soft, laminated, light huff to 
yellow dolomite in thin to medium heavy heds which are often " 
practically parallel and nearly horizontal. Texturally the beds , 
are porous, often highly vesicular, and usually present a rather 
dull and earthy luster. The layers are divided hy occasional ; 
vertical joints. 
The LeClaire beds, on the other hand comprise a hard, bluish 
gray to a grayish yellow, subcrystalline dolomite. The pre-
vailing color above the ground water level is some shade of 
yellow or buff. Texturally, while the LeClaire is usually sub-
crystalline" it is generally vesicular and presents a decidedly , 
rough appearance on a freshly fractured surface. It is some-
times brecciated or conglomeratic. Structurally, the LeClaire , 
occurs in mounds and presentsl a very uneven surface which .' 
is ·filled by the even beds of the Anamosa. It sometimes ap-
pears to be massive, the bedding planes being scarcely rec-
ognized; at other times the bedding planes are apparent but 
are highly inclined; in still others, the bedS! are evidently 
laminated and nearly horizontal. The LeOlaire, when typically 
developed, is an , essentially pure dolomite and ,excellently 
adapted for the manufacture of a superior grade of lime and 
is so utilized at a number of points in Iowa and Illinois; notably, . 
Oedar Valley, Sugar Creek and Viola in Iowa, and Port Byron ' 
in Illinois; while the Anamosa beds are especially prized as a 
dimension stone on account of their unusual uniformity in . 
bedding, composition, texture and state of induration. More 
than three-fourths of the bridge and dimension stone of the 
state is derived from these beds. ,The entire assemblage of 
beds comprising the Niagaran is suitable ' for , concrete, and 
whil~ 'rather soft is usable for road work. The leading quar-
ries are located at Oedar Valley, S'tone Oity, Farley, LeOlaire 
and Mount Vernon. 
The Devonian. 
The Devonian as developed in Iowa comprises a rather diver-
sified assemblage of limestones and shales. The latter are of 
interest as a quarry product only so far as they are suitable 
for the manufacture 6f Portland cement. The limestones vary 
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greatly in composition, texture, state of induration, thickness 
of beds and weathering qualities . . They range in composition 
from a pure calcium carbonate as in the white, compact, brittle 
limestones, developed in Cerro Gordo and Mitchell counties, 
to typical granular dolomites and argillaceous limestones. 
They range texturally from rather coarse sub crystalline lime-
stones and dolomites to compact lithographic stone. The range 
in state of induration is equally pronounced, from hard lime--
stone which gives a metallic sound when struck with the hammer 
to soft, earthy limestone. In certain horizons the beds are 
thin and fl.aggy while in the "State Quarry" type, the beds 
attain thicknesses of five or six feet. The beds in the so-called 
Fayette substage are much broken or crushed and are practi-
cally worthless for coursing stone. All of the divisions of 
the Devonian furnish some quarry stone, though. the most im-
portant horizons are found in the Wapsipinicon, Cedar Valley 
and State Quarry stages. In all three of these stages deposits 
ranging from hard, brittle limestones to dolomites prevail and 
afford excellent material for crushed stone purposes. 
The Devonian beds occupy a belt varying from twenty-five 
to seventy-five miles in width and extending across the state 
in a northwest-southeast direction. The belt is included be-
tween Worth to Howard counties on the north and Muscatine 
and Scott on the south. The most important quarries belong-
jng to the Wapsipinicon stage occur in the s'outhern portion 
of the area; the Cedar Valley stage is quarried throughout, 
but perhaps most extensively in the northern portion while 
the State Quarry stage is limited to Johnson cou:p.ty. Detailed 
descriptions follow by counties. 
The Carboniferous. 
MISSISSIPPIAN SERIES. 
THE KINDERHOOK. 
The Killderhook is typically developed in the vicinity of Bur-
lington in Des Moines county and comprises' a series of shales 
below and limestones above, separated by finely arenaceous de-
posits. The shales cons,titute the most extensive member at 
4 
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Burlington, exceeding one hundred feet in thickness but thin-
ning northwestward alorig the line of strike, while the limestone 
member, becomes relatively more important. The medial sand-
stone is fairly persistent but becomes less important north-
ward. The calcareous member shows a decided tendency to 
become oolitic and ranges in 'texture from a compact, brittle 
limestone to subcrystalline and oolitic in character. It is, equally 
variable in composition, showing all gradations from a pure 
limestone, as the oolite in Marshall county and the white lime~ 
stones in Hardin and Humboldt counties, to the sugary brown 
dolomite of Hardin county. The upper member, which has 
been ext'ensively exploited in Marshall and Hardin counties 
furnishes an excellent grade of· material for road and concrete 
work. The shale and sandstone members of the Kinderhook ' 
are of no importance in this connection. 
THE OSAGE LIMESTONE. 
The Osage limestone occupies a triangular area in the south-
eastern portion of Iowa, the base of the triangle resting on 
the Mississippi river from Louisa , to Lee counties', and the 
apex extending to the northwestward, reaching Keokuk county. 
Beds referred to this stage of the ' Lower Oarboniferous are 
most extensively and typically developed in Des MoineS' 'county 
and especially in 'the vicinity of the ' town of Augusta. Five ' 
fairly well-defin~d substages may be recogn~zed and as all are 
well represented in Des Moines county their detailed descrip-
tions ~ppear in the discussion for that county and a repetition 
is unnecessary here. It may be said, however, that ' the in-
durated beds are chiefly limestones and that these supply an 
abundance of material suitable ,for crushed stone purposes. 
THE SAINT LOUIS. 
The Saint Louis stage of the Lower Oarboniferous has been 
sE1parated by Bain into three suhstages'. The lowest of these, 
the SpringVale beds, comprises a limestone formation varying 
from . earthy or argillaceous limestones as developed in Keokuk 
county at the type locality to massive limestone beds in Henry 
county. ' As a rule the beds are not important as a source of 
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usuble stone for any 'purpose. The middle member, or Verdi 
beds, is exceedingly variable in composition and texture, rang- ' 
ing from sandstcmes to s'hales or limestones. ' The different 
kinds of sediments give place horizontally one to another so 
that a tratum that is shale in one part of the exposure may 
be represented by sandstone or limestone at no great distance 
to , the right or left. No important quarries belong to this hori-
zon'. The uppermost member, or Pella beds, is the most uni-
form in character and is fairJy persistent over considerable 
areas. The beds are usually quite pure limestones, are Of good 
thickness and evenly bedded. The Pella beds comprise the 
most important member of the Saint Louis stage from an eco-
nomic standpoint. 
PENNSYLVANIAN SERIES. 
THE DES MOINES. 
The Lower Coal Measures are not important in the produc~ 
tion of quarry products. They consist essentially of shales, 
shaly sandstones, sandstones and occasional thin bands of 
limestones. ,The sandstones, as a rlile, are poorly indurated 
and not of pleasing color. Occasionally they are sufficiently 
cemented to be used for foundations of unimportant structures 
and for other , rough masonry. Such deposits usually assume 
a lenticular form and are exceedingly variable in texture, color 
and state of induration both horizontally and vertically. The 
most important lenses occur in Marion, Jasper, Wapello, 
Boone and Webster counties. The Red Rock sandstone repre-
sents perhaps one of the best knoWtn examples and is described 
later. The best examples of the possibilities ' and also of the 
limitations of this stone may be seen in some of the residences 
along West Grand Avenue in the city of Des Moines. Less 
extensive deposits appear in the Coal Measure , outlie,rs in 
Johnson county, where the stone was used in some of the oldest 
buildings of the district. The Coal Measure sandstones are of 
little or no value for road and concrete purposes. ' 
The limestones are usually more or less argillaceous and 
have not proven satisfactory as a quarry stone. The best 
examples may be seen in Appanoose county. 
j 
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The shale cannot be used directly for road work, but when 
burned is of some service. The waste dumps about Iowa coal 
mines usually contain enough low grade coal to partially slag the 
clay and shale. This material when intelligently used on the 
roads gives fair results. 
THE MISSOURI. 
The Missouri stage of the Upper Carboniferous is made up 
largely of off-shore deposits in which shales greatly predom-
inate. Interbedded with ,the shales is a series of thin limestone 
beds varying from a few inches to twenty or even thirty feet 
in thickness, and persistent over considerable areas in ihe 
southwestern portion of the state. These limestones are usually 
quite free from such impurities as magnesia and pyrite, but 
they often display a decided tendency to become argillaceous. 
The ledges constituting the more important limestone zones 
are usually separated by clay partings, varying from a fraction 
of an inch to a few inches in thickness. The most important 
horizons belong to the Bethany substage and are named after 
localities where they are typically exposed. From the base 
upwards the principal limestone members . are as follows: 
1, the Fragmental limestone, typically developed at Bethany, 
Missouri; 2, the Earlham limestone; 3, the Winterset lime-
stone; 4, the DeKalb limestone; and 5, the Westerville lime-
stone, fr'om the town of the same name in Union county. 
A sixth limestone horizon far above the strata of the Bethany 
may for the present purposes be designated the Stennett lime-
stone. ' It is typically developed at Stennett in Montgomery 
county, and is believed to be present in the adjoining counties. 
The second and third members are by far the most important 
and have been extensively developed at a number of points, 
notably at Earlham, Winterset and Peru in Madison county. 
The stone representing the different horizons varies consid-
erably in weather-resisting properties but when properly se-
lected, excellent material can be secured for all sorts of struc-
tural and crushed stone purposes'. 
• 
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The Permian. 
In the vicinity of Fort Dodge in Webster county a series of 
red clays associated with gypsum occur over a small area and 
comprise a well-marked formation. In the earlier volumes of 
the present Survey these beds were referr:ed by Keyes to the 
Cretaceous. The concensus of opinion at the present time 
favors Wilder's reference to the Permian and the strata are 
so considered in this report. 
N one of the beds .. ar:e.- sufficiently indurated to merit consider-
ation in this connection. 
The Cretaceous. 
• The Cretaceous system is represented in Iowa by rather 
loosely aggregated sandstones, clay shales and marly lime-
stones. The sandstones are prevailingly calcareous. Occasion-
ally they are sufficiently indurated to merit consideration as 
a source of structural materials. This is notably true in W ood-
bury county where the stone was developed formerly and sold 
as" Sioux City Granite." No commercial quarrying is being 
done at the present time on account of the excessive overburden. 
The calcareous deposits have been explored to some extent 
but with slight promise of ' future development. 
The Quaternary . . 
PLEISTOCENE SERIES. 
The Pleistocene history of Iowa is recorded in the several 
drift sheets, the interglacial sands and gravels and in the post-
glacial river, lake and wind deposits. The following sequence 
of events can be made out quite readily: 
10. Postglacial, alluvial and aeolian deposits , predominate. 
9. Wisconsin, glacial, represented by a drift sheet covering the north cen-
tral part of the state. <Capitol Hill in Des Moines is the apex of the lobe. 
8. Peorian, interglacial, probably includes the loess. 
7. Iowan, glacial, represented by a thin sheet of drift carrying large num-
bers of giant bowlders, mainly granites. 
6. Sangamon, interglacial. 
5. Illinoian, glacial, represented by a rather unimportant drift sheet which 
covers portions of t~e Mississippi river. counties from Scott to Lee, in-
clusive. 
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4. Yarmouth or Buchanan, interglacial, represented by important gravel 
deposits. 
3. Kansan, glacial, represented by a drift sheet whi~h covers almo!lt the 
entire state. . . . . 
2. Aftonian, interglacial, the leading gravel terrane in southwestern Iowa. 
1. Nebraskan or Sub-Aftonian glacial, the· oldest drift known in Iowa. 
Rarely seen save in artificial excavations. 
The interglacial and postglacial deposits are of greatest im-
portance as sources of road and concrete materials. With the 
exception of the Peorian arid Sangamon, these deposits are 
increasingly important from the oldest to the youngest, in terms 
of availability. . 
The Aftonian gravels are of wide occurrence but in general 
are too deeply buried by the younger deposits to be commer-
cially important as a source of -structural materials. They con: 
stitute an important water-bearing horizon over a large portion 
of the state. They have been developed for road and concrete 
work only in the . southwestern portion of Iowa. The type 
section may be viewed at Afton Junction in Union county. 
The Buchanan gravels are as a rule less deeply buried and 
are generally available over the northeastern third of .the 
state. Two types are easily recognized, the 'Valley and the: up-
.land. The Buchanan terrane is second only to the post-Wis-
consin gravels as a source of road and concrete materials. 
Excellent examples of both types may be seen in Buchanan 
and adjoining counties. 
The Sangamon and Peorian furnish little material of interest 
in this connection, unless certain of the gravels in northwest-
ern Iowa belong to one or the other of these stages. 
The post-Wisconsin gravels are by far the most important 
of the Pleistocene deposits for road and concrete work, when 
all factors are taken into consideration. The valley type is 
the most important here as in the Buchanan. 
The leading points of production are ' listed in the intro-
duction. 
The drift sheets furnish large numbers of bowlders, many 
of which are of large size. This is especially true of the Iowan 
.and Wisconsin. The bowlder.s are usually more or less con-
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centrated along the drainage lines and when crushed are 
excellently adapted for ro,ad and concrete work. 
In addition to the bowlders the Wisconsin drift contains 
many gravel hummocks or kames, already mentioned in the . 
introduction. While these individually are not of great im-
portance, collectively they are second in importance only to 
the valley gravels which commonly appear as terraces. Kame 
gravels are limited to the Wisconsin drift area. 
The present streams have done and are doing some work 
in the classification of material. The Des Moines river ihas 
been the most efficient in accumulating materials suitable for 
road and ' concrete work. In a considerable number of counties 
the ~treams are the only sources of sand and gravel. This is 
especially true in the counties far removed from the Wisconsin 
drift. 
DESCRIPTION OF ROAD AND CONCRETE MATERIALS BY 
COUNTIES. 
ADAIR COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Adair county is not far removed from the Wisconsin drift 
front. It so happens, however, that none of its drainage lines 
issue from the area co,vered by the youngest drift sheet and 
they are therefore not accompanied by the usual gravel train. 
With the exception 'of small ' amounts of gravel and sand in 
Middle river, Adair county is practically devoid of these ma-
. terials. Near where this stream leaves the county small 
amounts of gravel are taken from its bed, and deposits of 
sand continue intermittently some three or four miles north 
of this point in Harrison township. In places this sand is 
quite clean and is used by the farmers ' in cement work. The ' 
interglacial gravels are not known to be available in quantity. 
All of the sand and gravel used on work of any importance 
within the county is shipped in, large amounts coming from 
Des Moines and vicinity. 
• 
• 
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STONE. 
Adair county is included within the area in :which the Mis-
souri strata are believed to be the country .rock. Oretaceous 
beds probably overlie in part the Oarboniferous rocks in the 
western part of the .countybut the all but universal conceal-
ment of the indurated strata by the loess and glacial bowlder 
clays renders accurate data difficult to secure. The shales 
and more calcareo-argillaceous beds of the Des Moines stage 
of this series are believed also .to appear be;neath the fragmental 
beds of the Bethany at a few points on Middle rivet, along 
which the only quarry operations known in the county are 
carried on. 
A well marked limestone horizon with associated beds out-
crops on Middle river and its small tributaries where it cross€s 
. the northeast corner of Brown township. Below Howe, in 
sections 11 and 12, on a smaIi branch from the southwest, 
quite extensive quarrying has been done. The openings are 
on the land of Mr. W. P. Perry and stone has been taken 
out for over twenty years. The following section may be ob-
served in the northwest corner of section 12, close to the con-
fluence of the above tributary and Middle river: 
FEET. 
10. Soil, loess, and drift conglomerate containing Cretaceous material.. . 7 
9. Limestone, broken into blocks which are rounded by weathering 
and solution; buff in color, fossiliferous, narrow band of chert in 
residual clay, both above and below. . ........................ 1'/. 
8. Limestone like No. 9 with two inch cherty clay residue below. . . . lh 
7. Limestone, firm ledge somewhat broken by weathering; marked 
tendency to separation into blocks by vertical joints....... . ... %. 
6. Shaly limestone, chert bearing, by weathering forms a reentrant 
in the quarry face ............................................ 1
'
/12 
5. Limestone ledge, persistent .. ......... .. . ......... .... . .. . . .. .. . lh 
4. Limestone, shaly, blue to gray where unweathered, but iron·stained 
at crop; persistent and forms a conspicuous reentrant.. . . . . . . . . 134 
3. Limestone, light brown, compact; has tendency to dissolve along 
joints to form caverns. At its base is a heavy band of chert which 
in places is pulverulent and white............................ '/u 
2. Limestone, cavernous, . with tendency to jOinting, separated as a ' 
rule by thin shaly partings into three distinct ledges, 5; 10 an.d 9 
inches in thickness ... . ........ .. ........... .. .................. 2'1. 
1. Limestone, regularly bedded, compact, brown to bluish, in six inch 
to one foot ledges, commonly separated by thin, brown clay part-
ings, contains occasional chert nodUles near the top; highly fos-
siliferous throughout to base of exposure..................... 5 
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Stone has been taken out along a quarry face four to five hun-
dred feet in length, the work being apparently limited by . the 
heavy stripping. The base of the present exposure is about 
fifteen . feet above Middle river:. The lowest bed rests on earthy 
and carbonaceous shales, the contact being marked by numerous 
springs and seeps. 
The best stone comes from numbers 8 and 9 near the top 
and from the basal member of the section. Number 1 espe:.cially 
affords excellent dimension material of any desired thickness . 
. The output of this and neighboring quarries is used to a large 
extent locally for foundations" and for this purpose it is also 
hauled to Stuart and Greenfield. 
To the south of the branch, and but 'fifteen to twenty rods 
distant ' from the foregoing, the same layers are worked. The 
beds outcrop also west of the road in section 11, where some 
quarrying is done. To the eastward, along the south side of 
Middle river, the limestone foqns a terrace which is not deeply 
covered and where any quantity of stone is available. 
Stone is also quarried in the southwest quarter of this same , 
section, on the farm of Mr. J as. Chambers. In the main the beds 
can be correlated .with those of the Perry quarry section al-
though the overburden is not so great and would prove less of 
a hinqrance to development. 
The Missouri beds outcrop at rare but gradually increasing 
intervals southeastward along Middle river to its exit into 
Madison county. They are quarried at a few points in Harri-
son township. At, and in the vicinity of the mill dam at Port 
Union, the following succession of strata can be made out: 
FEET. 
12. Shelly, fossiliferous limestone to be seen one-eighth mile 
above the dam in the hillside where rock has been quar-
ried . .. ' ..... , ... . ............... .. , .. .. .. . " . . . . .. .. .. . ? 
11. Firm: ledges, good building limestone, ' to be seen at same 
place ..... ... ... .. . .. . .... .. . . ......................... 3-4 
10. Limestone breccia, containing angular pieces of compact 
limestone of a maximum size of 2 to 3 inches; there are 
occasional ,fragments of dark chert in a soft limestone 
matrix. Conspicuous in hillside 20 rods above site of dam ? 
9. Ocherous red and ' purplish weathered shale, in view.... .. 2% 
8. Shelly iimestone .......... .. .......... ....... .. . ,..... .. ? 
7. Solid ledge compact, durable limestone forming a shelf over 
underlying shale, at south end of dam at level of water in 
pond . .. ..... .. ..................... .. : ................ 'j. 
• 
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FEET. 
6. Gray shale with nodules and streaks of hard limestone, 
cylindrical forms, apparently vegetal remains. ... . ..... 1¥., 
5. Bluish limestone capped with thin layer composed almost 
entire1y ~f well preserved bra~hiopod remains.......... '/. 
4. Dark blue, clean shale . .. ..... . . . ... .................... 2 
3. Brownish, cavernous limestone, not persistent." ' ,' . . . . . . . ¥., 
2. Black, slaty shale ...... , .... . ......... , ' ,' .. . . , ... , . , , . . 1¥., 
1. Shelly limestone, breaking into nodular flakes and lenses on 
exposure; in bed of stream below dam where it causes a 
low falls. Known in excavation for mill wheel to consist 
of two 12 inch layers ... . "., .. , .. . .. " ... , ., .. ", .. ,.. 2 
Below is a "gummy" clay or soapstone which is practically im-
penetrable to the churn drill, ' 
At all points observed, these strata occur beneath grea t thick-
nesses of glacial deposits. The limestone members of the sec-
tion have afforded building material but their exploitation is 
of necessity limitea. The beds above the fragmental limestone, 
number 10, are said to be quarried for local use on the farm of 
Robert Murphy on Middle river near the east county line, and 
at other points in this vicinity. 
The two sections given above appear to include, the basal 
members of the Missouri and the upper strata of the Des Moines 
stage, if regarded alone on stratigraphic pO,sition and lithologic 
similarity. There seems little question that numbn 10 of the 
Port Union section represents the base , of the Bethany and 
, that the nonbrecciated beds above are the equivalent of the 
Earlham limestone in Madison county.'*' The Fragmental lime-
stone does not appear in the Perry section as a distinctly brec-
ciated layer. In other respects, the lowest member here visible, 
No.1, is its equivalent, and the underlying shales therefore 
belong to the Des Moines. The limestones throughout are suit-
able for crushed stone purposes. 
, ADAMS COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
AdalI!-s county has no streams worthy of ' mention, and yet 
the loess-covered Kansan drift surface is profoundly stream 
dissected. 'The numerous small creeks are 'without gr,avel ter-
races and have accumulated but little sand and gravel in their 
"Geology of Madison, county. Iowa Geological Survey. Vol. VII, page 511. 
i 
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channels. The older interglacial gravels are thoroughly con-
-cealed and therefore are not available. Gravel and sand for · 
large undertakings are shipped in from Raccoon and Des 
Moines rivers. 
STONE. 
The country ' rock in Adams county is in general deeply con-
cealed by the glacial deposits and outcrops at but a few points 
along Middle and East Nodaway rivers. As in adjoining . 
counties, the Missouri rocks consist largely of shales, which 
may become highly calcareous and even marly, interstratified 
with usually thin beds of limestone which are in some instances 
of a character and extent to be of value. Similar also to , bor-
dering counties, beds of otherwise valuable stone are so deeply , ' 
buried that their utilization is out of the question. 
The Upper Coal Measures outcrop at Carbon in Douglas town-
ship, where the Nodaway seam is mined. The "cap rock" is an 
'eighteen inch ledge of firm limestone and appears near water in 
the river. It is quarried 'for local use here and at intervals along 
the stream to Mt. Etna in Washington township, but it is of 
little importance and is difficult to obtain. 
Stone was' formerly quarried at Corning in the banks of the 
East Nodaway. Limestone appears at a number of places in 
the bed of the river fora few miles southwest of the town. The 
abandoned French quarry is located south of the river in sec-
tion 3, Jasper township. Talus obscures the old quarry face, 
but a' few hundred feet to the north in the bottom and bank of 
the river, the following sequence may be made out: 
FEET. 
5. Drift ...... .. ...... . ... .. ... .. . . . .. . . .. .... ... .. . . . . ... • 3 
4. Fine sand, iron·stained ..... . .. .. . . ...... . .. . .. ... . . .. .. 4 
3. 'Shale, light blue, plastic ....... ... .. . . . .. . .... . ......... 5+ 
2. Limestone, hard., compact, gray in color, fossiliferous; 
breaks easily at right angles to bedding planes and appar· 
ently does not weather easily on exposure . ........... 214 
1. Limestone, fossiliferous, yello·w, weathered, to water level lh 
There is evidence that quarrying has been. carried on here on . 
a scale of some magnitude, and the Corning stone is known and 
has been distributed over not only Adams county, but adjacent " 
territory as well. The limestone is of good quality, and whiie 
• 
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extensive development is of necessity restricted by the heavy 
stripping, it should rank locally as a valuable resource. 
ALLAMAKEE COUNTY. -
S AND AND GRAVEL. 
Sands and ' gravels are very abundant in the valleys of the 
two main watercourses of Allamakee county-Mississippi and 
Oneota rivers-and to some extent in the smaller valleys. At 
numerous localities along the valley of the Mississippi or in the 
breaks of its wall where there is opportunity or where pro-
tection has been afforded, terraces of more or less magnitude 
remain as remnants of the immense bodies of detrital material 
which once occupied this valley. Probably the most important 
of these terraces is that upon which B;'arpers Ferry is built. 
This extends along the canyon wall a distance of two or three 
miles and TE\aches a height of twenty to forty feet above the 
river. Another deposit of considerable importance is located 
a:t Lansing. Here a small stream enters from the west, occupy-
ing a valley of considerable size, up which terraces twenty feet 
or more in thickness extend for a g.hort distance. Just back 
of the box factory near the Chicago, Milwaukee ' and Saint Paul 
depot the deposit has been opened and a pit twenty feet deep 
exposes the gravels. Below eighteen inches of soil is a three 
foot layer of gravel mixed with some sand and clay. The 
pebbles of this layer reach a diameter of one to two inches. Be-
neath this are fifteen feet of alternatingly coarser and finer 
materials which gradually become finer below. At the bottom 
of the pit is a fine clean sand which is said to be suitable for 
plastering. The" gravels from this pit are being extensively 
used on the roads and streets in Lansing. 
The materials composing the deposit in this valley evidently 
become much finer with' increasing distance from the river. 
At a point on the south wall of the valley opposite the cemetery 
and probably a mile above the river the stream impinges upon 
the bank and has exposed a section in the terrace material which 
here reaches a height above the water of forty feet. The lower 
t:wenty feet of this deposit consists of very fine sands and clays 
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interbedded and packed quite hard except near the top of the 
exposure, where they become somewhat friable. 
At a few places alo~g the west bank of the Mississippi there 
are, within the county limits, small terraces in addition to the 
two described, but none of these are extensive. The gorge of 
Oneota river, however, is thickly sprinkled with terraces of 
varying size. One of these, near the middle of the east line 
of section 16, Iowa township, is fifty-five feet high and consists, 
so far as observed, of loose fine sand, with some gravel and 
chert fragments. These sands are evidently of comparatively 
recent age,probably Wisconsin, as are those of the numerous 
other terraces farther up the valley. But some bear testimony 
to their greater age in their relations with ' other deposits. For 
instance, in the southeast quarter of section 35, Union City 
township, is a body of sand clinging to the hillside to a height 
of nearly sixty feet above the flood plain. This sand is over-
lain by a layer of fine silt which shows the gray color and iron 
"pipe stems" characteristic of the Kansan loess. N ear by, 
the same bed of sand is covered with yellow Iowan loess. A 
S'hort distance up the road, in ' the same section, a gully exposes 
Iowan loess to a height of ten feet, with an equal thickness of 
clean yellow sand overlying it. The sand in the latter case is 
probably related to the Wisconsin glaciers while th~t of the 
other is of Buchanan age. 
Terrace deposits of more or less magnitude are found bor-
dering the Oneota valley to the county line and indeed as far 
west as Decorah. In some cases these consist of ,fine sands, in 
others considerable gravel is present. ' 
The smaller stream valleys of the county do not bear such 
extensive gravel deposits as does ' the Oneota, a difference no 
doubt largely due to the fact that the greater watercourse ex- , 
tended well into the region occupied by the glaciers and thus 
8fforded an outlet for the heavily charged waters issuing there-
from, while the smaller streams rise within the driftless area 
or at most extend only a short distance beyond its borders and 
hence have never received any large quantity of material of 
foreign origin. , Thus Yellow river displays no terraces, not 
even in its lower reaches, with the, possible exception of one in 
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sect.ion ,19, Fairview township. This consists chiefly of lime-
stone pebbles with some foreign material and a little sand, 
and seems to be banked against two hills of circumdenudation 
in the valley. These latter also show some banks of .detrital 
sand and chert overl~in by loess. There is some sand in the 
river plain . in this vicinity, but very little gravel. The sand 
may be of local derivation, as the Saint Peter sandstone out-
crops in the . hills bordering the flood plain. Farther up the 
river, in the neighborhood of Forest Mills, are banks of coarse 
material, chiefly limestone, with some foreign pebbles but very 
little sand. These have been used for concrete and are reported 
to give excellent satisfaction. Their adaptability for road work 
has not been tested. 
STONE. 
The Ordovician covers the entire co-unty wtith the exception 
of narrow belts along Mississippi and Oneota rivers and their 
immediate tributaries, where the beds have been removed 
through erosive agencies and the Saint Croix sandstone ex-
posed. Good quarry stone occurs at several levels, notably 
near the base of the Oneota and of the Platteville limestone 
formations. · Above. the ten or fifteen feet of arenaceous lime-
stone or calcareous sandstone at the base of the Oneota there 
are thirty' or forty feet of evenly bedded, fine-grained, buff, 
dolomitic limestone in layers varying from a few inches to 
three feet in thickness and in blocks oftentimes many feet in 
width and· length. In the eastern portions of the county in the 
vicinity of New Albin, Lansing and Harpers Ferry the beds 
have been worked to s.ome extent but are not of especially good 
quality. In the northwestern . portion of the county, the same 
beds afford material of superior quality for the various grades 
of masonry, although on account of the absence of suitable 
facilities for transporting the product, they have been but little 
developed. Great blocks detached from the parent ledges 
through the undermining of the friable sandstones below, retain 
their angularity and otherwise demonstrate their durability 
though they have been exposed for hundreds of years. At the. 
present time only sufficient quarrying has been done to dem-
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onstratethe wonderful possibilities of this horizon as a source 
. of wealth which may in time be utilized. 
Above these beds in the basal portion of the Oneota there 
' are occasional beds suitable for structural purposes but as a 
rule the stone is massive, with only occasional irregular bed-
ding planes; which renders quarrying difficult. Besides, the 
beds are rather coarse textured, vesicular, and oftentimes 
arenaceous or cherty. The upper Prairie du Ohien beds gen- , 
€rally show layers of sandstone and shale interstratified with 
the dolomitic beds, and possess little to commend them for 
quarry purposes. 
As a rule the Saint Peter sandstone is not sufficiently . indu-
rated to deserve notice as a quarry stone. There are a few 
small patches which are exceptions to the general rule, the 
stone being sufficiently cemented to be used for rough masonry. 
It has been so used to a limited extent. Such outcrops may be 
viewed three miles east of Waukon in the south half of section 
27 in Makee township and in the southwest quarter of section 
14, Franklin township, near Smithfield. At the latter place the 
sandstone carries a siliceous cement and forms cliffs thirty or 
forty feet in height and in some cases breaks into massive an-
gular blocks showing marked ability to resist the agencies of 
disintegration. 
The second important quarry horizon in the Ordovician in 
the county comes in the lower Platteville and is the equivalent 
of the "Lower Buff Beds" of the Wisconsin geologists,. 'These 
beds are separated from the Saint Peter sandstone by five or 
six feet of greenish or bluish shale and comprise a heavy bedded 
do19mitic limestone aggregating twenty to twenty-five feet in 
th·ickness and composed of layers varying from six inches to 
three feet or more in thickness. The stone is hard and com-
pact and yellow to buff in color and is capable ' of furnishing 
blocks of almost any desired dimensions. These beds are avail-
able at numerous points in the county, notably in the valley of 
Paint creek in Paint Creek township, and in Franklip. township, 
but they have been but little developed . 
. The . P~atteville, a:bov:e' the Lower ·Buff Beds; is ·very 'variable 
lithologically, There is a continual altero,ation .. of sh~les and 
.. 
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limestones, the limestones predominating. The limestone in 
general is dull colored, shades of blue prevailing and is often 
argillaceous. It is generally fine-grained, compact, and occurs 
in thin beds rarely exceeding six inches in thickness. It breaks 
with a conchoidal fracture and does not tool easily. Beds 
which appear to be firm when first quarried, slake readily when 
. exposed to the weather. The upper beds have been quarried 
to a limited extent near Waukon along Village creek. The 
stone is a blue to slaty colored limestone, but weathers to 
various shades of yellow and buff; is hard and fine-grained 
and occurs in layers from three to six inches in thickness. The 
layers are variable in composition and state of induration and~ 
as a consequence, in weather resisting qualities, and they must 
be selected with considerable caution when used in permanent 
~tructures. Similar sections may be viewed north of Postville, . 
where some quarrying has also been done. 
The upper quarry beds north of Waukon are overlain by an 
important d~posit of calcareous shale aggregating twenty to 
thirty feet. 
The Galena as developed in Allamakee county affords noth-
ing of importance in the way of quarry products. 
A few of the quarries of the county are described in detail 
in the following paragraphs. 
• At the top of the bl~ff overlooking the Mississippi on the 
• 
south side of Clear creek valley, opposite Lansing, and at 
the extreme edge of the precipice, a quarry has been opened 
in the Oneota limestone. From this may be made the following 
section: 
FEET. 
1. Heavy blocks outcropping in the talus slope above the 
quarry .......... . ... . ................... . . " . . ... . . . . . . . ·4 
2. Rock waste .. . .. . . . . .. ...... .. .... . . .... ..... ... .. ...... 3 
3. Heavy ledge, rough, vesicular ...... . ............ . ... .. . 3 
4. Fine-grained, soft, gray stone . ....... . .. .. .. ......... . .. Fl • 
. !). Two nine-inch layers, similar to that above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . llh 
6. Heavy ledge of similar rock. This, with the layers above 
it, is seen in other parts of the quarry to break into thin 
layers suitable for range work · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
.7. Buff, sugary, fine-grained, dolomitic rock... . .. .. ........ Fl. 
8. Two layers similar to above ...... . ........... . .. . ...... 4 
9. Heavy ledge. of similar appearance . ..... ................ 4 
, I 
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This quarry represents a considerable amount of rock over-
lying the Saint Croix over eastern Allamakee county. . . Along 
the bluffs it is difficult of access, as in the present case, but 
farther back from the river it becomes more easy to secure. 
The quarry of John Rossy near New Albin, has been' opened 
in the finer ledges -of the Oneota similar to the upperquai'ry 
beds of the Lansing quarry. . 
About a 'mile northeast of Dorchester, in the northeastquar~ 
ter of section 13, Waferloo township, stone has been removed 
from the lower beds of the Oneota,. perhaps fifty feet above 
the base of t'his formation. Some of .the layers are rather fine 
in texture, some coarser _ and sugary. While the stone is too 
soft for macadam it might be used to advantage in cOIicrete, 
and for similar purposes. In the village is a quarry showing 
.similar stone' but bearing some flint 'nodules. A mile and a: 
half northwest of town on the Caledonia road stone similar 
10 th~ first" is quarried. The beds in this quarry ,are four to 
six feet thick, split easily and dress well. 
In an old sink hole near the road on the uplands in the 
northeast quarter of the northwest quarter. of section 34, Union 
Prairie townsmp, limestone of the Platteville stage is -exposed 
and has been quarried to a small extent. The stone is rather 
soft, although some is harder, presents a granular, sugary ap-
pearance and is buff in color, stained with iron oxide. Above 
the stone is a dark red, jointed clay, probably geest, also nu-
merous foreign pebbles. 
, An' old quarry on the north edge of Waukon in the north-' 
west quarter of the northeast quarter of . section . 30, Makee 
township, has been recently reopened by Mr. A. Simon and 
considerable stone has been taken out for building purposes as 
well as for use on the roads. About ten feet of fresh material 
is exposed and above this two or three feet -of waste whieh' is 
taken to the crusher. The stone is in hryers one to two feet 
'thick although some of the ledges show lamination on weatli; 
ered faces. The crushed stone together with the residual ma-
terial has been used by the city for streets and crossings. Th8 
quarry is equipped with a ' Champion portable jaw -crusher 
driven by a gasoli~e engine. -
5 
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A short distance north along the road green shales outcrop 
at a level below that of the quatry. These are the upper 
layers of the shaly and .limy member of the Platteville as 
described by Calvin, * and the quarry rock belongs to the hard, 
blue member overlying these shales: 
A number of openings have been made in the ravines south 
of Lycurgus. One of these, in the southeast quarter of the 
northeast quarter . of section 2, Makeetownship, shows about 
eight feet of heavy blue ledges, six inches to two feet in thick-
ness. Above these lie one to two feet of soft, thin, yellow, ar-
gillaceous layers with stony bands one inch thick intercalated. 
These layers grade upward into the rock waste. The blue 
layers are hard, firm, fine-grained, weathering .to a buff, 
sugary, vesicular material. They should make serviceable 
stone for almost any purpose but are rather inaccessible. 
The quarry is· near the base of the Platteville as is shown 
by the presence up a small lateral ravine of an outcrop of 
Saint Peter sandstone about eight feet high and also of an 
outcrop of green shales, doubtless the Glenwood shale, a little 
farther up .the ravine. The bilse of the quarry is at least fifteen 
feet below the top of the Saint Peter and there is evidently 
an unconformity of somewhat more than this amount between 
the two formations. The limestone ~elongs to the "Lower 
Buff" beds. Along the road on the ridge a mile or so to the 
northeast are g~een shales which belong to the succeeding 
assemblage of mixed shales and limestones. 
The quarry of Peter Rude, in the center of section 17, Water-
loo township, is opened in the upper two or three feet of the 
blue beds at the top of the Platteville. The layers are six 
to eight inches thick and are overlain by the green shales of 
the Decorah formation. These are the same beds as those 
. shown in, the lower Halloran quarry at Decorah, 200 feet lower. 
In the southwest quarter of section 16, Post township,on 
the east side of the road is- a cliff face 200 feet long whence 
considerable . quantities of stone have been removed. The 
quarry is in the upper, nondolomitic beds 'of the Galena. It 
shows ten to twelve feet of beds which are in layers six to' 
"Iowa Geological Survey. Vol. IV. pp. 76-77. 
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twelve inches thick~ Above them are six feet of broken stone 
and waste. The material appears to be quite hard and solid 
and should prove very serviceable for road work. . It is very 
conveniently situated for use and could be removed without 
unusual difficulty. 
The Oherry Valley quarry, in the southwest . quarter of the 
northeast quarter of section 19, Franklin township, owned by 
·\Vm. Evans, shows ten feet of heavy bedded ledges which-split 
into layers three to eight inches thick. Th~y are light gray in 
color, finely granular and quite hard. Above them come four 
feet of thin bedded gray rock and overlying these are a few 
feet of waste. 
About one-fourth mile to the west is the quarry of ' Seward 
Swenson. It is about fifteen feet higher than the Evans quarry 
and shows ten feet of rather heavy bedded blue ledges, firm 
and well bedded. The rock is harder than that found in the 
Evans quarry. 
A little more than two miles north of Lnana, at the turn of 
the road in .the northeast quarter of section 32, Franklin, is 
a quarry which shows six feet of hard blue stone, fine-grained, 
in ledges three . to nine inches thick. Heavy gray layers six 
feet thick overlie these beds and three feet of waste form the 
top of . the exposure. This quarry, together with some about 
two miles south, near Luana, is somewhat similar to those in 
Ch~rry Valley. 'They all present clean, solid rock faces and 
are conveniently situated for installing crushers and remov-
ing . stone. This is especially true of those near Luana, which 
are close by the roadside and high enough to allow the use of 
gravity. . 
Over the areas in this and neighboring counties whel:e 'the 
Fort Atkinson, Galena-Platteville or Oneota are the surface 
rocks the geest is suitable for use on the roads, especially where 
it is mingled with chert from the limestone. If gravel or 
crushed rock were mixed with the geest it should make excellent 
road metal. . 
r , f f 
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APPANOOSE COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEl!. • 
. No ,l3and or gravel is found along Chariton river. A small 
amount of sand of rather poor quality is obtained from Cooper 
creek north of Centerville, but · nearly all .material of this 
kind is shipped iii from, Des Moines river. Udell and Union-
ville obtain a portion of their supplies from Soap creek north 
and northwest of Unionville and from a tributary of Soap 
creek which joins 'it in the southeast quarter of section 29, 
Union township. Tl).(~ sand is somewhat dirty and carries a 
high · p~rcentage of fine· material. 
Almost no gravel is available in the county and the very 
limited supply of low grade sand is confined to the channels 
of . th,e present streams. The older gravels are almost wholly 
. concealed by the loess veneer, and 110 outcrops of commercial 
imp.ortance are known in the county . 
. • ",J . 
i :. 
STOXE. 
'.1 (' 
The Des Moines stage of the Upper Carboniferous underlies 
the :w,J:tole of Appanose county, and consists of shales with sev-
eral w,ell defined limestone horizons of small thickness. The 
princip·al limestone beds are known as the "float rock,' .' which 
varies: from two to four feet in thickness ; the "fifty-foot" 
limestone, ranging from four to ten feet; the "seventeen-foot · 
limestone, ". or "little rock," running from one to three feet; the 
. Heap rock," showing from two· to four feet; and finally ,the . 
" ,bottom rock, ',' which attains a thickness of more than three 
feet.,. One or more of these beds are exposed at numerous 
points . ~long . the various steamways, and oftentimes are fairly 
accessible. All are essentially nonmagnesian, reasonably pure, 
and occur in moderately thick beds. They resist the weather 
as .well .as the average limestone,but on account of their lim-
ited occurrences, will never lead to the establishment of an 
important quarry industry. Some quarrying h~s' be€ln dQne in 
the vicinity of Centerville, Milledgeville; and Mystic, mainly 
:from the" fifty-foot lime.stone." 
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The Chariton conglomerate has been exploited in a .very small 
way in the vicinity of Moravia, but the openings have long since 
been abandoned, and promise nothing for the future. 
, A quarry producing crushed rock from the Des Moines hori-
zon is now being operated by Mr. W. B. Swan at Plano. 
AUDUBON COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
There is no gravel produced in commercial quantity in Audu-
bon county. The sand ' and gravel used in the county , are 
shipped in from Des Moines and vicinity, or from Platte ,river. 
in Nebraska. A yellow stained gravel, somewhat clayey, ' is 
being shipped in at the present time from the Lanesboro pit 
northeast of Carroll. 
BENTON COUNTY. 
SAND ANDI GRAVEL. 
The gravel and sand deposits of Benton county are of two 
classes, viz., Buchanan gravels and sand bars in the channels 
of the streams. Beneath the Kansan drift the Aftonian gravels 
are occasionally found, but these are at too great a depth to ' . 
be considered as an important source of this material. 
Buchanan Gravels.-In connection with the Buchanan gravels 
in this county, Mr. T. E. Siavage* says: "The gravels that ap-
pear in all of the known exposures of the county belong to what 
Professor Calvin has designated as the valley phase of. this 
formation. (See Buchanan county report in this volume.) They 
consist of coarse sand and small water-worn pebbles, the latter 
seldom exceeding one and one-half inches in long diameter. 
Bowlde,rs do not' occur in these deposits. There is only a small 
amount of iron present, ' and a rus,ty color 'is not generally 00-
parted to the beds. The materials of these gravel trains were 
derived from glacier-borne debris, and they came to rest along 
the courses of swollen streams whose waters were liberated by 
the rapid melting of the Kansan ice." -. 
Beds of moderately fine gravel overlying the Kans'an drift 
occur at several points in Benton county. " This ' terrane is 
'Iowa Geological Surv.ey, Vol. XV, p. 206, 1905. 
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usually concealed,beneath a deposit of fine-grained soil. In sec-
tion 1.4, Benton .township, a gravel deposit three and one-half 
feet in depth outcrops in the bank of a stream for a distance 
of several rods. ,Another bed of this water-laid material is 
exposed near the middle of section 19, Canton township, in the 
south bank of Wild Cat creek. At the latter place the deposit 
has a maximum thickness of twelve feet and can be seen con-
tinuously fqr more than a dozen rods. A few miles farther 
east, on Bear creek, a bed of gravel appears a short distance 
west of Shannon's brick and tile plant at Shellsburg. The latter 
is probably the continuation of the deposit on Wild 'Cat creek, 
mentioned above. Such beds are also exposed in sections 33, 
Taylor, and 35, Eldorado townships. 
An area of several square miles in the south portion of Flor-
ence township is covered with this coarse material. Near the 
southwest corner of section 32 a pit three and one-half feet 
in depth has been opened on the north side of the wagon road. 
The presence of a gravel train is revealed in the banks of most 
of the streams in this portion of the township. West of the 
station of Walford this deposit has been utilized in the im-
. provement of public roads. A bed of gravel four feet in depth 
has been work~d near the southwest corner of section 10, St. 
Clair township. .. 
Besides the terrace in Florence township mentioned above, 
these gravels appear beside the west river road one and one-
half miles north of Vinton. The area of the terrace is a square 
mile or more, but the area of the gravel cannot be known with-
out careful testing. The depth of the gravel and sand is four 
feet or more. 
Stream Deposits.-Just below the bridge at Vinton, on pub-
lic property, is a sand bar up to three feet deep and four or 
five acres in extent. Along the river here these bars will ag~ 
gregate five to t~il acres per mile. Another bar covering about 
one acre is located one-half mile east of. the Ballenbaugh quarry 
in northeast VintQn. This bar varies in depth from four inches 
to a foot. The sand contains small quantities of fine gravel 
and is used locally for concrete and cement. Material for use 
in concrete bridges and culverts in the vicinity of Mount Au-
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burn has been hauled from a bar on the farm of Frank Aungst, 
three and one-half miles north of Vinton. . 
Miscellaneous.-A short distance northwest of the town of 
Norway is an elongate<i paha ridge which rises to an elevation 
of about eighty feet above the surrounding plain. At the north-
west end of this hill the d'rift is overlain by a bed of loose sand 
sixt to ten feet in depth. Passing toward the southeast the 
material becomes finer, so that the' covering of all but the upper 
end of the 'paha is typical loess. 
About a mile northeast of the town of Watkins there is a 
similar ridge having a trend in the same direction. Near its 
summit strongly oxidized bowlder clay with' abundant gravel 
appears within two feet of the surface, while a mantle of loess, 
in places seven feet in depth, covers the lower portion of the 
slopes. 
There is an abandoned river channel one-half to one mile 
in width extending in a southeasterly direction from the site 
of the old town of Benton Oity, on Oedar river below Vinton, 
to the southeast corner of Benton township. It meets the pres-
ent channel of the river about one-half mile east of the Benton-
Linn county border. This old valley is known locally as "Sand-
Prairie." Beds of sand resembling river bars abound over the ' 
lowlands, and deposits of similar materials crown the summits 
of the bordering ' bluffs. Oedar river doubtless occupied this 
valley at ,one time. 
STONE. 
All of the outcrpps of indurated rocks in the county belong 
to the Devonian. All of the important sections are found in the 
northeast third of the county, along Oedar river and its imme-
<-nate tributaries. The best quarry rock belongs to the Ooggan 
beds which are at the base of the Devonian series as exposed 
in Benton county. Good exposures of these beds are practi- · 
, cally ~imited to Oedar, Harrison and Taylor townships where 
they have been exploited at a number of points. 'The rock is 
essentially a highly magnesian limeE).tone, very hard and fine-
grained and yellowish in coior, imperfectly bedded and non-
, fossiliferous. These dolomitic beds outcrop low in the bluffs 
and are overlain by brecciated limestone belonging to the Fay-
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ette substage. Neal' the southwest corner of section 31, Harri-
son township, a representative exposure may be seen. The 
quarry operated by Aungst Brothers is in the west bluff of 
Oedar river and shows ·the following beds below the drift: 
. FEET. 
2. Limestone, brecciated, gray; the angular fragments usually 
small and yery fine-grained in texture, nonfossi1iferous. . .. 20 
1. Limestone, buff, magnesian, massive ledge which is fine-
grained, imperfectly separated into layers ope to two feet in ' 
thickness, , nonfossiliferous .............. ... ... ........ ... 12 
Shnilar exposures are to be found in section 36, Oedar town-
ship, and se:ction 6, Taylor township. Th(O) beds have beep. quar~ 
l'ied at both place's. The brecciated beds have been developed at 
several points in addition to those just mentioned, notably on the 
south bank of Prairie creek, near the northeast corner of section 
10, Taylor township, where the following succession of beds may 
be studied: 
FEET. 
6. Soil and drift of variable thickness ..... " ., ............. . 
5. Limestone, shattered, light gray, fragments irregular in size 
and shape . . .. ..... .. ..... ... . .. ...................... 8 
4. 'ralus slope . ... .. .. ...... .. ............ . .. .... . . ..... .. 12 
3'. Limestone, light gray, in broken layers from t hree to six or 
seven inches in thickness ......... . ... .. .............. 1'/3 
2. Limestone, gray, made up of imperfect layers two to eight 
inches in thickness. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
~. Limestone, light gray, a rather massive .bed which is cut by 
.numerous oblique joints into rhomboidal blocks, some of 
which are slickensided; material weathers readily into 
small, irregular fragments . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Some 'years ago the above ql1arry was operated by the Iowa 
Paint Oompany of Vinton. Number 1 was pulverized and used 
as a basis 'in the manufacture of paiut. The company has since 
moved its plant to Fort Dodge, Iowa. In Benton county, as 
elsewhere, the brecciated stone is imperfectly bedded and only 
rough, irregular blocks can be obtained. It is suitable only for 
r.ough masonl;'y and crushed stone purposes. 
A l~rge percentage of the stone produced in the county comes 
from the beds of the Oedar Valley sfage. While the grade of , 
stone· furnished by these beds is not equal to the stone lower in 
the series it is suitable for foundations for ordinary Quildings, 
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FIG. l-Long's quarry in the ea'st bank of Cedar river, Section 4, Harrison town-
ship. Benton county. 
for walling up dug wells and for retaining walls. The stone 
has been used to , some extent for bridge work with fair results. 
N ear the county line a quarry has been opened a short distance 
below the bridge and near the northwest corner of section 6, 
Harrison township. The layers exposed are as follows: 
FEET. 
12. Dark colored, fine·grained, pebbleless soil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
11. Bed ofredd'ish brown clay, containing numerous pebbles of 
quartz and greenstone with occasional granite bowlders of 
larger size ..... . .. ... . ........ ,. ...... ............. ... . 2 . 
10. Layer of ' much decayed fragments · of brown limestone; 
without fossils . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
9. Bed composed of two layers of yellow, earthy limestone, 
each about .eight inches . in . tb,i~}cIl~s.s, fine·grained and 
without fossils ........... ... ........... . ... . ...... .... . 1'1a 
S. Bed of gray limestone which we'athers into thin layers about 
one inch in thickness; without fossils.................... 3 
7. Layer of very hard, earthy limestone; yellow in color and 
fine~grained in , te~ture; fossils , wall ting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "I. 
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FEET. 
6. Bed made up of layers of buff, earthy limestone two to six 
inches in thickness, which are fine-grained in texture and 
non fossiliferous ........................................ 3lh 
5. Layer of yellow, impure limestone which ' 'weathers into 
indistinct layers three to six inches in , thickness; with-
out fossils ........... , ... ... ,.. .. ..... . .... ....... . . .. .. l lh 
4. Layer similar to number 5 above......................... 2 
3: Yellowish brown layer of fine-grained, impure limestone; 
carrying occasional concretions of chert which are most 
numerous adjacent to the division planes................ 2lh 
2. Layer of variable, impure limestone, fine-grained arid very 
hard. Near the base of this layer chert nodules are abun-
dant ... .. :........ .............. . ......... ... .......... 2 
1. Bed made up of two layers of buff, earthy limestone in 
which, at irregular intervals, occur bands and numerous 
masses of chert; without fossils; to base of the exposure 
IVhich is about four feet above the level ' of the water.... 4 
The layers in this quarry are cut by numerous, oblique joints 
which divide the ledge into large rhombic ml:\sses. The material 
of which the beds are composed is mostly a fine-grained, earthy 
limestone. Many of , the layers are strongly magnesian, an,d 
some of them are So thoroughly dolomitic that they respond but 
slightly to the application of cold hydrochloric acid. The en-
tire ledge is regularly bedded, and ,furnishes quarry stone of 
convenient dimensions and durable quality. 
Similar sections may be seen ·down the river, and quarries 
nave been opened at several points on both sides of the stream. 
Near the northwest corner of section 27, Taylor township, a 
quarry has been opened in the eas,t bank of Mud creek. The 
beds exposed are as follows: ,- .--
VINTON SECTION. 
FEET. 
10. Soil, dark colored, fine-grained and without pebbles. .. .. .. . lh 
9. Gravel and sand stained a reddish brown color.......... 2 
8. Limestone, composed almost wholly of coral fragments.. .. 5 
7. Limestone, hard, gray. weathers into thin pieces, crinoidal. 3 
6. Limestone, light gray, very hard. weathers into layers 
ranging from four inches to a foot in thickness... . . . . . . . 6 
5. Limestone, gray, very hard, composed largely of brachiopod 
fragments . .. ................................... '.. .. ... 11/. 
4. Limestone, similar to 5, but finer textured.............. 1tA, 
3. Limestone, drab, similar to number 8, but less compact.... 1 
2. LimEstone, white,. fine-grained; shows a bluish tinge in a 
fresh ledge, cherty. much shattered and weathering into 
thin layers ...... :...................................... 2 
:1. Limestone, very hard, cherty' and crinoidal . ...... ....... llh 
, /. II ~ , 
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"Th~ lower two numbers are supposed to belong to the brec-
" ciated stage and -are equivalent to 'number l ' in' the old quarry 
of the Iowa 'Paint Company.' In the above sectio;nthey are 'hard 
and the most durable st(me that ·the quarry produces . . "It is 
used extensively in Vinton. In addition to the lower beds, num-
bers 4 to 7 furnish , ~n acceptable material for foup.dations and 
the rougher grades of masonry. ' 
Numerous stnall quarries have been opened from time to time 
in the vicinity of Vinton. Over considerable areas the stripping 
is not great and almost the entire section could'beused for road 
and ~oncrete work. 
On the south bank of Bear creek near the middle line of 
section 14, Canton township, a quarry shows the following beds 
which ma.y be co~sidered ,representative for this part of the 
county. 
SHELLSBURG SECTION. 
FEET. 
9. S.oil, dark gray, with.out pebbles .or, b.owlders . : .••.•....... " llh 
8. Drift . ...•.............. .............• -. " .......•....•. : . 2 
7 • . Limest.one, much decayed .... . .• ' ..... . : . ' ... : .............. 3 
6. Limest.one, c.oralline ....... ~ ............... ' .. ' .....•.• ; .. ": .. 2lh 
5. Limest.one, light gray, weathers int.o chipst.one............ llA, 
4. Limest.one, gray, hard, in places forms 'a single ledge, f.ossil-
ifer.oUS •.........••....•....•..... ' .••• ' .. ' ... • '. • . . • . • . . . . • 4 
3. Limest.one, dark gray, tW.o ledges .of ab.out equal thickness.. 3lh 
2. Limest.one, similar t.o 3, but shelly .................... ~ .. • 1 
1. Limest.one, in three layers ................... . .. '. ' .. ,..... 4
'
/. 
East of north of the Shellsburg quarry on Cedar river, Wild 
Cat bluff presents an escarpment of more than forty feet of 
limestone. Nothing especially new is developed however. , 
Away from the river, westward, quarries have been opened 
on section 8 in Cedar township, and sectio~ 28 in Jackson town-
ship, near Garrison. The latter is the more representative and 
18 given below. 
GARRISON SECTION. 
FEET. 
9. S.oil and drift.......................... . .. . .............. 6 
8. Limest.one, light gray, subcrystalline, very hard, and s.ome-
what brecciated, c.ontaining numer.ous spherical str".omat.o-
P.or.oids ....... .. . ...... ~ .. .. .. ... .... . ....... : . . . . . . . . . 3 
7. Limest.one, gray, massive, dense, c.omp.osed largely .of vari.ous 
species .of str.omat.oP.or.oids and masses .of Idi.ostr.oma·like 
stems, few .of which can be rllc.ognized. This bed is als.o 
s.omewhat brecciated in places . . .. ... ; ....... . ... ; •.. ;.; 6 
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FEET. 
6. Limestone, hard, gray, weathers into two indistinet" layers, 
and contains masses of spherical stromatoporoids .. , .... . 3% 
5. Limestone, very hard, white, subcr'ystalline; without fossils I1h 
4. Limestone, y€'llowish gray, nonfossiliferous, fine·g.rained and 
very hard. The upper portion bears numerous small cav-
ities, the largest of which are nearly one inch in diameter 4 
. 3. Limestone, dense, gray, fine-grained and very r esistant to 
weathering; without fOssils..... . .. . . ..... . ............ . . 3~~ 
2. Limestone, composed of several layers, very hard, fine-
grained, white in color and without fossils . The layers are 
six to fifteen inches .in, thickness.......... . .. . .... .. . . 5·% 
1. Limestone, bild made up of two layers, yellowish brown. The 
material is fine-grained, and contains no fossils .... .. . '.. . 3'% 
,FIG. 2-Aba ndoned qua rry on Hinkle cr eel{ n ear Garri son., B enton county. 
+he upper , and middle beds in the above section more closely-
resemble the- beds of the Cedar Valley stage as developed in 
other c~unties, n.otabl~,Johnson ' county to the south, a~c1 
Mitchell, Floyd and Cerro Gordo, to the north. While an abun-
dance of stone crops are available, and numerous quarries have 
been opened in times gone by, none of the quarries no~ in op-
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eration' are of more t1?-an local importance as no stone IS ex-
ported. 
BLACK HA W1K. COUNTY, 
SAND AND GRAVEL, 
Black Hawk county is plentifully supplied with sand and 
gravel. The Buchanan gravels are to be found over practically 
the whole county, and are abundant in the vicinity of Cedar 
Falls. 
Large quantities of sand suitable for mortar ,are found in 
the various str'eams. ' 
Buchanan Gravels.-In every township in the county one or ' 
both phases of the Buchanan gravels may be found. ' (See Bu-
chanan county report.) Some of these are very thin and show 
little stain or other evidence of weathering, but their position 
makes their relationship quite certain. . 
Along the banks of Dry Tun and its, branches are numerous 
extensive deposits. of these gravels. At Olsen's quarry the up-
land phase has a thickness of ten feet. The lower part is less 
ferruginous and is interstratified with layers of fine sand. The 
FIG. 3-Buchanan gravel east of Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Black Hawk 
county. 
,4 
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upper layers are ·highly. ferruginous. At Carpenter's 'quarry 
the gravel is much thinner and lighter ' in color, but' is more 
uniformly coarse. . 
On the east sIde of the creek one-half mile east of the Teach-
ers' College is the most extensive deposit observed in the county. 
It is of t~e valley phase, and is ver.y uniform in size of particles. 
The material is a fine gravel or coarse sand of a yello",,'ish color 
and very distinctly stratified except in the upper part. It is 
twenty feet or more in thickness and many acres in extent. In 
fact, in this neighborhood the whole valley of the main stream 
. is more or less filled with this material. In one .place the gravel 
is a very dark red-brown and cemented into ledgelike sheets; 
in another it consists of pebbles and cobble~tones of chert, 
jasper and other forms of quartz, greenstone, etc., all deeply 
stained with iron. For the most part the gravels are of a rather 
sandy nature. 
On the interurban line of the W. aterloo and Cedar Falls ~apid . 
Tr.ansit Company, where it cuts into the bluff, is a deposit 
ten feet thick containing Jpebbles and cobblestones, rotten gran· 
ite, iron concretions and cemented gravel, all deeply iron-stained. 
Spheroidal1 lenticular and tabular bodies of sand are' not unusual 
in this section. This deposit is interesting for the variations 
occurring within short distances, both in vertical and lateral 
extension. 
The Cedar Falls Sand and Materials Company has a pit on 
the east side of the river. At this place about a square mile ' 
is practically all Buchanan gravel under a cover of soil varying 
in depth up to two feet. It has been worked to a depth of 
twenty feet and still shows good material below. Of this, about 
twelve feet are below the level of ground water. The sand 
and grav€l are decidedly stratified and variable, and in most 
places observed the former is predominant. A steam dredge 
operated by Mr. P. M. Smith, a short distance east of this pit, 
has opened the gravel to a depth of twenty-five feet, the lower 
fifteen feet of which are below water. . . 
One-half mile northeast of Voorhies, in Lincoln. township, 
where the road crosses a small creek, Buchanan gravel appears 
under two and one-half feet of Iowan drift. Similar conditions 
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exist OVer tl;le great Iowan plain. between Cedar and Wapsipini-
con rivers. . The most characteristic occurrences are perhaps 
in Barclay and Bennington townships, and in the 'west half 
of Fox. 
Stream Deposits . ...:.......:The city of Cedar Falls· obtains its supply 
of gravel from the bed of Dry run · a few rods south of the 
wagon bridge near Fourteenth street. Here the gravel is coarse, 
ranging in diameter from three-'fourths to one inch, and is sev-
eral acres in extent. The depth of the pit is about six feet, 
which is · probably ' greater than the average deptJh of gravel 
over the entire area. 
After a freshet, sand may be found along the bed of Crane 
creek frop:l Dunkerton eastward. Thes'e temporary bars will 
average one to two acres per mile. On the Wapsipinicon east 
of Dunkerton bars ·of sand and occasional bars of fine gravel 
aggregate two ' to five acres per mile. Much of this contains 
silt and produces weeds unless removed soon after deposition. 
The larger valleys have been flooded at seasons of high water 
ever since they assumed their prese~t character. Each over- . 
flow leaves its increment of sediment usually a fine silt. Sand 
is the most abundant material of these valleys, but coarser 
sands and gravels are variously mingled in places where 
stro'nger currents have run over the plains. Also shifting stream 
beds have left coarse materials in considerable quantities here 
and there. 
Low terraces occasionally appear along the margins , of the 
valley, but nowhere are they a noticeable feature of the topog-
raphy. 
Knoll Gravel.-In section 31, Bennington township, is a small 
pit in a knoll about one-half acre in extent. Similar deposits 
occur sparingly in other parts of the Iowan area. 
STONE. 
With a single exception all of the indurated rocks which ap-
pear at the surface in the county may be referred to the Oedar 
Valley stage of the Devonian. A very insignificant natural ex-
posure of Wapsipinicon beds, according to Arey, appears along 
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Spring creek, on the northwest quarte~ of section 13 in ' Fox: 
township. It is of no importance from an economic view point. 
The Cedar Valley limestone presents numerous outcrops along 
the principal drainage lines, and quarries have been opened at 
many points. None are of large capacity and but few are am-
bitious to supply more than their own immediate localities. 
The principal quarry . districts are in the vicinity of Cedar 
Falls, Waterloo and Laporte, while some quarries of secondary 
importance near Raymond, and two quarries about three miles 
east of Eag}e post office supply the country trade. 
For the Cedar Falls district the Nielson quarry may be taken 
as a type. It is located west of Main street about one-eighth 
mile west of the old Carpenter quarry. The principal beds ex-
posed are as follows: . 
FEET. 
15. Limest.one, firm, yellowish, with intermin-gled "geest" .... . 3 
14. Limest.one, lith.ographic, somewhat nodular, more .or less 
weathered and inconstant ........... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
13. Shale, yellowish clay, with interbedded hard ledges in, 
places, very variable in thickness, averaging.......... Flo 
12. Limestone in three layers, finely laminated, fine-grained and 
smoath, slightly iron-stained, 6, 2· and 10 inches respectively 
from top down .................... . .......... , .. , ....... ' Ilh 
11: Limestone, variable, sometimes splitting easily into layers, 
sometimes firm and even textured, finely subcrystalline, 
with earthy streaks, rusty in patches, crystals in pockets 
and calcitic sheets intersecting one another, making pitlike 
areas along the jOint planes, averaging. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
10. Limestone, fine-grained, bluish gray, with occasional patches 
of crystals, quarried in sheets, and used for window and 
door sills and caps, and ashlar ................. '. . . . . . . . . ."/. 
9. Bluish gray stone. of good quality, grading into a shaly 
parting below. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lh 
8. Limestone, gray, finely ' brecciated, with seams of crystals ' 
below, upper part yellowish, earthy. If quarried in cold 
weather, it is reduced to fragments readily, but, if dried 
out before freezing, it makes a durable stone............ %, ' 
7. Limestone, firm, fine-grained, bluish gray, with occasional 
pockets of crY!'ltals, in two layers. Makes an excellent 
range stone. The lower layers yield fine large flags... . . .. 1 
6. Limeetone, Ulliformly fine-grained, yielding flags........ '/", 
5. Limestone, heavy bedded, shelfy on the under side, abound-
ing in crystals, bluish gray . .... . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . F/3 
4. Limestone, fine-grained, more or less streaked .or banded.. 1'/3 
3. Limestone, light colored, becoming still lighter in color 
below, often weathers in a remarkable way, yet makes a 
durable stone, when it has been dried out ....... " . . . . . . . 1¥2 
2. Limestone, yell.owish, full of pockets... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
1. 'Soft, chalky stone, exp.osed. 
Numbers 1 and 2 are no longer worked. 
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A orth and northwest of Cedar Falls, there are no important 
rock exposures. Limestone outcrops at n~merous points on bo1fu 
s ides of the Cedar river and doubtless good material for 
crushed stone purposes might be developed at sma.ll expense. 
North and northwest of Waterloo, quarries have been opened 
in the well marked stone-supported terrace which faces the 
Cedar river. The most important section may be seen in the 
quarry of the Waterloo Stone Company, which is located ou 
the northwest quarter of section 14, township 89 north, raJ;lge 
XII! west. The beds worked at' this point areas follows: 
WATERLOO STONE COMPANY'S QUARRY, 
FEET. 
8. Detr,Hus and wash . .... , .. ".,." . . .. . .. , ..... ,',....... . 6 
7. Limestone, hard, dolomitic, sub crystalline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
6. Limes,tone, weathered, yellow .... .. .. . ............ ...... . . 1 
5. Limestone, heavy bedded, gray-blue, cherty toward the ' top. 12 
4. Limestone, blue, thinly bedded, slightly argillaceous:. .. .. 3 
3. Limestone, buff, concretionary, with numerous cherts .. . .. . 
2. Limestone, gray-blue, subcrystalline, cherty, weathers buff. 
Shale parting .. ..... ..... ... ..... ......... . . ... ..... .. . 
1. Limestone, buff to yellow, exp,osed ...... ..... . .. . . , ... , .. . 
3 
3 
1/. 
2 
All of the beds tend to weather into thin layers and weathered 
surfaces present a decidedly shattered appearance. Number 3, 
, appears to ' break down especially easily when subjected to re-
peated freezings and thawings.. The cherts are small and more 
or less irregularly distributed throughout the entire mass. The 
joints are stained a brownish yellow and all of the quarry rock 
tends to weather the s'ame color on long exposure. 
Two samples' of the rock from the McWilliams-Mowry quarry 
were analyzed and found to be strongly magnesian. The anal-
yses were as follows: 
1 2 
Insoluble ' ......... . .. . ........... . . : .. : : .. .. . 1.92 
,iron and alumina: ............ . ......... : ... . ' 4.20 
Calcium carbonate ............ . .. . . .. ... . .... 63.59 
Magnesium carbonate . ........... ... . . .. . .. . . 30.92 12 .18 
SuII;hu~ . ..... . .. . ..... .. . .......... :.. .. .. . .. . Trace ' 
Number 1. Blue unweathered limestone. 
Number 2. Yellow limestone. 
6 
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In Laporte and vicinity a large number of quarries have been 
opened and operated intermittently for many years. The prod-
uct is sold and was formerly reported in the mineral statistics 
as "Laporte Sandstone" on account of its sugary or sub-
crystalline character. 
A quarry located along the wagon road about one-half mile 
northwest of town will serve as a type for the district. The beds 
exposed are given herewith: 
FEET • 
. 4. Drift and soil; some of the quarries in the ' near vicinity 
show a much thicker overburden . . .. ............ ...... . ' 2+ 
3. Limestone, considerably shattered; stained yellow to brown· 
ish yellow; bedding planes disappear upward.... .. ....... 10 
2. Limestone, brownish yellow to buff; irregularly bedded, 
quartz geodes and chert nodules present.. .. ............ 2 
1. Limestone, gray·blue, presents a granular appearance; in 
medium heavy beds ranging from 15 to 24 inches; joints 
weathered a yellowish brown, fossiliferous ; calcite balls 
and geodes common . . . . . . .. .......... . .... . .. . ..... . ... 10 
The beds dip to the southwest at an angle of about :five de-
grees and appear to thicken down the dip. . They appear to be 
. , strongly magnesian, especially the lower beds, which are. sub-
crystalline. 
Quarries have been opened o:q either side of the Eagle-Big 
Creek township line near the middle. The quarry west of the 
line is the more extensive and is as follows according to Arey: 
EAGLE TOWNSHIP QUARRY. 
J'D'r, 
13. Limestone, thin·bedded, broken stone..................... 7 
12. Limestone, in two layers, blue where unweathered...... 4% 
11. Limestone, in three layers, hard, compact, good quality, dur-
able, brittle, having conchoidal fracture, with drab nodiIles 
. of .varying sizes, and in the upper part with stromatoporoid 
masses thoroughly coalescent with the rest of the .rock. ... 5 
10. Lilmestone, bluish, earthy, much jointed and irregularly 
bedded ....... . ............. . .................. ,........ 3 
9. Limestone, dark, drab, calcitic at top ................... . 
8. Limestone, blue, burr where exposed, calcite plentiful, in 
seven or eight layers ............. . ................... . 
7. ·LImestone, drab ... . .................................... . 
6. Limestone, buff, earthy, finely streaked with yellow lines .. 
5. Shaly partings with very wavy lines of contact above and 
below .. . . . ... . .... . . : ................................. . 
i ' 4. Limestone, hard, brittle, drab, middle, portion developing 
1* 
layers . . ................ . .... . . . .... .. . . ............... 3'1/~ 
BLACK HAWK COUNTY 
FEET. 
3 . . Limestone, blue, of good quality, firm, finely crystalline, 
with pockets of crystals, thickness not takeIL .... ...... . . 
2. Limestone, gray, finely subcrystalline, yielding good flags. . lh 
1. Limestone, gray, somewhat crystalline, fracture coarsely 
conchoidal, of good quality ....... #. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •• . 2lh 
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This quarry and its double east of the township line supply 
the southwestern portion of the county with foundation stone. 
Quarries ·have also been opened in the vicinity of Raymond. 
Their chief interest comes from the fact that this is one of 
the classic sections in the correlation of the Devonian deposits 
in Iowa and not on account of its economic importance. The 
quarries have been little worked for many years and the sec-
tions are much obscured. 
The Lowell quarry located about the middle of section 5, 
Union township, near the village of Finchford, shows the fol-
lowing section: 
UNION TOWNSHIP QUARRY. 
FEET. 
4. Soil and drift .... . ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
3. Limestone, ·much broken iILto chips which are hard and 
firm ................................................... 2 
2. Limestone, mottled bluish and yellow; hard, fracture un,. 
even; carries crystalline calcite........ ... ............. 3 
1. Limestone, brownish gray, conchoidal fracture; slightly lith-
ographic; exposed....................................... 2 
The quarry floor i~ about ten to fifteen feet above the water 
level. . Several acres are available here under comparatively 
light stripping. Other limestone outcrops occur in Finchford. 
An old quarry south of Winslow near Newell lake furnished 
stone used for rip rap work just above Washington and Union 
bridge. The section was obscured by talus when visited. In 
all of these outcrops the beds as a whole furnish a fair grade of 
material .for crushed stone purposes. 
BOONE COUNTY. 
SAND AND G1l.A VEL. 
Boone county has sand, and gravel deposits of two kinds, 
terraces along and beds in the channels of the present streams, 
and pockets in the Wisconsin drift hills. 
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STREAM GRAVELS. Terraces.-There are two or more 
terraces visible along Des Moines river. From the lower one of 
the~e at Moingona the Chicago and North Western Railway has 
removed enorm'ous quan~ities of material. These gravels belong 
to the yalley train of the Wisconsin ice. They usually carry 
from two to five feet of stripping- and are rather dirty for 
(;,oncrete work. 
Just north of its new viaduct in section 34 of Douglas town-
ship, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway has opened ' 
a. pit in a terrace some seventy feet above the river. Up to 
twenty feet of gravel has been developed here. The terrace 
has an area of fifty acres or more. Gravel from ' this 'pit is 
being used on the streets of Madrid. The same terrace is being 
worked near Fraser. 
A gravel terrace twenty to twenty-five feet above water may 
be followed along Beaver creek from the Dallas county line to 
Be~ver and beyond. The materials of this terrace, which has' 
been opened in many places, consist of sand and gravel in vary-
ing proportions. In places these are interbedded, in other::; 
cross-bedded, and in still others piled in with no signs of classi-
fication whatever. Gravel is now being taken from various 
places in this terrace, among ' which may be mentioned a pit 
in the southwest quarter of section 10, and'the northeast quarter 
of section 4, Union township, in the northern portion of sec-
tion 4, Beaver township, and in south~ast section 31, Amaqua 
township. In the first named pit up to six feet of cross- and 
interbedded materials are exposed under two or three feet of 
('over. The .town of Berkley obtains its s'upply from section 4 
of Union township, and the pit last named above supplies the 
town of Beaver. ' 
Channel Deposits.-Although the deposits are not continuous 
throughout the county, the channel of Des Moines river is 
choked with gravel and sand in many places. At Fraser im-
mense quantities are being removed for local use and to supply 
the needs of neighboring towns. The river has deposited large 
amounts along its course west of Boone, but the high steep hills 
bordering the river make its distribution ' costly. These channel 
gravels are, on the whole, cleaner and more desirable than the 
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terrace materials, and in' many places excellent opportunities 
for their r:ecovery by pumping are off.ered. 
GLACIAL DEPOSITS.-Boone county lies entirely within 
,the , area covered by the Wiscon,sin drift, and its, surface ex- . 
hibits the characteristic topography of the youngest drift sheet. 
Many of the hills and hummocks of this drift sheet contain 
gravel and sand, sometimes ' as a sheet capping the clay, and 
again as lenses or pockets within the drift. The most important 
of the deposits of this kind is Pilot Mound, near the town Of ' 
the same name. The Minneapolis & St. Louis ' Rai~road has 
operated a pit here for some years, the product being used for 
ballast. The local demand for ' road and concrete materials 'is 
elso supplied from this pit. 
BREMER COUNTY. 
" 
SAND AND GRAVEL, 
Most of the deposits of gravel found in Bremer county belong 
~o t~e B~cha,nan stage, which immediately foll~wed the Kansan 
LCe 'mvaSlOn. 
Professor Calvin has recognized two types of these gravel.;; 
(see Buchanan county report)-an upland phase of outwash 
,composed of sand and gravel, much of the latter material being 
in an advanced stage of decomposition? and 'a valley phase of 
quartzose sand and gravel. This latter' phase forms gravel 
trains and the remains usually appear as stream terraces.. 
In some parts of the county river ,bars form important sources 
of supply. ' 
Valley Pliase.-The quartzose' gTavels found i)1 the wide 
valleys of the Cedar,Wapsipinicon, Crane creek and other 
Btreams are undoubtedly ,continuations , of valley trains which 
in other counties have been called by Calvin the valley phase 
of tlie Buchanan gravels. 
Stream terraGes of the Cedar are extensively utilized for 
their contents at Waverly and vicinity and a number of pits 
have been ' opened. Just south of Waverly on the west' side of 
the river, Mr. A. L. Woodruff has :five acr~s of terrace which 
shows the following section: 
• 
) 
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, FEET. 
'S~iI '(with lenses of fine sand) .... .. . . ... , ', .. .' .. '. , , ., ', ' ... 2':'5 
Gravel ., . """"" ". : .. "" . " . " ~. ,." ; , . , : ."' . " . , .. ,... 14+ 
This gravel is stratified and cross-bedded, and two-thirds of 
it ,will not pass a one-eighth inch screen. Only five feet of the 
gravel are above water and this is slightly coarser than tlie 
material below. Mr. J. H: Russell owns two acres of this ter-
' race adjoining Mr. , Woodruff on the west. Directly across the 
river there are eight acres of terrace similar to this, except 
that the gravel is somewhat coarser. 
, Other good' deposits of gravel are found in the neighborhood. 
The Eureka Cement Tile , Company owns five acres of gravel 
terrace at Janesville. Numerous other localities along Cedar 
river have gravel terraces but little or no use has been made ' 
of them as yet. 
Concrete material is obtained from a pit on P. C. Griffin's 
land along the East Wapsipinicon four miles east of Frederika. 
Several acres containing three to four feet of gravel under as 
much soil are known in this vicinity. The city of Tripoli has 
a pit along this river about one and one-half miles north of 
the town. ' 
Small amounts of gravel and sand are produced from benches 
along Buck and Crane creeks .. Mr. Fred Stalhut has two acres 
of terrace about three miles west of Sumner. Here there are 
six 'feet of gravel of varying fineness under two or three feet 
of soil. . 
Upland Phase.-Deposits of the upland phase of the Buchanan 
gravels are found in different parts of the county, and in many 
places form valuable deposits. One worthy of mention is on 
the top of Ii hill in the southern part of section 14 of La Fayette 
township. 'Six feet of iron-stained gravel appear beneath one 
and one~half feet of soil. All the pebbles are small and t4e 
granites are thoroughly decayed. Clay till is interbedded in 
the gravel at one place. A few other deposits of ~mportance 
are located in sections 11 and 36 of La Fayette township, 18 
of Polk, and in the vicinity of Readlyn and Artesian. 
Reworked Materials.'-:"'Sand and gravel bars occur along most 
of the s'treams and a considerable amount of material is pro-
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d'uced annually from this source. These deposits are more or 
less transient, and many of them are quickly exhausted, al-
though new ones are formed and readily found. Bremer county 
owns five acres in Oedar river near Plainfield. 
STONE • . 
The Niagaran limestone is known to appear at the- surface 
at but few points in Bremer county. The most important sec-
tion . appears along Baskin creek in the southeast quarter of 
section 17, range XIII west, township 91 north. The beds which 
may be seen in this quarter are as follows: 
FEE'.r. 
3. Limestone, brecciated; composed of sharp angular fragments 
of a drab, laminated limestone of lithographic fineness of 
grain, in a gray matrix.... . .................. .... ..... . 1 
2. Sandstone, filled with small angular fragments of white 
chert, in two or three layers, apparently conformable with 
1 . ..... . ....... . ... .. ... ..... ... .. . .. . .. . ............. . ~ 
1. Dolomite, light buff, subcrystalline, vesicular, with cavities 
up to eight inches in diameter; iu heavy, irregular, rough-
faced beds up to two feet thick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
The lower beds were quarried formerly and used in the manu-
facture of lime of excellent quality. 
Similar, but less extensive sections occur in section 20 of the 
same township and in section 36 in Douglass township, three ' 
and one-half miles west of Tripoli. An analysis of the last men-
tioned occurrence shows its true dolomitic character, and. is 
given below: 
Silica ....................................... .. . . . . . . . . 1.53 
. Iron oxide ......... . . ... ........... ...... ............ 0 . 48 
Calcium' carbonate .............................. .. ..... 54.3Z 
Magnesium carbonate . . .... ............ .. .... ....... .. 43.41 
Combined water.. .. .... .... .. .. ............. ......... 0.26 
None of the outcrops mentioned have been utilized to anyex-
tent commercially. All are located remote from towns and 
railways and notwithstanding their excellent quality for lime, 
and the fact that but little stripping is required, it is not prob-
able that they will be important in the quarry industry for some 
time to come. 
The Wapsipinicon and Oedar Valley stages are well repre-
sented in Bremer county. Beds of the latter age are supposed 
to occur immediately beneath the drift over more than five-
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sixths of the county while known outcrops of the former aI:e 
limited to points along Cedar river from Janesville to Waverly, 
and along Quarter Section run and Baskin creek southeast 
of Waverly. The best section available appears in the southeast 
quarter of the southwest quarter of section 20, township 91 
north, range XIII west. The beds exposed are as follows: . 
6. Limestone, massive, in one undivided layer. weathering to 
scoriaceous surface in places and in other places to 
smooth ' surface. Color mottled, prevailingly a light brown-
ish drab, weathering to lighter gray, slightly vesicular, 
FEET. 
fracture uneven ... ......•... . ...... ..... ..... .... ...... 4 
5. Limestone of same facies as above in layers of about eight 
inches . ......... .. .. ............ .... ....... ... ... . ... Of 2 
4. Concealed ..... ....... •... ......... .................... ... . 15 
3: Limestone similar to Nos. 5 and 6, but in separable laminre ·1 
2. Cherty sandstone; in layers from four to six inches thick, 
chert fragments angular, small, those of an inch and one-
half being rare, and sand fine, of moderately well rounded 
grains of clear quartz and of minute, angular grains of 
cryptocrystalline silica, cement calcareous. Not seen in 
place but scattered in slabs over a slope of. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 5 
1. Niagaran limestone, exposed a few rods down stream...... ,8 
The "\Vapsipinicon heds are not worked to any noteworthy 
extent at the present time. The Cedar Valley ori the other h~md 
is being or has recently been quarried at four leading localities, 
Janesville, Waverly, Frederika and along Cedar river north 
of Plainfield. With a single exception the individual quany 
output is small. The sections given below will afford a fair 
idea of the potential wealth of the county in structural mate-
rials. The beds developed in Mores' quarry located on the left 
bank of ·the Cedar' in the town of 'Waverly 3:re as follows,: 
MORES' QUARRY SECTION,. WAVERLY. 
3'. Limestone, yeU()!W, fine-grained; nonfossiliferous so far as 
observed, heaVily bedded, crossed wiJth Close diagonal jOints 
containing numerous geodic cavities up to six inches 
FEET. 
in diameter lined with dogtooth spar, and concretionary 
balls marked with, reddish concentric ferruginous stains.. 10 
2. Limestone, yellow, argillaceous, weathering above to calca-
r eous plates one-half inch and upwards in thickness; below 
more massive, weathering to irregular chips tone, geodifer-
ous, sparingly fossiliferous ................. ,.; .......... 8 
1. Limestone, yellow, hard, tough layers up to four feet thick, 
fossiliferous; to flood plain of river. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Extensive cuts ' along ' the Chicago Great Western railway 
one-half mile east of the station, show a yellow, profoundly 
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decayed limestone. Underneath, is a soft, buff, massive, lime· 
,stone containing numerous geodes. It is strongly dolomitic. 
The Cedar River Stone Company, formerly the largest oper- ';,' 
ator in the county, has gone out of business. The plant was . 
located on Cedar river one and ·one-half miles southeast of Wa..: .. ; 
verlyand was connected with the Chicago Great Western rail- '" ' , , 
way by a short spur. The quarry pit and hillside show the 
following beds: 
. ' FEET. 
5. Stripping, limestone, light gray, soft, hroken by the weather 
into layers from 2 to 4 inches thick, fossils rare... . . . . . . . 9 
4. Limestone, dense, hard, tough, yellow·gray, lowest layers 
about 3 inches thick, divided by d,iagonal joints and bed-
ding planes into rhombic , blocks 1 to 4 feet in diameter. 
Occasional geodic cavities an inch or so in d,iameter lined 
with drusy calcite are present; fossiliferous.............. 25 
3. Concealed ......... . ..... . . . ....... . .... . .. : ............ 12 
2. Breccia of Wapsipinicon stage, hard and dense ..... " . . . . . . 5 
1. Concealed to water's edge..... . . ..... .. . .. .............. 3 
The quarry , was developed to a depth of about thirty feet. 
The· stone presents a clean, subconchoidal fracture, is almost 
impervious and carries but little. clay. ' It is considerably £;s:~ 
sured, the openings are often large and :filled with a clay. bf 
, ~ 
putty-like consistency of" gray to gray-blue color when fregh~y. 
exposed but iron-stained where weathered. The quarry drainS'.:l~·" 
directly into the river. At present there is but little stripping, i,j 
the removal of which is done by hand. The quarry is ideally 
located for the installation of a hydraulic plant for removing, 
the overburden. Practically the entire product of the quarry 
consisted, of crus1hed stone ' of excellent quality.' 
N orih of Wayerly the limestone outcrops at numerous points 
on both sides of the river to the north county line. On the 
, southwest quarter of section 16 in La Fayette township the fol-
lowing beds may be made out: 
FE.ET. 
3. Limestone, light 'hrown, weathering to drab, hard, ringing, 
unfossiliferous, laminated to plates one-half inch thick. . 8-
2. Limestone, magnesian, soft, buff ...... ... ... ........... ... 10 
1. Unex'posed.to flood plain of river. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
" , 
North of Plai~:field, several small quarries have been opened. 
Seven fee.t of buff, compact, magnesian l~mestone, in layers from 
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six to ten inches thick, and containing irregular concretions, 
have been quarried. The beds are thin and arglllaceous for a 
few inches at the top. . 
East of Oedar river and the immediate vicinity the country 
rock is deeply covered with drift and the only exposures of the 
indurated beds are in the immediate neighborhood of Frederika 
along Wapsipinicon river, and a limited outcrop of Niagaran 
limestone west, of Tripoli. 
FIG. 4-Iowan bowlder f ence n ear Horton •. Bremer county. 
At Frederika the drift covering is comparatively thin and 
the limestone bea:r.s evidence of considerable superficial weather-
ing in the enlarged joints and limestone residuum. The Brodie 
quarry facing the Wapsipinicon is a fair average for the dis-
trict. The following beds may be observed: 
1 . FEET. 
3. Limestone, yellO'W, shattered by the wea~her to coarse rhom-
bic chips tone ......................................... 9 
2. Limestone, hard, yellow, magnesiaI1, in heavy courses up to 
three feet thick, not laminated;· bedding planes quite even 
and regular, geodes up to six and eight inches in diameter 
, not un.cormmon ........................................ 6 
1. LimestoI1e, bluish weathering to buff; hard, ringIng, sub-
concho·idal fracture, in two layers, the lower being one 
foot and the upper two feet thick. Sparingly fossiliferous '3 
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BUCHANAN COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
All the sand and gravel deposits of Buchanan county are 
those laid down at the time of the retreat of the Kansan: ice. 
These deposits were first studied and identified as a definite 
horizon by Professor Samuel Calvin, who worked in this region 
prior to 1897, and by him were given the name of the county. 
'rhe characterization of these beds and the theory of their 
origin, as given here, are taken from that author's reports on 
Buchanan* and Howard** counties. 
Characteristics of the Buchanan.-In the latitude of Buchan-
an county the disappearance of the Kansan ice was attend~d 
by strong currents of water flowing away from the ice margin . . 
These currents were loaded ,with glacial debris including frag-
ments ranging from fine silt to bowlders a foot or more in 
diameter. The course of the" currents was marked by depo.sits 
of sand and gravel more or less sQrted and stratified, and not" 
infrequently cross-bedded on an extensive scale. 
The Buchanan gravel presents two phases, an upland phase 
in which the materials are relatively coarse, and a valley phase 
composed largely of sand and fine gravel. Bawlders ranging 
to more than a foot in diameter are not uncommon in the up-
land deposits; pebbles more than . an inch in diameter would 
rank among the unusually large constituent fragments In the 
lowland phase. The upland gravels are distinguished by the 
presence of coarser and less perfectly assorted materials" 
Cobbl,es and bowlders of all sizes up to ten or twelve inches . 
in diameter are found' indifferently mixed with pebbles and fine 
sa~d, and many of the larger erratics show glacial planing and 
striation on one or more sides. While the gravels have all the 
characteristics of deposits made in flowing water it is certain 
that the planed and striated cobbles' have not been rolled or 
tran~orted very far. The valley graveis, on the other hand, 
are quite uniform as' to the size of the pebbles.. It is seldom 
that any of the materiai exceeds three-fourths of an inch in 
diameter. The usual size is about. half an inch, and the great 
.Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. VIII, p, ~03. 
"Opus cit, Vol. XIII, p. 23. . 
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body of the valley phase is compo!;!ed of well-rounded, polished, 
siliceous pebbles. Cr,oss-bedding is more common in the up-
lEmd than in the valley gravels. 
" 'One of the principal characteristics, of the Buchanan gravels 
is the distinct evidence of age. They are almost invariably much 
iron-stained, and decayed, the granites in particular being dis-
integrated so completely as to be readily crushed in the hands. 
'.r.his feature is more distinctly notieeable in the upland than in 
the valley phase, probably due to the fact that these were long 
exposed to the weather before the drift which now covers them 
was deposited. The valley gravels were covered ' soon after 
deposition' by a layer of silt, and the action of weathering 
agencies thus r etarded. 
FIG, 5-Buch a na;1 gra ve ls, Illinois Central Railway pit ' east of Independence, 
Bucha nan county , 
The type exposure of Buchanan gravel occurs at the gravel 
pit of the Illinois Central Railroad in the northwe'st quarter of 
~ection 32, Byron township. He!,e the deposit is about twenty , 
feet 'in thicklless. It consi'sts of stratified, often cross-bedded, 
sand and' gravel with many bowlders, six, eight, ten or twelve 
inches in diameter. A very large proportion of the bowlders 
show unabraded glacial-planed surfaces which would indicate 
that if they had been transported by current action for any 
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considerable distance they were not rolled, but prooably had 
been carried by floating ice . . In some parts of the pit the gravels 
are very ferruginous and weather stained. Many of the granite 
bowlders are comp'letely decayed and crumble to sand on the 
application of' very slight force. 
FIG. 6-An abandon ed pa rt of Illin ois Centra l g r ave l pit s h owin g Iowan bowlders, 
. east of Indep enden ce. 
There are a number of localities near Independence at which 
sands and gravels are found. Just north of the Illinois Central 
stock yards a bed of light yellow, rather fine gravel six feet 
thick is exposed along the river hank and this is shown to ex~ 
tend for some distance up the stream. Up Harter creek these 
gravels show in several 'natural exposures. They are all quite 
:fine, none of the material exceeding one-half inch in diameter. 
Within a mile, however, coarser material enters and bowld!'lrets 
up to six, eight and even twelve inches become common, with a 
large. number of pebbles of two to four inches in diameter. The 
gravels are discernible as far up the stream as this has any 
. valley, until ·it grades into the prairies of the uplands. They 
€:Nte:i:J.d in most cases up to the grass roots. , 
On the summit of a hill about a: mile east of Independence in 
section 2, townsliip 88 north, range IX -\vest, there is found a 
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capping of reddish yellow ferruginous gravels which are dflrker 
than those described above. This lower coarse bed is overlain 
by fine cross-bedded sands and above these is another coarser 
and darker layer. Above this are. tw-o feet of sandy Iowan till. 
This deposit extends across the road into section 36 of Wash-
ington township where it is being dug for various purposes. · 
The" State Road" running east from Independence across the 
co~ty and into Delaware, has been gravelled for several miles 
with this material and is an excellent highway. The roadbed 
is smooth and hard although a litHe dusty. These are the Bu-
chanan gravels which are so abundant in this and neighboring 
counties. They belong to the upland phase while those along 
Harter creek belong to the lowland or valley type. Similar 
deposits outcrop along the road to Quasqueton and show the 
same characteristics of oxidation, granitic decay and the like. 
In the west bank of Pine creek in sections 20 and 21, Liberty 
township, are coarse red gravels which show a thickness of . 
twenty feet. Pebbles two, four, or six inches in diameter and 
even larger are not uncommon. Above the gravels is a very 
fine yellow sand to the grass roots. Across the creek the bank 
is forty feet high, cut entirely in limestone. In the stream bed 
one mile west of Quasqueton is a fine bank of cross-bedded sands 
and gravels, some of the layers of which are somewhat more 
ferruginous and are partially cemented. The bed is revealed 
~ to ' a height of fifteen feet. A mile south of Quasqueton in sec-
tion 3, Cono township, is a long, well defined terrace of gravels 
of the rather fine valley type. It is set back from the stream 
and a wide, old flood plain ten feet high intervenes. A similar 
flood plain fifteen to twenty feet above the river occupies the 
northeast corner of section 33, Liberty township, and extends 
into section 28 . . It is built up of fine gravels, is very level and 
is bounded by old bluffs. In sections 29 and 30 of this township 
is a terrace which is now thirty-five feet high. It is covered 
with fine yellow gravels resting on a foundation of the brec-
ciated limestone which forms the bed rock of this region and 
is set back one-fourth of a mile from the river. In the south 
part of Independence this terrace is again evident, and is here 
capped with fine fresh sands probably of recent age. In places 
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these are not over four feet thick and cover coarse, dark red 
sands and gravels probably of Buchanan age. The upland 
gravels are seen in the south half of section 32, Liberty town-
ship, crowning the hilltops. They are coarse, bowldery and of 
the usual type. 
The road from Independence to Littleton on the north side of 
the river follows along a terrace of Buchanan gravels which 
are overlain by one or two feet of Iowan drift. This terrace is 
fr6m less than one-fourth mile to a mile back from the stream . 
and six to eight feet above the lower flood plain which in turn 
is about six feet above the stream. This flood plain is underlain 
by fine yellow river gravels which rest upon old, red, coarse 
gravels. 
Terraces similar to those on the north bank of the Wapsi-
pinicon border its southern bank also. A continuation of these 
terraces extends up the Little Wapsipinicon as far as the 'middle 
of section 32, Fairbank township. 
A little beyond Litt,leton, in the center of section 8, Perry 
township, ,is a pit in 'a hill of Buchanan gravel. This is a dark 
red, rather coarse deposit overlain by a thin veneer of Iowan 
till. Indications of gravel are also seen in the northeast quar-
ter of section 29, Fairbank township. , 
All along Otter creek ihe sands and gravels of the valley 
phase of the Buohanan gravels are much ,in evidence. Thus on 
ihe west line of'section 17, Wash~ngton township, the bank re-
veals a bed of coarse, red gravels thirty feet above the stream. 
At the bridge near the southwest corner of section 5 is a' twenty-
foot terrace of fine, clean, yellow sand without pebbles. The 
terrace borders the stream v~ry closely and leaves only a very 
narrow fl09d plain. It extends for some distance up-stream and 
back from the stream it merges into the Iowan plain. The same 
fine, yellow, unoxidized sands occur in a terrace ten to twelve 
feet high in the northwest quarter of section 33, Hazelton town-
ship. They bound the rather narrow flood plain and are marked 
very distinctly from it. The saml:l' terrace is seen again in the 
northeast quarter of section 21 and bears the same character-
istics.. The bank of a small creek on the north border of Hazel-
ton, where the road crosses, consists of sand and clay ten fee~ 
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high and capped by a foot of coarse gravel. Beyond the bridge 
the road follows Otter creek and the terrace here shows red sands · 
and gravels at the top. On both sides of the bridge over Otter 
creek in the center of section 4 are terraces with light yellow,: 
unoxidized, fine sands overlain by two feet of coarse red gravels 
with pebbles up to two inches in diameter. These extend 'up to 
the sod. These terraces follow up the creek beyond Oelwein, 
as described under the caption Fayette 'county, until they merge: 
with the Iowan plain. .. 
Along the uplands bordering Otter creek the coarser, more 
ferruginous upland gravels are abundant. Thus on the .side of 
a hill in the n~rthwest quarter of section 4, Washington town-
ship, is an e~posure in which pebbles up to two and three 
inohes in diameter are abundant. Only about 100 yards back 
from the bank of clean yellow sands in section .21 the road is 
cut through a bed of upland gravels of very coarse type. 
FIG. 7-Pit showing Buchanan gravel overlain by Iowan drift about two miles 
. west of Winthrop. Buchanan county. 
Banks of gravel are exposed along the east and west branches 
of Buffalo creek from the north county line to their junction 
and in places form terraces of considerable height. Many . of 
the deposits are rather coarse and well oxidized, while in places 
finer gravels underlie these. At the junction point of the two 
.' I 
, , 
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branches these terraces are well marked, are eight to ten feet 
high and in places' are set back .several hundred yards from the 
present ,stream. South of Winthrop the terraces continue in 
force. In section 6, Middlefield township, is a bank twelve feet , 
high made of rather coarse gravel whose surface grades into the 
level Iowan plain beyond. These gravels are fqund for miles 
bordering the creek valley. 
FIG. 8-A near view of the Winthrop gravel pit showing coarse material above 
stratified sands. This is a typical exposure of upland phase of the ·Buchanan 
gravels. . 
, At Jhe .point where the Maquoketa river enters the · county 
grav,el .appears in the banks and becomes quite abundant in the 
neighhorhood ' of Lamont. The te;races here are built up of 
• - j lj' • 
r:ather, fine, yellowish gravels. rising· ten , feet abov,e the stream. 
'J;4eY:~ flr,e. continued i~to ,Delaware co~nty to the ' east. ' ' 
. Upland gravels are common in this part of the county, as 
ihey are elsewhere. The hilltops' between Lamont and Aurora 
are ,capped with these deposits, often rather coarse, carrying 
cobblestones of four, ' six and eight inches diameter, rusty and 
weather'eq for ' ·t'he ,Ip.ost p~rt though one bed in the southeast 
quarter of the 'nort,heas,t quarter of section _10, Madison town-
ship, :wel~ up and aw;:t,y from _the stream, is made ,'Of fine" yellow 
gravel, quite like the valley · type. One of the best ~f these 
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upland beds lies about two miles west of Winthrop on the" State 
Road" and has been opened in the northwest corner of section 
3 of Liberty township. Here are several feet of ' fine yellow 
sands overlain by coarser ones. The old Illinois Central pit 
' immediately west of poris is the classic locality for the Bu-
chanan gravels but it has been abandoned for years. 
STONE. 
The Niagaran limestone occupies a triangular area in the 
north~ast one-third of the county. Outcrops appear along Otter 
creek in Hazelton township, and in Buffalo and Madison town-
ships. The usual type exposed is the coarse, granular dolomite. 
N ear Hazelton, in section 2 of Hazelton township, ' the coarse 
{lolomite passes beneath fine-grained nondolomitized limestone, 
varying in .color from light drab to blue. Small openings have 
been made in all of the above areas but little stone has been 
taken out. 
·FIG. 9-View in City quarry at Ind ependence showing effect of crushing in 'the 
Splrifer. p ennatus beds, upper part Qf brecciated zone. 
Beds belonging to the Devonian are found immediately be-
neath the mantle of drift over about two-thirds of the super-
ficial area of the county. The lowest Devonian beds -which 
;afford any quarry products, are represented by a rather soft, 
imperfectly bedded limestone, which, as a rule, yields readily 
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to weathering influences. It is very much shattered and jointed, 
and has been referr.ed to the Wapsipinicon stage of Norton. A 
number of small quarries have been 'opened in the beds in the 
vicinity of Independence. Along Pine creek in Liberty township;. 
and ' on ' sections 33 and 34 in Newton township, the equivalent 
beds are harder and 'generally better in quality. An average· 
section' for Independence is taken from a quarry located in the 
eastern edge of town and is as follows: 
FEET. 
3. Liinestone, yellowish, rather hard, rings wheIlJ struck with the 
hammer, in rather thin layers, and containing numerous 
corals, among which OystiphyUum americawum and Acer· 
vuZaria profunda are the most characteristic species.... .. 4 
2. ' Limestone, the Spiriter pennatus beds, showing the usual 
assemblage of fossil species, not definitely bedded, but inter-
sected by a great number of jOints. The phenomenon of 
, i 'slickensides" is developed on the joint faces on an ex-
teIllSive scale ..... . .. .. ...... .. .. ... .. .. . ..... .... ..... 8 
1. Limestone, the barren beds, 'lithologically like the S. pen-
natus beds above . . .. ;. .. .. .................. .. .. ..... . 10 
No.3 of this section is the lowest member of the Cedar Valley 
stage of the Iowa. Devonian. 
Similar sectIons may be observed along Pine creek and tq.e 
W apsipini~on' in · Liberty township. Also along Dry creek in 
Newton township. 
-
FIG. 10~O'Toole' 'quarry east · of Independence showing Cedar Valley limestone" 
. overlying the shattered beds of the Wapsipinicon. 
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The most important quarries have 'been opened in the Cedar 
Valley limestone. The stone is harder, resists weathering in-
fluences better and occurs 'in more regular 'beds than the Wap-
sipinicon. These beds, have been developed at Fairbank; ~eal' 
Littleton, Jesup, and Brandon, and near Quasqueton, where a 
small outlier of 'the Cedar Valley occurs some miles from the 
main body. The beds quarried are about the same at all of 
these places. 
At Fairbank a quarrY 'in the west side of the riv~r show.s the 
following beds: ' 
F EET. 
5. Very dark brown r esidual clay or geest ; a few inches to .. , . 1 
4. Limestone, in thin layers .......... . .... .... ... . . .... .. .. 4 
3. Limestone, fossiliferous . . ....... .. ..... . . . ... .. .. .. .. .... 1 
2. Limestone, yellowish, soft, evenly bedded, in layers, ranging 
up to six or eight inches in thickness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . {) 
1. Limestone, h eavy ,beds, not fossiliferous, exposed at base of 
qua11rY . ' ..... . . .. .... . ....... .... ... . ... .. . . .. . , . , . . . . .. 2-3 
Farther south more extensive sections are shown. At Little-
ton extensive ~atural sections aggregating seventy feet, may 
be seen both above andbi:ilow the dam. :ijere is one of the classic 
sections in the county, but it is of little economic importance. 
Only the uppermost beds have been quarried, two small quar-
ries ,having been opened north and northwest ef town on top 
of the bluffs. ~he beds worked consist of a yellow, earthy lime-
~tone, occurring in even layers varying from two to eight inch'es 
in thickness. Nearly 'twenty feet is exposed in the quarry, face. 
At , Jesup there are two quarries, one on each side qf tp'~ cor-
, rection line road, one-half mile southeast ofiown. ' The north 
quarry' shows the follo~ng section: '" 
JESU P SE CTION, 
FEET. ' 
6. Black loam . . ' ... .. . . . . .. .. ...... , .. , . .... .. .. . . ..... ... . . 1- 2 " 
5. Limestone, yello,w, broken and decayed, more or l ess ', dis, : 
t urbed . . . ' .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-3 , 
t !'., 
4. Limestone, yellowish, not very fossiliferous, affords some 
good ' quarry stone . . . : ... .. ... .... ....... .. . .. ... . ... '. . . 5 
:>:, Limestone, soft, easily affected by :the 'weather: .. .. . :. : ... ' ', 2 • 
" 2. ' Lip1estone containing numer~us .str?ma~o'pQI:oids ,3J).d .. trp.~ . ' 
.. : ~O~,~IS .. ,:. Some}air ~uilding stoz:e ' .. . ... T . : . ; .... : : . . '. " " " : _ 6:.' 
;', J" , ~, ~.lI;neston:, ,fis,slle, .Wltb, feW fOS(:llls -: -_\ 1 •• ,. - - : -: •• "" ' , : .w-; " , •. '~~ , 
! 
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The strata dip slightly toward , the east and are somewhat. 
contorted. At the quarry south of the road the upper beds are 
worked and dip slightly to the south. The beds quar,r,ied at 
Quasqueton are very similar to those exposed at this point. 
Several small quarries have been opened along Lime creek 
in the vicinity of Brandon and for several miles to the northeast. 
Just south of Brandon near the north line of se6tlOn 04 the 
following section is exposed: 
BRANDON SECTION. 
• FEET. ' 
4. Limestone, soft, grading up into .yellow shale, which carries 
silicified brachiopod individuals .. . . .... ..... . . . ...... .. 8 
3. Coral reef consisting of Acervularia, . Favosites, Ptycho· 
phyllum and other corals ...... . ..... .. ..... ... ... ..... . 1 
2. Limestone, evenly bedded, ·with . few .'fossils or none .. ' . ... . '. 4 
1.' Limestone, regularly bedd-ed, and capable of being quarried, 
. in layers from two to six inches ' in thickness, the thinner 
beds serving well as flagging ... . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. 4 
I 
. :. ':. , I 
FIG. li.:......low.an ' bowlders in field : immediately . north. of Illinois ! Centra:1 1 gravel! 
• . . pit, east of .lnd,ependence. · 
.J .. • :; • '. '! 
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FIG. 12--':Group of Iowan bowl.ders southeast of Winthrop, Buchanan' county. 
While the Devonian is capable of supplying an indefinite 
amount of fairly good material suitable for road and concrete 
work, but little quarrying has been done, and that for local 
use only. 
FIG. 13-Iowan bowlders, mQstly granitoid and gneissoid, piled along fence on 
section 9, Fairbanks township, Buchanan county. The bowlders atTord ex-
cellent materia,l for crushed stone products. 
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, BUENA VISTA COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The sand and gravel deposits of Buena Vis'ta county, like 
those of the other counties-' along the border of the ' Wisconsin 
drift sheet, are of two kinds, outwash gravels; in this case oc-
curring as stream terraces, and beds in the mounds and hum-
mocks of the drift area. 
Stream Terraces.-Just as is the case in Olay and Oherokee 
counties the gravel terraces along Little Sioux river are of out-
standing prominence. The approach of the moraine at Gillett 
Grove in Olay county seems to hlwe added new material to that 
deposited in the river bed from sources farther north, and 
from this point southward high gravels appear at intervals 
capping jutting hills- of drift. They appear kamelike, but in 
Herdland township (Olay county), especially in sections 16, 21, 
22, 27, 34 and 33, and in section 4 of Lee township, Buena Vista, 
the bench is such on the east side 'of the river as to leave no 
question as to its being a remnant Qf a high terrace twenty-five 
to thirty-five , feet above water. Gravels are taken out in the 
road on the west side of section 4, Le~ township. These are 
in part very coarse and somewhat dirty, but good material is 
found in places. The low terrace which is continuous all along 
the river in Olay county persists at intervals here as it does 
, farther north. 
From Sioux .Rapids west there appears another series' of ter-
races now on one side (the concave side of the river curves), 
now on the other. The town of Siou~ ~apids is built ,on these 
terrace gravels. In sections 1 and 2, Barnes township, they 
are on the north side, failing where the river crooks into Olay 
county, and appearing again at Linn Grove. . , 
; At SiouX ' Rapids" and especially is it noticeable in sections 
1 and 2 of Barnes township, there are three terraces, the highest 
forty to' fifty feet above the river. Often these benches are 
-little else than drift, but vary from this through a bare veneer 
'or capping of gravel to vast beds of great ' de,pth. The latter 
is the ' case at Sioux. Rapids and again north of Linn Grove, 
where pits are opened along the roads in section 5. Fifteen to 
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eighteen feet are in view, varying from bowldery and coarse 
above, to fine clean gravel with depth . 
. At. Sioux Rapids the upper bench gravels are opened for city 
and .road use near the Minneapolis & St. Louis depot in . the 
,northeast part of town. Fifteen feet of gravel are insight here 
u.nder one and one-half feet of soil. The top two and a half 
feet .are iron-stainec., bowlders large, up to a foot or so in 
diameter. The granites are badly rotted. :Below this is bright, 
moderately yoarse gravel as a rule containing considerable 
amounts of fine brownish clayey matter throughout. There is 
very little clean sand in this bame This material is being used 
on the road to the northeast, the same being in excellent con-
dition for miles. 
. Brooke' creek heads in a long depression, mapped by Macbride 
as alluvium, but little else thau an old glacial pond with drift 
immediately below. Through northeast Elk township it is an 
erosively'active stream and has cut deeply into the drift. There 
are no gravels except gravelly drift. Through Brooke town-
ship it has channelled its way 100 feet or more as it approaches 
the Sioux. In section 36 and even in northeastern Elk town-
ship it begins to show signs of gravel and of a terrace. They 
are conspicuous in sections 35, 26 and 25 and become even more 
conspicuous down the stream. In the sections last mimed are 
two benches, one very largely gravel ten to fifteen feet above 
the water. This has been opened on a side branch in northeast 
section, 35. The gravel is good, and there are vast quantities 
of it. Here also thirty feet or so above water is ' a marked drift 
terrace, usually gravel or sand capped, which blends with the 
high terrace on the river. Grav~ls of this bench are seen' in 
the road between sections 25 and 36 of Brooke township. , 
' . Raccoon river meanders through a narrow , alluvial valley 
which narrows to zero where in southeast Grant township it hl:),s 
~ncised its way into ,hills 9f new drift. ,At the edge of Grant 
and Providence townships these , hills are sharp and" a good 
exposure ' is ~een ~lqng' the' river. Usually there is only, drift, 
bU,t ', some sorted materials ar,e present. There are pits in t'b,e 
road both east a:o,d west of the river on ,the south side of sE:l«ti,on 
36,' G~ant t'ownship. After breaking through a r~lIige of hills 
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here the topography is milder to the union of Storm lake outlet 
southwest of Newell. Here again the Raccoori river ' has 'an 
alluvial valley. 
The outlet ' of Storm' lake is 'a considerable stream, and con-
tributes 'largely to the Raccoon. ' It winds its way through drift 
hills, and in places along its course has put down beds of impur'e 
gravel and, in its channel, sand, that are highly serviceable 
on roads and for other purposes locally. Such a gravel bed 
appears and is used tn southeast section 21, Providence toWnship. 
M ominal Deposits.-The margin of the Wis~0~8in drift sheet 
in Iowa, known as the Alt,amontmoraine, pa'sses through Buena 
Vista county in an' almost dUEl north and south direction. The 
moraine crosses the southern boundary of the county at ,the 
southeast corner of Hayes township, proceeds thence in an al-> 
most straight line to the northwest corner of Washington town-
ship, then follows the eastern boundary of Elk and B.rooke 
townships almost to the Little Sioux, and borders that, stream 
on the south side leaving the county again a few miles north-
east of Sioux Rapids. The relation of the river to the drift 
area as mapped by Macbride would seem to indicate that the 
former had been pushed from its course by the advance of the 
ice and forced to seek a new channel. . " 
In Buena Vista county the distinguishing characters of :the 
drift are far more distinet than is usual in this part of the 
state. Over the Wisconsin area ranges ' of low hummocks" are 
common, all being very gravelly drift with occasional masses 
of clean sand and gravel. The former affords fair road mate-
rial, the latter excellent, and both have been sought ,out and ', 
used quite generally on the highways. 
, In southeast 2, Barnes township, on a hilltop 120 feet above 
the water in Little Sioux is a pit from which clean, fine sand 
of excellent quality is obtained under a few feet of good fine-
grained gravel. ,It is near the top of an enormous mass O'f drift; 
and appears to be a local pocket and to h~ve no relation to' the ' 
river terraces. There are ' alsO' sand and 'gravel beds on a hilltop 
nO'rth of Sioux Rapids in section 1 of tbe above t6'wnsliip.- Serv- ' 
ice able gravels were alsO' observed in 'southwest 29; Ba.!nes tow'n-
ship, and 'nbrthwest 31 and southwest 1 of Scott township:.' ,Sand'" 
':' ::t ", 
, , 
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and fine ~rav'el from the latter pit are used in Rembrandt for 
all kinds of cement work. 
A notable chain of hillocks, often sharp and pointed, extends 
west from Rembrandt and then turns sharply south, continuing 
with spurs to the east, to Storm 'Lake. These are often very ' 
gravelly where dissected in roads, and frequently contain good 
gravel. , 
Northeastward from Storm Lake the country becomes 
knobby; not rugged but low round and elongated hills, always 
gravelly and sometimes exhibiting both gravel and sand. These 
hills ha';'e been opened in northwest 1, Hayes; southwest 20; 
Grant; anq south 14 and southwest 27, Washington ' township. 
Gravel from the latter two openings is now being hauled to 
Storm Lake. ' 
!J.1he eastern two-thir<;ls of the county is all Wisconsin drift. 
It is impossible to predict with any degree of accuracy the pres-
ence of gravel and sand in the knobs and hummocks of the Wis-
eonsin drift area. 
, Miscellaneous.-:-Within the area of the older (Kansan) drift 
in the western third of the county some deposits of sand and 
gravel have been found. Notable among these is a sharp knob 
four miles ' south of Alta, at the corner of sections 10, 11, 14 
and 15 of Maple Valley township. From this place much ma-
terial has been and is being taken. The top few feet here are 
didy and much iron-stained, with numerous granite bowlders 
so disintegrated th;:tt 'they cleave with the shovel or break even 
with the matrix, so sort are they. Below is firm gravel and 
,sand. This is dirty and not fit for cement work but is excellent ' 
for roads, to which latter the condltion of the north and south 
road here attests. There is no loess here; all is gravel to the 
J , 
very grass. 
South of the Little Maple , through Maple Valley township 
i,s a I!t.9,:e 01,' less cbnspicuous range of somewhat sharp-pointed 
, hi,lls leading on into Diamond township' in Cherokee county. 
,t ManY 'of 'these are so gravelly at the surface as to ' be unfit for 
·cu1tivat~o:b. 'and' they sometimes run into pock~ts of gravel and 
'. sand. ; Where see,n in road cuts they are a very gravelly yellow 
, ,till, especially notable at and south of Hanover in sections 19 
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and 20, and an especial' prominence ~ear the northeast corne"r 
of section 25 of Diamond, township, Cherokee county.. , 
The beaches at the east end of Storm 'l,ake furn~sh some ma-
terial .for building and concrete purposes in the town, A good 
qualitY 'of ~uilding sand, but somewhat dirty, is obtained here. 
BUTLER COUNTY. 
SAND AND -GRAVEL, 
As in several counties near. to , and adjoining Butler, the 
Buchanan gravels have' a wide distribution. Both phases (see 
report on Buchanan county) are extensively developed. All the 
larg~r streams and many-of their tributaries have wide valleys 
large~y filled with gravel, and deposits of the upland type are 
encountered . in road cuts and other shallow excavations practi-
cally everywhere. 
Valley Phase.-Along the three ' principal streams of the 
county-the Shell Rock, West Fork of Cedar river and Beaver 
creek-extensive valley trains are prominent, often to a depth 
of thirty feet or more. The larger tributaries of these streams 
have similar deposits on a smaller scale.' 
Valley trains of gravel appear along-Shell Rock river within 
its first mile in the county. Mr. P. H. : Green has a pit just 
north of the town of Greene and on the west bank of the river 
which shows the following section: 
FEET. 
Soil . _ ........ __ ...... . . _ . , , _ , , , , , , . ... , .. . : ... , : .... . . , .... lf2-1 
Gravel, CQarse . .... ... , ... ,., ., .. , ....... , .. .. .. ': '. , . . . . . . . . 2% 
' Gravel, fine and cross-bedded .... ........... . ......... ,....... 3. 
Gravel, coarse, crQss-bedded, and containing some fine sand... 7 
The terrace has , an area of about twenty acre's: ' Across tl}.e 
, river Mr. J_ W. Butler has ,a pit showing the fo.lJowing strata: 
FEE;r. 
Soil . . ... . .... ". , ...... .... ,., ..... .. ......... . . ... ' . ,.. ... . 2 
Molding sa~d . , ' , .. ' ....... . . , .... , , ... ......... . ...... : .. . , 3' 
Yellow clay ... . ........... .... . ' ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3-4 
Blue clay -. ' ..... : ; .. ' ...... ... .... : .... . ...... .. . . .. ' ... ' .. " .... 1-1% 
Gravel and sand, cross-bedded ............ ,.................. 24 
' . 
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.A, well close by did not reach the lower limit of the gravel 
at a depth of sixty-five feet. There are a few similar pits south-
east of Greene. 
A "gr,avel pit extensively used by the Chicago Gre~t Western 
Railway just northwest of Clarksville has been excavated to 
the depth of ten, or twelve feet below the soil, which here is 
about two feet thick. The lower six or eight feet are cross-
bedded, the grades running from a coarse sand to a coarse 
gravel containing pebbles and cobbles from two to five inches 
in diameter. In addition to pebbles of the )lsual kind there 
are iron nodules and numerous limestone fragments. 
The Illinois Central Railroad has a pit in section 23 of Wash-
ington' township wiliere an area of about five acres .has been 
excavated to water level, a depth of eight or ten feet. At 
present this pit supplies gravel for the manufacture of cement 
blocks. 
The following is a typical section for other pits along Beaver 
cr eek: ' 
FEET. 
Seil .... .. .... '. , . , .... , , ......... , .... . .... . ..... , .... , , , . . . l! 
Soil and gravel . ... .. .... .. ' .. ... .... " .... . ", ... "." .. ,. 1 
FiIlie sand and some fine gravel ... , .. """."" '. ' :' ." . ,. 1 
Fine gravel ., ..... . .. ,"' .. ..... , . . , . . . " ' .. , , , , , , , , . , .. , . . , 2 
Fine sand, some gravel .. . ....... ....... . . ........ . .... . ... 1 
Fine gravel, some sand . . .. .. .. . . ... . . ". : . .. . .. ,... .. .... .. 2 
The three lower members are usually cross-bedded and all 
are more or less iron-stained. 
Dry run, a tributary of the West Fork of the Cedar, has 
large deposits alo:qg its course, the following being a gener-
alized 'section : 
FEET. 
,Soil . ....... .. ... .. .... . ... .. .... ... .. ... . ,., . . .. .. .. , . . , .. .... 1-3 
Gravel, fine to coarse; some clay . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . ...... .. ,.. 2-3 
Sand, coarse to fine, some gravel . . . ................ . . .... . 
These· deposits '!laye smaller pebbles than river deposits and 
their area.will aggregate two tQ five acres per mile. 
. . .. 
/>0" '" ~ . '. 
Upland Phase.-Since these deposits wer.e ·superficial until 
covered by the Iowan drift or loess, they appear to be much older 
than contemporaneous deposits of the valley phase which were 
r 
,. 
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soon covered and in which, therefore, oxidation was greatly re-
tarded. 
The pit in section 30 -of - Pitts:fi~ld township belonging to Mr. , 
T. H. Ahrens is one of , the most important of this type in the 
county. The section is as follows: 
FEET. 
Soil, pebbly . . .... .... .. . . ....... .' .... . .. ....... . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1-2 
Gravel, coarse, some cobbles up to six inches in diameter, large 
and small pebbles in same stratum ...... .. .. .. . ......... 4-6 
Gravel, coarse, but finer than that above, stratified, a few inches 
very fine, with some sand ................ ..... . .. .. .... 2-3 
Gravel, coarse, but some fine with cobbles up to eight inches 
to bottom of pit .... . . .. ...... . ..... . . .. ........ . . . . .. .. 4 
The granite pebbles are often completely disintegrated, espe-
cially in the lower part. In places this pit is eighteen feet deep, 
and several acres will probably produce a good yield if opened. , 
A similar' deposit has been opened in section 9 of Madison 
township. 
Mr. William Hites has eight acres of gravel at the surface 
in section 15 of Ripley township. Other deposits are located, 
in section 36 of Jackson township, 27 of Fremont, section 1 of 
Bennezette, and in the vicinity of Allison. 
STONE. 
The Devonian is believed to immediately underlie the drift 
over nearly, if not all of the county. Stone crops appear along 
the principal streams at numerous points, especially along Shell 
Rock river and its immediate tributaries. Outcrops may be no-
ticed along the Illinois Oentral between Ackley and Austinville; 
along the North Western between Kesley and Dumont; along 
the Great Western between Dumont and Bristow; and from near 
Olarksville t.o Shell Rock and beyond. 
Between Dumont- and Bristow some'quarrying has been done. 
The stone may be seen in str~et crossings and -fOUndations in 
both Dumont and ' Bristow. The beds range from six' tp ten 
inohes in thickiJ.ess ' '~nd can be 'taken out" in almost ' any length 
and width'. All of the s'tone "is hard and compact ,and sp'l~lndfdly 
adapted' to ' ctushed storie ipurposes. The quarries" arenof lit' 
operation at present. 
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. Along Shell Rock river small openings appear in the bluff 
on the east side of the river and a small quarry is being oper-
ated about three and one-half miles northwest of Olarksville. 
The section exposed in the pit is as follows: 
FIG. 14-Schrader quarry, Clarksvi lle, Butler coun t y, showing the fiaggy, 
lithographic ' facies of the Cedar Valley. 
FEET. 
2. Soil and drift of variable thickness ... .. .. ....... ........ . 1-3 
\ 2. Limestone, yellow to br·own, magnesian to dolomitic, in thin 
layers, evenly bedded . . ......... ... . . ........... ....... 6 
1. Limestone, white to gray, hard, brittle, eyenly bedded, com-
pact to lithographic; certain of the layers show fossils in 
weathered surfaces but these are firmly bedded and do not 
show in fresh f.ractures, exposed .. . ... . .' ............ .. .. 7 
The beds exposed here are very sImilar to those which are 
.exposed at Marble Rock in Floyd county and correspond to the 
-two lower members in the section at that . place. Equivalent 
'beds are, however, somewhat thinner and the shaly p~rtings are 
rather more pronounced, perhaps due to more advanced weather-
ing. The breCciated layer 'near the 'top of the white 'limestone 
is equally as prominent as in the Marble Rock -section, Good 
:material is available in: the small quarries east of Olarksville. 
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The W. H. Moore quarry may be considered representative. A 
similar sequence may be made out in the openings near Greene. 
The Charles Matthews quarry is located in the northern part 
of the town of Greene east of the railroad. About twenty feet 
, of limestone somewhat variable texturally and structurally with 
occasional thin - shale and clay partings comprise the quarry 
section. The limestone beds are predominantly hard and com-
pact and well adapted for crushed stone purposes. The strip-
ping is light and several acres are easily available at this place. 
Southeast of Greene limestone outcrops continue, the stone' 
" is of gQod quality and considerable quantities are obtainable 
at small expense. Small quarries have been opened near SheU 
Rock. Both white limestone and the .dolomitic layers have been 
-qsed quite generally throughout the eastern portion of the-
county for foundation purposes and formerly for the walls 
of some of the less important buildings. Both, when properly 
selected, give good service and appear to be fairly durable. 
' The limestone has also been used for flagging; blocks six to-
ten inches in thickness and of almost any dimension~ in length 
and breadth can be obtained quite readily. The white lime- ' 
stone .throughout is very hard and compact and admirably 
adapted for crushed stone purposes. , The stone can be obtained' 
at several places without much stripping but as yet the industry 
can scarcely be said to have been started. ' 
CALHOUN COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The supplies of sand and gravel in Calhoun county are de-
rived from two sources; terraces along the streams, and pockets, 
in and cappingson the Wisconsin drift hills. 
Stream Terraces.-Raccoon river crosses the southwest corner 
of the county, cutting diagonally across Jackson township. A 
low gravel terrace, indistinct in places, entirely absent in others;;, 
Can be followed along its whole course within the county. A 
bend in thE) .river has exposed the, gravels at t~e bridge near 
the center of sectio:p , 25, Jackson township. ,'rhe gravels which , 
are ~xposed here are plaInly of two generations. ' The lower,. 
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the top of which is some ten feet above water, is so old that 
its pebbles have all broken down, and nothing is left but a deep 
red coarse sand. Resting ' on this old ' material and ' separated 
distinctly"from it are some 'six feet of fine, clean, sharp sand. 
Above the sand are a ' few inches of dirty gravel, . covered by a 
foot or so of alluvium. 
A few hundred yards 'north and east of -the bridge men-
tioned above is a small pit a short · distance bac~ from the 
road . . The material exposed is somewhat similar to that at 
the bridge, but has. a 'considerably larger proportion of gravel. 
On the north side of the river at least as far west as the junc-
tion of Lake creek the river "bottoms" will average from a 
quarter .to a half mile in width, and farmers along the river 
report finding gravel and sand practically all over it at depths 
varying fro~ eighteen inches to three or four feet. The river 
exposes the gravels in several places along its banks in sections 
25 and 26. An open pit in this low b€mch is located near the 
middle of section 36, on the west side of the river. 
Just west of the bridge over L~ke creek in east section 22, 
.T ackson township, is a smail open pit on the edge of this same 
bencn, in which there are exposed about six feet of somewhat 
coarse, iron-stained, water-laid gravel under one to two feet 
of alluvium. Many pebbles up to six or eight inches in diameter 
are to be found, but the large majority are not over three or 
four inches. . Probably six or eight acres are available. An 
opening of quite similar material may be seen at the corner 
of the roads in east section 21. The cover is deeper here, and 
. the available area is not to exceed one or two acres. 
Farther up the river the bench becomes less and less easy 
to ' follow, and seems to merge into the flood plain of the present 
stream in the vicinity of the Sac county line. Although the 
same ' or similar gravels and sands may be present they are 
. covered with alluvium so deeply that pits have not been opened. 
Lake and Prairie creeks have low terraces which have been 
opened in a few places. Near the crossroads at the east quarter-
corner of section 10, . Jackson township, the bench along the 
latter has been opened and a. considerable amount of the ma- ' 
terials. remo.ved.· ,This qpening shows very coarse, unassorted, 
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slightly iron-stained gravel under one to two feet of soil. The 
gravel is very coarse and dirty and would probably h~ve to be 
screened even for road purposes. The ben'ch here is only six to '. 
eight' feet above water in the .creek, and will' average perhaps 
a hundred yards wide for a quarter of a 'mile to the northeast. 
The same material shows along the creek south of the road 
and also west of the bridge at the south quarter-corner of sec-
tio~ 10 . . Another pit is now open in a piece of this same bench 
on . the east side of the river in west section 15, Jackson.· The 
material here differs . from 'that exposed hi section 10 in that 
it is much . finer throughout and cross-bedding is noticeable, 
whereas that in the latter plac~, as noted before, is coarse and 
unassorted. There are some five feet exposed; and perhaps' a 
total of two acres or so might prove available. 
FIG, 15-Gravel · pit near Lake City. Calhoun county, 
The supply of sand and gravel for 'the town. of Lake City 
comes from a pit on a bench, of Lake creek in the northern part 
8 i, 
" 
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of sectio.n 7, Calho.un to.wnship. Several acres o.f the material 
have been remo.ved and large quantities are still available. The 
pit sectio.n is: ' 
FEET. 
Ailuvium • .. ... .. , .. . .... . ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1-2 
Gravel, earthy, with some cobblestones ...... . . ... .. .. . ...... 2 
Sand and gravel, clean ....... .. ............... . . .. ...... ... 6 
This terrace co.ntinues intermittently do.wn the creek to. its 
junctio.n with Racco.o.n river. 
East , and no.rtheast o.f Lo.hrville a few stray remnants o.f a 
lo.w terrace alo.ng Cedar creek may be seen. Perhaps the mo.st 
pro.minent o.ne o.f these is that which the ro.ad cuts into. slightly 
near the so.uthwest co.rner o.f sectio.n 6, Reading to.wnship. The 
to.p o.f the bench here is abo.ut twelve feet abo.ve water. , Where 
the ro.ad cuts into. it there is expo.sed a fine to. medium gravel 
which is dirty and somewhat iro.n-stained. The pebbles are 
lime~tone, greensto.ne, granite, shale and so.me quartz, and so.me 
'o.f them run up to. three inches in diameter. There is an acre 
Dr so. ' o.f available materiai under o.ne and a half to. two. feet 
o.f co.ver. 
, Several small pieces o.f the same terrace mar be seen' near 
the fo.rks o.f ' Cedar creek in so.utheast sectio.n 31, Cedar to.wn-
,ship, and a small amo.unt o.f gravel has been remo.ved, fro.m o.ne 
o.f them o.n the so.uth side o.f the ro.ad just belo.w the fo.rk. Abo.ve 
the fo.rk the bench is no.t pro.minent alo.ng either stream and 
'while small pieces o.f it may be present it is quite certain that 
deposits suitable fo.r mo.re than lo.~al use will no.t be fo.und. 
Alo.ng Cedar creek fro.m .Lo.hrville to. its unio.n with Racco.o.n 
river in Greene co.unty there are no. gravels o.f any impo.rtance. 
I " 
The creek flo.ws thro.ugh a narro.w valley in Wisco.nsin drift 
Q,ills which beco.mes deeper and sharper do.wn the stream. No. 
"signs o.f the lo.w terrace abo.ve Lo.hrville are, to. be seen alo.ng 
this po.rtio.n o.f the creek. . The to.tal absence o.f gravel o.n the 
'. 'ro.ads in this po.rtio.n o.f the ·Co.unty presents 'a marked co.ntrast 
, "to. the co.nditio.n o.f the highways in o.ther parts o.f this a.nd o.ther 
co.unties within the Wisco.nsin drift area. 
. ' .. ,,;," 
d~ c Alo.ng Purg~to.ry ,creek there , is a iravel terrace which is 
not at all co.nspicuo.us but which may be seen in sectio.ns' 9 ,and 
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10 of Union' township. There are two pits' here which nave not 
been-recently worked but which indicate the presence of gravel. 
Upland'Deposits.-Calhoun county lies wholly within the area 
eovered by the Des Moines, lobe of the Wisconsin ice. The 
whole surface ,of this , drift area is thickly dotted with more o,r 
less, rounded knobs and ridges, kiH?wn to"the geologist as kames 
and eskers. ' Sometimes these hummocks are , composed entirely 
of sand and gravel; again these water-deposited materials form 
cappings on o'r pockets within the drift clays; and quite as often 
gravels are entirely a1;>sent. In Calhoun county gravel deposits 
of this nature are reported in practically every township. Those 
-occurring in section 3, Reading, section 24, Twin Lake, section 
11, Lake Creek and section 11;· Sherman townships may ,be cited , 
I as being representative of this type. No definite 'predictions as 
to the possibility of finding gravel in any particular place can, 
of cou:r;se, be made, but it is safe to say that a little careful pros-
pecting in the vicinity of highway 'and bridge improvements is 
likely to lead to discove.ries which may considerably reduce the 
cos't of materials for such work. " . 
Reworked Materials.--;-Sand and gravel beQ.s and bars are to 
be found in many of the streams of Calhoun county. Raccoon , 
river is particularly noteworthy in this respect, and many an-
other smaller stream will furnish quantities that are usable 
locally in a small way. These materials vary greatly in both 
quantity and quality, and are not to be depended upon for work 
of any size and importance. 
STONE. 
Imperfectly indurated beds belonging to the Oretaceous are 
known to outcrop along Lake creek, about one and one-half 
miles northwest of Lake City. Similar beds are reported to 
outcrop along North Raccoon' river in , the southwestern portion 
, of the county. Near the plant of the Lake City Brick and Tile 
Company:, the following section may be observed: 
, \ 
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5. Drift and wash 
4. Shale, somewhat fissile, grayish blue to dark blue, dries a 
FEET. 
10 
light gray-blue .. . : .... .. .. ..... . ................ . ... ... , 4 
3. Sandstone, friable, in three ledges of about equal thickn,ess; 
the lower ledge ferruginous and concretionary; the middle 
layer unindurated, -white; the to·p layer stained a variable 
yellow .. ...... . .. .. '............... . ... ... . ....... .. ... 2 
2. Shale, clayey, mixed, not laminated; variable ............ 7 
1. Sandstone, ferruginous and concretionary, exposed above bed 
of creek ....... . ...... .. ........ ..... . . . .............. : 5 
Only the concretionary portions of the sandstones are suffi~ 
cie~tly indurated for. structural purposes and none of the beds 
~xposed are suitable for crushed stone purposes wheI), viewed 
both quantitatively and qualitatively. 
, CARROLL COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The gravel and sand deposits of Carroll county, as is true 
with many another which lies upon or within the edge of the 
Wisconsin drift sheet, are of two main types, viz., gravel trains 
along the streams, and beds and pockets in the drift hills. The 
Altamont moraine, which bounds the area of this latest sheet of 
drift, crosses the county in a northwest-southeast direction a:p.d 
divides it diagonally into two almost equal parts, the surface 
to the east of the dividing line being Wisconsin and that to the 
,vest loess-covered Kansan. 
. Stream Terraces.-Terraces and plains of outwash materials 
fro~ the melting ice are .about as poorly developed in Carroll 
as in any county having a similar situation in regar<I to the 
moraine. With the exception of N o~th Raccoon river, some ten 
or twelve miles of whose course lies within the county and w,hich 
is terraced throughout practically all of its length from Sac 
county to where it joins' Des Moines river in Polk, th~re. are 
no ' gravel 'benches of any' particular prominence within the 
county. - . ' . 
In section 17 of Jasper township, a bout two miles southwest 
of Lanesboro, the Lanesboro Cement Tile Company is removing 
sand and gravel from. a bench on the north side of Raccoon 
I 
I 
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,river. Several feet of coarse gravel were removed over a tract 
twenty or twenty-five acres in extent by the Chicago Great West-
ern Railroad at the time ' its line was built some ten , or twelve 
years ago. ' The gravel grades to sand below which in turn rests 
on gravel. The present company uses a centrifugal pump and is 
working below the level of the water in the river. Beside what 
is used in the manufacture of cement drain tile, screened and 
washed sand and gravel is shipped throughout a wide territory, 
and 'is used for practically all purposes. The minimum thick-
ness of -the gravel as worked is given at twenty feet. 
This terrace continues on down the river to the county line 
and beyond. In most places.it is not prominent, since it rises 
'but a few feet above the narrow flood plain of the river. It iEl 
, ' 
covered by alluvium which varies in depth up to ten feet 01' 
more, and has a, width between the high bounding hills of drift 
of one-half to over a mile. Actual exposures of the gravel are 
very few, but almost without exception the ' farmers say that 
wells in the river bottoms are in gravel and sand. 
The conditions are practically the same from the Lanesboro 
pit to the north county line. Where the river has cut into the 
west bank at the bridge on the north line, of section 7, Jasper 
township, some six feet of sand grading downward into medium 
gravel are exposed. A distinct wet line shows its contact with 
the clay below, and Jt is also sharply defined from the four or 
five feet . of alluvium which overlies it. The bench is a half 
mile or so in width on the west side of the river at this point. 
Along the top of the bordering bluff on the east side of the 
river gravel ' and sand are exposed in seve~al places between 
the southwest corner of section 8, Jasper township, and the 
Calhoun county line. The top , of the bluff is flat, and has the ' 
appeaJ;anc~ , of a huge terrace. Beside the road at the south-
west corner of section 8, Jasper township, there is an open pit 
at the .top of the hill. The pit section shows about three feet , 
of soil covering, then coarse dirty sand with fine dirty gravel 
below: it, the latter grading downward into sand. , The depth , 
of coyer increases rapidly blitck from the edge. ,of the opening. 
A mile .fa;rther north, where th~ r:oad cuts into the" hill on' the 
south side of the southeast quarter of section 6, there are 
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about three feet of fine sand, somewhat dirty, resting ,upon 
the drift clay and covered with a yellowish ' s'oil which' is loess-
like in appearance. Again, on the' edge of the' same high bench 
along the road near the middle of the west side of section 5 
is an open pit from which sand and gravel are now being taken. 
This opening shows about eight feet of cross-bedded sand and 
fine gravel, somewhat dirty, and much ' iron-stained in places. 
The cover is up to three feet in thickriess. 
Along Purgatory creek there are to 'be seen at a few places 
what appear to be -remnants of a 'low bench, but which 'are not 
at all continuous or well defined. On the west side of the creek 
near the middle of section 25, Jasper township, there is a small 
pit in one of these. The top is about eighteen feet above water. 
The pit shows dirty gravel which is much iron-stained ' through-
out. There is only a small amount of it here, but sufficient to 
be useful locally. 
At the bridge 'over Purgatory creek in section 1 of Glidden 
township coarse, dirty, iron-stained gravel may be seen beside 
the ' road. About six feet or more of gravel are exposed and, 
seem to lie upon Dakota sandstone as mapped by Bain. The 
latter is exposed along the creek a few yards . south of the 
bridge. The surface is flat over an area of two or three acres 
on the east side of the creek. 
.Along Middle Raccoon river gravel trai ' s are developed to 
nowhere near the extent that might be expected of a stream 
bearing its relation to the ice margin. ' The river cuts through 
the moraine in section 26 of Pleasant Valley township and runs 
outside to se~tion 1 of Newton township. This portion of the 
valley seems to have been ponded by the ice and formed a 
temporary lake. While in this condition it was filled up with, 
gravel to a level sixteen feet above the present stream. Into 
this gravel the river has since cut until the old filling is now 
represented by remp.ants of a fringing terrace. At Coon Rap-
ids, where the drainage of the ice was turned' into the valley of 
the small stream from the west, a gravel terrace was formed, 
and the ' main part of the town . is located : o~ this terrac:e. 
Patches of ' the same terra~e can be fou.D:d along the river valley 
for some' miles south or town. The terrace at its upper end 
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rises fifty feet above the river, but to the south it declines until 
it eventually reaches the level of the flood plain. . Most of the 
pebbles of the gravel are hard and fresh, but some are decayed. 
Iron-stained streaks are not uncommon. A section taken on 
the north side of the railway pit at Coon Rapids showed the 
following beds: . 
FEET. 
4. Loam, brown to black, with a few scattered pebbles .. .. %-2% 
3. Gravel, stained, much .rotted material, sharply limited below 1 
2. Gravel, coarse, irregularly colored and bedded .......... 5 
1. Gravel, fine, worked farther south in the pit. ' .' .. . . . . .. . 1+ 
. The gravel shows east of the river, where the railway cut 
crosses the small side lobes of the bluffs. This soon gives 
place to the unassorted material of the bowlder clay, which 
contains much the- same pebbles a~ are common in the gravel. 
The bowlder clay, except where patches of gravel occur, 
forms the surface material throughout the northeastern portion 
of the county. 
In the vicinity of Carroll and on down the river to Pleasant 
Valley township gravel terraces are entirely absent. The river 
plain southeast of town is but a mud ·flat between bordering 
hills of Wisconsin drift, and even the bars in the stream are 
composed of mud: A drainage ditch some twelve to fifteen 
feet deep is now being dug to straighten the channel of the 
stream, and this excavation has revealed nothing but alluvial 
silts and clays. . 
Glacial Deposits.-All of the northeastern half of the county 
is covered with Wisconsin drift. The hills and ridges of this 
area are often composed largely of gravel, ofttimes containing 
water-laid materials as pockets and lenses . . A good e.xample 
of gravel deposits of this type is the pit on "Mount Moses," 
a huge esker· in section 13 of Carroll township, northwest of 
CarrolL Other pits have been opened in sections 18, 20 and 
30, Grant; sections 13 and ' 24, Glidden; sections 1, 12 and 24, 
Jasper townships', etc. In many places along Purgatory creek 
tributary rivulets and gullies have exposed sands in the bor-
dering: hills. This is particularly · noticeable in section 36 of 
Jasper township, on the east i;lide of the creek. The hills rise 
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some seventy-five to one hundred feet above the stream, and 
are deeply gullied. · Some of the hills are gravel capped; ' and 
some. of the gullies show gravel and sand under varying depths 
of drift. ' The materi,als vary from . coarse, rotten gravel to , 
fine sand, clean and white. : , . 
CASS COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Small amounts ' of sand and gravel are obtainable fr9m ter-
races along Nishnabotna river in the vicinity of Atlantic. The 
chief supply is obtained from a pit on the farm of J. O. Fudge,_ 
about a mile southwest of town. The pit is located on the bank 
of a creek near its junction with Nishnabotna river. The sand 
at the top is fine and interbanded with clay, and immediately ' 
underlies a covering of loess which varies 'in thickness from 
three to ten feet. The upper sand zone ranges from four to 
ten feet in depth, and rests directly upon a lower bed which 
is considerably coarser and occasionally carries clam shells' 
an.d bones. Th~ beds throughout are variable in thickness and 
(;ontinuity.. . . 
The sand from this pit has been used for more than a quar-
ter of a century. The pit was opened to furnish sand for the 
High School building, and later was also used in the Govern-
ment building. The waste is utilized by the city for crossings. 
East of town the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway at 
one time used considerable amounts of sand on its road bed. 
The pit from which this material was taken, and which is n,ow 
abandoned, was in a terrace about fifty feet above the Nish-
nabotna bottoms. North of Atlantic the principal terrace of 
the Nishnabotna appears to be some twenty-five to thirty feet 
above the flood plain, but is not deeply enough dissected to 
show the sands which probably are present. 
At Lewis and vicinity the bluffs are supported by ·· a 80ft 
friable ~andstone. About a mile southeast of town , a pit has 
been ope:p.ed, from which most of the sand used for building 
purposes is obtained. The bank show8 a ' vertical exposure of 
about thirty feet above the creek, a tributary of the Nishna-
botna from the east, and has no cover. ·Thesand ranges in. 
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color from almost white to 'various shades of yellow. and light 
brown. Certain ledges and spheroidal masses are slightly in-
durated, but on the whole. almost the entire section can be 
used. . It becomes more firmly cemented, however, toward the 
northeast. These beds belong to t.he Cretace~)Us. 
A large part of the sand used in the county is shipped from 
Commerce, on Raccoon river, or from Platte river in Nebraska. 
The latter is considered the better, and is retailed at about 
$2.00 · per ton as against $1.60 or thereabouts for the Raccoon 
-river product. The local material brings about $.75 per yard. 
STONE. 
Cass county is as a rule heavily covered with loess and' drift, 
and the indurated rocks appear at intervals only along the 
larger waterways in the southern part of the county. The 
Missouri · strata are known to be overlain in part with the 
Dakota sand.stones of' the Cretaceous. 
Stone was formerly taken out at the old Fox quarries on the 
south bank of · the West Nodaway in the southeast quarter of 
section 36, Noble township, and just across the road in section 
31 of Edna township. The beds in these quarries belong to the 
same horizon as those exposed near Grant and described under 
. Montgomery county, although no accurate correlations of in-
·dividual strata can be made. The following section is compiled 
in large part from the Geology of Montgomery County:'" 
13'. Soil and loess, heavy covering, 
12. Broken limestone, shales and residual clay .... ... . ... .. . 
11. Greenish shale, iron-stained ............ . . . . . ....... . .. . 
10. Limestone, light gray to buff, contains fossils; split by verti-
cal joints into large blocks; two ledges separated by thin 
band of ·shaly limestone, upper ledge, 2 feet 3 inches, lower 
1 foot 4 inches .... . .. . .... ' .. . .. .. ..... ....... .. .... , 
9. Calcareous shale, fossiliferous ... . . .. . ... ... . .. . . . . . .. .. . 
8. Limestone, subcrystalline, gray to brown:, in ledges f;-om 9 
to 14 inches; w;tLere exposed for only a few years, this stone 
is badly shattered and intervening shaly bands separate it 
, into many thin ledges . ... ... .. . .... ..... . .... . ... . . . . . .. . 
Sha;le" cal~areo1,ls . . .. ....... ..... ... . ...... . . . . . .. .... . . . 7. 
• f ,.' . " 
·E ... H . :·Lonsdale, Iowa Geo!. Survey , Vol. IV" PP: 393 and 435 
FEET. 
2 
4 
7'/,. 
'/3 
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P'EET~ , 
6. Limestone, brownish, subcrystalline to dull . . . ..... . .... . 1'/1. 
5. Shale, in part gray, bituminous in lower PQrtion ... ... 1% 
4. Limestone,. dark gray, coarse textured . . .. . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . %, 
3. 'shale, buff to gray, fossiliferous ..... . .... .. . . . . . . .. . .. . 1
'
/. 
2. .shale, variegated, lower part carbonaceous, micaceous, and 
splits into conch<>idal fragments .... . . . . . .. ' . . . . .. . .. . . , , 2% 
1. Limestone. 
At the present time, no quarrying is' done at this point, and 
the lower members of the section, 6 to 1 inclusive, are largely 
.covered up. All of the limestone ledges were used in 'heavy 
masonry work, and blocks of nearly any desired dimensions 
were obtainable. The base of the section is approximately , 
twenty feet above the river. Coal blossom appears near water 
, level in the river. The location of these quarries is fav:orable 
for supplying stone to Adams, Cass and Montgomery counties 
but their development has been and will be hindered by lack of 
transportation facilities and by the heavy stripping r equired. 
Limestone and shale appear at a few points farther north 
along the West Nodaway and its branches, but always under 
heavy overburden. Near the southeast corner of section 20, 
Edna township, stone has been removed. The limestone beds ' 
appear also at points on Seven Mile creek, notably near Galion , 
in ' Bear Grove township. 
On East Nishnabotna river near Lewis, and on Turkey creek, 
its principal tributary from the east, the Missouri strata ap- , 
pear in places. Stone has been taken from the west bank of 
the river on the farm of George Roberts, southwest of the town. 
,At present, there is exposE;ld one foot of light gray limestone 
overlying eight to ten inches of yellow clay and soft, disin-
tegrated limestone. The lower bed is fossiliferous, and is ap-
proximately thirteen, feet ~bove water in the river. The ex-
posUlce is covered with 'drift and loess aggregating fifteen to 
twenty fee~~ 
Two miles north of Lewis on Turkey creek, in the northwest 
quarter of section 1, Cass ' township, ,ten inches of blue" hard, 
partially crystalline limeston~ outcrop in' a ravine a few hun-
,dred 'feet back from "Rockyford," where limestone was for-
merly quarried. In the northeast quarter of section 1, six feet 
I 
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of weathered limestone are in view in ravines leading into 
Turkey .creek, in places overlain with Oretaceous sandstone and 
plastic clays. ,Thr.oughout, all exposures in this part of the 
county are covered with. ten to sixty feet of superficial mate-
rials, .which r~nders utilization out of the question. 
Although but few exposures are known, the gravels, sand-
stones, and clays of the Nishnabotna substage of the Dakota 
probably occupy considerable areas in Cass county. The sand-
stone is, as a rule, friable and the grains are not sufficiently 
well cemented to make it of value for crushed stone purposes. 
Directly south of the town of Lewis in section 15 of Oass town-
ship, and to the east of the river, is an outcrop in which the 
sandstone is of a fairly firm texture and from which large 
amounts have been removed, to be used locally. It is composed 
largely of fine, even grains of sand, with occasional larger frag-
ments of limestone, partially cemented together with iron oxide. 
Small mica scales are scattered through it. While the stone 
is tender and requires careful handling on first exposure, it 
is said to 'harden very materially on drying, and with age. The 
sandstone breaks sOl;newhat irregularly, but as readily in one 
direction as in another. Eight to t:welve feet of the rock are 
exposed. So far as known, this is the only locality in the county 
where the .Dakota beds afford a quarry product'. 
CEDAR COUNTY. 
S AND AND GRAVEL. 
Sand deposits of economic importance are of two types,-
bar and bank deposits in and along the present streams, and 
subloessial. The first afford the principal supply. The Bu-
chanan gravels are known to be present in the county, but good 
outcrops are exeeedingly rare. Gravel deposits easily available 
and extensive enough to be. of commercial importance are not 
known in the county. 
STONE.* 
Oedar ranks among the first counties of the state in the value 
of the yeady ou~put of building sto:qe, a ' pre-eminence due 
·Professor N'orton's excellent write up on Building Stone In his report on ·the 
Geology of Cedar county has been r evised and· used almost In Its entirety. 
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-chiefly to the quarries at Cedar yalley. Formerly Lime Oity 
was an important producer, but at the present time, it con-
tributes bu,t .little to . swell the county total. Building stone of 
excellent quality is found widely distributed over the county, 
and while the small quarries which have been opened in almost 
every township do not greatly add to the large amount contrih- . 
uted by the Cedar Valley district, yet their value and convenience 
to the rural di;3t:dcts and neighboring towns is greater than 
mere statistics ,could show. There is hardly a section in the 
county'where a farmer or townsman can not get a load of cheap 
good stone within easy hauling distance. Thus in Pioneer town-
ship there are quarries at Peet's mill and elsewhere on Clear 
.creek; in Cedar township at Cedar BI~ff and two and one-half 
miles north of thl;\t village; in Gower township at Cedar Valley 
and Plato; in Center at several quarries south of Tipton; in 
Rochester along Rock cr,eek; in Iowa near Atalissa; in Sugar 
Creek at Lime City and a number of quarries :o.orth of that 
village ;' in Springfield southwest of Lowden; in Massilon along 
the Wapsipinicon" and in Dayton township near Clarence. 
N early all of the. building ston'e quarried in the county is fur~ 
nished by the Gower stag~ of the Sil1l,rian, the ' only exception 
being that of .the Devonian quarries in Iowa township near 
the Muscatin~ county iin,e. The gqod qualities of tb,e Anamosa 
phase of the Gower limestone have long been recognized and 
have frequently been set for.h in the reports on the counties 
of eastern Iowa. Its even and , smooth bedding, its uniform 
grain, its comparative softn~ss in working with saw and chisel 
'when fresh from the quarry, and its hardness when 'recementa-
tion 'has taken place on' drying, its obduracy to all chemical 
agencies of rock decay, and its resistance to frost, its pleasing 
color ' and the absence ,of any injurious minerals which might' 
weaken or strain the stone or impair its ease of working, all 
thes~ characteristics contribute to make the Anamosa one of the 
best building stones of the west. 
Bealer Quarries.---:-In value of output, and perfection and cost 
of machinery, these quarries are the most noteworthy in Iowa 
and are among the largest · of the Mississippi valley. They are 
located some six miles southwest of TiptO'n on the' right bank 
PLATE II-Main pit of Bealer quarry showing channelers In foreground. Ced'l.r Valley, Cedar county. 
The chief output of the quarry at present is crushed stone and quarry methods have changed very materially. 
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.of the Cedar. The village which has sprung. up about them is 
ealled Cedar Valley, and a spur connects· with the Cedar Rap-
ids-Clinton line of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, 
near Plato, about two miles northwest. The sequence of beds 
i~ as follows: ' 
BEA~ER'S QUARRY, CEDAR V ALLEY. 
FEET. 
9. Limestone, buff, magnesian, very softl Coggan stage.. .... 14 8. Limestone, w.eathe:cing into chipstone, in layers up to six 
inches ..... ... .... ..... .. .. . ........................... . 1lh 
7. Limestone, light gray, l'ough, massive, very vesicular .... 3 
6. Limestone, fragmental, argillaceous .... .... .. ....... . .... 1 
5. Seam of blue argillaceous' material extending for 180 feet 
along quarry face . ..... . .. .. . ..... . . .. ........... ..... .. Ot-2 
4. Limestone in thin spalls, hard, dense; "flinty" .......... 5lh 
3. Limestone, hard, rough, buff, crystalline, highly vesicular; 
with .m?uld.s of spire-bearing brachiopods, the spires often 
remalnlng In casts ....... .... ....... .. ....... : ........ . 
2. Limestone in layers from two· to eight inches, laminated ... . 
1. Limestone, light buff; granular-; lustre dull, homogeneous in 
grain, slightly vesicular, destitute of silica in any form, 
fracture even, soft when first quarried, rapidly hardening 
on drying, bedding pities horizontal, even and compara-
tively distant, laminated, joints distant, master joints run-
ning south-southeast. All quarried for building .stone, to-
5 
4 
gether with Nos. 2-8, Gower stage .... ..... ~. . . . . . . . . . . .. 94 
The quarries were opened nearly a third of a . century since 
by Mr. E. J. C. Bealer, who, as a practical bridge architect, saw 
the great value of the ~tone at this point for bridge piers and 
.all heavy mas'onry. The chief quarry now in operation was 
opened some years ago and no expense has been spared to equip ' 
it with modern and effective macbinery . . A le;ee costing $20,000 
bas been built along the riv.er front for protection against floods. 
Railways tracks in the quarries are 8'0.' built that the force of 
:gravitation is utilized to the utmost and no locomotive engines 
are required to make up the train of loaded cars wbich in busy 
:seasons is sent out daily. The stripping of the quarry, consist-
ing of twenty-five feet of soft silt known as loess, and less tban 
ten feet of pebbly glacial clay, is ' cheaply ' and expeditiously 
bandIed hydraulically by means of a high duty steam pump and 
:suitable pipes and hose. In quarrying tbe stone there are em- ' 
ployed one single and three double steam cbannellers and sev-
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eral steam drills. , The plant is well equipped with boilers' and 
engines of sufficient capacity to furnish an abundance of power 
to operate the cliannellers, drills, pumps, machine , shop equip- . 
ment, crusher plants and numerous derricks. A large machine 
::;hop, well equipped for repairing and rebuilding the tools and 
machinery of the plant completes the equipment. 
The output consists chie;fly of bridge stone of three grades. 
The proprietor contracts for completed bridge piers and has a 
large force employed in· their construction. ,Dtressed dimension 
done is cut in the yards and crushed stone, ripnip, rubble and 
curb stone are included in the products of the quarry: 
The quarries were opened in natural ledges fronting the river 
in the face ot the bluffs, rising about 120 fe.et above the . stream. 
These ledges have been quarried away over an area of several 
acres and on the platform thus formed an extensive pit has been . 
sunk to a depth of sixty feet below the level of water in the river, 
and another of like dimensions has recently been opened. The' 
lower ninety-four feet is used for bridge and dimension stone ~ 
the stone becoming of finer grain and better quality, it is said, 
with increasing depth, to the present quarry floor. Above tills 
lies a ledge twenty-two feet thick used only for riprap, rubble, 
railway ballast, and macadam, for which it is admirably 
adapted. It includes hard, fine-grained spalls, a four-foot layer 
of hard, highly vesicular, crystalline limestone, and four feet of 
laminated limestone in layers from two to eight inches thick. On 
this ledge rests a bed of about twelve feet of soft, earthy lime-
stone, called the Coggan, wholly worthless for any industrial 
purpose, and constituting a part of the stripping. 
The quarry stone belongs to the Gower stage of the Niagaran,. 
according to Norton.. It consists of laminated, lig?-t buff, gran- . 
ular, even bedded dolomite which withstands chemical decay and 
mechanical disintegration remarkably welL Open bedding 
planes 'are so few that they are found to be practically impervi-
tlUS, a fact markedly at variance with similar beds at Anainosa 
and Stone City in Jones county. The chemical compositi9n of 
the rock was found to be as follows : 
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BUILDING STONE QUARRY, LIME CITY. 
Calcium carb(}nate (CaCo.) . ........................... 55 .3 ' 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) " . .. ....... . ...... .. ... .. .. . 43 ~ 0 
Ferric and aluminum oxides (Fe.O. and AbO, ) ...... ... . i.4 
Silica (SiO. ) ....... . . . . ................... : ... . . . . .. .. . 0.6 
100.3 
BUILDING S'l10INE, BEALER'S QUARRY, CEDAR VALLEY. 
Calcium carbona;te (CaCo.) •. .. : .... ... . ................ 56.4 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) .... .. . ... .. .. .. ........ 42.6 
"Ferric and aluminum oxides (Fe.o. and AbO. ) .. . .... . 0.7 
Silica (SiO.) ... . . ................. ... .... . . ....... .. .- . . 0.4 
100.1 
The rock, however, is ~aminated throughout and may be split 
along these planes to layers one foot in thickness without diffi-
. culty, and in places to eight and nine inches.. On natural. out-
crops adjacent, long-weathered surfaces often show close .lines 
of lamination, but these are strongly coherent, beyond the usual 
in this formation, and. permit the quarrying .of permanently 
solid b~ocks of as great thickness as called for. The common 
size of the blocks " raise-d ' froin the lower part of the <i']arry i.s 
si,x and one-half feet long ~nd three and one-quarter feet wide 
and . thick, weighing each something more than four tons. 
In some or the outcrops of the Anamosa phase Of the Gower 
stage, there are found, especially toward the · summit, thin layers 
or laminre of a compact drab, fine-grained limestone, called by 
workmen "flint" on account of its hardness, brittleness, and 
fracture. Such seams are a direct injury; under the weather 
they break into small rhombic chipstone. Since their coefficient 
of expansion is different from that of the adjoining layers, they 
tend to form in time a horizontal cleavage of the block of w:hich 
·they form a part. At Bealer's quarry these seams are prac-
tically absent, and the stone free from thi$ element of weakness 
as well as of all deleterious accessories, can be strongly recom-
mended as of the highest durability. 
Of late years the demand for cut stone has diminished 'and a 
large-part of the output of the quarries is in the form of crushed 
rock. The proprietors . contract for concrete bridge work !is well 
a8' for masonry piers and foundations and for this work the rock 
9 
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from these quarries is excellently adapted . . The upper layers 
are blasted down and crushed and , the waste', from the.)ower 
quarry beds is brought up and sent through the same process 
and mixed with the other. The crusher 'used 'is Of the, Blake 
type and has a capacity of 200 yards' per day. 
Cedar Bluff.-Immediately above 'the bridge at this: village, Ii 
ledge of Anamosa stone has been quarried ' to s0ill.e extent for 
local supply. The face of the ledge is here sonie thirty-five 
feet. rr~ upper seven 'or eight-feet are weathered to 'thin sp:alls. 
In the" middle lies a stratum of seven feet of fine-grained, li~ht 
yello,w limestone of pure Anamosa type. Below thiS' the ~tone 
, ~hows an alternation of harder and softer larpinre" the hirder 
. being of finer grain and ;more brittle. The best building stones 
: a,re said to betaken from the bed of the river at 'the base of 
the .le,dge. " 
Below the village the same 'formation outcrops, 9n ~oth sides 
,of the river, in ledges up to fifty feet in height, showing the s~me 
granular lamina,ted limestone" horizontally bedded in even 
, courses, weathering in places to thin calcareous plates, but for 
the most part standing in undivided layers up to two feet in 
thickness. 
Along the banks of the Wapsipinicon north of Massilon are 
"bluffs of yellow, vesicular or granular' doloinite. So~e has 
been quarried for rough use, but it is not suitable for, quilding. 
,It seems rather soft for road work. ~he stone lies in heavy 
beds, eighteen to twenty-four inches thick in places, elsewhere 
' massive. Large quantities are available and might be obtained 
' without undue difficulty. 
" McL eod's Quarry, southwest quarter Of section 12, Spring: 
; field township.-On the left bank of the Wapsipinicon, less than 
one-half mile below Massilon, this quarry shows a face of 
twenty-five feet of vesicular, semic'rystalline limestone, the up-
per fifteen feet massive or obscurely bedded, the lower ten feet 
in rough layers from eighteen to thirty.inches thick, all buff 
in color, and sparingly fossiliferous. Just below the village on 
' the right bank of the stream, the same layers form 'a picturesque 
ledge about thirty feet high. 
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PLATE III-Quarry section showing irregularly bedded Gower limestone of Cedar 
county. 
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FIG. 16-Weathered· face of Miller quarry showing beds dipping to the north-
east. Lowden, Cedar county . 
. One of the largest quarries in· northeastern Cedar county is 
that of Mr. Claus Miller, located in the southwest quarter of 
section 4, Springfield township. Quite a deep opening has been 
made here and large amounts of stone have been removed.. The 
pit face shows at the top about six feet of thin slabs of yellow: 
stone which grades down into six to eight feet of gray, lamin-
ated, fine-grained, magnesian limestone. Below this is a heavy, 
buff vesicular ledge five feet thick, following which are ·twenty 
feet of evenly bedded, · yellowish stone in layers three to twelve 
inches in thickness. The latter weathers to a grayish color. The 
upper gray ledges resemble the upper beds of the . Champion 
quarry at Stone City. . 
. The quarry. .is equipped with a Cedar Rapids No.2 crusher 
which h~s a capacity' -of tl;rirty-five to forty tons per day. The 
beds dip steeply to . the northeast and the entire quarry floor is 
inclined in that direction, One wall is a massif in w.hich no 
bedding is apparent. 
I • 
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Frink's Quarry, northwest quarter of southeast quarter of ·sec-
tion 14, Dayton township.-The following section is here shown: 
FEET. 
4. Limestone. rough. in layers from one-half to one foot thick. 
weathered . • ... . . ..• ..... • ....... . ... .. . ............ . .. 4 
S. Limestone, in eight inch layers ............. ' . . . . . . . . . . . • • 2 
2. Limestone. exceedingly rough. crystallil:le. deeply pitted with 
rounded cavities up to five inches in diameter • . . :.. .. . . 2 
1. Tq creek level. not exposed .. .. .. .... .. . . . . . .... . ..... .. . 13 
The layerf{·here form a gentle syncline dipping 2° north at the 
south'end alrld 6° south at the' north end. 
• J I~ f • • 
' Burroug'~'S Quarry, southwest quarter of section 22, township 
80 north, range III west.-The Gower is .here quarried on a. 
small scale on the left bank of Rock run. For eight feet above 
th~. creek, a 'very fair granular building stone lies in layers from ' 
seven to eighteen inches thick, 'weathering .superficially to spalls I 
two tO,four inches thick. The dip to the southeast is perceptible . . ! 
.An adjaceI).t ledge reaching a .height of twenty feet above water j: 
level is . co~posed of laminated limestone, hard, gray and crys- j 
talline. A'few rods away an old ·pot kiln attests the possibilities I 
of the stone as a lime maker. Here a layer identical' with No.4 '! 
of 'Whann's quarry is found above the 'limerock. Across the 
cre.ek and down the stream on the same farm, about fifty fee't of 
this hard, crystalline, laminated limestone is displayed in over-
hanging ledges and hillside outcrops: Toward the base the rock 
weathers to thin spalls, but above the lamime are coherent and 
the cliff breaks down in immense blocks. About fifteen feet 
above the limestone a few fragments of yellow sandstone were 
seen in a shallow ravine, but no distinct outcrop was found. All 
the limestone ill this section resembles the Anamosa stone in 
its lamination and in its horizontal or nearly horizontal bedding. 
Nowhere is it disturbed, tilted, or conglomeratic, as is, so com-
monly the case with the LeClaire. And yet in their hardness, 
color, and crystalline texture, these beds on Rocky run are dis-
tinctly of the LeClaire type. 
Wallick's Quarry, east half of .section 16, Linn township.-
Two and one-half miles north of Cedar:Bluff the Anamosa phase · 
is quarried for local uses. The rock rises to the surface in the 
low hills, so that no stripping, except of weathered spalls, is . 
necessary. The rock is of the ordinary pbase of the finely lam~ 
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' inated, fine-grained, light buff building stone of the Gower. It is 
in thin layers, dipping 11° SE., and shows a face of twenty feet. 
Hecht's Quarry, hqrtheast quarter of northeast quarter of 
section 14, Dayton towpship.-:-The following section is seen at 
Hecht's quarry: ' . '. 
FEET. 
3. Limestone, spalls, irregularly sh!l!ped chipstone, bufr; l"esem-
bUng conglomerate of harder centres with matrix of lime-
stone meal ............................ . .... .. . : . ... .. . . 4 
2. Limestone, rough, semicrystalline, cores gray, weathering to' 
buff . . ....... . .. . . . ... .. . .. ... . .. . ... ... . .... .. .. . . .. , . . . . . 1 
1. Limestone, for the most part evenJy bedded, buff or gray, 
thickness of layers from above downward in inches: 8, 18,' 
10, 15, 19, 24, 12, 18, 18. At west end dip .of 3° W.; in 
center slightly S.; at east end a perceptible dip SW .... ,. 11"1. 
Cary's Quarry, southw.est quarter of section 13; township 80 
north, range III west.-About two and three-fourths miles 
southwest of Tipton, two quarries have been opened on Rock 
ereek. Mr. M. C. Cary here. qua:rries a face of fifteen feet in 
layers mostly of the thickness of flagging, but some reaching 
nine inches. At the west end of the quarry, .the stone is hard 
and crystalline, of the LeClaire phase, in layers six inches thick 
and upward and dipping 12° SSE. Two rods east this has passed 
into the Anamosa phase, but slightly harder and more crystal-
line than typical, dipping 3° E., the juncture being now con-
cealed. 
Twenty~five rods southwest of this section a small quarry has 
been open.ed showing a mound of hard limerock at the north end, 
and, the juncture again being obscured, at the south Anamosa 
stone,some layers being soft and granular, and others harder 
and more compact. The layers here run from one and two in0hes 
to nine and twelve, and dip from 30° WNW. to 38° NNW. 
Whann's Quarry, northeast quarter of northwest quarter of 
section 14, township 80 north, range III ,west : ' 
FEET. 
5. Limestone, light buff, hard, 'fine-grained, lustre earthy, re: 
sembles Bertram beds of Linn county ............... . . . . . '2 
4. Limestone, 1buff, softer, with numerous branching vertical 
tubes one to two mm. in diameter .. .. ....... . • ... .. . . . . . 1 
3. Limestone, hard, g~ay; orystalline . .. . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI. 
2.. Limestone, buff, more or less vesicular, in layers from 8 ito 
30 inches thick, with b~nds . of'.harder crystalline gray .rock .. 5 
1. Limestone in layers as above, buff, gr.anular, laminated. .. . 6% 
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The dip here is a gentle one to the sout~west. A fe:wrods up 
stream the ledge is seen to, f~rm a low syncline. 
Beds of Devonian age cover a large triangular area over the 
southwest fourth of the county and num~rous outcrops are to be 
seen along Cedar river and its more importa~~ tributaries, 
.' Rock and Sugar creeks, often showing the Niagaran beds below. 
. Notwitbfttanding the availability and l~rge areal distribution of 
these beds they are overshadowed in. importance by the Ni- · 
agaran and are of lQcal importance only .. ' The only: producer~ 
are small quarries on the west bank of the Cedar in Iowa town-
ship near the Muscatine ' county line. 'The qua'rry section is 
given , below. . 
FEET. 
4. Limestone, hard, compact; gray and buff, mottled, in fayers 
from 2 to 4 inches thick, overlain with red geest... . .. .. 1% 
. 3. Limestone, shaly, yellow .. . ... . . .... . . . ... ........ ... ..... % 
2. LimeSitone, yellowish dra:b, splitting into irr.egular layers, 
from 2 to 6 inches thick ...... . . . .. . . . .. ~ . . .. . . , ... . ...... 3 
1. 'Limestone, tough, ' hard, gray, evenly. bedded, resistant · to 
weathering, in two or three layers. . . . ..... ... .. .. .. . . . . . . 3% 
About thirty-five feet above ' the base of the hill layers of a 
comparatively barren limestone have ' been opened up. In the 
five feet here exposed 'no fragments large . enough to identify 
were found. The stone is ~.ellow, breaking up into chipstone. 
CERRO GORDO COUNTY. 
SAND AND GKA VEL. 
The Wisconsin drift covers rather more than the western tier 
of ·townships and for the most part the entire .belt IS decidedly 
morainal in chara.cter. The leading streams of the county head 
in the Wisconsin drift area .and as a rule are margined with im-
portant terraces. The gravel terraces along Lime creek anq. its 
immediate tributaries are well deseribed in Professor Calvin's 
report on the Geology' of Cerro · Gordo county'*' o . The description 
is given herewith. 
Within the morainic belt, in .Grant township, th~ course of 
Lime creek is very tortuous, since of necessity it winds back and 
forth to avoid the lawless.ly ·disposed knobs and hms of drift. In 
>Iowa GeQl ,ogica l Survey, Vol. VII, p. 1 37'. 
• 
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this ,region the channel is new, dating only from ·the retreat ,9f 
the Wisconsin ice. :It now . occupies a mere shallow .trough· ,in 
loose' glacial detritus, · showing· only a:p. inconsiderable amount I ~f 
erosion • since t~e stream began work upon it. There ', is here 
properly no river valley, nor are thel'e ·any .tributary streams 
with definitely marked channels. .The drainage waters : from 
adjacent lands find their way into Lime creek sometimes by very 
, roundabout 'courses, along broad; ·flat-bottomed swales, or 
through reedy, ill-drained marshes. 
In the Iowan dri±:t area, however, Lime ·creek follows a pre-
glacial valley that was originally in 'places .two or ,three miles in 
width. 'In ' depth the valley varies from twenty to seventy feet. 
It's history is well -recorded·in the western part of Lime -Creek 
t6wnship~ Here the present ~tream flows in' a small, shallow and 
narrow channel near the ·southern. niar:gin of the valley. The 
. south bank of the stream rises abruptly to a height of thirty or 
forty feet. On the north side a plain with gentle slope begins 
'near ,the level of the water and' edends back to · a terrace · that 
is eight',or ten feet-in height. At the summit of the terrace there 
-begins another plain ' that may 'b,e ' two . miles 'or more in .width 
and is terminated 'on the nbrth by ail irregular line of low hills. 
The history seems to have been as follows: The preglacial val-
ley had ·3, width reaching ,from the , soutli . bank ·of the,,"present 
'stream to the . line 'of hills which form the northern border of 
the second plain noted above. The ,·sub-Aftonian · (Nebraskan), . 
drift; if it were ever deposited in this region, can not. be' differ-
entiatea. from ' the Kansan, but it is certain ,that at ,the ' close of 
the Kansan stage : the I 019, v,alley ·was ' only . partially filled-with 
' detritus, and :an important drainage ' stream ' of the : subsequ'ent 
. interglacial stage followed the ' old I depression --and in . part re-
'excavated the 'valley. At·the .beginning of the I'()wan , st~g'€ the 
re~'excavation ' was' far ' from ccmiplete; its ' amount · beitrg .repre-
sented by· the 'space :between .the south ,wall-. of ,the valley land the 
first terraCe north Of the 'present stream. ' illhe · Iowan glaciers 
: 'deposlt'ed."dnly ' a (very' thib: sheet' · of ·dFift · :over'lthis I regi(!)n ; but 
they . carried : 'numerous bowld~rs that·, are ' scattered over i the 
'who'le··s'urfaceof .. highlands iand'lower 'plains; r ' The plain ·between 
the teri"ace and the:channel;' and~risihg 'only a :±'ew feet ·above ,the 
.. 
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lev:~l of the water, is thickly strewn with large Iowan bow.lders 
that have not been disturbed since they were deposited at t.l:).e 
lev'el at which they now lie. The present channel is- a shallow 
trough cut in the Iowan drift of this lower plain" and represents 
the inconsiderable amount of erosion since the withdrawal of 
the Iowan ice. 
The stage of the Buchanan gravels is represented by extensive 
gravel deposits in the valley of Lime creek, and by similar de-
posits along Blake creek and other tributaries. The main bodies 
of these gravels were deposited in the 'partly filled preglacial 
valley of Lime creek. They underlie a large area on 'the north 
side of the stream in Lime Creek imd Lincoln townships, occupy-
ing the level space south of the highlands which mark the bound-
ary of the preglacial valley. Good exposures are seen at va-
rious points north . of the road. near Lincoln mills, in section i5 
of Lincoln township; in section 10 of the same township there is 
8 pit, worked for road material, that shows above gravel a thin 
sheet of Iowan till with characteristic granite bowlders. Wells 
and other excavations reveal underlying gravel throughout the 
whole plain south of the highlands already noted: Blake creek 
in Lime Creek township has cut its valley through the thin sheet 
of Iowan till and exposed the same gravels at variou~ points, 
good outcrops occurring north of the center of section 16. T,he 
higher ground on either side of the shallow valley is, in places,. 
thickly strewn with Iowan bowlders. 
A rather . sandy phase. of the gravels was formerly worked 
extensively for ballast by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 
Railway, and at the present time is being developed by the 
Mason City Sand Company, in the southwest quarter of section 
2 of Mason township. There are exposures in the northern part 
of Mason City on' the west side of Lime creek, and from one of 
these, located near the gteenhouse, workmen some· time ago ob-
tained the horn of a reindeer. The gravel in the northern part 
of the city is rather coarse but just east of the city the material 
is much finer, and the beds have been worked for building sand. 
The sand, however, contains ~ore or less gravel; 'and near the 
base of the deposit there are many large slabs and fragments 
of limestone. Gravel beds of varying degrees of fineness are 
" 
I, 
, I 
t I 
i 
Plate IV-Pit and P lant of Mason City Sand Company, Mason City, Iowa, showing dipper so mounted that it is used for stripping, loading 
c.ars at pit and transferring gravel from cars to screening plant. . 
PLATE V-Pit of the ·Mason City Sand Company, showing · screening plants in the distance and worked-over l and · ("Bad Lands") 
in the foreground. Mason City. . 
.. 
I 
!' 
.' 
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distributed along the valley of Lime creek throughout its whole 
extent in Cerro Gordo county. The old pre-Kansan valley, only 
partially filled with drift, seems to have carried torrents of 
water from the melting Kansan ice. The torrents were loaded 
with gravel and sand, and doubtless with finer materiai, and 
the coarser fragments were deposited to form the gravel beds 
above described. After the Kansan ice had retreated beyond the 
limits of the drainage area tributary to this valley, when the 
stream had shrunk to the dimensions required to carry off the 
normal precipitation and when the current was no longer loaded, 
erosion attacked the gravel beds and re-excavated a portion of 
the valley: 
Shell Rock river bears every evidence of youth and has ac-
cumulated but litt,le sand or gra~el. Terraces are of but slight 
development or are entirely wanting. 
Eskers and Valley Trains.-The Altamont moraine covers a 
large portion of the western tier of townships. The hills and 
bosses, many of which are gravel-bearing, that charaCterize the 
moraine become less pronounced in the southern and southwest-
ern part of Grimes township. Indeed in the southwestern part of 
this township, the hills fade into the level, characterless topog-
raphy ~culiar to the central areas of Wisconsin drift. In this 
level region, parts of which aTe still very marshy, are the initial 
branches of the south fork of Beave.r Dam creek which, flowing 
southeast, finally em~rg,es upon the ' area of Iowan drift. The 
valley of this creek seems to have been the chief outlet in Cerro 
Gordo ' county for the waters resulting from melting of the 
Wisconsin ice. Aecordingly, near Thornton, about half a mile 
southwest of the village, there is a well defined esker in the 
form of a long ridge of gravel resting on Wisconsin drift. 
This gravel, as might be inferred from its origin. eontains a 
large proportion' of limestone pebbles. The ridge, which is 
three-fourths o'f a mile in length, trends a few degrees south 
of east.. It is not quite parallel to the present drainage. The 
course of the g~acial stream to which it owes its origin was 
determined by conditions that determined the position and 
course of the modern streams. 
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'In the 'neighborhood of Thornton the streams flow over beds 
of the same kind of gravel found in 'theesker. A heavy accumu-
lation occurs below the village near the point , 'where two 
branches flow together. Trains of gravel follow the creek valley 
~eyond the limit of the moraine, ,well out into the region of 
Iowan drift. The last gravel beds of this ' age in Cerro Gordo 
county occur along the south line of section 36, Pleasant Valley 
township, where the stream passes into Frailklin county. 
SwN E, 
Beds of Devonian age are believed to o~cur immediat~ly be-
neath the drift over the entire county, with the exception of a 
triangular area in the southwest corner. Two distinct sub-
stages may be readily recogni~ed, the lower. beds, which are 
prevailingly calcareous or dolomit~c and highly,indu'rated, often 
::5ubcrystalline, and an upper series which is made of shales 
and marls with occasional indurated ledges. The ·:first belongs 
to the Cedar Valley stage of the Devonian, of which the upper 
portion only is represented in the county, while the latter be-
longs to the Lime Creek shales of the Upper Devonian series. 
The principal outcrops of the Cedar Valley limestones occu.r 
along Lime creek and Shell Rock river and their immediate 
tributaries. All of the quarries in the county which are of more 
than local significance are , developed in this stage. From an 
economic standpoint the Cedar Valley beds may be separated 
into four groups more or less readily recognized. The sequence 
is as follows,from top downwards: 
4, Limestone, exceedingly variaJble in texture, structure, and 
composition, ranging from a granular, subcrystalline dolo-
mite, ,through magnesian limestone and argillaceous lime-
stone, to pure limestone, The beds thicken and thin out in 
short distances, In places lamellar stromatoporoids are 
FEET, 
present in. ' lower beds " " . . " . . ' ,'" , , , , , , , , , '., ' , , , , , 2,5+ 
3, Limestone, a well-marked r eef of 'nodular or ' spheroidal 
Stromatoporas, characteristically developed in sections in ' . ' ' 
and aboUJt MasoI). City , ' ,',' , , , , , , , , , ,, ' : ,' , , '. ' , .. , , , , " . , . , .8-10 
2, Limestone, white to light gray, hard and compact, brittle; 
. breaks with a conchoidal fracture, evenly : bedded, 'non- , ' , 
fossiliferous; in layers up to two feet.in thickness, about. , 15 
1. 'Dolomite, brown,' subcrystalline, granulitr,'; 'genenillY 1n- reg- . 
ular beds and but slightly porous ,or vesiculan; , thicknes§ of , 
individual layers and 'aggregate thickness variable. Earthy 
to calcareous and variable in composition below", . , , , , ,. 20+ 
..... 
o 
.PLATE VI-Kuppinger quarry. Mason City. Cerro Gordo county. showin.g the dolomite below. compact white limestone in the 
middle and the Stromatopora near the top of the section; an average section for the district. 
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Numbers 1 and 2 afford all the stone used for dimension pur-
poses. Number 3 is used for lime and is suitable. for .crushed 
stone. The principal quarries are located in the vicinity of 
Mason City. 
The Kuppinger quarry, located on the ea~t bank of Lime 
creek, between the bridge and the mill dam, in the northeastern 
part o~ Mason City, gives the following section: 
THE KUPP.INGER QUARRY. 
. , FEET. 
1. Residual clay and, drift .. . ... .......... .... . .. " . . . . . . . . 4 
6. Somewhat regularly bedded stromatoporoid l~mesto.ne .... 3' 
5. Reef o.f stromatoporoids consisting largely of spheroidal 
coralla with co.n.centric, laminated structure; so.me of the 
coralla are more than a foot in diameter. Wea.thers into 
spherotdal masses. Bedding obscure . .. ... . . ·. .. . . ... .... 5 
4. White or grayish; fine-grained limestone, breaking with 
cQnch6idai fracture, very compact; ledges ranging from a 
few inches to more than t wo. feet in thickness. No. traces 
of fossils, or traces f·ew and very obscure ... . ... .. ...... : 14 
3. :Bluish limestone, flexuous and unevenly bedded ... .... . .. 2 
2. Hard, crystalline, grayish dolo.mite, w1th occasional streaks 
of brown and red. In weathered portion.s of this member, 
the crysta:ls of dolomite are in places very loosely cemented 
and the rock has the appearance of a friaJble sandstQne . 
. Some beds are vesicular, owing Ito the so·lution· and removal 
Qf fo ssils. The cavities, however, are lined with crystals to 
such an extent as to Qbliterate all evidence of generic or 
specific character:s. Ledges varying from 6 to 36 inches in 
thickness ..... ; ....... . ............ . .. . ........ . .. .. . ... 8 
1. From floor of quarry to leve,l of stream, covered with talus . . 2 
. The bluff slopes some fifteen feet higher than the quarry 
face, and is apparently supported by indurated rock. The 
. lamellar stromatoporoids appear in detached blocks. Numbers 
2 and· 4 are the beds most prized for structural purposes. · At 
the present time, the quarry is worked only intermittently, arid 
then in a small way. But little labor . saving machinery bas 
been installed. 
Openings have been made in the bluff up stream from the 
Kuppinger quarry, but no new beds are exposed. The beds ex-
posed in the quarry of the Mason City Lime and Cement Com-
. pany are essentially a repetition of the above., 
At Parker's Mill on Willow creek, the 'following :natural sec-
tion is exposed: 
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PARKER'S ' MILL SECTION. 
FEET. 
6. , Strpmatopora reell, equivaieilit of N9-. 5- 'of the KUJ}Pinger 
quarry .. .. . .. ....... ..... ......... ....... ........ .. . .. 4 , 
5. White limestone, somewhat sp'lit up by weathering. . . . . . . . 14 
4. Evenly bedlded dolomite, in. ledges varying from 3, t() ' 30 
inches in thickness . ..................... . ........... .. 12 
3. Impure dolomite, breaking irregularly by exposure to weath- ' 
er, and containing many c,avities lined with crystals of 
calcite ... ... ....... . . ... ............ .. ................ . 272 
2. -CruIlllbling; calcareous, granular bed, light gray in color, 
with man,y nodular and branching stromatopores, some 
favosites and beautiful coralla of Pachyphy'llum wooomani 1 
1. Argillaceous limestone, dark drab in color, homogeneous, but 
breaking lip on exposure to frost. ......... . .......... : . . 2 
Numbers 1, 2 and 3 appear to be lower in the series' than 1 
in the Kuppinger quarry. 
I Several companies have opened quarries ' north of the city. 
Among others are the Belden Stone Oompany, the Mason Oity 
Quarry Oompany, and the Mason Oity Stone 09mpany. The 
last named company has sold out to the Northwestern States 
Portland Oement Oompany. . 
The sequence , of beds expo~ed in the quarries of the Belden 
Stone Oompany IS given in the following section. These quar-
ries are located in the southeast quarter of the northwest quar-
ter of sectJon 27, Lime Oreek township. 
BELDEN STONE COMPANY 'SECTION. 
FEET. 
7. ,Soil and residual clay from ' a few inches to ...........•.. 272 
6. White or grayish limestone, shattered into small pieces; re-
moved as part of the stripping ... ' ..... .. .. ..... . . ',' . .. : 3 
5. White 'limestone iil thin layers .. :.. ........ ....... . .... . . 3 
4. White 'limestone in lay.ers from 272 to 10 inches in thickness, . 
good building stone ...... .... .. ...... .. .. ... ....... .... 4 
3. Evenly bedded dolomite; suitable for "heavy walls or' for 
cutting into caps and sills; ;in three ledges 21, 10 and 11 
inches respectively in thickness .. .. . ..... ',.... . ..... .. 372 
. 2. "Blue cap," a Ibed tl:tat quarries out in shapeless, 'worthless 
.blocks, in two led~es;an impure dolomite .... ........ 3 
1. Brown, bluish ' and gray dolomite in eight ledges, varying 
from 4 to 13 inches in thickness .... ' ... , .... ....... . • . , -£% 
The white limestone here having less over:burden is more ' 
weathered, which finds expression in its ' being .more thinly 
bedded and fractured. 
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. The hedH developed by the Mason Oity Stone .oomp;:tny .con-
sist of an aggregate of nearly twenty , feet of dolomite and 
rather more than ten feet of the white limestone. 
In all .of these quarries the dolomite occurs in layers of good 
thickness and is of excellent quality. It usually presents a more 
or less rough surface owing to the sub crystalline , .granular 
texture, and is known commercially as '''Mason Oitysandstone." 
'Eastof Mason Oity, the white limestone becomes much less 
important. .A short distance below the wagon bndge at Port-
land, the following beds may be observed: 
PlO'RTLAND SE CTION. 
, FEE'1;. 
6. Soil and wash up to , . . . , ... .. , . .. . .... ,. . ...... . ....... 3 
5. Dolomite; coarsely granular, iIi thin laye·rs .. ", . ... ... ,. 2 
4. Limestone, white with laminar .Btromatoporas . .. . .. :... 2 
3' .. Limestone, the spheroidal Stromatopora reef, but mpre evi-
derutly stratified than -at Mason City , , . .. . , . , , . , .. ... . , . . . 4 
2, IAinestone, white, evenly bedded .. .. . .. . . ..... , ... " .. . ,. . 3' 
1. Dolomite, in heavy beds ... . .... .. . .. .. , . . . , ...... :,.. . .. . 13 
Up the river toward the mill, dolomitized beds higher in the 
series may be viewed. Numbers 1 to 4 may be correlated 
read\ly with the Mason Oity sections. The beds dip at a low 
'angle down strea'm, and almost wholly disappear some two miles 
. below the bridge. The" Clay Banks," beginning. on the north-
west quarter of section 35, present an abrupt escarpment facing ' 
the creek, and rest on the variable ·beds of the O~dar Valley 
stage wliich appear in the channel of the creek . . While the Lime 
Oreek shales which constitute the ' :clay banks" contain .occa-
sional hard ledges, they are not of sufficient i:mportance in this 
connection to merit description. 
Above Mason City, the Oedar Valley, limestone presents an 
almost continuous section along Lime creek to Fertile in W ortb 
county. The beds. display many local undulations and the usual 
variations in composition and texture. As a rule the bed~ are 
lower, and the main dolomite quarried in Mason Oity and yicin-
. ity is not well exposed. The ,white limestone thins ma,terially 
,and i$o£tentimes below the water line. No important ,quarries 
. have been .opened, .although much stpI).e has . be~ri taken out 
for local u,se. 
• 
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Along, Shell Rock river the white limestone and heavy dolo-
,mite are the chief terranes exposed. Occasionally very limited 
exposures of the beds above and below may be seen. Outcrops 
of the various beds appear at short intervals from Foster's mill 
above Plymouth to the Floyd county line. The beds as a rule 
are 'more profoundly folded than their equivalents along Lime 
'creek. In the vicinity or Plymouth dolomitic beds prevail and 
are quarried to some extent. ' They are supposed to be the 
equivalents of the dolomite in the Portland section. above the ' 
stromatoporoid zones. The beds rise down stream. At Rock 
Falls beds much lower in the series appear. Below the wagon 
bridge, the following section is exposed: 
FEET. 
,5. Drilit and waste almost nothing. 
4. Limestone, white .. .. ' . .. ..... .. .. ........ . , . . . . . . . . . . . •. 1-3 
3. Dolomite; in regular beds and of good quality , .... . . . .. '. .. 16 
2. Dolomite, impure and irregularly bedded, becoming nodular 
on w.eathering .. ..... .... . . . ... .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
1. Dolomite, argillaceous .. .. .. .. . ...... ... ..... ... ..... . . ... 3 
The lower beds in the above l?ection are' almost identical with 
those exposed in the Parker's Mill section in Mason City. um-
bers 1 to ' 3 are better seen in Vermilya's bluff on the northeast 
'quarter of section 35 in Falls township, where they show a mari-
'mum exposure of forty feet. The lower twenty feet show no ' 
,definite bedding planes and the rock breaks up by weathering 
'into angular pieces. While the beds are more or less continu-
'ously exposed for some distance, '. no new phase's are shown 
'within the confines of the county: While quarries mIght be 
opened at almost any point, none worthy of individual mention , 
are in operation. 
LIME CREEK SHALES. 
" ' While the Lime Creek shales as developed in Cerro Gordo 
county comprise esse'ntially clay shales and marls, occasional 
' indurated ' ledges are present, especially in the upper member 
, or' O'wen beds. These hard layers are quarrj,ed at seve,ral points 
in Portland, Owen, Geneseo and Dougherty townships. The 
stone developed is usually a rather, soft, yellow"earthy dolomite 
of fair to poor quality, and is of local importance .only .. :,. 

PLATE VII-Mason City-Clear Lake road after laYing the concrete but before bank Is done. Cerro Gordo county., 
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CHEROKEE COU:NTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
··r 
Little Sioux river and its terra~es furnish practically all t~e 
gravel and sand . deposits in Cherokee county . . Thr.oughout its. 
whole course in the county the river is flanked on one or both 
sides by gravel terraces of mammoth size which so far surpass 
the sand bar and other small Q,eposits in .quantity, quality and 
accessibility that the latter receive but slight attention. 
Stream Terraces.-As to the age of the gravel terraces along 
Little Sioux river there is at present some little difference of 
opinion. Macbride, in his report on this region, has disposed 
of them as Wisconsin, but in the light of later work there 
seems to be reason to .question . this classification. Be that as . 
it may, the fact .remains that these enormous deposits of water-
laid materials were put down . at a stage of the streani far . 
superior to the present one, and at a time evidently, when al- . 
most unthinkable quantities of water rushed down this drain- • 
age channel. Ther~ seems 'now to be no cause to question the 
theory that the great floods which · deposited these gravels were 
derived from melting ice, . whatever the age of that ice may 
have been, . and Macbride's description * of the manneI;" of dep-
osition of these materials is doubtles·s the correct one: 
"When the glacier lay on all the plains to the east and north" 
the valley of the Little Sioux, as it appears in Cherokee county 
today, broad and deep, did its part in carrying away the waters 
from the glacier's front, the constantly melting margin. In-
deed the valley seems to have been more thaI). once nearly 
choked by deposits of gravel and perhaps in the upper parts 
of its course with ice. Especially north of Cherokee the banks 
of the river valley are everywhere marked by gravel terraces 
far above the flood plain of the present stream, sometimes a~ 
much as a hundred feet above it. Such deposits are not the 
effect of ordinary erosive process. There is every eVIdence 
that the c.hannel of the river had been fully . excavated long 
before these deposits came to place. Sometimes. they hang 
as Ii simple residue far up on the side of the sloping bluff, as 
·Iowa Geological Survey. Volume XII. p. 310. 
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in seCtion 1 of Cherokee township; again they form great 
masses and parapets choking up half the yalley, as in Spring . 
township; sometimes two or three succeeding terraces may be 
trap~d, as In section 1 of Cherokee township. The main part 
of the city of Cherokee rests upon one of these benches; the · 
Illinois Central railway follows another north of the city. 
South of Cherokee the deposits are still · abundantly traceable 
but they are as · a rule much lower; nevertheless they affect 
the configuration of the valley entirely acr?ss the county." 
. There are four ·distinct terraces traceable along the Little 
Sioux and all save the highest one consist partially of grayel 
a·nd sand. This one, which rises some hundred and forty feet 
above the river; is erosional and · consists of loess and Kans·an 
drift. In many places it is quite gravelly although no pits 
or other exposures are to be seen along its. edge. . While the 
altitudes of the others yary somewhat it is clear that there 
are at least three besides the one mentioned, one thirty to 
-forty feet, one sixty, to seventy-five feet, and one about a hun-
dred feet . above the river. ' 
The town of Washta is built on the lower terrace. A short 
distance north of the town a small pit shows at least ten feet 
of sand and gravel under about two feet of alluvium which 
may become thicker farther from the edge of the, terr'ace. In 
section 21, Willow township, this terrace consists of a thin 
veneer of gravel oyer . clay. There is grayel in this section, 
2.1so in the next higher terrace, whose vertical face shows: 
FEET. 
Alluvium""", .. . . " . .. . . . . .. ...... ,' , ..... " . .. , . , .... , " 7 
Gravel · and sand ....... . .. . .. . .... . .... . ........... ... ..... 2R 
Clay below. 
PeblHes aoout the size of hickory nuts are plentiful near 
the top of the, bed, but the lo-;ver part is largely sand. This 
terrace is . nearly one-quarter of a mile wide by ·a mile long. 
, In sections 19, 20 and 30 of Willow township this same 
;e1enty-footterr~ce is composed' largely ,of gravei, and while 
definite figures cannot be given, the thickness of this material 
is probably between twe~ty-five and :fifty feet. 
, . 
- - - ------ - - ----
PLATE IX-Gilleas pit showing steam c lam d ipper workin g on a s ixty foot f ace, Cherokee, Cherokee county. 
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The low terrace again comesin.to pron;tipence ,in sect!o~s 9 
and 16, Willow township. Here th,e area is aboutJwenty,.:five 
.acres ,and while the thickness of the 'sand, and gravel could 
not' be determined, the alluvium over~ying it is about .t4ree 
feet · A number of remnants of this, terrace are visible in the 
northeastern part of section 10, Willow township. , The, total 
.urea of these is perhaps ten acres. 
- -
The town of Quimby is built on the lower and middle ter-
races, mostly on the former. Usually the two terrapes do not 
,occur together. In the vicinity of. the town, whichever may 
be present has a ' width commonly from one quarter , to. one-
baH mile. To the south of the town good , exposures are want-
ing, but where wagon roads go from one terrace to another 
:gravel is invariably exposed. Northeast of town, a 'pit in sec-
tion 12, Willow township, exposes six feet of coarse and fine 
,gravel and sand under two or three feet of alluvium. . In the 
vicinity of the northwest corner of Silver township and on the 
, .east side of the river the lower terrace is about a guarter of 
a 'mile wide. A pit here shows three feet of alluvium over about 
ten feet of sand and gravel apparently suitable for road work. 
A part of this te!tace on the opposite side of the river and 
just west of the ' railroad bridge has been worked in 'the past 
.as a railroad pit. The .. company has now abandoned it" but 
farmers for miles around use the material for concrete and 
,other uses about the farm. The face shows a depth of twenty-
TIve or thirty feet of gravel and coarse sand, which is some-
what dirty where exposed. There are still some forty or fifty 
.acres in the terrace here which are , untouched. This same 
terrace is practically all gravel in the western 'part of section 
32 and the southwestern part of 29, Pilot township. ,The best 
location from which to excavate it is in section 28 of this 
township. The. terrace is about twenty 'feet above the bottoms 
-on which the Illinois Central track is built. , . In places its edge 
is quite close ' to the tracks and a spur one-half mile long would 
open a face of about the same length. Really ' good exposures 
are wanting here, and the depth could not be determined; but 
the gravel shows in different places along the road in'l8uch a 
way as to leave no doubt of its presence in , large quantities. 
1. 
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The 'seventy- and one-hundred-foot terraces are by far. the 
most important ones from section 21, Pilot township" to the 
city of Cherokee. The seventy-foot terrace has an area of 
sixty or seventy acres in . section 21. There , is a pit near the 
school house where fifteen to twenty feet of mate,rial grading 
from sand to coarse gravel is exposed and the lower limit has 
not been uncovered. The seventy- ' and one-hundred-foot ter-
races 'appear together ,in sections 8 and 15, Pilot' township. 
r.rhere are no good exposures in the former, though, gravel is 
usually present on the sides ,and in one' place there is a well-
defined spring line twenty feet below the top. The higher 
terrace is much dissected and there is plenty of evidence of 
gravel ill it even if good exposures do not exist. Where there 
are roads on the edges of this terrace they are usually good. 
This terrace has an average Width of over a quarter of a mile. 
There was formerly a railway pit about a mile south of Chero-
kee but it has been nearly worked out. 
From Cherokee north to the county line the, terraces may' 
be followed all the way' In section 14, Cherokee , township, 
are the pits of M. J. Gilleas and the Cherokee Sand and Grave} 
Company, perhaps the largest openings in the county. These 
pits are located on a terrace which rises ,some eighty 'feet above 
the river. The former exposes- some sixty feet of clean gravel, 
with occasionally large bowlders and clay balls and some clayey 
ocherous streaks. As much as 105 feet of this material have 
been opened at one time, part of it below water. In the pit 
of the Cherokee Sand and Gravel Company the same material 
may be seen. In this pit there is, near the edge of the ter-
race, a streak of clay three or four feet in depth which has 
the characteristics, of Wisconsin drift, and this is again covered 
lily gravel. I , 
An enormous quantity of these gravels remains unopened. 
On the property of these two companies perhaps twenty acres 
are . still available, and within a short dist.ance to the north 
are twenty or twenty-five acres which will in all probability 
yield the same material. 
The terrace along Mill creek which is described in 0 'Brien 
county ~ontinues to its union with the Little Sioux. It is al-
I 
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:ways drift, usually topped with gravel which varies from a 
mere veneer to, in certain places, up to eight or twelve feet. 
North of Che~okee the terrace is fifty-five to sixty f,eet above 
the creek, and bcomes gradually lower up the valley. It is 
perhaps forty feet high at .the county line. The gravels may 
be seen at innumerable places and are used almost wherev~r 
the 'rQad climbs the terra~e. Perhaps the best exposure is at 
a bend in the road in the southwest quarter of section 12, Lib-
erty township, where twelve feet or so of fine clean gravel 
and sand are in view. The bench is conspicuous for. some dis-
tance to the south of this point. 
Mill creek has essentially no flood plain. It flows in a de-
pression with low slopes of drift leading back to the terrace, 
which rises as jutting headlands of drift with gravel caps. 
'Good road.gravel is obtained from a low bench west of the 
creek floWing through Larrabee. . Remnants of this benGh occur 
at intervals south, and apparently blend into those of the high 
terrace of Mill creek. Parts of it extend up the creek and are 
conspicuous in north Cherokee and Cedar townships. 
Miscellaneous Gravels.-Aside from the gravel benches along 
Little Sioux and Mill creek and some of their tributaries from 
FIG. 17-Pilot. Rock. a Sioux qlU"artzi te bowlder four miles south of Cherokee. 
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the north and east which' have minoT "quantities, ther~ ,are no 
iI~lport~~tgra~el _ or . sa!1d d,eposits .~ th~ ~9Utt,ty. ' T4e s,Jr- . 
face 'mate:l-iaJs are Kans'a:ri 'drift and loess. Some' of the stream~, 
'. t ... .. ~ ~ .' " I,.' r . I' . N 
have deposited beds ,of sand and fine gravel as islands and bars 
b~t ~hese ,'~re n~t, dep~n:4abl~ in', ~it~~r .qu~ntitY.or 'qu~li~y, a:n<1 ' 
if 'Used at all it is only in a very small way. " ' 
, ' +h~ -to~ ~?~ ~~rr.ab~e pbt,a~ns gr,avel fr.,~'m a mound a mil~ , 
noxt~, of , ~<?'\VI). , In ,the , ~out~~ast ,quar:te~ . Qf section 10, : C~,dar , 
townsh~p. , fFm,ilar mou,n,ds oc,cur in west 34 of t4e 'same towp.-
sh~p: , T~e gravel . is somewha~ red ana clayey, and is said not 
to give' the best of satisfaction for concrete work. This mate-
rial appears to be very well 'proPQrtioned. 
Some gr.avels .(Buc{l.anan) are found beneath the loess III 
the northeastern part of' the county where streams have cut, 
, deeply into the drift. A little farther west, ,similar de,posits 
aI'le fairly common. ' 
CHIOKASAW COUN'l.'Y. 
SAND AND GR.A. VEL. , 
Deposits of sand and gravel suitable for road materials are 
abundant in Chickasaw county. Buchanan gravel in both the 
upland and valley phases constitutes by far the most impor-
tant source of supply in the county. 
Buchanan Gravels.-The great sheets and trains of gravel 
which were ' deposited as outwash at the time the Kansan ice 
was melting and gradually withdrawing from thi~ part of Iowa 
are very generally distributed, Like the su~face of the ex-
posed till, these deposits suffered from the effects of weather-
ing1 during the very long intervals preceding the coming of the 
Iowan glaciers and the distribution of the ' Iowan till. The 
gravels are red and rusty and aU feldspar~bearing fragments 
of 'the transported rocks are rotted, decayed, disintegrated. As. 
, in Howard, Buchanan and other counties in northeastern Iowa; 
tli.ere are 4ere ' two phases of the gravels, the 'upland phasb 
I ' . 
afd the valley llhase. In the .upland phase,. whi~h occurs in tl;1e 
htgher areas; the beds . are qUlte ' ~eterogeneous III that they ar~ 
composed of fine sand, pebbles,· cobbles, and - small bowlders 
, ,. • ! •. 
" , I' 
t •• " 
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·FIG. 18-B'uchanan gravels showin'g 'the upland phase, Nashua, Chickasaw co'unty, 
', .' _ ~ ft .... ~ .'. '" . 
ranging up to a foot in diameter. The valley phase is made 
up mostly of small polished q-qartz pebbles, with little . or no 
~:;tnd,- and without _the. .l::;trg-er. cohbles. and bowlders . . .. 'rhese de-
posits ar~ . discu.ssed in more detail in the report on : Bu0han~n 
county. .' .,. . t·, 
. Upland Phase.-'-A number of · deposits of very" typical; 'fer-
Tuginous; upland gravels occur iri: arid around · New Hampton; 
Jf.he foundation for the extension of the German " CMl:tol~c 
church was excavated in such gravels. A very characteristic 
bed is seen at the ·creamerYi ,one-four.th of a ·mile south of ·the 
Gre.at : Western railway ;:;t-ation. The gravels. are · v.ery ·deep]y 
s-tained with .. iron rust; the' iron ·constituents bfling , ,~mpletely 
oxidized: ," Some"parts ,of the :beds are whollY·,or .. partially ce-
·m.ented ·, into a .c0nglomerrate" .and ,ther~ ,· ar,e .many 'h011bw clay 
itonstones;·., .. There· 'are · the . usual . decayed . ,granites ·and, other 
ieldspa.thic::. rocks: ready .to , crumble to .. ij1in~te i 'ragments whe1!. 
'removed from their surroundings ~nd there are also some hard, 
" 
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nndecayed cobblestones which retain the glacial striae. The 
bed was cut through in grading for the railway, and a section 
ten feet in thickness is exposed. Less than one-half mile far-
ther south the railway has cut through another and more ex-
tensive bea of the same oxidized gravels in which are found 
all . the characteristics of the upland phase. :At this point the 
deposit . forms an esker-like ridge, and east of the railroad 
there is a very large· pit from which mat~rial has been taken 
and used in tlJ.e improvement of the adjacent streets and roads. 
It is almost universally the cas'e throughout northeastern Iowa 
that the lower part of deposits of upland gravels is made up 
of cross-bedded sands, while the coarser materials-the pebbles, 
eobbles and bowlders-are foimd only in .the upper part of the 
section. This feature is very strikingly illustrated in the pit 
last mentioned. There is another large gravel pit at New 
Hampton two or thre~ hundred yards west of the railway 
ahd south of the creamery. There is not the usual amount of 
<joarse material in the upper p~rt of this exposure; erosion may 
have carried it away; the excessive staining of the . sand in 
, the pit. would indicate that such material had once been present 
in its ordinary position, for pure quartz s'and could not furnish 
anything which by oxidation would give rise to ferruginous 
8taiJ:~.s. 
Two miles southeast of New Hampton there are some new 
chts which show a comparatively thin sheet of Buchanan: 
gravels lying between beds of blue l;{ansan and yellow Iowan 
drift. At one point the Iowan till arches over a low, narrow 
ridge of the gravels. Farther on, the Buchanan deposit be-
comes thicker, and the bottom of the cut, occupied by the sandy 
phase of . the formation, is above the surface of the Kansan 
drift. 
It is not necessary nor would it be profitable, to mention all 
the observed exposures of the upland gravels. From descrip-
tions already given anyone interested will be able to r~cognize 
these beds at sight. For the purpose merely of indicating their. 
general distribution, reference may be made to a typical section 
in a road cut on the west side of the southwest quarter of the 
southwest qua·rter of section 3, Fredricksburg township, and to 
" 
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another near the opposite corner of the county, in the south-
east quarter of the southeast quarter of s'ection 21, in the north-
ern part of Deerfield tOwrlship, within less than a mile of' the 
Howard county liM. Another excellent example occurs in a 
cut made for the wagon road through a high ridge near the 
'southeast corner of the northeast quarter of section 9, Chicka-
saw township. This is probably the thickest deposit of the 
gravels found in the county. Near the bottom of the hill there 
are a ~umber of small springs and seeps, presumably at the ' 
line of contact of the gravels with the underlying . KaJnsan 
clay. On the upland one-half mile east of Chickasaw there is 
a pit deserving notice for the reason that from it has been 
taken the 'lIlaterial for making one of the be,st pieces of road 
in the county, that between Ioriia and Chickasaw. An exposure 
of the upland type of gravels is seen in an unusual position 
at the north end of Brasher street in the city of Nashua. The 
bed occurs only a few feet above the level of the Cedar river, 
and yet it shows none of the characteristics of the valley phase 
of these deposits. 
Valley Phase.-The valley gravels are so universally dis-
tributed along all streams that it seems scarcely necessary to 
do more in ,discussing their distribution than simply , to men-
tjon the fact. There are extensive deposits about Lawler. Far-
ther up Crane creek the valley gravels take the form of fairly 
well defined ' terraoes', as near Jerico in Jacksonville township. 
Along the Little Cedar from above Bassett to Bradford there 
is an almost continuous sheet of gravel covering the bottom 
of the valley. The broad bottom lands through which the con-
verging branches of the Wapsipinicon .flow in Dayton township, 
are underlain with gravel which affords perfect underdrainage 
to what ' would otherwise be wet and swampy land. It will 
be sufficient to say that every stream course of any consequence 
has its valley trains and that no part of the county is far re-
moved from an abundance of the best possible materials for 
the improvement of the country roads. 
I . 
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The' -D'evoniari ' limest6nes are ' believed' to comprise the sur-
faMrMuntry rock over the entire 'county, with the chief sections 
exposed ' along the most important streams, especially in the 
western 'tier of townships, ' According to Professor: , Calvin, the 
beds are more or 'less magnesian throughout the entire series 
exposed, some of the beds, being so completely dolomitized as to 
resemble certain phases of the Niagaran limestone in Delaware 
and Dubuque counties. ' The predominating facies is a soft, 
earthy to gr'a,nular, noncrystalline limestone, oftentimes cav-
ernous. Crystalline calcite geodes are not uncommon. Rough 
stone' for local use only has b~en taken out from time to time 
at numerous points in the county, and lime has been burned on 
a sIP-all scale u:b.til recently, in the vicinity of Chickasaw. 
'The ' section located near the wagon bridge in Chickasaw 
shows twenty-five feet of heavy-bedded dolomite, which is much 
broken toward the surface on account of weathering. Lower 
down the beds are intersected by numerous joints. A large 
amount of chert in streaks and bands is' a striking feature of 
this section, and one very unusual in the Devonian. 
A section which occurs about one mile <north of 'Chickasaw, 
illustrates a flaggy facies of the ,Devonian. The stone as usual 
is highly magnesian and , occurs in. thin, even layers, varying 
from two to six inchesin thickness. There a~e numerous calcite 
lined caverns and 'some very perfect cl:j.lcareous geo~es present. 
A fairly representative f'lection showing the variable char-
acter ,of the Devonian beds as developed in the county, is ex-
posed in the, southeast quart~r of, 'section 3, Deerfielq. township. 
The sequen~e i~ as follows: 
FEET. 
7. Loam and drift ....... : : . : :: .. . ,~ . , .... , , , .... . . . . .... .'." , 2 
6, ' Limestone, thin-bedded; earthy a.1ld' lbadly weruthered ' . . : " . 3 
5, Limestone" hard ledge; 'dt;ab, ,colored, purer and mor,e crystal-
Line than 4 a,.nd ~ ... ' ............................... .. , 'I. 
4, Limestone, thin-bedded; becomes ' marly 'and concretionary 
"; on we~the;dng ..... : ' ..... " . ' ...... " . ....... ," " ,' ,"""., 2 
3, Shale, 'arena.ceous," yellow "anq plainly laminated .... ,'.,. , 4 
2. Limestone, hard, dark gray, layers six to ten inches in ' thick-
ness and now forms, fioo:r of, the , quarr~ I ' ••••• , • ' 1' • , , •• , • • 2 
1. Limestone, hard, not now exposed, but was quarried for-
merly ' ., ..... " : ..... . . .. "' . . "." . . ".,.. ..... .. . .... 3 
• 
, 
, '~ 
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It is evident from a ' casual' i.n.spection ~,f' the: ~hove sectio~ 
that the overburden of drift an,d worthle'ss material is p~a~ti­
cally prohibitive. While c~rtain ledges at ' numerous other 
points yield excellent structural material ' and stone of suita,b!e 
composition for a good q ality of lime, the high proportion 
of waste whi'ch must be handled makes a. large , production im'-
probable. The waste materials 'are as ,a rule not sufficiently 
indurated for satisfactory crushed stone ,products. 
FIG, 19-Quarry in ch e rty dolomitic beds at the Gypidula comis horizon a short 
distance above the bridge at ChicH:a~aw. ' 
The Chickasaw quarry just above the wagon bridge repre-
' sents a long narrow stnp extending north and shows the fol-
lowing sequence' of beds: ' 
CHICKASAW QU~RY. FEET. 
4. Str'ip.p[ng .............. , ...... . . . . , .. . .. , .. .. . , .. , .... '" 1+ 
3. Limestone, dolomitic, gray" earthy, ' fine.grained, ' much bro-
ken and mixed with clay; siliceous .. ........ .. ... .. .... 5 
2, Dolomite, gray, darker than Nos. 1 and 3' thin bedded, ,beds 
separ3lted by thin chel't bands in lower half; some chert and 
calcite throughout; fossiliferous and siliceous.... .... .... 10 
1. Dolomite, gray, earthy, fine even grained, less chert and 
more calci'te, gr3ldes up to 8 inches in diai:neter ; calcite 
throughout; fossiliferous and siliceous ..... . ... ........ . 10 
" 
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These beds furnish materials of fair ' quality for road and 
concrete work. NUlJ.!.erous outcrops appear to the north but 
Jittle quarrying lias been do·ne. The Huffman and Herman 
quarries do not show anything new. The stone used in the 
constr.uction of the North Washington church was obtained 
, from a quarry located near the IDlddle of section 4, Chickasaw 
township, on the H. M. Lighthall farm. The quarry shows beds 
less magnesian than the beds exposed in the Chickasaw .quarry. 
CLARKE COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The interg~acial gravels are almost wholly concealed in 
Clarke county and the present streams have done but little 
work in the classification and accumulation of materials suit-. 
able for road and concrete work. The loess-covered Kansan 
drift is the surface material, the old leached a~d iron-stained 
surface clays being visible everywhere. 
The only possible source of sand in the county (the quantity '. 
of gravel is negligible) are the bars and beds in the streams. 
· Some of these beds, while not very deep, are quite persistent, 
notably in Squaw creek west and northwest of Osceola. ~he 
creeks are commonly dry in the summer months, and the bot-
toms are lined with sands which have been aC<)umulated from 
. the washed rrl.aterial~ from the ' hills. This sand consists for 
the most part of fine grains of quartz, and is usually quite 'dirty. 
Occasionally a small amount is clean and white, but most of 
it carries a high percentage of clay washed in from the neigh-
boring slopes. 
Road and bridge contractors and oth~rs report that occa-
sional small pockets of dirty gravel have been encountered 
in the drift hills, but none of these has been known to contain 
more than a few yards. Practically all of the sand and gravel 
used for concrete and other purposes in the county is shipped 
· from Des Moines or other towns on Des Moines river which ' 
are within reasonable shipping distance. 
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STONE. 
The Missouri underlies practically the whole of Clarke 
county, but good exposures are rare, owing to the heavy drift 
mantle and the nonindurated character of the stratified rocks. 
Limestone beds outcrop along -the south branch of Whitebreast 
creek in Green Bay township, about six miles south of Osceola, 
and numerous crops appear along the south branch of Squaw 
creek in Ward toWnship. Several quarries have been opened 
along the creek last named, and a large quantity of stone has . 
been quarried and used for foundations in the principaJ resi-
dences and many of the business blocks in Osceola. Two quarry 
sections given below afford a fair idea of the beds of commer-
cial value. 
The Carpenter quarry, located four and one-half miles north-
. west of Osceola, . and aboilt one-fourth mile west of Squaw 
creek : 
FEET • 
. 5. Drift, with limestone bowlders, variable in thickness; at-
tains great thickness in the bluff, rut ,the , face .. , , . . , . .. 2-4 
4. Limestone, hard, brittle; ledges uneven,gray to blue, weath-
ers almost white; fossiliferous; 2 to 4 inch clay parting.s 
'near the base ..... , . .... , .. . '. , . , ........ , , , .... , , . , . , . , . 7 
3. Limestone, shaly to olayey, in places clay only , .. , ... ,", .. 1 
2. Limestone, hard, tough, fossiliferous; ranges from gr ay to 
blue. The upper layers are fairly even, and -range from 
6 to 8 inches in thickness , . . .... , , , , , . , .. , . , .. , , ... , , , , . . 4 
1. Shale, exposed .. ,: . , .. . , .. " ... . , ., ... , ' ,., : . , .... , ... ,' 4 
The following section is taken from the vicinity of Short's 
quarry, which is located in the nor:thwest quarter of the south-
east quarter of section 2, Ward township: 
FEET, 
7. 1')rift and weathered limestone ... ,', . ....... ,." .. ".,., .4-10 
6. ' Residual clay .... . . . ... " . . . ,., . ...... "................ F/~ 
5, Compact, gray limestone in 5 ledges: 8 inch, .14 inch, 2 inoh, 
2 inch clay parting, 4 inch, 1 inch clay ' parting, 14 inch 
ledge. Total .. ..... ... .. .. . .. . .... ... ,. .. .... .... . ..... 3'%. 
4. Fossiliferous, gray limestone separated from number 3 by 2 
inches of clay .... . . .. .. . . ........... . ........ ... .. ..... F /3 
3. Buff limestone, hard and fossiliferous below, separated by 
thin clay seams ... ... .. ..... .. .... . .... . .. ... .. . .. .. . .. . ' 1 
2. Soft, weathered limeston'e .... .... ... .. ....... '. . . . . . . . . . . 1 
1. Buff limestone, passing into gray, fossiliferous ledges be-
low..... ... . ... .... .. . ... ... ... . .. . . . . ............ . .... 2'/ .. 
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;Building stone only has been produced. The entire assem-
blage of beds is well adapted for crushed stone products. 
One-half mile farther' up this creek at the Cart.er quarry, the 
limestone is seen to r est _ on a heavy bed .of yellow to bluish 
calcareous shale, nine feet thick, eight inches of which are ' 
exposed. u 
CLAY COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The gravel and sand deposits of Clay county are similar in 
nearly every r espect to those of Dickinson county. The flood 
wate.r~ from the melting ice carried down large amol:\nts 6f 
material which choked the stream channels, and which appear 
today as terraces above the present flood plain. The morainal 
area in the eastern part of the county furnishes materials de-
pos'ited by the ice in the glacial hills, but these are much in-
ferior in amount and quality to the river gravels. 
Stream T erraces.-The Little Sioux river, by far the most 
important stream in Clay county, was one of the prinCipal out-
lets for the glacial flood waters. Deposits of gravel and sand 
have been noted along it far up into Dickinson county (see that 
report), and they become of even more importance through 
Clay and Cherokee. 
In the report on Dickinso:Il county mention in some detail 
will be made of the Milford terrace. This terrace proper has 
no direct relation to any stage of the present stream, the ma-
terials having been deposited by an older river, doubtless fol-
lowing the same general direction, but at a much higher leveL 
There is however a lower terrace that may be followed from 
Milford south wlhich seems to bear a much closer. relation to 
the present stream. 
The high Milford terrace grows rapidly less prominent when 
the Clay county line is crossed, and it is of ,no consequence 
more than three miles south of this point.- Gravelsbelonging 
to it may be seen in sections 1 and 2, Waterford tOWuship, be~ 
yond which they blend into 'the general ~plarid . '. , 
The low terrace flat; which has been referred to as probably 
the work of the present stream, ,appears to expand and to be 
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continuous with the great broad plain which lies west of the 
river all the way to Spencer. As will be noted in connection 
with Dickinson county, this bench .is due to drift whose surface 
has been leveled by a layer of graveL This bench occupies the 
broad flat between Little Sioux and ' Ocheyedan rivers all the 
way from Spencer to Everly. 
These gravels are exposed at ~any road crossings along the 
river, as between sections ' 6 and. 7, and in sections 20, 28 and 
on down the riv~r. The bed is seldom over eight or ten feet 
in depth, and rests upon drift clay which extends up perhaps 
fifteen feet above water. The contact is evident from a bog 
spring line along the escarpment . . It is often possible to get 
the gravels wi~h but little stripping, but the depth of cover in-
creases back from t.he stream. 
Above Spencer there is no well defined terrace on the east 
side of the river, but a more or less gradual slope blends into 
the upland. Oftentimes, however, near the river and for some 
distance back, redistributed recent dirty gravels are opened up 
. and serve very well 'for road materials. Such may· be seen on 
. the south sides of sections 5 and 6, southeast and southwest cor-
ners of section 21, southeast corner of section 26, all in Summit 
township. 
Although the whole broad flat between Spencer and Everly 
is underlain 'Qy gravels they are seldom encountered in ordi-
nary shallow excavations. It is usually possible to obtain at 
little depth most excellent clean fine gravel and sand in which 
. the largest pebbles are seldom over one inch in diameter. The 
best exposure is at the wagon bridge just west of Spencer where 
a pit has been opened. The gravels may be seen occasionally 
at other places, as in section 7, southwest corner of 15, north-
west corner of 23, and southwest corne~ of 13, Riverton town-
ship. 
Southeast or Spencer the river valley narrows rapidly. At 
and east of Spencer the gravels underlie, the plain on both sides 
of the river and are made use of at many points. In the city 
pit near . the northeast corner of section 19, the gravel is cov-
ored with two or three feet of soil and alluvium and is itself 
permeated with yellow clay. , Six feet of, gravel are available 
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here, part of ,which is ,cemented ,by a calcareous cement. The 
top coarse bed rests upon cleaner materi;:tl below, the latter 
being three or 'four feet deep. to water leveL At the top of the 
sand ·is a band of iron-stained coarse pebbles. 
Excavations in the streets of Spencer show the saine clayey 
gravel above, but fine clean 'gravel and sand below ten or twenty 
feet. • 
Besides these there are three or four pits close by, showing 
the s;:tme beds. One is that of W . 1. Harris, and another at the 
tile plant in the no'rthpart of the city . . An open pit iii. the 
middle of the west side of. section 19; Freeman township; has 
supplied some gravel for the town · of Dickens, ' but this city 
now gets its material along the stream southeast of · town. 
~outh from sections 25 and 26, ' Sioux township, the terrace 
gravels occur only'in isolated patches as low benches, more often 
on the east than on the we'st side of the river. The bench is 
inconspicuous, but may be observed on both sides of the river 
at the north ' side of section 2, Gillett' Grove township, and also 
east 'of the stream at the town of Gillett Grove. It affords good 
gravel for any purpose, but is usually covered with two to four 
feet of sandy or loamy black wash, which has apparently been 
a hindrance to a more common and much needed use on river 
bottom roads in generaL 
" The moraine at Gillett Grove seems to have given new mate-
rial, and fro;m this point on south high gravels appear capping 
jutting hills of drift They appear kamelike, hl,lt i:Q, Herdland 
township, especially in sections .16, 21, 2~, : 27, 33 and 34 'the 
bench is such as to leave no question of these knobs being rem-
nants of a high terrace twenty-frye to thirty-five feet !lbQve 
water. Wh~re the r iver cuts back across the cqrner of the 
county at Peterson the gravel terraces are sometimes a bare 
veneer on drift , and again deep deposits. West of Peterson 
and in the edge of '0 'Brien county is a well defined be'nch, and 
gravels are' eiposed at many points along the railway. These 
are twenty-fiv~ to forty feet :above the water. 
( ~,.. .., . ( 
, There are no gravels aloIfg Mead,ow brook or the large 'stream 
which is the Dutlet of" Trumbull lake. 
<oi • ~ .. : : ~ I ~ c' •• , 
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On Willow creek below Greenville.the .railway h!ls used gravels 
from the hill tops. These seem to be a, part of the high bench 
of the Sioux. 
' . Buchanan Gravels.-Along the streams that have deeply in-
eised the drift "SQuth of Spencer there are often expo,Sed and 
used iron-stained grav~ls that, in position beneath. a loesslike 
cover and passing down into the drift itself, bear the same re-
lations~ips as are so commonly found i~1 Lyon and Sioux 
counties. Professor Wilder calls the dri:f.t in these latter 
counties Kansan, to which the Clay county .drift bea~s a close 
resemblance •.. Such gravels are opened and .used at the south-
east corner of section 3, Gillett Grove towhship. There is also 
a clayey phase of the same which is good .for road matenal on 
the east side of the northeast quarter of section 10. 
At Gillett Grove gravels similar in character to these are 
taken from the road at the . southwest corner of section 30, 
Logan township. These are coarse and highly iron-stained, the 
abundant granites being all weathered so that the shovel cuts 
easily through them. They' are covered by folir to five .feet of 
.material which is not loess, but is loesslike except for the pres-
ence throughout of small igneous pebbles up to an inch or so 
in diameter . 
. Morainal Gravels.-The Altamont ' moraine, the ridge of 
knobby hills which marks the terminus of the Wisconsin drift 
sheet, crosses the eastern portion of Clay county, its maximum 
advance over the border being some seven miles, as determined 
by MacPride. South of Ruthv-en, in Palo Alto county, morainal 
knobs may be seen, and there are others in northeastern Clay 
county. Some isolated knobs of the Ruthven moraine in east-
ern Clay county are composed almost entirely of gravels. There 
is a mound of this type' just south of Elk lake. 
Near the northeast corner of section 36, Gillett Grove town-
::;hip, is an ol~ pit far up on the hillside: The features here 
appear morainic and although Macbride maps the moraine a 
quarter of a mile to the (last, these are no doubt kame gravels. 
A n~ber of gravelly points lead to the southeast. The gravel 
is coarse, and' there is said to be little if any sand. There ap-
12 
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pears to be ,an unlimited quantity of gravel here, and all from 
the level of the railroad to. thirty or forty feet above. 
These expOSUTe are types of what may po'ssibly be found in 
any of ,the knobs of this moraine. As a source 'of local, and ', 
perhaps even more, than local supply, these drift hIlls consti- .-
tute a gravel resource that is well worthy of investigation. 
OLAYTON COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The gravel supplies of Clayton county seem to be confined 
I ohiefly to the major stream yalleys, although there are some 
deposits on 'the uplands. There do not seem to he many rem-
nants of the old filling of the Mississippi valley, ,chiefly, per-
haps, because the main channel is, along Ii consideTable part of 
the county's extent, close to the Iowa side and so has cut away 
what deposits were formerly present. The town of Guttenberg, 
however, is built upon a terrace of gravel which extends along 
the foot of the bluffs for nearly three miles. This terrace is 
about twenty feet high at the river edge at the middle of its 
extent and' slopes away, from the stream. It gradually fades . 
out north of the town, where it is only four or five feet ·above 
the river, and to the south it merges with the flood plain of 
Miners creek. .Just ' south of the creek is a terrace of similar 
gravel which has been extensively used by the Chicago, Mi l-
waukee & Saint Paul Railway Company for ballast. 
The small valleys opening into the Mississippi do not carry 
any terraces or other extensive bodies of gravel or sand, so 
far as can be observed. Some of the creeks contain high banks 
or terraces but these seem to be composed of other material, 
peThaps waterlaid clays and silts. 
The most impoTtant sources of supply of gravel and sand 
for this county , are the gorges of Turkey and Volga rivers. 
Practically exhaustless stO'res are found here and these will be 
increasingly useful as their value becomes better appreciated. 
The wide plain through which the Turkey meanders across 
Marion township contains· no well-developed terrayes' although 
some patches of ,rather fine sand are present. All along its course 
through Boardman . township, ,however, terraces are , abundant 
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and of considerable size. In the Vicinity of Elkader thesE) are 
especially large arid prominent. A considerable part of the town 
on the east side of the river is built on terrace material and there 
are also some extensive banks on the west side. Near the depot 
" , 
a pit has been opened up and shows inter stratified oxidized sand 
and gravel with a considerable proportion of forei~ pebbles 
and limestone fragments. The bed is quite typical of the Bu-
chanan gravels. , 
Across the river and about two blocks north. of the bridge an-
other pit was opened some year's ago and showed two to four 
feet of fine clay above, then five feet of very coarse material con-
sisting of limestone , fragments, many somewhat waterworn, 
numerous foreign pebbles and rather coarse sand. The upper 
six' inches are much rusted and somewhat indurated. Below 
this coarse bed come six to 'eight feet of somewhat finer gravels 
with less limestone. This layer, like that above it, shows no 
· bedding. The bed below it, extending to the bottom of the pit, 
· consists of rather fine gravels, strongly cross-bedded, with some 
layers coarser than others. This gravel is said to make excel-
lent concrete as it packs very well and needs less cement than 
many gravels. The terrace extends one-half mile up the river. 
In the northw:est quarter of section 26, Boardman· township, 
the river makes a bend to the west, and impinges against a bank 
forty feet high. It has made a good exposure of the materials 
filling the old valley at this point. The lower part of the ex-
posure consists of silts and clays with interbedded sands. The 
upper ten or fifteen feet are gravel and sand layers intercalated. 
· Some of the coarser layers are iron-stained and are red or dark 
gray. About eight feet of loess overlies these beds. This ter-
, race extends some distance 'toward the town and the Catholic 
c~metery is built upon it. 
About half a mile almost directly east of here, across the 
river, the terrace is well exposed along the railroad. It is about 
fifty feet high and is covered by three or four feet of loess. The 
upper part is stained with iron; especially in its coarser .por-
tions. There is much waterworn limestone in the upper"few 
feet. The lower part is apparently finer: This terrace has an 
7J 
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extent Of at least one-fourth mile along the railroad and is sev-
eral hundred feet wide. ) 
Some terraces and banks ,of gravel are seen in the valley of 
Roberts creek up which' the railroad runs from Elkader, and 
,some deposits. of sand and gravel occur on the broad ridge 
which divides this creek from the master stream to the west. 
Along the road leading into Elkader from the south, in the 
southwest quarter of section 26 and between s.ections 34 and 35, 
extensive deposits of the upland phase of the Buchanan gravels 
are found capping the hills.' In the northeast quarter of the 
northeast quarter of section 34 the road has been cut into these 
to a depth of ten to twelve feet on the ' north slope of the, hill. 
The gravels are clayey, coarse and very much weathered ,and in 
. places quite well cemented. Much chert is present, doubtless 
derived from the Niagaran limestone. On the hilltop the gravels 
, are capped by eight to ten feet of loess. The exposure is a bout 
150 yards long and lies 200 feet above the river. 
At Motor, in the southeast quarter of section 6, township 92, 
range 4, the terrace reaches a height of sixty feet above the 
river. The lower thirty feet are not exposed, but above this 
level are twenty feet of coarse gravel, with but little fine sand. 
Above these are six feet or more of very fine, clean sand. At 
, Rome distance from the edge the teITace is overlain by several 
feet of loess. 
In the ne~ghborhood of Elkport ' the terraces are finely devel-
oped. At the junction of tb,e Volga and the Turkey is a double 
terrace, the upper part of which is sixty-five feet above the river 
and the lower from thirty-five to forty. About half a mile up 
Elk creek valley is another remnant which is seventy feet above 
the water and is underlain by rock waste and residual material. 
In East Elkport is a similar terrace which extends for one~half 
mile along the river. All of these' fragments of the old valley 
train are sjmilar in character. They consist of fine, clean sand 
with but little coarse matter except some limestone and chert 
fragments. 
Again, 'at Osterdock the, terraces are of considerable size. 
'.I~hey rise to, an 'elevation of forty feet above the flood plain, 
which in turn is about twenty feet above the river. The contents 
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are chiefly fine yellow sand, in places with very little gravel. 
. Such coarse material as is present is chiefly chert and limestone. 
The terrace is surfaced with two to four feet of loess, the two 
materials being quite sharply delimited. The loess often rests 
on a sloping face of. gravel. 
The terraces continue down the river at intervals to Millville 
and at the railroad station there is a considerab~e body of sand 
. which extends for some distance up the small · tributary valley 
w~ich enters from the north: The 'terraces are about forty feet 
high and consist mainly of rather fine, fresh sands. Below Mill-
ville there are no terraces nor any large bodies· of detrital mat-
ter, only a little clinging to the rocky walls. Little Turkey river 
does not seem to bear any deposits of any importance. 
Volga river is bordered by numerous remnants of, terraces, 
such as those in section 10, Sperry township, just east of Volga, 
in the lower course of Hewett .creek in section 11 and at Meder-
ville, Littleport and the lower re·aches of the Volga valley. Some 
FIG. 20-Sand and gravel wash from t errace n ear Littleport, Clayton county. 
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of the sand beds of this v~lley are at cqnsiderable elevations 
above the river and at unusual distances f;rom it. This is espe-
cially true in sections 12 and 13 of Sperry township, where sandy 
hills are found nearly a mile from the river and at elevations 
of about 150 feet above the stream. These may PQssibly be of 
aeolian origin. Bowlders are also quite abundant in this locality. 
At Littleport there is an extensive bank along the railroad 
composed of .clean, yellow, rather fine ,sa,nd· with some pebbles 
up to one or two inches in diameter. These are of the usual 
foreign types, limestone and chert. The structure of the bank 
seems to be the same from top to bottom, a , distance of about 
forty feet, except that a thin stratum at the top is somewhat 
oxidized and is rather coarser than the material below. About 
, -
three feet of loess overlie the sands. Similar depositi3 are found 
across the river and also between this point and. Elkport. 
Several deposits of upland gravels are found near the Volga. 
In sections 4 and 5 of Sperry township there are coarse gravels 
and finer r eddened sands 100 feet above the river. On top.of a 
ridge in the southwest corner of section 27, Volga township, is 
a bed of coarse gravel with some large bowlders. On the hill in 
8ection 35, just west of Elkport, is a bed of badly weathered 
gravel with large amounts of coarse material, chert and foreign 
pebbles. A similar bed occurs on a hillside in the southeast 
quarter of section 36. Again on a hillside in section 17 of the 
, 8ame township, Volga, are exposed about eight feet of coarse, 
, red, fer!uginous gravels with abundant cobblestones of quartz, 
granite and other varieties, many of them much decayed. One 
or two feet 'of loess cover the gravels. A little farther down the 
road is another exposure of . similar materials. 
A little Buchanan gravel shows at the roadside on the north 
line of section 24, Clermont township, Fayette county, one-fourth 
. mile north of the Williams quarry. This is evidently an outlier 
. from a larger area which is exposed in Grand Meadow town-' 
I ship, Olayton cQunty. A pit ' has been -opened in this in the 
; southeast quarter of section 18, Grand Meadow; on the Williams 
, farm, ~nd ' expose~ a bank thirty feet high. From. this point the 
deposit extends south~ast along the northeast fac·e of the long 
ridge which is capped by Niagaran limestone. ' It is found in 
• 
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sections 19, 20, 28 and a'cross a gap in' the Niagaran south to the 
Turkey river across Marion township. One well sunk in the 
gravel is reported to have f~und ' a thicknes's of 100 feet above 
the rock. ' " " , . ', 
STONE, 
All of the major, divisions of the Ordovician are well devel-, 
oped in Clayton county and all supply products of. economic im-
portance. ,The principal quarry horizons are confined to the 
Prairie du Chien and Galena-Platteyille. The outcrops of. the 
Prairie du Chien formation are confined to the Mississippi river 
and its immediate tributaries in Mendon and Clayton townships, 
disappearing under the river a short distance north of Gutten-
b{lrg. For the most .part the O~eota division is composed of a 
coarse, vesicular dolomite, varying from light gray to buff in 
color and showing but few bedding planes. The lower thirty or 
forty feet are in ledges varying f.rom two to four feet in thickness 
and have been quarried at several points near McGregor and 
North McGregor. The beds near the top are sometimes cherty ' 
and some of the beds carry an abundance of calcite in the cav-
erns. ' Above the quarry ledges the dolomite is more massive, 
coarser in texture and show~ a decidedly pitted surface when 
weathered. As a general rule the upper fifty feet of the ;prairie 
du Chien contams thin bedded sandy or shaly layers aggregat-
ing about fifteen feet, which are overlain by brecciated and 'con-
cretionary beds" the Shakopee, aggregating a thickness of about 
forty feet. While the Prairie du Chien attains a thickness of 
more than two hundred feet in the county, only the lower beds 
already described have been quarried, and even these only in 
it small way. . " , 
The Galena-Platteville supplies two 'well known quarry hori-
zons which ,Qor:respond in a general way to the "Lower" and 
" Upper'" quarry beds of Dubuque and other , counties. The 
lower horizon is sometimes known as the "Lower Buff Beds" 
and consists of a fine-grained ma~eslan limestone which occurs 
in layers ranging from eight inches to thrE;l~ or even four feet 
in thickness. ' It-is blue on fresh faces but upon exposure weath-
ers to a buff co;lor. It breaks readily alciitg bedding planes into 
slabs of almost any thickness a~d is cut by suffl.ci~nt'vertical joint 
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planes to facilitate quarrying. These lower .beds are being de-
veloped near McGregor and Guttenburg and are easily available 
at numerous other points. They comprise a thickness of from 
fifteen to twenty feet. The lower quarry beds are overlain by 
thin-bedded, very fine-grained and compact limestone somewhat 
unevenly bedded and. light blue-gray in color·. In pldces these 
beds are decidedly marly in character. They attain. a thicklless 
of twenty-five to thirty-five feet . These thin beds are overlain:by 
the "Gree:ri Shales" of the Minnesota g.eologists. The second 
important qua~ry horizon is near the top of the Galena-Platte-
ville and develops the dolomitic beds of the Galena. Numerous 
quarries have been opened in these beds, including those in the 
vicinity of Monona, Elkader, Ga:rnavillo, St. Olaf; Farmersburg, 
in Cox Creek township,' the lime kilns at Guttenberg and nqmer-
ous other points. The upper Galena comprises a heavy bedded, 
wbcrystalline dolomite, rather coarsely granular, more or less 
vesicular and buff in color. It weathers very irregularly and 
presents a rough pitted surface when long exposed. The beds 
vary in thickness from a few inches to five feet or more. The 
lleavy beds often grade downward into a less heavily bedded 
mottled zone which is only slightly dolomitic. A few representa·-
tive sections of the Galena-Platteville are given herewith: 
CLAYTON SECTION. 
FEET. 
11. 'DQlomilte, heavy bedded (Galena) ... .' .. . .................. 150 
10. Shale, green, at the top of the Platteville .. , . . .' . . . . . . . . . . .. .2-3 
9. Limestone, similar . to No.7.... .. ................. . . . .. 8 
8. Shale, bluish green ..... . .. . ... . ........ ... . . ... .. .. :.... 2 · 
7. pmestone, in regular beds four to eight inches thick, 
very fine-grained and compact, blue and buff in color. 
Occurs in thicker layers than No.5 ......... . ..... . ; . . . ... 15 
6. Shales, green, calcareous, containing ·lenses and bands of 
limestones rich in fOlssils. Among Ithe most comm'on are 
Or this subaequ.ata and branching monticuliporoids .. . . . . 5 
5. Lim€stone, thin-bedded and compact, with marly layers 
one to two inches thick separating many of the beds. 
Latter are irregular iIi thickness and range from one to 
three inches. The marly partings do nOit always appear 
on fresh joint faces but . stand out on weathered surfaces 25 
4. Limestone, dolomitic, compact, blue when fresh but weather-
ing to buff on exposure; in even beds eight inches to two 
feet thick, contains few or no fossils . The quarry beds 
at Gutt€nberg and McGregor and the '''Lower Bluff Beds" of 
some wri,ters . . .. .. ......... .. ... . ...... . ..... .. :....... 25 
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FEET. 
3. Shale, green, immediately overlying the St. ·Peter sand-
stone . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ... ....... . . . . .. . ... .... ... .. . .... . . . 2 
2. Sandlltone (St. Peter) . .. .... . .... . ... ... :. ... ..... . .... 85 
1. Limelltone, Prairie du Chien, to low water in Mississippi. . 90 
GUTTENBERG SECTION. 
FEET.' 
5. Limestone, dolomitic, in heavy ledges, vesicular, coarse, buff 
colored, the typical Galena dolomite.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 
4. Limestone, magnesian, in beds two and three inches to one 
foot thick, mottled gray and buff, only partially dolomitized 
and containing sixteen per cent of magnesium carbonate; 
part of the rock is very ,;fine-grained, compact and gray 
colored, while other portions are buff and ·have a rough, 
coarser feel. Contains some chert in bands and scattered · 
nodules. In Ibhese beds are loca.ted the quarries' supplying 
rock for the lime kilns at the base of the bluff. .. ..... 60 
. 3, Limestone, gray, nonmagnesian, fine-grained, compact, in 
. thin and uneven beds. Lower portion not well exposed on 
the ridge, since it is partially covered with talus and soil. . 85 
2. Limestone, dolomitic, blue when fresh 'but 'weathering to 
buff, beds eight inches to two feet thick. In these "Lower 
Buff Beds" the quarries are located . ... . ...... . ...... : 15 
1. Sandstone, Saint Peter, not, exposed here, but known to rise 
ten feet above the river. 
ELKADER SECTION. 
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FEET. 
'5. Dolomite, liglht blue, rather compact, in ledges six inches ' 
to two feet thick. Some of the upper strata are separated 
by thin layers of reddish fissile .shale .. ..... . ... . . . .. . . 25 
4. Dolomite, light gray ·to buff, containIng many small cavities, 
ledges varying in 1lhicknes's from one to five feet; most of 
them' being over two feet thick .... .. ..... . .. ... ..... . .. '. 25 
3. Dolomite, buff, masSive, weaJthers irregularly, forming pitted 
surfaces ........ . . . ..... . . . .. .. . . .. . . ..... .. .... .. . ..... 70 
2. Unexposed ....... . . . . ... . ....... .. ... . ...... .... .. : .... . 35 
1. Limestone, nonmagnesian, in thin beds, compact, fossilif-
erous, contains chert nodules arranged in bands, exposed . 
• to riv'er .. .. . . ' ... . .............. . . . . . ....... , ........ '. ~. 25 
Numbers 4 and 5' in the above section are being quarried. 
Rock for the stone bridge in Elkader was obtained from this 
quarry. Numerolls other sections might be mentioned but the 
main features are given above. 
In places the entire ' assemblage of beds appears to be nOIl-
dolomitic, a feature which is not peculiar to Clayton county 
but is known to be characteristic of the Gal~na in northeastern 
Iowa. 
The Maquoketa division of the . Ordovician is more highly 
calcareous than equivalent beds in Dubuque and other counties 
• '. I I 
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to the , south and 'yet does not conta:~I/-y be4s which hav-e been 
qparried , ib, ,any. extent , in the , coup.ii: ' , ~TKe chert beds above 
the mid~l~ o,f the formation are suffi~iently indurated to be used 
for road material. ' 
The Niagaran limestone covers an extensive are~ ip, the south-
. ern portion of the county, an irregular area on ,the; divide be-
tween Volga and Tm:key riv!'lr~ ' 'and: srriaU ' .oliWer,s, in Grand 
Meadow and Marion toWnFJhips. A large nm;nber of outcrops are 
available',aJ.Op.g the niimeroUI;! s,tream, W;1Y,S.' ' Quarnes have been 
opened near-Gunder and 'Strawberry Point An extensive quarry 
is ope~ed just: acr~ss ~the line , in Fayette c~u~ty. The beds de-
veloped are sirriil,ar , to 'those available in Clayton cOl1nty. The 
Niagaran' b'eds are, somewhat variable but consist generally of a 
buff, heavy-bedded dcil?ririte, the' ledgesvarjing from two to 
four or, more ,feet in thickness. The Wilkes Williams quarry 
which.is d~scribed later under the discussion of Fayette county, 
may be accepted as repr'esentatiye . for the northern outliers in 
Clayton county. In section 15; Cass township, about one mile 
north of Strawb~rry 'Point, the foll~wi~g quarry sec~ion may be' 
obsetyed:,' " 1 , ,, ' .. , ' , , 
, : !.. , FEin. 
2. Dolom,i,te, coarse,textured, baff, .containing chert 'nodules, in 
' J Jedge&" :;ei~ht~n inches to ,three or, four feet thick. :: .... . 8-10 
1. Dolomite" lig.1l1t: gray, almqst white, finely crystalUne,. free 
" from c)1ert; in layers from four to eighteen inches, and -t"l'\"o 
and one-half feet in thickness. The thicker ledges can be 
, , " split 'iiito', "any " desir'ed thickries"s" a1on"g " la'mination" p~anes. 
The rock is "soft, when "first quarried and grows hard on ex-
posure .:', . .. .... , .. ....... . . . .. . : . , .......... :: ..... ,. 6-8 
Similar sections ' hav~ "been developed 'at ' o'ther points in the 
,neighborhood; : 'The beds are some ' sixty to seventy feet above 
the base' of- the Niagaran: ' They are almost white, " :fine~graimrd 
and rather soft when :first quarried al1d attain a thickness of 
twenty to twenty-five feet. " , 
, A description 'of a few other quarries and minor openings 
follows: ' ' I " . 
Along tJJ:e river ,ro,ad ,north of N ort,h McGnigo'{ in s~ction }o, 
Me,ndon township, ' is a qua,rry in the transition beds 'from, the 
Saint CroIX 'to the Oneota:' The' rock is' a"satla:sf6Il~ With 'caica-
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reous c~ment and effervesces freely with acid. About twenty 
feet .,of heavy ledges are exposed with several feet of waste above. 
This'(quarry was used, ,during the progress' of river .improvement. 
It is conveniently '19 cat.e d for u:;!e ' f~r road :work., " " 
'Along the old military road leading north from tom is the 
Langley quarry, opened in the heavy beds or'the Oneota about 
one-fourth mile ahove the . village; ' ltis fifty feet or so above the 
Saint Croix and about 100 feet below the top of the bluff. The 
stone is a hard, buff, granular dolomite, sqmewhat vesicular, with 
the vesioles s·tained by iron. About twenty feet of rock are ex-
posed in ledges one to_ three feet thick. Four feet of , waste 
overlie the solid rock. The slope above the quarry is very steep ' 
and unless'it be composed largely of rock will necessitate a large 
a:mou~t ',of s~ripping. ,,' "", .. 
At ~bout the center oi section 27, M,endon township, a short 
distance . south~est of McGregor, is the quarry of Frank Boyle. 
As given"by Leonard the section is: ' ,. , 
FIG. ' 21-Boyle quarry in lower buff beds, McGregor, Clayton county. 
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FEET. 
Fine-grained and compact limestone, light blue to buff....... 34 
Dolomttic limestone in ledges one to four feet thick, Iblue when 
fresh, but weart:hering to buff; the "Lower Buff Beds" .. 10-12 
These beds are near the base of the Platteville limestone, only 
a few feet above the Saint Peter, which is exposed along the 
road leading from town to the quarry. At one point Mr. Boyle 
has utilized th.e outcrop for the purpose of obtaining his sup-
plies of sand for use in laying cement and other similar work. 
The sandstone is 80 soft as to be· easily removable with pick and 
shovel. 
FIG. 22-Boyle sand pit in Saint Peter sandstone, near McGregor, Clayton county. 
There are unlimited quantities of rock easily available .in the 
neighborhood of Elkade·r. Stoops quarry may be taken as typi-
cal. It is located on the point of the ridge on the east side of 
the river .near the, county hospital. A section of the entire bluff 
appears above. The quarry shows: . 
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. FEl!1f. 
Waste rock . . .. ... . .. . ... . ..... . ... ... . . .... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Thin buff ledges, eight to twelve 'inoh€S thick .. . . . . ... . ... . 6 
Thin blue ledges, fine-grained, eight to twelve inches .. . .. ' " . . 6 
Heavy beds, the upper six feet and tlhe lower four feet in thick-
ness; buff, sugary dolomite .. , .. . ... . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 
Thinner 'beds, buff dolomite, twelve to twenty inches, at base of 
quarry . ........... .. .. . . ........ . . . ... .. .... . .......... 10 
This is now the Clayton county quarry. The town of Elkader 
has a No. 10 Western rock crusher installed for making ma-
<!adam and concrete material. ' 
About two miles below Guttenberg the Knudt quarry has 'been ' 
operated to a considerable extent 'for obtainip.g rock for use in 
river w.ork. The quarry is located in the river bluff about 
seventy-five feet above the Mississippi and the rock is removed 
by barge as the stream flows close to the foot of the bluff. It 
shows at the base twenty to twenty-five feet of the blue we-
grained beds described by Leonard on page 252 of his report. 
The layers as seen in the fresh face are from ~ight to twenty 
'inches thick. Above are from four to eight feet of'rather soft 
granular rock, probably dolomitic. Then 'there succeed twenty 
feet of gray, granular, vesicular, magnesian material. The 
quarry is probably located in beds 3 and 4 of Leonard's Gutten-
berg section. 
At the south end of the ridge between Miners creek and the 
Mississippi at Guttenberg the , Platteville beds are, quarried 
somewhat. Here the blue beds are overlain by the thin nodular 
layers of the Decorah shale and above are the thin beds of the 
Galena. The rock seems similar to that at McGregor, as shown 
in the Boyle quarry. ' 
One mile north of Luana the quarry of H. J. Walk showsl hard 
blue, fine-grained stone in beds ' six to. twelve inches thick. The'se 
are overlain by three to six feet of waste and loose rock. Some 
of the ledges are gray and softer than others. The quarry is 
near the top of the Galena. 
, This quarry, together with one acrQSS the road and one about 
one-half mile north, in Allamakee county, is at about the same 
level as those described from Cherry Valley in Allamakee county. 
The ' rock appears to be similar in character and appears fine 
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and-solid when in the quar'ry ledges. The quarries are all con-
veniently situated for installing crushers, especially the three 
near Luana, which are we.ll located, close to the road; and some 
of them high enough:to allow the use of gra\lity. 
. . . .. . . " ': . . ' . . . 
The Niagaran limestone is extensively ·quarried in the south-
western part of the county. A niile north of Strawberry Point 
in the north half of section 15, Cass toWnship, is the Sousley 
quarry, described by Leonard on page 277 of 'his report, and 
llear it is the Kirkpatrick quarry which shows : 
FEET. 
Waste rock ... _ ............ -.. .... ... ... , . ... ' .' '. ' ..... . - - ... . 
Thin-bedded; very cherty, yellawish dolomite somewhat water-
worn, jointed .. . .. .... .. .. ... . ... ' . .... ',,: .. .. ... . _ : . .- . . . . 4 
Heavy-bedded, white, fine-grained rock, some cherts, tendency 
to split into thin layers on exposure; shows small caverns 1~ 
Not exposed ......... ..... .. ...... :.,'. ............ . . .. .. ..... Ii 
Thin-bedded layers, bottom one 10 inches, light buff, crystalline, 
cherty ............ ....... .. ....... .. .. ....... _ .... ,' _ . . . 6 
The quarry, like most of those- in this part of the county, is 
located in a ravine some distance from the road. This makes 
the ' removal of stone rather difficult although the quarries are. 
easily opened . . 
On the east line of section 24, Cass township, is the Smith 
quarry, about one-half mile north of the road.- A considerable 
face is exposed here and rock is fairly easily obtained. The 
foundation for tlie new city hall at Strawberry Point was built 
of rock obtained at this quarry. The quarry shows the following 
section below a steeply ascending bluff face: 
FEET. 
Broken -ledges __ . . __ . _ ... . . . .... _ .. .. . . _ . . _ .... . .. '. ' _ . . .. ' ___ 2-3 
Thin ledges, six ' and twelve inches .. , _ . . ... . _ ........ _ . _ . . 1-1112 
Ledge of soft gray rock, rough fracture ,' ..... ..... . . . . _ ; . . . 2 
Light gr·ay to white, fine-grained rock, hard, some chert, in three 
or four ledges ... ................. . .. . . ..... . .. . . _ .... _ . . 6 
Similar rock in one ledge .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l lh 
Yellow, .sandy, finely crystalline ' dolomite, flinty, basal layer 
one foot, two thin layers four inches each . ......... 1'/. 
The best rock and that freest from chert is said to come from 
the two ledges immediately below the quarry floor. This quarry 
faces the same difficulty as those nQrth of town; that is, diffi-
culty of access. . 
Over the areas of this part qf Iowa, where-the Fort.' Atkinson, 
Galena or Oneota 'are surface r.ocks, the 'geest is sui'table 'foruse 
<?n roads,I-~spec~aliY' whim mingled with the chert from the lime-
stone. If gravel or crushed rock were mixed with this Clay it 
shoul~ mak~ good roaq mat'erlal. ,Several localities in Allamakee 
l:md Clayton countie.s show outcrops of geest. The areas 'ofth~ 
Nil:tgaran also show some patches of geest and ·in many case's' this 
clay is full o'f c4e!t £ragm,ents. ' An ,example of 'this is ' found 
south ' of ~trawberry Point at ' the cen~er of seetion 27; Casso 
~I~re is an exposu,re ' of' residual clfert and clay. rJ;his has been 
dug out anc~ used on the road 'leading to town with good results. 
-,;A... , little soil is used for 'surfacing. ' 
, , 
CLINTON' COUNTY. 
' , i:;AND AND GRA~, 
.. In the ,southern part of Clinton county. are a number of low 
ridges which have a general northwest-southeast trend and, blfl-." 
cau'se 'of their ,regulaiityform quite conspicuous 'features ,of the 
landscape. These are ' especially well developed in the vicinity 
of De Witt~ and as several of them have been. opened up .h~l'e, 
their constituents are well, revealed. The town of DeWitt, owns 
and. operates a large pit -in one or these ridges about one mile 
south of town, in the southeast quarter .of , the southwest quar-
ter of section 19, DeWitt township: ~his ridge is esker-like in 
Qutline, with the same gener,ai trend as th'e neighboring ones. 
The material is very irregular in distribution in different parts 
of the pit, but is, chiefly rather c.oarse gravel above with £ner 
gravel below. In pla-ces sand is abundant and the , entire ridge 
is capped with loessial sand, and loess. The coarse material, is 
quite largely limestone with foreign pebbles forming perl;taps 
one-half the mass. Much ,of this forei~ materiaJ is de,cayed, 
some of It so ml,fch so that it can easily be br.oken, into powder. 
Ther€ are , ~ome bowlders, but these are neither Gommo:p. ,nQT 
large. Very few of them have a diameter of over one foot. Some 
small blocks of liIl}F-cemented conglomerate: ar~ found in .the .pit. 
The uppel;' part of the .deposit is genenilly quite ,stroI,lgly, if OJ)-
stained, a~d in places the entire body is somewhat discolored, 
I· 
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though not so strongly as are typical Buchanan ·gravels. The 
pit" is twelve to fifteen feet deep. 
A few rods to. the northwest of this pit is another one in the 
same ridge. T·his one is owned by Scott county. A spur from 
the Ohicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad runs into . this pit 
and cars are hauled under a platform upon which the gravel is 
carried by means of wheeled scrapers. It is then dumped into. 
the cars below through a hopper in the platform. . . 
About one and one~fourth miles south of town, in the north-
west quarter of section. 30, a . small pit ha~ been opened on the 
. farm of Mr. Wallace. This is in a ridge in continuatIon of the 
series extending to the northwest, and which shows a similar 
constitution. There is a large proportion of limestone in the 
coarser material, the foreign pebbles are decayed and all the 
characteristics ally this deposit with others 'in the neighborhood. 
The gravel from these mounds has been used for concrete 
work as well as for road materiaL Many Of the streets . and 
roads in and around De Witt are macadamized with gravel and 
show great improvement over the sand· and dirt roads. They 
are much less trou\lled with dust and maintain an even, smooth 
roadbed. 
The ridges Mntinue west Qf town' towa'rd Grand Mound, and 
gravel may be seen in the rQad cuts across these, shQwing that 
they all have a common origin and similar composition. Some 
Qf the beds show a weathered 'Upper zone, reddened and oxidized, 
as is the case in the pits described abQve. In the southwest 
corner of section '14, about two miles west of town, one of these 
ridges has been opened up Qn the SQuth side of a small stream. 
The bank shows on top one Qr two feet of sand and loess, then 
about eight feet of much stained gravel, which is quite coarse in 
places, especially in the upper portions. -Bedding is not promi-
nent in .this part. Below this layer and sharply differentiated 
from it is a bed Qf clean gray gravel, rather fine and quite uni-
form o.f composition. This lower bed is about four feet thick 
to the bottQm 'Qf the . pit. T~e road has been cut through the 
ridge close by the pit and exposes four or five feet Qf fine sand 
Hbove the graveL Ho.wever, some of this thickness may be due 
to ·slipping. Above the sand is a loesslike clay. Across the road 
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to the northwest is another short ridge 'parallel to the one here . 
described ahd probably of simi~ar constitution. 
In the northwest quarter of section 16, Orange township, a 
little more than a mile east of Grand Mound, is an old pit ten or 
twelve feet deep, which was once operated by the ' Chicago & 
North Western Railway, and is now used by the town of Grand 
Mound. The Imaterial here is in general coarser than that at 
De Witt. It is not well exposed, ' but where recently used shows 
a much weathered, somewhat indurated gravel, pebbles having 
diameters up to two or 'three inches, being in considerable abun-
dance. In another place the gravel is much fresher and quite 
coarse. One bowlder three by one and one-half feet in diameter 
is complete~y decayed so that it is quite pulverulent. , Many others 
are decayed, completely or in part. Some of the bowlders pres-
ent are. two, three and four feet in diameter. 'There is a large 
quantity of material left in this pit and it shollld prove very use-
ful for road and concrete purposes. 
STONE. 
With the exception of a small area close to the Mississippi iIi 
Elk River and Spring Valley townships, which is underlain by 
the Maquoketa shales, the country rock of Clinton county be-
longs to the Niagaran stage of the Silurian. There are said to be . 
exposures of Niagaran limestone in every township in the county, 
save one, Berlin township. 
It is quarried particularly in the vicinity of Clinton, where 
considerable thicknesses of the limestone are exposed in the 
bluffs bordering the valley of the Mississippi. There are also 
many small openings from which stone is removed, that are scat-
tered so universally over the county that it is scarcely possible 
to segregate them into districts. Next to the Clinton quarries, 
in the depth of 'strata exposed as well as in commercial impor-
tance, come, no doubt, the group of small quarries in the south 
tier of townships near the Wapsipinicon and in the neighborhood 
of Wheatland, Calamus ana DeWitt. 
The Niagaran consists typically of beds of dolomitic limestone 
and dolomite, varying in nature from fine-grained, yellow, tpinly 
13 
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laminated and porous layers, to heavy beds as .great as six feet 
in depth, of brown to blUish gray compact stone. Chert in bands 
and nodules occurs very commonly throughout the Niagaran 
'strata.. As mentioned, the stone has been quarried at a number 
/ of localities in diffe'rent parts of the county. The follQwing char-
acteristic seeiions will afford ,an idea of the quality of the rock, 
the succession of the beds an.d the extent and possibilities of 'the 
building stone industry. They are taken in the principal quarry 
districts. ' 
Olinton Quarries.-The Clinton City quarry is located at 
Fourth Avenue and Bluff Road. The usable strata here consist 
of an upper four to five feet of soft, thin-bedded stone which 
grades into a somewhat firmer gray to bluish rock below. All of 
the beds are porous and often cavernous on a small scale. There 
are six to eight feet of weathered dolomitic residue and a varying 
depth of loess overlying the quarry. The lower beds are being 
used in city street work., 
The Thomas Purcell quarry is located at Eighth Avenue and 
. Sixth Street. A face of fifteen feet is open,' running nearly a 
block parallel to Eighth Avenue and consi,sting of strata similar 
to those described above. Below the upper five feet the beds are 
heavy; in some instances individual ledges are three feet thick. 
The bottom stratum ' contains nodules of white chert. Further 
quarrying here is)imited by the city improvements. 
The Union Park quarry belonging to the Turner Society and 
worked ,by Henry Jess,en is situated at the intersection of Union 
~treet and Bluff Road. 'A maximum of thirty feet of the Niag-
a.ran is exposed, covered by three to four feet or'drift and ten to 
twenty feet of loess. The upper portions of the dolomitic beds 
are fissured and weathered in places toa residuu.rU or "geest." 
The top beds are also soft and of an ochero.us yellow color. The 
bottom ledges are' denser, of a gray color and run one to three 
feet in thickness. Only the latter are solid enough for founda-
tion or otheri:mportant masonry w0rk. Th~ quarry is worked 
constantly, 'hand methods only being practiced. , The heavy and 
increasing amount of stripping necessary to obtain 'these lower 
.strata is a great handicap to extensive development. 
P.!'AT~ XH-'l'llOmas Carey quarry section showing the general character of the Niagaran beds of the region. The chert beds 
are rather prominent in the middle section. Clinton, Clintoll county. 
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The quarry of Thomas Carey on Fourth Street, near Lamb's, 
is the most extensive opening in Clinton; There is less of the 
worthless disintegrated material here above .the solid ledges. 
Thirty-five to forty feet of usable stone have been opened up 
and a large amount taken out. The 'individual beds vary in 
thickness from a few inches to three feet and products of any 
desired dimensions are obtainable. Fifteen ' to twenty feet of 
loess are removed to reach the quarry beds. The output con-
sists of foundation material and some dimension stone from 
the deepest beds, while the upper strata are crushed! for road 
and concrete work. The quarry is equipped with a portable 
jaw crusher made by the Western 'Wheeled Scraper Company. 
Near, Agatha Hospital in the city of Clinton is a, small quary 
which shows a face of sixteen feet of buff, vesicular, sugary , 
dolo~te with iron-stained cavities. In places tl}.e rock ~s mas-
sive, elsewhere it lies in layers six to twelve inches thick. At 
the east end of' the quarry the material has been broken for 
macadam. The upper part here is broken into spans, while 
the lower part lies in layers. The rock seems rather soft for 
road work. An overburden of two to six feet of geest and drift 
has to be removed before quarrying operations can be prose-
cuted. 
All along the base of the bluff are outcrops of Niagaran and 
several quarries have been opened up. The Cl1ase quarry 
showed a covering of sand below which are ten feet of soft, 
crumply material, evidently waste of the heavy top ledges of the , 
Agatha Hospital quarry. This has been ~aken out for road use 
, and is said ,to make good met8J.. It packs well and does not form 
dust. Below it are eight feet of bedded rock, buff, similar to 
that of the Hospital quarry, and at the same level. 
The Union Park quarry, near the head ot First Avenue, shows 
twenty feet of yellow dolomite in heavy beds, under three feet 
of Kansan drift and eight to ten feet of loess. ' 
The dolomitic beds are exposed at other points near Clinton, 
especially to the north in the vicinity of, Lyons and in many 
places in the hills to the west along small tributaries. 4-t all 
points the surface layers are usually badly honeycombed by 
weathering and solution, and often nothing remains but a yellow-
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ish . crumbling dolomitic sand or dolomitic clay residuum. It is 
therefore necessary to remove in most cases great q~a'ntities of 
the disintegrated portions to reach thEf deeper solid and more 
durable ledges. These surface materials are serviceable in the 
shape of crushed stone, although they" are not of'the best quality, 
even for this purpose. 
The accompanying section is . given as showing the general 
character Of the lower Niagaran beds to which the Clinton 
quarry rock' belongs:* 
FEET. 
6. Drift ................................ .. ...... , ...... : ... 5 
5. Geest ................................................. .. . 3 
4. Porous and yellow, dolomitic limestone, irregularly bedded, 
full of small crevices lined with calcareous incrustations. 
This is known 'as "shell rock" among the quarrymen.... . . . 40 
3. 'Finely gr,anular, yellow, dolomitic limestone with numerous 
small cavities, often lined with a coating of crYSItallin'e cal-
, cite. Bands of chert occur at intervals of from two to four 
feet. Seven of these were each about five inches in thick-
ness .................... . ....... :............. . ......... 30 
2. Buff-brown, dolomitic limestone of fine"grained texture, with 
many bands of chert, also scattered nodules of c'hert. The ' 
chert is most abundant 'below. Some of the chert 'bands 
have a thickness of one foot. These thicker bands occur 
above and the thinner lie below. Thirteen bands in all 
were counted. The lowermost, of which some were no more 
than an inch in thickness, lie close together ............ 25 
1. Blue shale (Maquoketa) ................................ 15 
In Orange township, the 'principal exposures are on Barber 
creek. On the land of A. A. Barber, in the southeast quarter of 
section. 29, the following beds are m view m an old quarry:, 
FEET. 
4. Soil.................................. . .......... . ...... 1 
3. Shattered 'an,d disturbed! yellow, . thin bedded, limestone ... 9 
2. Very thinly laminaJted, yellow limestone, sepafalting very 
readily along bedding planes into thin saaJbs of even a 
fraction of an inch in tlhjckness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11 
1. The , above rests on a floor which dips steeply to the north ' 
and consists of heavy firmer ,ledg,es of weathered, porous 
limestone, some few feet of which have been worked. 
The top; N 0;3, "slate," is being used as macadam and appears 
to give good service in this capacity on comitry ,roads . 
• Geolo'gy Clinton County; iO':l'a Ge~logical Sur~ey, Vol. xv, page 401. 
PLATE XIII-Old Randall quarry n ear Big Rock, Clinton county, showing heavy . 
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Mrs. A. Smith has a small quarry south of Barber creek in 
the southwest quarter of the south~ast quarter of section 29. 
Eight to ten feet of porous yellow lime.stone are exposed in beds 
from six inches to' less than one inch in thickness. There is 
little drift or soil covering. The same stone crops out in the 
hills along both sides of Barber creek, southeastward, through 
sections 29 and 30. The strata are seldom horizontal but no uni-
form direction of dip was made out. ' In some instances the lack 
, of horizontality is likely due to creep, but in general seems to 
be the result- of disturbances on a broader scale, which are indi-
cated also by the shattering of the beds themselvel;l. 
Near the southwest corner of . the northeast quarter of section 
9, near Buena Vista, Olive township, F. C. Huehl has worked a 
quarry on the land of S. B. Walker. The beds, are similar to 
I those on Barber ' creek south of Grand Mound. They are less 
weathered and harder, more durable stone is obtained relatively 
near the surface and without much ,stripping. 
In the vicinity of Big Rock post office in Spring Rock township 
the porous yellow dolomite is exposed in the cliffs along-Rock 
run, and at numerous places to the south of the river in: Scott 
county. , 
In Sharon township, stone has been quarried' o~ the farm 
of Henry Kiel, one-half mile east of Lost Nation; The beds 
here are porous, uneven and cherty. 
The quarry section ~ven below is exposed, one-fourth of a 
mile east of the center of section 15, Sharon township :*, 
FEET. 
10. Drift : .. .. ... ... , .. . . . . . .. .... ... . . . ..... . ..... .. .... ' . .. . 5 
9. Geest ................... . . ......... .... . . ' .. ... ; . . . . . . . . . 4 
8. Fine-grained apd laminated rock, breaking along the 
horizontal 'seams iIllto slabs from one to ' three inches in 
thickness .. ........ , ....... .... . . ............. '. . . . . . . . . . . 4 
7. MJore coarse-grained and poroUlS, evenly bedded, yellow , 
dolomitic rock, without well marked lamination ..... ~ ... 3 
6. Fine-grained dolomitic limestone, ' in places with very 
distinct crystalline texture, and weathering into slabs, 
about four inches in thickness ....... . ..... . ... .. . .... ! . . 3 
5. Yellow rock wilth occasional pockets set with crystals of : 
calcite ..•..... .. .......... . .. ... ' . . .... . ...... ~ ' " .... • ~ " " 4 
4. A single layer of fine-grained, dolomitic rock ..... . .... '. ::.~ 3 
.I:', '_'. 
*J: 'A. Udden, Iowa Geolog ical Survey, Vol. XV, page 400 . • 
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3. Brownish, dolomitic limestone of compact ,texture, breaking 
much in quarrying, and havingo{)Casional crystals of 
calcite ... . .... .. ......... . .... .... .. ... . . .. . .. ... . .... . . 3 
2.. Laminated, fine-grained and compact, dolomitic limestone, I 
breaking inrto layers one inch in rthickness, occasi{)nally 
Ibearing chert . .. . .. .. ... ......... . .. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. 1 
1. Solid a;nd compaJCt Ledge of gray, dolomitic limeSitone, with 
some empty crevices lined with a t!hin coating of crystals 
of calcite ...................... .......... . .... . . .. . . ... . 2 
CRAWFORD COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
So far as surlace materials are concerned, Orawford county 
is very similar geologically to Harrison and Monona counties. 
As in. these, the gravel and sand deposits are of the Buchanan . 
stage, occurring above the Kansan drift Clay and beneath the ' 
covering 'of loess which is so general throughout the western . 
portion of the state. 
As might readily be expected, the . principal exposures of 
gravel and sand occur along the streams where the latter have 
cut through the loess covering. . Boye·r river has removed the 
capping of loess in many places, and exposed the water-laid 
materials beneath. 'In the northeastern part of section 4, Union 
tOWnship,eight feet of sand and gravel are exposed benea,th 
loess which varies in depth up 'to eight feet. The gravel and 
sand are inter- and somewhat cross-bedded, and in some places 
partially cemented. 
One and a half miles down the' Ohicago, Milwaukee & Saint 
Paul railroad from Arion is a large pit where the railway has 
gouged into the point of a hill along Buck creek .. 
~ distance of 300 to 400 feet is open, and considerable amounts 
of sand have been removed by the railway company. A maxi-
mum depth of seven feet of loess overlies most of the exposure. 
This. is definitely separateli from well-stratified· sand which in 
the upper part is somewhat silty. The sand becomes coarser 
downwards, and cross-hedding is evident near the bottom. 
Pebbles one.Jhalf inch in diameter are included in the lower . 
part. The sand grains are rounded, mostly clear quartz, and 
the deposit as a whole is bright and free from iron-staining . . 
Twenty-four feet of sand have been exposed and the bottom 
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was not reached at that depth. The to,p of the sand is ~,bQut 
thirty-five feet' above the w:.ater in Buck creek. .. 
The nature of this deposit, falsely. bedded, coarse below and 
finer and more uniformly stratified upwards, indicates the work 
of loaded water currents under gradually cp.anging conditiQns. 
The lower ' strata were dropped by a current · of high velocity 
carrying coarse materials while succeeding layers were put down 
in water with decreasing volume and velocity. " 
This deposit forms a high terrace to the southwest of the 
stream. At a number of points in the next two miles up stream 
the gravels are exposed both artificially and naturally. About 
one-half mile from the above cut at a bend in the creek forty 
feet of interbedded gravel and sand can be seen capped with 
twelve to fifteen feet of loess. Here the g~adation In conditions 
is not so clear, as coarse gravel and fine sand are inter stratified 
indiscriminately from top to bottom. The gravel appears d,oWn 
to water level and seems to have no relation to the present 
stream. Many bowlders as large as the head appear in the 
gravel layers. These are glacial sands and gravels. There 
are any number of points along here where an unlimited supply ' 
is available with but' a small amount of stripping. I' 
. . The gravels appear also south of Arion as a bench along the 
Boyer, and pits are opened up at various points. So far, the 
sand has been used only for building purposes. 
Good gravel with some sand is taken from a terrace in sec-
tions 36, Paradise, and 1, Union townships. Some fifteen feet 
of gravel are exposed here under about two feet of pebbly soil. 
The terrace is fifteen to twenty acres in extent: · It is close to 
the railroad and a spur could easily be run to it . . In s:ection 28, 
Denison township, ten feet of similar material are exposed under 
six to eight feet of loess, the latter becoming rapidly deeper 
away from the open pit. , 
Boyer river and its east branch in the Vicinity of Denison 
have two terraces, the lower of which is about ten feet above 
the level of the flood plain and the upper ranges from thirty 
to forty feet higher. The first affords coarse gravel, the second 
fine sand with occasional bands of gravel: Small bowiders up 
to eight and teiJ. inches in diameter are not uncommon in the 
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lower terrace materials. Both benches ' have been developed in 
a small way by the Mills Sand & Gravel Company, and are ex-
tensive and capable of much greater development. The pits op-
erated are west of town on the main line of the Chicago & 
North Western Railway, which itself has removed an enormous 
quantity of graveJ. 
One of the largest pits in the county is located in section 13 
of Goodrich township. At this place there are fifteen to twenty 
feet . of cross- and interbedded sand and gravel under some six 
feet of loess. The upper part is somewhat coarse and grades 
into principally sand below. . 
Many 'other similar, though in most cases less prominent, ex-
posures of these gravels might be cited along both the main 
and east branches 'of the Boyer. One other on the latter stream 
which perhaps should be mentioned here is at Vail, in section 
30 of West Side township. Quite a large opening has been 
made here, and' some six feet of gravel are visible under three 
or four feet of loess cover. 
Besides the natural exposures of gravels made by the streams 
it is reported that these materials may be found quite generally 
throughout the county under the loess wherever a searoh is 
made. As a rule, however, the latter is quite deep, and few .of 
the smaller streams have cut through it. Many artificial open-
ings are scattered about the county, but the material so uncov-
ered is usually unfit for concrete work. A large part of the ma-
terials used for construction purposes is shipped in from Lake 
View, in Sac ~county. ' 
DALLAS COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRA. VEIr. 
The supplies .of sand and gravel in Dallas county- are derived 
from two main sources, gravel terraces along the streams and 
from the hillocks ot the Wisconsin drift . 
. ·.stream Terraces.-Des Moines river is the largest stream 
in -the county, but is of but minor importance, since its total 
)~ngth ·~thin tlie borders is not to exceed six or seven miles. 
, -r;rh~re ~s ~ well-defined ~ravel terrace some twenty-five feet above 
)'water, and a higher terrace, about seventy feet above the stream, 
'j 
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seems to be composed entirely of drift. In sections 11· and 14 
of Des Moines township the lower terrace is prominent, being 
in the latter place five or six ·hundred feet wide and a quarter 
. of a mile long. In section 11 the terrace has an area of perhaps 
fifty acres, and is composed, partially at least, of fine to coarse 
graveL 
The Milwauke~ Railway formerly had extensive pits in the 
lower terrace just west of the bridge in sectio:t;l 11. 
Beaver creek exhibits a prominent terrace through sections 
3 and 4 of Beaver township. It has an area ·of perhaps a hun-
dred acres, most of which is the property of the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & Saint Paul Railway. In section 34 of Des Moines 
township a small portion of this gravel terrace is again visible. 
Othel:' than these two places the Beaver creek terrace is not 
particularly noticeable. 
'rhe terraces noted along North Raccoon river through Greene 
county continue practically all along its course in Dallas. From 
Dawson to Minburn ·there are many remnants of a low terrace 
which, though perhaps not ·offering possibilities of wide com-
mercial development, affords ample supplies of sand and fine 
gravel for · use over a large adjacent territory. A large part of 
.the material is fine, and it is . none too clean . . On ·this account 
mu~h of the material now used in Perry is shipped from Des 
Moines. In section 5 of Dallas township on a small creek which 
empties into the North Raccoon is a small terrace which con-
tains gravel and sand in all sizes from three inches in diameter 
down. This has been used on the roads in the vi~inity and has 
not been highly successful, but the fault in all probabilityis in 
the workmanship and not in the material. 
. In the vicinity of Redfield there are numerous remnants of 
terraces along Middle and South Raccoon rivers. There was 
at one time ' a gravel pit in the s~uthwest part of the town, put 
this has long since been abandoned. It is reported that a well 
in this neighborhood showed fifty feet of gravel under eight 
.feet . of alluviuin. The Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul Rail-
way.formerly had a pit in section 34 of LInn township, which · 
was abandon,ed before being. completely worked out. Along 
South Raccoon river in Union township are several small ex- . . 
. I 
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posures of gravel in a terrace which will probably furnish con-
siderable quantities. '. 
R eworked Materials.-As might be expected of streams along 
which gravel terraces occur, sand and gravel bars are quite 
common in the rivers of Dallas county. The deposits of this 
nature in Des Moines river are not largely drawn upon here 
because of the large amounts of t~rrace gravels which are ac-
cessible. 
8and bars in Middle Raccoon river at Redfield contain some 
dirty material, but a much better quality of sand and gravel 
. may be obtained from this stream in section 34 of Linn town, 
ship. There are a number of bars of good size in the river 
between . Redfield and Van Meter, and the same is true of the 
Nort~ Raccoon from the latter town to Minburn ... Ex'cellent 
sand and gravel is taken from the river in several places east 
of Van Meter and this, together .with some supplies that are 
shipped in from Polk county, satisfies the demand for many 
miles to 'the south and west. 
Glacial Deposits.-Most of Dallas county north of Raccoon 
river lies within the area of the Wisconsin drift. The hills and ' 
ridges of this region furnish supplies of sand and gravel which 
are variable in both quantity and quality but which constitute 
a useful and valuable asset. In the vicinity of Granger, and 
also of Linden, fairly good materials are derived from beds of 
this nature. As has been rem,arked in connection with other 
counties inside the Wisconsin drift area, the possibilities of 
finding workable deposits in other of these hills is well worthy 
Df investigation. 
STONE. 
The Coal Measures underlie the entire county, and are made 
up of a series of shales, sandstones, and occasional thinly bedded 
limestones and thin seams at coal. The shales greatly predom-
inate. Good sections are exposed along all of the principal 
,streams. The 'sandstones occur in lenses, and are best exposed 
.alo·ng Raccoon river. The most important lenses occur in the 
vicinity of Redfield. As a rule the sandstones are not well in-
,dura ted, and are of a reddish brown color. At a few points, well 
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indurated beds are available, and have been quarried inter- ' 
mittently fo.r mo.re than a third o.f a century. The mo.st impo.r-
tant quarry sectio.ns are given belo.w. 
Sectio.n expo.sed o.n the so.utheast quarter o.f sectio.n 3, Unio.n 
to.wnship, abo.ut two. miles southeast o.f Redfield: 
FEET. 
5. Drif,t, of variable thickness. 
4. Sandstone, soft, buff, heavily bedded ............... .. . 8 
3. Sandstone, blue, compact, hard .. ....... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
2. Olay-shales, sandy, blue .. ........... ..... .. .. .. ...... . ... 4 
1. Sandstone, ,exposed to river....... .. ................ .. .... 8 
Number 3 is the o.nly ro.ck quarried. At the quarry it has a 
thickness o.{seven feet, but it thins o.ut· rapidly, and abo.ut thi,rty 
ro.ds east, it is ' o.nly o.ne fo.o.t thick. The sto.ne is o.f excellent 
quality, and is scarcely affected by weathering agencies. It was 
used extensively in Redfield, and was shipped to. Fo.nda, Waukee, 
and o.ther po.ints o.n the Spirit Lake branch o.f the Chicago., Mil-
waukee and Saint Paul Railway. 
The sandsto.nes have been quarried at o.ther po.ints, ' no.tably 
near the mo.uth of Bulger creek, where a nine fo.o.t ledge o.f 
hard, well indurated sandsto.ne appears. At ' the present time, 
sandsto.ne is .no.t used, save lo.cally, and then in a very small way. 
The limesto.ne bands make up a very small part o.f the Co.al 
Meas')lre sectio.n, and as a rule, possess no co.mmercial value. 
One exceptio.n may be mentio.ned, where the limesto.ne has been 
quarried quite extensively. The sectio.n is given belo.w. 
Talbo.t quarry, lo.cated o.n the so.uthwest quarter of sectio.n 29, 
Linn to.wnship, abo.ut fo.ur miles no.,rthwest o.f Redfield: 
FEET. 
11. Soil and drift ...... . ..... ,. , .... .. ........ . .. ... . . . .. . . : . a 
10. Clay, san:dy, buff . .... .... . .': ......................... '.. . . 8 
9. Shale, black, fossiliferous ....... . . ... . ... . .............. 2 
8. Coal, with clay parting . ...... .... . ..... :........ . . .... .. 1;-) 
7. Fire day . ..... ' .... ... ............ ........... ',' . . . . . . . . . 3' 
6. Shale, gray, with lime concretions .. ..... .. . ... ... ....... 4 
5. Limestone, hard, compact, blue, fossUiferous above, 
mostly in solid ledges :. .... .. . . . ........ ............... 7 
4. Shale, light gray .. ... ....... . . . . .. . . . ....... . ....... .. . . 21 
3; Limestone, gray, brecciated above.... .... ...... ..... ..... 1% 
2. Shales, gr3.y, nat fully exposed . ........................ , . 1% 
1. Shale, 'black, fissile, coaly 'below ...................... :. . 1% 
The stripping here is practically pro.hibito..ry. 
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, The Missouri occupies a triangular area in the southwestern 
corner of Dallas county. Exposures are limited' to Adams and 
Union townships. The beds consist of a series of shales. and 
limestones, ail of which belong to the Bethany substage. Two 
principal limestones can ,be recognized and are believed, to cor-
respond to the Fragmental and Earlham hori7'ons. The best 
sections appear along Bear creek and its tributaries, and a n~m­
ber of the outcrops have beE)n quarried quite extensively. The 
sections given below may be taken ~s a fair average. 
An abandoned quarry in the southwest quarter of section 28, 
Adams township, shows: 
FEET. 
9. Drillt of variable thickness. 
8. Limestone thinly bedded, 'slightly arenaceous •... . . : ....... 6 
7. Talus Silope ...... ... ......... . .... ..... ................. 8 
6. Limestone ................. .... ..... :................. .. . 4 
5. Shales, gray, calcareous ............. ...... .. .. ... .... .' . '. . ;) 
4. Limestone ....... ' . ... ....... . ..... .. ' ....... .... : . . . . . . . . %, 
3. Shales, gray .. : ... . .. .... .. . , ..................... ... .... 4 
2. Limestone, frrugmental .. ........ : ....................... 2lh 
1. Des Moines series, exposed a.bout. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 60 
In the operation ' of the quarry; number 4 . was the lowest bed 
removed. The quarry is located well up toward the, top of the 
hill, and the limestone does not appear to extend much farther 
to the east and north ' of this point. The same beds , may be 
vj.ewed along the east and west road about a half mile south 
of the above quarry, in section 32. The quarry was operated 
at one time, a switch being extended, from the Chicago, Rock 
, .Island and Pacific ' railway. Large quantities of stone were 
shipped. , Most , of it was used for railway ballas~ l;l.nd con-
struction. 
, , Brown quarry section located on the southeast quarter of 
Mction 22; Union township: 
FEET. 
' 8. Drift and weathered material. . .. . .............. ... . , . . . . . 1 
7. Limestone "' . ...... . ... . .. ' .. . ... .' ..... : ........ . . ~ . . . . . .. 10 ( 
6. Talus slope, probably Shale ... ...... .. ....... .. : .. ... . .. .. . 6 
6. Shale, black, fissile .. .. .. .. .. .. , ... ............ ... .. . . :. . . lh 
4. Limestone, blue, c~mpact, exposed .... .. ......... . ',' . ..... . ;) 
3. Talus slope. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 25 
2. Limestone; impure 'and fragIDentaI below. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
'1. Shale, calcareous, ferruginous, exposed .... ' .. . .. ·........... 3 
, . 
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The above qua'rry was opened about fifty years ago, .and was. 
worked continuously for more than .forty years. The rock quar~ 
ried is No.7, which· is a blue to buff, compact and evenly bedded 
limestone. · The individual ledges vary in thickness from eight 
to ten inches, ' and are separated by. shale partings. Chert 
nodules in well defined bands appear at certain horizons. 
The upper limestone mem.ber, No: 7, is also well exposed in :1 
quarry on the southwest quarter of section 35, just north of the 
Madison county line. It has a thickness at this 'place of twelve 
to fourteen feet, and is underlain by blue shales. The quarry 
was opened more than' twenty-five years ago, and formerly was 
connected by a switch with the Spirit Lake branch of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee '& Saint Paul Railway. The rock utilized was 
the heavy bed of roug'Q. limestone. Almost the e~tire product 
of the quarry was used as cr~shed stone, and was shipped to 
Des Moines, and employed in the concrete foundations of the 
brick pavements. The amount of stripping was large, and added 
greatly to the cost of quarrying. The quarry has long since 
been abandoned. . 
Small quarries have been opened from time to time at other 
'points in the Upper COllI Measures in the vicinity ' of Adel and 
Waukee, but these were operated intermittently, and were of 
local importance ·only. . ' 
DAVIS COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Deposits of sand and gravel in commercial quantities are ,of 
rare occurrence in the county. 
Small amounts may be obtained 'in the north tier of town-
ships along Soap creek and some of its tributaries. . Such de-
posits occur in sections 1, 10 ,and 12 in Soap Creek township. On 
the township line where the Rock Island railroad crosses Soap 
creek, clean sand may be seen . 
. Residual ' Gravels.-In addition .to the reworked gravels 
. . 
which occur in the present stream, occasional . outcrops of 
weather.ed gravels appear in c~ts along roadways. Such de-
posits rest .on the ferretto zone of .the Kansan drift a~d sug-
14 
;. 
• 
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gest the upland phase Buchanan gravels of the northern counties. 
These deposits lack persistence and attain but slight thickness 
and are of but little importance as a source of material suitable 
, for "road and concrete work. It is believed that these gravels 
are residual in character and were accumulated during the early 
~tage of post-Kansan weathering. 
STONE. 
'Rock of Saint Louis age has been taken from several small 
quarries along Des Moines river in sec,tions 11 and 12, Salt 
creek, and in the bluff in section 13. The rock is fine-grained 
and makes serviceable material for foundations and similar' 
purposes. Coal Measure ,sandstones also appear in the bluff 
in section 13'. Sandstones also belonging "to the Des Moines 
stage are found along Soap creek in the vicinity of Carbon, 
where they are locally used for foundation material. The rock 
is of no value for fine work, but constitutes, with the Saint 
Louis beds described above, so far as is known, the sole build-
ing stone resources ~ of the county. 
DECATUR COUNTY. 
SAND AND GBAVEL, 
The sand and gravel deposits of Decatur county ar:e of the 
same two classes found in Union county, viz., the old, probably 
Aftonian, deposits, and beds and bars in the streams "which are 
probably derived from the former. ' 
Aftonian Gravels.-In several places in the county, particu-
larly along Grand river, there are exposures of gravel which 
seemingly aLe similar in all respects to those at Afton Junction, 
imd Thayer in Union county, described in detail in that report. 
At no place in Decatur county, however, do the exposures com-
pare in size with those in Union, and any materials that could be 
derived from t~m would be sufficient in amount for. 'smalllocal 
use~ only. Several places at which small exposures of the 
Aftonian gravels may be seen are: at the west end of the bridge 
over Grand river in southwest 30, Decatur townshipiwhere , 
the road crosses a small stream tributary to the Grand a short 
way north of the same bridge; at the fords on Grand river' in 
, 
. " , 
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sections 21 and 28 of Burrell township; beside the road on the 
hill south of the last named ford; at the cemetery west of Bur-
rell (Terre Haute); etc. At all of these places, with the pos-
sible exception of the first named, the gravels are under a cov-
ering which varies in depth up to twenty or twenty-five feet. 
From a commercial standpoint the available quantities are 
small. 
• Sood atnd Gra,vel Bars.-Along Grand river sand and gravel 
bars are of frequent occurrence. ,The river has cut its channel 
' i;nto bed rock nearly all the way across the county, and.in most 
places the sand rests upon the rock surface. These bars are 
insignificant from a commercial viewpoint, ~but are quite gen-
erally used for local purposes. The town of Grand River takes 
all of its. supply from the river,and the same is true of DaVis , 
City. Small amounts' of these sands have been shipped from the 
latter place, and from Blockley. Large quantities for local use 
,are to be found along Dickerson creek south of Davi~ City. 
STONE. 
The Missouri stage is represented in Decatur county by the ' 
Bethany substage, which comprises four, possibly five, well 
defined limestones, interbedded with variable shales, in the main 
calcareous. The basal. limestone member represented in' the 
county is known as the Fragmental, and is typic~lly exposed at 
Bethany, Missouri. Exposures in the county are not important, 
and are usually obscured by the overlying drift and by talus 
from the beds above. Where it is typically developed, it is' not 
sufficiently indurated· and uniform in texture to ' be ,a desir'able 
,bridge or building stone. It could be used, however, for road " 
work, concrete, and railway ballast. , So far as known, it has 
1 
never been utilized in Decatur county. All of the limestones are 
essentially nonmagnesian, are of great purity, and as a i-ule, 
contain little iron ,pyrite or ' other objectionable cons.tituents. 
The Earlham limestone appears in 'sections along Grand river, 
in the vicinity of Davis City, and in Burrell townsh~p along 
Pot Hole creek. At both of these points, some quatrYing has 
been done, the largest quarry in the colinty ' being located at 
, .. 
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Davis City, at which place the Boswell quarry shows the follow-
in,g section: ..... . 
FEET. 
6. Soil and loess . ........ . ; ... . ........ ' . . .. . ... , .. .. ... .. . , 2-'1 
~. Limestone , . . .. . .. ... ... ' .. . .. . ........ ... ' ... . ... : ... .. " . . . . 1 
4. Rotten, stone and shale " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
3'. Limestone, 14-inch 'ledge overlying a. 3-inch 'ledge. .. . . .. .. . 1% 
2'. Shale and :,roUen. stone . .... ; . " .. " ........ .... '., ., . , .. , .' 1 
1. Limestone, with wavy bedding, ledges running from 3 to 16 
inches ................... , ............... ,......... . .. 6 
The ' courses appear to he somewhat persistent, but are vari-
able in thickness. A black shale appears below the basal.lime-
stone and this shale is in turn underlain by the Fragmental 
liniestone. Higher in the bluffs, the Winterset limestone ap-
pears. On Pot Hole creek, the section given below is exposed 
and may be taken as fairly representative: , ' 
FIG. 23-Winterset limestone on Pot Hole creek with shales below extending 
down, to the Earlham limestone. Decatur county. 
FEET. 
3. Limestone, ash-gray to brown, fine-grained, thin-bedded, 
with courses up to 1 foot in thickness" and shale partings 6-10 
2. ,Shale, drab, imperfectly exposed, but sho,wing 1 foot of 
black shale .................. : ........................ 10 
1. Limestone" breccia;ted or d'ragmenta;l type, firmly cemented 
and apparently nonfossiliferous ..... : .................. 4 
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The beds dip to the west here, and higher up the stream the 
. Winterset appears in the hills. Some quarrying has been done 
on the oPPoE!ite side of the river, and blocks of considerable 
thickness still mark the site of the old quarries. It.is reported 
that stone from this quarry was formerly dressed and sold for 
monumental work. 
The Winterset limestone exhibits good exposures in the vi-
cinity of Lamoni, along Hall and Elk creeks, ' in Blo.omington 
township, in addition to the localities already mentioned in dis-
cussing the Earlham. One of the best sections appears along 
Pot Hole creek, about five . miles northeast of Lamoni, and is 
. given . below: 
FEET. 
6. lAmestone (Win.terset) with Spirifer cameratu.s, Productu.s 
punctatus, Prodiuctu.s costatus, Athyris subtilita, etc .. '. . . 15 
5. Shale, g·ray to .dra.b ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 3lh 
4. Shale, bituminous ....... .. .. . .... . .......... .. . . ... . ... . 2lh 
3. Coal . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II. 
2, Shale, gray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
1. Limestone (Earlham) in bed of creek. 
In nearly all sections of the Winterset, in addition to the 
shales above and below, one or more of the other limestone mem-
bers of the Bethany substage are present.· . 
The DeKalb member is exposed both east and west of DeKalb 
station, and at numerous other points in the county. The sec-
tions given bel9w may be. considered fairly representative: 
SECTION EAST OF DE K~LB STATION. 
FEET. 
6. 'Stripping, Ibowlder clay ........... ....... . .. .... . ........ .6 
5. Limestone, irregular and waterworn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lh 
4. Shale, hard ........ ....... . ................ . . .. .. .. .. ... lh 
3. Limestone, irregularly bedded . ....... .. : ......... . ....... . ~ 
2. Sh3JIe or bastard rock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
1. Limestone in five ledges that are respectively 9, 12, 6, 13·, and 
'8 inches in thic1mess. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
SECTION ONE MILE WEST OF DE KALB STA'l'ION. 
4. Limestone . .. ......... . ................................. . 
3. Limeston~ .. . .. ............... . ........ .... : ....... ; . .. . 
2. Limestone ... ... ..... ... .... • .......... ... ...... ..... .. . 
1. Limestone ...... ... . ... ... .................... . .. ... .. ' . . . 
. 
. 
FEET. 
1 
lh 
II • . 
lh 
. \ 
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A fifth limesto.ne ho.rizo.n belo.nging to. the Bethany and pres-
ent in the co.unty was reco.gnized by Barn,' who. designated it 
pro.visio.nally as the Westerville limesto.ne. It is typically ex-
Po.sed near Westerville, in Unio.n co.unty. It has no.t· been 
quarried to. any co.nsiderable extent in Decatur co.unty. It 'o.C-
curs in the hills alo.ng Sand creek, attains a thickness o.f ten 
feet and is quite readily accessible. It is separated ,fro.m the 
DeKalb by the usu,al shale layers. All o.f the limesto.nes repre-
sented o.ccur in co.mparatively thin beds ranging fro.m three 
to. sixteen o.r even eighteen in,ches in thickness" are fairly ' 
persIstent, each ho.rizo.n rarely exceeding fifteen feet in thick-
ness, and are quite unifo.rm in co.mpo.sitio.n. They do. no.t ·resist 
weathering influences well. After ' undergo.ing repeated freez-
ing and thawing, they are ' subject to. spalling, and the ledges 
break do.wn rapidly o.n exposure. ' While quarrying o.peratio.ns 
have been carried o.n so.mewhat intermittently fo.r more than 
half a century, very little sto.ne is pro.duced' at the present 
time. There is but a single crusher in the co.unty and ' that is 
located at Davis City. ' The general quarry ' pro.ducts co.nsist 
o.f rubble, ro.ugh sto.ne fo.r fo.undatio.n and well purpo.ses, and 
crushed stone'. 
DELAWARE ,COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL, 
Delaware co.unty is well supplied with gravels o.f bo.th phases 
o.f the Bu~hanan and also with mo.re recent depo.sits. The 
valley o.f Maquo.keta river sho.WS abundant o.utcro.Ps and many 
o.f the hillto.ps and uplands bear equally large bo.dies. In the ' 
neighbo.rho.o.d o.f the Backbo.ne in sectio.n 16, Richland to.wn-
ship, there are several well-defined terraces o.f much weathered 
sand and gravel. One o.f these, o.n the west side o.f the Back-
bo.ne, is thirty feet abo.ve the flo.o.d plain. The terraces co.n-
tinue do.wn the Maquo.keta fro.m Fo.restville. They co.ntain 
co.nsiderable co.arse material and lo.cally this is made up to" a 
large extent o.f chert from the underlying Niagaran. In places 
the terraces are do.uble, the lo.wer o.ne being abo.ut eigbt feet 
a.bo.ve the flo.o.d plain, the upper o.ne twelve feet higher. An 
instance o.f this is seen in sectio.ns 17 and 18 o.f Delaware 
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township. A large amount of fine fresh sand covers all this 
area and. in some localities seems to form the hills of tl;Ie 
region. The valley of Honey creek seems to have been filled, 
in ,its lower rea.ches at least, with these old gravels, for banks 
of rusty Buchanan gravels overlying finer sands are exposed 
to heights of twenty feet and less. The terrace on the east . 
side of the valley is continuous with the wide flat upon which. 
the entire eastern part of the town of Manchester is built. 
Excavations everywhere in this flat reveal the presence of these 
materials, some rusty and weathered, some fresh and clean. 
Thus the cemetery occupies part pf. this level expanse whose 
surface extends out to the east until it meets the low bound-
ing hills of the Iowan plain a mile or more away. O:Q the river 
border sand pits and road cuts reveal the pr.esence of the same 
materials and across the river at its bend the bank exposes' 
coarse, red, oxidized gravels overlying Kansan drift. These, 
same gr3;vels are found in the brick yard a little farther south 
and also at the top of the bluff by the wagon bridge. In 'the. 
immediate vicinity of the river the flood plain is filled with 
clean, . fresh river sands. . . 
just .south of the' illinois Central 'station a small run enters 
the river. through a ~ather wide valley. The stream expo'ses 
several feet of interbedded gravel and sand. A pit has beeri 
opened in this valley and shows six to eight feet above the 
water. The valley is probably 100 yards wide and bounding it 
close to the railroad tracks is a tongue of gravel twenty-five 
feet high. These present in older, more weathered aspect than 
those in the valley below them and may be more ancient. There 
is an almost limitless quantity of material here and extensive 
use is being made of it for building, . concrete and other pur-
poses . 
. There are some terraces of gravel south of Manchester though 
the hills come in closer here than nearer the . town and the rough, . 
hilly region is soon entered. An ancient abandoned valley in 
sections 3 . and 10, Milo township, shows remnants of terraces 
. in its lower part and the stream valley into which it opens 
also has- some remnants. The Maquoketa ' valley here also con-
tains a terrace and gravels occur in a shallow valley running 
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across the flat Iowan-like plain occupying sections 12, 13 · and 
14. After the river enters ·its deep gorge in the hilly area ter-
races occur at several places, while in others' the flood plain is 
Bitherabsent or ext~nds to the steep hills. In .section 29, Delhi 
township; is a terrace. with a face twenty feet high. It consists 
{)f rather fine sand overlain, by a thin layer of chert. Above 
this are several feet of loess which thickens rapidly toward . 
. the hill and so forms rather a steep slope. The top of the 
gravels, so far as they are 'exposed in the road cutting, is 
about leveL 
FIG. 24-Buchanan gravel underneath a thin layer of Iowan drift north of Earl-
ville, Delaware county. 
Above Hopkinton a few ,miles, where the river, emerges from 
its narrow gorge, a broad terrace occupies the valley on the 
. west s,ide of the stream. Considerable bodies . of sand and 
gravel also underlie the town of Hopkinton and are separated 
from the river by a high, wide flood plain. The terrace is not 
very wide, perhaps 200 yards, and it abuts against the stony 
hills which limit the old pre-Kansan valley. A quarry in the . 
north end of town shows a bank of gravel at one end extending 
, down at least· as far as the quarry floor. On the west side of 
, the river is· a narrow flood plain and . remnants of terraces are 
. seen, but the hills ' approach near the river here. South of 
, town some remnants of a terrace occur in section 31, South 
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FO'rk to'wnship. BelO'w this fO'r several miles there is a great 
amO'unt O'f sand but the evi9.ences O'f ,terraces ' are very slight. 
Gravels are very ,abundant in the valley O'f Bear creek abO've , 
Dyersville and thi,s bed O'ccupies several hundred acres. The 
gravels becO'me nO'ticeable in the nO'rtheast quarter O'f sectiO'n 
27, Bremen township, where they are covered by three to' fO'ur 
feet O'f clay and silt. The lO'wer part O'f the clay is iron-stained 
and appear's to grade intO' the gravels. It is probably genetically , 
related to' them and is O'f immediate post-Kansan age. In sec-
tiO'n 25 the Ohicago Great Western Railway formerly O'perated a 
great pit in these gravels. The O'pening is eight to' ten feet deep' 
and is ,entirely in gravel, which extends up to the loam. The de-
posit fills the old valley and forms a · broad terrace extending to 
and beyond the town to the river., 
There are indications of gravel along the north fork O'f the ' 
Maquoketa in seotion- 13, N otth Fork township. These are sitll- ' 
ated well back from the river and r~ther high above it, but are 
distinctly of the valley type. They are fine, red, with but little 
coarse mattet. Similar gravels occur in a creek valley in the 
' southwest quarter of section 13, and seem to form terraces, 
backed by the rocky valley walls. 
At RO'ckville there are gravels on bO'th sides of the river. On 
the west side they are banked on a rock platform and are twenty 
feet thick. They contain much chert but little fO'reign coarse 
material. In the vicinity O'f Worthington; the valley is quite " 
brO'ad and the .gravels extend back from the main stream up a 
tributary valley and underlie the village to a considerable extent. ' 
In' addition to' the valley deposits the upland ' gravels are very 
generously distributed over the county. Thus the road frO'm . 
Monticello to Manchester passes o~er ' numerous beds, as' for in- . 
stance, in' sectiqns 20 and 27 of Union township, 7 and 11 of Ha-
zel Green and many other points. A number 'of these are indi- " 
cated O'n the map of Delaware cO'unty in volume VIII, IO'wa Geo-
logical Survey reports, and detailed descriptions are given by 
Dr. Oalvin of numero~s pits and O'utcrops. 
, . 
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STONE. 
The Niagaran .limestone forms the country rock ove!' nearly 
the entire county and furnishes an unlimited quantity of stone 
suitable for structural purposes, crushed stone and lime. Nu-
merous outcrops appear along the principal rivers and most of 
their tributar,ies, and these have been developed to meet the 
merely local demands. Quarries have been opened at a large 
number of points, especially in the northeastern half of the 
county. According to Calvin, there are two horizons at which 
evenly-bedded, easily-quarried stone occurs, and the quality of 
the stone at both horizons is such as to place it among the best 
jn Iowa. The lower stone horizon begins about thirty feet above 
the bas-e of tb,e Niagaran limestone and has a thickness of more 
than thirty feet . The other horizon occurs near the top of the, 
Delaware stage, above the Pentamerus beds, and has about the 
same thickness as the lower quarry stone horizon. 
The principal quarries of the lower horizon ar'e located in Elk 
township. There are at least four in section 16, one in section 
23, and two ,or three occur in section 2.' All are worked more or 
less constantly during the summer season. ' 
The Wilcox q~arry is lo~ted on the southwest quarter of sec-
tion 16, and is typical of all the others at this geological level. It 
presents a vertical face of about thirty feet. The beds range 
from three or four to Jhirty-six inches in thickness. The heavier 
layers are toward the top of the exposure, and soine of these 
contain numerous· cherty concretions. Near th~ base of the 
·quarry the stone lies in thinner layers and is free from chert. ' 
The quarry is capable of yielding good material for cut dimen~ 
sion stone, all kinds of ashlar work, rubble and heavy dimension 
stone for bridge piers. A great number of joints trending south-
west-northeast cut vertically through the strata. The best ma-
terial for cut stone lies a bout the middle of the quarry section. 
Here the beds are free from chert, and the surfaces of the iridi-
vidual layers are comparatively parallel planes. Near the base 
of the quar:ry the layers present uneven surfaces, the irregulari-
, ties resembling the effects of wave action. 
The Wilcox quarry is situated on the north side of a triangular 
ridge separating two converging valleys. Around the point of 
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the hill, . and almost opposite the exposure operated by Wilcox, 
another opening has been, made in layers corresponding to thQse 
in the upper part of the Wilcox quarry. The stone is weathered 
at the top, and is overlain by dark brown residual clay, residual 
chert and .a thin layer of loess. There are no signs of drift. If 
the Kansan . drift was ever laid down in tills locality it was en-
tirely removed by erosion before the depositIon .of the loess. All 
the otper quarries opened at this horizon show essentially the 
same 'details as those described . 
. Regularly bedded, limestones, apparently similar to the beds 
worked, continue below the base of the Wilcox quarry for at least 
fifteen feet, and hence there is a total thickness of · forty-five 
feet of beds that might be quarried . . Between the quarry stone 
and the horizontally laminated beds at tl}.e base of the Niagaran 
there is a rather gradual transition thz-ough strata intermediate 
in character. No fossils were noted either in the basal beds or 
in the quarry stone . . 
There are quarries ,at the same horizon in Bremen township. 
One of these is located s,outh of the center of section 13, and there 
are two or three in s'ection 26. A quarry in the northern part of 
section 26 furnishes good stone for rough masonry. The rock is 
granular, vesicular, much pitted by weathering where exposed, 
rather evenly bedded; beds are horizontal and vary from a few 
inches to more than a foot in thickness . . The pitted condition due 
to weathering is peculiar and distinguishes the rock of this lo-
cality from the equivalent beds on Elk creek. The quality is, in-
ferior when compared with stone from the Elk creek quarries. 
Another .quarry in which the stone shows ' similftr peculiarities· 
of weathering occurs a 'short distance southwest of the center of 
£ection 26, Bremen township. 
Beds of this lower quarry stone horizon, resembling thos'e on 
Elk creek, are exposed at many points along Little Turkey river 
and Its branche~ in the northeastern part of Colony township; 
: . The .city of Hopkinton owns and operates a quarry at · the 
north edge of town. It is opened in the face of the scarp over-
looking the valley of Maquoketa river. Although the Chicago, 
. Milwaukee & Saint Paul railroad runs close by the quarry, there 
are no railroad connections. A crusher operated by a traction en-
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gme is. used for making . macadam, and only crushed stone is 
being removed at present. ' The beds ' now used · constitute a 
thickness of eight to ten feet of buff, 'granular dolomite in layers 
four to eighteen inches thick. Intercalated between the beds are-
chert bands, some of which also run through the strata . . Above· 
the beds used are fifteen feet of similar rock, but sOple of these· . 
upper layers, notably the upper two feet, break into irregular 
laminre one inch, more or less, in thickness. There is no flint 
iIi the upper layer. 
The beds represented in this quarry are doubtless to be cor-
related with the lower quarry horizon of the Hopkinton st:;tge ' 
of the Niagaran, as defined by Calvin. . 
The best exposures of the upper quarry horizon are seen in 
Union' township, a few miles southwest of Hopkinton. The Mer-
riam quarry, in the soutlrea.st quarter of section 23, has 'been 
worked longer than any of the rest, and may serve as a general 
illustration. The section is about ·as follows: 
MERRIAM SECTION. 
FEET. 
11. Layers of limestone alternating ·with lay.ers of Clhert each 
about three inches thick ......... .. . . .... . ............. 21/ , 
10. Single layer, with embedded concretions of chert . .. : ... .. . 2 
9. Three to six-inch layers of limestone, altermiting with two 
to three-inch layers of broken chert: ....... : ..... .. .... 5 
8. Fair rock with little chert ................ : .. . .......... ll,4 
7. Even-grained rock, cleavable .. .. ...... .. .... . ... .. . . ... . 
6. Good quarry stone in· several layers . . .. . .... ... . .......... . 
5. CompaCt layer with large, flat Pentamerus. · .............. . 
4. Lowest layer worked.... . ....... .., . ...... : . . .. : .... . .. . 
3. Vesicular ledges below ,base of quarry . ................... . . 
2. CheJ:'ty layers ..... .. .. . .... . ...... . ...... : ........ : .... . :. 
'I. 
" 3 . 
2 
'I. 
. 3 
4 
1. Cherty and vesicular lay.ers down to talus ........... ,... . 18 
·The Merriam quarry has from fifteen to twenty feet of excel-
lent quarry stone. There are two or· three other quarries worked 
at the same horizon in the same quader section . 
. The Loop quarry. is situated in the nor:thwest quarter of sec-
tion 25, Union township, . about one mile southeast of the. Mer-
riam quarry. This quarry has be.en worked for a· number ·of· 
. yeats;· and.it is capable· of furnishing a large amount of valuable ' 
building stone. . The stone is fine-grained, hom.ogeneous-, ·easily 
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worked and of good color. As the quarry is carried farther back -
into the hill, the aggregate thickness oLthe available stone will 
increase to twenty-five or thirty feet. The beds now exposed 
. furnish excellent material for rubble, range courses and dimen-
sion stone up to ten inches in thickness. 
Quarry stone belonging to the Merriam quarry horizon crops 
'out at a number of points along a small ravine in the east half 
of section 17, South Fork township. The bedding seems to be 
thinner here than on the west side of the Maquoketa in Union 
township. Some of the beds, however, are ten inches in thic~­
n~ss; and quarries worked on the northeast quarter of section 
17, and on the southeast quarter of the s,ame section, have fur-
nished a large amount of good building stone for local use. An-
other small opening at this same horizon was noted in section 14 
of South Fork township. . \ 
There are several quarries in the upper building stone beds 
in Milo township. The, largest are located in the eastern part 
of section '9, near the north end of the highlands, called in Cal-
vin's report on Delaware county the Delhi plateau. The land on 
which the quarrying is done is near~y 200 feet higher than Ma-
quoketa river at the near-est point. The rock is here less mag-
nesian than at other exposures in the county. A large. proportion 
of it is bluish in color, and there are many large pockets o~ cal-
cite. The bedding is quite regular, but the quality o~ the stone 
is not equal to that at the Merriam and Loop qlIartdek 'farther 
so~th. A much better quality of stone is furnislied 'by the Mat- . 
Wews quarry; located ne~r the center qf. :~ection 4~ . The Mat-
~Jiew.s quarq·'h.as beds: tr.:i~gingAr?~ !wo ' ~ne~es u~ to two, feet 
II} thickness.:. :.rhe stone lias a good color! 'rather nne texture,. ~nd 
n!-ay 'be us.~d f&t:the better g~ades Qf structural ~ork. ' 
, In Delhi tOWn:$hip 'the' :qpper quatry stone-is' wo,iked "to some 
B~tent at.~e~I" :9-~a:r!~ in. the town of DelhL . It,is e~'o.S,e,d:-~nd ~ght .. be f asIf . ., ,q'Ua'rr~ed, .~n -the bluff south of Fle;rmng's :q;ulls, 
itt secti9n 29, and' there"are a number pf otp.er~ exposures, th~ugh 
at- ratJ;t~r inac.ce-ssible points, along the bluffs of the MaquQketa, 
irl." se~Hons '29, 30, 33, 34' and 35. A small quarry capable of 
affording very excellent stone is opened OR the .. northeast quarter 
of section 23. 
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The Pentamerus beds are usually massive and break on quar-
rying into shapeless pieces, but at a few points in the county they 
lie in .comparatively thin, even layers that may be quarried with-
out difficulty, and yield stone suitable for a number of purposes . . 
The po:;;ition of the Pentamerus beds is between the two quarry . 
ston~ horizons already described. A s1]1all quarry is worked in 
. the Pentamerlis horizqn in the northwest quarter of section ·3,' 
Colony township. In the same township there is another quarry 
at this horizon near the center of s·ection 27, and still another is 
worked in the southwest quarter of section 35. The last men-
tioned has been operated more extensively than the other two. 
The quarry face is about ' eight feet in height. The beds are 
somewhat shattered near the top. Chert is abundant as partings 
between the layers or as concretions embedded in them. The 
limestone ' is overlain by a very reddish brown, pebbly Kansan 
drift. 
Some of the most important quarries worked in the Pentam-
erus beds are located in the southwest quarter of the' northwest 
quarter of section 31, Bremen' township. In one of these quar-
ries there is an exposed section, thirteen feet in thickness, w~ich 
r:;hows: 
FIG. 25-Regularly bedded Pentamerus-bearing limestone in s ection 31, Brem en 
township, one "mile east of Earlville , Delaware county. 
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. FEET. 
2. Coarse vesicular soone in heavy ledges, ledges varying from 
eight to thirty inches in thickness . . .... ... ...... .. ' . . . . . S 
1. Even.ly !bedded stone in layers two to six inches in thickness. 
Some of the layers contain Pentamerus oblongus with 
shells partly preserved. Stone is soft earthy dolomite, 
with some ,chert ..... . ... .. ......... :...... ............ . 5 
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The massive beds of No.2 contain Lyellia, Favosites and other 
corals. These thick ledges are undermined. in taking out the 
thinner layers of No.1, and great blocks left without support, 
fall down on the floor of the quarry. 
Some stone is obtained from this horizon n~ar .sand Spring . 
in South Fork township. Pentamerus limestone is used for 
foundations and bridge piers at Forestville in Richland town-
ship. , Near the northwest corner of section 2, Milo township, . 
there is a small quarry that with rather coarse; thin-bedded lime-
stone, furnishes an unusual amount of chert. 
DES MOINES COUNTY. 
SAND AND GJU. VEL. 
T~e gravel and sand ~esources lof Des Moines county are 
mainly of two kinds: river sands and lenticular deposits in the 
drift hills. River terraces also furnish some sand and gravel, 
but these are relatively small and unimportant. 
Sands.-Sand for building and other purposes may be ob-
tained from several geological formations·. Commonly it is taken 
from the bars in the streams. At Burlington, ,where the channel 
of the Mississippi comes up to the very foot of the escarpment 
on the west side of the river, .the sand used is dredged :UP from 
the bottom of the stream and carried over to the city in barges. 
As a rule the river s'and is quite clean, sharp and well adapted 
for mortars or all kinds. In the drift deposits numerous lenticu-
lar beds of :fine to coarse sand' occur and are available in every 
, township of the county. Often considerable coarse material 
and gravel are mixed or interst:rati:fied with fine sand, but this 
rarely prevents the latter from being utilized. 
Terraces.-Owing to the westward deflection of the Mis'sissippi 
opposite Oquawka, the river is brought directly against the hard 
u 
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limestone wall which marks its immediate valley. Terraces con-
sequently have an unimportant development: The principal evi-
dences of terrace formation are at the 'mouth of Flint creek above 
Burlington, and north of the mouth of Skunk river. In the 
northern par.t of the county low terraces also exist. The ter-
,races at the mout4 of the Flint are about thirty feet above the 
,Hood plain of the Mississippi. A vertical section of the different 
,beds comprising it is shown in the section. at the mouth of Flint 
creek. 
STONE. 
The Kiu'derhook beds are belie~ed to fonb. the country rock 
'under the Mississippi bottom lands along the entire east front 
of the county. They appear near the base of the bluffs, overlain 
"by the' heavy Osage, or Augusta limestoneS', for practically the 
same distance and for about six miles up ' Skunk river. They 
present their maximum exposure in the city of Burlington at, 
frospect Hill, and at Cascade in the bluffs and in the pit of the 
Granite Brick Company; According to Keyes and Weller, the 
,Kinderhook section at Prospect Hill is as follows : 
" 
12. 
11. 
10'. 
· 9. 
8, 
7. 
6. 
SECTION AT PROSPECT HILL, BURLINGTON. , 
FEET. 
Loess ... : . '" ... . . . " ., . . , ..... " .. . .. .. , ., ... . " . , ,. " " , 15 
Till; 'yellowish brown clay, with peb~les and small ,bowlders 8 
Limestone, w,hite, thinly 'bedded ... , .. .... : .. . ... , ., ... , , ,. ,10 , 
Chert and siliceous shales with 'thin" irregular limestone 
beds, white and red in color. , . , ...... , , , , .. , . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Limestone"broW'Il and white, ra:ther heavily ,bedded, coarse-
grained, subcrystalline; becoming more thinly bedded and 
, . cherty: above ...... : ............ , . ........ .. ........... 25 
Soft, buff, gritty limestone ........ , ....... . ............. :: 3'-5 
WhIte oolitic limestone .......... : .. , ... , .............. , . 2-4 
, '5. Fin.,e'grained, yellow san,dstone ....... ' . ..... . ...... : ..... 6-7 
4'. Fine-grained, comp'3.et, fragmental gray limes,tone .. , , ...... 12-18 
3. Thin band of hard, impure limestone ' filled witn Chonetes; , 
$ometimes associated with a thin ool,ite .band .... ........ 14-%', 
2. Soft, friable, argillaceous sandstone, sometimes harder and ' 
blilish in. color, filled with fossils in' the upper-portion, the 
, most abundant of which is Chonopeetus tischeri. . . . . . . . 25 
1. ' S~ft ,blue argillaceous shale (exposed) .... .... : .... .. ' .. : .. 60 , 
.', " 
j{i.Nurhber-7 is: gQmewhat e:arthyand magnesian and ordinar:Jsly is 
Jil.ot: :s:ufficienUy:: in~dura ted t9! b~ used .las. a' '<lu,arr.y , I<,>ck.:. : In ' ~he 
I· 
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PLATE XV-a. Section at Union Depot in Keokuk, Lee county, showing chert 
beds. 
b . North end of Government quarries below Burlington, Des Moines 
county, showing' the Kinderhook limestone. 
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Government quarries below Casc~de it has been taken out for 
use in th,e river improvement work. The oolite is not constant 
~n, thickness, .but ranges fro'm on~ and one-half to ·four feet, It 
is usually fairly massive and compact and when properly selected 
has proven satisfactol'y as a dimension stone. It appears to be 
persistent as it has been seen along Flint river and south as far 
~s Patterson . . Numbers 2 to 4 inclusive are usually not suffi-
ciently indurated to be used as quarry stone. Number 4 espe-
cially is oftentimes very friable and is to some e~tent a source 
of bUilding and molders' sand. The shale is by far the most im-
portant member from a geological and also from an economic 
!!Standpoint. It is a massive deposit ranging from blue to blue-
gray in color, almost gritless. The beds are almost nonfissile, 
high in silj.ca and comparatively low in alumina. They show an 
increase in' silica upward- and grade almost insensibly into a 
soft argillaceous sandstone above. The shale shows a maximum 
exposure of sixty feet and is known to extend at least one hun-
dred feet below the water level in the river. 
The nonresistan.t character of the Kinderhook beds is in very 
large measure responsible for the steep bluffs which face ,the 
Mississippi 'river and larger tributaries. ' 
Limestones and shales which have been referred to the Osage 
stage of the Lower Carbonlferous1, immediately. underlie the 
drift over by far the larger portion of the county. The lime-
stones greatly predominate, although the shales become promi-
nent near the top of the series. 
For convenience of discussion, the Osage, as developeq, in Des 
Moines county, may be divided into five fairly well defined mem-
bers.: the Lower and Upper Burlington limestone; the Montrose 
cherts; the Keokuk limes,tone and the Keokuk and Warsaw 
shales. 
The limestones are prevailingly 'pure, crinoidal and cherty 
throughout. The first and fourth members are heavy-bedded 
and':coarse-textured, while the sec.ond and third are gen~rally 
thinly, often irregularly bedded limestones. 
The two divisions of the Burlington are the most conspicuous 
forrriations in the county, an'd form the steep blq.ffSI whiGh face 
the Mississippi, and its leading tributaries for a short distance 
• 
. , 
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abov'e their' debouchures, along,the entire length of the county, 
and Skunk river across the larger portion of the '.county's widith. 
The Lower ' Burlington ' occupies about fifty ' feet in vertical . 
section, including about twenty feet of calcareous shales' at t,he 
top. The limestone is coarse-grained, . slibcrystalline, varying 
from pure white to brown or rusty in color, and occilrs in rather 
heavy beds, especially near the hase. ,Normally the rock is gray, 
the rusty brown being dile to water staining. It is often , quite 
cavernous. The upper shaly horizon carries much chert In con-
cretions and bands and some calcareous ledge's. The limestone 
is suitable for structural materials throughout, while the shale . 
is practically worthless. . 
" The Upper Burlington lies in thinner beds, and is more cnerty 
and more shaly ,throughout ·th!iul the lower member. 
The most typical section of the Upper Burlington is shoml'in 
the Miller quarry, just above Oascade. 
SECTION AT THE MILLER QUARR~. 
FEET. 
: 8 . .' Loess .. , ; ......... ; .... , ~ ....... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
7. Drift· ... .. .. .... .. ..... .... ... .. . . . .... .... ........... .. . 3 
6. Limestone and chert ..................... .. ............ .. . 8 
5. Limestone, brown and white, banded with chert, 'thinly 
bedded....... ... .. .. .......... .. . . ....... ... .. . . ..... .. 6 
4. Limestone, gray and white, heavily ,bedded ......... : .. . . . . 
3. Shale; blue, argillaceous, fossilifer.ous ..... . ' ........ .... .. . . 
2. Limestone, heavily bedded, white . .. .. . . ... . ; ....... , : . . . 
1. Shale, blue, exposed ............. . , . ....... . ...... ' . ... ... . 
10 
2 
5 
4 
The majority of the quarries in the county are developing the 
Upper Burlington limestone. Quarries may be opened at almost 
any place in the faces of the bluffs fronting the larger streams, 
and excellent transportation facilities by both rail and water' are 
often available: Some of the more representative quarry sec-
tions are appen9,ed herewith: 
CITY QUARRY, NEAR MAIDEN LANE AND SEVENl'H STREETS. 
FEET. 
6. Loess . ..... ... ..... ... . .................. ... ............ 12 ' 
5. Drift ... .......... ...... ... . ... .... .. . ~ ... ~ . " . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2' 
. '4. Limestone, white, rather brittle, thinly bedded ... ' .. , .... : .. 3 
. 3. ,Limestone, yellowish, heavily 'bedded ... ...... ...... ...... 5 
2. Limestone, poorly bedded, wHh considerable sandy clay and '. 
chert . :, . . .. . . . . ................. ....... ......... ..... ... : 2 
1. Limestone, white, solid bed . ......... . .. . ..... , " ........ . 
I 
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The quarry -supplies s'tone 'suitable for curbing alid other 
·dress·ed stone from numbers 1. arid 3. The waste , from these 
·layers and from numbers 2 and 4 can be used for Ihacad~in and 
'other crushed stone purposes. 
Extensive quarries were operated by the government at .Picnic 
P<?int about two miles south of Cascade. These quarries are 
now idle. The quarry section. exposed is as follows: 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
i. 
PICNIC POINT QUARRY SECTION. 
FEET. 
Loess ,and drift up to.................................... 15 
Limestone, very cherty, ,brown, subcrystalline; chert weath· 
ers yellowish ' .......... f • ••••••• • •••• •• ••• : • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
Limestone, brown, encrinital, subcrystalline, cheN, mainly 
in two zones; much weathered 'and cavernous in places.. 10 
Limestone, ool1tic, somewhat weathered ......... . ..... :.. 1lh 
Sandstone, argiLlaceous and calcareous, heavy !bedded when 
fresh; weathers decidedly shaly above; occasional large 
cherts in upper portion................................ 5 
Limestone, concretionary zone, white and blue limestone, 
w!latb,ers yellow, and breaks up into thin, irregular layers 9 
Sandstone, argiliaceous, wh.ite, washes on exposure,and 
apparently is pyritic; has a decidedly sulphurous odor, 
eX'pose'd ........ ' .. ..... ' ...... ' ................... . .' . . . . . 10 
. About one and one-half miles below the government quarries, 
some quarrying is being done. Lime was burnt here and two 
kilns in a fair state of preservation still mark the si.te. The beds 
exposed are practically the ~ame as these at the Picni~ Poin~ 
outcrop. 
, North of Burlington good outorops are of somew'liat less ver-
tical extent, but equally numerous. . In Flint River township a 
'quarry on the northwest quarter of the southeast . quarter ' of 
section 25 may be taken as a type ,and is given below: 
LOFTUS QUARRY SECTION. 
FEET; 
,-6. Loess .......... ' .. r .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. ... 4 
5. Drift .....................•................... . ......... 10 
4. Limestone, thinly bedded; with considel'able chert. . . . . . . . . 8 
3 . . Limestone', suhcrys:talUne, irregular, heavily ibedded. . . . . . . . 10 
2., ~iinestone, white,solid bed .. :: ... · ......... : •...... : .. 7. : • 6 
'1. Limestone, dark gray, somewhat irregularly bedded, exposed 4 
.. , ........... '" . . " . 
.. 
, . 
I. 
, .' 
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All of the indurated rocks may be referred to the Upper 
BUrlington. The beds may be viewed still farther to the north-
west in Pleasant Grove township. In an old quarry on the north-
west q~arter of section 12, the following beds may be made out: . 
PLEASANT GROVE SECTION. 
FEET. 
9. Loess amd drift .................... ... . .............. . ... 10 
8. Limestone, heavily bedded ......... . , ... '" . ... .... .... ... . 6 
7. Limestone, rather !brittle and 'poorly bedded. . . . . . ... . .. . . . 2 
6. Limestone, white, ' heavily beddeq......... ... .. ... .. ....... 6 
5. Shale, yellorw, or calcareous sandstone . ....... . ...... : ... ; . 2 
4. Limestone, gray, irregularly /bedded..... .. .... . . .. ....... 4 
3. Chert , .: ....... . ..................... : ...... ..... ........ 1 
2. Shale, or yellow sandstone, calcareous .. .. , .... .... . ...... '. 2 
1. Limestone, thinly bedded ..... . .... ...... . ... ............ 3 
Stone is supplied to 'Pleasant Grove, Washington, and a large 
part of Yellow Springs and Franklin townsh~psfrom these quar-
ries. The stripping increases rapidly back from the face of 'the 
. -bluff, and quarrying has been and is carried on in a very desul-
tory manner. 
The Montrose cherts, while present in numerous outcrops, do 
not contribute materially to the natural wealth of the county. ' 
Commercially they are suitable only for crushed stone products. 
They are best exposed along Skunk river. The chert beds rise 
to the north and only rather unimportant d~tached areas are 
known. 
The Keokuk limeston-e occupies a broad belt across the south-
west portion of Des Moines county, covering about one-fourth 
of its superficial area. This limestone is distinguished from the 
Burlington, lithologically, by its prevailingly blue. color, less 
crystalline texture, and· greater compactness . 
. The Keokuk limestone is a heavy bedded, reasonably pure cal-
cium carbona'te, well adapted for structural purposes. It is less 
quarried than the Burlington, on accoup.t of greater overbu~den 
and poor transportation facilities. 
A representative section may be viewed in the vicinity of 
Augusta, where both the Montrose cherts ·and Keokuk beds are 
well shown. The seque;nce IS as follows: 
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AUGUSTA SECTION. 
FEET. 
4. Drift..... . ... . . . ............. . ... . ....... . . .... ..... . ... 8 
3. Limestone, 'bluis'h, encrinital in iplaces, clay partings, often 
highly fossiliferous (Keokuk) .... . ... . ................ 20 
2. Chert, white, thinly bedtled, with thin irregular bands of 
limestone (Montrose) ..... .... ... . ..... ... . . . ... .... . .. . 30 
1. Limestone, Wlhite, coarse-grained, encrin.it8Jl (Upper Burling-
ton), exposed .. . . . , .... . ... ,. ... . . . . . ..... . . ... . .. . ... 15 
Farther up Skunk river the . Saint Louis limestone and Coal 
Measures come in, and the Keokuk beds dip below the level of 
the stream. Small quarries have been worked from time to 
time in Danville and Union townships, but these were of local. 
interest' only. In many of the outcrops, cherty material is so 
abundant that the stone is practically worthless save for crushed 
stone purposes. 
The Saint Louis limestone covers a small arl~a in the southwest 
corner of the county. The principal outcrops occur in the val-
leys of Long and Cedar creeks and Skunk river. The beds com-
prise, in descending order, a white clay marl; . gFay, flaglike 
limestone; brown, .arenaceous limestone; and a concretionary 
and brecciated limestone. 
The gray, coarse-grained iimestone is regularly bedded, and 
occurs in thin, flaglike layers from two to five inches in thick-
ness. It is quite compact and outcrops on Long ,and Cedar 
creeks north of Augusta, where some quarrying has been done. 
The brecciated limestone is a very fine-grained, compact lime-
stone, light blue or ash-gray in color, and breaks with a well 
marked conchoidal 'fracture. The fragments are all more or le1).s 
angular and vary i;n size from microscopic particies to bloQks 
several feet in length. They are firmly embedded in a matrix 
of a hard,· greenish, calcareous clayey material which weathers 
more readily than the limestone fragments. As far as known 
the flagstone member of the Saint Louis is the only one which 
has been quarried and the beds as a whole are much less impor-
tant from an economic standpoint than their equivalents in Lee 
county. 
' r 
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DICKINSON COUNlTY. 
. . .. . . .sAND. AND ·GRA.VEL • .. .. .... . .. . .... 
Dicki~so~ C.ounty.is .ab.unda~tlysupplied with sand and gravel. 
The melting ice' 'of the Wisconsin ' glacier poured its flood ,waters 
down the valley's ' ~tIid " 6vEit . the , 16wl~nds to the 's,outh, and the 
courses of, these. floods , ar.e ,marked .today.' 'by enormous deposits 
of ~and and gravel. The hills and knobs of the morain~l area 
within the county likewise add their portion of water-deposited 
materials to those of the drainage channels. 
St;eam T erraces.-Little Sioux river furnished an excellent' 
cha~neI'for the outpou~ing wate~s 'from the melti~g ice, and re- ~ 
ceived lintold quantities of outwash materiaIs, whicb today may~ 
be found 'all along the stream as a more or less persistent 'ter- ' 
race. Gravel pits have been opened in several places, e. g., in' 
the south part of section 15, and on thE:) ' east side of the stream 
on the line between sections 16 and 21, Diamond Lake township:~ 
The Rock Island Railway Company has openea anextens.ive pit 
i:n section '29, Diamond Lake township, and one on 'a ' smalleI.': 
scale on the west side of the Little Sioux in s€)ction ~5, Silver 
l!ake township. These t~rraces are not continuous nor do they; 
appear to be connected. Both seem to belong to the same stre'am. 
The te~races ~re more prominent farther south a~d after the) 
union: iof the two main' forks of 'the Little Sioux' hecome highly· 
important. ' In the northwest part of section 8, Lakeville town-
ship; enormous masses 'of gravel and sand , have been opened. 
Cfonspicuous low hill,s east of the' river running thirty to forty ' 
feet high and ,appearing·for some'distance north ' and south are 
composed almost entirely of sorted materials.' East of the Sioux; 
inJ s:ections 2;1. and '28 of Lakeville township 'are the same ' low: 
bill~ thirty tothirty-fi~efeet above'the ~ve~1 ~apped by'or :com.!1 
pO'~~d of sand and grave}. The topography is exce'ediIigly rug": 
ged;' and 'these ) gravels 'were no' doubt deposited by the' ilVet[ 
whEm"it fto~ed at a higlie~ le~el than now. . . .,., .. ,! 
, MiI£~rd 't~rrace is ~ huge gra~el' plain, a' remarkable 'piece b'f: 
evidence of the tremendous amount of materials carried out; 'an:d ' 
down by the ancient flood waters. (See report on Osceola county.) 
It begins north of the town of Milford, where the Wisconsin 
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moraine ends, and seem's' to come from beneath the latt~r. To 
the so:uth it is a pr~mounced topographic feature, extending down 
to the county line and having 'a width of two' to three miles most 
of the way. The n9rth portion of it is a drift surface' leveled up 
by 'the deposition of gravel. In places the gravel is almost ah:. 
sent, in others just present, and again fifty feet thick. The first 
is true to the west, where the Sioux makes its "debut.?" ,The 
gravels are not thick under Milford as a rule. , Twelve to fifteen 
f.eet may be seen overlying drift in the southeast part of section 
12, on the west ~ide of the railway south of town; Similar out,. 
crops appear in road cuts in many places in south and southeast 
Milford; drift on the slopes ' and gravels at the top. The only 
opening of any size is in southeast Milford, in the terrace es-
carpment bordering the old mill pond. There is no stripping 
'here. The upper four to six feet are coarse gravel with , small 
bowlders up to six or eight inches, badly tumbled up and iron7 
:stained. The gray granites are disintegrated and crumbly" Be-
low comes clean, fine gravel and sand, much cross- and interbed-
ded, but containing few pebbles over two inches. Occasionally 
small lenses of plastic clay occur just below the upper ,coarse 
part. Upwards of thirteen feet of good gravel are open to view. 
The main pit from which gravel for cement wO'rk is ::being 
taken, is in' the northwest 'quarter of section 8, Milford tOwn'ship; 
a mile east of town. There',is less coarse material than in the 
opening noted previously, and the whole' is rusty in appearance'. 
Much gravel has been taken from the J oIll 'Winton pit ' at 'the 
lwrtheast corner of town. Here there ate exposed some thirty-
five or forty feet, With, a 'foot 'or le'ss to strip. The top is coarse 
and iron-stained, and ' the upper twenty feet have 'occasional 
sand bands. Two of these are eight 'to ten inches thick, and cOn-
tain a considerable amount of silt. These sandy-silty seams , 
stand up well, and do not slide as does the rest. The lower part 
of ' the pit , has more sand, but ther.e is much coarSE:) ' mate'rial 
throughout. ' , 
!",Thirty' feet 'of clean gravel are expos,ed:'in a; ,road 'cut on -the 
c~)uThtY, line ,at the. southwest corner of section ' ~,4:"Okoboji , to.wnr 
:shlp~~ ~, .' \1"-' •• , ' I', • • • " .' -~ . : I ~ • • • ~ ,· . ·t~ . . : .. :- 4 _ ) ... ~ J ... , I 
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In reference to thi,s huge outwash plain, Prof. Ira, A. Williams 
says .: "It is useless to estimate the amount of sand and gravel 
available in Milford terrace. Where it can be observed (there 
are few openings), there is practically no stripping, only the top 
few feet are impure and bowldery, and below is clean; moder-
ately fine sand and gravel to' suit the 'purpose surely of the most 
,fa stidibus. " 
! Stony creek meanders , through ' a depression often ,marshy, 
usually little below the surrounding country'. It has, however, 
after its escape from the moraine in south Excelsior township, 
distributed gravels 'more or less continuously throughout its 
'course in the county. These deposits are not conspicuous, but 
are to be found in low benches skirting the stream, now on one 
side and now on the other, more often on the east than on the 
west side. The gravels are us.ually covered with a few feet of 
soil :or alluvial material; the bench itself rises but six or' eight , 
feet above the stream. They are exposed" occasionally in road 
-cuts, e. g., in southeast 8 and northe~st 17 of Westport town-
'&hip. At the latter place a bank of four or five feet is open and 
is ,being put to m~ch-needed use on the roads. The terrace is a 
plain here, being from a quarter to one-third ofa mile wide. 
The isame .gravels may be seen 'again in south section 22 and 
north 27 at the creek. Little search would be required to :find 
,within reasonable distance ample supplies for the roads of the 
creek bottom, where it is much needed and where it is generally 
conspicuously lacking. ' 
Muddy creek is for the greater part of its course a typical 
prairie slough. It rises in marshes in , section 3 of Richland 
township and drains in most imperfect- fashion this and Lloyd 
township, farther south. After passing Terril in the latter town-
ship, the stream occ'\lpies a ,broader and more definite' valley, and 
becomes a prominent water course, marked here and there by 
'gravel terraces after the mann~r of all south-flowing streams 
in this part of Iowa. 
, Kame Deposits.-The terminal moraine of the Wisconsin 
glacier (Altamont moraine) cuts across Dickinson county from 
northwest to southeast. The kames and eskers of this morainal 
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country are in many eases either capped by or'composed entirely 
of sand and gravel, and qmte a large number of them have been 
opened and are now furnishing local supplies. West of the 
bridge in the southwest quarter of s,ection 11, Okoboji township, 
gravel is being taken from the top of the hills. In the south 
parts of sections 3 and 4 in the same township, a veneer of gravel 
covers low drift hills about twenty-five feet above water. These 
may be seen in the road along the so~th side of these sections 
and on both sides of a small stream in section 4. The low hills 
bordering the creek between Rush and Pillsbury lakes are kame-
like in appearance and very gravelly. They have been opened 
for gravehn the roadway in the southeast quarter of section 31, 
Lakeville township. In section 1, Westport, and section 36, Ex-
celsior townships, occurs 'a series of low hills, which are no doubt 
largely composed of sand and gravel. The town of Spirit Lake 
gets sand. and gravel from morainal hills in southwest 33, Spirit 
Lake township, and northwest 2, Lakeville township. 
These are blita few samples of the many openings in drift 
hills. They are particularly plentiful 'around Diamond lake and 
throughout the northern half of the county. Many hills not now 
open will no doubt yield plentifully of both road and concrete 
materials, and prove a valuable asset when highway improve-
ment is considered. 
Miscellaneous Deposits.-Dickinson county fs the classic lake 
, region of Iowa. Besides Spirit lake and Okoboji lake, which are 
wiq,ely known as summer res'orts, there are a large number of 
smaller lakes, many of them really only ponds. Some of these 
lakes have sand and gravel benches, and furnish suitable ma-
terial for local consumption. 
Although the beach sands are white and clean, the constituent 
grains are usually more rounded and smoother than those of 
ordinary water-carried materials, characteristics not favorable 
to' their use in cement work. . , 
The state forbids the removal of sand and gravel from the 
beaches of the larger hikes, but the town of Spirit Lake obtains 
part of its supply from the northeast beach of Cente,r lake. 
Others of the smaller lakes supply small quantities for 
local use. 
, . 
.. 
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DUBUqUE COUNTY. 
SAND ANJ? GRAVEL. 
There are representatives of seyeral different classes of, ~;lands , . 
,and gravels in this area. The fine clean sands ,of the Wisconsin 
stage are found in the valley of the Mississippi; the coarser, or 
at least more weathered I gravels . of the Buchanan stage ' are 
strewn along the drainage course of Maquoketa river, and up:-
.land gravels occur at numerous points over the higher lands of 
the interior of the county. 
Along the line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul Railway 
in Mosalem township there are terraces which apparently con-
sist of fine, clean sand, and in the abandoned valley of Catfish 
creek in the northwest quarter of section 6 of this township, a 
short distance up the Illinois' Central railroad track, is a bank 
of sand ' seventy-five feet high. This consists entirely of the 
same clean fresh sands which ·are shown down the river. The 
FIG. 26-Gravel terraCe of Catfish creek, showing an abundance of', residual 
cherts. Dubuque county. 
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bank exte:rids back to'the bluff and is faced by a :sirililar one aCIOSS ~ 
the 'valley , sQme , distance b.eyond the .point , at which the cr:eek , ' 
leaves it. Where the railro,ad crosses the wagon road leading 
from Dub,uque to Rockdale, the terraces a~e ,fifteen to twenty 
feet above the stream. The railroad has used large , quantities 
qf these sands for ballast. 
, The city of Dubuque is built in par:t upon one of these ter-
IaCeS. : 'Exposures may still be seen in the northern part of the 
city . . North of the Dubuque Shops, for instance, is exposed a 
bank of fine sand twenty feet high. The lower half is cross-
'bedded in bands one-fourth to two feet thick and, separated by 
streaks of gravel one-fourth to one inch thick. Above the cross-
bedded part are two feet, of sandy clay and then come eight feet 
of fine sand. The terraces extend frQm the Dubuque Shops to. , 
Eagle Point.. At the widest point the bluffs are 300 yards back. 
from the face of the terrace. The sand probably fil~s this entire 
~pace. At the face the terrace is ten to twelve feet higher than , 
at some distance farther back. A short distance north of the pit 
described above are two or three other large openings thirty to. , 
, f.Qrty-five feet deep. One of these, the Beutin pit, shows at the , 
base ' twenty feet Qf. rather coarse gray sand with local clay , 
streaks up to twelve inches in thickness in the middle of the bed. 
~hen comes a clay band' sixteen inches in thickness and above it ' 
eight to fifteen feet of fine, yellow sand, like dune sand. , The , 
sands frdm this and other pits are used for plastering and 
other pu~oses. 
Peru Bottoms is a large triangular area a few miles north of 
Dubuque, in' which a cQnsiderable deposit of sand was laid down 
in slack water back from the main current of the stream. The 
J:iver lias since probably cut· away a considerable part from the 
front and Littl~ Maquoketa 'river has carved out a valley for its , 
lowe:r course, and -now instead of running southeast from Sage- , 
ville, it ~ns ,northeast to' join the Mississippi after mealldering 
across 's~vei'ar miles of flood plain. There still r.emai~s~ how;- , 
ever! ', a. l.a~ge terrace which p~obably cont,ains nearly , ~ ~qua:re ', 
mile. , This rises about fifty feet above the river and seems, to 
be c~itiposed of the same fin'e, clean sands which' are fo.un(rels'~ ­
where along the river. Some coarser material up to. Qne-fourth 
, . 
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or one-half inch in diameter is found.. Where the Little Ma-
quoketa has , cut away the rear edge of the deposit it has left 
a face twenty feet or more in height. 
, In the old valley of the Little Maquoketa, which extends across 
Dubuque'and Julien townships, are some hills and slopes of sand 
and in the m~uth of a ravine which enters the valley, opposite 
the race 'track, is a small terrace. . These sands are similar to 
those' previously noted. Another sand terrace is found ' in sec-
tion 15, Peru township. The upper valley of the Little Maquo-
keta does not seem to bear extensive deposits of detrital mate-
rial, though small banks occur in the stream bed and may be 
useful for local purposes. . . . 
A number of exposures of Buchanan gravels are mentioned by 
Calvin and Bain in ' their ' report on Dubuque county. * These 
occur chiefly on the 'uplands when~ stream erosion 'has not yet 
reached them. Some of these localities are: One at Peosta and 
another three-fourths mile east of the same town; one at Ep- . 
worth , and ' another a short distance northwest of the village; 
also one a quarter of a mile south of the northwest corner of 
section 3, Taylor township. These beds are made up of typical 
coarse llpland Buchanan gravels and , as such are admirably 
Buited for either road or concrete work. 
f • • • • 
In Cascade township are it number of beds of high level gravels 
on the hilltops. As examples may be mentioned one on the road 
between the south parts of sections 14 and 15, one near the cen-
ter of section 16, another just over. the line in section 21, near the 
roadside, and one near the middle of the east line of section 22. 
Many of these are typical of the upland phase, coarse, red, with 
pe~bles and bowlders. That ill' section 16 is part of a low ridge 
rising above the surrounding fields. It has been worked to ·a 
depth of six feet o! more and consists of very rusty gravels with 
much foreign material and local chert. 
Along the public road and the Illinois Central track in sec-
tions 3 and 4 of Dodge and 33 of New Wine townships are 
gravels which form a conspicuous ridge extending for a con sid-
. erable distance parallel to the roads. The grave~s are dark red, 
. 
·.Iowa Geol, Surv,; Vol. x, pp, 467, 468. . , 
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rather coarse and contain bowlderets up to six, eight or ten 
inches in diameter. These gravels are of such excellent charac-
ter and so conveniently located that they shouid be more widely 
used than has been the case. Where they have been' applied to 
. the roads they have made a very decided improvement. 
The north fork of the Maquoketa shows numerous bodies of 
detrital matter from the neighborhood of Dyersville southward. 
A part of the toWn is built on a terrace of typical Buchanan 
gravels, which in their upper parts are of medium fineness, but 
are propably finer below. This terrace extends up the river a 
:::hort distance above town, but the country soon becomes rough 
and deeply loess-covered, sO' that no gravels are exposed, except 
a little at New Vienna: In the valley of Bear creek are abundant 
. gravels, but as these are nearly all in :Qelaware county, . their 
discussion will 'be found in connection with that county. . 
Between Rockville in Delaware county and Worthington in 
Dubuque is a rather high terrac~ which is practically continuous, 
and upon which the town of Worthington is built. The terrace 
continues at intervals to Cascade. A stream valley in section 
21, Cascade township, is filled with fine sand and gravel layers 
down to the river. Through sections 27, 26,25 and .36 these ter-
races are well developed. In the southeast quarter of section 26 
a gully has cut into· the sands eight or ten feet, 'showing coarser 
gravels at the top, and the whole overlain by· oxidized, join~ed 
clays. . 
STONE. 
The Ordovician system, as developed in Dubuque county, com-
prises four well-marked divisions, the Saint Peter sandstone, 
. the Platteville limestone, the Galena limestone, and the Ma-
quoketa shales. Exposures of the first occur along the Missis-
sippi bluffs from a mile or two above Spechts Ferry to Zollicof-
fer Lake, a distance of five or six miles. It is represented by a 
rather ferruginous, variegated, coarse-grained sandstone. It 
is friable, though the upper beds are sometimes sufficiently in-
durated to be used as a quarry stone. It has been used to I some 
extent in the vicinity ofSpechts Fen:y. 
16 
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: . The: Pl/i tt'eville limestone ' comprises a , s'eTies :. ,of) int.er bedded'~ 
limestones' and shales,. some.of·the ,limestone bedsheirig dolomit- : 
ized: : A · geneTal .section., accOTding· to Calvin and Bain,',,is as 
follows: · . FEET. 
8. Sh'ale to shaly limes~one or interbedded limllst ones and shales 5 · 
.7. Limestone, bluish, rather coarse,grained, in thin layers 
ran ging' from ' three ·to· six inches in thickness .. . . .. . .. .. . 25 
6. Shale, ,Ibluish or greenish, very. s.oft, plastic, with thin len-
.. t i-cular sheets of limes:tone distributed irr,egllllarly through 
it ("Green shales") ::. :' . ... . .. . ; . , .. ..... : . . . . .. . .. . . . 12 
5 . . Limestone, ,blu~sh beds, weathering brown, coarser grained 
and less fossiliferous than beds below .. ... . ......... . .. 5 
4. Limestone, heavier, coarser layets,' ledges up,.to fifteen inches, 
. resist w.eathering well . ... ..... . . . .. .. .. . ... .. ... . . . . .. 5 
3. Limestone, blue, thinly bedded,fine-grain:ed, brittle, fossilif-
, erous, bedding planes very uneven and \lndulating, weath-
ered surfaces show thin Shale partings; shale often quite 
bituminous. With the two zones albove constitutes the 
"Lower Blue ~eds" ........ . . .... . . .. . ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 
2. Limestone, dolomitic, earthy, impure, no:n.crystadline, hard, 
. firm ; beds range from eight inches to three feet in thick-
. ness and are well suited for heavy masonry. "The Lower , 
Buff ' Beds" .. . .... ... I ... • ..•. • .• •.. •... •.•• . . .•.•. • •. 18-20 
1. Shale, bluish to greenish, weathers to ashen or yellow, 
"Bas,al Shale" .. . .......... . . . ; . . . .. . t ••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • •• 3-6 
. Number 2 in this section is the mQst highly prized for quarry 
purposes, although quite ' generally obscured' by talus slopes. 
This is the horizon'which has been so extensively developed and 
is deservedly popular for heavy masonry at Minneapolis and 
Saint Paul. 
'l;he following sections in the vicinity of Spechts Ferry give 
the details of the Platteville. 
S~ECHTS FERRY SECTION. FEET. 
11. Dol~mite, thin-bedded, brown, with shaly partings (Galen~) .4-
10. Limestone, thin-bedded, imperfectly dolomitized, with fos-
' sil brachiopod shells only slightly changed '; the lime-
stone bz:own, earthy, noncrystalline, but evidently ,of 
the Galena type .. .. ... . ' .. . , .. ~ . . . ..... .. : ... -..... .. . : . 3 
9. Limestone, thick" earthy, imperfectl¥ ' dolomitized ,(Galena) '3 
8. , Limestone, thin beds with muc,h shale in the partings; ' 
in pal't a true shale. This member is almost entirely 
• shaly: a few rods aJbove the station, on the roa;d leading -
" to DubJlque . ... . . . .... .... . ... . ... . . . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
7. Limestone, bluish, rather coarse·grained, with dissemin,ated 
, " fossHs ; in, beds varying from three to six inch~s in thi~k- . 
_ ness ... . ..... . '................... . ........ .. . . . . ..... 25 
6. Shale, bluish 'or greenish, ' containhii occasional thin ' beds' " 
or discontinuous flakes of limestone; "the , "Green Sha1es'! ,' 1 
of. the Minnesota geologists .. .. .. : . .. .-.. . -... ; . . : ....... . ' 12 
5. , Limestone, thin bedded, bluish, rather coarse-grained, ' • • 
weathering brownish in color. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
, 
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PLATE XVI-View three-fourths of a mile below Spechts Ferry, showing In 
ascending order: 1. Saint Peter sandstone. 2. Basal shale. ~ . Lower BulI 
beds. 4. Thin, brittle, blue beds. 
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'FEET. 
4. Limestone in rather heavy layers which range,uip to fifteen . 
inches in thickness; Ibluish on fresh fracture, but weatIl-
erin,g to >buff on exposure. . ... ..... . .•. . . .. . . • • . . . . .. . . . 5 
3. Limestone, brittle, fine-grained" blue, very !ossiliferous, 
!breaking up on weathered . surfaces into flexuous layers 
rubout two inches in thickness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20' 
2. Limestone, :'bower Buff Beds," eXPQsed, :about.... ... .... . 8 
1. Limestone ; un.exposed to level o·f water in river, about . . .. , 45 
About three-fourths of a miie below Spechts Ferry the "Lower 
Buff Beds" show a thickness of twenty feet. A quarry in sec-
tion 10 of Peru township, two miles below Spechts Ferry, shows 
the following beds: . 
FEET. 
5. Limestone, blue, thin-bedd,ed at the top of the section:. . .. 2 
4. Shale, the ' equivalent of the "Green Shales".............. . 8 
3. Limestone" heavy. le<'!ges of fairly good building stone, 
bluish, but weathering into 'buff 0)1. exposed surfaces, 
equi"alent to numloors 4 and 5 of the Spechts Ferry section 10' 
2. .Limestone, thin-bed·ded, 'brittle; blue, fossiliferous ...... 16 
1. Limestone, heavy, "Lower Buff Beds," good quarry ston·e. IO' 
The Lowe,r Buff Beds are not sufficiently accessible to attain 
much importance in the county as · a quarry stone. The pure 
limestone beds ' abovB, while more readily available) are not suf-
ficiently durable to command attention. 
The Galena limestone affords an important quarry horizon 
in the upper beda and one much more generally available than 
the Lower Buff Beds. Numerous quarries have been opened 
and operated in the vicinity of the city of Dubuque" near Graf, 
on the Chicago Great, Western, and along the illinois Central at 
the crossing of the North Cascade road. . 
The rock quarried is thin-bedded above, ranging from four to 
·ten inches and separated ' by thin shaly partings, becoini~g 
heavier below, the beds attaining four feet or more in thickness. 
The rock is hard, granular, completely dolomitized, and rough 
and vesicular on exposed surfaces. It does no't make a good ap-
pearance in dressed stone work, but is excellent for ashlar, rough 
dimension wor'k and heavy masonry . . In bridge work, founda-
tions and lower courses in large buildings, it makes an excellent 
appearance . 
. One of the most complete and representative sections in the 
county may be seen at the Eagle l;>oint Lime Works. The fol-
lowing sequence of beds may be studied.: 
'J 
• 
.. 
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FEEr. 
15. Loess-covered' slope' above the outcropping ledges of Galena 
limestone, 'culminating in a prehistoric mound at the sum· 
, mit. of . the , bluff , ................... : ... ' . .. . . .'. : . . . . . . . . .. 15 
14. Dolomite in ledges, varying from two to three feet in thick-
ness . .. .. .. .. . ... ......... . ...... : ..... . ,: .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
13. Dolomite, two or -three rather heavy ledges containing large 
numbers of the problematic: fossil, Receptaculites owen~ 
Hall. Recep~aculites is found sparingly' in other mem-
,bers of the ,section. At this horizon, which will be call€d 
the Recepta;culites zone, it is exceedingly' abundant . . .. 10, 
12. Dolomite, he'avy~bedded, typical Galena;, hard, crystalline 
and relativ,ely free from chert; in ledges three to six feet 
in thickness . ... .. : . ... : . ... ......... . .. . .. . . . . . .... . .. 70 
11. Dolomite, bed containing pockets of calcite; the calcite in 
some cases forming large crystals .... . ....... .. . . ...... 3 
10. Dolomite, 'bed containing large quantities of chert .. .... 4 
9 . . Limestone, ledges showing t he characteristics of the typical 
Galena, hard, .compact, crystalline, completely dolomitized, 
with small amount of chert .................... . . .. .. 18 
8. Dolomite, thick, massive beds with large amount of chert.. 12 
7. Dolomite, thick beds, crystalline, the ordinary type .... 6 
'6. ' Dolomite, ledge varying in texture, containing small pockets 
of calcite an!! some chert; ' a single specimen of Receptacu-
lites found in this ledge , .............................. 4 
5. Dolomite, heavy ledge nearly on a level with the top of lime 
kiln ...... . ', ' ........ " ....... , ... , .. ........ , " ....... , 3 
4. ' Dolomite 'varying in aspect accor,ding to degree of weather-
ing; at Eagle' Point showing b~dding planes 10 to ,18 inches 
apart . . .. .................. ; .. .. . 1 ••••••••• • ••••••• • •••• 1'5 
3'. Dolomite ; massive, crystalline; bedding planes almost com-
pletely obliterated ...... . ...... ' . ...... . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
2. Limestone, incompletely ' dolomitized beds wHh shaly part-
ings at intervals of six, eight, or ten inches •....... 10 
1. Limestone, basal ledge of Qalena, beginning on top of Platte-
ville limestone and shale ,bearing OrtMs subaequata and 
associated fauna; this lower 'bed is , earthy, incompletely 
dolomitized, and wea;thers below into a dark Ibrown or 
red,diSh ferruginous clay ..... .. ..... . .... : . : ' ........ '. . . . . 2 
·Nunibers 12 .to ,, 14," inclusive, - comprise the 'most important 
quarry beds . . The chert beds comprising"numher;s 6-to .the base 
of 12 are suitable for"crushed stone products ;and ' are also used 
for · lime . . They are nob~onsi.dered desirable for ,structural pur-
poses. ' 
FTOin the Eagle" Point :Lime Works the~ he-ds dil> ' more' or hiss 
uniformly to the ''South and' west:' .' , '" . " '. ", 
Most' of the quarries near Dubuque operate the beds' 'abov'e 
,riUm:ber '13 ' iii the Eagle P6llit · section: ' ' A.li6'ul~ th~ middle of 
-thIS di.qsibh occurs' the ' 'cap·-tock'~ 6{the' mirlers, :a: heavi; firtil. 
• ." - . ' '.~ ... , • , '. .. ". ~·I/ .,. ,"l I,: '!;~' ~I' ,"" = 
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layer about two and one-half feet in thickness with an eight or 
nine inch lay'er below it. ' , 
Several crusher plants have been installed and are in opera-
tion in Dubuque. Among these the Eagl,e Point Lime Works at 
the north edge of Dubuque crushes rock from the flinty beds of 
the Galena, which are unsuitable for lime making. An Austin 
, gyratory crusher is used and the plant has a ' capacity , of 400 
yards of crushed rock daily:. Three sizes of rock are produced. 
The cost delivered is about sixty cents per yard. A description 
of the quarry and plant is givell- on pages 423-424, 601-603 of 
the report on Dubuque county. * 
Tibey Bros. operate a quarry in the southern part of Dubuque 
on Dodge street. This is opened in the Galena limestone and 
" works about thirty-five feet of ' the thin upper beds and the 
heavier beds below them. A Gates No. 4 cr~sher was installed 
in 1908 and crushes the upper layers as well as waste from the 
quarry. The capacity is 250 cubic yards per day. The Byrne-
Saul quarry across Dodge street is using the same rock, but has 
no ' crgsher. 
The O'Farrell Contracting Company has a crusher on' Clark 
street near West Locust. A small quarry is located here and a 
larger one is opened ,on Seventeenth and Cox streets. These are 
in the same horizon as the Tibey quarry and are above the 
Eagle Point beds. The rock is somewhat softer than that from 
Eagle Point. The crusher used is an Aurora No.2. The crushed 
material is assorted into three sizes. The fine material is used 
for walls, steps, etc. It brings $1.80 per yard. The coarser sizes 
are used for concrete and macadam. The surface material over-
, lying these beds contains characteristic pelecypods fJ;om the 
basal layers of the Maquoketa shale. 
The Maquoketa shales contain certain indurated layers 
throughout, and impure, earthy dolomite layers above. None, 
however, are of sufficie:ri.t importance to be worthy of special 
meption for structural purposes, and have not been quarried, in 
the county~ , 
The Niagaran limestone covers the western portion of the 
county and has been quarried at several .points. Two well-de-
"Iowa Geological Survey. Vol .. X. 
" 
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-:fined .cluarry .horizons have :been developed, one near the"base 
of the series between the fifteen feet of basal -beas , a.nd .ihe~ chert 
-beds, arid the -other at the top of the Niagaran series as ·they 
occur ill Dubuque county. Each horizon comprises about twenty 
feet of good quarry stone, the lower beds being typically shown 
in the. quarries about Farley, while the most important quarries 
in ·the upper beds have been opened near Cascade. Tp.e basal 
beds and beds between the lower and" upper quarry beds, whil~ 
suitable for rubble and crushed stone purposes, are' not 'quarried 
extensively at any place in the county. 
Typical sections of the lower beds may be seen in· the quarry 
of Peter Milesi,' east of Farley, and in the Arquitt quarry north 
of the same town. The Milesi quarry, located. in the southwest 
quarter of section 8, Taylor township, on the Illinois Centrai 
railway, shows the following beds and layers: 
INCHES. 
8. Coarse-grained bridge stone ... .. ... .. . ... .... . . .... . 21 ' 
7. Stone of medium 'grade ........ .. .. . . ... ... ... ... .. 28 
6. Ledge of fine-grained stone, with some chert ... . .... 24 
5. ,Stone similar to nUl!1lber 6 .. ~ ... " . ..... ..... ........ ' 14 
4. Fine-grained storie of good quality . .......... ... .... 4 
3. Stone of same lluality as mmiber 4 .............. .- . . 17 
2. Stone similar to 3 and 4 .. ,..... ....... .. ... .. .... • 9 
1. Stone like 2, 3- and 4.......... ...... ......... .. ....... 26 
The quarry of B. N. Arquitt and Sons is located at North Far~ 
ley on the C:picago Great Western. The quarry is similar to the 
one just described. The company had produced crushed' stone', 
now the principal product, for more thaI). a decade. The upper 
heavy beds are used with the exception of the uppermost soft 
paJ;'i. The lower flint beds are also used and roe;k from these 
makes excellent grouting. ·The upper yellow beds are softer and 
more porous. The beds below the flint beds are used for rubble 
,and the lowermost beds for range work, trimmings, etc. The 
flint beds are about fifteen, feet thick, the yellow beds above about 
,the same, and over them are five feet of soft rock. A No.2 West-
ern jaw crusher is used and cylindrical and flat screens size the 
crushed rock. ' The 'plant has Ii capacity of 150 'yar<;ls daily. : 
. The intermediate beds 'have been quarried in this vicinity and 
also near Dyersville, and other points in the count~. .. -, '" - ,- -
• 
EMMET COUNTY 
~FI:, 27-Arquitt quarry. somewhat obscured by an excessive amount of talus. 
North Farley. Dubuque county, 
EMMET COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRA VJPL. 
E.mmet county lies wholly ' within the area covered by the 
'Wisconsin ice in Iowa. The deposits of sand and gravel are in ' 
the drift hills of the upland and in the gravel trains along the 
streams. Occasionally beds referable to the older Kansan drift 
are exposed. A discussion of the origin of these deposits ;by 
IT. H. Macbride is quoted in the report on Palo Alto county, and 
'to that discussion the reader is r~ferred. . . -if 
. ", ;1 ;~,,,<,' 
,. Stream Terraces.-The west fork of the De~ MMne-s rive~::i~ : 
the most importaI).t !:;tream in ,Emmet county. It ·f1.owst4rough-
a 'broad' Bat valley flanked onbofh sides by hills of Wis~dnsin 
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drift. The river "bottom" itself is a huge gravel plain. The 
.city of Est,herville is built on this gravel terrace. One ascends 
to the typical drift as he passes east out a:long any of the prin~ 
cipal streets, and in many places the distinction may be seen by 
merely standing in the street and looking east. 
. . 
In and about Estherville these outwash gravels have been and 
are being used for all purposes where sand and gravel are 
needed. The Estherville Cement Products Oompany is working 
a terrace gravel some thirty feet above the river. Here there 
are about ten feet on the average of good gravel, with .3. little 
dirty material in the upper portion. The lower two feet contain 
. larger pebbles and all rest on the usual bed of large bowlders 
and blue, pebbly drift. The gravels ' are in part cemented by' 
lime and are covered by some three feet of soil. A mile north of 
the city, on the Griffith farm, is a small sand pit some fifty feet 
. abov~ the river.' Only fine sand is in sight here. There is a 
small pit on the dairy farm on the west side of the river. 
FIG. ' 28-Grettinger pit, showing loading and 'grading of materi'als. This pit repre-
sents well the ' materials composing the valley -train in E 'mmet and ' northern 
.' Palo Alto counties. . - -
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, " EMMET COUNTY· 
At the ,bridge ,acrossJ;>es·Moines river in section 28 of Emmet 
'iownship,gra.vel is piled in ,spch, a. 'W~y as to give , the observer 
, .a fair idea ,of the immense erosion changes, that once went on in 
what ,we now ,tElrm the valley of the river. Here the gravel on 
·ei'ther side of the 'river is qiscoverable ' hi~h up above the ordi-
nary plain, lodged against the banks of drift some fifty or sixty 
feet above the river. Between lies a half mile or more ,of gravel 
:plain :perfectly solid and fiat, ' the b,ottom of the ancient glacial 
.riYer. .' 
, ~ 
'From Estherville south to 'the county line the gravel plain 
'continues uninterrupted, varying in width up to one and one-
"balf miles. What is said of this enormous gravel plain ip. Palo 
.Alto county holds with equ'al force here. The deposit has been 
"opened in many places ~s a source of local supply. 
, The Rock 'island R~ilway G9mpany has a big pit in se'ctions 
..32 and 33, High Lake township, from which untold quantities of 
ballast have been removed. In this pit there are about twenty 
feet of gravel exposed., The upper portion is coarse, but shades 
-off gradually into finer material below. It is iron-stained 
throughout and contains a large proportion of limestone and 
,.granite pebbles. Many; of the latter are badly weath'ered and 
may readily be crumbled with the hands. ' 
South ,of Estherville, in the openings made by the Miru'l.eapolis 
.and, Saint Louis Railroad Company the gravels referred to the 
Kansan by Macbride (see Palo Alto county) may be seen. At 
·the extr~me' south end 'of this arli:Q.cial exposure storm-water 
;erosion has supplemented the artificial excavation to the com-
plete 'uncovering of the old blue clay. Here, resting' directly 
'upon the blue clay, is a more or 'less indurated brownish gravel. 
This is very similar to the bottom deposit in several openings 
in the I!.eighborhood, and may readily be recognized as being 
'strikingly different from the upper portion of the beds. To 
,again quote Macbride 'in reference to this older ' deposit, "It 
seems as if .it may be looked for almost anywhere as a bottom 
..deposit orwhat has here been denominated the gravel plain." 
• • t • I.' \ I" ; 
'_ Rewor,ked Mq,ter.ia'ls.-:-While , gr~v,ell:j.nd sand bar~ 8.f,e cr:;l,ot, ~t 
.all uncommon aYong the streams of Emmet county, they by no 
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means form an important so-qrce of supply. Variations between 
wide limits in both quality and qu,antity of the material in these · 
. . 
bars render the terrace and kame deposits far more reliable, 
and as a con~equence, the former take a minor place. They do, 
however, furnish a handy and easily available supply for small 
local consumption. 
}4or<linal Deposits.-Many of the knobs throughout the en-
tire area of .the Wisconsin d,rift are ·either composed entirely of 
sand and gravel or have gravel as pockets or cap pings under a 
veneer of soil. Where these drift hills do contain gravel they 
constitute. a valuable source of supply. These deposits are widely 
different in character, some of them furnishing a clean, sharp 
product which is most excellent for concrete, and others supply-
ing only a dirty, iron-stained material which is fit for nothing 
save road surfacing or ballast. 
~AYETTE COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Fayette county is abundilntly. supplied with gravels, both in 
its major stream valleys and 'upon the uplands. The border line 
between the areas of Io~an and Kansan drift may be defined 
bFiefly as following the Chicago, Milwaukee &. St. Paul Tailroad 
from the east county line to Fayette, thence to West Union, Eden 
and St. Lucas. Northeast of this line the surface has been much 
eroded, and such deposits of upland .gravels as may have been 
formed 'have probably been largely carried away. The larger 
vallefs, however, carry extensive beds .and terraces. 
Southwest of the above line erosive ·agencies have not been so 
effective, the land lies more nearly level and the stream valleys 
are . shallow. Here gravels are widely distributed and nearly 
every hilltop has its 'capping. Every township in the county has 
a more. or less abundant supply, so gener.ously are these gravels 
scattered. 
-
Along almost the entire course of Turkey river in Fayette 
county there are terraces of gravel and sand, well defined and of 
considerable extent. Betwe'en Elgin and 'Clermont, these ter-
I 
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races are about . thirty feet high and consist s'o far as observed; 
of- r.ather fine, fresh sand and gravel. In some places a lower 
terrace, about ten feet above the flood plain, is developed. 
:' .The banks of the creek which crosses the north part of the 
.town 'of Clermont contain large quantities of gravel, and the flood 
plain is also underlain by simHar material. Tohese gravels :con-
sistlargely of rounded limestone fragments, with some 'for~ign 
material imd moderate amounts ' of-sand. Extensive use has 
been made of the gravels for macadamizing the streets of the 
town and with resul,ts which are apparently very satisfactory. 
They pa~k well ,and form an excellent roadbed: 
In the river banks just across the bridge at the south edge of 
town, Mr. Stahl has a sand pit which yields sand of good quality 
for finishing concrete work as well as for wall plaster, although 
it is a little coarse for the latter purpose. Another pit near by 
yields excellent gravel for concrete work. Some of ,the layers 
FIG. 29-Buchanan gravels and Kansan loess, section 23, Dover township, Fayette 
county. 
17 
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have limestones and foreign pebbles intermingled, although the 
lower layers contain larger proportions of finer materials and 
. less limestone. 
In addition to supplying local demands, these sands and 
gravels are shipped quite extensively to nearby towns which are 
not so well supplied. The Miller pits along the Rock Island 
. tracks about a ·mik below town also ship large amounts. The 
gravels from these pits are used in large quantities for concrete 
altho'ugh they are said to contain a ,little more clay than those in 
the town. ' 
There are well marked terraces from Clermont up the river 
to Eldorado. For the most part these are built up of fresh sands 
with some foreign pebbles, chert and limestone, the latter pre-
dominating .locally. Some of these sands have been used on the 
roads and furnish some improvement on the sandy roadbeds at 
least. In se,ctions 23 and 24 of Dover township is a broad valley 
FIG. 30-General vi ew at the same locality as Figure 29. 
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with a gentle slope toward the river. This seems' to be filled 
with sand and gravel, probably a back water filling. 
In the northeast quarter of section 23 a small creek has under-
mined its bank, exposing a clean face eighteen to twenty feet 
, high. This consists largely of fine yellow sand, well bedded. It 
is overlain by an old, gray, weathered and jointed loess, upon 
which rests a foot of black sandy soiL This is surmounted in 
turn by a dark gray sandy silt, probably modern alluvium. Above 
it comes the humus. , The bank has been dissected at right angles 
by a small gully, which is cut entirely in the fine sand and shows 
a great body of it. From its relations it would appear to belong 
to the valley phase ~f the Bucha~an gravels. . 
About two and one-half miles east of Eldorado, at the site 
of the old Huntsinger bridge, the terrace is about twenty feet 
FIG. 31-Gra v e l te rrace a long the Turkey ri ver n ear the old Huntsinger bridge 
.two and one -half miles east of Eldorado, Fayette county. 
high, and extends for one-half mile along the river. The lower 
half ' consists of very ferruginous and decayed materials of 
Buchanan age, while the upper part is made up of fresh sands 
I' 
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and 'gravels related to the Iowan. Limestone pebbles are very 
abundant in ,the' upper part and,fbreigfi pebbles and cobblestones 
are numerous. 
The village of Eldorado is built upon. a wide flat of. 300 acres 
extent, which 'is underlain by rather coarse, fres}:i~appearing . 
gravels. These rest upon a rock platform' twelve to fifteen feet 
above the river and are fo~nd to ' an elevation of thirty-five feet. 
Above the town the terraces continue 'until the river narrows on 
the southwest corner of section 12, Auburn township. 
, The Little Turkey"a tributary of Turkey river, draining the 
northwestern part of the county, is bordered by deposits of 
gravel from the vicinity of Waucoma at intervals to West Au-
burn. A short distance above Waucoma the ' stream' valley 
merges into the Iowan plain and such gravel beds ' as may be 
present are obscured by later deposits. 
, The road leading into the village from the south through the 
eastern part of section 16, follows the edge of the terrace, which 
is here fifteen to twenty feet high. It presents a steep river 
front, but grades into the drift plain to the west. The upper 
foot or two of this terrace consists, of coarse gravel. These are 
underlain by finer, yellow sands, with which a,re intercalated 
darker, harder bands. Exposures show considerable quantities 
of these materials in the town as well as for one-half mile or so 
_north. On the east bank of the river at the north edge of town 
a gravel pit shows rather fresh gravels two feet thick below a 
foot or two of soil. - These gravels contain considerable coarse 
material, chiefly of foreign origin. This bed ends rather abruptly ' 
and rests on weathered indurated yellow gravels, which are quite 
:coarse above, but grade quickly down into fine sand. These 
gravels have been used extensively in the vicinity for concrete 
and road purposes and are quite satisfactory. They pack well 
and make good road material. For several miles below Waucoma 
'the ' deposits seem to be continuous, and have been used some-
what for improving the roads. Some of them are fresh Iowan 
sands, while others are rusty, weathered Kanslln gravels. The 
lower co-qrStl o,f Orane creek also shows ,some banks and terraces 
of similar rna terial. 
\ : 
! 
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FIG. 32-Gravel pit showing fresher gravels above and. more weathered ones 
below. Waucoma, Fayette ?ounty. ' 
.e tThe valley of Otter creek carries no terraces or other extensive 
gravel deposits between West Union and Elgin, but the courses 
of Volga river- and of the short creek which enters it from the 
north just below A~bany are bordered by abundant · supplies. 
Those in the creek valley are in the form of terraces and banks, 
and are fine, light yellow and unweathered. Comparatively lit-
tle coarse foreign material is present, aithough the gr~vels carry 
'some ;chert a~d limestone. ' They present a marked c6ntrast to 
the typical Buchanan gravels in freshness, in fineness of grain 
and in their lack of· coarse material. The. village ~f k-Ibl:!ny i_~ 
·built on a wide :flat terrace of such gravels whicp, ··occup,i.es the 
old valley of ,the Volga. These fi~e 'materials are dQubtJess de-
rived from tb,edettitus brought down ·bithe r I6wu,n glacier, .l'!s 
the eastern .margin 'ofthe Iowan drifHies only two or three'miles 
west of the creek and the tributaiie~ 'of th~) fitter h~ad within: 
- . . 
or at the; edge o~; the Iowan piain. f) . 
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-- A- shorCdis"farice- wesE of Fayette ~the·-V~-iga 'leaves the 'shal-
low, 'ill-defined valley 'in which it has crossed the Iowan drift 
plain, and enters. the deep, winding gorge which it·has cut in the 
region .of mature Kansan topography. The upper valley con-
tains some beds' of gravel, but they are ·not well defined. Severa~ 
exposures occur near the line of the Ohicago, ~ock Island . i nd 
, Pacific Railroad between Maynard and Randalia, in the main 
valley or, in tributaries. There are terraces and flats in sec~ 
ti,ons '30, 31 and 32, Westfield township, and a flat of wide extent 
underlies the town of Fayette, but where exposures occur some 
, alluvium i's': mingled with the gravel and sand. Farther ~ack 
from the r iver the grStvels may be purer. , 
Between'Lima and Wadena in the wider parts of the ';alley ar~ 
' high terraces ~xten.ding' forty or fifty feet above the river. At 
Wadena these terraces are quite wide, but are only about twenty 
feet high. They are built for the most part of rather fine, light 
yellow sand and gravel. Th.e valley of a small creek' entering 
the main valley just east of Wadena is filled with these sands. ' 
They form banks and terraces ' east to the county line and fax 
beyond. ' 
From Wadena to Volga in Olayton c.ounty the valley is broad 
and comparatively level. There are large ' quantities of 'fine, 
fresh, light colored sands which extend up the slopes to the pro-
jecting cliffs of Niagaran limestone. In section 36, Illyria town~ 
ship, is a high hill of circumdenudation. On the south side of 
this hill the fine sands mentioned above extend to withi'n forty 
feet of the top. In this case, then, the sands ~'ise 160 feet above 
the river and in several cases th~y, are 100 teet or more above 
the water. In some localities there are isolated hillocks of the 
sands. It seems unlikely that these-sands owe their present alti~ 
tudes to river action alone, but they have probably been blown 
up by winds., 
In the southwest part of the county is another Otter creek; 
whose headwaters are gathered in Harlan and ~remont to'Wll-
ships. A mile or so 'above Oelwein terraces begin to be devel-
oped and continue down the valley-until it unites with that of 
'Wapsipinicon riv.er. West of Oelwein a md~ flat extends from 
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the town to the creek, ,a mile and a half. These flats and ter- . 
rac~s consist of fine yellow sands overlain by coarser gravels. 
The pit of Ira Hanson on the south side of the road, opposite 
the. cemetery, about the center of section 20, Jefferson towJ;lship, . 
will serve as an excellent type of these deposits. This is fully 
twelve feet deep and' its face presents a sllccession of layers of 
clean, fine, yellow sands, with some coarser materials inter-
bedded. ' 
T~e . valleys of. the east and west branches of Buffalo creek 
and of Maquoketa river, so far as they are dFeloped in Fayette 
county, all bear quantities of graveL Some of this is quite 
coarse, is red and is usually underlain by finer gravels. 
FIG. 33"":"'Buchanan gravels!, W !lst , Union, . ~a,.yett~ , counW·-
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. The ·uplalid!'pohase of the Buchananl gravels is :represented.:all 
over' that ·pa:f.f 'l)'f ' the ' cbunty : covere-d· by the Iowan ' drift. ' :It 
',V-Quld, be'imp:racticable 'to deS'cribe all the localities. wnere' these 
,gravels have been~opserve:tl;'tbut a' few typical. expos:ures may be 
'mentioned. A lar.ge numb~r ~a'I'e ' npted' on ' the.' geological map 
'which accompa'nies ,the report ) on dJ'.aye-tte· COUI+ty: by- Mr. Sav-
age. * On the southeastern .border of,. West Union; Qappin'g the 
'hills in the southwest quarter of section 16, Union to:wnsmp, 
is an .extensive bedQf gr'avels wh.ose- char~ctElris,ti~.s ' all-:;o.d1lll'em 
very ·definitely with the Buchanan gr.avels. ' A . pit ope~'e,dlin th'il 
hillside by Mr. Bowers exposes under two ·to fiye ' fe~t ntloes~ 
about eight .feet of cross-bedded, yellow to dark red: :::Htqd~t and 
fine gravels. Below these are two or . three feet of very coarse 
'gravel 'which ' contains many cobblestones and bowlderets 'up~ tol 
six, eight or ten inches in diameter. Some of these are so badly. 
decayed tpat they may be broken up with th.e fingers . The, 
coarse layer seems to be rather inconstant and is apparently 
underlain by finer sand. Similar deposits are found on several 
hills south and west of West Union and near the margin of. 
the Iowan dri!t. These have only a thin covering of black 
,soil or loesslike clay. As examples may be mentioned those on 
the south line ·of section 33, Union township, on the north line 
of section 32, same township, on a hill in sectIons 7 and 18, 
.. Windsor township, and those on a hill in sections 27 and 28, 
Eden township. This last exposure is ten or fifteen feet deep. 
STONE. 
The Maquoketa stage occupies a considerable area in the 
'northeast corner, practically the entire area north of Turkey 
river, and appears along the principal streams in the northeast 
' third of the county, notably along Volga, Turkey, and Little 
. rrurkey- rivers, and Otter and Bear creeks. Some quarrying 
. has been done in the vicinity of Clermont, the Lower Maquoketa 
beds being developed. In a few places the less 'cherty layers 
of the Middle Maquoketa division yield a material ,sUitable for 
.. ~~g!!:., 1!lasonry:. The chert beds of the Mid.dle .Maquoketa. :as, 
developed at Clermont are dolomitic and cherty and afford an 
· ·Iowa Ge·ol. "Siirv., "Vol. xv, ·PP. 43'3-546. '. "', ' 
" 
PLATE XIX-The chert beds of the Maquoketa afford excellent material for road work. Clermont, Fayette county. 
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abundance of material suitable ~or road. work, railway ballast 
and· concrete. The beds of th~ .;UpperMaquoket~ are predomi-
nantly argi1laceous and. are, · therefore, of little importance as 
a source of .material suitable for road and concrete purposes. 
The Hopkinton stage of the Niagaran occupies a very irreg-
. ular area over the north, east and south portions of the county. 
The larger streams of the area have cut entirely through the 
heavy beds of limestone and expose the Maquoketa shales, the 
. undercutting of the softer beds tending to produce and maintain 
escarpments facing the streams. Numerous outcrops appear 
lJ.pon the entire area and quarrying on a small scale has been 
done at a number of points. The most important quarry in the 
county is located on the northeast quarter of section 24, Cler-
mont township, and is owned and operated by Wilkes Williams. · 
The beds exposed are as follows: 
FIG. 34-Wilkes Williams quarry showing the rough, heavy bedded facies of the 
Niagaran, section 24, Clermont township, Fayette county. 
~6S R OAD AND CONCRETE MATERIALS IN IOWA 
WILLIAMS QUARRY SECTION. 
-, FEET. 
8. Clay, reddish, largely residual, but containing occaSional 
pebbles and small 'bowld'ers 'of gr,eenstone and granite.. 3 
7. Dolomi,te, much decayoed, yellOW, containing very abqndant 
nodules of chert; long exposed surfaces present numerous 
cavities from which chert masses hav,e weathered; lami-
nation planes irregular and imperfectly developed, indi-
cated by bands of chert ................. . . . ... ...... .... 14 
6. Dolomite, coarse-grained, yellow, containing a liuge amount 
of chert in the upper part ... . ............. ,......... . .. 2 
5. Dolomite, heavy ledge, yellow in color and rather coarsely 
granular in texture, without chert ., ....... . .... . ...... . 3lh 
4. Dolomite, coarse-grained, yellow in color, containing no 
chert .... . ... . . . ...................................... '. 1 
3. Dolomite, regular layer, rather fine-grained, ~ithout chert 1'/. 
2. Dolomite, yellow, resembling No. 1 in texture, two aI).d· 
one-half feet in thickness at the south end of the quarry, 
'inoreasing to- four feet in thickness -at the north .... .. .. 4 
'1: Dolomite, heavy ledge, homogen,eous, fine-grained with no 
tendency to split along planes of lamination, and contain-
ing no fossils or chert nodules; increasing in thickness 
toward the north ...... . ............................... 4 
The quarry is located near the Clayton-Fayette county line, 
and the beds which are being developed belong to an outlier of 
Niagaran separated from the m~in body. Several other outliers 
similar · in character appear in the immediate neighborhood. 
About twelve to fourteen feet of stone are utilized for various 
structural purposes and give excellent , satisfaction. Lack of 
transportation facilities greatly limits the capacity of the quar-
ries, as the stone ~ust be hauled to Clermont or Postville for 
shipment. Over the northern portion of the county the Hopkin-
ton beds are remarkably pure. N ear Auburn the beds are pre-
vailingly a gray limestone, in layers two to six feet in thickness, 
somewhat vesicular and. lamination planes not evident. The 
stone is very hard and ,brittle, breaking with a conchoidal to 
uneven fracture and in one ,direction about as readily' as in an-
other. 
Auburn Mills"is 'an inland town and while both shale and lime-
stone 'are ' exposed in unlimited. ql,lantities they are not available 
commercially at the present 'time. 
, Over the southern portion of the county the Niagaran lime-
stone,is a rather coarse-grained, yellowish brown dolomite, andl 
belongs much ,higher .in th~ ,series than the beds e~po~ed in t~e 
Williams quarry. In places it becomes arenaceous and usual1y ' ' 
• 
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carries large numbers of chert -nodules. In the vicinity of West 
Union the material is ofteI\ fine-grained, ver,y hard, light gray 
limestone, containing a large amount .of chert concretions. Near 
the northeast corner of section 22 in Union township', the follow-
ing succession of beds· is ~xposed: 
WILLIAMS AND D AVIS QUA RRY SECTION. 
FEET. 
8. Limestone, impure, yellowish gray in color, and fine-grained; 
no chert ............ .. .. .. ... .. . . . . ... . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ilh 
7. Limestone, gray colored, very hard, in places showing a 
,tendency to separate into layers eight, three, two, four and 
eight inches in thickness respectively ; without · fossils; and 
containing no chert . .. . .... . .. ..... .... .. ' . ... '. ' . . . . . . . ... 2 
6. Limestone, much shattered, gray, containing a very large 
amount of chert in the form of nodules and irregular 
masses .. ...... ......... . . .. . . . .... . ... . ............ . .. llh 
5. Limestone, dense, fine·grained, gray in color, without fossils, 
almost free from chert in .the middle portion .. . , ... .. . . . 1 
4. Limestone, gray, consisting of layers two to four inches in 
thickness, whicl1 are separated from one another by bands 
of chert . ... .. .. . ....... .. ................. .. . ........ . 4 
3., Limestone, fine·g~ained, gray, in two layer.s one and one-
third feet and one foot in thickness ; containing much chert 
and separated by a chent seam .. ............. ... '. . . . . . . . 2¥z 
2. Limestone, massive, containing a very larg,e amount of chert ' 
in the form of bands and . imbedded nodules ... ... . . . . . .. 43 lh 
,1,. . Limestone, gray, cher.ty, in layers three to six inches in 
. thickness ... . .... . ... . . .. ........ . .... ... .. .... ....... . 
Number 1 in. the above section is believed to be the equivalent 
of the ,upper portion of number 7 in the Williams quarry: , The 
beds here are not dolomitized save for a few feet near the top. 
Small quarries have been opened at other .points in Fairfield 
and Auburn townships to supply the local demand. Good nat-
ural outcrops are available at many other places. . 
In.durated rocks of the Devonian immediately underlie the 
drift over the middle and western portions of the county, con-
jitituting . one-half of itssuperticial .:;trea. Outcrops are limited 
to the immediate vicinity of the streams on account of the ' 
great thickness of the drift, especially over the west po:rtion oJ 
the county . . 
Quarrie.s have been opened at a number of points, notably in · 
the town of Fayette, in' the northwestern corner of Windsor 
township, near the towns of Alpha and Waucomll; in ~den town-
ship and near Fairbank and Maynard in Oran and Harlan town-
!.... ' ~ . . ' . . • i . 
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ships respectively. The quarries are of small capacity and sup-
ply only the local demand. 
The Westfield. bridge section, which is located on the north-
east quarte,r of seGtion 29 in Westfield township, is one of the 
most extensive Devonian sections in the county and shows the 
Devonian contact with the Niagaran. The sequence of beds 
is as follows: 
FEET. 
9. Limestone, much weathered, in thin fragments, fossiliferous 1 
8. Limestone, yellow, impure, fine-grained; in layers two to six 
or eight inches in thickness .,......................... 51f2 
7. Limestone, yellow, iIDpure, in three heavy beds . ... ...... 7 
6. Limestone, yellowish gray, rather massive, less magnesian 
than number 7 albove ami somewhat broken ..... .. ... 8 
5. Limestone, argillaceous, light colored, consisting of brec-
Qiated material in which small limestone fragments are im-
bedded in a clayey shaIe matrix .. .... .. . . .......... . ... 7 
4. Limestone, ;brecciated ; composed of dense, fin.e-grained drab 
colored fragments of limestone, surrounded wIth lighter 
colored oementing materiaL .. . .............. . .. .. .. ..... 10 
3. Limestone, y,ellowish gray, very fine-grained; weathers into 
thin fragments .. . ........... . ......... ... .... .. ........ 11 
2. Limestone, yelloW, magnesian, ' in two ledges, the .upper 
dense, rather fine-grained, one foot thick, and the lower 
softer, vesicular, two feet in ,thickness .... . . ... .... .. . 3 
1. Limestone, yellowish, magnesian, heavily bedded, cavern-
ous, cherty and fossiliferous ....... . . " ... ... , . . . . . . . . . . 22 
In the above section numbers 1 and 2 belong to the Niagaran. 
The balance of the section belongs to the Devonian. The upper 
beds only are quarried in and about Fayette and their equiv-
alents are quarried near Fairbank and Maynard, but at the 
latter localities the beds have become much less magnesian and 
as a consequence do not afford ' as durable structural material 
as the same layers at Fayette. 
In the northwest quarter of section 6, Windsor township, the 
following beds are available: 
FEET. 
6. Limestone, residual ............ .. .. . .. . .. . .............. 1 
5 . . Limestone, magnesian, yellow, in layers two to six inches in 
thickn€ss. The layers are much shattered ............ 6 
4. Limestone, yellow, fine-grained, earthy, in layers six inches 
to two feet in thickness;' somewhat nodular . .......... 31f2 
3. Limes,tone, yellow, impure, resembling number 4; in layers 
eight to thirty inches in thickness, somewhat fossiliferous 6 
2. Limestone, yellowish gray, in rather indistinct layers which 
are checked by numerous joints, fossiliferous .... .... 8 
1. Shale, light colored, containing occasional fragments of 
limestone. Shale fragments become ,more abundant in 
lower parts; talus covered to bed of stream .. .. . .. . ...... 7 
• 
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Similar sections appear at other points in the neighborhood. 
Beds higher in the series than those in Windsor township 
are quarried in the town of Fairbank in the southwest corner 
. of the county. The quarry section is as follows: 
FEET. 
5. Soil, drift and residual materials .... .. :................. 5 
4. Limestone, yellow, much decayed, in thin layers, fossilif-
erous . .. . ................ . . .... .... .. ... . ............. 2% 
3. Limestone, hard, gray, in thin layers, fossiliferoUs ...... 2 
2. Limestone, yellowish gray in rather even layers with oc-
casional bands ofshaly material; showing numerous spots 
of concentrically arranged lines of iron stains; fossiliferous 6 
1. Limestone, gray, massive, containing numerous geodes of 
calcite and bearing but ·few fossils ...................... 3 
Other quarries have been ·opened in the neighborhood but 
developed nothing new. The quarries in the vicinity of May~ 
nard are less extensive than those at Fairbank and show no new 
phases. 
Some of the more important quarries of the county are briefly 
described in the following paragraphs. 
An abandoned clay pit of the Clermont Brick and Tile Com-
pany, at the north edge of Clermont, shows the indurated beds 
of the Middle Maquoketa of Savage, the Fort Atkinson dolomite 
of Calvin_ Above the Clermont shales of the Lower Maquoketa 
are shown three layers of soft, yellow dolomite, the low~r one 
two feet thick · but considerably broken up, the middle layer 
solid, two feet thick, aild the upper layer, solid, eighteen inches 
thick. The two upper layers are coarsely vesicular. Above 
these is a heavy cherty ledge of yellow vesicular rock four feet 
thick, and surmounting this is ·an eight inch ledge. The upper-
most member is a four-foot series or thinly bedded, broken, 
cherty dolomite. All the beds are too soft for ideal macadam 
but the rock might be suitable for some purposes. 
About one and one-half miles west of .EIgin, in the southeast 
quarter of section Hi, Pleasant Valley township, is the Loetcher 
quarry, located by the roadsid~. This is opened in the Niagaran 
beds not ·far from their base. Below two or three feet of strip-
ping are six feet cif heavy bedded; vesicular, light gray dolomite 
with sandy texture. ThesEl overlie five heavy ledges of buff, 
rather finely crystalline dolomite which are respectively two 
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. feet ' and eight inches, two feet, one foot, two feet, and eighteen 
' inches in thickness, counting from the bottom. The two. upper 
. ledges have lines of small cavities one to two in,ches in diameter. 
The quarry is well situated for- removing rock and a consider-
able amount has been taken out and crushed by the county 
for use on the Elgin-West Union road over the hills. The 
road is surfaced with the residuum. 
The Peter Banning quarry in the northern part of section 
28, Westfield township, across the river from Fayette, shows 
the various beds of the Wapsi12inicon stage of the Devonian 
as developed in this county.. It is situated well up in the bluff 
and is easy of access or for installing machinery. The quarry 
-shows the following succession: 
FEET • 
. ~roken and . weathered. slabs, grading upward into residual 
material .... . ... ..... .. . ............... . .. . ............ 6 
Thin beds, two inches to a foot, gray, fine-grained ........ 6 
Heavy ledge, gray, fine-grained, similar to lower layers, but not 
. so ,bluish . .. .. . . ... ... ............................. . .... 3 
Two heavy ledges, similar to those 'below, split into thin flag-
stones ........ . ... , .. ' .... ' .... ,.' ... ',' . ' .... , .... : ., ..... , ....... . '. ' 4 
Heavy ledge of 'blue-graY, ·fine-grained stone, conchoidal fracture, 
split into 'several thinner lay'ets ....... ; . . ... .. ......... 1'/ • 
. , 
The whoLe q;u.a.rry face. up: to".the spalls is of similar appear,-
&nce exc.ept, tha.t . the :Upper l~dge$ are ,grayer and show zones 
. of iron stain . •. Thr" rQck is" a .pU:i:e,e limes.tone: ,'All the ledges 
break up into, ,thiUIl,er_ bands' .. . _';'- (, :,; f' . " , . 
Below: thequarry:is<,an, exposure , -of ~si:rly~:fi.ve feet to the. flood 
plain. T'lJ.e hasall porti@.n.'0f :thisr ,is ,"Iha(il;l .up 'of the:.Ni"agaran 
dolomite;s· 'while 'the' ,r-emairider· ~ b-:elongs ·-to: ;the; Devonian. The 
section is aboUtt as,;folloiws ~ ;.A.t .. the ( ba;se,)ar~; exposed' eight feet 
of heavy,', cherty, ' v-esicola:r',"beds ;bel:origill'g to·;the' "Niagaran. 
Then come th:r.e'e'·,Ee.et 0;1j ' tliiniy hedded" g,ra;y( nn'€!-grained rock, 
8uceeededdlry : a heav.y vesjcula:r: ledge' three' teet (hick. . Three 
feet of thin layers;, alle theIi; overlain, hy. :;;'ix .:ffe.et- 0-f broken ar-
gil1ac.ebJusheds -gra,d~ng ' ab.ove intb, -a 'fo0t O£. j lQ.£t &andy lime-
stone 'in the' upper p~rt" Qf..which· are ftagr,n~:Il:ts~Qf a, nn:e brown-
ish -liniestJ)n~. ;Abo-ve {bis', -sl:).hdy lirnestoI).e is 'a ,'@ne--ioot, lEl,dge 
'of 'J:iju:ff~ fuB~gtaip:ed 'fO\lk; , hroken' i:q-to', ~ngular' b10~ks;. p~ vertic.al 
'fract'p-:ues ' an9.. -s'ucceediilgJ;b.is'; cQm~s .~a foot 0f.gJ;ay;~ fi;1il:e~gi'ainedJ 
. , . 
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:.fJ:n:~ly . larriinated limeston,e • . · .. There follqw 'in order eig;Q.t feet 
of gr:aY,:';'UAe-grained rock jn very thin layers; sixteen .. in~p.es 
of rock similar in appearan.c,e, somewhat finely brecciated, con-
cboidal fractures, in. two leq,g~s" the lower one six inches, the 
upper ten in thickn,ess; two Je~t . of thin layers with wavy lam-
ination, a single heavy l.~dge- : f),',~oot in thickness and 'a six-foot 
brecciated bed. Between this bed and the base of the"quarry 
'are fifteen feet ~f. much, br..oken .. ledges, some scarcely showing 
bedding, the upper ledges ,thinly bedded. ' 
Mr. ':Kidder' has opened ' a small qu~:r~ywestof town on the 
West ,Union road.- Th'e beds exposed here are at the same level 
as the upper beds -of the Banning quarry. 
In the vicinity of Waucoma some small quarries have been 
opened in the Devonian. Two of these are located in the north-
west . quarter of section 9, Eden township. One is a few rods 
west of the railroad and on the souih bank of a small dry run 
which is crossed by th~ track.. The other is opened in the field 
back of a .farm house just beyond the ·run. Both show the same 
~eds except that the one on the"valley B,lde is ,a little deeper. 
The beds are very much broken up and do not show bedding. 
'fhe upper beds are . gray with iron-stained streaks, are fine-
grained and rather finely vesicular and· break ' with" ~ rough 
fracture. The lower beds are appareI!-tly very' massIve but 
are somewhat broken up, less so, how.ever, than,: the' upper 
beds. The stone is gray-buff, 'fine-grained, and more 'Vesicular 
than the upp'er ' bed~ . The ' ma:te~ial is probably t~o sof~ for 
macadam though ma~ing, gQod building , ston~. . The ~aHer 
quarry exposes about six feet; the larger Qne, abQut nine feet 
of rock. , " ,',:' c' -, " " 
In the middle of the west half of section 6 of Windsor town-
ship is a quarry in the bl~ff i~ce . It ghows eight feet of thinly 
bedded ,'Devoman strata siinilar to ' that 'shown at Waucoma, 
fine-grained,' gray, · some -layers .iron-stained. The quarrY' is 
above the heaVy'brokeIi beds and is 'thirty feet above the stream. 
If the quality 'of the rock is higlr . enough to ' justify the effort 
the rock Q,ould be -easily,tikenl'outand crush'ed. ' The overburden 
is quiteJight. · ' ',:: ~, "" " . 
, n'18 
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Across the road, in the southeast quarter of section 1, Bethel 
townsliip, is a small quarry in about the same .layers as that 
just described. In the southwest quarter of section 6, Windsor, 
along the east-west road is another small quarry opened in 
the hillside at the same level as the others. Higher up in the 
hills the thin flaky beds of the Wapsipinicon crop out . . 
Several quarries have been operated near West Union, and 
these use t.he lower beds of the Devonian.. The city quarry on 
the western edge of town shows at the base two heavy ledges, 
the lower, fourteen inches, the upper twenty. The stone is light 
gray, with rough fracture; locally broken up, elsewhere showing 
fine lamina:. Above these comes a six-inch ledge of fine-grained 
stone with conchoidal fracture, and then follow five or six feet 
of badly broken material brecciated in different · parts of the 
quarry, broken or massiv'e, but quite definitely laminated. 
The stone is rather soft for road work. A Foster's patent 
jaw crusher has been useq in the quarry. 
In the southeast quarter of section 22, Union township, is 
the Grimes quarry showing: 
. FEET. 
S1>il and rock waste. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ·1·2 
Broken rock .... . . ...... .... . .... . .. . ... . ................... . 2·4 
Thinly bedded; fi'ne-grain€d gray rock · with thin 'shaly ' beds 
intercalated ........ . . ;.. .. ...... ....... . ... ... . ..... . .... 2 
Heavy ledges of gray stone . . ....... . ....... .. .. ............ . 
Blue, fine-grained rock, thinly bedded, in three la-yers, quite 
hard; exposed ............ . ........ ... ....... .... .... ... . .. 1 
By barometer the · quarry is about ten feet · above the West · 
Union City quarry. 
FLOYD COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Immense quantities of gravel and sand are available in Floy9. 
county, the deposits which are important at the present time 
being located along the principal streams. -Cedar and Shell 
Rock rivers -are particularly noteworthy in this respect, and 
lafge quantities have been removed from their terraces. 
There are two well-defined terraces along Cedar river; th€ 
lower, composed of limestone, rising some fifteen to twenty 
I . 
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feet above the water in the river, and the upper gravel being' 
about the same amount higher. Both terraces are covered with 
a thin veneer of mixed alluvial and glacial materials. Near 
the top of the upper terrace bowlders ranging up to three feet in 
diameter are not uncommon. The largest of these are granitoid, 
and limestone fragments are' very common. The upper hOrlzon, 
which varies from two to four feet · in thickness, is largely 
gravel, often mixed with dirt. The beds become cleaner and. 
carry less gravel below. 'They show evident sorting, but are 
imperfectly stratified and are variable throughout. The total 
thickness runs up to fifteen or eighteen feet. This material 
rests upon limestone, upon ' the surface of which bowlders are 
occasionally reported to be found. These materials are excel-
lent for masonry work and plastering, and fair for concrete. 
They are also satisfactory as road materials. Large quantities 
are easily available. 
On the west ' hluff of the Cedar in the southeastern part of 
Charles City is a pit owned by Mrs. Eliza Barnes. The pit 
shows: 
FEET. 
4. Soil covering ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ........ . .. .. ... . . . .. .. .... 1-2 
3. Sand and clay .. .. . ......... . ...... ......... .. ........... 2-3 
2. Sand, fine, and fine y.ellowish gravel ............ ... ...... 2-3 
1. Gravel and sand, fine, much cross-bedded, some small lenses 
of sandy clay, fiat slabs and cobbles in places, exposed, 
about . . .. ........... .. . . ....... .. . . ...... . .. . ..... . .. . 10 
There a're about five acres in the immediate vicinity of this 
pit which may all be underlain by similar mate:r:ials. 
A face similar in general characteristics, but varying ' some-
. what in detail is exposed in the pit of Alfred Laun at Floyd . . 
This pit is in a terrace similar to that at Charles City described 
above, and shows in section: 
FEET. 
5. Soil, etc. . .... . ......... . . . .. . . . ....... . ............ ...... 2-3 
4. Gravel, fine to coarse, some sand and clay, brownish . ... 3-4 
3. Gravel, fine to coarse, some sand and fiat chips of litho-
graphic stone .... . ....... . ...... . . : .. . .... . ..... ;. ...... 2-3 
2. Gravel and sand, fine, clean, a few small lenses of clay, 
much cross-bedded, some coarse pebbles and fiat chips of 
country rock ....... . . . ...... . .... ...... . . . .............. 10 
1. Gravel, horizontally stratified, more sand arid clay than 
in No.2 .... ·....... ........ ............ ................. 3 
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Very similar conditions obtain along Shell Rock river. At 
Marble Rock three terraces are present on the west side of the 
river. The upper terrace has been opened' at several points. 
In this terrace the gravel is niixed :with a considerable quantity 
of dirt. The middle terrace is composed of good material, 
coarser in the upper than in the , lower part. li-'rom a well 
section taken in the neighborhood, it would seem that in places ' 
the gravel continues down to the level of the river bottom, The 
lower terrace is about twenty feet above the flood plain of the 
river; and the upper two rise about ten and' twenty feet re-
spectively above this l~vel. South of Marble Rock the terraces 
are repeated on the 'east side of .the river. The Rock Island 
Railway Company has a pit. on the middle terrace from which 
some fifteen fe'et of material of excellent quality have been re-
moved. South of the cemetery a pit which has been opened in 
t.he upper terrace shows gravel that is coarser and dirtier than 
that of the middle bencl;!.. 
These terraces continue down the river into Butler county. 
Gravel for local use has been taken out at several points. 
'STONE. ' ., 
The Devonian limestone and shales form the country rock 
over the entire county so far as known at this time; Numerous , 
outcrops appear along She~l Rock river, Floyd creek, Cedar 
river and Little Cedar river. Outcrops of the Lime Creek shales 
are confined to Rockford and vicinity, while all of the limestones 
belong to the ' Cedar Valley stage. The limestones are prevail-
ingly hard, white, co:rp.pact, often lithographic, evenly bedded 
and almost pure calcium carbonate. They are often associated 
with or int~rbedded with magnesia.n or dolomitic layers. 
Along Shell Rock river, sections at Nora Springs, Rockford 
and Marble Rock give the range of beds ,which may be observed. 
At 'Nora Springs the followiI;lg beds appear in the blu~ at the 
foundry about one, hundr,ed, and nfty. yar.ds up stream from the 
Milwaukee railway bridge. 
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PLATE XX-a. City quarry, Charles City, Floyd county. 
' h. Shell Rock river, Nora Springs, Floyd county. 
c. Floyd quarry section. ' 
. 
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,FEET. 
~. Soil and drift of variable thickness . . ......... . .......... 1-4 
6. LiIp.estone, coralline z~ne, colonies very much flattened, 
bedding planes not very distinct .. . .. . . . ...... .... ..... 6 
5. Limestone, buff to gray-buff, otherwise similar to number 
4; bedding planes rather more apparent ' . ........... .. .. 4 
, '.. Limestone, white, much shattered, oompad and brittle; bed-
ding ' planes not apparent ...... ~ .. . . :... .. . . . ......... 3+ , 
3. Limestone, spheroidal Stromatopora zone; appears to be 
,decidedly concretionary where weathered, spheroids up to 
10 inches" horizontal diameter somewhat the larger. . .... 8 
2. Limestone, gray-buff, evenly bedded, compact to somewhat 
earthy fracture, less brittle than 1, grades upward into 
white limestone .... ... ......... . .............. . .... . . ... 2 
1. Limestone, white, apparently brecciated; bedding planes not 
well defined, compact and brittle, exposed at this point 
above low water . ...................... .... ; ... . ...... .. . 6 
Just below the mill, some three-eighths of a mile farther up 
stream, several sIll.all quarries have been ' opened. The same 
beds are exposed but show considerable variations, especially 
in bedding. All of the beds up to number 4 are massive. Num-
ber 2 appears as a single ledge, i,n places. Although the spher-
oidal masses can be seen, number 4 takes on a somewhat shaly 
character and is thicker than at the foundry. In places, how-
, ever, tbls member appears as a single massive ledge. The beds 
all dip up stream. The stone derived from these' beds is useq 
quite generally throughout the town and adjoi~ng country. 
At Rockford,' beds higher in the series appear and only the 
uppermost member of the Cedar Valley limestone appears in 
the low escarpment along the riv~r. Back from, the river the 
Lime Creek shales appear. While the actual contact between 
the Cedar Valley and the Lime Creek was not seen, the sedioIi 
which can be viewed along the river and in the pit of the Cream 
City Brick and Tile Company is as follows: ' 
'ROCKFORD SECTION. 
FEET. 
10. ~oil and drift, variable in thickness ......... :....... ... 0-2 
9. Marl, blue-,gray, oxidizes to a yellowish color, highly fossilif-
erous .... .... .. ........... . . .... ... .. .. .... '.. . .... . . . .. 12+ 
8. ' Clay-shale, gray-blue, slightly gritty and more pervious than 
, beds below . .. . ..................... . . .. . . . . ;.. . ...... . . 15 
7. Iron-stained zone, containing concretions; of variable thick-
ness ...... .... ....... .... ... , ... .. .... ...... . .. . . . .. . . . . ~-2 
6. Clay-shale, similar to number 5 ...... .... : ... . .. . . ..... 6 
5. Shale, gray'blue, slightly gritty . .... . .. . .. ....... ....... 12 
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FEET, 
,4. , ,Ljmestone, shaly, exposed but thickness not determined .... 
3. Limestone, white, similar to uppermost beds ' along the 
, ri:ver at Nora Springs; coralline, thinly bedded . . ...... 12 
2. Dolomite, or dolomitic limestone, brown 'and porous . . . . . . . . 3 
1. , Limestone, gray-blue, in medium heavy ledges, exposed.. 4 
, ' Themai'lsa:nd shales' continue m'ore or less uninterruptedly 
to the" Clay Banks" south o(Portland: i~ Cerro Gordo county 
, and can h~ traced southward from Rockford two or three miles . 
. They are not known to occur in any considerabl~ quantity north 
and east .of Lime creek arar Shell Rock river. T4e marl is 
used to some extent for road work and appears to cement well. 
The lower . limestone beds have ' been q~'arried in a small way 
but are too near the water level in the river to permit their ex-
tensive development. , . 
'At Marble, Rock a number of quarries have been opened and 
are operated at the present time. About, tl).ree-fourths of a 
,mile above th,e wagon bridge ,a quarry has been opened on the 
east side of Shell Rock river and presents the following beds: 
MARBLE ROCK SECTION. 
FEET. 
5. Soil and ' drift , .. .. ,., ...................... : ... · . . ... .' .... 1-4 
4. Lin;estone, white; with 'spher,oidal Strdmatpp6r:a; hard and 
bnttle, beds heavy where unweathered; becomes cavernous 
. in , part and the middle, portion is. :brecciated; exposed : ... 10-12 
.. 3. Limestone,( magnesian or d~lomi1;ic; .. mu~h. weathered and 
.. ,- ) stained in places, yellowish brown, evenly bedded, ledges 
,"..~. shaiy" in, ': Part ., ... ,' .. .- . :. .... : ... " " , .... ',' . . .. . .. .. . .. . 8 
2" • . Lime'stone, .dolomitic, sha-ly" iron-stained... . .............. 2 
1. Limestone, white, the details are 'as follo_ws: 
10 incli redge, -lithographic. 
10, inch ledge, brec~iated. , . 
Two 10 inch ledges, separated by shaly parting. 
10 and 12 hlCh led.ges, ' li1;h'ogrll,pli~c in character. 
20 to 24 inch ledge, almost lithographic. 
14 inch and 18 inch ledges, separated by shaly part-
ing, hard., compabt. -. -, ' 
Total . '.' .. ...... .... ' ........ , ',' . ' .......... . .- 9 
.' 
The ledges in number ,1 constitute a compact, hard, brittle 
limestone' almost lithographic ' througlio'llt, with the'. exception 
of the ledge next to the top of the ' series, 'which is distinctly 
brecciated. All of the layers are evenly bedded' and all but the 
thiJ;'d and fourth layers are separated by sh;:tly or marly part-
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PLATE XXI-a. Old lime quarry above Marble Rock, Floyd county, showing 
Stromatopora zone and brecciated zone. 
b. Marble Rock quarry showing evenly bedded, lithog raphic beds 
below, a nd Stromatoporlj. and brecciated zone above. 
• 
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ings, thus facilitating quarrying by very Elimple methods. All 
of the lower limestone beds show good ability to resist weather-
ing influences. The lower limestone beds are most highly prized 
for quarry purposes although the dolomitic beds, when not 
too mU,ch weathered, are ,also used.· Both the upper and lower 
limestones are well adapted for crushed stone products. Old 
quarries we,re , opened in the upper limestone, which was arso 
'burned for lime. The remains of an old pot kiln may still be 
seen in ,the immediate neighborhood. 
Along Oedar river arid its immediate tributaries an abundance 
of indurated rock is available, often with very little overburden. 
The principal quarries are locl;lted at Lithographic Oity; Floyd 
and Oharles Oity. The Interstate Development Oompany ' has 
made extensive openings at Lithographic City and is planning 
to operate its property on a large scale in the near future. 
Two quarries have been opened. The beds exposed are as 
follows: 
LITHOGRAPHIC CITY SECTION,· 
FEET. 
11. Soil and drift " . , .. . . , ...... . . .... .. ,... . .. . . . ...... .. ' 1 
10. Limestone, lithographic ................................. 5 
9. Limestone, yellow·gray, friable, coarsely granular and thin-
bedded ... . . ....... . . . .. ..................... . .. '....... % 
8, Limestone, dense, compact, buff to grayish white, thin-
bedded .... . ... .. ..... .. .. ....... ... ....... . .... . .... . . 3% 
7. Limestone, lithographic, shattered and unevenly bedded, 
brown, variegated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
6. Clay parting . .. . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '/. 
5. Limestone, compact .................. . ',' . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. 1%, 
4. Clay parting . ... . .... . ....................... .. ... . . . .. '/. 
3. Limestone, buff to pink, lithographic , .. . ........ .. . . . ,. 1% 
2. Limesto'ne, gray, subcrystalUne ........ ' . .. . . .. ....... ... . 14 
1. Limestone, lithographi~, dense, exposed ........... ... .. . . 3 
A large ' number of specimens have been selected from the 
various beds in the quarry and polished. Enough has been done , 
to demonstrate thoroughly the superior quality of certain of the 
layers for lithographic purposes. It has also been demonstrated 
that the lithographic stone can be obtained in large slabs prac-
tically free from fractures', calcite balls, clay seams and other 
imperfections. Other beds take a good polish and are of a 
·From notes -supplied by Mr. C. L . Webster, Charles City, Iowa. 
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' pleasing color. They can be quarried in blocks of almost any 
lateral diinensions 'and will undoubtedly find a ready market. 
The waste from the quarries would make an excellent grade 
of crushed stone. A lar:ge area is available with almost no 
-overburden. A short line of railway has been surveyed and the 
company contemplates building in at an early date. 
At Floyd, extensive quarrying has been done thrqugh a 'period 
of many years. A quarry just north of town along the 'main 
roadway shows the following beds: 
FEET. 
8. Drift and soil up to ... , ... ,., ...... ....... .. , ...... ,... 4 
7. Limestone', brown, dolomitic ."., .... , . , .... "., ... ,' .. ,. 8 
. 6. Limestone, white to gray, compact, brittle ... ,., .... ,.,. 3 . 
5. Limestone, subcrystalline, sugary, gray to brownish, appar-
ently dolomitic . , ........... , ....... . .. . . . .... . ... ,.... 4 
4 . . Limestone, gray-white, blue above, compact, weathers con-
cretionary ......... , .. ,..... ... ........................ 3 
3: LiD;lestone, blue-gray, shaly above ,.,., ... . ,.,. : ....... 4 
2. Limestone, browI!-, vesicular, dolomitic.", . . . . .. , ..... ... ,. 1 
1. Limestone, compact,. exposed ...... ~ . . . , .. , ....... , . . . . 3 
Many of the older buildings and nearly all foundations III 
the town attest the popularity of the . stone for structural 
purposes. 
Charles City is the chief quarry center in the county. Of the 
numerous quarries which have been opened and operated from 
time to time, a large quarry located in the southwestern part 
of town may be taken as a fair average. The beds developed 
are as follows: 
CHARLES CITY SECTION. 
FEET. 
4. Soil, drift, and terrace materials, the latter constituting the 
larger portion of the overburden . .. . ....... , . ... , .. ,. . 4·8 
3. Limestone, ledge persistent . ......... , .. , ... ". : ." ... ,.. 1-2 
2. Limestone, magnesian, light brown, vesicular and sub-
. crystalline, less evenly bedded than number 1, concre-
tionary in part .. " ........... . . , .......... , ........ ,.. 5-6 
1. Limestone, gray, weathers -white, compact and ,brittle ; even-
ly bedded, 'but beds undulating; comparatively free from 
flaws and remarkably uniform, .exposed .. ", ..... , .. , .. 8 
The layers in number 1 are separated by thin clay partings 
which greatly facilitate quarrying. operations. According to 
Mr. C. L. Webster, the stromatop:oroid zones lie from fift~en 
to twenty feet below the base ' Of the quarry. Number 1 in the 
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above section is the chief quarry rock and has been used ex-
tensively in Oharles Oity and the adjacent country. The M. E, 
Ohurch and First National Bank buildings are among the more 
important structures constructed from local materials; the for-
mer bearing the date of 1854. Both are in good repair and the 
stone appears to, possess excellent weathering qualities. The 
Oharles Oity Marble Oompany owned and operated the quarry. 
This company also attempted to cut and polish the stromatopo-
roids for ornamental work but ' with indifferent success as a 
commercial venture, although some very handsome pieces were 
turned out. 
South of Oharles Oity, quarries have been opened at several 
points. On the 'south half of section 20, township 95 north, 
range XV west, east of the' wagon road and north of a small 
,creek, the, following layers may be seen: 
FEET, 
11. Soil and drift, thin, up to . , .... . . .. . ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
10. Limestone, light colored1 magnesian, shattered and fossilif-
erous ....... . ................ . .. . . .. .................. 1 
9. Limestone, nodular, containing many stromatoporoids, 
badly brok€n, fossiliferous .. . . .... . . . ...... ... .. . . . .... 4% 
8. Dolomite, brown ............. .. .... . .... . '. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . 1'/. 
7. Limestone, lithographic, thinly bedded, where weathered, 
separating into thin plates ..... .. . . .. . .... . .... '. . . . . . . . 1'/. 
6. LiJ;Il.estone, compact, brown, becomes thinly bedded oolow 
in weathering .. . . . .. . ...... . .... . .. . . . ................ 2 
5,. Limestone, impure, earthy, formin'g a reentrant in cliff 
face and breaking down, on weathering, to a yellow, 
clayey mixture ........ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/. 
4. Limestone, thinly bedded and light brown to bluish in 
col?r ; laminre separated by ,bands of weathered clayey 
resldue . .. ..... . . .. .. •... .. . . . .. . ........... . . ... . . ... 2% 
3. Talus slope ...... . ........ . . . ..... . .. . . ,. ............... 7 
2. Limestone, ledges similar, to number 4, but heavier and 
firmer, with fewer clay partings- and deeper brown in 
color . . ... . .. . . ...... .. . . .. .. . ......... . ............... 10 
1. Talus slope to creek bed ..... . .... . ..... . .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Some quarrying was formerly done at this point. An abun-
dance of material is easily available and under _very light over-
burden. 
In the southeastern portion of the county some quarrying 
has been done. The most important opening, the Allen quarry, 
two and three-fourths miles northwest of ,Nashua, is given here-
with: ' 
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3. Drift and soil of indefinite thickness. 
,2. Limestone, in thin beds, varying from one to five inches 
in . thickness, some layers soft and granular, others harq 
FEET. 
and fine-grained ............... . ....................... 8 
1. Limestone, consisting of the following ledges from ' the 
bottom upward: eighteen inch, twelve inch, fourteen inch, 
eight inch and five six inch ledges respectively . .... : .. 7 
The bottom ledge affords stone suitable for bridge work, while 
several of the. other ledges yield ' satisfactory building stone. 
The limestone members throughout are excellently adapted 'for 
crush.ed stone products. 
FRANKLIN COUNTY . . 
. SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The important sand and gravel deposits of Franklin county 
are, genetically, of two classes, viz., gravel trains derived from 
the Wisconsin drift and now appearing as terraces along the 
streams which furnished outlet for the flood waters from the 
:melting ice, and pockets within the drift hills themselves. Bu-
chanan gravels are also present, but are available in hardly suffi-
cient quantity to be valuable as a sour~e of' supply . . 
Stream Terraces.-The Altamont moraine crosses the county 
in, a direction slightly west of north, and divides it into two 
nearly equal parts. 'All 'of the streams that issue from the mo-
raine are bordered by more or less continuous beds of gravel, 
which usually appear as valley terraces in the Iowan drift area, 
which lies to the e~st of the Altamont moraine. The gravels 
are especially noticeable on Bailey, Otter and Buffalo creeks, 
.along which they may frequently be seen within .the borders of 
the Wisc.()nsin drift. . They occur along Mayne creek in Reeve 
and Ge~eva townships. The materials are well sorted as a rule 
and are products of the streams while they were flooded during 
the melting of the Wisconsin glacier .. More or less sand is al-
ways present and cross-bedding is a prevailing feature. The ' 
fineness of the pebbles composing the gravels increases with the 
distance from the Wisconsin border-as would be expected with 
the decrea'se in declivity and hence in the carrying power of the 
streams. 
: . 
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Where the . West Fork of the Cedar enters the county it is 
skirted by a gravel bench, twelve to fifteen feet higher than the 
flood plain. This- terrace unites in section 18 of West Fork 
township with the Bailey creek terrace, which forms a very con-
spicuous bench along the latter stream throughout its course in 
the county, and is here ten feet above the flood plain level. Be-
yond section 28, West Fork township, the gravels are not COIl-
spicuous. . The terrace in places extends a mile back from the 
stream, the town of Sheffield bemg built on such a flat north of 
Bailey creek. The gravels in Sheffield are twenty-five to thirty 
feet thick. 
The Sheffield Cement Products Company has opened a pit 
west of town just south of the Saint Paul and Kansas City Short 
Line railroad station. About fifteen feet of gravel are being 
develQped. The stripping ranges up to four feet in thickness. . 
The gravels are also seen along Otter and Hartgrave creeks 
and vary in height above the water from fifteen feet at the mo-
raine to disappearance in eastern Ingham township. The ter-
race on Mayne creek is not so conspicuous as are those along 
the other streams in the eastern part of the county, and is not 
important ·beyond the eastern boundary of Reeve township. A 
gravel train flanks Iowa river, but does not occur as a bench, 
being seen only in road cuts and but little above the river. The 
gravel underlies the thin layer of alluvial silt that has been put 
down in places by this river. 
These'terraces furnish excellent and abundant supplies of 
gravel and sand for road construction and concrete work. For 
road building the gravel beds are worked at many points where 
the public highways cross . the stream valleys. . 
Pits have been opened in the terraces ~n many places. North . 
of Dows are two pits, one of which shows ten to twelve feet of 
fine and coarse gravel with some sand under two feet of cover-
ing. In southwest section 36 of Osceola township is a gravel-
bearing terrace about eleven acres in extent. This shows six 
to. eight feet of mostly fine gravel resting .. upon sand and cover~d 
by some two feet of soil. There is also a·n opening in se.ction 
35 of the same township which is owned by the county. 
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Drift Gravels.-Gravel and sand deposits a:re a common oc-
currence in the hills of the Wisconsin moraine and, in the low 
knobs and ridges which dot the whole surface of this formation: 
On the road between sections 5 and 6 of Re~ve township, strati--
fied sand and gravel ,occur beneath a thin layer of partially as-
sorted Wisconsin drift. Six to eight feet of the deposit have 
been opened up and large amounts removed ,from both sides' of 
the roadway. Gravel , and sand are hauled from this pit to 
Hampton for use in the manufacture of cement blocks and for 
filling material in other lines of constructive work. . 
In the northwest quarter of section 19 in Morgan township is 
a series of morainal knobs. One of these has been 'dissected 
and found to be composed of well stratified clean sand, quite 
free from iron-stain and other impurities. . The strata are 
neither horizontal nor continuous, but are interrupted and ir-
regularly tilted at all angles. The sand is suitable for use in 
mortar and plaster mixtures. Several other, examples of drift 
deposits may be noted. Three miles southwest of Hampton ten 
feet of sarid of va'rying nature are repo,rted in a hill. In south-
, west section 32 of Ross township Mr. Dean has a hill covering 
some two or three acres which contains up to six feet of fine 
to coarse gravel. 
Buchanan Gravels.-At a few points in section 2 of Ge~eva:-.~ 
township outcrops of coarse, clayey and d-eeply iron-stai:ri~d 
gravels were observed, and they appear to underliecon~idera151e 
areas. In the Toad running east and west through section 2 
they are exposed near the east side of the section and are cov~ 
ered by a few feet of loess. ' They may also be observed at va-
rious points in' Butler county, but are not generally easily ac-
cessible. ' 
STONE. 
The Owen beds of the Lime Creek stage outcrop, at various 
points along the east side of the West Fork' of Cedar river in 
the northeast corner of Ross, and throughout its course in West 
Fork township. In section 7, West Fork ,township, a small 
quarry has been opened, from which some rock has been re-
moved. These beds furnish a supply of building material which 
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has be.~Il; ' utilized, locally., at , many , points. . l t is sE)ldom"h0wev:~r" 
that the stone is sttfficiently coherent to permit of any extended 
use fot $.tructural work. '. j 
, t t • .,' . ' 
jrp.e quarry opening just north 'of th~ road along the south 
side "of, s~ction . 7, West ·Fork township, affor:q.s the .follo'WipJ 
' . " "'r;' , . • " • , , ', " .. .". i 
.sectIon: . ~', : . 
• f • FEET . .... ~ 
2. . Shall~, ·yellow" magnesian., with cl).ert nod)lles and, near the . '1 . 
base, ' interbedded, . subcrystalline ' limestone, apparently 
dolomite .. : , In places, definite bands of chert permeated " .. 
with brachiopod impressions, Spirifer whitneyi mOi:\t abun· . ' 
. dant .... . ..................... . . : . ......... . ... . ...... 3% ! 
1. Dolomite, brown, thinly bedded, fossiliferous, partially crys· 
talline; much shattered at top and ,badly rift~d through· 
out, exposed . . ........ . . ....... . . ... .... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 7 
Only the lower bed can be used; and this on ' account of itR 
·eoarsely granular and partially weathered condition, is not a 
durable materiaL It has been used to a limited extent for side-
walk flagging, and in walls, where it is fairly satisfactory. 
The Carboniferous rocks present in the county belong to the 
Kinderhook stage. In the eastern portion of the county, beyond 
the border of the 'Wisconsin drift, Kinderhook rocks are exposed 
along the channels of all the principal streams. The rocks of ' 
this stage consist in this county of limestones and shales, the 
former varying from soft, marly, argillaceous beds containing 
large_'quantities of chert, to compact, partially crystalline, fossil-
iferous or semioolitic dolomite., The shales range from mag-
nesian and calcareous beds which in many instances represent 
the firmer limestones in a state of decay, to typical yellow or 
bluish .plastic clays. 
Weathered Kinderhook limestone app~ars along Bailey creek 
in Richland township. Along Otter creek these beds are also 
exposed almost continuously from section 30 of Ross to its union 
with Hartgrave creek in Ingham township. One mile west of 
Chapin at the southwest corner of section 29, limestone is quar-
·ried. The following section may be view~d: . 
19 
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.. F IG. a5-Kinderhook limestone qua rry on e mile w es t 'of Cha pin, Fra nklin county. 
. . 
F EET. 
3: Thin drift . soil . ... .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2. Badly weathered and iron-stained argillaceous limestone.. 7 
1. Regularly bedded blue-gray to sugary brown dolomitic lime-
stone, containing Orthothetes, r elated to O. i n equalis Hall, 
and Orthis (?), exposed ........ .... ..... .. ... ... : .. ... 8 
This quarry is worked by Mr. Wm. Low. A quarry face eighf 
to ten rods in length is open. The usable portion of the section 
is covered by six to eight feet ' of argillaceous weathered rock 
which must be removed by st~ipping. The lower beds are 'regu-
lar and the individual layers vary from six to eighte.en inches in 
thickness. The stone is granular and fossiliferous and ranges 
from brown to blue-gray in color. It yields readily to shaping 
for dimension work and affords the most durable building stone 
now pr9duced in the county. A moderate local demand is sup- . 
plied, none as yet being shipped. 
Ledges of this rock form the east boundary of Otter creek val-
ley and appear for some distance both north and south on both 
sides of 'the stream. Outcrops are to be .found in the 'vicinity 
of Buffalo creek in section 36 of Richland township, and section. 
• 
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'31 of Ross; it is also found along the west side of section 6, and 
across . sections 5 and 4 of Mott township, where the bordering 
hills are all supported by the limestone, which stands twenty-
five feet above the stream. Throughout the remreinder of its 
course in Mott and I;ngham townships, Otter creek valley is 
bounded by limestone walls, and evidences of the presence of 
limestone are to be seen, aside from natural outcrops and hill-
side talus, on nearly every section line where · the ptibli~ high-
way crqs~~.~ t:p.~~ creek. '. ' 
Limestone is also found along Spring creek in secti0ns 21 and 
22, anq . ~lo;ng. Sq:uaw creek in the city of Hampton. · Stone has · 
long ·been. quarried. in the north part of the town. A poor grade 
of limestone is· now being used from an opening a' few hun-
dred yards west of the ~emetery. This opening shows the fol-
lowing · section : ... 
FEET. 
3. Earthy, shattered and iron-stained limestone with numerous 
bands of chert ... . .......... .. .. .. ...... ... .... .... . . 5 
2. Thin-bedded, earthy limestone permeated with chert in 
bands and irregular concretions; somewhat cavernous, 
brachiopod impressions preserved in chert ..... . ...... 6% 
1. Heavier beds (6-8 inches) and less chert, caverns lined with 
botryoidal calcite . ~ . ....... ..... . .......... .. ....... .. . ' 7 
The rock i~ weathered and contains intermittent bands of 
chert, which cause it to break very irregularly. It is used for 
only the rougher masonry work and would not give satisfaction 
in exposed positions. 
There are innumerable exposures of the lower limestones, and 
occasionally of the shaly beds, not in the immediate vicinity of 
the streams, iIi the north-central part of Ingham and in the cor-
. ners of Mott and Ross townships, where the main features of the 
topography are expr~ssed in these older rocks. In the northeast 
quarter of section 28, Ingham township; south of the railroad 
track, a small quarry is opened on the land of D. W. Mott. The 
.sequence is: 
FEET. 
3. Soil and decayed limestone .............. . .............. 4 
2. Plastic, light blue shale with very thin bands of lime-
stone ........... . ......... . .. . ...... . ...... . . ......... .2. 
1. Fossiliferous, crystalline brown .dolomitic limestone, ex-
posed ... . .... . . : ......... ... ................. .. .... : ... 8 
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r The beds are much rifted horizontally andfracitured hy verti-' 
eaT joint planes.. 
, On Mayn,e creek the ~reatest thickness of 'beds' is to be seen 
:ri~ar the north side of section 21, Reeve township. The section 
is partially obscured by talus materials, but it is approximately 
as follows: 
8. Drift 0 0 .0 ••• 0 ., ." • •• 0 • • 0.0 • • • • ••• 0 •• 0 •• 0. 0 • •• 0 ••• 0 . 0 ••• 0. 
FEET. 
8 
7. Thinly bedded shattered limestone with much chert in oval 
nodules and more or less persistent bands ... . . ;. ..... 14 
6. Heavier bedded, arenaceous limestone, ' carrying chert 'as 
above, and pccasional caverns and calcite geodes ...... 6 
5. Shaly limestone with bands of firmer rock .. . ... . ..... . 12 
4. Compact, resistant ledge of limest~ne . ... : ... :......... .. 1 
3. Argillaceous limestone containing some chalky appearing 
chert nodules grading into No.2...................... . 2 
2. Firmer but weathered and iron-stained limestone .. . .... . 1% 
1. Compact, evenly bedded dolomitic limestone .... . .... . . .. 3% 
Judging from its lithologi~ character, No.1 appears to be 
equivalent to the rock quarried one mile west of Chapin. In the 
southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 10, Geneva 
township, just east of the wagon bridge over Mayne creek, is a 
quarry belonging to Mr. Oren Benson of Geneva, which exposes ' 
beds as follows: 
FEET. 
,4, Soil . ...... .... '. : ., .. ... . . , ........ ,.................... 1% 
3. Weathered magnesian limestone with abundant small flint 
nodules .......... "." ... , .... , ......... ..... : ........ 5% 
2. Heavy bed showing no lines of separation; brown where 
weathered and fossiliferous_ (Productus bearing long 
, spines being very abundant); interior of large blocks, light' 
, , in , color or mottled by pink interstitial calcite, distinctly 
oolitic in texture .. .. .................... . . .. .. , ........ : ' 10 
1. Calcareous shale resting on limestone ..... . . , .. :......... 1 
A ,few feet below the base of this quar.ry and eight feet above 
,the water in the creek the top of the impervious shales is 
marked for some distance eastward along the south side of the 
'~alley by a line of springs. ' The drift covering is very thin and 
the limestone forms 'a ridge extending eastward into sections 11 
and 14. In a quarry near the north ,boundary of. section 14, on 
the land of Mr. H. H. Andrews, the same 'succession of strata 
may be observed as noted above in section 10. ' The beds are 
here broken by vertical jointing which' in places hasp'l'oduced 
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open' fissures six to eight inche's in width. Uhweathered samples 
Of the lower stratum 'show an ahqndance of cryst~ls ' of iron 
pyrite. The limestone rests on yellow shale which is exposed.ih 
the trench cut by a small stream a few liundred yards from the 
quarry. ' 
Th~ KInderhook limestone is removed for lo~al use at a large 
number of other points in Ingham, Geneva and Osceola town-
ships, but at the above mentioned two localities. only have quarry 
openings been made of sufficient extent to show the nature of the 
unweathered rock. Away from the weathered parts the rock is 
light in color and compact, and resembles in general appearance 
the Bedford stone. In natural outcrops this bed separates into 
numerous laminre, each a few inches thick, but where newly ex-
posed, slabs of almost any desired size can be' obtained. 
A small amount of stone is removed each year from these 
quarries. It is believed that continued development might open 
up ,unweathered portions of the bed which would furnish very 
good building stone. _ It s'eems likely also on account of the ex-
treme thinness of the drift that prospe'cting along Mayne creek 
in this vicinity would discover places where it would be possible 
, to obtain desirable stone that is not buried beneath so great a 
thickness of weathered residuum which must be removed. 
FREMONT COUNTY, 
SAi-m AND GRAVEL, 
Road material is exceptionally scarce along the Missouri 
river bluffs ,in Fremont county. In only one place' is good 
gravel exposed, and that is in section 30 of Sidney township. 
The section is: , 
, FEET. 
'Loess ... .... ..... .. . . . . , .... , .... ,................... . .... . 10 
Sand, medium .. . ..... . . .... . ... , ., ................. ',' . . . . . . . 8' 
Gravel, fine and sandy .. .... . . ... , . . ... . .... . ~ .... .. ' . ~ . , ... ' ~ 7 
, • •• • • • • t. 
, . '
'The sand and gravel sell for seventy-five cents ·per yard. 
The loess will surely increase in depth as, the pit , is worked. 
:Sand in small quantities can be obtained in a few places, as 
in section 2, Scott township. This pit shows eighteen feet of 
sand, carrying from five to twenty-five feet of overburden. 
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. . The interior of the county contains neither sand, gravel nor 
stone suitable for rbad and concre.te work in 'commercial quanti-
ties. 
.... 
STONE •• . 
The Missouri as exposed in Fremont county comprises a com-
plicated series of interbedded limestone bands and shales. While 
numerous ' limestone beds are pres'ent, and are fairly persistent, 
none are of sufficient thickness to merit distinctive names or in-
dividual notice. In general the individual beds rarely exceed 
four feet in thickness, and are almost ina.ccessible on account of 
the excessive overburden. Some quarrying has been done, ' 
mainly along the base of the Missouri river bluff. A few unim-
portant openings have been made in the interior of the county 
in the vicinity of Riverton, and along Plum creek in Green 
township. The limestone beds when first exposed appear' to be 
well indurated, and the layers range from four to eight or' ten 
inches in thickness, occasionally atta.ining even greater thick-
nesses. The stone is used for rough masonry; such as founda-
tions for buildings, well-curbs, retainin:g waUs, and other rough 
work. On exposure to the elements, it does not resist weather-
ing well, but rapidly takes on a pseudoconcretionary structure, 
. evidently due to its fragmental character and imperfectcemen-
tati0n. This effect is well shown in the retaining wall north of 
Thurman along the Thurman-Bartlett wagon road: All of the 
limestones appear to be nonmagnesian; on account of their lim-
ited thickness and heavy overburden, they are never more than 
of local importance. The following sections may be considered 
fairly representa~ive. " 
Section in the bluff near the south line of section 14, Scott 
township: 
FEET. 
. 9. Thick loess cover. 
8. Limestone, fine-grained, oolitic texture " . ....... : . . . .. .. . . . 3 
7. Limestone, impure, fossiliferous .... . .... . . ......... . .. . 2% 
6. Limestone, gray, massive; 'with thin shaly partings .. . . .. 11 
5. Limestone, gray, highly fossiliferous .... .. .. ". . . . . . . . . . . % 
4. Shale, gray, with black sh.ale partings ... . . . ...... ....... 1% 
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FEET • . 
3. Limestone, bluish, with occasional crinoid stems ........ 1 
2. Shale ............. ...... .. ................ " ... , . . . . . . .. . Ilh 
1. Coal reported ... ... ......... ................. . .. . .... ... l¥.ol 
Section on Mill creek, near the center of the southwest quar-
ter of section 33, Riverto;n township: 
FEET. ' 
10. Drift and loess of indefinite thickness. 
9. Shale, weathered, yellow .... . ....... . . . .... .. . .......... 10 · 
8. Limestone, gray to white, with greenish shale paJ;tings, 
somewhat pyritic, small blocks of durable fitone obtainable 3 
7. Limestone, ·weathered·, marly, iron-stained ..... . .. . .... . .. 23h 
6. Shale, blue to black, calcareous, with yellow blotches and 
small compact concretions, slightly arenaceous ......... 4 
5. Talus slope, probably limestone. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
4. Sandstone, fine-grained, soft ... .. . : .............. .... . ... 1/. 
3. Silt, shaly, and friable . ... .. . .. . . .. . . . ... ..... . ........ 43h 
2. Sandstone, fine-grained, calcareous, varying in color from 
bluish gray to brown, well indurated....... .. ... .. ..... 2 
1. Shale, bluish gray, with reddish ·arenaceous seams, and 
large irregular calcareous concretions lodged in the ver-
. tical or inclined jOints .............. . ... ... .. ....... . . 8 
Numbers 1 to 4 inclusive appear in the bed of Mill creek, but 
are not well exposed. 
All of the limestone ledges are fairly compact and are suffi-
c.iently strong for road and concrete work. The stripping is, 
as a rule, prohibitive and it is improbable that the county will 
ever be able to produce enough for home use. 
GREENE COUNTY. 
SA1'<D AND GRAVEL. 
The gravel and sand resources of Greene county are of the 
two main types mentioned so often in this report in connection 
with counties lying within the area of the Wisconsin drift, viz., 
gravel . trains, .and lenses and pockets of water-laid materials 
in the drift hills. 
Stream Terraces.-North Raccoon river, throughout its en-
tire course in Greene county, follows a somewhat winding a~d 
tortuollS route between high bordering hills of Wisconsin drift. 
The valley, or bottoms, Will average "half a mile in width most 
of the way. ·The river plain is perfectly flat or has a very gentle 
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slope· ·toward the river, and the bordering hills rise abruptly 
from its edge. In places the plain is but a deposit of alluvium 
covered with weeds, and is in all probability ,the .portion which 
is inundated at the time of high water. At other places the sur-
face.is but little higher, and is all cultivated fields. Residents 
along the river state that · "the whole. bottom is underlain by 
gravel," and it is quite possible that commercial quantities of 
road and concrete materials could be found in many a field where 
there is little outward evidence of their presence. . 
Along the west bank of the river in sections 5 and 8' of Ken-
drick township there is evidence of the presence of large quanti-
ties of gravel and sand. In the bank of the stream near the 
middle of section 5 there are eleven feet of gravel and sand 
. visible under a cover of alluvium some two feet in depth. The 
gravel rests upon clay about three or four feet above water. The 
bench is a quarter of a mile wide and a half or three-quarters 
long at this place, and the surface is almost perfectly flat. Mr. 
Black, the owner, says the presence of gravel has long been 
known and that the pdssibility or' opening it commercially has 
been considered. 
At the bridge in northeast 9, Kendrick township, is a broad 
flat bench abouf twenty feet above the river, and perhaps thirty 
or more acres in extent. No gravel is actually visible, but sur-
face indications are favorable. 
In nOrthwest 14 and southeast 23, Kendrick township, the 
river road passes over similar benches, but all indications her~ 
point to the absence of gravels. Sandy soils in a co'rnfield on 
the north side of the river in southeast 30, Bristoi township, 
would seem to indicate that gravel or sand .may underlie the 
top dressing of alluvium. 
In northwest 21 and northeast 20" Grant tow,nship, is a pit ' 
worked by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. The 
present exposure is poor,but there seem to 'be at least ten feet 
of dirty gravel covered by alluvium up to four or :five feet in 
depth. To the west and northwest of the opening the bench is 
flat over a considerable area, and the chances seem good' that 
this tract will still produce large quantities of usable material. 
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,Through ' the south 'half ,of' section 22, Grant township" the 
'whole river bottom ,for a quarter of a mile back from the stream 
'is under cultivation, and the' finding of gravel in post holes and 
,other shallow excavations over practically all 'of ,it ,is ' commonly 
reported. ' An , open pit between the ,river and ' Hardin -c!eek 
'shoW's coar-se, dirty, ' iron-stained gravel in ,which the 'granite 
pebbles --are much ir-on-stained: This mate:cial has 'been-usea -on 
the Toads in the vicinity and is ' quite satisfactory as a -'surfac-
ing material. 
On, the. west side of the ,river a few rods north ,of the br.idge 
in ,section 1 ,of Franklin township the river has exposed sa;nd 'in 
,its bank. The material is clean, .sharp .sand with some-,gra:vel, 
.many of -the pebbles being several inche's in diameter. ' ,There 
- are up t9 four feet of alluvial covering 'at the ,edge :of the bank, 
-and this doubtless becomes deeper 'away from the river. , .. -
At the bridge in section 18 of Washington township the river 
, has-uncovered, fourteen feet of gravel and sa~q. 'Under ,four ' feet 
of aUuvium. The material is roughly-classified, dirty, and,man-y 
-of the granite pebbles are weathered to the point of crumbling. 
The river bank is strewn with pebble's up to a ,fo'ot in diameter. 
, ' 'Th'e , bench along the west side of'the river, ' almost the 'whole 
' exteht through Franklin and Washington townships, is per-
'fectly fiat, ahd will 'average a quarter of a mile 'o'r morlin width. 
From exposures in the bank. of the stte~m it would seem-that 
gravel ' and sand might be found ' under' all 'of it. That there 
probably is a: marked variation i,n the ' character 'of the 'materials 
'may well. be inferred from the exposures' in' section 1; -Franklin, 
ahd -section is of Washington township. , In -the '£6rmer :place, 
: as noted previously, the materials ate fine, cl,e.i:l.ll'and sha;rp; and 
show no signs , of age. -IIi the latter, ,practically ,the opposite 
is true. 
" Along the county line and west of the river ,in'secti'ons 31 and 
,32, ' Washington' township, are ' sever-al : remnants " of 'a terrace 
' about , forty feet abqve 'water. ' What seems'·to ,be the same bench 
appears' again just 'northwest , of ' Perry, in 'Dallas- county, 'but 
.there are', no indications of gravel-in it. ' -, . , 
Along both branches of Butterick" creek 'iir Hardin' arid J'1l:D.C-
tion townships, gravel and sand are present in a few places. 
./ 
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The most noteworthy of these is in section 24 of Harili,n toWn-
ship, where the Chicago and North Western Railway is now se-
curing' gravel for ballast. Here there are~bout fifteen feet of 
water-laid gravel and sand exposed . under cover which varies 
up-to six or eight-feet in depth. The material is dirty and iron-
stained in streaks but seems to make excellent ballast. The pit 
is ina· bench on the west side of the river and the present face 
is about one-half mile in length. En~rmous quantities of these 
materials are still available. 
Other than the railroad pit just mentioned the signs of .gravel 
along West Butterick are very meagre. The valley grows grad-
ually narrower up the stream, and at several places the creek 
has cut into the bordering hills of drift and exposed faces up 
to twenty-five feet in height. With the exception of an occa- -
sional sand bar, the flood plain and valley bottom are composed 
entirely of alluvium. -
The same things are true of East Butterick in its upper 
reaches. Gravels are not a notable feature until the creek en-
ters section 20 of Junction township. Here, on the east side of_ 
the stream, in a bench a bout fifteen feet above water, coarse, 
dirty, iron-stained gravel is exposed in a shallow ditch beside 
the ·road. The material is -quite clayeI where opened and con.-
tains many pebbles up to five or six inches in diameter. As 
nearly as may readily be ascertained, there are upwards of ten 
feet of gta'vel availa:ble under a depth of cover which -in all 
probabiHty will at no place much exceed four feet. This bench 
was formerly worked on a large scale in east section 20, but 
the pit has been abandoned for SOD;le time. Large quantities 
of gravel are still availa:ble, however, and the old pit could 
easily be opened on a commercial s·cale. 
Along the south side of the stream through section 20 sev-
eral -smaller pieces of this same bench may be seen, but on the-
north, side it is entirely. absent. These remnants might easily 
be opened on a -small scale, and quantities of gravel sufficient 
'. for _all needs within titany miles be readily obtained. IIi. south-
west 30, also, isa remnant of what is probably the same bench. 
There is a small pit open here; -
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. A few rods west of the bridge over Butterick creek in the 
'northeast quarter of section 26, Grant township, is a small 'bench . 
about eighteen feet above the creek. The stream has ·cut into 
it and exposed fine to medium. grained ' gravel under twelve to 
. fifteen inches of alluvium. Where exposed at the edge of the 
', bench, the gravel is quite dirty. There are perhaps 35,000 to 
40,000 yards easily avaIlable here. ' -
In its general characteristics Hardin creek is very similar to 
Butterick. creek. The ·str.earn flows through a fiat. narrow valley, 
and is bounded by low. r.olling hills of Wisconsin drift. Where 
the road crosses it east of Chu;rdan, three feet of coarse, djrty, 
iron-stained gravel are ,exposed under one and a half to t~o feet 
of alluvium. The gravel rests upon yellow clay. The river bot-
tom is perfectly fiat over an area of several acres, and while 
there is no definite evidence of gravel under it all, yet . there is 
. doubtless sufficient for road purposes in the vicinity. 
R eworked Materi~ls.-Sand and gravel bars are quite com-
mon in the principal streams of Greene county. In Raccoon river 
these are especially prominent, but the varying quality of the 
materials composing them is such that they are used for local ' 
purposes in small quantities only. An exception to this, ',h~w­
ever, is a large bar .in north 18, Grant township., .now . being 
worked py A. S. Tanner. The material in this par is. ,clean, 
sharp sand and gravel;. the latter varying from twenty-:five t.o 
sixty per cent of the whole. The p.ebbles run ,up to. three. and 
four inches in diameter, but the large majority .are one inch or 
less. The' gravel is remov~d from · the river Py means . of a 
scraper bucket, screened, and hauled into, ,J efferson, wh~re it 
is utilized in the manufactu,re .of .cement goods. 
Another large bar is located at the bridge in 'section 18 ,of 
Washington township. ,Sand -is hauled from thi~ place for. use 
in cement w:ork over ,a large adjace~t territory. 
Along Hardin and Butterick -creeks smaH sand bars 'may 'be 
seen in many places. These are especially notieeable near the 
mouths and in the lower reaches, although ·they :·are ,present 
more '01' less continuously far up .the -streams.' ' As mentioll.ed 
previously in connection with Raccoon river, the varying qllal-
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ity of material and the usual nea~ness of better and more de-
pend,able deposits r~nders them unimportant for other tp.an 
,small local supplies. ' 
Glacial Deposits.-The drift hills of Greene county are quite 
. generously supplied with deposits of sand and gravel. These 
are sprinkled promiscuously throughout the whole county and 
are used as sources of local supply in many places. ' North and 
n,orthwest of Jefferson these gravel-bearing hills are particu-
larly prominent and jt is reported that there is hardly a section 
of land in this portion of the county in which gravel is not found. 
Pits in drift hills have been opened in Highland township in 
sections 27, 28, 29 and 34; in sections 19, Hardin; 30, Dawson, 
etc., which are typical of this class of deposits.. 
GRUNDY COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The sand and gravel resources of Grundy 'county are of three 
'classes: Buchanan gravels, sand and gravel hills in the Iowan 
drift area, and stream terraces. " , 
Buchanan Gravels.-In the north half of the county sands and 
' gravels that may be referred to · the Buchanan formation with-
out hesitation are not infrequent. They are of both the upland 
and valley phases (see Buchanan county report) and are usually 
of a character to make them valuable for use in'lmproving the 
roads, though no such extensive use has been made of them for 
the purpose as in the adjacent counties of Butler anq. Black 
Hawk. The Buchanan gravels are always oxidized and iron-
stained. The granitoid constituents are usually in a condition 
of ' advanced disintegration; the upland phase exhibiting these 
features in a higher degree usually than th~ valley phase. The 
topography of the county has not favored the exposure of the ' 
bed,S to the same extent as in adjoining counties and it is doubt-
ful if the deposits themselves are as extensive. ,At and around 
Grundy C~nter, Holland and ,WellsQurg they are abundant put 
, the loess ,covering makes access to them somewhat difficult. 
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Iowan Drift Gravels.*-"Near the middle of section 8, Beaver 
township, is a neat conical hill ris~ng higher than any of the sur-
~ounding elevations, which in this vicinity are relatively low. 
Near the middle of section 17 of the same ~ownship a' cemetery 
has been located on a somewhat lower and broader hilL ' A road 
cuts the south slope of the latter near the hase, expo'sing a rather 
fine sand somewhat oxidized and containing about 5 per cent of 
pebbles and an · occasional cobblestone. Among the pebbles a 
few decayed granites and iron nodules were seen. Eight feet 
of , this material are exposed, . and there are indications . that the 
whole elevation is made up of sand or graTeL ' , 
"Eight miles farther south in sections 30 and 31, Lincoln 
township, a low esker-like ridge of gravel and sand with a north-
west-southeast trend, terminates abruptly in a conical hill of 
sand of about the same elevation as those in Beaver township. A 
few rods south is a smaller hill, and within two miles . two or 
three smaller ones may be seen." 
Similar kame gravels occur ' in other places in the county. 
John E. Smith, working . in Grundy county in 1911, reported 
gravel and sand in drift hills in Washington, Lincoln, Shiloh, ' 
Beaver, Fairfield and other townships. 
T errace Gravels.-Terraces occur along many of the larger 
streams of the county, and have been used as sources of supply 
for concrete material in places. At the pit of the Grundy Center 
Brick and Tile Company a fine gravel, coarse in places and ir-
regularly stratified and mixed with sand, occurs under a cover 
. of loess and Iowan drift up to ten or twelve feet in thickness. 
On the farm of F. S. Fogt, one and one-half miles northwest of 
Reinbeck, a pit has produced several hundred ],pads of sand and 
some graveL The section shows interbedded sand and gravel, 
the latter being rather fine, under ' several ' feet of loess. The 
owner has, however, been ui:ljng material shipped from Cedar 
Falls in preference to his own supply. 
Miscellaneous.~In the south half of the county sand and 
gravel are by no means common, especially in the four south-
·From Arey, Iowa Geological Survey. Vol. XX, p . 85. 
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'west townships. Along . the railrciadan eighth of a mile .east 
of Beaman, beneath three ' or four feet of loess, there .is -eXposed 
a ·slope of four or :five feet, the lower part of' which is. made . up 
of a greenish marly clay in which are fragments of a gray-green 
rock. In the upper part the proportion of clay lessens; the :rock 
fragments are of a red-brown sandstone with which are mingled 
pebbles and gravel. At the top gravel predominates. 
STONE. 
Grundy county. is covered by a thick mantle of glacial debris 
and the only exposures of indurated rock known appear along 
Wolf creek near the ' so-qthern border. The only quarry worthy 
of the name is located just south of the Chicago and North West-
ern railway depot in ' Conrad, on the south bank of Wolf creek. 
The following section is exposed: 
CONRAD SECTION. 
FEET. 
5. Drift (modified Kansan probably) .. ......... : ... .. .. : . . . .. 5 
4. Limestone, . residual, consists chiefly of cherty concretions 
embedded in a matrix of greenish clay streaked and mot-
I tled with ferruginous and marly material . ....... .. . . .... 3 
3. Limestone, slightly oolitic, composed essentially of a shell 
breccia almost identical with No.1, in the Eagle City sec-
tion in Hardin county ............... . ................. 4 
2. Limestone, hard, subcrystalline, containing numerous bl'ach-
iopod casts .... . ..................... ....... ......... . . , 2 
1. Limestone, typical oolite in heavy beds; a Straparollus and 
a turreted form of gastropod were noted, also numerous 
brachiopod casts ....................................... 5 
The base of the section is a bout four ' feet below the Chicago 
and North Western railway track and 1,010 feet above tide. 
The beds exposed here may be correlated with the upper oolite . 
in the Marshall ·county sections exposed in 'the .quarries at Rock-
ton, Quarry, LeGrand and Timber creek, and also in the Eagle 
City section in Hardin county. The Conrad quarry has been 
operated'more or less continuously for a numb~r of years. The 
limited outcrop and rapid thickening of the drift compels one 
to conclude that the quarry ' industry will never attain much de-
velopment i,n this vicinity. 
Limestone outcrops appear on the farm of M. B; Brown, oIle-
half mile southeast of Beaman, in Clay township. The principal 
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'stone crops are on the south bluff of Wolf creek and continue 
for a distance of m.ore than a quarteJ; of a mile. The stripping 
is thin afthe face of the bluff, but thickens gradually toward the 
upland; The beds exposed probably correspond to numbers 2 
to 4 of the Conrad &ection. Other outcrops of limestone occur 
, in the ,neighborhood. While the quality of the stone' exposed is 
not high grade test-pitting is certainly warranted. 
GUTHRIE COUNTY., 
SAND AND GBAVEL; ' 
With the exception of the southwestern' part, Guthrie county 
contains numerous small deposits of gravel belonging to three 
classes: kames, conglomerate and stream terraces. Appear-
ances also indicate that a few large gravel deposits of the stream 
terrace type may be opened in places, along Middle and South 
Raccoon rivers. , 
Kame' Deposits.-At present most of the gravel obtained 
, within' the county comes 'from kames, these be~ng accessible anq. 
easily opened. Practically all 'of the country north and east of 
Middle Raccoon river' is covered by Wisconsin drift which con-
tains these kames. The towns of Bayard and Bagley are sup-
plied from nearby kame deposits. Kames east and north of 
Panora supply that town with most of its sand and gravel, al-
though a' little comes from river bars. Ther'e are a number of 
kames containing gravel in the northwestern part of section 
24, Victory township. ' , 
Where any kame gravel has been used on the roads, it has 
proven satisfactory, but has not been very good for concrete 
work except when small clean pockets of ,material have been, 
found. 
Conglomerate.-The conglomerate consists mainly of quartz 
pebbles about hazeIilUt size, with small greenstone and limestone 
pebbles of about the same size. Th~ whole is very much iron-
stained, far too much so for good cement work. Gravel to be 
used for that purpose must be shipped in, usually coming fro)1l 
Commerce or Des Moines. In no place does the conglomerate 
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.' occur as' ,uncemented pebbles, tho'ugh · it can usually 'be picked 
down. Still, in some pla~s, it must be bla;sted out, but the ce-
, menting material is so weak that this is neither 'difficult nor 
costly. The conglomerate is found in many places in a 'district 
, FIG. 36-DaKot a cong lomer"a fe near Gleridon , Guthrie county. ' 
about si+ to ten miles wide al1d e+tending ftom the northwest 
, t ••• 
corner of . the county nearly to the southeast corner, and in-
cluding both Raccoon rivers. It underlies a brown,' rotten sand~ 
stone ;hich. extends over t4e area. mapped by H. F. Bain as 
Dakota. Sometimes the conglomerate is fo.u.nd directly beneath 
ihe soil, as in the northwest part of section 33, Victory town-
.. ship'. 'i pit in 'the so~theaster~ pari' of Guthrie Center has about 
ten feet of the conglomerate under as much san.dst~ne and drift. 
, There ar,e' five to ten' acre~ of conglomerate eight feet t;hick in 
section 22 of Valley township. The conglomerate here has little 
-or no cover at any place. There are other pla~es nearby' where 
the conglomerate might be found if .a .little prospecting were 
do:Oe, as along the middle of the .east side of this. same section. 
There' are. at least te.n and probably twenty-fiv~ feet of . the. con-
glomerate in the northern part of section 30, J ac~son township. 
This .might possibly prove sufficient to .furnis4 a shipping sup-
ply of" gravel. 
I , 
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, , "Stream Terrac'es.~While stream terraces along the two 'Rac-
, coon rive'rs do not furnish ' much ' sand or gravel at present, yet 
, when opened up they may become the princip,al sources"of 'sup-
ply of these materials. ' There are eight feet of gravel 'under 
one to three feet bf alluVium in section 2, Orange 'township: 'The 
"area is small. There are twenty to forty acres in ' section 20, 
Highland township, that show 'gravel a'nd sand under two feet 
of alluvium. , No rrlOr:e c~n be s,aid on account ,of ,poo,r, exyosures, 
except ' that the Chicago, 'Milwaukee &' St. . Pauf 'Railway Oom-
pany prospected it. There is a big flat some ten tO"fifteen acres 
in exten.t and fqrty~fiv:~ fe.et above the Middle Raccoon in the 
northern part of section 15; Victory township, that looks like a 
terrace;, Thexe is no 'reliable exposure, but smal!, pebbles are 
, plentiful and the corn on the,flat was badly fired, ' The 'drainage 
is , good enough to warrant prospecting for gr~veL ,There is an 
area of" thirty or forty acres in the southwest corner of section 
' 31', Cass' township" that lookS like a 'remnant of 'a hign terrace. 
, A deep cilt along the road shows from ten tb fifteen ' feet of 
, ' gravel and 'sand overlain by two feet of '~iJluviuni: 'The Ohicago, 
Rock Island & Pacific'Railway Compa'ny has prospected an area ' 
of about , forty acres in sectioti 19, JMksontownship. The 
owner said they found from seventeen to twenty-one feet of-fine 
gravel: The alluvium cover is three feet or 'less. An advantage 
'of this place is that ,it wo:uld not be difficult to 'blfild a railroad 
to it. There are a number of parched hills, on the. north 'side .of 
the South Raccoon between ' here and Dale Oity that prohably 
contain grave1. 
STONE, 
" S~it~J:>le' materi~l for building purposes is ' to 'be had f~o~ the 
, Mis~~uri, ' in Guthrie cou~ty~ Str~t~ belonging to this stage , ~re 
' k~own to be present over about one-third 'o'fBeaver ' towllship 
'and 'to occupy essentially the whqie 'of Penn in' the southeast 
c~rnerof 'the coluity. This stage is represented ' by the 'Frag-
m~Iital: and Earlham 'limestopesof the Bethany 'and by a p'ortion 
of the Winterset ' sectiqn . . Those rQcks appear alQng' the 'lower 
' portion of 'Beaver creek, ' 'Deer creek, 'Long" Branch ' and ' South 
,,' I 
20 
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Raccoon river, in ledges varying from six to twenty~four inches 
in thickness and separated by shaly or clayey partings. The 
following typical section, taken from the Geology of Madison 
County, '" will serve to show the nature and succession of the 
beds. It is taken from along Deer creek, section 19, Penn town-
ship. Good exposures are lacking as the ·stone has not · been 
quarried extensively at any point. 
FEET. 
5. Limestone, coarse, gray ; with Fusulina similar to that occur-
ring at Winterset . . .... . .... .. ... . ... . ....... . ... .. ..... 2 
4. Shales, exposed only in part .. .. ... .. .. ... . . ............. 8 
3. Earlham 1imestone, ash-gray, with conchoidal fracture, in 
layers two to ten inches thick, separated by shale pattings 12 
2. Shale, gray, argillaceous, becoming bituminous and slaty 
at the top .... . ........ . ..... . ....... . ... . ............ 10 
1. Limestone, fragmental, made up of irregular bits of lime~ 
rock filled in with calcareous clay. In places the · rock 
can be picked to pieces with the fingers; elsewhere it 
hardens up into massive layers two feet. in thickness.... 10 
The lowest member of this section rests on sandy shales which 
form the top Of the Des Moines stage. Ten to thirty feet of 
loess and drift overlie the exposures along Deer creek, and . 
wherever the beds appear: along the other streams mentioned 
they are also invariably buried ~eneath a heavy mantle of the 
same mate:rial. 
The Des Moines strata furnish some sandstone and limestone 
that ~re found of service locally in the eastern' part of Guthrie' 
county. A gray sandstone belonging to the Coal Measur~s has 
been ·quarried on a small sca,le at Panora. ' The usable beds of 
this stage are thin and so associated with argillaceous strata 
that they are very seldom worked for building stone alone. 
Suitable materials for building purposes are to be had from 
t~e Cretaceous strata, which supply unlimited quantities of 
sandstone and which are available over the western. two-thirds 
of the county. These are, however, fit for local rough work only, 
as they are in. general but partially consolidated and will endure 
neither much handling nor shaping. The -sandstone has been 
quarried on a small scale at many 'points in the county, particu-
larly along the Raccoon and its branches in the· vicinity of Glen-
OJ. L. Tilton and H. F . Bain, Iow'a Geological Survey, Vol. VII, p . 4.48. 
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don, in Beaver township. Both the conglomerate and ~andsto:rie 
are quite commonly employed in foundations for farm buildings. 
The sandstones ' are, as a rule, not of suitable quality for road 
and concrete materials. 
I' HAMILTON COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
, 
; The sand and gravel deposits of Hamilton county are to be 
found in the kames and eskers of the Wisconsin drift and as ter-
races and bars along the principal ·streams . 
. Wisconsin Drift Gravels.-Hamilton county lies wholly within 
the Wisconsin drift area. The general surface is the typical 
prairie plain and is. but slightly stream dissected. Chains of 
hillocks abound in various portions of the county, e. g., in and 
around Jewell Junction . . Many of these ,hills are gravel bearing, 
and have been opened for road and concrete materials. . One 
and one-half miles. southeast of Kamrar, in the northwest quar-
ter of section 1, Hamilton township, is a kame about forty feet 
high and covering some two' acres. This ,kame exhibits .three to 
five feet of fine to coarse . gravel with sand ' and bowlders under 
twelve to fifteen feet of soil, sand, silt and clay. All of the beds 
are variable in. thickness, position and extent. This' opening is 
a fair illustration ·of the gravels of this type' which may be found 
in similar pos'itions throughout the county. 
T errace-s.-Between the brick and tile works and the pumping 
station in Webster City is a pit in the Boone river terrace. In 
this pit are exposed some ten or eleven feet of sand and gravel 
with thin horizontal layers , of blue shale and yellow clay. 
Benohes are to be seen along the .courses of both Boone and 
Skunk rivers, but they are not continuous and are .of limited 
extent. 
Other River Gravels.-Along Boone river south of Webster 
City is a large dep9sit. Northwest of town there are, bars 'in 
both the old and present channels of the stream, but these rarely 
exceed one acre in extent. . Gravel has been shipped from here. 
. , 
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. ,.. 
On the flood plain of Boone river northwest of Webste'r City, 
Mr. Wilke has opened ' a bed 'showing cross-bedded .sand and 
gra,:el under one or t'Yo feet of soil. Sand is also found along 
Skunk river near Randall. 
STONE. 
The Saint Louis limestone comprises the only available beds 
in the county ·which are sufficiently indurated to be used for 
structural purposes. On account of the distribution of the Coal 
Measures over almost the, entire county and the great thickness 
of the drift, exposurel:'l are limited to the vicinity of Boone river 
and its immediate tri~utaries from a short distance above Web-
ster City, to section 31 'in Independence township. Along a 
small creek which flows into Boone river just b'elow the mill in 
Webster City, a quarry 'has been opened and operated more or 
less continuously for a number of years. The ' section which can 
be made out is as follows: 
SWANSON QUARRY 
FEET. 
5. Loam and drift . . . .... . . . . . . . . . ...... . .. . ........... . .. 2+ 
{. Sandstone, clayey, fis~ile, ash-gray in color . ... . ... . . .. . 2 . 
3. Limestone, ,impure, thinly bedded, much weathered, in 
places altered to a calcareous', arenaceous clay ........ .. 4 
2. Limestone in fairly heavy beds, with occasional quartz 
geodes .... . . . .. . ... . ... .. . ............. .. .. . ' . . " . " . .. 4-5+ 
1. Sandstone, light colored, somewhat friable but in places 
hard enough to be used for structural purposes, exposed. . 4 
Number i constitutes the principal quarry rock, and was for-
merly much used locally, and is practically the only native stone 
ava:ilable for structural purposes'. :n is fairly pure limestone, 
of fine, even texture, varying from a gray to a yellowish buff. 
It shatters when subjected to changes of temperature when wet, 
but gives good service when put ·m the wall dry. The upper 
members exposed are rather inconstant and in places are absent, 
the drift here resting directly on number 2. 
While similar seGtions are exposed both up and down the 
river from the Swanson quarry, the excessive overburden, the 
small 'thickness 'and the indifferent quality of the beds make 
q~arrying ?n a commercia~. sGale impossIble. 
HANCOCK CO'uN~Y, 
The phase of the Saint Lou~s exposeq. , in Hamilton, county 
closely' resembles' its deyelop:rp.ent in S~ory co'-qnty,anq prob~bly 
,represents the .verdi subst,age, which is ,typically exposed, fron} 
Marion to Washington counties. ' 
HANCOCK COUNTY: 
SAND AND GRAVEL, 
Hancock county is abundantly supplied with sand and gravel. 
The county lies entirely within the area of the Wisconsin ' drift. 
The gravels occur as stream terraces, .the materials of which 
were deposited by the waters from the melting glacier, and as 
pockets within the hills of drift themselves. Sand beds and 
bars occur in small amount . in the streams, but are of little ' 
economic importance. ' 
Stream Terraces.-Gravel terraces are present along both 
branches of Iowa river, except in the upper courses. Above 
Garner no terrace is evident along the East Branch, but the 
wide bottoms of the stream consist largely of sand and gravel. 
An indi8tinct terrace about twenty feet ~ above water occurs 
along East Branch in the northern part of section 12, German 
township. 'There are no actual openings in this bench, but a 
small pit in the northeastern part of section 11,-along a tribu-
tary of the East Branch shows : 
FEET. 
Pebbly soil ....... , .. : ....... ,.. . .. . ... . ...... . .. . ...... . . . 2 
Gravel, mostly less than one inch in diameter ; large percentage 
of lime pebbles; little ir'on·stained, and contains coarse 
sand .... ............... ...... .. ............ .. ... :.. .... 3 
Sand, exposed .. .. .. : ......... ..... ...... .. . :: ........... : . .. . . 4 
The town of Klemme is ,supplied from a pit in the southern 
part of section 35, German township. There are at least ten 
feet of gravel under about two feet of alluvium here. One pe-
culiarity ,of this pit is the , beddi~g, which is unusually persistent 
and distinct. The terrace in which this pit occurs has an a:rea 
of perhaps ten acres. In sections 9, 20 and 29 of Avery town-
ship, the terrace has been extensively develope~. ' Some of the 
remnants are as much as forty ' and fifty acres in extent, arid 
the width is commonly 400 or 500 feet. There are few if any 
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gQQd eXPQsures; perhaps the best Qne is in the sQuthwestern 
part Qf the last namedsectiQn. Here twelve Qr fifteen feet of 
sand and gravel are eXPQsed. The tQwn Qf. GQQdell Qbtains its 
supply frQm this pit. ' 
The West Branch Qf the IQwa is similar to. the East Branch 
in all Qf the essentials and mQst Qf the details. A twenty-fQQt 
terrace appears in the sQuthern part ,Qf sectiQn 28, Twin Lake 
tQwnship. This seems. to. be cQmpQsed largely Qf :fine gravel ·rich 
in limestQne pebbles. FrQm this place to. the CQun.ty line the 
terrace is nQt so. well <;levelQped as Qn the .East Branch, but is 
fQund in variQus places. A .nQtable example is in the western 
part Qf sectiQn 35, Twin Lake tQ~ship. A mixtureQf sand and 
, fine gravel similar ,to. that "found in the East Branch has been 
taken frQm the channel. 
. Gravel depQsits are also. to. pe fQund intermittently alQng the 
~Qurse Qf Lime creek. The RQck Island Railway CQmpany has 
'rem'Qved large quantities Qf it frQm a PQint abQut two. miles 
SQuth Qf FQres·t City. In sectiQn 1 Qf MadisQn tQwnship gr.avel is 
taken frQm a terrace alQng the creek and is used in the manufac-
ture Qf cement tile . . SQme Qf this material has been used Qn the 
~Qads in the vicinity. A pit in the next sectiQn SQuth shQWS fine. 
gravel cQntaining a high percentage Qf limestone pebbles. The 
depth Qf the CQver dQes nQt exceed twQ·feet. AIQng the creek in 
EllingtQn tQwnship a terrace abQut eighteen feet abQve water 
may be seen in several places. In sectiQn 16 at least ·six feet ·Qf 
sand and gravel are inter- and crQss-bedded. The depQsit is 
clean, and SQme ·Qf the material has been used in .CQncrete and 
cement wQrk. In the eastern part Qf sectiQn 23 the ·terrace is 
abQut a quarter o.f a mile wide. . 
Kames.--.-Kames are particularly abundant in the nQrtheast-
ern 'part Qf -the cQunty. There is a large Qne in 'sectiQn 27 Qf 
·EllingtQn township, in which the ·gravel is rather dirty. In 
sectiQns 9, 10 and 11 Qf Madison t0wnship is a series Qf kaines, 
the material frQm which has been used Qn the rQads with -sath:l-
factQry results. 
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HARDiN· COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAvEL. 
The sand and gravel deposits 'of Hardin . county that are of 
any economic importance are ·all of Wisconsin age and include 
stream terraces and deposits of water-laid materials in the drift 
bills. . Bucbanan gravels are known to be present, but available. 
outcrops are so few as to be commercially unimportant. 
Stream Terraces.-All of t;he principal streams of the county 
fiowfrom the Wisconsin q.rift plain, and all exhiqit one of more 
series of -grav.el terraces. The greatest of the gravel trains is 
genetically related to and has its source at the Gary moraine. 
This terrace is ' best seen in the vicinity of Gifford, along both 
the South Fork and the Iowa proper. The bench along South 
Fork rises from twen,ty feet at Gifford to nearly thirty to the 
westward above the flood plain of the present str.eam. The 
. gravels are coarsest above and show more or less evident but 
interrupted stratification planes throughout. The bedding is at 
all conceivable angles; The gravels vary fr0mfifteen to twenty 
feet in thickness and rest upon a basement of bowlder clay, the 
top of which rises from five to twenty feet . above low water level. 
On the Iowa proper the materials are much' coarser, indicating a 
higher gradient, but the bench is much narriPwer and more frag-
mentary on account of the gorgelike character of thevailey. 
Steamboat Rock is · built . principally upon this bench, which is 
fifty feet above the flood plain. Terraces referable ' to this sys-
tem may be found along the two leading tributaries of South 
Fork, and also 'along Honey creek. Below the 'junction of South 
Fork with the Iowa the Gary terrace continues but fades out 
toward the Marshall county lirie. · , 
. . 
Fragmentary terraces above the Gary are present along tbe 
Iowa, but are of little importance. A terrace below the Gary 
may be ,noted along Iowa river, South Fork and Tipton creeks, 
in· which the streams of today are engaged in cutting. It rises 
from five to fifteen ' feet above the present flood plain. ' The 
Iowa Central railway has sought it out for '.a roadbed below 
Steamboat Rock. 
r 
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These terraces have been utilized as sources of sand and 
gravel in many places. At Gifford and vicinity both the Chi-
cago & North Western and the Minneapolis & St. Louis Rail-
' ways operate pits, and private ' pit.s are also 'being deveioped. 
, Froni twenty to twenty~s'even feet of gravels are available. The 
material is comparatively free from' clay;"silt ahd other impuri-
, ties; but 'Tuns rather low' in graveL ' The mate'rial in the rail-
road. pits is handled With steam shovels; ahd the sm'allei.' pits 
lo~d h1 ha;nd iIl~o wagons and thence into cars. 
" Morainal 'Gravels.-' 'A large part ' of ' the surfac'e of Hardin 
. county 'was overrun by' the' Wisconsi~ ice, the Altamon:t moraine 
crossing the county from Providence 'tO' Aetna townships: West 
"o.f the ,.AJtatnont; at least two recessional moraines may be 'ri:uide 
,'out 'within the ,limits of the county, marking temporary halts 'in 
"the, retreat of the ice. Many of the morainal hills contain gravel 
: and sand 'as cap pings upon or pockets within the drift, ' the lat-
' -ter 'being widely variable both in 'quantity and quality. ' 
'Aside 'from the moraines 'numerous sand' imd 'bowlder knobs 
rise 'above the general level and tend to-"Qreak the monotony of 
, the drift plain. These prominences are most nunierous 'in the 
' immediate vicinity' of ' the 'morainal tracts, but 'are Widely dis-
, trihuted over the intramoraimil 'areas. Tn certain instanc'es the 
'cO'nstituent ' sands and gravels' shO'w" stratification planes" evi-
,dehtly" due to" rurimrig water. 'One' of the most · cO'nspicuO'us 
"groups O'f these · hills',may be ' O'bserved ' south of School creek' in 
'sections 15, and ~6 in Hardin township, . , , 
, .. t ' I ," ,-. . . . 1 ~ . " ,. ' ......' .' ..' I. ,~. 
'. It,eworlce.4 · Materials.;-:All ,of the streams" furnish an .abun-
, , ~a1?:ce of s,and; ' ~itb.~r in .:their:. terrac~s or it; 'thei~ chann:els, ~uit-
able for building purpO'ses . 
. .. Buchanan· Gravels.-Deposits referable to' . the ·Buchanan are 
present. but not conspicuO'us. · In ,the 1000ss~Kansas are'a, which 
, includes, 'all of Uni'On; mO'st 'of ,Eldora'and parts ' of ·Pr.ovidence 
. and Clay. townships, the lO'ess -is usually separated fr'Om the drift 
, by a ,more or·le·ss 'cO'nstant. gravel layer. , Tbis'~deposit is usually 
'. rather; deeply buried 'and -is not readily availab-Ie" as' a source O'f 
supply_ - '" ' 
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, S').'ONE. 
While the Kinderhook beds are supposed to comprise the 
country' rock over a considerable portion of the: surface in Har-
din cou~ty, 'good exposures are confined to ,the immediate vicinity 
of Iowa river from Gifford south ' to the county line, ·and from 
Eagle City to Alden. 'Quarries have been opell.ed at several 
points, notably at Gifford, Eagle City, ' Iowa ·Falls- and Alden. 
Only those at the two latter places are, or promise 'to be, of more 
than local importance. . The ' beds exposed exhibit two well 
marked facies; ' an upper brown, earthy to sugary dolomite, and 
a lower white to gray limestbne. The latter often contains layers 
semioolitic in character above and argillaceous to arenaceous 
below. At Iowa Falls there appears to be a decided arching up 
of the strata and a maximum section of eighty feet is exposed in 
the river gorge. The limestone beds are known to rest on shales 
or arenaceous shales believed to be continuous 'with those which 
outqrop along Mississippi river at Burlington and which under-
lie the limestone series in Marshall county. The section exposed 
along the river and 'along Rocky run, its learuI1-g tributary, at 
Iowa Falls, is given below and comprises one of the most im-
portant Kinder-hook sections in central Iowa. 
FIG, 37'-Iowa 'river go-rge, Iowa Falls, showing the Kinderhook limestone, 'HardIn 
county, 
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lOW A FALLS SECTION. 
,FEE':C. 
6. Drift, reduced to a heterogeneous mixture of bowlders' and ' 
fragments of country rock at the' face of the escarpment 
but thickening greatly in the bluffs. Considerable areas 
are practically without a drift covering. " ... .. . . .. .. .. 0-80 
5. Dolomite, brown, saccharoidal, ' heavy-bedded below, but 
thinner bedded and much shattered above; often' exhibits 
an earthy fracture when weathered. Numerous ca:sts of 
, Str<1iparQ!Zus obtusus present in places .... __ .. _ . . . ',_' .20-30 
4. Limestone, light gray, composed largely of shell breccia and 
containing a brachiopod fauna; has 'a mealy appearance, 
'but on dose inspection is ,found to 'be hut slightly ,oolitic_ . 5 
3. Limestone, grayJbrown, is finer textured, more compact and 
evenly bedded than the above .. . . ... . .. _ . _ . . . . . .... ... _ 3 
2. Limestone, light gray; weathers 'white and so appears in the 
gorge walls, exhibits a conchoidal fracture and is heavy-
bedded . . ...... . ..... .. . _ ... _ . .. . .. .. . . ..... ... .. . .. _ _ 5 
1. Limestone, shaly to slightly arenaooous in certain layers, in 
places forms a slight r eentrant ,in the cliff walls; exposed 
above the water level .. . .... . . . .. ... , . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . 5-10 
The most important quarries are sj.tuated east of town on the 
river. The Ellsworth Stone Company is operating a q'\larry on 
the northeast side of the river, which was formerly known as 'the 
Biggs' quarry. The sequence of beds is as follows: 
THE ELLSWORTH'STONE COMPANY'S QUARRY SECTION. 
FEET. 
6. Drift, very thin; consists chiefly of a bowldery gravel.. . . 0-3 
5. Dolomite, brownish buff, much weathered in places and pre-
sents an arenaceous or earthy facIes ..... . . . . : _, ',' . . . . . . . 4 
4. Limestone, . 'White, oolitic, fossiliferous .. ........ .. _..... .. 6 
3. Limestone, ,blue, compact, of firm texture and very brittle . . I 
2. Limestone, white, lower three feet very compact and brittle; 
fractur·e conchoidal to uneven, contains numerous blebs ot 
crystalline calcite; almost lithographic in t exture... .. . 5 
1. Limestone, gray, dolomitic, very slightly arenaceous to argil-
laceous, exposed .............. . ........... ' ,' . . . . . . . . . . 5 
IThe usual method of quarrying is to drill deep holes vertically 
nearly parallel to the face of the cliff, and then to' use heaVy 
charges 6f explosives to .shoot loose the ,ledges. An or.dinary 
churn !irill is used with a traction engine for power. This leads 
to great shattering, and scarcely more than thirty per cent of the 
entire section can be used for dimension stone. A large propor-
tion of the remainder was formerly considered to be waste mate-
rial and was thrown into the river. This was true not only of the 
, quarries here, but of those near Alden. At the present time a 
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large crusher, of the Gates type has been installed and the enti:t:e 
assemblage of beds is utilized. In fact, dimension stone and 
rubble stone are only incidental prodU:cts in the production of 
the various grades of crushed stone. 
Southwest of the Ellsworth plant, on the opposite side of the 
river where it turns toward the east, the Barber Asphalt Com-
~ pany has opened' a quarry and installed a modern crusher plant. 
The beds developed are similar to those in the preoeding sec-
tion, but higher in the series. The principal part of, the section 
being developed at the present time consists of earthy dolomite 
which affords an 'inferior grade of crushed stone. 
West of Iowa Falls the Lower Carboniferous rocks are much 
more rifted and shattered than to the eastward, and the lime-
stone layers become subcrystalline in texture. The stone takes 
a good polish, possesses a pleasing . color, and if large blocks 
co~ld be obtained, the rock would possess great value for orna-
mental and structural purposes. Unfortunate it is that the same 
agency which produced the' partially crystalline structure, so 
essential in marbles, was also responsible for the shattering and 
rifting of the beds. In fact the marbleization was rather a re-
sult of the rough usage to which the beds were subjected. The 
beds continue shatte~ed and sub crystalline in texture to the point 
of their disappearance beneath the drift at Alden. Formerly the 
Ivanhoe Quarry Company put in a steam crusher and operated 
quite extensively near the Chicago and North Wes,tern railway 
tracks on section 16, in Hardin township. The building contain-
ing the machinery burned down, and the plant has long since 
been dismantled and abandoned. The beds exposed at this point 
are as follows. 
IVANHOE SECTION. 
FEET. 
3. Drift (of great depth in the bluff) . . . .. . · . . ,. .. . . . .. . ... .. 0·3 
2. Limestone, grayish white, sUlbcrystalJi.ne, very hard and 
much shattered ; thinly bedded . ....... ...... '. " . . . . ... 20 
Apparently a local unconformity. 
1. Limestone, much disintegrated and cavernous. In places a 
residual clay appears between 1 and 2. Surface very 
. uneven, exposed .. . . . ...... • ......... . . .. .. .. ......... 6 
Westwarq. from the Ivanhoe quarries to, Alden the river flows 
between. low limestone walls varying from ten to thirty feet in 
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·height. These limestone barriers ' ate a1most cut out in one or 
'two places bi 00al ·Measure ·outliers. ' In Alden the beds greatly 
resemble ' a portion Of the Ivanhoe section. The beds are as fol-
lows: 
" ALDEN SECTION, , 
FEET. 
3, Drift, as 'in- ·}5rev,i'dus ' sections, is thin at the face of the 
scarp; 8r n~m:ber. of large gr;l.nitic bowlders were noted... 3 
2. Limestone more or less ev~nly 'bedded, a;ppears to be litholog-
ically tJie :same as No.1; a marly or shaly band separates 
1 and 2 g~ner.ally ..... .. . ... .... _ ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
1. Limestone, 'light gray, hard, subcrystalline and oolitic in' 
texture. The 'lower four ' feet show marked cross-'bedding; 
false beds dip to the southwest; the upper surface is some-
what undulating and dips gently to the south .. .... . . .. 5 
Here; as in the preceding exposures, the beQ.s are much rifted 
,and shattered. Individual layers rarely exceed four or five 
inches in thickness, and two w-ell developed series of fissures are 
visible. The fissures of the major series trend north and south 
,and are apparently. parallel to the. corrugations, while thos(' of 
,the minor series stand appr·oximately at right angles to the 
folds. - : Geneti,ca~ly the two series probably form but one great 
,system and were formed at the time of ro.ck crushing. 
. NOTth 'of :Alden, the indurated rocks dip rapidly and were not 
observed beyo,nd the 'corporate limits of the town . 
. ' 'Eastward of the! Falls' limestone ledges are more or less con-
t inually present"to Eagle' City where the following section is 
exposed: . 
FEET. 
5. Drift" expo~,ed . , .. ; ........ . . : .. _ .... ... ' ...... ' .' . ....... 5-10 
4. Dolomite, yellowish brown, much shattered where viewed; 
. '. \ contains a few, silIceous nodules ... ... : .... : .......... 10-25 
3. Limestone, gray, sub crystalline and semioolitic. " . . . ... . . . 1% 
2. Dolomite, yellow to .gray" sugar.y ... ... .. ... " .. : . . . . . . . . 3 
1. Limestone, gray, oolitic; very similar to the Bedford oolite 
in textur,e, and alse to the oolite exposed. at Conrad, in 
. . Grundy county . : ...................................... 4 
'rhe base of the section is about. :(ive feet . above low water in 
the' river. .These ,indurated beds. support a bench which rises 
forty or fifty feet abo've' water level 'and continues some distance 
on either side of the wagon bridge. Beyond Eagle City the beds 
disappear rapidly ' and \ the 'surface butcrops' of tHe' Kinderhook 
·beds are almost , entirely obscured by 'glacial ' debris and Coal 
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::Measure talus . . At Hardin City; ' Steamboat Rock and o'ne or 
-two points between, No.4 'of the Eagle City section 'is visible and 
rises some. six or eight feet above the water leveL In all Qases , 
-.it is greatly weathered ,and shattered, making its identity diffi-
.cult to establish. BetweeIi Steamboat Rock and Eldora, the Low-
-er Carboniferous passes entirely below the stream channel, but 
rises again ,immediately ~outh of the wagon rO,ad bridge at 
Eldora. Going down stream from the Eldora bridge a weathered 
·dolomite appears in the stream-bed and also in ,the right bank 
.about sixty rods below the road crossing. The ledges ri$e eight 
feet above the water and appear to be identical, both litholog-
:ically and faunally, with the upper member at Iowa Falls. These 
beds appear more or less interruptedly from this point to 
'Union, forming low benches on one or both sides of the river. 
At Xenia, and again between Gifford and Union, the white lime-
;stone member is visible: The maximum exposure is south of 
Gifford, near a ' small stream which enters the Iowa from .the 
-west. r,fihe' beds exposed to view are: 
FEE.T. 
4. DTift and wash . ... . .' ..... . ..... : .... . ...... .. . . ,. ... .. . . 0-3 
3. Limestone, light gray; white when weathered .... .. " ... 0-3 
2. Dolomite, yellowish brown, much shattered and unevenly 
bedded . . . . .......... .... . . .... . .. ... ........ . .... . .. . . 6-8 
1. Dolomite, r,ed:-brown, heavy ,but unevenly bedded, exposed.. 4-6 
, Numbers 1 and 2 are, in a sense, comple!Ilent:;try. Where one 
-thins the other thickens and the two aggregate twelve feet ex-
:posed. Not the slightest trace of organic remains could be found. 
Southward and southeastward , the' beds are cut out within 100 
:yards by the Coal Measure shales only to come into view again 
a quarter of a mile down the branch on the terrace of the Iowa. 
"Beyond' Union the Kinderhook beds ' are carried below-the river, 
but reappear west of Liscomb in-Marshall county. 
In Hardiri. comity "the Coal 'Measures are represented by an 
-upper he'avy-bedded; ferruginous sandstone which' often presents 
,conglomeratic io concretionary facies arid ' is cross-bedded 
throughout;' and' by a 'lower shale which 'carries some coal and 
often contains highly caleareous, fossiliferous ledges. ' The main 
nody of the sandstone is disseCted by Iowa river,' which forms 
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a gorge extending from Xenia to Steamboat .Rock. The sand-
stone reaches its maximum development in the vicinity of Eldora; 
. where it attains .a thickness of eighty feet. The Eldora section 
is as follows: 
. ELDORA SECTION. 
FEET. 
7. Drift (on the face of the scarp) ..... . . ....... . .' . .... ~ .. 0-3 
6. Sandstone, weathered and shattered; ,ferruginous, conglom-
eratic and concretionary; quartz pe'bbles ranging up to a ' 
third of an inch are common. False be,dded through-
out; some fossil wood fragments pr,esent. .. . .... . '" . ; .. 4~ 
5. Sandstone, 'heavy4bedded .......... . ........ . .. .. ..... .. .. 1~ 
4. Talus slope ........... . ........... . ....... . .. . ....... . . . 20 
3. Shale, carbonaceous . . ... . .1 •••••• ' •••••••••••••••• •• ••••• • ' r 
2. Shale, light colored a:bove and variegated below.......... 20 
1. Kinderhook limestone (top about ten feet :a:bove the water 
level) ..... . .. . ................... . ... . ..... .. ........ 6 
The Eldora sandstone has been used to a certain extent in the 
foundations of 'numerous structures in and about Steamboat 
Rock, Eldora and Xenia, but at the present time none of the 
quarries are operated, save intermittently and then only on a 
small scale. The stone is extremely variable in texture, struc-
ture, and state of induration, and these factors, taken with its 
dark red-brown to. yellow-brown color, make it certain that it 
never will be popular as a structural material. Vast quantities 
are available and easily accessible, and when the stone is care-
fully selected it gives good service in the less imposing struc- ' 
tures. Its use might be safely and profitably extended in back-
ing walls faced with more expensive mat~rials. 
HARRISON COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
There' are few counties in the state which equal Harrison and' 
Monona in the quality and ·abundance of road materials. The 
coarser gravels and the impure beds of the Aftonian, in which 
silt,sand and gravel are mingled, are admirably adapted to 
such uses, and their wide distribution makes them available in 
all the territory within or adjacent to the uplands. The' loess 
bluffs and hills, together with the belts of exposed Kansan, 
furnish an abundance of material for building up roads across 
I 
I 
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the l.owlands, and the sand and gravel may l;>e used for a t.op 
.dressing. ' 
Ajtonian Gravels.-In .order that the .occurrence and general' 
features of the Aft.onian gravels may be underst.ood, a general. 
.section of the surficial dep.osits of the c.ounty may well be in-
.corp.orated here. Pr.ofessor ,Shimek*, in his report .on Harri-
:son and , M.onona c.ounties in 1909, gives the following , secti.on 
as typical .of the relati.ons existing between the vari.ous forma-
'iions composing the Quaternary system 'in these c.ounties: 
7. A yellow loess, light in' both color and texture, probably 
post-Wisconsin, found chiefly on th~ bluffs 'bordering 
the ' Missouri valley and valleys of larger tributaries. 
Usually ,blends more or less with (6). ' 
6. A yellow, rather heavy loess, <prob:;llbly post-Iowan, blending 
with (7), but sharply defined from (5). 
5. A bluish gray, compact, post-Kansan loess. 
4. The Loveland, a heavy joint clay, usually reddish, evidently 
closely associated witll the close of the Ka,nsan, reaching 
a thickness of at least 40 feet. 
3'. Kansan drift, very varia,ble in thickness. 
2. Aftonian gravel, sand and silt, up to 40 feet in thickness. 
1. Nebraskan drift (pre-Kansan) which is 'not fully revealed 
in sections, being largely 'buried under {)ther dellosits. 
I:Q. structure and compositi.on the Aft.onian of this regi.on 
-varies within well defined limits. It c.onsists .of gravel, sand 
and fine silt, vari.ously interbedded and cr.oss-bedded, and ~vi­
.dently deposited by currents .of different vel.ocities. 
The gravel and sand are vari.ously disposed. So:rp.etimes ,the 
,gravel-is at the very base .of the dep.osit, as in the Peckenpaugh 
secti.on; again it forms the upperm.ost part, as in a portion .of 
-the county. line exposure; or it is intermediate between beds .of 
-sand, as in the C.ox pit; .or it is irregularly interbedded with , 
~sand, as in parts of the' county line exp.osure, Peyt.on pit, etc. 
In several secti.ons fine sand .only was exposed, but as the 
'sections were ri.ot c.omplete it is pr.obable that gravel .occurs, in 
-the deeper parts. Both sands and gravels vary in coarseness 
and in degree of intermixing. The gravel beds c.omm.only contain 
pebbles and b.owlders up to four inches in diameter; and rarely 
very l~rge b.owlders .of Si.oux quartzite or' granite .occur. The 
·Iowa Geological Survey, Volume XX. p. 273. 
, .' 
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s?Jld .,auQ finer gra-yel rfr..equ.e_~~ly jnt.erbed. .. a:o.d , cross~bed ap.d; 
the wedges and strata of sand are often sharply set off. by.l~p,e~ 
,of fine gravel. The :wedges and strata are of all de'grees of 
coarseness, and vary in color. Beds of almost pure wl!ite ·s.an'(I· 
oc.cnr, as 'in the Cox or'Peyton pits; or the gravel and sand are 
stained with iron oxide, the stain sometimes permeating the, 
entire wedge or stratum, or merely marking its liniits with a , 
more or' less distinct line; or there is a similar black discolora- , 
. tion due to manganese dioxide (Mn02 ) which occurs uniformly 
in greater or lesser quantity in all the sections,examined: Some. 
variation in color is also due to the different materials. which 
compose the sand and gravel. Dark colored pebbles and. bowl-
ders, such as occur in b.oth the Nebraskan and Kansan drifts" 
are common, but there is a· preponderance of rather light col-
ored materials. 
The finer sands contain rather small, \rery soft, chalky, pure· 
white, usually rounded calcareous nodules; an~ ' calcareous . 
nodular plates usually two to four ,inches in thickness fre-
quently separate the Aftonian from the Kansan. 
Occasionally more or less cylindrical masses of silt or sand' 
penetrate the gravel beds irregularly in the upper portions . 
of the formation. These were evidently formed by silt and ' 
sand being . carried down .by water into 'cavities ' formed upon ' 
the ' decay of roots and plant~. They appear in cross section , 
:;ts. round spots. 
The following series of descriptions of various openings is : 
faken from Shimek's report.. The system of. numberIng is 
pu~ely ,arbjtrary, and in its e~tirety covers both Harrison and' 
Monona counties. Classified by townships in Harrison county ,., 
the ' descriptions here listed are: 
St. Johns """" " """, . ,"""" "" ""', .,.," ,',' ,No, 1, 17 
W,ashington " " "" " " " " ', .' ,""""" "", '," , : " ... .. , 18 
Jefferson """""""""""', ... . . . : ......... , " , .. "", .. 2 
Raglan ... . ,," , ., """,.,""',. , "',.,",.,""""', : ,',. , 3 
Boier . . , . , , ,. , . , . , : , ' ... " , ... , ......... , ... ,. , , :.' , . " , ' .' .. " , 20 
Douglas· ". , " ,., ' . . . ,' ,., .... " . , .. . , " "" , . ' .. . .. , . , .... ,. 19 
Jackson' .... " ... , . . . , ., ' , ."., ... , ...... ... " .... . : . , . , ... . : . .' 6; 7 
Little Sio'ux ' . . ... . ..... ' . .. .. .... . . .. . .. ' . • ... ': .. : . .. .. . ,.: .... 4, 5: 21 . 
t.:> 
.... 
PLATE XXII-Cox pit. showing- rathe r heavy stripping and variable sands and gravels inte rbedded. Missouri Valley. Harrison 
county. 
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1. COX Pit.-On Boyer bluffs in northeast 24, St. Johns, 
two miles southeast from Missouri Valley. Pit shows the fol-
lowing section: . 
FEET. 
1. Aftonia.n : 
Sand, varying in coarseness, beautifUlly cross4Jedded. . . 21 
Gravel, light colored, cross-bedded, with small bowlders.. 6-8 
Gravel, dark colored, mueh MnO,.... .................. 6-8 
Fine 'bluish silt.................... . .... . .... . ........ % 
White sand, penetrated ............... . ...... '. . . . . . . . . 5 
About thirty-three rods east of the pit, at Mr. P. R. Oox's 
house, and about op~ hundred feet abov:e the valley, a well 
section showed forty feet of yellow clay and blue joint clay, 
below which a great bed of sand and gravel was penetrated to 
a depth of eighty-seven feet. Just south of the road and south 
of the Oox pit on the same slope is the abandoned Diehl pit. 
2. Peckenpaugh Sections.-Located on the 'east side of 
Boyer river near the mill dam, Logan. The section shows: 
FELT. 
4. Loess and soil ..................... ;... . ... ... .... . .. ... 20 
3'. Loveland, reddish, somewhat , sandy .. ... : . .. , : ., . .. " .. .. . . . 6 
2. Aftonian: 
Sand, cross-bedded ..... . .. ......... . .............. . ... 7 
Coarse ferruginous gra.vel................ . . ........ ... 2 
1. Missouri limestone, exposed .............. .. ... .. ..... .... 4 
A well located just opposite the dam showed approximately 
the same section. A sand pit, excavated at the level of the 
road showed: 
FEET. 
2. Aftonian: 
Sand and fine gravel. . ....... . . ..... ... . ....... . ....... 9-12 
Fine silt, about. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Coarse ferruginous graveL....... ...... ............... 1% 
1. Missouri limestone. 
3. Robinson Pit.-Located in the southwest quarter of sec-
tion 16, Raglan township. Shows typical Aftonian section with 
Kan~an drift, Loveland joint clay and loess ' above. The Af-
tonian rises to a height of forty feet above the valley and is 
sharply separated from the Kansan 'by 'an oxidized band and 
by large ' nodular calcareous plates. It contain& very little 
silt', 'bu't is made up chiefly of sand and gravel of the usual 
Aftonian type. ' , 
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' 4: Wallace Pit;~In the ,·bluffs of LittleSioilx-Missouri 
valley ' just north of SOl. SII;lith lake in nQrthwest 31~ Little. 
Sioux. Section is cut into the edge of a narrow ' bench, and 
shows that these benches are not ordinary river terraces but 
exhibit the 'usual structure of the uplands: It faces the great 
valley and shows: 
4-3-2. Loess, Loveland and Kansan 'iiiI respectively. 
1. Aftonian, exhibiting two distinct phases: 
a. Mixed and inter stratified sand and silt, 15 feet. Silt 
is yellow, and sand very fine. 
b . . Fine and coarse sand, and fine gravel, variously inter-
stratified and cross-bedded, containing the usual 
, soft calcareous concretions and plates of sand and 
iron oxide. Lower part covered with talus, ' 
About sixty yards south of this pit Mr. Wallace opened 
another, and found the upper Aftonian sand and silt layer 
, reduced to about one foot, and below a bed of gravel, sixteen 
to eighteen feet in thickness. 
5. County Line Exposure.-This, is a section made by a road 
cut along the Little Sioux in the north half of section 5, Little 
Sioux, less than one-half mile south of the Monona-Harrison 
line. The road here is about twenty-five feet above Little 
Sioux and parallel to it. Three cuts appear in close prox-
imity, making an almost continuous section more than 500 feet 
i~ length. The southmost cut is ~he best, and' sho:vs: ' 
5-4-3, Loess, Loveland a.nd Kansan, respectively. 
FEET, 
2. Aftonian : , 
Fine whitish silt, albout ............ , . , , , , , . ', , : . , . , .. ,... 15 
Fine silt, mixed with ,sand, shell-bearing, : , , , . .... , , , . , . , 5 
Coarse gravel, V'ery ferruginous ... , , .. , , . , . , .. .. , . ' .... , , 7-1(} 
, Fine , cross-bedded ,sa,nd " ., ......... " .. , ., . .. ',. " .. , 6-12 
1. Ne'braskan drift, exposed ." .... , .. '" , . , .......... , . , .. ,.. 10 
The Aftoni~n is more or less variable in the' distribution o~ its 
mat~rial~. In ' some parts fine silt 'appears above, and' the s!lD.-d 
and grave~ are v,ariously ,disposed. . Howev~r, ' they ' sh:ow the 
ch~rac.teristic struct,ure alrea'dy nqted, :and ar~, typical. , Larg,e 
slabs ' or' ,bJocks ' of .sand-conglomer~t~ are 'found · in the' sa;nd 
b!'l9-~: ,At ,nq' p:oint go all of the sever~l parts , o~ t~is. forma:tion, 
appear ' t9gether, the ' total exposure at 'anyone point being 
about twenty feet. 
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6. : ' Pejjtb'Yl; ' Pit ,~~ocated' in northeast 2'3,' Jack~on t~~ship. 
The ' Aftonian here ris'es about forty feet ab'ove SoJdier riyer 
bottom, but 'with' beds and wedge'S of gravel, ' and pte.se#ts all 
the ' chara cters of typical Aftonian; N ear the base of the Elec-
tion a bed of white sand six to eight feet thick ' appears, and 
just above it, in ~and and gravel, a Sioux quartzite bowlder 
measuring 4x2xl1f2 feet w'as found. Mr. Peyton reports a dark 
blue cl:;ty under the sand and gravel. 
7. Sand Pit in Northwest 26, Jackson Township.-This is 
located south of the creek and east of the wagon road, and is 
only a few .feet above the creek bottoms. Shows two or three 
feet of typical Kansan lying over six to eight feet of mixed 
sand and Kansan, and below this an , exposure of five feet of 
Aftonian sand. 
17. McGavern Pit.:-Located south of Missouri Valley in 
soutb fa~t 27, St. Johns, on a rounded point 'formed by the Mis-
FIG, 3S-McGavern pit, showing variability of the Aftonian gravels, Missouri 
Valley, Harrison county. 
/ 
, , 
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souri and Boyer valleys, on the south side of the latter; About 
eighteen feet are ' exposed, of which about three feet in the 
upper portion are a horizontal bed of cross-bedded sand and 
gravel, overlain by about eight feet of sand. The whole series 
has been distorted by action of Kansan ice . . 
18. Persia Pit.-In . the west bluff of Mosquito creek one 
block south of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Saint Paul depot at 
Persia, Washington township. This is .an old sand pit about 
twenty-five feet above the valley. It is an irregular mass of 
Kansan ·till containing numer'ous pockets of sand, some of 
which are so large that they have been worked as sand pits. 
19. Mefford Pit.-In southeast 31,' Douglas, on the south side 
of a small creek. The Aftonian is exposed to a depth of ten 
feet, and consists of sand which passes below into fine gravel. 
This is typical cross-bedded Aftonian, with ferruginous and 
Mn6~ stains, and is separated from the Kansan by calcareous 
nodular plates. Outcrops of Kansan .and Aftonian occ~r a few 
rods farther down the creek. 
20. Sand Pit in Northeast 28, Boyer, Two and One-half Miles · 
Southeast of Woodbine.-Here there are Aftonian gravel and 
. sand beds variously folded and twisted and containing bowlders 
of silt covered with a calcareous deposit. 
, . , 
, 21. M~trray Hill 8ection.-In southeast 8" Little Sioux. Ex-
posed in part by the road which ascends the hill. The section 
is of great interest because it shows A~tonian sand and gravel 
piled up to a height of at least 120 feet above the valley. That 
part displaying the Aftonian follows the road for a distance, 
of more than 800 feet. A sand pit eighty-five feet above the 
+alley shows: 
I 
i 
\ 
I 
3. 'Kansan drift, 6 feet. 
2. Aftonian, sand 8 feet above, gravel 6 fE;iet below. 
1. Nebraskan drift. 
. ,I .. Th~ lower or western paFt shows .a mass ?f ,sand, ~nd ,~;r;~vel 
. \vhich seems to be standing almost on edge. ' , . 
\ '.' 
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, Also the following exposures have been noted; sand pit near 
the ~iddle of the west line of 10, St. Johns; John Hull pit in 
northwest 3, LaGrange; Fred Mefford pit in southeast 28, 
Douglas; Tuttle pit in southwest 24, and sand pit in north- ' 
east 28, Boyer; Jardine pit, no'rth of Robinson pit, and Hager-
man pit south of Robinson pit in 16, Raglan; an irregular ex-
posure along the road between 17 and 18, and a similar one 
north of the county line exposure on the north line of 3, J ack-
son township. 
Miscellaneous Deposits.-Sand bars are quite plentiful along 
Missouri river. ,The channel is winding and tortuous, and the , 
open waterway is continually shifting with the change in posi-
tica of these beds, of sand. The material in the bars is largely 
quicksand of a highly variable quality, and but few of the beds 
are readily accessible. , While they are not at present used 
to any extent, future yea:rs may see large quantities of a com-
mercial product derived from them by the process of pumping 
and washing. , 
I , 
Over the brgad flats stretching back from the Missouri are 
many sandy t~acts, probably islands and bars in some former 
channel of the stream. ' Sand dunes composed of wind-swept 
material derived from the river to the west are also plentiful. 
The largest of these dune areas is , located near the Blair rail-
way bridge west of California J miction. 
STONE. 
Exposures of formations older than the Pleistocene are found 
in Harrison county at a few points along Boyer river. At 
Logan, both above and below the mill, limestone has be'en 
quarried at the east ,side of the river valley. Some six miles 
farther up the river, and two miles below the town of Wood- . 
bine, considerable stone is said to have been quarried in the left 
bank of the Boyer.* The strata are prevailingly limestone, and 
belong to the Missouri stage of the Upper Carboniferous.: S~ 
far as known, they are ,the most northern exposures of these 
measure's in Iowa: ' . 
· C. A. Whit e, G e ology of I o w a, V o l. II, 1870, p. 18Q, 
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No stone is, now taken out at either of these localities, ,and 
theold l q11arry faces are g-r~atly obscur~d by rock ,debris. ",The 
foliowing. section i~ in' view just' above the , mill .and acr'oss' the 
~ive'r f~om' t~e town of Loga~: ' , 
FEET. 
5. Loess, passing into sands below ..... . . : .. ... .... .': . .. . '," 40+ 
, 4. Sand, containing coarse gravel and bowlders of a variety ,of 
" igneous types, plaInly Pleistocene .... .. , ... .... ........ 1Y2 
3. Limestone, decayed above; 'and splitting irregularly along 
,bedding planes; color buff, .contains much crystalline cal· 
cite, and is fossiliferous. Productus longispinus" p. co's· · 
tatus and Spirifer cameratus are abundant. Ledges are 
but a few inches thick, and but .small blocks .can be ob· 
tained .. : ......... ' . . . . ................... . ... .. '. . . . . . . 1, 
2. Limestone, coarse in texture, COI:\lpo.s'ed largely ,of a shell brec· 
cia: Spirifer cameratus, Athyris subtiZita and crinoids 
are common. Badly weathere'd and iron·stained in places, 
the iron frequently 'distributed in concentric ,bands, g~v­
ing the appearwce of a sandstone; occasional nodules of 
both light and dark chert'. .. ',' . . ' . ... . .. . .... . .. .... , . Y2:~ 
1. Limestone, gray to 'blue, splitting' in ledge's' a 'few inches 
thick; highly fossiliferous; said to extend down several 
feet. Breaks into small blocks, but is ' the principal quarry 
stone, exposed ., .,. , ', . . "., .. ',",.,' , : , .. " .... , .".. 2 , 
A ,face perhaps 100 feet in length is open at this point. ' The 
base of this' section is about three or four feet above the water 
'in: the riyer, ~hich is but fifty feet di,stant. While the r,ock is 
sU,itable for ordinary rough work, quarrying has been limjted 
by the 'excessive overburden. This same factor determines the 
a'mount of stone available.in the other localities mentioned. 
Since the county is in ,general covered with a' great thickp.ess of 
recent deposits, which require removal, the production of stone 
win of necessity be 'Very limited in the future. 
HE)N~Y cOU,NTY: , r 
SAND ANti GRAVEL. ,r'" 
Buchanan Gravels.-At various places over, Henry county 
t~'ere' ~s e,xposed above the, Kansap. dnft a , bed of in~~r.~tra tified 
sands· and ' gravels. ' , The deposit is' not uni~orm 'in ,d~pth, nor 
ish continuous over 'wide are~s . The pebbles ar,~ usually small, 
ra~elyexceedi~g" three inches in diall1eter, , and' are generally 
I ' , t·, " ,,' - '-',.' , ,'... '. .' .. 
rouIided mid Inuchwater-worn. ' These materials were deposited 
I ' 
soon after the drift was spread out, and. before any change 
• II ~,~ J. ." " , 
-HENRY COUNTY' , .:" , ' 
4a:a.-iaken--pla ce -in' its -'surfa~e.·· They record ,·the ,' ~-eti0D;.-(}f- .S~,i:It " 
~nd variable currents in streams which carried a -Iarge -f olill;ne 
,6f water and were highly charged with rock deb:t:is. , The strat-
ificatio'n "~s very irregular, fine sand and ,coarse ,gravels not 
~eing sot f.ed, 'so perfectly as is usually the case 'With water-laid ' 
.f ' . . -(0' 
materials.;',:T,he beds :were probably laid down along the ch~p": 
neh of the ' streams which carried away tHe wate.r~ resuHin'g 
tro~ t~e melting o'f the Kansan ice. , ,~' , ' . '.' ' ' " 
: ' Sand.-Sa~d suitable for building purpo~es ' is found ~n 
abundance at a number of places in the county. 
I , i The soft sandstone beds of the .Verdi division of the Saint 
Louis are sometimes used. The best deposits occur at various 
point~ along the flood plain of Skunk river and of Big Cedar 
~nd Big creeks, where almost unlimited quantities can be ob-
tained. The wind-formed hills of sand which occui' in J effer-
~on tow~ship are also an important source or' supply. Very 
little of this material is met with over the northeastern portion 
of, the county. 
STONE, 
The various substages of the Saint Louis limestone imme-
diately underlie the glacial debris over' practically th,e entire 
county. The Coal Measures fringe the south 'and west borders 
more or less interruptedly, with small patches in the interior, 
and two narrow bands of the Osage limestone are exposed along 
Skunk river in the south central and squtheast portions of the 
county. , 
The 'lowest member, or Springva~e substage, 'is dolomitic , in 
character, occurs in heavy beds, and affords material suitable 
for heavy masonry. The best sections occur in Baltimore town-
ship, and to a less extent in Jackson and Center townships. As 
a rule, the beds suitable for structural purposes are under a 
b.eavy overburden and can be quarried only at great expense. 
The following sections ' will serve as fair examples. 
Section about one mile east of nowell, in Baltimore tow:D.shipt 
north of wagon road: . 
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FIG, 39-St. Louis lim~stone, Baltimore township, Henry county, showing slight 
fold and hard, compact beds. 
FEET. 
7, Clay, reddish colored and gravelly. : .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
6. Limestone, impur'e, rusty brown .. ... ..... .. . ... .. . ' . . . . . . . . 2 
5. Limestone, brown; magnesian, similar to 4 . ......... ' .' . . . . . 4 
4. Limestone, magnesian, obscurely laminated.,. , ........... 3% 
3. Limestone, brown, magnesian, in layers three to seven 
inches thick ........ : . ............... . ................ 8 
2. Limestone, fine-grained, magn€sian, brown, in layers one· to 
three ,feet thick .... .'............................. ...... 10 
1. Limestone, variable, partially ,concealed down to geode ,beds 
of Keokuk substage . ........... ... ... . :.. . ........... .. 9 
The heavy dolomitic beds would undoubtedly give good serv-
ice for 'heavy masonry, but have been little developed. and 
, ate not readily accessible. 
The middle member of the Saint Louis', the Verdi, as devel-
oped in the county, is characteristically variable in composition, 
texture and structure, and has litt'le to commend it commercially . 
save for crushed stone purposes. It has not up to this time 
been exploited on its 'own account. It has been worked only 
to a limited extent in connection with the bed$above and below. 
The uppermost member, or Pella beds, is the most widely 
distributed and most generally accessible of any of the divi-
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sions of the Saint Louis 'and has been more extensively devel-
oped than any other formation in the county. While the quar~ . 
tying industry amounts to but little at the present time, large 
quantities of stone have been produced by the quarries near 
Mt. Pleasant, along the Keokuk and Western division of the 
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway. The old Winter quar-
ry located ' in the south bank of a small stream emptying into 
Big creek from the north, near the railroad bridge in the south-
east quarter of section 17, Center to~nship, shows the following 
section: 
12. Drift" r .eddish brown . .... . .... .. ...... ..... .. .. . . .. .... . 
11. Limestone, gray, weathered, shaly ... ,' .. ....... .. ...... .. . 
10. Limestone, light gray, compad, layers ten to twenty inches 
in thickness .. . . .............................. .. ..... . 
9. Limestone, gray, evenly ,bedded, in layers two tp eight inches 
in thickness .. . .. . ..... ...... . .... . ................... . 
8. . Limestone, gray, flaggy, two to four inches in thickness ... . 
7. Limestone, fine-grained, in undulating layers one to three 
feet thick .............. . .... .. .. . .... . ........ . .. ... . 
6. Lii:nestone, fine-gra~ned, gray, brecciated, in 'places much 
shattered .. ....... . ... .. . . ... . .. ............... ...... . 
5. Sandstone and shales in lentils and irregular beds ... . ... . 
4. Limestone, light colored, arenaceous, in places flexed and 
often brecciated ............................... , .... . . 
3. Chert in a band rather than in nodules:: ...... : ..... ... .. ' 
2. Limest{)ne, impure, yellowish; the upper portion in ' thin 
layers, the lower a single .bed three feet fn thiclmess .. ~ . 
1. Laminated J:.>eds, one to three inches in thickness, consisting 
of brown, magnesian layers abov·e, thin layers · of oolitic 
limestone i·n central portion' and arenaceous magnesian 
limestone below .... . ......................... .. ..... . 
FEET. 
4 
6 
5 
6 
. 1 
8 
5 
6 
6 
I1fJ 
4 
5 
The upper surface , of number 1 presents numerous dome~ 
shaped elevations ranging from two to four feet in height and 
ten to twenty feet in ~iameter. Both 1 and 2 show well defined 
ripple mark~ in pl!ices. (See plate XXIX, b.) . 
The Pella beds are exposed at numerous other r()ints, but on 
a less extensive scale :than in the above section,' and do not pre~ . 
se~t any new features worthy of mention. While quarries have 
bee~ opened and operat~d from time' to. time in practically every. 
township in the county; those in the ~c.inity of Lowell, Salerri~ . 
O~~land Mills, and Mt. Pleasant are the most impo!-'tant: '. d'l 
__ _ .~_~L ._. 
• 
• 
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FIG. 40- St. Louis limestone near Oakland Mills, Henry county, showing: typically 
variable beds. 
FIG. 41-St. Louis limestone near Winfield,- Henry county. 
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HOWARD COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
. . 
All the gravel deposits of Howard county. belong to the Bu-
chanan stage of the Pleistocene. Reference IS here made to the 
report .on Buchanan county, where t~e characteristics of these 
deposits,' as first pointed out hyPtofessor' Cal~n, are enumer-
ated. Both the valley and upland phase's, as distinguished by 
th~t author, are represented. . 
Valley Phase.-The valley phase of th~ Buchanan is much 
more e.xtensively developed than the llpland pnase. Deposits 
of this kind, the gravel trains of the Kansan i~e, are presen~ 
along Upper Iowa river, which passes through each of the town-
ships of the northern tier. For some miles above Chester is a 
wide, well-marked, continuous terrace occupying an area of sev-
eral hundred acres. The great beds of valley gravel about Le-
Roy, Minnesota, which have been used for ballast by the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee ,&'SL Paul Railway are similarly situated, and 
are but a part of the enormous gravel trains which the floods 
from the melting Kansan ice strewed continuously along the 
valley of the Upper Iowa. 
Similar gravel trains are found along the branches <>.f Wapsi- ' 
pinicon river in the sOilthwest part of the .comity. The county 
owns a fraction of' an acre in: the' northwestern part of 'section 
11; Afton 'townshlp, at which place ihe opening shows about six 
feet of iron-stained, stratified, :q.ne and coarse gravel under six 
inches of soil. Probably an acre or so additional could be ex-
ploited here'.' At Busti and for a mile eastward there is vety 
coarse gravel, it being a mixture of Buchanan with Iowan, drift. 
It contains a high percentage of clay; and the area~ over which 
it occurs are small. 
These are ment~oned as typical examples of outwash gr~v~ls 
from the Kansan ice, as a're also those in west section-7 of ' Ver-
non Springs township. . ' .' 
Valley gravels occur also along the courses of Crane creek 
and Turkey river. .At Lourdes, between .the former a~d a tribu-
tary from the east there is a deposit" which lias an area .of some 
1- ,I 
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three acres or more. At present, however, there is no exposure. 
The .town of New Oregon, on T_urkey river, is built upon a large 
terrace. There is , also a terrace of Iowan gravel on the north 
bank of Turkey river at 'this place. The pit of Mr. J. B.Mitchell, 
which is located in the latter, shows: 
FEE-T. 
Soil a.nd loessial material. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3·6 
Gravel, eoarse to fine, with slabs and chips of limestone, brown 
above to y'ellow 'below .. ..... . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Gravel, fine, 8 inches; sand near top; some coarse material with ' 
limestone chips, fo~ the most part clean and sharp . . . . . . . . .. 15 
The ,area of this terrace is perhaps five acres. 
, A ·few miles ' ~ast of New Oregon, in section 1 of the township 
of that name, the gravel is in places cemented into a firm con-
glomerate. This cementation is likewise not uncommon in other 
localities. 
Upland Phase.-The upland phase of the Buchanan is repre-
sented in several places throughout the cQunty. A very good ex-
ample of this type ~ay be ,seen in a large gravel pit in southwest 
section 27, Vernon Springs township. The material here is very 
rusty from the oxidIzation and alteration of the iron-bearing 
constituents, and in places the amount of iron is sufficient to ce-
, ment the gravel into a conglomerate. Granites up to ten inches 
in diameter fall to pieces when removed from the mass. The pit 
is fully fifteeu feet deep and does not show the whole thickness 
of the deposit. There is practically no stripping, the cover being 
but a bed of hum'\ls-stained gravelly soiL . 
In the adjacent parts of sections 34 and 35 there are similar 
esker-like knobs of Buchana~ gravels which have not been 
worked. 
In,the southern part of section 18, New Oregon township, Mr. 
O. A. Borlang has a two-acre knoll which contains considerable 
amounts of gravel but which has not been opened in such a way 
as to expose its contents deaI!ly. Mr. Bo'rlang also has a small 
pit half a mile 'northwest of this knoll. . 
ST01j'E. 
Both members" of the Ordovician as developed in Howard 
county are exposed' in the 'vicinity' of Florenceville. Excellent 
[ 
I 
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FIG. ' .42-Esker of Buchanan gravel In the southwest quarter of section 27, Albion 
towI\ship, Howard county. 
sections of both 'the Galena-Platteville and the Maquoketa oc-
cur in the northern tier of sections in Albion township, but as 
yet the beds are almost wholly undeveloped. The quarry below 
the mill at Florenceville shows the following beds: 
2. Limestone, irregularly bedded, fine-grained, fossiliferous, 
with' shaly par.tings; some of the layers represented by 
detached nodules and irregular lenticular slabs of lime-
FEET. 
stone imbedded in shale ................. , " .. . . . . . . . . ... 10 
1. Limestone, regularly bedded in layers a foot or more in 
thickness, without shaly partings, rather coarse-graiI1ed, 
beds cut by definite jotnts, jOint faces pitted and rough-
ened by weathering .. . ...... . ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
. . 
'Number 1 furnishes a durable grade of building stone. The 
rock is magnesian, sub crystalline and practically nonfossUif~ 
erous. 
Outside of two small areas marking the extensions of Ordo-
vician beds which have been uncovered by the streams into 
Vernon Spi-ings. and across Albion township into Forest City 
township, the Devonian covers the entire county. The Devonian 
beds are accessible at numerous points and have be,en quarried 
principally 'at Vernon Springs and vicinity, ,Cresco, Lime 
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· f,3Pt:C~Ilgl:?: ~and,.:y:iyini,tY'Y·Qhester, .Eltna a:~d,jn' se'Ction . .,33 ,in. Sar4-., . 
~dga ,·to:w*ship. ' The lowest Ibeds developed may, be viewed in' 
1ne, ' <iuatry.lo~ated on the: northeast corlier 'of sectio~ 14 lni 
f'or~~t . City township. The' principal quarry rock i~pnsists. of:~ 
Ii ':rnassiv:-,e, .rough, rather soft, noncrystalline, ve~icular\:dolomit~. 
The qii'arry seCtion is as ~ol~ows: .' 
-. " FEET, 
5. Limeston€, dolomitic, ledges ·decayed' an,d' badly 'broken up, 
compa,ratively thinly bedded .. . , .... ..... . .. ... . .' ...... " 8", 
4. D~lq~ite, coarse, vesicular, fUll of fossil , casts ... . : . .. ' . .. . . '5 
3. Dololp.ite, coarse, pitted like number 4 . ........... .. ... . 41/, 
2. Limestone, dolomitic, light yellow . ...... .... . . . .... ... 3 
1. Limestone, similar to 2 but softer and more granular; in 
four beds which i,n places appear to 'be completely blended 
. into a single bed .. .. ... ........ .......... . ...... ..... ' 4 
. Si,milar' sections may be seen at other points in Forest City 
and Albion townships. ' . 
, Beds somewhat higher in the series have been quarrIed at 
Vernon $prings and vicinity. The Salisbury quarry, located 
in the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of section 34 
in Vernon· Springs township may be selected' as' a fair sample. 
The' section is as follows: 
, ,. 
SALISBURY SECTION, VERNON SPRINGS. 
FEF.T. 
5. Black sO.il mixed with broken rock.... .... ....... . ... ... 1 
4. Limestone., broken, angular fragments affording an illus-
, . tration of how the stone yields to frost and weather. . . . 4 
3'.. Limestone in. heavy courses of good .building stone, soft, 
magnesian, yellow or brown in color, containing num· 
erous spheroidal cavities lined with crystals of calcite, 
, fos!,ils rare 'an~ r epresented only; by casts ..... . . ' . . . '. . . . 8 
2. , Limestone, softer, more. argillaceous, in thx:ee or fqur layers, 
. calcite lined cavities numerous.. ... ........ . . ....... . . 3 
1. Limestone, more solid and purer, in courses from one to 
three feet in thic1!:ness, fossil shells ·pres~rved .... . .. .. " 7 
The most important quarry in: the county is 'operated by John 
Hallman and is located in the northwestern part of the city of 
Cresco. The 'quarry .pit shows the following beds: 
• , FEF.T. 
' 4: Drift and wash ... , .. .. : ........... , .... , .. ... ... .. .... ... 1-4 
3. Limestone, in thin layers but evenly bedded and haril, mag-
, ne~ian . ... ....... ',' .... " .' . ...... . ' ..... " , .... : . . .. .. .... 6-8 
2. Limestone, blue·gray, hard and tough, in beds ranging from 
, 6 to 18 inches thick; works fairly well .... .. ... , ...... 7-8 ' 
1. .Limestone,. ·dolomitic, base ledge in northwest corner of 
quarry; weathers brownish yellow, exposed.. .. ...... .. 2 
.. 
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PLaTE XXIII-a. City quarry about on e and one-half miles north of Cresco. The 
product is a natural macadam. 
b. Quarry northeast of Elma showing flaggy character of beds. 
c. Hallman quarry showing principal quarry beds. Cresco, Howard 
county. . 
22 
p 
, 
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Numbers 1 and 2 contain considerable crystalline calcite in 
stringers and balls and the 'entire assemblage of beds is strongly 
magnesian. The quarry beds appear to be mu~h disturbed in 
places, such disturbance being manifested by crushed layers and 
slickensided surfaces. The products of the quarry include some 
dimension stone, ' rubble and ordinary range storie. The princi~ 
pal beds are comparatively soft and work easily., 
The quarries at Forest City and Chester work beds similar 
to those which have been developed at Vernon Springs. 
At Elma several quarries have been opened and dolomitic ' 
limestones have been quarried, which, according to Professor 
Calvin, are below the beds occurring at Cresco. A quarry along 
the Chicago Great Western railway, north of Elma, displays , 
the following beds: 
FEET . 
. 4. Soil and drift . . .. . . . . .. . .... .. .. .. . . .... , . .... . . ... ... .. , 0-3 
3. Limestone, much weathere.d, bedding planes almost oblit-
er.ated, somewhat concretionary in appearance . .. . '" . .. 3-5 
2. Limestone, magnesia~, stained yellowish brown where long 
exposed; breaks up into thin layers although apparently 
in heavy beds ................... .. .. . ... ..... .. . . : .... 3-5 
L Dolomite, brown, subcrystalline and cavernous, calcitic, in 
heavy beds ... .. . .... . .. .... ....... : .. " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' 4 
Small quarries have been opened and operated from time to .~ '. 
time at other points, but none are worthy of special mention. ' :1 
HUMBOLDT COUNTY. 
SAND AJ.'qD GRAVEL, 
The gravel and sand deposits of Humboldt county are of 
three kinds viz., stream terraces, sand and gravel bars, and 
pockets and cappings ,in and on drift hills. Of the first kind" 
there are two classes, Buchanan gravels, derived from the Kan-
san, or older drift sheet, and the younger, fresher deposits laid 
down by outwash waters from the Wisconsin ice. 
Stream T erraces.-Although both forks of Des Moines river 
served as ~utlets for the Wisconsin flood waters, Humboldt 
county sems to have r eceived hardly its 'full share of the depos-
ited materials. This may be .due to .the fact that the · river 
, .> 
, -, 
.1.3 
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had cut: its way down'into the Carboniferous rocks which under-
lie. ~he 'surface deposits of ·the county as we see them today, 
and had made but a narrow ehannel, through which the' water 
poured with such velocity 'as to carryall suspended matter 
with it. In Kossuth and Palo Alto counties the terraces 'sug-
gest the possibility that the gravel was d~posited 'in ponded 
waters; and the benches in Webster county may have been · 
dropped when the velocity of the current had been reduced after 
passing through this constricted ,channeL At all events, the 
gravel terraces in Humboldt cOlmty are scarce, and any gravel 
that may have been deposited in the river bottom is today cov-
ered so d!'leply with alluvium as not to be,available. 
On the north side of the river near the northwest corner of 
section 28, Rutland township, is a pit from which the town of 
that name obtains its supply. In this pit one to one and a half 
feet of alluvium covers some two feet of coarse, somewhat dirty 
graveL Under the · gr!lvel 'are to 'be seen a foot or two of cross-
bedded sand, iron-streaked and containing . numerous pebbles 
up to several inches in diameter. . This sand seems ' to grade 
into coarser material below. The top of the bank is about fifteen 
feet above water, and the productive area of the terrace aggre-
gates six or eight acres. 
South of Humboldt, on the farm of W. C. Hayes in the north 
part of section 13, Corinth township, is a pit from which sand 
is being hauled to town by the Humboldt Cement Products Com-
pany. This pit is in a low .bench, in fact it is really located in 
the flood plain on the west side of the river. Just south <?f the 
pit is a flat bench practically the same height but which is com-
posed of indurated rock under a thin cover of alluvium. At' 
this opening there ' are about two feet of dirty gravel under one 
and a haif feet of alluvium. The gr~vel contains a large amount 
of sand,and sand u'nderlle,s it: The l~tter is cross-bedded, and 
contains pockets and streaks of extremely fine, clean, sharp 
sand. Up to fifteen feet have been uncovered in this pit, but 
only six feet or so are now exposed above water. .The indica-
tions are that up to fifteen acres in this bench nnght yield .this 
material, but the 4epth is ' probably somewhat variable. 
HUMBOLDT COUN'l;'Y 
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What are probably Wisconsin /gravels are.to be seen on · the 
east side of the riY,er, between it and the .railroad, :.near the 
northwest corner of section 17, Beaver township .. This material 
is coarse ' and, somewhat di"rty, an.d is h"lried under two to four 
feet of alluvium. ::. The top of the grav~l is 'about. twenty . feet 
above water. A few ·hundred yards farther north, insectioh 
8, another opening shows practically the same material. ' The 
total area available at these two exposures will perhaps run 
as high as twenty-five or thirty acres. Chanc.es for develop-
ment' at the iatter opening are better than at the ·former be-
cause of a bank some fifty feet high, the only open road through 
which leads to the pit in section 8. A long stretch of the Hum-
boldt-Fort Dodge road has been surfaced with gravel from this 
pit and is in excellent condition. 
There is another pit in ' the same bench in the western part 
of section 5 of the same township. The gravel is more iron-
stained than where observed farther south, and is being used 
on the roads. 
from Humboldt to Livermore along the east branch of Des 
Moines river, bench gravei!;l are a negligible ,quantity. The 
flood pl~ln is :r;tarro~, and where benches are present they are 
composed of drift clay. It is reported that gravels are " occa:-
sionally found in excavations in the river bottoms, but are cov-
ered so. deeply with alluvium as to be almost unavailable. 
Buchanan gravels.-The older gravels of the drift 'series con-
stitute a quite important source of supply; South of Humboldt 
between the two forks ' of Des Moines river thes'€ are particu-
larly. well developed, and :have been opened in several places. 
In sections 24, Corinth, and 19, Beaver, is ' a bench extending 
between the . forks of the river which has an area of perhaps 
fot:ty acres or more. Where this has been opened " west of the 
road it shows four to five feet of coarse, rudely stratified, iron-
stained gravel grading downward into fine .gravel and . sand. 
A little lower down the slope is another opening showing fine, 
iron-stained gravel under.lying. the sand. The total depth of 
gravel exposed ' is fifteen or sixteen feet, under some two feet 
of cover. HalLa mile east of this . pit .. the Minneapolis & St. 
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Louis Railroad formerly , took gravel from the terrace,· but t)1is 
pit is now. abando:ued . . In speaking of the area underlain by 
Buch~nim gravels, Professor Williams says, "The extent of 
these deposits, is very, difficult to estimate. They probably un-
derlie in cOJ?sidera ble depth , all , the upland south of Humboldt 
and between the two forks of. the Des Moines south to their . 
union. " And , again from Williams, "In the particular case 
before us; the only natural outcrops of the Kansan occur along 
the river , v~lleys, as already intimated, and here they seem to 
represent the drainage deposits 'left by the abundant south-
flowing waters of the retreating glacier; they are the Buchanan 
gravels and 'alluvial sands. Exposures occur at several places 
along the river valley in Beaver township, as near the cente'r 
of section 17, on the north side of Coon creek near its mouth, 
in the northwest 'quarter of section 20, and even on top of the 
hill in northwest 30; In all these cases we find the peculiar 
orange-brown color formed from decaying pebbles, whi~h are 
today so near disintegration that they crumble in the fingers." 
Reworked materials.-Sand and gravel bars, chiefly the 
former, occur 'in some abundance along both branches of Des 
MoiJ?es river all through the county. It will be mentioned in 
the Pocahontas report that sand bars are plentiful in the West 
Fork where it crosses the corner of that county. The same thing 
is true all the way down ,to Humboldt, and perhaps even more 
noticeable on the East Fo~k north of the latter place. Between 
Humpoldt and Livermore this river wash sand is being removed 
in several places, notably on the Dunphy farm in section 1.5 and 
at the bridge in section 10, Grove township. The material is, 
on the whole, clean and white and serves nicely for concrete and 
cement work where ;fine sand is desirable; but the quality is 
quite variable within distances of a few feet; 
Drift gravels.-Humboldt county lies within the area cov-
ered by the Wisconsin ice. While the depth of the drift over 
this county as a whole is quite thin when compared with others 
in ' this vicinity, yet the amount of' available kame and knoll 
gravels is as great as in ~my of them. ill southeast section 17, 
Grove, township, ' and iIi north section 7, Humboldt townsJ?p, 
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kames have been opened and 'the gravels used' on roads and for 
concrete. Vernon township is ' reported to have "plenty' of 
gravel" all of which is of the kame type, and there seems no 
doubt that the chances for finding it in other townships are 
just as good as in the ones named. 
STONE. 
" , I 
The Kinderhook limestone beds outcrop near the Minneapolis 
and Saint Louis railway in the southern part of the city of Hum-
boldt and present an almost continuous exposure on the riv.er for 
more than a mile. The same beds outcrop near the Chicago and 
North Western . railway north of the city, and near Rutland 
about five miles to the northwest. The section' exposed below 
the dam in Humboldt is given below:. 
FEF,T. 
4. Alluvial wash, vari,able in thickness; on top of terrace about 3' 
3. Limestone, oolitic, rather coarse-grained, gray to white . ... 10 
2. Limestone, comrpact, gray-white, :a gradation from No.1, 
but fewer fossils present and apparently less brecciated. . 2 
1. Limestone, brecciated and filled with casts of fossils, chiefly 
brachiopods" very compact and brittle ion 'outcrop; bedding 
planes not apparent; exposed above low water. . ... ... . . 4 
The section rises toward ,the town and the oolite probap'ly 
shows a 'greater thickness than is indicated in the above section. 
All of th,e beds- dip perceptibly up stream. An average sample 
was taken from the abOVe section and analyzed. The result is 
given below: 
Insoluble ....... , ....... . .... , ........ . ... , . . , ..... . ... . 
Iron oxide and alum~na ........ . . . ................... . . 
0.50 
1.12 
Calcium carbonate ........ . ........... .. . . : ..... . ..... 97.20 
Magnesium carbonate ........... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
Total ..... ... ....... : .. " ....... .. , . ' . ... , ..... • .. .. . 100.82 
Analyzed by A. O. Anderson, from sample collect-ed by -C. M. Morgan. 
At Rutland,along the south bank of the river, is one of the 
most conspicuous rock exposures in the county. The section 
exposed here is correlated by Macbride with the lower beds in 
the Humboldt section. T.he ledges are nearly in horizontal posi-
tion, attain a ml:l,ximum of twenty feet in thickness, and can be 
traced about one mile east where they disappear. Westward 
--
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they ' give"place t<r the· 'Saint, ;'Lbtiis' in section 23 iIi 'Av.ery t owh.:: 
ship. · . Outcrops -apparently:' refBrabte to the , same- hori~on are 
known at other points in Rutland fownship. · The beddi~g pianes . 
in the Rutland limestone 'are not very apparent. The rock bTeaks 
up into irregular . sharp angled 'spalls al!-d is' very hard. 
The Saint Loui.s limestone appears at several points along 
both branches of Des Moines river and in Weaver township. 
It, forms a solid ·foundation for : a large portion 'of-the city- of 
Humboldt, as -the cellars of many of the principal buildillgs'w.ere 
excavated ~n" it, and, it 'is ' said, produced-eno'!lgh stone to build 
their own walls. The stripping or overburden of soil and drift 
is · so thin in places that these limestone beds ' I;tfford a natural 
pavement. The Saint Louis overlies the Kinderhook uncon-
formably, although good natural exposures showing the contact 
are sc'arce. The most extensive section in the county appears 
along the ·east bank of the riv~r, near the south iine of the 
county. The beds are as follow~: 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
FEET. 
Drift of varialble thickness. 
Sandstone; probably Coal Measures .. . . " ..... " .. . . , . .... 6- 7 
Limestone, in thin layers, arenaceous .. . , ....... . .. ...... 6·10 . 
Limestone, heavy-bedded, co~taining angular· ~ragme,nts of 
lithographic stone ......... . . , ....... . .. . ... . ......... 5- 7 
Shale, with pockets of clay; variable in thickness; a thin 
parting .. .. . ..... .' :,tl.;"l •. -...... . : ...•.•••.. . ', ' . •... : '. . . 1 
. Limestone, hard and de.nse ............ _. ................ .. 4 
Liinestone.; regularly ,bedded, more or hiss arenaceous, about 2 
Talus to water leveL ..... .. .. . .... · ...... ... ..... ... ,. : :. 4 
Limestone, soft, wliitish or bluish in the bed of the river. 
On exposure turns brown or yellow and washes readily 
under rain. Occurs in layers six to eight inches thick, 
and is said to overlie blue shales'. 
, . 
Number 1 has been quarried in the bed of the river for local 
use. Number 7 is the most characteristic and Clearly defined 
member of the series. It occurs in layers three to four feet 
thick, is unevenly bedded, more or less brecciated a:o,d breaks 
off, in large blocks as undermined by erosion of the thinner beds 
below. This particular horizon also outcrops in sections 31 and 
32 in Grove township. 
The Bull quarry near the center of ,Humboldt exposed the 
,following section : 
, I~A C9q~,T;Y, ,\ , 
. , . .' , . ' "' . , { , ~.~ . '" FEF~I"~ 
' 3., Dnft and SOlI ........ ' ..... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1·2 
2. ' 'Limestone, thin.p~dded, :With flinty ~hiyers, passing into beds 
, , of clay ...... " ',' ...... , . _,' •....•........•.. • . ' ...... ,. . .. ,. 2 
. 1. Limestone, blue, ev~ni:Y b'eiided, 'Of vliriable texture .. '.... 6 
. ,,". .: " . ', , 
N-qmber ,1' rests uncQnfQrmably' upon the subjacent limestQne, 
,which is supPQS'ed to belQp.gtQ the KinderhQQk. Other eXPQsures 
,of the Saint LQuis limestQne Qccur at the" SandstQne Quarr.y" 
in Rutland, and at seve~al PQints ip. Avery and Weaver tQwn-
,ships. The ,best beds usually available at all Qf theseplaees, 
Qccur in 'medium to. heavy ledges, are comparatively pure cal-
cium carbQnate, 'and, yieid a fai~ to. superiQr grade Qf building 
stQne, which has been used extensively in bridge piers and abut-
ments, foundatiQns and walls Qf SQme Qf the best , buildings in 
the cQunty. The entire assemblage is suitable fQr rQad and 
cQncret"e WQrk. The lQcatiQn Qf these QutcrQPE) shQuld make 
~hem Qf especial importance, fQr north-central IQwa. , 
IDA. COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The surface materials Qf Id,a CQunty are Kansan drift gen-
erally veneered with lQess. Between theEe two. fQrmatiQns is 
QccasiQnally fQund a depQsit Qf irQn-stained sand and gravel 
called Buchanan by PrQfessqr Calvin. * An' eXPQsure ' Qf this 
material , QCcur,~ in SQutheast ,secti9n '27 Qf CQrwin .tQwnship, 
where in the valley Qf a small creek there are eXiPQsed ,sQme ten 
feet ,Qf gravelly sand under fQur feet Qf lQess; The lQwer mem-
ber i~ this _sectiQn .is CQmposed of fine to. medium sand mixed 
and ' inte~bedded with fine g:r;av.el, , G.ravel is repQrted to be 
pr~s,ent belQw the sand. : : 
It seems not at all difficult to. .find,these lQess-cQ:v:ered grav~ls 
almQst wherever a search is ma~e, but the depth Qf thecQve.r 
is. usually so. great as to. render the GQst Qf reCQvery prQhibitive. 
While nQthing. but quicksan9. and s,ilt are usu~lly to. ,be. fQllnd 
along M~ple riyer, yetsQme~f its trib~t~ries have small amou;nts 
Qf CQarser material. fu Id~ GrQ~e ,the Cement PrQducts CQm-
r , "; I : . ~ , , • , . • • . , .. • • , 
'pany has .a pit in 'Vp;ich. six t9 ,eight ',f~et Qf :sand are yisiJ)l~ 
), 
" , 
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above the water level. The sand is under ten or twelve feet of 
cover, most of which is used for the manufacture of brick. The 
upper part of the sand is interb.edded. with sandy clay, some of 
which is taken for ·sidewalk work. The sand as a-rule is fine, 
clean quartz carrying a few pebbles variable in size, but occa-
sionally bowlders up to sever~l inches in diameter are found. 
Just south of Odebolt creek in southe:;tst section 14, Corwin 
township, Robert Hall has a pit which shows practically the 
same section as noted above. Here there are interbanded clay 
and sand seams which together with four or five feet ·of clay 
must be removed. The town is largely supplied from this pit. 
There are gravel terraces along Little Sioux river where it 
touches the northwest corner of the county, and alsQ on Ashton 
creek. ' These gravels are not easily available at present on 
account of the deep valley of the river. Lake View ~s the chief 
source of supply for Ida county. Gravel from the latter place 
is-shipped in for all work of any importance, and the local prod-
ucts -are used only for local purposes in a small way, such as 
sidewalks, plaster work, etc. 
IOWA COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The Aftonian gravels are widespread in Iowa county and con-
stitute the leadi~g wate~-bearing horizon f<?r shallow wells. Out-
crops a.re rare or unknown. 
Small deposits of sand are found at the base of the loess and 
as flats- arid. bars in some of the streams. The deposits carry . 
more or less silt and clay and are of local importance only. 
Gravel usedin the county is imported. It is possible that both 
sand and gravel might be pumped fr~m Iowa river as in J ohn-
son county . . 
-STONE. 
Small Ooa·l Measure outliers occur in Iowa county, · the m~st 
conspicuous member b~ing the usual variable -sandstone. Sev-
eral deeades ago these beds were developed quite extensively 
by the several villages belonging' to the Amana-Society. Some of 
the ol'dest and most ' important b~ildings in these communities 
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were constructed of these variable sandstones. The : Amana 
store and the Amana church were built in 1862 and 1863 re-
spectively, using the local stone, and both are in good repair. 
The store front was built of a red-brown sandstone obtained 
from a quarry about one and a half miles north of town, while a 
yellow-brown sandstone, said to have been obtained fLam a 
quarry equally distant northwest of town, was used in the, sides 
I;Lnd back walls. Other quarries w.ere developed to the eastward 
and westward of these and used in the construction of the older 
buildings. 
While some stone has been produced and used of late years for 
foundations and rough masonry purposes, no stone buildings 
have been constructed of the local material during the past 
quarter of a century. At the present time the old openings are 
much obscured by talus slopes. ' The stone available is very simi-
lar to that exposed in' other border counties be10nging to , the 
same horizon. It is a sandstone, highly variable in color, texture, 
1'ltructure and state of induration. The prevailing colors are ' 
Ehades' of yellow and brown combined with red; yellowish and 
reddish brown predominating. Texturally the stone is usually 
fine to medium grained, but occasionally shows a conglomeratic 
faci~s . 8truci'q.rally the stone varies from a thinly bedded sand-
stone, with bedding planes fairly well defined, to a massive and 
imperfectly bedded deposit. False bedding is oftentimes very 
evident. As a rule it is imperfe~tly indurated, but appears to 
harden considerably on exposure: It varies from a very friable 
to a f~irly compact ston,e. The deeper colo~ed stone is usually 
the more highly indurated. The durability is sufficiently at- .. ' 
tested in th'e well-preserved buildings, where it has been exposed 
to the elements for half a century. As in thE) case of other 
Coal Measure sandstones, its color, is not pleasing and its othei' 
properties are not sufficiently constant to commend it to the 
public. In qmirrying the stripping increases rapidly from the 
, natural outcrops and the percentage of usable stone is small, 
both of which factors contribu~e to the expense of production. 
While this variable sandstorie has, served a useful ,purpose in the 
early history of the communities, it has , been displaced almost 
wholly by stone from other points; notably 8tone City" which 
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can ,be more ch'eaplY"quarried. The materials ' are not well 
adapted f0r crushed: stone products. 
JACKSON COUNTY: 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Remnants oig-ravel terraces stili occur at various points along, 
the Mississippi river valley in this county . . According to Savage 
the age_ of these gravels is undeter~ined, although It seems 
probable that they belong ' to the period of flooded streams 
which was one of the features of the close of the Wisconsin 
stage of glaciation. One of the most important of these terraces 
extends from Bellevue north to section 24 of Tete de Mort 
township. Over the northern portion of this terrace the surface 
is covered with drifting dunes which are composed of fine sand 
'heaped up by the winds. Elsewhere the sand is not piled into 
dune$ but it still .practically prevents the growth of vegetation. 
On the north edge of Bellevue the .terrace has been opened up 
'  t .. 
FIG. 43-Sand· dune invading· timber. land northeast corner or Bellevue ·township. 
Jackson county. 
JAC~SON, COUNTY ,' '. ' , 
to obtain sand and gravel for local use. The pit shows at , the 
base ten feet of , well rounded , gravel witp. " considerable sand. 
Above ,this layer' are, twenty feet of fine, yellow' sand resembling 
the dune sand. The division between these two phases is sharp 
and well marked. The terrace is forty feet high at Bellevue 
and seems to be underlain very largely by the co'arser gravel. 
The, gravel is also well exposed in the roadside near the south-
east corner of section 1, Bellevu'e township. 
Savage* mentions other terraces of similar composition be-
tween Sabula and Lainsville, and two and one-half miles east of 
Green Island, where the valley of a small creek hasbe,en filled 
to a height of twenty feet above the present flood plain. ' , 
At the north limits of the town of Maquoketa, on the South 
Fork of Maquoketa river about half a mile, above the junction 
of th'e two branches, terraces are well developed 'on both' sides 
of the st~eam. In the southeast quarter of section 13, South 
Fork township, ' several pits have been opened near the road 
leading to Hurstville. These show one or two feet of rather 
fine sand on to,p and below this a few feet of coarser sand , and 
gravel, locally cross-bedded and iron-stained. Below are ex-
posed six feet of medium coarse gravels to the bottom of the ' 
pits. 
STONE. , 
A few outcrops of the Platteville stage of the Mohawkian 
series appear ,in Tete de Mort ' township from St. Donatus to 
Mississippi river and southward. Several small quarries have 
been opened ,but ,have, not been operated extensively. Perhaps 
the largest quarry has been opened near the top of the bluff at 
Gordons Ferry station . . A large amount of material has been 
taken from the bluff in the vicinity and used in the construction 
of wing darr;.s along the river. The section exposed presents a 
, massive 'dolomite in ledges from four to ~ix feet in thickness. 
The beds are sub crystalline ~nq quite free from chert'. ,A smail 
qUl:!rry near the village of St: D'On~tus shows the following b~ds : 
' "Geology of ' Jackson ' County; ' Iowa' Geol. Surv" Vol. XVI, p, 582.. 
r 
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ST. DONATUS SECTION. 
5. ' Dolomite, grayish yellow, in layers thr'ee to e"ight inches in 
thickness, which are separated by narrow partings of 
shale; conta~ning a number of fossils in the form of casts 
FEET. 
or molds ................................ . . , . .'......... 5% 
. 4. , Dol<.>m~te, yello.wish, similar to No., 5 IIIbove, and containing 
,sIlnilar fOSSIls ...................................... '.. 2 
3'. Dolomite, yellow, two layers, each about eight inches in 
thickness, which are separated from each other and from 
those adjacent by two-inch !bands of shale........ .. .. 1% 
2. Dolomite, rather hard, which is imperfectly separated into 
, layers respectively 2, ~, 2, %, and 'l% feet.... .. .... . . . 6% 
1. Dolomite, yellow, fossiliferous and somewhat vel;licular, con-
sisting of layers 2, 3, 2%, % and 3 feet in thickness ... , 11 
Other quarries have 'been operated along . Tete de Mort creek. 
A more extensive natural section may be viewed on the north-
east quarter of section 24 in the same township. This expQsure 
shows the following succession of beds: . 
FEET. 
8. Dolomite, weathered ledge, har.d, yellowish gray, indistinctly . 
separated into layers and presenting a very rough surface 6 
7. , Dolomite, hard, buff, in three layers, respectively 3, 3 and 1 
feet in thickness, the surface showing numerous small . 
cavities ..................... . ... ......... .. ..... .. . .. . 7 
6. Dolomite in heavy layers, yellow, ' R eceptaculites oweni 
abundant near the middle portion . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
5. Limestop.e, hard, subcrystalline, yellow in color, showing 
numerous cavities, fossils few and poorly preserved ... . 4 
4. Limestone similar in character to No.5 above, weathering 
into indistinct layers three to six inches in thickness . . . . 5 
3. Limestone ledge consisting of ,two layers, each about two feet 
in thickness, containing a number of indistinct fossil re-
mains .... .............. .. ............ . ... '....... . ...... 4 
2. Dolomite, 'hard, buff colored, similar to No.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3% 
1. Dolomite, hard, massive ledge, yellow, vesicular, down to 
level of water .. -.... . ....................... '. . . . . . . . . . 4% 
The upper layers of the Galena beeome thinner with num-
erous thin shale partings and the Galena. cliffs are . almost in-
variably. overlain by Maquoketa slopes. 
The Maquok~ta beds are supposed to be responsible for the 
slopes which appear at the base of the. massive Silurian lime-
stone cliffs which· face the Mississippi and its immediate tr:ib~­
taries and also appear in Fairfield and Van Buren townships. 
The Maquoketa beds are predominantly argillaceous but grade 
upward into thin layers of indurated limestone interbedded with 
thin- shale layers. · These transition beds have be~n quarried 
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locally at Bellevue and at a few other points in the northeastern 
portion ·of 'the county.. The material breaks down rapidly when 
exposed to the weather and is not of, a durable character. A 
representative section may be seen near 'the northeast corner of 
the town of Bellevue. The sequence is as follows:. 
FEET. 
8. Dolomite, hard, massive, crystalline, in heavy layers three 
to six feet in thickness; indistinct remains of fossils not 
rare. Niagaran limestone .: . . .... . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . :.. .. 13 
7. Limestone, impure, yellowish gray, rather fine-grained, in 
even layers four to fourteen inches in thickness, weather-
ing into bands of one to two inches; carrying a few 
fossils; without chert nodUles .. . . . ....... ... . .. . '. . .. ... 14 
6. Limestone, argillaceous, earthY, in layers two to six inches 
in .thickness ; containing a few fossils. On weathered 
faces thin partings of shale appear between the layers :. 19 
5. IStone, yellowish, argillaceous, bluish gray where not ex-
posed to the action of the atmosphere; in layers one to 
three feet in thickness; weathering into narrow bands 
one to three inches thick. Occasional nodules of chert 
appear in lower part. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 15 
4. ,shale, grayish ,blue, indurated, calcareous, weathers i,nto 
thin bits; without fossils ibut carrying a few chert nodul~s 1IV3 
3. Limestone, impure, rather fine-grained, yellow colored, much. 
decayed and showing numerous close lines of lamination ~ 
·2. Shale; bluish gray, somewhat indurated, weathering into 
small polygonal and irregular fragments, without fossils. 1(} 
1. Shale, blue, plastic, nonfossiliferous. , .. .. . . . . . ... . .. .. .. .. 30 
In the above section number 8 represents the basal portion 
of the Niagaran li.mestone, which forms an overhanging cliff. 
Numbers 6 and 7 · represent the transition phase of the Ma-
quoketa, beds which have been quarried to a limited extent. The 
shales are a possible source of materials suitable for the manu-
factu~e of PortlaJ}d cement. 
The Niagaran limestone immediately underlies the drift over 
more than five-sixths of the surface of the county and supplies 
the chief rock quarried, for both lime a~d strl,lctural purposes. 
All of the beds developed, 'with the exception 'of a small area in 
Brandon township, belong to the Hopkinton stage. They con-
sist, for the most part, of very heavy layers of subcrystalline 
dolomite ranging from two to eight feet in thickness and imper-
fectly stratified. The basal beds form an almost continuous 
outcrop along the Mississippi and ' appear in Van Buren and 
Fairfield townships. Good sections appear at numerous points 
along the · principal streamways in the interior of the co~nty; 
p 
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Fl'onr this wealth of -outcrops ~mly a, feW' quarry' sections. :are ' 
giVen, however; sufficient to give t4e,generalieatures of the -beds' 
and 'indicate their availability. : Th~ Hopkinton is represented 
hy, a basal 'yellow ,dolomite, which is ,nonfossiliferous and free 
f~om chert. ' It ranges from four or five to ten or twelve feet-in 
thickn~ss. These layers are overlain by the chert b~ds, which 
consist of.- a.n earthy yellow dolomite,' thinly bedded 'and inter-
stratified with bands of chert, and attain a thickness of from 
eighteen to , twenty feet. " The chert beds are followed by the 
massive; granular dolomite ' whichconstltutes' the main portion 
of the Hopkinton. It attains , a thickness of from fifty to eighty 
feet and is used extensively in the manufacture of' lime., The 
following sections are fairly representative. A quarry , located 
near the northeast corner of the southwest quarter of section 
20, Iowa township, shows the following succession of layers: 
'I 
, , ' 
. FEET. 
7. ' DDlomite, decayed, earthy,' yellow, containing much chert; 
the bedding planes destroyed by the l;lreaking down Df the 
, rocks Dn weathering ... ; .... ' ............. ; . ; . . . . . . . . . . 10 
6. DolDmite, yellow, very cherty, w!lather,ing into layers about 
one inch in tbickness ', ..... .. ..... : ...... : . : . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
5. ' Dolomite, very cherty . ... : .. ". ' .... : .. . ; .. .. : .... .. ... : . 2¥.z 
4. DolDmite, earthy, with chert .. ............ '" . . .... _. . .•.. 2 
~. DDIDIllite, yellDw, bearing, near the center" a band of chert 
twO' inches in thickness. Weathering intO' ,thin layers one 
to' two inches thick ...... .' . .. ' ..... .. . ..... . ..... ',' ... '. 2V3 
:", 2. , DDIDmite, yellow, free from chert . .... .. .. " ......... : .. :. ' l¥.z 
, 1. Dolomite, yellDw cDlored; rather fine-grained, without chert, 
, ';' ' , in a single layer.. ...... . ... ..... ..... .. .. .......... . .. 2 
On the northwest edge of Bellevue is the Ernest quarry, in 
the. .' northeast corner. of section ,13" Bellevue township. ,It is 
19:~~,ted in ,the Niagaran above the thin transition beds at the 
summit of the ' Maquoketa. ' It' shows eight feet of buff, finely 
g:n:qmlar, dolomite at the base" in 'layers three to fourteen inches, 
t~~c~, (some ' of them solid, some shelly. ' A , thin band of chert ' 
e,~t~,nds ac~'oss 'one . of the :upper' beds: ' One of the lowest ledges 
shows blue ,cores .in ,the center ,of the blocks. Ab'ove these is ,a' 
, t~q , f99;t l~dge then ~neight f~ot ,layer. ' Only, the thin ' peds 
~~~,ow ,the; two foot 'ledge 'are worked.' , The rock seems ' hard 
a:~g tdur.~bl~ and w~l1 , ad,apted for road use., The quarry, how-: 
,ev;,~r,:·is~ l'a:ther difficult' of access, being well u.p , ~ri .thehillside,,'· 
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. On' the south side ' of Mill ' creek are several-e:iposures' Of-the 
, "transition beds from.the Maquoketa to the' ·Niagaran. :Theyare ' 
thin, shelly, soft, probably too much so to be adaptable' for 
macadamizing. In addition they are rather inaccessible. , 
The above sections illustrate the, basal members of the Niag-
aran as developed in the county. Numbers 1 to 3 represent the 
.. 1'!' " 
non-cherty members, and numbers 4 to 7 represent the chert beds". " '." " " ,: 
Hurst 's li~e quarry section east ' of the river 'at 'Hurs,tyille, 
shows the upper member. The beds are as follows: 
FEET. 
3. Dolomite, somewhat d,ecayed, yellowish browl)., weath!lre4 , 
into layers <'from a few inches to three or four feet thick; , 
~ containing Cerionites, crinoids and Pentamerus .' . .. ; .. '.'.. , 15 
HURST'S ' LIME QUARRY SECTION, 
, 2. Dolomite, massive, yellow, imp'erfectly separated into layers " 
six to eight feet in thickness, wh'ich contain crinoids 'arid " 
'Halysites ' and ' Favosites besides numerous ' iJidiviquals cifl , '" 
P~n~a1l}.el:us ",I:::. 0,", ."/ ;, " ""1'. :.: " ' , .... ~ . 0p.;!o ••• ",rr :," ~i;/ ' ~ °l,; !.,~9 
1. DolomIte, buff; crowded with rather small Individuals of 
',' fentameru8" olHongus . ," ', .... ,""' ,., . ',' ;" ., '., ',. ', . ,' ,,! '; d~ 
... 
The rock of the upper twenty ~eet of ~he , section,,is h.~,:rder 
than the lower-part and is not burned, as it makes a br-own lime. 
The lower portion-is lighter colored, Il:ot 'so brown in color. The 
small waste from the , quarry is used ,without erushing~ , :' : ' 
, At the Pinhook quarry in section 23, South 'Fotk towh;ship, 
"on the Soutb 'Fork, the upper twenty feet' is used','for' tbad'w6,rk, 
also the waste material, "gravel," from the liIPe' rock. ' ~ The 
upper rock is said to" be ha,rder tban th~ corresponding'.ledges 
, at Hurstville. ' ' , 
Niagaran ,dolomite ledges outcrop at several points along the 
, road west of Maquoketa, as in sections' 27 and 20" South Fork, 
.and between Nashville and Millrock, and in the southwestern 
, part of Monmouth township Bear creek has cut quite a ,<:l.eep 
gorge, exposing the rock in numerous places. 
Spalls from the quarry at the Keystone kiln, section 32, Mon-
mouth, are used in concrete and maca'dam. All the rocks in 
this distr'ict crush up rather readily apd make some dust, but 
are a~ improvement over dirt road~. , The Niagaran has been 
28, 
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used extensively' in Maquoketa out the work was not well done. 
The city hanls rock from Hurstville and crushes it with the city 
crusher. 
JASPER COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
About the best that can be said for Jasper county is that good 
gravel is cheap and plentiful ,in adjoining counties. There are 
a number of sand and gravel deposits in the county, but they 
are small and usually of poor quality. 
Kame deposits.-The only kame deposit in the county which 
has amounted to much is in the northern part of. section 33, 
Poweshiek township. The sand and gravel used in ' building 
the concrete "streets of Colfax came from here. From the ap-
pearance of the hill there is probably a good sized deposit of 
material suitable for road work. There are a few smaller 
kames in other parts of the township, ·but none are of much 
importance, unless the one in the northwestern part of section 
18 proves to contain sand and gravel. Clear Creek township 
has a few undeveloped kames. . . 
. 
Reworke'd materials.-There is a considerable amount .of 
rather fine sand in Skunk river between Reasnor and the south 
line of the county, but no evidence of gravel is to be seen. There 
is mEldium an,d. coarse sand along Indian and Wolf eree-ks, but 
again gravel is absent. ' 
Other sourceS.-There is ' some gravel and 'gravelly drift 
along North Skunk river. Gravel is exposed in a few ' places 
beneath drift or loess' .or both in a few places along thi~ . river 
as in section 35, Malaka township, and section 4, Poweslii~k 
toWnship. ' Sandy iron-stain ed-K~uisan drift is exposed in ' sec-
tion -5, Richland township, and although covered with ten or 
twelve feet of loess it may prove of value. . . \ ' 
STONE. 
All 'Qf the', Paieozoic rocks exposed in jasper county belong 
to the "'Des ,Moines' stage · o'f the Upper Carbonlferotis' series. 
They cover the entire county, with the exception of a small 
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triangular area of Kinderhook in the extreme northeast corner, 
and consist of inter stratified shales, sandstones, coal and occa-
sional thi~ beds of limestone. However, their character varies 
rapidly from place to place. The shales are prevailingly sandy 
and grade laterally into argillaceous sandstones. The sand-
stone layers are in places calcareous and, especially in connec-
tion with certain coal seams, pass into arenaceous limestone. 
Limestones of the darker colored variety occur as lenses and 
concretionary masses in some of the coal basins. 
In Jasper county the rocks of the Des Moines stage are almost 
universally covered with drift. Exposures are not numerous 
as a rule, but are found fairly well distributed over the south-
ern half of the county. Although the best sections ·are to be 
observed along stream ways, natural outcrops are .not lacking 
over the uplands away from the streams. 
Sandstone from the coal-bearing strata has been quarried "at 
three known localities: section 34, Des Moines township j in a 
railroad cut in section 30, Fairview j and t 0 miles above Lynn-
ville, in ·the valley of North Skunk river. At the latter place 
only is quarrying 'at present carried on in the county. The 
exact location is the northeast quarter of the northeast quar-
ter of section 34, Richland' township. The quarry section at 
this point is as follows: 
FEET. 
5. Weathered shale . .. . .. .... . . ... ..... . . .. .... . ... .. . ...... 6 
4. White sandstone, soft, grading downwards into pink, brown 
and red . . .. .... ..... . ............. ... .. .... .... .. . . .. 5% 
3. Plastic, white clay . ............ .. .. . .. . .... ....... .. ... . . 
2. Sandstone, red to 'brown, compact; containi·ng many small 
cavities lined with plastic clay, or containing pulverulent, 
red ocher. Micaceous, with fossil lepidodendrons . ...... . 
1. Carbonaceous shale . . .. .... . .............. . . . ... . .... . . . 
% 
15 
1% 
The total thickness of salable stone is in number 2, fifteen 
feet. It ' is evident that considerable stripping of the overlying 
shales is required. The quarry is worked by William Northcutt. 
Three hundred perC'bes .per year is the output. The stone 
is durable, and suppiies the local demand for cellar and foun-
dation walls. 
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RED ROCK SANDSTONE. 
This formation . is included in the Des · Moines stage of the 
Up.per Oarboniferous, but it may be differentiated I from the . 
Coal Measures ·proper because 'of its uniformity, and the some-
, what unique relation which it appears to bear to the other , 
members of the , series. In Jasper county it occupies a · narrow , 
elo,ng.at~4 , area coinciding in direction and corresponding in 
width with the territory covered by it in Marion county. The 
general trend is northeast-southwest, and in width it averages . 
two and one-halJ to tllree miles; tapering, to the nortJ:.ward. 
Outcrops of this rock are to be seen at various points near 
Reasnor, on both sides of Skunk river; along Buck creek; on 
Elk creek near. Murphy; along North Skunk river in the vicinity 
of Kellogg; ,and on Rock creek in sections 9, 16: and 17 of Rock 
, Or'e~k township. · . " " ' 
Quar;r,ying has been done at several points in the county in 
the belt 0% ~ed RocksandstoIie, which affords the only extensive 
deposits 0.£ building ' tone in the county. 
In , section 17, Rock , Oreek township, 'the old Morgan ' quarry, , 
on, the land of G. M. Henning, was opened over forty years ago. 
A face twelve feet in height is exposed, consisting ·of) a , heavy :, 
bed of brown stone separated by two feet of shattered rock, 
from a four foot stratum of compact, reddish brown sandstone. 
Similar strata have been worked both above and below this 
quarry in the valley of Rock creek, and its branches . . 
One mile east of Kellogg the browil sandstone has been quar-
ried ,quite extensively in the past by the Ohicago, Rock Island 
and Pacific .Railway Oompany. Fifteen feet of the sandstone 
are open to view. · Large plans appear to have bMn made here 
for the development of these ,quarries, but no work has been 
done fpr years . . 
On, ,the hill sJope a short dit?tance north of the town of Reas~ 
nor, fourtee,n fe~t of the s~ndstone may be observed in a ,small , 
quar':r;y; the p~evailing , color il:1 -brown, approaching a red . in ' 
places. ; ,The1sand grai:rs are at times sOGo~rse ,and irr.~gular 
in size as to give the rock a finely conglomeratic texture. M~:p.y I 
of the largest grams are of a jaspery nature, and some, ap-
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proaching a pebble in size, appear to be fragments of an earlier 
sandstone. Cross-bedding i~ not uncommon. The base of this 
exposure is about sixty feet above the fi60d plain. 'In detail, 
this section is as follows: 
FEET. 
7, Loess, becoming fin€ sa,nd on the hill-top, . , , , , . , , ,' . . " . ' . . . 4 
6, Buff sandstone, micaceous ....... . " .. " ................ . ¥2 
5. Brown sandstone, cross-bedded .... .. ... .. ........ .. ...... " 2 
4. Heavy-bedded sandstone, conglomeratic ..... . ............. 2% 
3. Laminat€d, red and gray sandstone, cross~bedded ... , . .... 1% 
2. Heavy bed of brown samdston€, containing ferruginous, 
sometimes hollow nodules . . . . ,.,....... . ............. 4Jh 
1. Like No.2, to base of quarry ... ,:,.,.,.................... 3 
In the northwest quarter of section 21; Buena Vista township, 
on Elk creek, there is exposed in two small quarries a maximum 
thickness of twenty-two feet of the sandstone. It exhibits the 
saine c1;laracters as in former sections as to bedding and color. 
Some of the red is to be seen but the brown variety prevails. 
In the Lanphear quarry the jaspery, quartzitic bands are quite 
pronounced, as are also the spheroidal nodules. The latter fre-' 
quently eonsist of concentric, ferruginous shells between which 
sandstone is intercalated. The greatest thickness 'of beds is 
found in the old Dooley quarry, where the ferruginous bands 
appear as firm cr'usts of siliceous limonite, separating the' major . 
beds 9.f the section. The rock is coarse in texture, friable, and 
varies . in color fr0m gray to , deep red . . All the layers seem to 
be. thoroughly impregnated with iron' oxide . . . 
ene mile 'south of Reasnor, at "Stony Point," 'the brown 
sandstone has been quarried in the past.. 
The mO'st extensive ' quarrying operations in the county were 
formerly carried on at' the old Kemper qua:rry in section ;B, 
Fairview township. The rock was quite widely known as 'the . 
Monroe red sandstone,' although both red and ' brown stone 
were taken out. J ohiJ. Reinhart took sto:rie 'from here foTty yl:iars ' 
agO', and worked the quarry' for twenty-five years. E. G. Kemp-' 
erproduced, ' rnseven 'or eight yeats of hls possession, some 
cut.,and dressed stone, and atone ' tim~ employed 'as many . a's 
twenty men. Considerable stone was shipped. The prese:p.~­
owner, A.Herwehe, has put out v,-ery little stone in the' last two 
years, although there is a 'fair de~and iocally. 
I 
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Mr. , B. ' L. Miller* has briefly described this quar.ryexposure 
as follows: 
FEET. 
4. Soil . .. . . ... . . .. .. . . . . ... ... .... ... .. : .. .. . . . . .. . .... . .. 1 
3. Weathered, brown sandstone . .... . . . . . . .. .... ... .. . .. . . .. 9 
2. Heavy ,beds, yellow-gray, variegated .. .... .. . . ... . . . .. .. .. 1() 
1. Dark red sandstone, heavy-bedded. : ..... . .. . . ... .. . . ..... 8 
Two small quarries are opened here and both the brown and 
the red stone have been taken out. Cross-bedding is very con-
spicuou~ in the upper p~rt of the section. The change in color 
is gradual from the top downwards, and appears to be due to ' 
the degree of leaching arid hydratiop. which the rock has under-
gone. Chemical tests of the brown sandstone show a loss on 
ignition of 3.8 per cent, and 16.27 per cent of iron and aluminum 
oxides. The dark variety pulverizes to a deep red and ocherous 
powder, and analyzes 31.5 per cent Fe20 s• At one point in 
section 21 of Fairview township a weathered outcrop of the 
red stone occurs from which the resulting ocherous iron oxide 
has been taken for mineral paint. In places in both the red and 
brown sand~tone, bands or nodules of a dense, flinty character 
occur, which appear to be quartzitic in. nature and' origin. 
The following description of the sandstone points out its 
chief characteristics: t 
"It is a moderately coarse-grained stone, with some range of 
color and texture and corresponds in general with the Red Rock 
stone which ,has been more widely marketed. . As will be 
seen from the tests, it is an excellent stone and might· be used 
to advantage in all structures similar to those in which brown 
stone has been used so extensively in the east. Under the 
microscope it seems to be made up of rather coarse and rounded 
grains of quartz cemented by a matrix of' red-brown, iton-
stained material which, judging from the analysis, is largely 
ferric oxides, but contains also some aluminous material. The 
sand grains are rarely in contact; the interstitial areas being, 
usually as large as the cross-section of the individual grains." 
The chemical analysis of this stone as given on page 412 of 
Dr. Bain's paper, ·is as follows: 
.Oceology of Marion county, Ann. Rep. Iowa Geol. Surv.! Vol. XI, p . '159, 1900. 
tHo F. Baln, Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VIII, p. 398. 
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SiO. . . . . ... ... . : ... . ... ......... .. ' ... ' ... ... . . . '.84.35 'per cent 
AbO. . .. . .. . ....... .. .. .. ..... . . ' . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. ' 8.62 " , 
FeO+Fe20 • . ..... .. .. . . .. .. . .. : .. . ... : . . ..... ,. 5.59 ," 
CaO .. ... . .... . . . . .. .. . ... ; . ... . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . 88" 
H.O+loss .... .. . . .. ...... .. . . . : .. .... . .. . :. .... .43'" 
The Red Rock sandstone constitutes the most important 
source of building . stone in the county. There are unlinlited 
quantities available and ·it merits a much Wider use than it has . 
at present. 
The Coal Measures sandstone in Jasper county, as elsewhere, 
is not sufficiently indurated for high grade- crushed. ~tone prod-
ucts. As the county is near enough to draw on the Des' Moines 
river supply of sand and gravel expensive development work 
for stone is scarcely warranted. 
JE~RJSON COUNTY. 
SAND AND' GRAVEL. 
With : the exception 'of a few exposures · of dirtr. sand and 
graviOll sparingly distributed in the eastern tier of townships, 
Jefferson county is ' practically devoid of water-laid materials. 
Mc:;>st of the · cement and concrete materials used in the 'county 
are shipped from Ottumwa. . 
. In reference · to gravels, Mr. J. A . . U dden in a report· on 
J e.fferson .county* says: "In the eastern part of the county a ' 
few places ,were noted ' where gravels -and sands re'st on bed, 
rock and . .are covered by bo~lder clay. ,. The most . extensive 
, exposure of this· kind , is at the southwest co~er of section 1, 
, Walnut tQ.wnship, in the ' s'outh . bank of , a · ravine which is fed 
by a number· of springs that issue from the gravel at in~ervals 
for a distance. ·of some thirty. rods . . The deposit: is fully twenty 
, feet thick and ,lie,s at an 'elevation: of, about 100 feet above Skunk 
ri:ver . .. To the west it is r~overed by bowlder . clay . and . for · a 
mile in this ,direction there a-~e_ w.ells in. which, t~e water, comes, 
from , the same gravel, and has: a ... strong mineral , taste. . The 
deposit , 18 highly ,.ferruginous ' an~ almost ·ocherQus,. brownish 
ye.llow 'in color,and,,in places cemented into a . soft stone. The 
·Iowa ' G~ologlcal l 'Survey. ' Volume Xli: " ' .','f ' '" .. . - • I 
1/ 
, I 
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lower part is gravel, but the upper fifteen feet are evenly 
bedded, ' laininate'd sand of variable texture, with,; here and 
there silty' seams. Deposits like this, but mor~ , silty, were noted 
in the base of the drift at two other localities in : this region; 
on the wagon road at a shallow draw near the center of the 
west line of the northwest quarter, of section 12 in Walnut 
" towns'hip and at the hase of the bluff in the wagon road which 
, leads down to the ford ";lcross Skunk river in the east southeast 
quarter of section 11 in Lockridge township. Some indurated 
brown gravel or sand was again noted in the south bank of 
a ravine above the ,wag'on bridge near the southel;\st corner of 
section' 24 in ROl]~d Grove township. The, section at this ,place 
,was as follows: ' 
4, Bowlder clay (interbedded with ' NQ, 3') . ' 
3. ,Sand and gravel, yellow, quite evenly bedd,ed, . ", ... , ... 
2. Sandstone, broW1Il, ' hard ~mough to be used for building 
stone . ' ... . .. . .......... . , .. .. .. .. .. ... . ....... . .. ... . 
1. Sand and gravel, slightly indurated, brown .... . .. . .. .... . 
FEET. 
5 
1% 
4 ' 
,'~ The same gravel occurs in the two next streams which cross 
~h~ east b9undary of the county to the south of this place, and 
it was also noticed resting on the bed f'ock in two ravines run-
ning iI;lto Cedar creek in the southwest quarter of 'section 35 
of Lockridge township." 
The ,age of these gravels is problematical , From their ~trati­
gr:aphic position they could be either ~ glacial or a preglacial 
formation. Pebbles of igneous origin are a point in favor of 
glacial origin, but the ,.fact that , out of 500 of them· none were 
found s~ored is strongly against such origin. Another fae:t 
~upporting a preglacial 'age is that the proportion of diffel'ent 
r~cks is qu'i~~ ,variable for different, localities and in glacial 
deposits this proportion is 'fairly constant in the same region. ' 
Mr. Udden also notes that, "The degree of induration and the 
thoroughness , of , qxidation and leaching also indicate a con-
e,iderable age for these gravels." Calcareous materials are al-
most ' entirely absent. Some unique pebbles testify to this ' ex-
treme leaching. On 8~ction 1 in Walnut tOownship, the gravel 
contains some pebbles of limonite which are hQllow. They ,are 
the shape and size of an empty shell of a hazel nut. Presum-
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ably these limonite shells have been formed as incrustations 
around calcareous pebbles, which. afterward have been leached 
out by slow percolation through the crust, leaving this empty. 
The overlying bowlder clay resembles the Kansan, but an earlier 
clay may have been removed. 8ince some of the facts are con-
tradictory and others prove nothing either way the age and 
origin of these gravels is uncertain. . 
Gravel is unknown save in the three eastern 'townships, and 
the same can be said of sand with one exception. Pa:r;t of the 
sand used in Fair£elSl comes from a small creek a mile and a 
half south of town, while the rest is shipped in from Ottumwa~ 
STONE. 
Jefferson county belongs to the region of thick drift, which, 
according to U dden, averages one hundred and fifteen .ieet in 
thickness over the entire county. Both the drift and the Goal 
Measures have been completely removed by the principal 
streams in Penn, Walnut and Lockridge townships in the north-
east, and to a less extent in Round Prairie, Cedar and Liberty 
townships bordering on the south line of the county. Numerous 
outcrops of Saint Louis limestone appear in all of these town-
ships. As a rule, such exposures are of small extent and often 
much obscured by the heavy talus almost everywhere present. 
While the county . has produced a large quantity of s'tone for· 
local use, and is capable of producing much more, there is not 
a single worker in the county who depends upon the quarry 
industry for a livelihood. 
The following sections will give a fair idea of the natural 
resources of the county along this line. 
Walg'ren's Quarry, southw~st quarter of the southeast quar-
ter of sectio'n 3, Lockridge township. 
FEET. 
4. ISoil and drift of variable thickness: .. . . 
3. Clay and marl, yellow.......... . . .... . . ..... . .... . ..... 3% 
2. , Limestone, dark gray, porous, somewhat ch~rty in places. . 7 
.1. Limestone, grayish yellow, exPQsed. .... ............. .. ... , 5' 
Monson's Quarry, northeast quarter of the northwest quar-
ter of section 8, Lockridge township. 
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" 
FEET. 
, 6. Soil a,nd drift of variwble thickness. 
5. Limestone, compact, fine-grained, ,almost lithographic in 
texture, pyritic . .. ' .. .......... .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1\13 
,4. Limestone, soft, gray, in thin beds .... '. " ..... : . . . . . . . . . ·2 
3. Limestone, . gray, in a single ledge . .. .. ...... ... ... .. " ., . ' 2~ 
2. Limestone, dark gray, compact and slightly bituminous . . . . . 1h 
1. Marl, blue, shaly, exposed ...... . ... : .. .. .. : ... : .......... : 14 
Numerous sections are expused' alon'g Walnut and Burr Oak 
creeks and their . tributaries in the three northeastern town-
ships. - The ha~d ,beds are quite generally brecciated and are ' 
associated with marly and shalY layers. I 
In the southern portion of the county ' o-q.tcrops are fe\ver. 
N ~ar the south line of Round Prairie township, a quarry has 
been opened in the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter 
of seCtion '34. The section ~s . given herewith. 
4. SOil and drift of varia:ble thickness. 
.3,. Marl,. gray, fOssiliferous .. : . . . ,' .. ... . ,'· .. . ,. . . . . . ......... :,. 
2. Limestone', w,hite, with .a ledge ' of very 'fine, almost litho-
gr\Lphi.c texture ......... i .... . . .. .. , ...... .. ....... ' .. . 
1. Limestone, gray, in, ledges ,vary~ng 'from six inches to oue 
foot hi: thickness, with shaly parting near the middle .. . . 
FEET. 
I 
2 
2 
5 
Other exposures· occur in Round Prairie, Cedar and Liberty 
townships. Quarrying has also been done to the northeast of 
the cente! of section 10, in Liberly township. , The beds worked 
are as follows: 
FEET. 
7 . . Soil and drift of variable thickness. 
6. Shale, greJn, p6ckety, 'belonging to Coal Me~sures,. 
5. Limestone, gray, weathering into rounded bowlders, in , 
places with sma,ll crevices filled .with calcite, fossiliferous 4 
4: Marl, light colored, with occasional stone concretions, fos-
siliferous . . .... . ... . ....... . ....... ' ,' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
3. Limestone, gray . ... . ... . .... .. .... .. ... ....... .... ,.... ~ 
2. ,Marl,. shpi1,ar to numJ>er. 4 ...... ... ... . ' ... . ',' .' . .. : . . .. '. ' ' . 3 
. ( Limestone, gray, pyritic ... , .. ' ........ ' .. . . .. , .. . . : . ... : . . . '3 
Practically all good q~arry stone belongs to the Pella beds, 
and comprises heavy ledg~s of compact limestone, alternating, 
especia,lly above, with seams of greenish, marly' 'shales. Occa-
sionallythe limestone 'is slightly broken up and brecciated, but 
to a mucl1less e+tent than the yerdi beds· b!31Qw. Some of the 
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beds a're' almost lithQgraphic' in character. The beds are usually ' 
mQre Qr' less ' 'ifyri,t~c thrQughQut. ,. 
I : ~ " ,I ; , • ' 1 . I, • j. 
JOHNSON COUNTY . 
. ,f., 
SAND AN~ GRAVEL. 
1\ '. , 
Sand .·and .SQme gravel may be ' Qbtained 'frQm . IQwa river in 
the vicinity Qf IQwa City. ··GQQd ' gravel . is ,relatively: scarce. 
Sand Qf fa~r quality may be fQund in IQW terraces, sand, flats 
and bars a~ong the river an<l, its ,immediate tributaries; Sand 
depQsits alsO' Qccur in the IQwan drift · area sQutheast : Qf 'SQIQn; 
Sand is sG;:trylj Jp. J4e sQu.~hwestern PQr.tiQ;n of the ~6unty. " 
While the older gray-els are believed to' be present,. they are 
almQst wholly concealed 'by the later drifts. and are, therefQre, 
nQt available.",.'. . ' . c' . . "',' .,: .' 
, ' . 
. STONE. , 
The" 'Niag~r~:b. limestQne ' occupi~s a ' small · trianguiar area 'ill 
the nQrtheast cQrner' Qf" the ·county. ' The-' twO' 'phases ' Qf the 
GQwer stage, well marked in :Qther cQunties,. are represented 
i~ sectiQn2GtJ9pg Cedar river. in ,Cedar tQwns)1ip. _ T4e hard, 
fine-graIned, · sub crystalline, light cteam-CblQreddbIQmite, ag-
gregating twenty ·feet in thic)rness, repre,sents the ' LeClaire 
beds, while th~ ' massive, vesicular; iami~lafed' q.qIQinite', aggre-
gating fQrty f,eet in thickness, is referred to' the AnamQsa stage. 
A cQ~plete section 'of ~h'e bluff which faces Cedar river in 
sectiQns 2 and' 3 in Cedar tQwnsh~p is as fQllQws: 
" " . " '-, ,. FEET. 
5. Loess, arenaceous, light colored .. . .. . ............ . . ' . . " . . . ,".". 2-4 
4. Drift, pebbly, containing a large number qf QowJders .. from 
One to three or four feet · in . di,am,eter . '. , .. . . ' .... ' .' , . . ... . 4·6 
3. Limestone, .laminated, · without definite. partings, .cherty:. ... . ,30 
2. Limestone, yellow, noillaminated, in layers from four to 
eleven inches in thickness. , ........ . .. . ... .... . .. . . . . 10 
1. Dolomite, light colored, subcrystalline.,.. .. .............. 2Q 
Number 1 represents the LeClaire. hQrizQn and is essentially 
a pure d<;>IQ.mit.e admirably. adapted fQr the manufacture of· it 
high gr;lde Qf lime.. Nu~ber.s 2 · and 3 belQng to'· the . Anamosa 
beds and have: ,10,ng.fQu;nd", favQr with . the qua,r'rymEm, :although .. 
the bed.s have never been . developed ,extensiv.ely. . Q~ .aoootrnt :Qf 
lack Qf transPQrtatiQn facilities. 
I ' 
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Rocks of D~vonia.n age immediately underlie, the drift ovet 
more than half ofihe county. Numerous exposures o'ccur along 
Iowa river and its more ' important tributaries. The beds rep-
resented are referred to three well known substages of the 
Devonian. The lowest belong to the brecciated stage of the 
Wapsipinicon and are exposed at only a few points in the north-
eastern portion of the county. These beds have been quarried 
in a small way at Solon and near Elmira. The layers are much 
shattered as a rule, and the blocks obtainable are rough and 
poorly shaped for structural purposes. The stone supplied 
from these beds is of local interest only. 
The Cedar Valley stage is well developed and affords the 
largest number of outcrops. QuarrIes have been opened and 
operated at numerous points. A few, only, are given for refer-
ence. The ,majority of the openings are without transportation 
facilities but show the latent wealth of the county in structural 
materials. A quarry opened south of the old Terrill mill m 
Iowa City shows the following succession of beds: 
TERRILL MILL SECTION. 
FEET. 
,8. Hard, ferruginous, reddish prownsandstone of Des Moiues 
stage, Up~r Carboniferous ........ : ....... . .. :.. .... .. 6 
7: Limestone, whitish gray, fhie-grained..... .......... .... . 8 
6. 'Idiostroma beds, conta,ining' as usual many massiv'e strom-
atoporoids and som coralla of Acervularia ... " ... .... ,. ' 15 
, 5. Limestone, .heavy, tough ledge ..... ... . : ........... . . '. . . 4 
4. Limestone, Ibluish gray, weathering yellow, containing large 
coarse-ribbed' Atrypas and the small branched, small 
, celled CladQPora found at same horizon in Eicher's 
quarry ........... ... ....................... ... ....... 8 
3. Limestone, ,bluish gray, in two ledges, first le(lge containing , 
many crinoid stems ... . .... .... .. ........... ;. . . ... . . 4 
2. Coral reef . . . ... . ....... ...... , .. ... . .................... 2 
1. Limestone, bluish, with great numbers of broken, crushed, 
detached valves of Bpi-riter parryanus and the robust, 
'lax:ge celled Clidopora (0. :iowens~s Owen sp.) described 
as Striatopora rugosa by Hall ..... . . . .... ..... .. .. ... 2 
The coral reef bed is very persistent and constant. The beds 
above ' the reef ' vary considerably. In places they are hard 
bluish gray limestone, in other places, partly on account of 
weathering, they are yellow limestone and in still other locali-
ties they present the appearance of yellow calcareous shales. 
At the old railway quarry on the west bank of the river north 
, 
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of Coralville, th~ following' beds may be seen beneath the over-
"lying loess and drift: 
CORALVILLE SECTION. 
FEE'l '. 
5. Limestone, white ..... . ........... '.. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. 12 
4. Limestone, stratum crowded with casts of StraparoZius 
cycZostomus Hall . 00 .. .. .. • • • .. • • .. .. • • .. • .. .. • • • • .. • .. 1 % 
3. Limestone weathering into thin fragments, containing some 
'specimens o,f Idiostroma and colonies of a cylindrical 
Favosites ............. ... . . . . ........ ' ............. " . 4 
2. Limestone, gray, crowded with Idiosti'oma and other stro-
matoporoids. This with No. 3 represents the Idiostroma 
beds of preceding sections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
1. Lim€stone, hard, blue, containing some large coralla of 
Acervularla .. . .......... . ... . ....... . . .. . ............ 4 
These beds were formerly worked by the Rock Island Rail-
way Company for crushed stone. A switch was extended to 
the quarry and a large amount of railway ballast produced. 
One of the most extensive quarry sections may be observed on 
the east bank of Iowa river in the northwest quarter of section 
27, Newpor.t township. The following beds below the loess , 
and drift are exposed : 
9. Limestone, 'brown, with crinoid stems, fl. Cladopora related 
to the form described by Hall as Striatopora rugosa, but 
having the branches and polyp tubes very much smaller, 
FEET. 
and a large coarsely ribbed variety of Atr1(pa reticularis 4 
8. , Limestone, dra.b, granular, no fossils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 8 
7. Coral reef composed chiefly of coralla of Acervularia david,. 
80114 E. '& H., but containing many coralla of Favosites ' 
and Ptychophyllum ... . .... ........ ..... ...... ..... ... 2 
6. Limestone, moderately hard bed with crinoid stems, Spiriter 
parryanus, Atrypa r eticularis, Favosites, CyathophylIum, 
CystiphylIum, etc. . . . . ..... : .... .... '... .. ....... .... .. ll/z 
5. Limestone, shaly, with many small crinoid stems, Ohonetes 
sa.itula Hall, Spirifer parryanus Hall, Tentaculites h01jti 
White, and Monticulipora monticola W<hite ....... . .... , . l ¥z 
4. Limestone, hard ledge with many small crionoid stems, 
, - Cladopora, ptychophyllum and some large coralIa of 
Acervularia ... ... .... . ............ .... .. . ... .... . .. .. 2 
3'. Limestone, yellow shaly bed with Atrypa, Or this, etc. . . . . . 2 
2. Limestone, yellow and gray, shaly, without fossils . . . . . . . .. . 13 
1. Limestone, moderately hard, intersected by a number, of 
oblique joints, light colored, laminated, with many stem 
segments and some perfect calyces of Megistocrinus a.nd 
other species characteristic of the MegistoCl;inus fauna. 
MegistocrinuB beds .,..... ... ..................... .... 15 
\ 
L .... 
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The quarry n.orth of th~ iron bridge.in section 25, Jefferson, 
township, shows some modifications of the succession of strata 
occurring farther down the rlver. The section is as follows .: 
FEET. 
'1.0. Loes!'\ . . ...... .... . . ........... . ...... : .... , ... . ... : .. ' ,' . 2-1.0 
. 9 . .. Pep,blY: drift, Ka~san ." ............ . . .... ..... ' . . ",' . :' . . '. . .. 3 
8. Limestone" decayed, with' bowlders of dhli'n:tegration em'-
bedd,ed· .in highly oxidized dark reddish . brown r esidual 
clay ...... : ..... : ....... , .............. ..... .. -: ... . , . ... 3 
7. Lime.stone, light colored, evenly 'bedded, . fine-grained." .. ,.. 1.0 
6. Coral breccia, oomposed of coralla ' of . Acervularia, small 
cylindrical Favosites, a peculiar Diphyphyllum, a v'ery 
eiongat~ Cyathophyllum, Idiostroma and massive strom-
atoporoids ... " . . :: ...... , ., ........ .... ........... .. : .. : ... 1 5-8 
5. Reef of closely crowded masses of Acervularia . .. . .. '. . . . . . 2 
4. Limestone, regular heavy layers of fairly good quarry stone, 
contai:ning coralla of 1\.cervularia al1.d Favosites sparsely ; 
distributed .... ;. ............ ... . . ...... ... ........... 5 
3. Limestone, blue, in ' la:yers from ' 6 inches to 2 'feet.' thick; , , i' , 
' composed of fragments of 'crin,oids and broken shells of " ~ 
brachiopods .............. . . . ... . ', ...... ' .. : . , . . . . . . . . . 7 
2. Shale and shaly limestone .... ... . ... . . ....... ..... :: .. ... ':' .' . :! : 'llh 
I r " 1 
1. ,Limestone, heavy, blue, with ' concretions of pyrites. : 1 . .'. , • ;2 . , , 
" i " l (, . ! . I \ I ,I ~ : . 
Nearly all of the beds given In 'the above sectio:t;l;s, ~upply WI;I.-
terials suitable for foundations and rough masonry and have 
been so used to some extent at one ,time or. another: ' ., " 
The' uppermostm'ember of the ~bevonian as develpp~d in the 
county has been named tlie State Quarry' Limestone ,by-Profes-
sor Calvin, and, is not known to occur in aily oth~~ ~, C:op.;}ty in 
the state. The formation' is a'ssigned to the, Uppei Devonian 
and attains a thickness of forty feet, and . while it has . been 
recognized at a number of points in the county" it' is 'typically 
developed at the State Quarries, or North. Bend quar.rles, in 
sections '5 and 8.of Penn township. On fresh fra~ture ' thE( State 
Quarry rock is light gray in color. In texture it varies 'some-
what indifferent b~.ds .· ·.l?'!lt near ·the ' middle of the ' formation 
it is composed of coarse,' imperfectly comminuted fragments of 
, brachiopod shells cemented. togethe~, the spaces being filled 
with interstitial calcite. The shells, or fragillents of shells, 
making up the ,li.mestone··are not ·e.:¢bedde~ in:~ ~ matrix but 
are simply piled , on each other and 'cemented. ~, 
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Near-the middle of the formation the rock consists of thick 
ledges which, some years ago, were worked exte.nsi-vrely. From 
these heds came the large limestone blocks used in the founda-
. tion of the new state capitoL Although the ledges show rio defi-
nite lamination, and split ~s readily in one direction as another, 
the weathered surfaces on opposite sides of the numerous joints 
.often show obscure signs of oblique bedding. The chief quarry 
ledge. is five feet thick' and rests on a four foot ledge which is , 
not used. The next usable ledge in ,ascending order is also five 
feet in thickness and is sep~rated from the first by two or , 
three feet ' of talus. The fourth ledge is fouI" feet thick and is 
very fine-grained. Above this the beds range from six inches 
to two feet in thickness; these beds are made up wholly of 
crinoidal remains. Below the first heavy ledge mentioned rock 
is thinly , bedded. 
While there is still"a large amount of excellent material for 
bridge work and massive masonry, available the lack of proper I' 
transportation facilities has caused the temporary abandon-
ment of the quar:ry. 
S AND AND GRAVEL. 
The gravel deposits along Maquoketa river in Delaware 
county are continued into Jones at least as far south as Mon-
ticello: In the northern part of Monticello township terraces 
are not prominent but there are great quantities of sand along 
the riv'er valley. In ,the south half of section 9 the Chicago, 
Milwaukee & Saint Paul Railway has opened up an immense 
pit in these sands. The pit is forty feet deep and the top of the 
bed is at the Same level as the adjoining prairie. The sand is 
fresh, fine and clean, without bowlders, and with no foreign 
pebbles over an inch in. diameter although some chert frag-
ments are mingled with the finer materiaL 
About one-half mile southeast of the pit, in the northeast 
quarter of section 16, a small gully in the roadside shows red, 
oxidized gravels resembling those of Buchanan age. There 
seems to be considerable sand and gravel in this neighborhood 
24 
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FIG. 44-Chicago, Milwaukee .& St. Paul Railway sand and gravel pit. Monticello, 
Jop~s CO.UI\ty. 
but · as the surface .of the. deposit ,blends with the general level 
its extent .cannot . be determined. A little nearer the river is a 
stone quarry in whi~ the stone rises nearly to tbe ~urface whil!'l 
.across the road . a cemetery which . lies between the gravel ex-
\ . ' . 
p.osure and the river. shows gravel, geest and loose rock iIi the 
e:xcavations. It. seems 'probable 'that · whatever peds of gravel 
there are .in this ' vicinity are 'banked against an old rock-walled 
valley and probably do no.t' extend very far b;lCk from the present . 
valley walL " . ~ 
A large part of: the , city of MonticeUo. is built upon a. broad, . 
rather low flood plain.: ' In a few places :B.uchanan .gravels are 
eXposed in excavatiofls-but ·there ·do not seem to be -any well 
ma-rked terraces or other ·deposits. On the left bank ·of the 
river below the lo~er ' bridg€. i~ a large ,terrace deposit and at 
the p·ower plant Mr. H •. ·J .· Lang has <:?pened a pit for the ·pur-
pose of securing gravel for making concrete for reenforcing 
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FIG. 45-":"'Chicago, 'Milwaukee 'So St.- ·Paul san'l Pit, Monticello, Jones county. 
, , i' : ." ' .. ~ : ; , 
the dam. ~ .:L'his grav~l ~:;l '£aid to 4ave givexu~xceUent satisfac- '. .(1 
tion. One part of. c.emeIit .was Jised. to. Elix; or eight 'ofgravet:,(.11 
The pHi E!.b.ows about one, foot i of loam · at the top, probably ; 
chiefly aUuvium, then. one to three feet of sand and clayey:sand.:< .", ' 
Below this . bed -are four to :eight feet ·of gravel considerably, I' , 
staineq, a.~d c.emented with inm oxide in the 'upper part but 'clean ' , < .. . 
below. The coarser material sh.ows a considerable proportion i " 
of lime.stone and chert; and the whole ' deposit is quite irregu- . : 
larly bi dded. T~is gravel bed: he~omes, fi.b.er below .and grad~s ,'. ' 
into. sand at the bottom of the pit. .Both the gravel and the , <.,' 
underlying sand,.litre veTy : fre~' from c]ay .or similar impurities. 
This ,·terraee extends back from the river for several hundred , 
feet an:d also fora c.onsi!ierable . distance along' the valley: ., It '. 
must contain a practically exha,ustlessquantity of material 'of , 
excelle:nt . gua~ity · for road 'aud especially for concrete ·and plas- }' 
tering lPu;rposes. Most of the gravel ' at present .used in the 1 
.. 
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town is taken from the river, but this terrace material is said 
to give better results. 
Gravels and sands occur along Wapsipinicon river ' between 
Anamosa and Hale although not so abundantly as along other 
streams. :Near the northeast corner of section 14 and near the 
center of ' the east line of section 13, Fairview township, are 
exposed beqs of g~avel near the river, and in the wide plai~ 
between Newport and Olin fine sands are spread out. , Similar 
sands are found along the road across the north part of sec-
tion 9, Hale township. -, 
Gravels of the upland phase occur at numerous localities. In. 
the extreme northeast corner of section. 36, Jackson townshipr 
a bed has' been cut into to a depth of several feet in grading 
the road. Similar gravels show along the road leading west 
lmd northwest from Monticello across Monticello township and. 
sections 24, 14, 15, and 9 of Castle Grove township. HE:)re they 
occur OIl the hills and also near the streams. ; \. 
'-.J 
STONE. 
The Ni~garan limestone series comprises the country rock 
over the entire county and excellent exposures may be viewed 
along the principal streams. While each stage of the Niagaran 
furnishes construction ' materials suitable for some economic 
use, the Anamosa stage and the evenly bedded horizon near the 
top of the Hopkinton, furnish the only building stones of com-
mercial importance, . while the har4, sub-crystalline, irregularly' 
bedded LeClaire affords an inexhaustible supply of material 
suitable for high grade limes. . 
The building stone beds of the Hopkinton stage afford some 
excellent material, particularly in the neighborhood of ' Clay 
' Mills, Canton and Temple Hill. Near Clay Mills the ledges 
vary from three to fourteen inches in thickness. The stone is 
generally of good COlO1;, it is firm, compact, without laminre, and 
in the most trying situations, it resists admirably the action of 
the weather. All the exposures of the Hopkinton stage build-
. ing stone are unfortunately located, so far as relates to facilities 
for transportation. Their only use for many years to come 
J'ONES COUNTY 
will be the furnishing 'of building material to supply local de-
mands. 
The commercial quarries are all , dependent on the evenly 
bedded, finely lamin,ated strata of the Anamosa phase' of the 
Gower stage. The most important quarries of this phase are 
located near the western border of the county in Fairview and 
Cass townships. .... 
The evenly bedded stone in the river bluffs west of Anamosa 
early attracted attention. The first extensive use of it was 
made by the United States army in constructing military roads 
w,hile Iowa was yet a territory. Some of the old bridge piers 
built under the direction of the military engineers, are still 
standing and bear conclusive testimony to the durability of 
stone from this horizon. For some time the qliarries were 
worked on a small scale and supplied o,nly a Jocal trade, but the 
market widened as the qualities of .the stone became better 
known, and long wagon hauls were made in order to secure this 
material for use in structures of sufficient importance to justify 
such expensive methods of transportatiqn. In 1852 stone was 
hauled from what is now Stone City to Mount Vernon ·.for use 
in construction of one of the first buildings belonging to Cornell 
College . 
. Shipm~nts QY rail b~g~n from this lo~ality in 1859, and after 
that time the stone industry of -the region increased rapidly. 
From supplying a very restricted local trade, the business of 
quarrying and shipping stone has grown until it now r~aches 
markets distributed throughout Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Min-
nesota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri. Many 
of the most important structures in the several states named 
are built of Anamosa stone. It competes in Chicago and Min-
neapolis with the product of quarries more advantageously 
located, so far as distance is concerned. All the important rail-
ways of' the northwest have used Anamosa i:ltone in the con-
struction of bridge piers. The stone has been used extensively 
i"u erecting the shops and other buildings at the Rock Island 
Arsenal. Iowa and Nebraska have both , used it in building 
hospitali:l for the insane. It meets the requir:em~nts of all grades 
. of architectural, work from the humblest to the highest. ' 
" 
" 
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The An,amQsa ' limestQne varies local1y; but in general it ' is' 'I 
cQmpQsed Qf evenly bedded, perfectly laminated layers Qf impure 
dQIQmite' that 'ranges in cQlor:thrQugh' shades ' Qf-'buff to. gray on ' 
the Qne hand,' 'and almQst white Qn the , other. ' The beds are 
brQadly undulating" but may be practicaliy ho.riz'QntaL ' 'The 
same beds thicken and thin' gradually, but fQr limited distances 
• are essentially parallel faced. ' The stQne splits cmuch' mQre 
easily alQng bedding planes 'tharUn 6ther directions, althQugh 
clay partings are nQtcOmmQn. Verticai jQints ar~ few and fat 
be-tween althQugh mo're nUmerQUS in :sdme" quarries than in 
Qthers. Texturally 'the stQne ,varies considerably, frQm' fine-
grained; cQmpact, nQnla~inated' bedS to' SQmewhat vesicular', 
cQarse~grairi,ed and evidently laminated beds. , At StQne City , 
the AmiIhQs'a'" beds have an aggregate thicknes's, Qf sixty feet ' 
and are divided into. two nearly equal parts 'by a pQr'ou.:s, WQrth: " , 
less ledge: The lQwer thirty feet is knQwn as 'the "gray lime~ , 
, stQne" while the beds in t4e upper half cQnstitlite the "'white , 
limestQne>" -The mQst valuable quarry stQne cQm~s frQm the ", 
lQwer ' Qr-gray limestQne. The upper 'beds are imperfectly ce:' 
mented', "and' tlie cleavage alQng laminatiQn pl~nes is 'mQre per-
fect than 'l in the beds belQw;fQr ' which ' reaSQn the rQck ih tms 
part Qf the quarry tends to. split into. thin ,slabs, and lQng 
eXPQsure' to. ' the ~eather reduces jt to chipst6ne. As ' a cQnse-
quence its range Qf usefulness is sQmewhat 1iinited, 'but it gives 
gQod service when used in Qrdinary masQnry. ,'l1he lQwer 'beds, 
, Qn the 'other hand; lie below 'the level Qf th'e grQund water, are 
mQre perfec'tly ce~ented, and' furnish excellent material fQr 
almQst all kinds Qf 'structural 'purposes: There are ~6me planes 
in this' "divisio'n, hQwever, along which the rQck' is vesicular, 
the cavltie's being ' Qf rather indefinite shape an~ ranging ' up 
to. two. or ' even three inches 'in' diameter. , SQme Qf these are 
decQrated 'with crystals Qf 'calcite 'Q'r quartz ' or bQth. Cherty 
cQncretions ~re fQun~ in the "upper liniestQne. ' 
The ~ost impQrtant quarries ~re lQcated ;rlQng the Wapsi,,; 
pinicQnin' St'Qp.e city' and vicini~y'" a~d a19ng Bu'ffalo creek abQut , 
three niiles west Qf AnamQsa, where the ' State ' quarries are 
~ ," ',~...; t ' • ~ J - ~ • '! • 
lQcated. ' , . 
, - ., •. " - • .. I ~ ,.. ..., . . 
P.LATE XXV-Champion quarry showing track and derrick arrangements and channeler . Stone City. Jones county. Crushed stone 
is the chief product at present. 
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STONE. QLTY. 
Four important companies are operating heTe at the present 
time, as, follows': ' ,, '. ., " -
J. A. Green '& Son; H. Dearborn & 'Sons; 'J: ' A.Eric~son; and 
John Ronen. · . , :: . , ' 
All of the quarries exhibit about the ' saine sequence of beds, 
and all of the coinpimies have about..t,he' saItie::eqm.pment. All 
have railway connections, own and ·use one or more channelers 
(single gang) and 'a , number of , ste~m d~ills~ , ~team derricks, 
. pumps for hydraulic stripping, and a crusher · plant each to 
utilize the refuse. All of the quarries .furnish crushed stone, 
• ~ 1 . r • I • I I lIt '. ( " :~ 
riprap, rubble, bridge stone, flagging, and all grades of dimen-
sion stone. Professor Calvin has ;worked ,out a .detailedsection 
for Champion quarry~N o. 1, .which .fairly, :r~prese:p.ts ~he district 
and also da.ssifies the , variQus ledge~ a,cc()rding . to their, uses. 
The section-is. given herewith .. The quarry, ;wa~ _opened by ;, Yr. 
Green in 1867. 
CHA¥PION QUARRY- No. 1. ,. SEQ:J;'ION .. · 
. . _ FEET. INOHES. 
26. Loess; varying in thickness, m:aximum ~ . . .. :> . . ~ .. ' 20 
25 . . Fine sand associated with loess, the sUb-Ioessia:I 
sand of Norton . . ...... . ........... .. .':: ...... 2-6 
24. Drift and residual 'clay" . . " ... : . . : . . / .. '. ~ .~ . ' ... ' . . ~ '. . . . 1 I' •• ' • 
23: "Shelly stone" the partially decomposed beds of 
th~ upper, 0: w.hite l.imestqne, , b~f~~ ~~.to , t~in . . 
fiakes or chips .. . . .. .. , . .'::: ... . ... : .'.' .. .. · .. : . 2-10 
22. "White stone" splitting readily into smooth sur-
faced slabs, used chiefiy. for ripl;'ap . . : . .. ', ' .. : . .. 16 
21. "Rotten layer," a soft v-esicular ledge of poor qual-
- ity which separates the gray from the .white lime-
stone .................................. . .. . . . 2 4 
20. ' Compact fine-grained ledge, good building stone.. -1' 5 
19. Same as 20 . .. . .... .. ....... .... .... . .. . . . ..... . 1 -5 
18. Ledge of good building stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
17. Same as 18. : .. .. : ........ , ... : ....... .'. : . ........ ... . 11 
16. Upper bridge stone, coarse ..... . .. : .... . ...... '. . . . 2 6 . 
15. Inferior layer containing ma~y small; cavities lined 
with .calcite . ........ .. ...... . . . ... .. . . . . ... . . 1~ 
14. Fine-grained building stone ........ : .. : . .. . ..... ~ 1 1 
13. Ledge containing at base a thin laYer of very fine-
grained, compact limestone, which cracks into 
angular fragments under the -action Qf' frOst (the 
bands of very fine-grained limestone dUJerip.g . 
from the ordinary granular dOlomit'e are 'called 
"fiint" by the quarrymen) ... ·................. 1 3' 
12. Ledge with ba.nds of "fii-nt" .. ... .. ... .. .. . J •• •• •• , 1 . 11 
> 
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11. Solid ledge of good building ' stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 
10. Compact ledge, best quality afforded by the quarry 1 2 
9. "Wavy ledge" good for ordinary masonry; the l~-
inre are more or less undulated .. . . · ........... alh-3 
8 .. Good building ledge .. ,. . . . ... . .. .......... . .... . . 11 
7. "Flint ledge/' compact limestone, breaking into 
angular fragments on exposure to weather ... . :!h-1 4 
6. 
5. 
Flagging ledge, easily split .. . ........ : . . .. . . . . . . 1 4 
Ledg~ con~ining cavities lined with crys~ls , ... .. · 1 
4. Ledge ' of good building stone. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 11 
3. Lower flagging ledge .. . . .. : .. . ... .. . .. . .. '. . . . . . . . 2 
2. Lower bridge stone ledge, very dur!\oble, though 
occasionally contain.ing cavities lined with crys-
tals .. . ...... . .. .. .... . ..... .. .... . .. . .. .. ...... 2 4 
1. Ledge that may again be split into blocks conven- . 
ient for building purposes . .. ... .. . : .. .. . :. . . . . . a. 
Below the quarry stone there are here, as' everywhere in this 
region, massive beds of the LeClaire limestone. The uppermost · 
ledge· of the LeClaire at the Champion quarry r~nges from two 
3:nd ohe~half to three feet in thickness and was formerly quar-
ried to a limited extent for use in heavy bridge piers. . 
The principal output of' the Green quarry at the present time 
is crushed stone_ Two sizes . are produced and are used for 
both macad;tm and concrete. The crusher plant has a daily 
capacity of eight cars of twenty-two cubic, yards .each . . The 
upper ledges from the west. end are harder than the others, 
are a dark gray dolomite, soDie ledges finely vesicular and gran-
ular with no laminre while other ledges, are distinctly laminated. 
The softer ledges are lighter gr~y to buff. All of the material 
is rather soft for road' w~rk, .but ' gives good satisfaction f~r 
concrete. 
STONE CITY QUARRIES. 
The Stone City quarries were ' opened by 'Mr.H. Dearborn in 
1869. They are now owned and operated by H. Dearborn & 
Sons. They are located near the middle ·of. the' south half of 
the northeast ' quarter of. section 6, J!'3irview. · to~ship. The 
quarry face forms a long sweeping. curve about 'a quarter of 'a 
mile in length and :p.l3a~~fp·ar,aV~l.witli . the ' ~iv:eep of,Wapsipini-
con river that here flows close ·fo the-foot ·of the bluffs in which ' 
the quarries were ' opened. " The quality Of the .stone -and the 
succession of ledges a re essentially the' same-as- at the ' qnarries 
. . ' 
---
-----------
.------ I' , ./ ...-
PLATE XXVI-John Ronen quarry, showing arran gement of tracks, derricks and crusher plant. 
, toO 
Stone City, Jones counti. 
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PLATE XXVII-State quarry, Anamosa, Jones county. This quarry is unique amon'l" th e l a rger quarries of the state in the 
absence of improved machinery. All power is hand power. 
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already described. Overlying the stone is a, bed of IQess, sand 
and drift, with an average thickness of five feet and a mari-
I 
mum thickness of fifteen feet. Some six or eight feet of stone 
at the top of the quarry are to be counted with the refuse, the 
beds being broken into small angular pieces as a result of 
weathering prior to the deposition of the superficial drift and 
loess. These quarries expose the whole thickness of the" gray 
stone" or lower half of the Anamosa beds, above which are 
serviceable beds of the "white stone," or upper half, having 
a thickness of ten or fifteen feet .. The beds are worked out 
down to heavy ledges of nonlaminated LeClaire. The quarries 
are capable of furnishing dimension stone from three to thirty-
three inches in thickness, and of any desired length and width. 
The spalls and other waste matenals from the entire quarry 
are utilized as crushed stone. A Gates No. 5 crusher does the 
work. 
ANAMOSA QUARRY., 
The Anamosa quarry was the first · in this locality to ship 
stone abr0ad, the first shipments ' by rail being made in '1859. 
The quarry was opened by David Graham, but its present owner 
is Mr. J . Ronen, 'who has ·operated it since 1881. The Ahamosa :', 
quarry is located near · the northwest · corner of ' the southwest 
quarter, section 5, Fairview township. Mr. 'Ronen's quarry 'is 
iI;ldeed double, for there are two openings a short distance apart. ' 
At the first opening , the amount of. clay I stripping is very small~' 
Beneath the clay there are a few feet of nonlamin3.ted ' worth-
less rock belonging to the Bertram -stage. Then in descending 
order 'there follow fragmentary beds of the" white limestone," , " 
"shell rock," then the usual suceession of ledge's , down to ' the I I 
lower bridge layer, ' or No. 2 of the Champion quarry section . . 
Owing to the el:\.stward dip of thebeas 'llt this locality, the'lower 
bridge' rock at the second Ronen quarry is' too ·low to be worked, 
the lowest workable -beds being about the level of the " ·flint I • , 
ledge, ." or No.7 of the ' section at the' Champion. , " 
. I , " ~ 
._ STATE Q UARRY" 
In 1884, the present State quatry; or Penitentiary quarry, was:; ·1' 
opened.; Formerly ~the 'stone fot the -peni'tentiary buildings at1.\ ,J 
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Anamosa was obtained from.:wbat is 'known 'as , Qhafllpion 2quarry 
No.2:" In the year namecl :1fue. state ·b'ought .property bil Buffalo 
creek, in the southw.est ~qu-arter. )of ' sectioil 33, Cass -' townshIp, 
and began ope-rating the present quarry. The' qualiTy is worked 
altogether by convict labor. Above the stone; is 'a bed of' loess 
and drift varying in thickness from a:. few inehes: to ten. or. ;twelve 
feet. Bel(;)w the ,drift there ar.e a few ' feet of;, decayed. 'and 
broken ',' shell rock" belonging tOI the upper 'p'art of the "white 
etone,' ~ of the Anamosa phase. Lower i ~n the quarry the ledges 
present the same features as in· cor'responding pa;rts': of: other 
expbsures. The Anamosa beds dip strO'Jilgly ,to I the north to 
accommodate. themselves to the uneven 'upper surface of the 
, LeClaire. ' Most .of. the work at this Jqllarny . isdone! by h~nd . 
. ~here are Severa] )arg~ derri,cks for handling ,the"stm1e,! but they 
are all. ()perated by hand power, The,. State qua~ry uses no 
crusher, but breaks some rock by hand . . Most of the rock is 
used for structural purposes. The spalls and other w'aste are 
, ,. broken up at t~e Reformatory . . Ea~h ; city alld road "district 
of the ~~ate is entitled ~Q ro.ck fro1fl1 this , quarry ;upOI}. payment 
of the£reight. Over twenty,. cars were .shipped' on this account 
in 1908" but the freigh.t is too high to permit of long shipments. 
The Chicago a:nd .. North Western :Railway takes out ripr:;tp and 
similar rpck" .paying $9 per ' car" for its own use. . Ij)irt and 
, such waste from quarrying is given to the road. , The stone is 
. shippeq over , a spur of the N orth Wester!). :&ailway, which runs 
up the valley of ~he Bu:ff.alQ and accomrqodates all the quarries 
in this , part of the Anamosll stone basin. 
Otller quarries have bflen opene~ , i,n the ' ricinity, but show 
no new f,eatnres worM1Y! of mention. 
: In addition to t4e, fo:namosa and Stone City di~tric~, there are ' 
s,everal small are~s where. , the Anamosa beds are , availa ble and 
are being developed on a, small .scale. The tw:o worthy of notice 
are near Olin and Hale. The .. Rummel, quar,ry near Olin in 
Rome township may be taken as a type iin the district. (North-
east quarter of the southeast quarter of S€ction 24, township 83 
north, range III west.) · The quarry is opened in the low buff 
on 'the west side ,of the valley qf Sipyl cree~. , The stone belqngs 
to the Anamosa .phase of the Gower stage' f a~d, except, (hat it 
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is buff in color, it corresponds well with the "gray stone," or 
lower portion of the formation as seen near ,s,tone City. There 
are no definite bedding planes, but the rock cleaves readily 
along any of the planes of lamination. The surfaces of the 
laminre are not so smooth and true as they are at the correspond-
ing horizon near Stone City, but ate irregularly undulated, ap-
parently as a result of wave action at the time the beds were 
forming. The strata dip southeast at an angle of 5°. 
In quarrying, only the simplest tools are used. Drills, crow-
bars, wedges, picks, shovels and wheel barrows make up the 
equipment. The soil or clay overlying the stone is only a few 
inches in thickness. For two or three feet below the soil the 
beds are broken into chips or spalls by weathering. With better 
means for quarrying, the greatest part of the exposure would 
furnish marketable stone. The present method of quarrying, 
however, involves the use of large quantities of powder in a 
single blast. Drill holes are filled, or nearly filled, with powder, 
and the firing of such a blast loosens up great masses which are 
further separated and removed with pick, crowbar and sledges. 
The firing of these great blasts shatters the stone badly, render-
ing much of it worthless, and leaving even the best of it in con-
dition suited for use in only the cheaper grades of masonry. 
Were the demand such as to justify the expense of putting in 
improved machinery, stone of high grade for many purposes 
might easily be obtained. . 
Several other quarries have been opened in the immediate vi-
cinity but present no new features of importance. 
The Hale quarry located near the center of section 11, Hale 
township, three-fourths of a mile east of the village of Hale, may 
b~ taken as a type of the district of the same name. The stone 
in the Hale quarry is finer than that in the quarries near Olin,. 
but it resembles the Olin stone in the uneven, wave-marked sur-
face of the several beds. The stone comes practically to the sur-
face, there being only a few inches of soil overlying the upper 
beds. For about six feet at the top of the quarry the stone is 
much broken and disintegrated, .as a result of weathering. Be-
low the weathered portion the rock is solid, and shows the char-
25 
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acteristic lamination of'tbis horizon. Partings 'between ,the beds 
are inconspicuous. The flexures of the beds and the dip in all 
directions (quaquaversal dip) forming a low dome near the 
north end of ' this quarry, are interesting features. Th,e quarry 
\ supplies local trade only. 
Quarries have also been opened south 'of the town and south 
of the river. An enormous amount of excellent material is avail-
able, but at the present time is not be~ng utilized. 
The following paragraphs describe a few of the principal 
openings of the cou,nty not previously noted~ 
East of Hale about a mile is the O. O. Woodard quarry. The, 
lower beds here are buff, nonlaminated, vesicular ledges, while 
the upper beds are gray, banded, fine-grained dolomite, -slightly 
softer than the lower-lying layers. Waste ,material is taken 
out of the quarry by the township and put on the roads. The 
larger fragments are broken up on the road. The sandy spots 
are being improved in this way . . 
In Anamosa a number of streets have been paved with crushed 
rock mingled with fine material. Surfacing is done with cin-
ders and the result is an excellent, durable roadway. 
Across ,Maquoketa river from Monticello in . the southeast 
quarter of the northeast quarter of section 22, Monticello town-
I:>hip, are the H. J. Lang quarries, both small openings in the 
river bluff. They are located just below the electric light plant 
and are fairly easy of access. One of the ' quarries shows below 
a foot or two of soil several feet of loose and waste rock, which 
in a part of the quarry is mixed with clay, probably geest. This 
ma~erial is said to make a good quality of road metal, as it packs 
well and is durable. It has been. used to good advantage on 
roads in the vicinity. Below this material are six to ten feet of 
very hard, heavy-bedded gray dolomite, coarsely vesicular, 
sug!lry, . containing Oerionites, corals, ,brachiopods and va!ious 
oth~r . fossils. There is a .considerable amount of flint in the 
upp~r layers of the quarry. , 
, ,The rock; of the oth~r quarry is . somewhat softer when 'first. 
removed, but it harq,ens on exposure. Otherwise it is simila,r; 
to that 6f the first quarry. 
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Northeast of town in the northwest quarter of section 23 is the 
. S~umbaugh quarry, sixty feet apove the Lang openings. Its face 
, pre~ents below about two feet of sandy soil fou;r f~et of wa;;te 
rock fairly har<~, s0Irle of it broken up. This has been 1J.sed on 
roads in town and over the, neighboring country, and is sai9. to 
pack well ~nd aff,ord good satisfaction when mixed wit~ some 
dirt. Some of the rock is soft~r and needs no c!ay. Below are 
four to six fe,et o{ solid gray rock used for buildings. The 
quarry is located on the hill by the roadside and is very easily 
reached. 
Immediately below the bridge, on the north baIik of the river, 
on the west line of section 15, is the Rickell quarry, which lies 
at' approximately the same level as the Lang quarries. The rock 
here exposed is a gray sugary dolomite, vesicular, with numer-
ous flint nodules, some of them quite soft, between the layers. 
Stratification is better developed here than in the Lang quarries. 
On top are six feet of waste rock with very little soil. At the 
time the quarry was visited (October, 1908) the quarry was 
being exploited for the purpose of obtaining macadam for use 
on the' streets of Monticello. 
At Oxford Junction waste rock from the Niagaran has been 
used for street improvement, apparently with satisfactory re-
sults. 
KEOKUK COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Sand and gravel 'deposits are found only in the channels of 
the present streams and then only in small units. Both branches 
of Skunk river are in the old age stage, and as a consequence 
are characterized by mud banks and flats. The tributaries of 
Skunk river and South English river and its tributaries carry 
some sand and gravel-mostly dirty sand which is used locally 
and serves a useful purpose.. The individual deposits are small 
and widely scattered, but when considered in the aggregate, are 
worthy of consideration. Extensive improvements which re-
quire ,sand and gravel in quantity must depend on outside 
sources of supply. At. present Eddyville is the chjef source. , 
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STONE. 
The Osage limestone is believed to occupy a triangular 'area 
in the northeast corner of the county and several patches a~e 
known to occur in the interior of the county. The most im-
portant outcrops may be seen along Rock creek and Skunk river 
north to northwest of Ollie. The formation rises forty feet 
above the river. The stone varies from light brown or white to 
gray in color. It is medium to coarse-grained, subcrystalline, 
and lies in ledges usually three to ten inches in thickness, sep-
arated by clay and chert bands. It is highly fossiliferous, often-
times consisting largely of a shell breccia and fragments of 
crinoid stems. The most extensive section occurs in the vicinity 
of Manhattan Mills. The following sequence was determined by 
Bili: ~~ 
7. Soil and drift of indefinite thickness ...................... 2-40 
6. Sandstone, quartzose, in part calcareous, soft, yellow.. . . 11;2 
5. Limestone, finely !brecciated......... .. .... .. ............. 1 
4. Limestone, compact, gray, cherty... .. ... .. .. ....... . ..... 20 
3. Limestone, earthy, 'brown, containing numerous chert 
nodules .............................................. 16 
2. Limestone, coarsely subcrystalline, blue and gray in color, 
fossiliferous, in ledges 9 to 20' inches thick, separated by 
shales 6 to 8 inches in thickness; bands of chert nodules 
3 to 10 inches thick near the top....... ... .. .. .... . ... 26 
1. Limest<lne, as above .. .. . ....... ... .. .............. '. . . . .. 14 
Numbers 1 and 2 in the above section belong to the Osage, the 
first being exposed in the Weber quarry near the mill, while num-
ber 2 eomprises the chief formation in the Oook quarry. Number 
3 is referred to the Springvale beds, and outcrops above the 
quarry tracks, while numbers 4 to 6 inclusive belong to the Verdi 
beds of the Saint Louis stage and are exposed along the old 
right of way leading to the Oook quarry. 
The railway switch has long since been abandoned and the 
steel removed. Quarrying is carried on, only to supply the local 
demand. In a local quarry still ~n openation, the following beds 
are displayed: ~T. 
4. Loess, wa.ste 'a.nd drift .. ....... " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1-5 
3. Limestone ledge, similar to number 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114 
2. Limestone, thinly , bedded, concretionary and cherty; shaly 3 
1. Limestone, blue-gray, evenly 'bedded, about five ledg'es ex-
posed, varying from 6 to 12 inches in thickness; some-
times there is a shaly parting near the middle; fossilif-
erous ... . . . .. . .. ..... . ............ . .. . ...... ..... .... 3 
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Numbers 1 and 3 afford· a good quality of stone for coursing 
and rubble work. The several other exposures of Osage lime-
stone present no new features. 
The' Saint Louis limestone immediately underlies the drift 
·over three-fourths of the county. While its three divisions are 
represented, only the Verdi beds are of sufficient importance to 
merit consideration commercially. The Springvale beds have 
been recognized at Springvale Mills, in the upper portion of the 
Cook quarries north of Ollie, and at one or two other points 
along Skunk river. These beds comprise a blue, earthy lime-
stone of marked shaly character, which weathers readily into 
a soft, brown to buff limestone. It is magnesian and often pre-
sents· an arenaceous facies. Clean cut exposures are rare on ac-
count of its weathering properties. The beds occasionally pre-
sent a pseudo-conglomeratic character as seen in the Cook quar-
ries. They rest unconformably on the Osage limestone, and ag-
gregate twenty to twenty-five feet in thickness. 
The middle member of the Saint Louis, the Verdi beds, covers 
the larger portion of the county, and affords the principal lime-
stone outcrops, and the only limestone quarries in the county 
with the exception of those northwest of Ollie. Typical expo-
sures may be viewed along both branches of Skunk river, Eng-
lish river, and along the creeks north and west of Sigourney. 
The beds present comprise fine-grained, light colored, calcare-
ous sandstones in bands two to six feet in thickness, interbedded 
with the limestone. In places, however, clean sandstones of much 
greater thickness, up to thirty or even forty feet, with limestone 
above and below, are seen. The most usual type of limestone is 
of a light ash to buff color, fine-grained, exceedingly compact and 
hard, almost cherty in character. This is the limestone found 
interbedded with the sandstone. A second equally well known 
type cemprises the brecciated beds. In these beds, the limestone 
is broken up into irregular fragments and cemented together, 
the whole forming a ili;stinct calcareous conglomerate or breccia. 
The usual.cementing material is calcareous, though ferruginous 
materia:lis sometimes present. The rock fragments appear to 
possess the characteristics of the Saint Louis limestone itself. 
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:Wh:eY. .v.ary ·gr.e~t) .. y ·in .si~e, ranging Jr:o~:t;:rgrl:\i~s a fractiQp., .91= an 
j~~l1. in di~metE:)r to slap~ .and bfock,s .four feet long. ~I\d .. s~ .. to 
eight inches in thickness. The br:e~ia.te<i ~lqckf! a~e uSu~UY. 9ne . 
. ,or twP. inGhes.in ,diameter. Local J,mcomformities, false· b~dding, 
,and: other' irr,egillarities ·are riot uncommon s:tructural features. 
.... I • . • • • • 
A .few of ,the numerous sections exposed. are given below and 
, ar,eb~lieve.d: to, be fairly representative . 
. ' ! Thfdollowing .beds are exp'os.ed·in a railway:cut about one and 
'a :half miles west of Ollie~ 
. , Flj:ET. 
7. Soil 'and bowlder day ..... .. ............. :. . ... . . . .. . . ... 1() 
6. Sandstone, cros~·bedded, yellow, fine-grained; becoming 
. harqer for 'six ~nc~es and <l:ppar ently c.aicareous below. . . . 6 
5. Limestone, . compact...................................... ~ 
4. Marl and limestone .............. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lh 
3. Limestone, fine-gr.ained, 'grading into number 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . Y3 
.' 2. Limestone, finely brecciated, in places almost oolitic. . . . . . . . 2 
1. , Limestone, compact, exhibiting conchoidal fracture, exposed 
to track ...... ' .' ............... . ... . . . .... .... " .. . . . . . 6 
Several small quarr,ies have been opened from time to time 
along Sugar creek near Showman station. Here the 'beds ·are 
very irregular' and false bedding on a large scale is well shown. 
A typical section is about as follows: 
FEET .. 
6. Soil and drift of varialble thickness ........................ 0-30 
5. Limestone in fairly even ledges .. . ....... ... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
4. Talus, shale or marl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
3. Limestone in heavy ledges, shaly 'below, shows a decid'edly 
concretionary facies when weathered .. .. .. ... ........... ' 4 
2. Limestone" hard ledg·e, s'eparated from number 1 by a shaly 
. parting, brittle and compact .... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1lh 
1'. 'Sandstone, cross-bedded and uneve:nly indurated, dip of bed-
ding pla.nes inconstant, but ranging up to 35 degrees. . . .. 10 . 
, Number 5 furnishes the principal quarry rock 6f the neigh-
:borhood . . Number 2' apparently rests uncomformably upon num-
'ber 1. 
. . Nu~erous ' small. quar:ries have been w.orked at one time or 
. 'another ' nqrth and west df Sigour:ney. The 'Miller quarry, locat,ed 
:about two mile's' north o·f·town, may be hlkem as an example; 
\ . . '. . 
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PLATE XXVIII-a. Near view or 'quarry face, Tracy, Marion county, showing Pella 
beds. 
b. Miller quarry, about two miles north of Sigourney, Keokuk 
county, showing Pella beds. 
I c. Local unconformity in Verdi b eds, near Showman station, 
K eokuk county. 
. l 
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FEET. 
4. Soil and drift almost nil at the qu.arry 'face, but thickens 
greatly in the bluff ........ .... . . .. . : .. '" ....... . .. ; ... 2+ 
3. Limestone, similar to number 1, with arenaceous to argilla-
ceous partings; less evenly.'bedded than 1 and weathers 
concretionary ; calcite lenses and nests present. . . . . . . . .. 3-6 
2. ,Sandstone, with shaly partings, fine-grained, and but siightly 
indurated ... . .... ..... . ..... ... .. ..... . .... ... .... .... 2 
1. Limestone, hard and compact, gray, evenly bedded, beds 
ranging from 4 to 12 inches in thickness ; numerous pyritic 
balls present, mostly weathered to limonite.......... 6 
The beds dip strongly to the east, and do not appear to be 
persistent in character. The stone crops of the region appear 
to rise about forty feet above the creek. The sandstone as a rule 
is the most conspicuous member, is heavily bedded but imper-
fectly indurated. 
Outcrops in 'English river are less common than along the 
Skunk, but are in a general way, repetitions of those already 
gIven. 
The quarries of the county, while numerous, are small and 
without exception are of local importance only. The stone avail- . 
able.is, as a rule, rather soft for road work, but is fairly satis-
factory for most kinds of concrete construction. 
KOSSUTH COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Kossuth county lies entirely within the area covered by the 
Wiscons in glaciers. The sand and gravel deposits are of two 
kinds, pockets in the drift hills and gravel trains along the 
streams. 
Stream Terraces.-By far the greater part of the streams of 
Kossuth county are younger than the youngest one of the drift 
sheets which were responsible for the gravel trains in northern 
and northwestern Iowa, and are devoid of deposits of this kind. 
Such gravel terraces as are to be found in-fhis county occur in 
the Des Moines valley in the few miles between Algona and the 
Humboldt county line. From a point about two miles south of 
Algona to where the river leaves the county its channel has been 
choked with gravel. ' Just at the south edge of the town of Ir-
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viri~ton, the Ohic,ago & N ol'th Western Railway has removed 
enormous quantities of gravel for ballast from the terrace on the 
east side of the river. This pit is now abandoned, but an open 
face some forty feet high may· still be seen. The gravel here con-
tains much limestone and sJ?ale and a large proportion of sand. 
It is still being used to a considerable extent in a local way, and 
large quantities of road and concrete materials can still be ob-
tained. 
At Irvington the river turns abruptly west for two or three 
miles, and the north bank is a huge gravel bench. Where the 
road crosses the edge of it on the west line of section 36, Oresco 
township, a coarse, somewhat dirty, iron-stained gravel is ex-
posed. This same material may be seen everywhere along the 
road on the north and west sides of section 36. The terrace is 
about forty feet above the river, and has an area of one and a 
half totWo square miles. 
On the south side of the river in sections 1 and 2 of River-
. dale township there is aiso much graveL The road here crosses 
a bench not more than half as high as that on the north side, and 
gravel has been plowed up in building an approach to a bridge. 
'fhis bench seems to be continuous practically all the. way 
through section 2 and the east half of section 11, Riverdale town-
ship. On top of it the fields are .dry, the crops reported as being 
always poor, and indications would seem to show that practically 
the whole of it is gravel. Through sections 13, 14, 23 a1J.d 24 of 
the same township gravels occur almost everywhere along the 
road, and the latter has been surfaced with materials taken 
largely from shallow excavations. 
These gravels have been opened in various places all along 
the river. In the pasture north of the school house at the south-
east corner of section 26, Riverdale township, is a small pit which 
. shows -four or five feet of coarse dirty graveL This pit will 
doubtle~s furnish 'ample supplies for all purposes within several 
miles. . 
As has ·been remarked before, the other. streams· of the county 
are devoid of gravel and sand. The source of tliese streams is 
almost invariably a swampy or; D;larshy depression, . anq. they 
seek their wa.y among the drift hills as best they can. 
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:Misc.e'Uaneous Deposits;~Kossut~ county" i~ cov~red: ove; 'i~s 
whole
' 
area: with· Wisconsin drift- clay. As to the possibilifi of 
:fhidin~r pockets or cappings' of gravel.in the hills of" gli:LCji:tl till; : 
Macbride t'old the whole story when he said: "Occasionally the ' 
typical Wisconsin' bowlder clay gives place to piles and beds of 
sand or gravel, out this 'is unusuaL" ~ 
LEE COUNTY. 
SAND ANDG:&A VEL. 
,, ---~' 
bee county is bordered by three large rivers, the Mississippi~ , 
the Des' Moines ' and the Skunk. All. are in advanced stages of 
development and, capable of handling orily the finer materials. 
As a- consequence sands of va:rious gr.ades are abundant while ' 
gr.a:v.els are ' scarce in and along these streams. , Some ' of the ' 
tributary' streams 'have accumulated, coarser materia,ls; but the ' 
stream· gravel beds are in comparatively small units and',widely 
' scattered. Sufficient ,of. th~s~ ' materials ' can usually be obtained , ' 
for~he local demand within reasonable distanqes, but nq deposits 
large enough to supply gravel by the train load a~e knoWn in the 
coun.ty. Intergl;:LCial. gravels are usually. too much obscured to 
be considered commercially available. ' 
STONE, 
, " , .. ,,' '" ,',' " '/"1 
, The Osage lime~tone comprises a very co~sider~ble ptr:~~?:~· ?r 
th~ :country rocks m Lee'county and forms the greate'r 'p,art of tlie 
vertical extent of the bluffs on an of the streu.ms' bordertn!tth~ , 
county. In the inter'ior it is largely overlain by the Saint Lohls ' 
and the Coa:! Mea sures. ' ' , " ' :" 
. ' " ~ . , ...•. 'I . '" , 
It includes q:uite ' a' diversity of beds which for convenience' in 
di,sc~s~ion' are, diVIded into three groups of Ihne'stones', wiiic4 ar~ 
separated' by shales-and chert beds. 'The' lowest m~mber-l,s g~m- ,: 
e;rally know:n: as the Burlington, wi,iich many''lnves'tigato~'s h;ave, 
di-\rided1into Upper' and Lower'Burlington: ' Thjs 'is sep&rated, by , 
che,rt beds! froJ;ll .th~ middle memb'er', the Ke9hl i.iiriest'one~ ~hich , 
ip. . turn.-, is sep,a:ra ted' by' ~ha:les'· and geode 'beds ' from tlie ' Jli>per~ 
mdst irrern.be:r; k~:Own as ' the Warsaw. '" , ': ' . , . "I,: 
, .. ,. .:~. . , " " '.') , ". ~ ': ~ ~/:l ~ ~;rJ:.,:·f'~ 
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The t.ower Burlington, while composed in part of heavy beds 
of subcrystalline limestone, is unimportant in the' present. con-
nection as it comprises only a nar'row strip along the base of the 
Skunk river bluffs north of Wever and a few miles east of the 
town of Augusta in the northeastern part of the cOllnty. 
The Upper Burlington is very similar in character to the 
Lower Burlington, but usually occurs in thinner beds and carries 
a greater abundance of chert in irregular nodules and thin bands. 
The Upper beds are best exposed in the bed of Skunk river at 
Augusta. The flinty beds of the Upper Burlington are some-
tin;tes called the Montrose cherts. They appear along Mississipp'i 
river from Montrose to Keokuk. Between these points they con-
stitute the bed of the river and cause the obstruction to naviga- , 
tion known as the Des Moines rapids. While both members of 
the Burlington afford good material for constructional purposes, 
neither is sufficiently accessible to merit extended notice. 
A quarry has been opened in the Burlington limestone, west 
of Wever. The beds worked are as follows: 
FEET. 
5. SQil and drift. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
4. Lim~st.one, brownish, thinly bedded, with some chert, en-
crlnlta! . .... . .... . . .... . . .. .. . .. ....... . . . .. .. ........ 1% 
3. Lim€stone, white, rather soft, somewhat cherty in places . ... % 
2. Limestone, yellowish ,'....... .... ... .. . . ..... .. ... .... .... 2!;3 
1. Lim€stone, hard, brown, Em{)rinital, heavily bedded, exposed 2 
Other openings have been made in the near vicinity, but while 
the stone is durable and pleasing in appearance, the aggregate 
annual output has never been large and is practically nil at this 
time. 
The Keokuk beds are typically developed in Lee county, but 
at the same time their surface area is relatively small. These 
beds occupy the larger portion of Denmark township and a part 
of Washington. In addition thin beds are exposed in the bluffs 
facing all of the larger streams. Along Des Moines river, while 
the Keokuk is present above the water line, it is largely obscured 
by heavy talus slopes. In general the formation consists of 
twenty-five ~o forty feet of coarse-grained, bluish, often crin-
oidal limestone, overlain by rather more than thirty feet of 
shales, generally known as the geode beds. Chert is quite preva-
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lent through the limestone, while some beds are somewhat argil-
laceous and from these two causes, many of the layers are unfit 
for dimension stone, but are serviceable for cr,ushed stone pur-
poses. The hest layers for dimension stone are known as the' , 
"White ledge," which is quarried in Keokuk and vicinity. The 
heaviest heds and thinnest partings are near the base, while the 
beds become thinner and more argillaceous in character near the 
top, grading into the geode beds above. ' (See plate XV, a, page 
227.) 
, The geode beds are of small importance in the disc'!lssion of 
"quarry products" save as a possible source of shales suitable 
for use in the manufacture of Portland cement. The lower half 
is made up largely of more , or less indurated calcareous shales 
with SOme chert and occasional bands ' of limestone, graduating 
downward into the limestone below. The upper h~lf is more ar-
gillaceous, sometimes slightly arenaceous and less calcareous 
and slakes more readily und~r weathering influence than the 
lower portion. The siliceous and calcareous concretions give 
' name to the formations and are quite generally, although not 
universally, present in southeastern Iowa. 
The Keokuk limestone has always been a large contributor to 
the stone output of the county. Numerous quarries have been 
opened, and it is this horizon which affords the greater portion 
of ,the quarry rock in the vicinity of the city of Keokuk. As a 
rule the formation is compact, rather 'hard, often subcrystalline 
rock, of an ashen or -bluish gray color. It presents an even to. 
conchoidal fractur.e. 
The Warsaw beds comprise a buff magnesian limestone at the 
base, in a massive layer often ten to twelve feet in thickness; 
'blue arenaceous shales with intercalated limestones in thin bands, 
and at the top a buff, sandy limestone locally oolled "sandstone .. ' r 
These beds are typically developed at Warsaw, a town five miles 
below Keokuk on the Illinois side of the river. 
'The quarry rock of the Warsaw is chiefly a magnesian lime-
stone ' containing some ' sand and small pebbles. It is generally 
called sandstone. The principal quarries are located at Sonora 
on the east side of the river. The rock occurs in a massive layer 
ranging from six to twelve feet in thickness, is bluish to yellowish 
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in ' color when first taken aut of tl1e quarry, but, on exposure to 
the weather for" some time, it changes to a buff or brown. The ' 
stone has been uS,ed in the building of the locks and many of the ' 
most important structures in the city of Keokuk. It has also ' 
been: used iil pier and bridge work. ' It is very durable and highly 
prized ' for all grades of dimension and cut' stone work: ' The 
principal quarries iIi the county are located near the city of 
Keokuk, within half a ,mile of the railway bridge crossing Des 
Moines river, and near Ballinger, above the city along Missis-
'sippi , tiver. ' , 
Of the numerous sections of Osage available, only sufficient are 
seleCted to iilustrate the principal features of the b~ds; There 
is im 'almost continuous outcrop ' of these 'beds in and about the ' 
city Of ' Keoklif and facing the principal streams on the ' three ' 
sides of the c.ounty. ' ' 
The Tigile quarry', a short distance west of the Rand lumber 
yard, is one of the' oldest openings in the Vicinity; It has been 
in ~peration for more than foity years. The section is as fol-
lows: ' " , .. ' , " 
FEET. 
4. ,Soil and drift .. .. . , .. . , , , ... ......... . ... , , . , .. , , ... " .. . 8 
3. Limes'tone, thinly bedded, with considerable ca1careous shale 6 
2. Limestone, 'more massive than 3 .... , . , , . , .. .. , , , ... . : . . . . . 9 
1. Limestone, rather sandy, with shaly partings, exposed to rail-
,way track , .. .... .... ..... , ..... .. .. , .... , .. ............. 14 
In the west part of the city of Keokuk, along Soap creek for 
a 'distance Of fully one mile, quarries have been opened at a num~ 
ber of points. The section exposed near the mouth of Soap 
creek 'is 'given below': 
'FEET. 
'8. ' Soil and drift of varlruble thicklIless . 
. 
7. ' Shale, 'cherty .... .. , ......... , . ... .. ' ,' ........... , ... ' ... . 6 
6. , Shale, calcareous, with intercalated 'beds of limestone; some 
. geodes ' present .... .... . -... ': ...... -..................... . 8 
5, Limestone, dra,b; impure, heavily bedded, shaly below. " . . .. 12 ' 
. , 4, .Limestone, ligh,t colored, with nodular .masses of chert; the , , 
, "wliite ledge" .. : . ' .. '.' ... , , . '. , , , , .. " . ', , , , .... . , •. , , .. .. , . . : .. 3 
3. 'Limestone, argillaceojis and massive, with spheroidal masses 
of calcite, sometimes carrying millerite .. , .. ' " , " " .. ... . 
2, Limestone, coa~se, gray, encrinital, cherty ...... , ... , ...... . 
1. . . Limestone, :with chert in irregular beds: expo'sed ... , . ~. : -: . : , : . ' " 5 
5-6 , , 
3 
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North of the city about one-fourth mile north of Ballinger 
J:itation on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railway, the Tucker 
and McManus quarry displays the following beds: 
FEET. ' 
. 7. Soil, loess and drift ................ .. ... . ......... .. . " ... 0-10 
6. Limestone, weather·ed, soft, yellowish above, blue-gray be-
low; yields some rubble where protected; somewhat 
cherty . .... . ....... . ................. .. . ..... ... .. .. . 10-15 
5. Limestone, shaly....... .. ............. .. . .... ....... . ... . 1 
4. Limestone in two heavy beds, the upper about three and 
the lower 3lh feet in thicckness, . separated by a one foot 
shaly parting ; fossiliferous and subcrystalline .. . .. ... . 7% 
3. Limestone, cherty, subcrystalline, similar to 1, somewhat 
irregularly .bedded ; where sufficiently free from chert 
yields good rubble stone ............... , . . , . . .. . . . . . . . . . 8 
2. Limestone, e'V'enly bedded, gray-blue, su'bcrystalline . . . . . . . . . 1J;3 
1. Limestone, chert present as bands and nodules, irregularly 
distributed throughout, ex·posed. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . 6 
In this quarry the beds dip to the northwest. Numbers 2 and 
4 furnish the best dimension stone. Only hand methods ' are 
used in quarrying, although a steam drill is employed. Power 
for drilling is supplied by an ordinary traction engine. The 
waste stone is loaded in cars with removable beds. The car beds 
are swung up to a Gates crusher by means of the only derrick 
used in the plant. All of the stone below the weathered zones is 
utilized. The cr:ushed stone is graded by being. passed .through 
a cylindrical screen. Storage bins are provided for the larger 
sizes. The dlist is removed by a belt conveyer and dumped on 
the ground. In addition to crushed stone, rubble and dimension 
stone are produced. 'This is the most important quarry in the 
county at this time. 
The Saint Louis limestone comprises some of the most impor-
tant rock formations in Lee county, occupying about one·-third 
of its superficial area. Numerous outcrops appear along the 
streams in West Point and Franklin townships, and in the bluffs 
below Montrose. on the Mississippi and along the Des ~oines 
above Sand Prairie. 
According to Keyes and Gordon, the Saint Louis consists of 
a lower magnesian or somewhat sandy limestone, grading at 
times into ~ calcareous blue sandstone and an upper white com-
pact or granular limestone.· A brecciated zone often separates 
the two members. ·· FTom a study of. the· field relations of the 
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above beds and those already discussed under the head of the 
Os-age, it w~>uld appear that the upper or so-called Warsaw beds 
of the Osage are the same as the arenaceous member of the Saint 
Louis of Keyes and Gordon. Whatever the taxonomic relations 
of these beds may be, both members of the Saint Louis as given 
above are quarried to some extent, the limestonebein'g the m'ore 
highly prized, in the numerous outcrops available. -
The sections given below give Ii fair picture of the ' leading 
characteristics of the beds. 
A mile west of Sand Prairie the :Saint Louis appears in sev-
eral ravines opening into the D~s Moines valley, and 'from these 
some stone has been produced for local use. One-half mile above 
Hillsdale, the Santa Fe Railway worked extensively years ago. 
The section is shown as follows: 
. FEET. 
6. Soil and drift. .................... ..... ................ . -. 6+ 
5. Limestone, brecciated, with pockets of green clay, sometimes 
rudely and coarsely stratified .... , " ............ , . . . . ... 3'0 
4. Limestone, blue, encrinital. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
3. Shale, blue, calcareous .......... ... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
2. Sandstone, blue, calcareous, with discontinuous beds of blue 
shale; the principal quarry rock ... . ... ... ..... " .... . .. 8 
1. Shale, blue ..... . .... . .............. . ................... " 15 
The stone was used largely for bridge work; the rubble and 
small sizes were put through the crusher. 
Just below Belfast some quarrying has been done. The stone 
was used largeiy by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway 
for bridge work. The section quite clos'ely resembles tbe Santa 
Fe quarry, though the sandstone horizon was more extensively 
developed. The section which may be se.en at the present time 
is as follows: 
. BELFAST SECTION. 
FEET. 
5. Soil and drift, which thicken considerably back in the bluff, 
variable at the face. 
4. Limestone, earthy, yellowish, gray to blue-gray; weathers 
clayey; probably attains much thickness in the bluff, ex-
posed . ............ .. .......................... ... ..... 4 
-3. Limestone, brecciated and concretionary and shaly, in places. 
The concretions appear to be compact, brittle, blue, lime-
stone, uniform neither in thickness nor in appearance. . . . 4 
2. Limestone, arenaceous, especially below, fossiliferous; gray 
to blue-gray; thinly bedded, although bedding planes are' 
. not apparent .. ...... . . .. ' . ........... .. ... ' .' . . . . . . . . . . . .. . -8 
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PLATE XXIX-a. Abandoned Santa Fe quarry east of Belfast. 
b. Principal quarry section southwest of Mt. Pleasant. 
c. Geode bearing shale, west of Farmington, Van Buren county. 
26 . 
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LEE 'COUNTY 
1. S'andstone, calcareous, or limestone, highly arenaceous, in 
heavy beds up to five feet in fresh exposure; beds rather 
uneven and show some tendency to wedge; cross-bedding 
FEET. 
is evident in places, exposed .......................... 12 
403 ' 
The base of. the. section is about four feet above the railway 
track. No quarrying is being done at the present time. About 
a fourth of a mile below the railway station in Belfast, .twenty 
feet of plastio -shales are exposed along a small creek entering. 
the Des Moines from thi3 east. ' The shale appears to be quite . 
·uniform in character throughout and lies clearly below the beds 
in the above sections. The section continues about one 'hundred 
yards up stream, where it is obscured by talus. · Near the east , 
end of the outerop, a weathered caprock appears at just about 
the , level ·of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railroad track. 
'fhe, depth of the shales below the stream channel is unknown. 
Exposures of Saint Louis continue up Des Moines river but 
almost no 'quarrying is done at the present time, ana no new· 
phases are' shown. 
'One ot theb.est sections exposed in the 'interior of the county is 
located alongSuga~ creek about one and a half miles 'east of ·the · 
iowD. of Fri:ui.klin: , The following beds aTe exposed: 
GRANER QUARRY. 
FEET. 
10. Drift .. . ................................................ 1'0' 
. 9. Limestone, wh ite, ' granular, oolitic, even-textur,e'd, more or 
less distinctly cross-bedded ........... , .... , , , ... , . . . . .. , 8 
8, Limestone, subcrystaUine ...... , . . . , ... '.'. , ........... . , " . 2 
7. Liinestone, blue, concretionary .. , , , , . , ........ , . . , . . . .. : . . 1 
", 6. Shale, blue . ............. , ....... . .... ' ....... ' .' ... ..... .. . . .. '%, 
5. Limestone, granular, oolitic ~ .. .. . .......... '" ..... . . , . " " 6 
4. Limestone, brecciated ..... . ..... ........ .. ...... .. .' ... ,. . 10 
3. Limestone,'brown, arenaceous. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 8 
'2. Shale, blue .. ' .......... .......... . ...... . .......... : .... ' .. 10 
1. ~Sha~e, blue, with geodes, .................... , . ... " .... . .... 20 
Beds' 5,7 and 8 dress well and have been used'in maki'ng t~nib­
etones. Number 3 has been used for all kinds of rough masonry 
and for bases of monuments. All the layers were ii'sed formerly 
for 'ma'mifacturing lime; but number i was the best-for ' this: pur- ' 
po·se' . . ' . ' .... . . . '. , . ", ',' ,I 
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LINN COUNTY. 
SAND AND GBA VEL. 
There are extensiv.e bo.dies of upland gravels in the neighbor-
hood of Viola and Springville. Several of the hills south and 
east of Viola are capped with Buchanan gravels and these are 
said to extend several miles northwest of the town. Three miles 
to the northwest the county owns an acre of land whence consid-
erable gravel has been removed for road makip.g. A well sunk 
near the county line about a mile east of Viola is reported to . 
have penetrated thirty-seven feet of gravel. Underlying the bed 
a brownish hardpan was encountered. The gravels also extend 
to the southeast as far as Martelle in Jones county. 
A large pit has been opened on the west side of the road about 
one-half mile south of Viola, in the ' southwest quarter of sec-
tion 13, Brown township. Part of the pit is owned by the county 
·and part by Mrs. Rosella Corbett, who owns the adjacent land. 
This pit shows, under one or two feet of black loam, about three 
feet of coarse gravel with which is mingled considerable clay, 
enough to give a sticky feel to the moist material. Some of the 
pebbles in this layer are from two to four inches in diameter, but 
many of them, especially the granites, are badly decayed. Be-
. low . the gravel are exposed four to five feet of finer sand, with 
some clay. This layer is very much reddened a~d its iron con-
tent oxidized. In several places streaks of dirt are shown in the 
pit. This material must be contemporaneous in its .deposition 
with. the sands. 
T~e material from this pit has. been ' used on the , streets in 
Viola and gives excellent satisfaction. The clay serves as a 
binder 'and assists in packing the roadbed and keeping , it free 
from dust. The county hauled out about twenty carloads in the 
summer of 1908, chiefly for use on the boulevard between Cedar 
Rapids and Marion. The gravel ' also gives good results in con-
crete work. 
Very little stripping is required to reach these gravels. There 
is no loess overlying·those in the pit just described and the same 
holds true for a small pit across the road and a few hundred 
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yards eastward. A small exposure on the south edge of town 
has a little loess covering and some loess is seen along the road-
side. ' 
Along the road between sections 15 and 22, Brown township, 
the gravels are exposed and in the southwest corner of seclion 
16 is a large pit opened i~ gravels similar to those at Viola. 
Under a foot of humus are found six to ten feet of irregularly 
bedded, alternatingly coarse and fine gravels very much red-
dened and iron-stained, and with ,the gr,anite pebbles badly de-
cayed. Local 'seam,s of clay are present, but there is not so much, 
apparently, as in the Viola deposit. At the bottom of the pit 
is a fine red sand, rather incoherent and breaking down quite 
readily, while the ,coarser gravel is somewhat indurated and 
stands up fairly well. There may be some clay as well as iron 
present. The gr'avels have been used on the roads near Spring-
ville and in most cases with excellent results. The roadway is 
firm and hard and fairly free from dust and loose sand. Where 
the cleaner sand was used, how:ever, the roadbed is still soft and 
dusty. 
STONE. 
The Niagaran limestone includes an irregular strip- which 
crosses the east end of the county and comprises one-third of its 
superficial area. Tongue shaped projections extend up all of 
. the more important streams, reaching Cedar Rapids along the 
, Cedar. The Niagaran presents its usual phases, including a 
lower heavy bedded, coarse, cherty dolomite now referred to the 
Hopkinton, which is followed by the sub crystalline, hard, brittle, 
often highly inclined beds of the LeClaire and these in tu~n, suc-
ceeded by the smooth, evenly bedded gray to buff, dolomitic 
layers of the Anamosa phase of the Gower, which are followed in 
turn by hard, compact, 'Qrittle magnesian limestones, which N or-
ton has designated the Bertram, and which complete the series. 
Practically ali of the important quarries in the county are 
operating in the Anamosa beds which are typically developed at 
Stone City, while the lime producers are developing the LeClaire 
beds. A wealth of exposur'es occurs along nearly all of the prin-
clpal streams. ' A 'few only are given by way of illustration. 
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T,he 'sections already given for Stone City and vicinity may ·be ' 
taken ' as a standard, as the beds are more extensively exposed , 
and developed at 'that point than at any point in Linn county-. At" · 
, , Mount Vernon practically the same beds appear and differ only 
in being of slightly coarser grain. The quarries are connected 
by a switch with the main line of the Chicago ', and North West-
ern Railway and, are equipped with a steel derrick, cars,' track- ' 
age, an inclined 'plane' to a No. 3 Gates crusher and the usu'al 
number of elevators, 'screens and bins. The' quarry section , 
shows the following sequ'ence of layers: 
MOUNT VERNON SECTION, ' 
FEET. 
'4. Soil, loess and drift, ....... .. .... ................ , .. ' ... ; . 0·1'0 
,3, .. 'Limestone, dolomitiC, weathered to sRaIls and chipstone. ... .. 6·8 
2, Limestone, dolomitic, in layers up to eight inches ' in thick· 
ness ' .... .. . .... ........... ' .. ' ................ ' ............ 3:5' 
1. Dolomi,te; in layers ra,ngin,g froIp. six to thirty-six , inches in" , 
, t)1ickn~ss, aggregating, exposed .... , ... , -..... ,' .. .... . ... - 12 
The pit iE; filled' with wate'r at the present 'time so that number 
1 is obscured very largely. The property is in litigation and/Hie ' 
quarry has not been opera:ted save: in a very small way during 
the ,past. few years. Stone suitable for hridge work, caps. and 
sills,. dimension and cut stone purposes; is availal;>le and equal in 
quality tQ any pr.oduced from the ::Niagaran in Iowa. - Other, q.uar- , 
ries ·, have been opened in the ' district" some of which' are. still· ' 
operated ~termittently. . . 
. Splendid sections -of the Anamosa, stone · may be viewed . along 
the Wapsipinicon northwest of Stone City. 'Several , quarries 
have been' opened at Waubeek and vicinity; but <:>wing to the 
lack' of .proper transpo:r.taiioIi facilities, stone is produced to 
supply the local demand only. The beds available are esse.ntia~ly 
the same 'as those ·exploited .. at Stone ' City and are as easily 
accessib~e. , ' 
, The Devonian limestones cover' about· two-thirds · of the ' super-
ficial, area· of the county and are· quite generally exposed 'along 
the principalstreamways, qut 'notwithstand~ng these facts', com:." 
paratively'little dimension stoneis deri;ved·from any of, the beds .. ' 
The Anamosa beds'of the Niag.ar.an'prac-tic.aUw have· ~v~n0.nQPoly· , 
PLATE XXX-Quarry of the Chicago and North Western Railway, Cedar Rapids, showing steam shovel, drill rig and broken 
stone. . 
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of the commercial building stone trade in this part of the state. 
All of the members of the Devonian represented in the county 
furnish some stone suitable for structural purposes, especially 
crushed stone. 
The Ooggan beds of Norton, formerly referred to the Niagaran 
but at present included in rthe Devonian, are dolomitic, heavy-
bedded, destitute of lamination and often porous and highly 
~ vesicular. When sufficiently compact, the stone is well adapted 
for bridge work and other heavy .masonry. A quarry near the 
railway station at Ooggan gives a fair idea of the beds and is as 
follows: 
COGGAN SECTION. 
4. Soil, loess and drift of variable thickness. 
3. Limestone, gray, hard, compact, sub crystalline, magnesian; 
layers from one to four inches thick, weathering into 
FEET. 
block-chipstone ......................... . .. ...... ...... 2 
2. Limestone, massive, pale buff, magnesian, moderately hard, 
, granular, subcrystalline; porous or vesicular, with a few 
irregular cavities about an inch in diameter; in layers 
eighteen to twenty-four inches thick. In places the rock 
weathers into chipstone, and is a brownish ,buff, semi-
earthy, semicrystall~ne limestone; exposed to quarry 
floor .......... .- ...... ..... , " ... , . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 8 
1. Slope to water in river, elsewhere seen to be occupied by 
massive limestone as above. . . .... ..... . .. .............. 6 
, The beds exposed here are quite variable texturally and in 
color. They vary from a compact sub crystalline limestone to 
a highly vesicular to earthy material almost pumaceous in char-
acter. The full thickness of the Ooggan beds is displayed a short 
dis,tance above the dam at Oentral Oity. The sequence is as 
follows: 
CENTRAL CITY SECTION. 
, 6. Soil, loess and drift, variable thickness. 
5. Limestone, even-bedded, nonmagnesian aJbove, becoming 
more and more magnesian below, and so graduating by 
. thin layers into the beds below that the line between them 
FEET. 
is somewhat arbitrarily drawn (Otis Beds) . .... .. .. . . . .. 1234 
4'. Limestone, magnesian, light buff, compact, granular. . . . . . . . "I. 
3. Limestone as above, ,darker, also nonfossiliferous excepting , 
some minute vermicular cavities; in three layers........ 1 
2. Limestone, massive, buff, magnesian; with moulds and casts 
of fossils, as at Coggan; porous and vesicular; upper layer 
cherty, with dark nodules forming in places a continuous 
band. The layers from above dpwnward are respectivElly 
one foot, five feet and ten inches, eleven inches, and four 
feet ten inches in thickne.ss .... ...... . ...... ... ... ' . . . .. 12'1" 
1. Unexposed to riv-e,r .. ... . ............... .. ......... ... . '. .. 10 
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Numbers 2, 3 'and 4 of the above belong to the Coggan beds.' 
These beds maintain their level to a fine exposure on the 'left 
bank of the river, two miles northwest of Central City, at 
Granger's old quarry. 
The Otis beds of Norton have been exploited more extensively 
for crushed stone than any other. Beverallarge crusher plants 
are located in Cedar Rapids and vicinity and furnish stone for 
street and road work, concrete and railway ballast. ,The prin-
cipal plants are located east and south of town on either side of 
Cedar river. One of the largest plants running at the prese'nt 
time is operated by J. J. Snouffer, Jr., and is located along t~e 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railway in the south part of 
town. The beds exposed are appr'oximately as follows: 
FEET. 
12. Loess stripping ......................................... 12-2(} 
11. Thin-bedded, shelly, weathered limestone, for the most part 
worthless; portions of lower ledges uSllible in crusher .... 11-12 
10. Light brown, saccharoidal limestone, heavy le.dge, contain-
ing cavities and masses of crystalline calcite, in places, 
contains numerous fragments of soft y,ellow limestone, 
prominent in face of quarry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
9. Similar to No. 10 but more distinctly laminated and sepa-
rates readily along bedding planes .. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 2 
8. Laminated, soft magnesian limestone, sandy to the feel, 
porous; thin.bedded and breaks well both horizontally and 
vertically, contains occasional small calcite cavities .... , . 4 
7. Limestone, dense ,brown, noncrystalline ledge ....... " . .. . . 2'"h 
6. Ledge, dark brown in color, including in places thin lay,ers 
of black, carbonaceous cla~....... . . .... . .... . ..... .... lyj 
5. Limestone ledge, light drab in color, has suffered shattering, 
. cut · by thin, irregular veins of crystalline calcite; close 
texture and conchoidal fracture .. , ...... " ..... ... . ... . 1'/ , , 
4. Dark brown limestone, in large part coarsely crystalline; 
hard and breaks very irregularly . .... , ........ . ......... 1'/. 
3. Hard, close-textured limestone, has apparently been shat-
tered and r ecemented by ' numerous 'Veinl-ets .of calcite; 
displays fi~e wavy laminations . . .. ...... . ...... . . ..... . 2'/. 
2. Shale, black, carbonaceous and contains fragments ·of lime-
stone, in places soft and plastic ... . .. • ..... , .... . .... . Yt,-¥.! 
1. ,Sugary brown dolomite in layers from two to ' six inches, 
alternating laminre of varying shades.; the. darker weather-
ing to a residue .. of dus~y sand; breaks irrElgularly except , 
along plane!l~f stratificatiop. .... ' .... . ,., . .. , . . .. . ... . : . . ' ... ' 5 
This quarry is 'located 'in close 'proximity 'to the Chj.cago, Rock 
Island an·q. Pacific .tracks~ At present th.e total output is crushed 
stone. The crusher is · located on the railroad and the stone 
bau~ed by horse and cart up a low! incline. lfour .grades of 
I ' 
o 
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; c,:ql~h~d p:r;oduct are put on the market, yiz." N.o. 1. r!11+ging in 
"l?i:ze l from:).. ,t9 2¥2 inches; No.2 from 1h to 1 inch; N Q. ?, ~ ,to 
,%" (an~ Nq. , 4) ~,below : ~ inch in , diameter and termed., " :rock 
,<;lust. " 
, The :upper.bedsof the Wapsipinicon are quite generally brec-
,eiated and as a consequence have been but little quarried. These 
beds have bee'n developed in a small way, at Marion, and in the 
'vicinity of Oedar Rapids and Flemingville. 
The Oedar Valley 'beds are often too shaly to be of much use 
for building or crushed stone purposes. As developed in Linn 
county, they break up readily under the action of frost and are 
not evenly bedded. The best quarries are in the vicinity of Oen-
ter Point, Toddville and Troy Mills. At best the stone produced 
is not recommended for important structures as a coursing stone, 
but may be used as crushed stone. 
LOUISA COUNTY, 
S AND ' AND GRAVEL, 
The gravel and sand deposits of Louisa county represent at 
l~ast three horizons geologically, Viz., Aftonian, Buchanan and 
recent. The benches which occur along Iowa and Oedar river,s 
may have been formed from the waste from melting Iowan ice. 
The Aftonian.-The Nebraskan or lowest glacial till in 
Louisa county is almost invariably overlain by sand and gravel, 
varying in thickness from two to ten feet. This is occasionally 
cemented into a mortar-like rock. The prevailing color of the 
deposit is yellow. A peculiar relation which it maintains. to th~ 
till below is that pockets of the sand extend down ,into the 
otherwise level surface of the latter. These pockets are from 
one to several feet in width and of equal depth. Occasionally 
they form" filled tunnels" in the drift. This stratum is the main 
water sand in all the ,deep w€)lls of the upland. Along the, level 
of its outcrops in the bluffs there are a number of springs. These 
,gravels will be described In some detail in the report on 
,U:nion county. 
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Buchanan Gravels.-Above that part of the Kansan till which 
is east of Iowa river, there often lies another sand which has 
the same relation to the Kansan a s the Aftonian has to ,the 
Nebraskan. This is seen in several places along the Muscatine 
North and South railroad, particularly in section 10, Grand View 
township. In the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of 
this section.it rests on an almost horizontal plane ' sUrface on the 
Kansan bowlder clay. This plane is sharply marked and can be 
seen for a quarter of 'a mile. The sand is evidently a glacial 
' product. It is somewhat gravelly, contains occasional striated 
pebbles, and is rather imperfectly assorted. Here and there it 
has a long slanting or curving oblique lamination and is also 
seen to run into silt. Occasional pockets extend into the under-
lying drift. In the southwest quarter of section 11, Grand View 
township, it is ocherous from the infiltration of ferruginous ma-
terial. In other places it is leached to a gray color. Sometimes ' 
its upper part changes , into a soil-like stratum, either directly 
overlain by loess or plainly covered by another till. 
, \ 
T errace and Alluvium.-The greater part of the higher low-
lands along Iowa and Cedar rivers lie from thirty to forty feet 
above the flood plains. This higher lowland, usually known as 
the" second bottom," is an ancient terrace which probably was 
built up, in part at least, at the time of the Iowan ice invasion. 
It consists of sand and some gravel with a thin veneer of loess. 
In many places the surface materials have been drifted by the 
,wind into sandy ridges. The depth of the terrace sand is not 
certainly known, except at a few points along the river. Around 
Wapello and north of Columbus Junction it is seen to rest on 
the Nebraskan till and is some thirty or thirty-five feet deep. 
This same terrace is continued up the valley of Long creek as far 
as section 13, township 75 N., R. V W. It is also present along 
the lower courses of some of the other tributaries coming from 
the uplands. On Long creek the terrace sand is sometimes over-
lain by a few feet of a fine, laminated, grayish blue silt, above 
which there is the usual loess capping. Along Otter creek in 
sections 1 and 2, ,township 73 north, range IV west, this loess 
capping with a soil layer on top has been covered over by a few 
feet of more re'cent alluvium. 
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On ·the bottoms of Mississippi river a similar terr~ce extends 
south from Muscatine county in sections 4 and 9, rtownship 75 
north, range II ·west. This is probably a remnant of an exten-. 
sive terrace built up over these lowlands by the drainage of the 
Wisconsin ice. . 
The most recent deposits are represented by the alluvium 
flOm the present streams now laid down over their flood plains 
during high water. ThIs consists in the main of dark sandy silt 
and gray sand. The most extensive alluvial tracts are along 
Mississippi river, where only a few vestiges of the earlier ter-
races remam. 
STONE. 
The underlying, indurated rocks that are exposed in Louisa 
county belong almost exclusively to the Kinderhook and Osage 
stages of the Mississippian. The Kinderhook beds consist chiefly 
of soft clays and impure limestones, with occasional strata of 
sandstone. The Osage is represented by the heavier, more dur-
able beds of the Burlington ~imestone. Exposures are found in 
the southern and southwestern portions of the county. They 
appear to best advantage in the bluffs west of the Mississippi 
and south of Iowa river in Elliott, Wapello and Morning Sun 
townships. Outcrops are also common along the streams in 
Columbus and Elm Grove townships. 
The best stone comes from the Upper Burlington beds and all 
of the present working quarries make use of these strata. The 
lower beds were formerly worked on the property of J. D. Ander-
son, just south of Elrick Junction, but this rock is usually too 
much weathered to furnish durable building material. The prip-
cipal quarries are located near Morning Sun on Honey creek and 
on Long creek and its tributaries. 
The Chas. B. Wilson quarry, one and one-half miles east of 
Morning Sun in the southwest quarter of section 28, affords a 
characteristic section of the Upper Burlington. The following 
details are based in part on data found in the Geology of Louisa 
CO~tnty.* 
. *J. A .. U dd en. I ow a GeoL Survey. VoL XI, p . 76. 
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FEET. 
Disintegrated crinoidal limestone, brown to .yellow. . . . . . . . 3lh 
Partially . weathered crinoidal limestone containing ' ·some 
chert; ledges 4 to 6 inches thic!t, fair ston~ . .. : " ... " . . : . . 2% 
White chert, nearly fails in places ....... . . ............. ~ . 
Yell6wish crinoidal limestone with chert above and contain-
ing fossils ................................... ,....... ... 4 
Yellowish fine-grained limestone, containing open pockets 
often lined with botryoidal calcite <>r quartz crystals, soft 
and can usually be crumbled to a powder in the fingers.. 1-3 
Coarsely crystalline pure limestone, light br:own to bluish 
white; in ledges from one foot above to massive three-foot 
ledges below; stylolitic jointing very common; free from 
chert ............ .. . .. . . .... .... . . ... " .... ' ..... , .. '" 6 
The quarry base is about twenty-five feet above low water in 
Honey creek. This depth consists 'largely of cherty limestone 
in part obscured. A face approximately one-fourth mile in 
length has been opened on both sides of the stream and a large 
amount of stone removed. With the exception of the upper few 
feet, there is Jittle worthless material in the section, and num-
bers 1 and 3 especially afford a most excellent stone for any 
of the finer grades of work. A considerable acreage i's available 
at this point, both to the east and west of Honey creek, over 
which tbere is no drift and little else to require much dead work 
in stripping. 
A similar succession is found at the W. O. Bryant quarry just 
south of the Iowa Oentral track in the southeast corner of sec-
tion 29. Seven and one-half feet of number 1 are quarried, and 
the opening has reached such a depth that number 2 is quite 
firm and unweathered. It is seen to be a coarsely granular and 
fossiliferous brown limestone similar to numl?er 3, save for the 
'presence of numerous geode cavities. The heavy beds furnish 
suitable stone for heavy foundations, bridge piers, and other 
masonry work, besides walls and finishing-so The white stone 
does not, howev'er, split with uniformity in any direction ·except 
along well defined lines of stratification, 
The stone is handled in this quarry by derrick to wagons and 
some is shipp'ed from Morning Sun. 
Number 1 in these quarries is an unusually pure limestone as 
shown by the chemical analysis, given herewith, of a sample from 
the Wilson property. 
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Insoluble 
Iron oxide and alumina (Fe.O. + AI.O. ) . .... . .. , " . .. . . 
Lime carbonate (CaCO. ) .. .... .. .. .. . .... ... . .. . ...... , 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO. ) . .. . .... . . . . . . . .. . ...... . 
Hygroscopic moisture .. .. ..... . ..... . .. . ............. . . 
1. 60 
1.20 
97.02 
.3'2 
.34 
Total ....... .... ...... .. ... . .. . .. . .. . . . .. ... . 100.48' 
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The very low magnesia content commends the stone for the 
manufacture of Portland cement. It would also make, without 
doubt, an e4cellent grade of white lime. 
Both the Wilson and the . Bryant quarries are conveniently 
located for transportation of the output by raiL The stone is 
of high quality and limitless quantities are available. The ter-
l'itory to be supplied is principally the counties to the westward 
of Louisa which are heavily drift laden and possess no building 
stones of their own. 
The Ackenbaum quarry is 'located in the northwest quarter of 
section 27, Morning Sun township. The beds h'ere c<?nsist of 
about three feet of overlying disintegrated crinoidal limestone, 
. associated with the lighter colored heavier beds as exposed on 
Honey creek. The latter are beds coarsely crystalline to sac-
charoidal iIi. texture. A stylolitic structure is common, but the 
Tock splits irregularly and with no greater facility along suc~ 
lines of jointing. The stone outcrops for some distance along 
Gospel run and at the quarry face is covered with but one to 
three feet of loesslike soil. Immediately back from the streams, 
however, there is a heavy drift covering. 
There are a number of small quarries situated' along Long and 
Buffington' creeks 'in Columbus and Elm Grove townships re-
spectively. The old Wasson, now C. J. Gipple, quarry, in the low 
terrace along the south bank of the south branch of Long creek 
in' the .northwest corner of section 23, Elm Grove, affords the 
following section: . . 
. . ' FEET. 
9. ISoil in small amount .which does not thicken materially for 
several J,'ods from quarry face . 
. 8. Limestone, badly shattered, containing much chert below. . . 7 
7. Disintegrated limestone carrying much ch·ert. Worked back 
in the hill, becomes a fairly firm rock of bluish color and 
'crystalIine texture; separates into ledges of 6inchea to 1 " 
foot ........... . ................. : ......... ... . . . . . . . . 
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FEET. 
6. Yellow, disilJltegrated limestone, in part solid and coarsely 
crystalline .. . ......................................... 3 
5. Blue shale, calcareous ................................... '. 1 
4. Band of chert, fossiliferous, persistent, used for -building 
rock; a maximum of .................. . .. . .... . ..... . 1 
3. Yellow, badly disintegr-ated crinoidal limestone' with geode 
cavities, in part a crumbling brown sand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
2. Yellowish, partially disintegrated but usable limestone. . . . . 1% 
1. Crinoidal white limestone, in ledges from 6 to 10 inches. 
Number 1 is not now in sight but has been taken out to a 
depth of twelve feet as the principal quarry rock. The base of 
the full quarry face would therefore be somewhat below water 
level in the creek. 
These same beds crop at an indefinite number of points in 
this vicinity on Long creek and in section 14 of Elm Grove town-
ship on Buffington creek. 
J. L. Thurston takes out a small amount of stone near the 
northwest corner of section 14, and J. E. Gray and J. M. Mar-
shall quarry the same "white" beds in the north part of section 
3, Columbus township. At the Marshall quarry, considerable 
stone has been quarried in the past and there is less stripping 
needed than at other observed points where quarrying is done. 
Western Louisa county in general is heavily drift laden and 
the rocks are exposed only at infrequent intervals along the 
-streams. 
LUCAS COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Lucas county is wholly within the loess-'covered Kansan area. 
Chariton river, the principal stream in the county, has a low 
grade and is characterized by mud flats and bars. Sand and 
gravel deposits are exceedingly rare. Some of the smaller 
streams contain meager amounts of sand and gravel in their 
channels, not sufficient, however, to satisfy the local demand. 
Practically all of the road and concrete material used is im.: 
ported. The older gravels are concealed. 
STONE. 
The country rock of Lucas county belongs entirely to the Coal 
Measures. -The formation consists almost wholly of shales with 
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seams of coal and accompanying beds of fire clay. Occasional 
thin bands of dark bluish limestone and moderate thicknesses of 
sandstone are found associated with the heavy beds of shale. 
In Pleasant township, near the northeast corner of the county, 
ten to fifteen feet of a coarse, grayish blue sandstone outcrop 
along Flint creek. Quarrying to any extent has not been done, 
but the beds are available at a number of points along this 
stream and its tributaries. On a branch of the Little White-
breast in the northeast quarter of section ·32, English township, 
a soft yellow sandstone occurs associated with bituminous shales 
and ha s been quarried in years past. 
Upper Coal Measure beds may be seen on Long Branch in the 
northwest q'uarter of section 3 of English township, where lime-
stone quarries were formerly worked. The beds consist of about 
four feet of light gray overlain with buff limestone, separated 
in ledges by calcareous shaly partings. The stone is said to pro-
duce a high grade of quick-lime and has been used for this pur-
pose. Limestone has also been quarried anq burned for lime 
on the Little Whitebreast two miles northeast of Chariton. 
On the whole, the building stone resources of Lucas county are 
very limited, the valuable beds being in general so associated 
with other sedimentary strata as to r ender their utilization im-
possible. 
LYON COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Lyon county is bountifully supplied with sands and gravels, 
in the main closely related to the various drift sheets as gravel 
trains which margin the present streams, as terraces, and as 
kames which are more or less irregularly distributed over the 
:upland. In addition to these deposits the present streams hav~ 
classified and deposited large quantities of sands and gravels as 
bars and banks. 
Stream Terraces .-The stream terrace gravels are by far the 
most important in Lyon county. ' Enormous quantities are to 
be found in the terraces of Rock river especially, and in lesser' 
quantities along the smaller streams, such as Little Rock river, 
Otter, Tom and Plum creeks, etc. 
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.- The most extensive Qpenings Qf the RQck river gravels have 
been made at DQQn. Here there are two. pits, Qne Qwned by the 
Great NQrthern Railway and the Qther by Miller and MQntgom-
ery. In the latter pit there are twenty-five to. thirty feet Qf 
gravels under a cQver.of SQil and alluvium which varies in depth 
frQm three to. eight feet. The upper PQrtiQns cQntain mQre 
CQarse material, and pebbles Qf quartzite and red sandstQne up to. 
three inches in diameter run in mQre Qr less cQntinuQus thin 
bands. -The lQwer eight to. ten feet are chiefly clean white sand 
interspersed with SQme very fine-grained, even clayey streaks, 
and cQntainingQccasiQnal rQunded clay balls which are SQme- . 
times as large as a man's head. The supply here is unlimited, 
and a mQst excellent grade Qf clean sand and gravel fQr any 
purpQse is Qbtainable. 
In the railrQad pit, lQcated in sQutheast 26 and nQrtheast 35, 
D6Qn township, sQuthwest Qf the tQwn Qf DQQn, practically the 
same sectiQn as described abQve may be seen. 
EnQrmQus quantities Qf sand and gravel may easily be Qb-
tained at DQQn and vicinity. The tQwn itself is lQcated UPQn 
this gravel terrace, and hundreds Qf -acres SQuth and sQuthwest 
Qf tQwn will furnish a supply which is practically inexhaustible. 
This area is readily accessible as it is an easy task to. build a 
railway spur to. almQst any PQrtiQn Qf it. 
FrQm DQQn to. RQck Rapids gravel depQsits do. nQt cQmpare in 
amQunt with thQse just named. The RQck river terrace is nQt 
cQntinuQus and while the gravels may be seen in many places, 
and it is practically certain that they are present in Qthers, there 
is no. place where a pit eQuId be Qpened Qn anything like the 
scale PQssible at DQQn Qr ~Qrth Qf RQck Rapids~ 
There is an eXPQsure nQrth Qf DQQn Qn the west bank Qf the 
river at the bridge just nQrthwest Qf tQwn. Here is a PQ~iQn 
Qf .the same terrace in which the large pits farther SQuth are 
.1Qcated, and a small Qpening shQWS the same material. Gravel 
may be seen alQng-the rQad between RQck and Garfield tQWn-'-
-Ships just west Qf where the railrQad crQsses it. The same ter-
race _gravel is in evidence beside the rQad in sQutheast 15, RQck 
tQwnship, and also. in several places along the rQad thrQugh 
. , 
,., 
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PLATE XXXII-Lehatchka and Pattengill pit which shows great irregularity ' in bedding. Rock Rapids, Lyon county. 
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·sections 15 and 10. A considerable amount of material could be 
obtained from pits opened at or near these places, especially 
from the terrace, south of the road in southwest 10. The latter 
would furnish an abundance of material for use within teaming 
distance. 
Rock Rapid,s itself is situated, for the most , part, upon this 
terrace, which here is some fifteen feet above the river. Much 
inconvenience on account of the gravel is experienced in the dig-
ging of cellars and ditches, and the covering over it is so thin 
that in the summer it is difficult to keep sufficient moisture on 
lawns, gardens, etc. Just in the northeast edge of town, on the 
east side of the river, Mr. Libbey has a pit from which much of 
the material used in town is being taken. This pit shows some six 
or seven feet of moderately coarse gravel on the side of the ex-
posure nearest the river, but reduces down to about three feet 
on the opposite side. Below the gravel, and separated from it 
by a narrow band of bowlders up to six inches in diameter, are 
thr~e feet of clean, :fin~, c~oss-bedded sand, in which are streaks 
. of :fine gravel. The whole is covered by alluvium to a depth of 
three to four feet. This gravel has been used on the streets, in: 
Rock Rapids for a number of years, and its value as a road ma-
.terial is attested by the excel~ence of the same. . 
North of Rock Rapids the terrace is continuous to the Minne:-
sota line and beyond, and will average one-half mile wide all the 
way to the boundary of Iowa. There are two places close . to 
town from which gravel is beng taken, the city pit at the old 
pumping station in the edge of town, and the one owned by Le-
hatchka & Pattengill. The latter, which is perhaps one-half 
mile from the edge of town, shows the following section: . 
FEET. 
Stripping ..... .. ... .. .. .. ... . ... ... . .... ... . . ..........• 2-4 
Gravel, fine and clean, with lenses of. sand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34-
Sand, silty in streaks, and having some fine gravel. . . . • . . .. 1·2 
Pebble baJIld ..............................•............. 14.1/. 
Sand, cross,bedded, and with streaks and lenses of gravel. . 2·31 
Gravel, crosB·bedd'ed, iron,stained in 'part ... . , . . ... . .•.. .• . • 2 
Sand and fine gravel. .... • . , .. , " ...... " . , . . '" .,. , , ..... , 2- " , 
To water line (not exposed) .. . .... ," .' ........ . : ......... '.: 2 
This gravel is being used by the owners for the nianufact~t~ 
of cement tile, blocks, etc. 
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Records of city and private wells indicate .that there are up-
wards of thirty feet of gravel . here, at least within a mile of 
Rock Rapids. It doubtless is not so deep as this further north, 
but no authentic record~ of its depth could be obtained. 
The problem of opening these gravels on a commercial scale 
is a simple one. A railroad spur could be built to any part of 
this region at a minimum cost, and a large area could be openeq. 
with but a small amount of trackage. The soil covering is only 
moderately heavy and could readily be removed. 
Along Tom creek northeastward from Rock Rapids a gravel 
terrace can be followed for miles. At some places, as in south-
west 33, Riverside township, it is not particularly prominent nor 
are the gravels readily seen; while at others, as in section 34, 
the gravels are exposed along the creek· in many places. This 
terrace, while hardly of sufficient size to furnish material work-
able on a large scale, should yield a sufficient amount for use on 
roads and in concrete work within hauling distance." 
Along Little Rock river a terrace can be made out all the way 
from Little Rock to its union with Rock river at Doon. In the 
vicinity of Little . Rock, notably at the bridge north of town, the 
terrace has been opened in several places. The material exposed 
is rudely stratified gravel and sand covered by a varying depth 
of alluvium. 
Practically all the way to Doon terrace gravels are exposed in 
various places. Through section 9 of Grant township the terrace 
is more prominent than at any other place. Here it rises sharply 
above the river plain and the edge is continuous for a half mile 
or more. Two openings in the terrace, one on the north and one 
on the west lines of section 9, near the bottom and top of the 
terrace respectively, indicate that large · quantities of gravel 
might possibly be available at this particular place. Develop-
ment work is an easy problem. 
Below George the terrace is not nearly so well defined as 
above. In only a few places can a definite bench be recognized, 
and then the surface slopes back to higher ground very rapidly. 
There are many openings from which road and concrete mate-
rials have been taken, but the supplies seem to be adequate for 
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local consumption o,nly. The large pits at D~on, desc:dbed pre-
viously, are located on the broad flat at the junction of Little 
Rock and Rock rivers. 
Along Big Sioux river entirely across the county the,re are 
remnants of what must at one time have been an enOTmous gravei 
terrace. By far the greater part of what can be recognized as 
terrace lies on the Dakota side of the river, the river now cutting 
under the bluffs on the Iowa side most of the' way aCTOSS the 
county. , , 
One of the largest openings in this terrace is the pit a mile 
west of Granite, which is owned by Mr. Iverson and lelfsed,by 
the Rock Island Railway. ,This pit shows some twenty-two feet 
or stained, unassorted gravel, overlain by four feet of alluvium 
and resting upon limy, pebbly drift clay. The pebbles are large'Iy 
granite and quaTtzite and range in ' diameter from six' inches 
down. There is much yellowish clayey matter admixed. In de-
scribing it, I. A. Williams says: '" Too dirty for cement work, but 
good for ballast." The terrace is fully half a mile wide and is 
as flat as a floor for a distance of one and a half or 'two miles 
toward the north. Although no actual openings weTe seen in 
the northern part of this area, it is highlY' probable ' that the 
whole of it is underlain by this water-deposited materiaL " 
Along a small creek in southeast 7, Centennial township, the 
top of the terrace is opened for several feet. The section shows 
rotten bowlders and very much iron-stained sand and gravel. ' No ' 
stratification whatever could be made out,' the whole being but 
a ' heterogeneous mass of Totten bowlders', peQbles and sand. 
Bowlders a foot and more in diameter crumbled to small bits at 
a stroke of the hammer, and the sand grains were so deeply 
stained as to be hardly recognizable. It is 'haTd to believe that 
this 'is Wisconsin material, 'in spite of'the fact that it lies at the 
top of the terrace which has been considered by Wilder ' and 
others as a Wisconsin gravel train. 
For a mile or so nor,thwest of Klondyke the terrace is about 
a quarter ofa mile wide and bro1adens to a half or thr'ee-quarters 
in section 17. It is qUite probable 'thaCit is composed largely of 
the old gravels noted several times. An exposure of'some fifteen 
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feet of-these :qlay be se~n east of the bridge at Klondyke, and a 
~nialler ' one west of the school hous.e at the northeast corner of 
,section 21, where Plum creek has cut into the Big Sioux ter-
race. At Klondyke bridge the top of these gravels is about fifty 
feet above the water in the Big Sioux. 
" From Klondyke to Beloit the terrace is mainly on the South 
Dakota side of the river, and at the latter place it has a maxi-
~~m width -of nearly two miles. 
The high bluffs all along the river are a serious obstacle in 
the way of opening many of the river benches. It is practically 
jmpossible to haul gravel and sand by team over most of the 
hiils. , The only other outlet is along .the river, and there are 
!10 open roads on the Iowa side. The roads on the Dakota side 
are not now available b~cause of the absence of bridges. 
Along Blood run and Plum creek, tributaries of the Big Sioux, 
there are small gravel terraces. The gravels in these are entirely 
different from those in the maIn terrace along the Big Sioux, _ 
and the -amount of available material is not large. Along Plum 
creek the story is practically the same. The terrace is low and 
indistinct and at no place has it a very large area. On the south 
side of the' creek near the southwest corner of section 6, Logan 
township,:is an open pit which shows material somewhat similar 
to t~at on Blood run. This is ,a clean fine sand, topped by six 
to eight inches of gravel and the whole covered by three or four 
feet pf soil and wash. Only two or three feet are exposed, but 
-the depth may run up to ten feet. A few rods south and west 
pf here the creek-exposes the whole section. Here are some 
seven or eight feet of gravel and sand in all; the fine sand as 
noted above grades dowv-ward into :fine gravel, which in turn 
rests dir~ctly upon blue clay. " 
These terrace gravels are being used for concrete and other 
purposes wit4in a feW' miles of the open pits. While there is 
not, economically speaking, a large amount ' available, yet the 
s.upply: will probably pro"Ve a.deqlJ.ate for almost all need~ within 
a :reasonable hauling distance. This is not so true of Blood run 
'as -of Plum-cI:e~k, but th~e 'former will furnish a large and easily 
~~~s~ipJe . ~u~ply . . 
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, : Outwash Gravels.-An important deposit of gravel in the 
county is the outwash plain in the northeastern part. A moraine" 
the age of which is now a disputed question, crossed the very 
northeastern cotner of the county. Waters flowing . away from 
the melting ice deposited. an enormous amount of gravel as an 
outwash plain in fro~t of the glacier. Exposures of this may 
now be seen in any numb~r of places over an area of several 
square miles. 
Farmers all over this district report finding gravel in wells, 
ditches, etc., and in some cases even in post holes. The depth 
of the cbver varies considerably~ but at almost no place is it 
more than two or three feet. The material itself is quite vari-
able, as would readily be expected from the manner of its depo-
sition. In places it is clean and sharp, and usable for any pur-
pose; at others so iron-stained and dirty as to be good for al-
most nothing. ·Variations between coarse and fine occur within 
inches. 
Within this area are several pits which have furnished gravel 
"for cement and other purposes. On the south side of the creek 
in southe?-st 24, Midland township, several hundred feet west 
of the road, is a pit which supplies gravel for cement work in 
the neighborhood. This opening shows some six feet of sand ' 
and gravel, very much iron-stained, and containing pebbles up 
to two and three inches in diameter. Fine sand occurs in lenses, 
and the gravel contains a large percentage of fine materia.!. 
The covering is a stony soil, about one foot deep at the open-
iI~g, qut ine:reasing in depth toward the upland. Probablyfif-
teen or twenty acres would prove productive here, ~and the de-
posit is very easily accessible. Just west of the bridge on the 
lin~ l;>etween sections 23 and 24, Midland ' tow:nship, is an en-
tirely di:ffer~nt material. The creek here has exposed clean 
fine s~.m9. overlain by a few in~hes of coarse gravel, the whole 
covered by some eighteen inches of soil. There is ~lso a smali 
pit about forty rods north of the southeast corner or Midland 
township, in which are ~xposed up ' to five feet of fine; 'rudely 
stratified gravel. Most , of the material 'is below .thre'e-quarters 
br ' one Inch in diam'eter,' but pebbles up to three or fbur inc-heEl 
are common. ' Pockets of sand aTe ,n'ume·roils,".ai:fd ~ -the·; :\vhble 
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. 
section is , sOIP-ewhat iron-stained. Coarse and dirty gravel is 
exposed on ,the north side of the creek some sixty rods west of 
the bridge on the east line of section 1, Grant township. Prob-
ably l1p to thirty acres or so will yield gr.avel here. 
These are but a few illustrations of the variation in the ma-
terial which is found -in this , outwash plain. The openings are 
found indiscriminately on high land and low, and gravels may 
be found where almost any kind of excavation goes through 
the thin covering of soil ov.er the gravel. 
Reworked Materials.-The i:land and gravel bars in the 
streams of Lyon county are, from an utilitarian standpoint, 
practically of no importance. The eno~ous quantities of other 
gra,;"eh;l which, are so readily at hand and which are so much 
more de,pendable in quality and quantity have reduced their use 
to the veriest minimum. Sand and ,gravel bars are, however, 
present in nearly all the streams. Those of the Big Sioux are ' 
of. course the most prominent, because of the ,enormous amount 
9f gravel in the river terraces which is easily reworked by the 
stream. Small amounts of the material in these bars are used 
occasionally for . local purpo..Ses and numerous openings have 
been made from time to time . 
. . The. same is' true of all the other streams. The bars are not 
particilla'rly prominent along Rock river. Little Rock river has 
a few of varying importance ' which have been used at a few 
places. Those of 'the other streams are hardly worth mentioning. 
Deposits of Other Kinds.-It has been remarked previously 
that a moraine crosses the very northeast corner of Lyon county. 
, . 
ThEJ ,area included within this later drift is little more than a 
dozen square miles'. The town of Little Rock is situated just 
within the edge of the area, and a ridge of morainal hills ex-
tenqs from, here northwestward, swinging thence back to the 
north in a . long almost circular curve and passing out of the 
cou~ty neat~:tlfe~north center of section 8, Elgin township. 
Within the, a~ea of this latest drift are to . be found low hills 
and knobs, often .. Gbm,posed wholly or i~ part of gravel, which 
ar.~ 'Gha'ra\3te·:r.i~ti:G,J>Ls.ome glacial deposits. Some of these knobs 
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have b~en opened and considerable amounts, of gravel and sand 
removed. One of the more prominent of these is situated 'on the 
farm of William Anderson in southeast 23, Elgin township~ 
A small opening has been made. on the top of this hill and three 
or four feet of sand and fine gravel are exposed. These ma-
terials are much iron-stained, and contain many pebbles up to 
five and six inches in diameter, l;mt have been used for con-
crete . . Near the center of section 26, Elgin township, is a kame 
from which a considerable amount of gravel has been removed. 
'fhis pit shows mostly sand with .:fine to medium gravel inter-
mixed and plenty of big bowlders, some of them ranging up to 
six or eight feet in diameter. It is quite dirty where it can be 
seen. About ten feet have been opened to view. 
A high hill, the apex of which is just at the southwest corner 
of section 27, Elgin township, supplies gravel and sand for 
cement work in the town of Little Rock. . There are about ten 
feet exposed, the amount decreasing toward the slopes. This 
is coarse gravel, iron-stained, and stands so firmly at the open 
face as to require some little force to break it down. 
There are many morainal hills and knobs north and northeast 
of Little Rock that will doubtless yield abundant sand and gravel. 
Only a few of thes'e have been opened, but there is scarcely 
any doubt that more of them will prove as productive as those 
that are now open. Many of these hills are several acres in 
extent, and it is highly probable that an adequate supply of 
road and concrete material may De had within short hauling 
distance of any part of Elgin township. 
What is now believed to be the terminal moraine of the South 
Dakota lobe of the Wi,sconsin glacier just touches the western 
boundary of the county near Granite. What has been said of 
the gravel-bearing hills and knobs in Elgin township is equally 
true here. A few exposures of gravel may be seen on the hills 
west and southwest of Granite. 
There are a few unimportant exposures ' of upland gravels 
other than those in Wisconsin drift hills in various scattered 
places. Of these, Professor I. A. Williams says, "Outside of 
the gravel trains, on the uplands, it is likewise not at all rare 
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to find aceessible deposits of the older (Buchanan) gravels. 
These' always lie beneath the loess, which is itself usually the 
,obstacle in the way of their development, varying in thickness 
,from inches to great depths. Such deposits, as would be 'ex-
pected, are found and are most apt to be, along the courses of 
upland streams that have cut their way a greater or lesser 
distance into the surface materials. Inwood and Larchwood 
both draw their supplies from beds of this kind and position." 
STQNE, 
The Sioux quartzite appears in the extreme northwest corner 
of the county. The stone is highly indurated, being a true quartz:-
ite, an.d rises some thirty feet above the level of Big SiouX 
riv.er which has cut a narrow gorge through it. The quartz-
ite outcrops cover a , wedge-shaped area in Iowa of about 
twenty acres, the Big Sioux serving as the base of the wedge; 
The beds dip west of north at a low angle and form marked 
rapids where they cross the river. The twenty acres mentioned 
have no overburden. About a half mile to the east the quartzite 
is exposed over a very limited area by a recent gully and the 
probabilities are that it is not far from the surface over a con-
siderably larger area than indicated above. Extensive outcrops 
appear beyond the Iowa boundaries in South Dakota and Min-
nesota. ' 
The stone is highly indurated, hard, strong, and excellently 
adapted for road and concrete work. It is equal Or even su-
perior to granite for service demanding strength and wearing 
capacity. It.is admirably adapted for use in the wearing sur-
face in road and concrete. The amount easily avail a ble in Iowa 
above the water level in the Big Sioux exceeds a million cubic 
yards. It is probable that the area available is greater than 
indicated and that qu'arrying can be carried on much below 
the water level in the river. In addition to crushed stone, stone 
:suitable for piers, culverts, abutments' and paving block can be 
prod~ced. · , 
I , 
I 
t" J , 
-"--
· ! 
PLATE XXXIU-Sioux quartzite escarpment along Big Sioux river in the extreme northwest corner of I owa; the best material 
in Iowa for crushed stone products. 
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PLATE XXXIV-Sioux quartzite ledges outcropping In the channel of Big Sioux river and forming rapids. The river cuts a .., 
gorge here within a hundred yards of the extreme northwest corner of Iowa. 
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MADISON COUNTY. 
SAN D AND ,GRAVEL. 
Gravel and even good sand are rather scarce in Madison 
county. Both are found only in the beds of the streams. North 
l'iver has some sand south of Earlham, but it is rather too fine 
and dirty for good ' concrete work. Otherwise this stream has 
nothing but mud and quicksand. Middle river has the only sand 
of value and this occurs only intermittently. Near Webster 
there is quite a bit of gOQd coarse, Clean sand with good gravel 
in places, but both sand and gravel ar'e wanting from here east 
until Winterset is reached. Some sand is hauled from the river 
near the latter place, but the quality is so poor that most of the 
sand and gravel used is shipped in from Commerce, Avon or 
Des Moines. At Patterson there is a large amount of clean 
coarse sand and fine gravel, but below this place there is neither 
sand nor gravel along the river. South river has no sand nor 
gravel. ' 
STONE. 
The Missouri limestones underlie about two-thirds of Madison 
county, and belong entirely to the Bethany substage. The four 
limestone members representing this , substage are well repre-
sented in the county and all may be observed along Middle river 
in Lincoln township: A composite section, produced by blending 
the beds exposed along the ravine in section 22 in Lincoln town-
ship with the lower beds which may be seen in the locality of the 
Devil's Backbone, is as follows: 
13. Glacial debris variable in character and thickness. 
12. Limestone, yellow, earthy; thinly bedded, Fusulipa zone. '" 
11. ,Shale, vari3ible in color and composition, 'bisected by compact 
FEET. 
4 
limestone and decidedly calcareous above............ . .. 13 
10. Limestone, coarse, with shaly partings .......... . ... ' ..... . 3 
9. Shale, dark, carbonaceous iIi part and with calcareous, fossil-
iferous bands .. .. ............... . ........... . .... · .. .. . 8 
8. Limestone, bhi<e, fossiliferous, with shaly partings. . . . . . . . . . 3 
7. Shale, dark above; lighter and calcareous to marly below.. 5 
6. Limestone, yellowish above, shaly partings below. . . . . . . . .. 17 
5. ,shale, bl,ack above; variable, earthy, yellowish, calcareous 
'beds below ......... , ........ . : . ... .. .... . .... :........ 7 
4. Limestone~ with shale partings ..... . .. · ... : ............ : .. 12- " 
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3. Shale, black above, arenaceous below; the two members sep· 
arated ,by a thin 'band of limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
2. Limestone, exhibits a nodular structure in weathering; frag-
mental, with 'shale parting near the middle ... " .... ' . . . . 9 
1. Shale, e2{Posed".",', . . . , . . ". , . .. .. . .. , .. ... , ...... " . ... 20 
. Numb~r 2 in the above section corresponds to the Fragmental 
phase ' Of the Bethany, typically developed at Bethany, Missouri, 
a:qd forms the ledge over which the water falls at the Backbone 
mill. Number 4 represents the Earlham, ,number 6 the -Winter-
set, and number 12 the Fusulina or DeKalb phase, according to 
Bain in his Decatur county report. All of the members are com-
paratively pure, the limestone being essentially non-magnesian 
and reasonably free from iron pyrite. The associated shales are 
usually more or less calcareous and often carry considerable of 
the iron sulphides. The two middle limes"tone members are the 
ones most widely distributed in the county, and are the only 
ones quarried extensively. 
, The Fragmental limestone apparently occurs in heavy beds in 
fresh exposures, but where the beds have been exposed some 
time, they readily show their fragmental character, and are 
practically worthless for structural. purposes, though service-
'able as crushed stone. 
The Missouri limestones are responsible for a prominent top-
ographic . feature producing a well marked escarpment which 
crosses the county diagonally in a northwest-southeast direction. 
The principal streams cross the escarpment at right angles and 
the most important outcrops occur where the streams debouch 
on ,the Lower Coal Measures. Quarry opening has been limited 
to 'the' streamways which have railway facilities, .and three cen-
ters ar,eworthy of mention. These, named i.n their order from 
northwest to southeast, are as follows: Earlham, Winterset, and 
Peru. Vniinportant quarr:ies have been opened and operated 
from time to time at ,numerous other points but at present do 
' not ,me'rit individual mention. 
The Earlham beds have been most extensively quarried and 
afford a fair ·grade of stone suitable for dimension stone, rubble, 
and crushed . !?tone. , Near Earlham, two quarry companies have 
operated extensively, and are directly connected with the main 
- - - - ---~~-. --.---
PLATE XXXV-Iowa Portland Cement Company quarry, Earlham, Madison county, showing the principal limestone beds with 
their characteristic clay partings. 
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l~n~ ,<;>f ;th~ Rqck Island' Railwl:!-Y. The fi~st is owned and oper-
a~ed by the Earlham Land Company with offices in Des Moines, 
a:nd is,loc.llted about one and one-half miles south of the railway 
station in Earlham, along the north branch of North river. The 
s~ction exposed is ' as follows: 
E ARLHAM L AND COMPANY QUARRY SECTION. 
,FEET. 
4. Loess amd drift, o-f varialble thickness .. .. .... , .......... , .10-14 
3'. Limestone, in regular beds, with shale parting near the mid-dIe... ... .. . ........ ........... . .... . .. ... ....... ..... 9 
2. Limestone, less evenly bedded than the a:bove, hard and brit-
tle ....... . . . . . .. . ................. . . . .... . .... .. ... . . 6 
1. Sandstone, calcareous and shaly, exposed . 
. The second is located along the main line of the Chicago, Rock 
Island and Pacific Railway two miles east of the town of Earl-
ham, on Bear creek, and is owneq. and operated by the Iowa 
Portland- Cem(jnt ,Company of Des Moines. The sequ~nce, of 
beds is as follows: 
IOWA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY QUA RRY SECTION. 
FEET. 
7. Loess arid drift, variable .... .... .. .. ..... .... ....... ...... 2-8 
6. Limestone, gray to buff, evenly bedded ... " . . .. . ... . ... : . : '2 
5. Limestone, irregularly bedded, with some cherts . ... . I. • •• ; 3 
4. Limestone, evenly bedded, becoming shaly near the middle. . 4 
3. Limestone, shattered, unevenly bedded, cherty . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 % 
2. Limestone, rather evenly bedded above, and unevenly bedded 
below. Hard and compa ct, but in thin ledges .. . .... . . ,' . . 6 
1. Sandstone, calcareous and shaly, exposed. 
A composite sample was selected from the second quarry 
and analyzed. The result of the analysis is given below: 
Insoluble .. .. ..... . ..... . ..................... . ....... 7. 85 
Iron oxide and alumina............. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 00 
Calcium carbonate ........ .. .............. . ... : ........ 91.15 
Magnesium carbonate. ... .. .. ............ . ...... . ...... 0.61 
L. G. MICHAEL, Analyst. 
The beds lie almost in horizontal position, and have little 
overburden. Quarrying is carried on acco'rding to the most ' 
approved methods and the entire limestone product IS used by 
the pre.~e!lt o~ers in the manufacture of Portland cement. 
. I' 
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The quarry of the Earlham Land Company has been 
worked only intermittently during the past few years. The 
amount of overburden is rather gr'eater than at the cement 
quarry. The equipment and quarry methods employed and prod-
ucts put upon the market are practically the same at both 
quarries. 
The Winterset limestone has been most extensively developed 
in the vicinity of Winterset. The stone used in the Madison 
county court house was obtained from the IO{lal quarries. The 
building was erected nearly forty years ago, bearing the date of 
1876, and all parts are in an excellent state of preservation save . 
some of the stone steps, and one or two of the large columns, 
which show signs of failure due to selection of poor materials. 
One of the porch columns has become roughened owing to the 
presence of "clay balls" which appear to be one of the most 
serious defects in the stone but could be avoided by careful 
selection. Several of the steps have been replaced while others 
show signs of werkness. The failure in this instance was due 
to spalling and opening of cracks along bedding planes. Most 
of the materials used in the court house were obtained from 
the quarry in the northwest quarter of section 12 and the" Back-
bone" quarry, both in Lincoln township. 
FIG. ' 46-Winterset quarry located a bout on e-half mile southeast of the court 
house, Winterset, Madison county. 
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.A. good section showing the Winterset beds may be viewed 
within the city limiis about a half mile southeast of court house 
square. The sequence is as follows: 
FEET. 
7. Drift and soil (thickens greatly in the bluffs) . .. . . . . .. .. . 3 
6,. Limestone, disintegrated, uneven on the upper surface and 
probably thickens toward the bluffs, exposed. .. .... ..... 3 
5. Limestone, gray, hea.vy·bedded, somewhat porous and fossil-
iferous .... ..... .. . ..... . . ...... .. .................... 3 
4. Limestone, fossiliferous and presents a concretionary facies; 
decidedly argillaceous.. ... . ...... ......... .. .... . ..... 1'/. 
3. Limestone, gray to buff, hard, brittle and fossiliferous; un-
evenly -bedded, top and bottom layers thickest, slightly 
concretionary ............... '. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 8 
2. Limestone, shaly, gray to yellow, highly fossiliferous. . .... 1% 
1. Limestone, buff to gray, somewhat unevenly bedded ' and 
slightly clayey; massive in unweathered se<:tions, -exposed 4 
The base of the ,above section is about sixteen feet above the 
roadway, which follows the ravine down to Middle river. .A. 
black shale hand appears in the bluff about ten feet above num-
ber 6 in the section. 
FIG. 47-Quarry near top of hill southwest of Winterset, showing limestone above 
the black s h.a le ~hich appears well up in the ravines south of town. 
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Analysis 'of Winterset limestone selected, from Oity quarry. 
Insoluble ....•.. . .......... .. .. ...•.......... :.......... 12.63 
Iron and alumina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.18 
Calcium carbonate . ....... . .. ·. . ......................... 84.34 
Magnesium carbonate.................................. 2.19 
'Moisture ' ': . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 :<i2 
. ... .. 'Total ........................................ 10>(). 36 
.. 
Similar -limestone deposits are to be' found along the Chicago 
Great Western ~ai~':V~y' at Peru. According to T. E. Savage,. 
the beds ~xposed at this point are as follows: 
FEET. 
10: Yellow colored 10'ess ............. : ...................... 5·8' 
9. Drift, reddish brown above grading down to gray below; con· 
. taining numerous bowlders in the lower portion ........ 9·15 
8. Gray or yellowish limestone, argillaceous, fine·grained; in 
three layers resp'actively 15, 18 and 12 inches ln thickness. 
Much stained in upper vart... ... . . . ....... . .... .... .. . 4~ 
7. Bluish colored shale, with a band of limestone 1 to 5 inches in 
thickness near the middle .portion ...... . . .. . " .... .... . 1"/. 
6. Dense, gray limestone, in layers 16, 24, 6 and 16 irnches in 
thickness ...... . ........ . . . . . ............... . .... . ..... 5 
5. Band of gray shale ... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 2/. 
4. Layer of gray limestone, crinoidal in lower portion... . . . . . 2% 
3. Ledge of gray limestone similar to number 4 above, in two 
layers respectively 12 and 30 inclles in thickness. . . . . . . . 3'lh 
2. Band of grayish 'blue shale .. ...... , ......... " . . . . . . . . . . . 1·/. 
1. Talus slope with occasional outcrops of limestone, to level of 
fiood plain.... .. ...................................... 20 
The principal product of the quarry at the present time is 
crushed stone, which is used extensively in and about Des 
Moines. 
According to Mr. Savage the bluff continues a distance of one-
half mile along Clanton creek. A composite sample was selected 
. from the limestone members of the above section and analyzed, 
and the results of the analysis are given. below: 
Silica ............................ . ...... .. . .. .... .. ; . 17.16 
Iron oxide and alui:nina............................... 2.64 
Calcium carbonate . ... . ....... .... ......... . ... .. ...... 72.76 
Magnesium carb()IIJ.ate.................................. 2.86 
-' Sulphur trioxide............ .............. . . . ... .. . .... 0.95 
Moisture ................................... ... ....... ,' .... . 0.30 : .C 
Combined water .. .... ...................... ...... .. .. a .12 , 
Analyzed by L. G. MICHAEL. 
The Earlham and Winterset limestones are of good .quality 
and satisfactory for crus~ed stone products . 
• 
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MAHASKA COUNTY . 
... . . . . . . . . . • • . , ,SAND. AND :GRAVEL • . 
Des :Moin:e~ ' I{ver' :aftords' .an abundant ' supply of sand and 
gravel :of excelle.nt .quality, sufficient to supply the entire. county. 
At the present time this storehouse of road p,nd concrete ma-
tarials ~is ~e~ng extensively .exported from but a single point, 
Eddyville. . 
T.he EddyvilJe Sand 'Company is operating a plant located 
bn a spur of the Minneapolis and Saint Louis railroad in Eddy-
ville. The plant is equipped with a- barge upon which an engine 
and sand pump are located, sand barges, a shell conveyor and 
bverhead tram to transport the sarid from barge to car and a 
power plant loeated on the shore to operate the shell and tram 
!Ind move the cars on the railway as needed. The pump on the 
barge is an eight inch centrifugal with pipe line to match. The ' 
sand and gravel are not screened when loaded on the barge. 
Driftwood and float material, present in almost insignificant 
amounts, ' are removed by hand picking. The clam shell holds 
about one-half cubic yard. The barges have a capaeity of sixty 
to eighty-five cubic yards. The output is shipped north and east · 
to a distance of fifty miles. 
N one of the other streams in the county are of importance as 
sources of sand and gravel and none ate producers worthy of 
mention, although small quantities are obtained at several points 
from stream channels and used locally. The interglacial gravels 
are not available. ' 
STONE. 
All of the more important streams crossing the county have 
cut through the drift and overlying Coal Measures to the sub-
Jacent limestone, at least throughout the greater portion of their 
courses. The beds represented are believed to be equivalent to 
the upper beds in Marion county, which are generally known as 
the Pella beds. Small quarries have been opened from time . to 
tiril~ at a number of· points, mainly along the two branches of 
the ' Skunk river. Perhaps the most important quarry: section 
may be viewed in the Mayer quarry about two miles north of 
New Sharon near the North Skunk. The section is as follows: 
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INCHES. 
9. Drift and Coal Measures of ind,efinite thickness. 
.. 
..... ...... ... ..... .... ... .. .. .. . . .... .. . 6 8. Limestone 
7. Limestone 
6. Limestone 
... ... ...... .. . ....... .. . . . . .... ... ... ...... . . 5 
. 5. Limestone 
4. Limestone 
3. Limestone 
2. Clay-shale 
1. Limestone, exposed. 
5 
14 
20 
8 
6 
The stone exposed is fine-grained, compact, ash-colored to 
gray limestone, brittle and b~eaking with a conehoidal to uneven 
fracture. The above divisions represent ledges which are sepa-
rated by clay partings. Less important exposures occur at Union 
mill and McBride mill on tJ;1e North Skunk; near Peoria and near 
the Oskaloosa water works on the South Skunk; in the vicinity of 
Bellefontaine on Des· Moines river and· along Muchakinock 
creek. The same thin-bedded, compact, brittle limestone char-
acterizes all of the leading quarry exposures and affords ex-
cellent material for road ·and concrete work. 
MARION COUNTY. 
S:AND ANn GRAVEL. 
The sand and gravel supplies of Marion county are limited 
to the flats of Des Moines river, and to beds. and bars in the 
channel of the same stream. Sand bars are of frequent occur-
rence all along its ~ourse, and are utilized as sources of local 
supply in numerous places. 
J:. A. Wilson is sl1ippiing sand and gravel obtained from the 
Des Moines river flats. The present pit ts located on the Oska-
loosa branch of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad, 
and is on leased ground. .4 clam dipper and steam plant is in-
stalled, which has a cap~Qity of from five to tE:)n cars per day. 
The dipper holds one cubic yar.d. The pit section is as . follows : 
FEET. 
4. Alluvial material ........ ....... .. ... .. .... . ... .......... 1-3 
3. Sand with gravel seams, cross-bedded ................... 15:20 
2. San'd and gravel much coarser than above· .... : ....... . ... 15-20 
1. All resting on shaly limestone. 
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Numbers' ,3 and 4 are above water level in 'the pit, which cor-
responds' to 'the water level' in the river. Occasional tree trunks 
and hard ledges are encountered in the lower gravels. Some 
coarse material is obtained from an extensive' gravel 'bar just 
below the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railway bridge. Im-
mense quantities of sand and 'gravel are obtainable'" from the 
river bars and river flood plain: in this vicinity; 
STONE. 
The Saint Louis limestone appears only in the eastern half of 
the county and there only along South Skunk and' Des Moines 
r,ivers and their immediate tributaries. Only the two upper sub- -
stages are exposed, the Verdi beds overlain by the Pella beds. 
The former beds are not persistent and comprise a rather com-
plicated series of sandstones, cherty limestones, clays and shales; 
The upper beds are prevailingly limestones, fairly low in' mag-
nesia and other impurities. While both formations have been 
exploited to some extent, quarrying operations have been con-
fined largely to the upper beds. 
, One of the most extensive sections exposed in the county oc-
curs about two miles southwest of Tracy, on the southeast quar-
ter of section 35 in Clay township. The sequence is as follows: 
TRACY SECTION, 
t FEET. 
7. Loess ,and drift of indefinite thickness, , , , .. , " " . , , .. " . , , 2-10 
6. Sandstone, argillaceous, much weathered and iron-stained. . 6, 
5. Shale, arenaceous, variable in color and state of induration. 4 
4. Limestone, argillaceous to arenaceous, weathers decidedly 
shaly ..... , . .... ... " ." . . ' , . .. , .... ', .. ,......... .... 4 
3. Limestone, similar to 1, but harder; in a single heavy ledge 2 
2. Limestone, argillaceous, but hard and 1frittle, splits into thin 
layers on exposure; highly fossiliferous above and below. 4 
, 1. Limestone, gray-blue, in heavy beds, finely -brecciated, fossil-
iferous and slightly crystalline; in three ledges. . . . . . . . . . 4 
Numbers 1 to 4 inclusive are referred to the Pella beds. 
Numbers 1 to 3 are the principal ledges quarried and appear to 
be well adapted for dimension stone, rubble and possibly bridge 
stone. Number 2 yields a fair flagstone. The individual ledges 
in numbers 1 to 3 are uniform in thickness ,'and appear to be 
persistent. The layers are fine-grained, oftentimes , bluish when 
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first exposed; but turri white when long exposed -to the weather. 
Number 6 appears to be quite compact whim fresh, and large 
blocks may be removed. When exposed to the atmosphere, the 
blocks disintegrate rapidly to a drab product resembling clay. 
It is highly fossiliferous throughout. 
A 'switch of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad has, 
been laid into the quarries. These have been opened up on the 
north bank of Cedar creek fqr a distance of more than half a 
mile. 
In the vicinity of the town of Harvey the limestones belonging 
to the Pella beds of the Saint Louis and the Lower Goal Measure 
. strata are exposed at many points in the valley of English creek 
and along the west l;>order of the Des Moines valley. They ap-
pear also in the hillsides along the ravines and small .streams 
in sections 10 to 15, Clay township. All of the exposures of the 
Pella limestones observed in this vicinity are covered with a 
greater .or less thickness of the Des Moines shales and glacial 
drift. As a rule the amount of these materials is so great as to 
prohibit the quarrying of the limestone. 
. Good exposures of the Verdi beds may be viewed along Skunk 
river in Lake township, especially in sections 23, 24 and 26. 
A composite section for the district shows the 'following beds ': 
FEET. 
6. Loess and drift, of variruble thickness. 
5. 8-andstone, !buff,cross·bedded, lower part very soft, , , , . . . . . 5 
4. Limestone, massive, cherty, breaks irregularly ... . ....... : . 4 
3. SandstOOle, ,gray, soft to quartzitic in places.............. 3 
2. Limestone, 'cherty ...... .. .. •.. ..... ..... .. ............ :. 2 
1. Sandstone" massive, yellow, with interbedded arena<!eo-
calcareous bands one-half inch to four inches in thick· 
ness. These bands ' are very hard, compact, fine-grain'ea, 
and are more resistant to weathering than the sandstone, 
so that layers stand out on weathered surfaces: Occa-
sional irregular fragments of this limestone, 1 to 2 inches 
in ,diameter, are found in the sandstqne; exposed...... 20 
Number .4 is' quar~ied to some extent, the product being used 
for ,rough masonry. The heavy overburden and the difficulty of 
pro~ucing regular blocks preclude any possibility of its extensive 
use as a coursing stone. ' 
The Pella beds have been quite extensively' developed at Dur-
, bam and between Durham and Flagler; southwest of Pella on 
I 
I 
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.the Pella-Knoxville road, and north of Tracy. The quarry 
.opened between Durham and Flagler, between the Chicago, Rock 
Island and Pacific and Chicago, Burlington and Quincy rail-
ways, shows the following sequence of beds: 
FEET. 
5. Loess and drift. .. . .. ... ....... . .. .. ....... : . . .... ... .... 3' 
4. Limestone, thinly bedded....... . ............ . . . ... .. ... . 6 
3. Limestone, in well defined ledg,e-s; varying from 6 to 20 
inches in thickness ..... . ...... . ..... . ......... ...... 5% 
2. Limestone, soft, granular, of little value for structural pur. 
poses . . . . .... .. .............................. . .••..•.. . 1"/. 
1. Limestone, very hard, breaks irregularly . ............ . ... 3 
. . 
A twenty inch ledge near the middle of number 3 is the princi-
pal layer in the quarry. It is coarse-grained, dark colored, but 
weathers white. The vertical joint planes are a sufficient dis-
tance apart to permit the removal of blocks of large size. Much 
of the product from this quarry and the old quarry northeast of 
FIG. 48-Exposure of Saint Louis limestone, near Harvey, showing Pella beds. 
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Durham has been shipped to points along the Chicago, Rock 
Island and Pacific Railroad as far east as Washington, Iowa. 
Most of the stone used for structural purposes and flagging in 
Pella lias been obtained from two quarries located about one and 
one-half miles southwest of the town on the Pella-Knoxville 
road. The beds exposed are very similar to those which are 
shown in the preceding section, save that an extensive 'deposit of 
marl similar to that which occurs in the Tracy quarries over-
lies the limestone. 
The Durham-Flagler. section is almost , exactly duplicated in a 
quarry opened on the southeast quarter of section 13, in Clay 
township, about three miles southeast of Harvey. The beds ex-
posed here are as follows: 
,FEET. 
5. Loess and drift, of varia.ble thickness. 
4. Limestone, thinly bedded, greatly fractured ....... . . ' .. .. . . 5 
3. Limestone, ilJl ledges varying from 4 to 20 inches in thick-
ness ................................................. 5 
2. Shale, black above and gray below, soft. . ... . .. . . .. .. .. ... Fl. 
1. Limestone, thinly bedded, crystalline.............. . ...... 1 
Here as before a twenty inch ledge just below the middle of 
number 3 is the principal ledge in the quarry. It is granular 
in texture, with vertical joint planes from four to ten feet apart. 
While the beds which comprise the Pella substage are per-
sistent and uniform in texture, and of convenient and sufficient 
thickness for building and other structural pur,Poses, they will 
probably never be extensively developed on account of the small 
aggregate thickness of the beds which l'!-re usable as compareq 
,with the amount of overburden and worthless layers which must 
be handled. Some of the upper beds will not stand alternate 
fre'ezing and. thawing, and should not be used in permanent 
.structures. The principal ledges, however, appear to withstand 
,weathering indefinitely as indicated by their fresh appearance~ 
both in natural quarry s~ctions and in walls which have been ex.-
;posed to the ;elements for more than ,twenty years: .(See plat~ 
iXXVIII, a, page 391:) 
The following' -tests were made by Profe~sors ;Marston anq. 
Weems on specimens secured from the Tracy quarry: '· 
Stone 
MARION COUNTY 
CRUSHING TEST. 
,r .,! I • 
Height 
in 
Inches I 
Gross sec-1 Breaklllg Str~~s-Pound~. 
tion Per Square lInch -
Square I Inches SpaJling .; Failure ' 
NQ. 31, Saint. Louis Limestone .. . . 1 
No. 32, Saint Loui~l.l:y'imestone ... . 
1.95 
2.0Q 4.12 I 7,300' I' 9,500 4.20 5,200 9,900 
ABSORPTION TEST. 
Stone ' . 
Per Cent of Increase 
24 Hours Week , ,Total 
No. 31, Saint Louis Limestone .... . .... . I 2.28 0.99 J 3.27 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO, ) .... . . .. . . . .. . . ... .... . . ... .. 94.60 
Magnesium carbonat€ (MgCO. ).. .. .. . . ... . ........ . . . .. 3.17 
Alumina (AI,O. ) .. . .... . , ....... . . .. ..... . ... . .... .. . . . 0.49 
Iron oxides (F€O+Fe,O,). .. ........ . .. . . .. .. ...... .. .. 0.17 
InSQluble . . ......... . . ; . ..... . . . , . .. .. ...... . .. . . . .. .. 1.57 
Extensive beds of sandstone occur in the Coal Measures of 
Marion county. The most important deposits are found in the 
vicinity of Red Rock along Des Moines river. One-half mile 
northwest of the town a large quarry has been opened, the main 
face of which is thirty to forty rods in length. There is a maxi-
mum thickne'ss of 100 feet of beds here exposed. The stone was 
. channeled, by which method of quarrying blocks of almost any 
desired dimensions were obtainable. The sandstone separates in 
ledges five to six feet in thickness. Quarrying operations were 
formerly carried on here on an extensive scale. A switch was 
connected with the Wabash at Cordova and the product was 
shipped tQ points along this line from Des Moines to St. Douis. , 
The quarries have been worked only intermittently during the 
past fifteen years and are now practically abandoned. 
The sandstone appears ' to form an elongated lens about ten 
miles in length and .three miles wide. The longer diameter of 
the lens extends in a northeast-southwest direction. From the 
maximum thickness of over 100 feet attained by the beds, they 
thin rapidly. The higher portions of the sandstone ridge have a 
light overburden' of loess, but this attains considerable' thickness 
on either flank. The rock is massive and the heavy beds are 
practically free from joint planes. The sandstone is 'imperfectly 
29 
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indurated, varying in hardness from exceedingly friable to ' al-
most quartiitic. The color lis also v!ariable, ranging from almost 
white or, pale yell<~w to de~p shades of red and brown. In some 
of ~he bers the coloring ~atte-r is :iqegularJy. ~istributed, 'pro-
ducmg a blotchy or mottled effect., The prevaIhng cements are , 
the oxides of iron and silica, although the upper beds are some-
what calcareous. While predominantly soft, the Red Rock stone 
resists ' we~thering well ~nd may be rated as fairly durable. It 
is not suitabIe for crushed stone products. 
MARSHALL COUNTY. 
SA.ND AND GRA. VEL. 
Sand and gravel deposits in Marshall 'county. are confined to 
Iowa river, ' Minerva creek and some 'of the small tributaries 
of the latter ,which issue from the Wisconsin ,drift. Stream 
terraces are so poorly developed within the county as to be un-
important, the large part of the gravels occurring as beds and 
bars in the stream channels. 
Excavations of various sorts show the presence of large quan-
tities of sand and gravel in the Iowa river bottoms. 'Twenty to 
thirty feet of these materials are known to exist in some places, 
under an ' overburden of silt and fine sand ranging from zero to 
five or six feet in depth. Between Marshalltown and Albion the 
sand flats along the river furnish an inexhaustible supply of 
good building s~nd. 
At and near Clemons the Wisconsin valley train gravels of 
South Minerva creek have been extens,ively developed both as 
railway baUast and for structural purposes. 
Both the Aftonian and Buch~an gravels are representE:ld in 
Marshall county, but to hardly such an extent as would warrant 
consideration from:an economic standpoint. At Albion ten ,feet 
of stratified, sand and gravel referable to the former stage may 
be observed. Gravels which doubtless are of the Buchanan age 
are , typically develope,d. at ,Albion. ' The grav~ls n~ar ' Giff9rd 
probably bel6ngto the WiscoD,siil :gravel trai,n. At ,}r.[arsp,alltown , 
there 'ar,e :qve fo ten "feet of siliceous· IPlite6!O\.1 .at t:4e b!O\.s'e of 
the loes's; ' These"sub;Ioessial. gravels "ate 'Widely distrib~ted' over 
the county and often attain a considerable thickness. ' 
• 
PLATE XXXVI-Typical section In quarry of LeGrand Quarry Company. Quarry. Marshall county. The entire assemblage of 
beds are suitable for road and concrete materials. 
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STONE. 
The Kinderhook immediately underlies the drift over the 
northeast one-third of Marshall county, and extensive outcrops-
may be viewed along the Iowa river in the vicinity of Quarry 
and LeGrand, along Nicholson creek at Rockton, and on Timber 
creek, about two and one-half miles southwest 'of Quarry. All of 
the leading exposures are near the trunk lines of railway which 
cross the ,county, and all are connected by switches extended 
from these lines. 
In the southeastern portion of the state, · there are extensive 
outcrops of the Kinderhook, notably at Burlington, which con-
sist of shale, fine-grained ' sandstone, and sub crystalline lime-
stones, of which the first and last members are the most inl-
portl:!-nt. In 'Marshall county, the calcareous beds greatly pre-
dominate. Five fairly well defined divisions can be recognized 
readily, the lowest member of which is a shale which resembles 
the shale member in the pit of the Granite Brick Company, at 
Burlington. This is overlain by a fine-grained, blue' to gray cal-
careous sandstone which is in turn followed by beds of oolite. 
Above the oolite, cherty magnesian limestones are present in 
considerable thickness, and completing the section are the brown 
to gray subcrystalline limestones. 
The Kinderhook shales are not exposed in Marshall county, 
but are present in well sections which penetrate the indurated 
rocks. The basal member exposed is the fine-grained sandstone 
which appears only in the eastern portion of the county. The 
. leading quarries develop the oolite and the magnesian limestone, . 
although all of the members above the shale have been exploited 
to some extent. The most extensive section in the county is ex-
posed north of LeGrand, near Iowa river. The foilowing se~ 
quence of beds may be observed at ·this point: 
FEET. 
18. Loess, interstratified sands and silts below . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16 
17. Bowlder clay oxidized a deep brown and containing ·bowl-
ders much decayed .. .. ... .. ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . .......... 5-10 
16. Limestone, subcrystalline, pebbly. ... . . ............ . .. . . . . 3 
15. Oolite, fine-grained, with many ' brecciated grains . .... .... 4 
14. Limestone, gray, slightiy' o<llitic . ... .... .. .. . .. ... . ... . ... . 2lh 
13'. Limestone, gray above ~n(J." 'yellow ' below. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . 2 
•• ' .,1' 
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FEET. 
12. Limestone, buff, magnesian, ra.ther heavily bedded, .bi:lected 
,.', , _ .. . _ .. :b.y . cl1ert banq ,aJ:lout four fe~t from the base.......... ~ 
11. Limestone, mixed gray, blue and buff, breaks very ' irregu-
.... - - ..... , ' . - latly -("Brindle" of the quarrymen) really an intraforma- ' 
, _. _. . tton.aI: .conglpmerate . ', , ' . ' . ........ : ............... : . . . . 3lA! 
10. . Chert .......... . '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V3 9:' Limestone, 'son; ' yellow, arenaceous; iil thin layers; earthy 
in places . ....... , ' .......... . ......... ' ............... . .. ... . 
8. Chert .................... . ... _ ...... ' ........ .. .... . .. ... . 
7. Limeliltone, blue, v.ariegated to yeilow .. hrown .. . ........ ... . 
"6: Chert ... ..................... ~ . ' .. .... : .. : ' ..... . ... .. .... . 
5. Fossil ,breccia with lenses of crystalline calcite .......... '" 
4. Limestone, ·buff, magnesian, fine even texture and massive; 
cherty concr,etions scattered promiscuously throughout. 
One quite persistent band of .chert rubout four feet from 
2% 
V3 6 . 
14 
1 
the 'base . ............ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 
3. Limestone, blue, variegated to brown, hard, conchoidal frac~ 
ture, in heavy layers ....... .. ............... .. ........ 3lA! 
2. Oolite, in layers 14; 12, 8, .9, 6, 36, 26, 24 and 42 inches in 
thickness . • ........ , ........ ..... . ..... ..... ... .. . ~ .. . 15 
1. -Sandstone, fine-grained, blue, calcifercus, in part shaly, ex-
posed ........ . .. .. . ....... . ................ .... . . . ..... 10 
The beds dip gradually to the southwest, and as the ground 
rises in that direction, are soon carried below the surface of the 
river. Near Indian Town in Tama county, the base of the oolite 
lies more than twenty feet above the water level. At the north-
east quarry above LeGrand, it is about ten feet above the water 
level, while in the west quarries, both the oolite and the sand-
stone lie below the bed of the riv~r. At the west quarry, the 
upper members in the above section ·are better developed. Num-
ber 16 shows a thickness of about twelve feet. At Rockton only 
numbers 14, 15 and 16 are exposed, and the beds are more shat-
tered and weathered than their equivalents in the LeGrand quar-
ries. The section exposed near the Minneapolis and St. Louis 
railway is second only in importance to the Quarry and Le-
Grand sections. The bed~ exposed are as follows: 
FEET. / 
8. Loess, sandy ;belo:w ............... :.... . ... .. ... . .. ...... 10 
'7. Bowlder ,clay (Kansan)...................... . ....... .. .. 6 
6. Limestone, · brown, subcrystalline; thinly bedded, and rubbly 
above, heavier below ............. ...  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
5. Limestone, yellow, brittle, with occasional small caverns 
decorated with concretionary calcite................... llA! 
4. Limestone, blue, hard, 'brittle ............... ;............ 2 
3. Oolite in three layers, 8, 22 and 6 inches r espectively... . . . 3 
, , MARSHALL COuNTY 
" FEET, 
2. LiIp.eston!l" gray-browp-, With layers of blue, subcrystalline 
, limestone inte~bedded ........... ; .......... : , ....... . 6 
1. Limestone, gray-blue, close-textured, soft , when fitst exposed, 
weathered portion, yellow; layers vary from 6 to 18 
inches, very evenly 'bedded, magnesian. :. ............. 12 
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The oolite in the Timber creek section is undoubtedly the 
equivalent of the oolite exposed at Rockton, and the upper oolite 
of the LeGrand section. Numbers 1 to 6 in the 'Timber creek 
section find their counterparts in 12 to 16 in the LeGrand section, 
With the possible exception of Number 5, which was not certainly' 
recognized farther north and east. 
The differences in physical prope,rties and ' coloration are 
largely if not wholly due to differences in the weathering. The 
Timber creek beds are in large part below the water level, and 
the prevailing colors of the beds developed are 'shades of blue 
and gray, while the tones of yellow and buff which prevail in'the 
east quarries at LeGrand are 'believed to have been brought 
about through the action of weathering agencies. The hardness 
of the Timber creek stone increases materially on exposure. 
Kinderhook beds are also exposed northwest of Liscomb, near 
the center of section 2. 
Quarry Industry. 
The Kinderhook beds have been exploited mainly in the vicin-
ities of Quarry and LeGrand, and Timber creek. Quarries were ' 
operated formerly at Rockton, but have been abandoned for 
some years. 8tone has also been taken out along 'the river, near 
Liscomb, for local use only. 
LE GRAND QUARRY COMPANY, 
The pioneer in the quarry industry, as well as the largest com-
pany operating in the' county at the present time, is the LeGrand 
Quarry Oompany, with its central office in Marshalltown. The 
company owns and operates quarries at Quarry and Timber ' 
creek. 
r' • 
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Quarry.-Three quarrie~ are connected with the Ohicago and 
North Western railroad, by branch -lines at this point. Active 
operations were begun as early as 1860, when a limited quan-
tity: of building stone and lime was produced. Two years later 
the railway tracks were extended into the qua,rries, and the 
company has operated continuously ever since. 
- At present only the southeast quarry is being operated. 
The quarries are now under .lease by the Ohicago and North 
Western Railway Oompany and are being operated by Dolese 
Brothers of Ohicago. Orushed stone is the only product. 
The plant -is fully equipped throughout with the most ap-
proved machinery for _ producing crushed stone economically. 
Hand labor is reduced to a minimum. _ The quarry rock is first 
shattered by blasting, then loaded by steam shovel into dump 
cars which are conveyed to foot of crusher incline by dummy 
engines, hoisted by cable and dumped directly into a number 
11 Gates Gyratory crusher. The product from the large crusher 
passes into a trommel screen, the oversize being conveyed to 
two auxiliary crushers. The entire product is elevated to the 
top of the building, si~ed and distributed to the appropriate 
storage bins. This is the most complete crusher plant in the 
state. 
Timber Creek.-The LeGrand Quarry Oompany has also de-
veloped an extensive quarry in Timber creek. A side track is 
laid in from the Minneapolis and Saint Louis railway and the 
plant is well equipped with modern machinery. The beds worked 
are the same as those at Quarry, from the magnesian lime-
stone upwards. As has been mentioned, the magnesian limestone 
here differs incolo'r from its homologue at Quarry and Le- -
Grand. At the latter places shades of buff prevail, while at 
the Timber creek quarries the chief beds are a gray-blue with 
occasional layers in part light yellow. The fact is emphasized 
that the predominating color in the unaltered LeGrand beds 
is a gray-blue, which is changed to tones of buff and yellow 
through weathering agencies. Here as in other places, the m&g-
nesian layers succumb less readily to disintegrating forces than 
I 
I 
I 
PLATE ·XXXVII-The L eGrand Quarry Company crusher plant-perhaps the largest crusher plant in Iowa . Quarry. Mar-
shall county. 
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the associated beds, and as a consequence stand out prominently 
in natural quarry faces. \ 
The upper oolite and brown subcrystalline limestone are of 
more importance here than at the exposures along Iowa river. 
The Coal Measures in Marshall county consist chiefly of shales· 
with occasional beds of sandstone. A heavy bed of sandstone 
appears in Timber Creek township, and has been developed to a 
limited extent. Quarries have been opened on sections 8 and 9, 
and stone suitable for the rougher grades of masonry has been 
produced. The sandstone is reddish brown in color, and appar-
ently durable. It exhibits a conglomerate facies in part. Well 
polished grains of sand and gravel are laid in a matrix of ferric 
oxide. Some of. the iron oxide is found in the form of small 
nodules which frequently are hollow and possess the concentric 
~tructure peculiar to concretions. The impressions of trunks 
and branches of trees which have retained their ~oody texture 
in a remarkable degree, although their original organic sub-
stance has been ·entirely replaced by mineral matter, occur 
throughout the ~eds. In some instances, a pulverulent ash sur-
rounded by a highly' ferruginous · shield is all that remains. One 
case exhibited a central core of very hard material, almost 
quartzitic, around which was a zone of wood fibre, and sur-
rounding all, a concentric, ferruginous shield. All of the stems 
are in a · recumbent position. 
At the present time only the upper layers have been exploited. 
The lower beds are more regular and afford a stone suitable for 
building and trimming. 
The sandstone here as elsewhere in the Coal Measures is not 
suitable for crushed stone products. 
MILLS COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
There are only a few places in Mills county where gravel has 
been f01,lnd, and these are along the Missouri river bluffs. Out-
crops may bE;) seen in ·section 4 of Oak township and section 10 
of Lyons township. Extensive operation of these pits ilS not 
feasible on account of the rapidity with which the loess cover 
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deepens back into the bluff. ;LocaI supplies for smali work only 
are taken from these pits, the materials used for work of much 
importance being shipped from Platte river in Nebraska. 
The town of Farragut obtains small amounts of sand for local 
consumption from the east fork of Nishnabotna rIver. 
STONE. 
The constitution of .the Missouri in Mills county is almost an 
exact duplicate of the stage in Fremont county to the ·south. 
The shale members greatly predominate, and as before, the ex-
posures of the indurated beds are limited almost wholly to the 
bluffs facing Mis'souri river. A few exposures are fO}lnd else-
where, especially along Nishnabotna river and its immediate 
tributaries. While the limestone. ledges appear at a consider-
able nu~ber of points, quarrying operations have been carried 
on at a very few, and the probabilities are that the industry 
will never attain any importance in the co-q.nty. The leading 
sections are given below. 
Section in the bluffs in the southeast quarter of section 16, 
Lyons township: 
13. 
12. 
II. 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
. 1. 
, 
FEET. 
Loess and drift of indefinite thickness, which reach great 
depth immediately back from quarry face, average.... 18 
Limestone; Qolitic abov~ and compact below....... .... ... 3 
Shale, gray, with two calcareous stone layers about 3% and 
4% feet from the upper surface, fossiliferous throughout 6% 
Limestone . ........ . .... ......... . .............. . . ... . .. 1 
Shale, gray, calcareous and fossiliferous.................. . 1 
Limestone with a band of chert........... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1%, 
Shale, gray and black, slightly calcareous, with occasional 
streaks or pockets of ooal. . .. . ....... . . .... .. , . . . . . . . . . 1% 
Limestone, compact, white, breaking pre·ferably along verti-
cal planes ..................... . ...... .. ... ... .... . . .. 1 
'Shale, varying from slightly to highly calcareous . .. :. ... . . 2 
Limestone, gray, fragmental, ' some of the fragments clean 
and some covered with oolitic crust, all imbedded in a 
. fine-grained matrix .. .... ... ....... ..... ...... ........ 3 % 
Limestone, shaly, gr.ading into 4 .................... : . . . . . 1 
,Limestone, yellowish gray, in heavy ledges, showing a tend-
. ency to wedge out, shale partings presi:)nt....... . . . . . . . 4 
Shale, bluish gray to black; and talus ... : ": : : . : .:.: . .. : 8 
The . above is the · most important section ip. the CO}l:Q,ty, . and 
continues along the bluff for about half a mile. Extensive 
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quarrying was carried on formerly, bu~ the industry has been 
praGticallyabandoned. Number 2 appears to have furnished the 
most important quarry stone. A small quantity o£ stone is now 
burned for lime at this place. 
Section formerly exposed in the quarry near the Missouri 
river bluffs, at Mills station: 
FEET. 
6. Loess and drift of variable thickness . . . ............. .... 50-60 
5. Disintegrated limestone containing FusuZina cyZindlrica.. . . lh 
4. Yellow shale ordisintegr.ated limestone containing FusuZina 
cyZindrica ..... . ... .. .............. . . . . ... ......... ... 2lh 
3'. , Limestone, deeayed and yellow above, gray and sound below, 
containing numer·ous nodules· of fossiliferous chert. . .. 3 
2. Concealed, pro'ba:bly shale ....... .. . ..................... 2 
1. Bluish, dark gray limestone : '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Only No. 3 is 'now visible in above section. The same stone 
appears in the stream channel south of the railroad. 
Section in the quarry at Henton: 
FEET. 
5. Loess aJnd drift of varilllble thickness. 
4. Shale, gray, with thin calcareous layers and occasional small 
calcareous concretions ..... . . . .. ...................... 2 
3. Limestone, gray or yellow... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . llh 
2. Limestone, gray to cream-colored, with dark cherty ooncre-
tions several inches in diameter, somewhat pyritic ... .. 1 
1. Limestone, light · bluish gray, in heavy ledges with some 
shale partings, aJlld irregular nodules of chert; fossil-
iferous .... ........ . . ...... ..... . ... ..... ... . ......... 3 
Several small quarries have been opened in this vici'nity. 
Quarrying operations have, however, been carried on only inter-
mittently, and then in a desultory way. Away from the Missouri 
bluffs, very few quarries have been opened, although the lime-
~tone members are occasionally exposed. The section given be-
low shows more limestone than the average. 
Section near the banks of Silver creek, one-third of a mile west 
of the center of section 5, White' Cloud township: 
FEET. 
7. Loess and gravelly drift.. .... ....... ... . ... .... ...... .... 17+ 
6. Shale, marly . .......................................... liz 
5. Limestone, grayish yellow, in three or four ' heavy ledges, 
cherty and cavernous ....... :............. .. ... .... ... 6 
4. Limestone, grayish blue, compact. . ............. .. ... .. .. %' 
3. Talus slope ......... , .............................. . . ~ . . , 2 
2. Limestone, yellow, fragmentaL .......... ~ .. ~ ...... . . '. . . . 2 
1. Limestone, formerly quarried, but now: concealed to water 
level of Silver creek, about . .. ............. .. . . .. . . :· . .. 3 
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: These beds are much obscured, the outcropping edges of No.5 
being th~ only stone visible in place. Quarries were formerly 
operated in section 36, Rawl!) township, the upper ledge being 
striated. Stone is no longer 'quarried in the vicinity. Whiie 
the limestone ledges exposed are of fair quality for crushed 
stone purposes the large percentage of materials which must 
be wasted makes quarrying unprofitable. 
MITCHELL COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Mitchell county is almost completely covered with Iowan drift . 
except for a few "islands" of Kansan drift overlain by loess. 
While the Iowan drift is often covered by ' a gray loess, the 
thickness of this is measured in inches rather than feet. Bu-
chanan gravels are represented by both the valley phase, ap-
pearing now as stream terraces, and the upland phase. (See 
Buchanan county report.) In addition, reworked materials and 
Iowan gravel trains are present. The former appear 'as sand 
and 'gravel bars in Little Oedar river ·east of Osage, and in the 
Wapsipinicon near Riceville, but as a source of supply are of 
minor importance. . . 
Stream T erraces.:-=-The valley phase of the Buchanan gravels 
makes its appearanee along Little Oedar and Wapsipinicon 
rivet's. A low terrace rising from ten to fifteen feet above the. 
flood 'plain of the Little O~dar probably contains sand and gravel, 
judging from the spring~ above and the bogs below, yet no 
·pits could be observed. . 
Terraces of Iowan age may be seen occasionally along the 
. Cedar valley. The city of Osage derives much of its supply of 
sand and gravel from a pit in a broad terrace fifteen feet above 
the river flood plain in the northern part of section 34, Oedar 
township. This pit is operat.ed by the Osage Oement Products 
Company. The section sho'ws: 
FEET. 
Soil, pebbly ........... . . . .................. ' .' .............. 'h-1 
. Gravel, fine, some sand amd coa.rse gravel, dark 'brown...... 1-2 
. -GraV'el, similar to· above but lighter ' colored .... , ..... , . .... 1-2 
'.' ·Gravel, fine to coarse, fairly clean, . containing limestone slabs 
.. and · a little clean sharp sand, exposed.............. 5 
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Several acres of similar materials are known on N. W. Nel-
son's farm, where pits have been opened; In section 21 of. the 
same township, there is another broad terrace similar in its 
essentials to the one just described. 
Upland Gravels.-The upland phase or outwash aprons of • 
the Buchanan stage are of prime importance in road construc-
tion as' they are .more evenly distributed than any of the other 
forms in which suitable materials occu'r. Professor Calvin in 
his report on this county in volume XIII of the Iowa Geological 
Survey describes a few pits in the following way, ." There is 
a typical pit of the upland phase of the gravels a short distance 
southwest of Osage in the northwest quarter of section 35, Cedar 
FIG. 49-Buchanan gravels overlain, by Iowan loess, in the northwest quarter of 
s ec tion 35, Cedar township, Mitchell county. . 
township. The deposit is very ferruginous and weather-stained. 
Most of the crystalline pebbles are profoundly altered and de-
cayed. The section shows four feet of coarse, ferruginous gravel. 
Along with the northern granites and greenstones are some 
fragments of the local lithographic limestone, and it is inter-
esting to note that the limestone has :;;uffered less from weath-
ering than most of th~ crystalline pebbles. Above the gravel is 
30 
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a mantle of fresh Iowan loess. There is no Iowan drift. The 
pit is located on a knob which rises eighty feet above the level 
of the river. A shod distance west of Mitchell is another pit of 
rusty Buchanan gravel similarly located in a loess-Kansan area 
which rises conspicuously above the level of ' the adjacent Iowan 
plain." 
Gravel is common along the river but it is found on the bluffs 
and not in the valley. An example of this is an iro~-stained 
gravel occurring on the bluff at the west end of the mill dam in 
Mitchell. Extensive deposits are also fairly common on the up-
lands remote from the streams. It seems hardly necessary to 
mention each deposit but it might be added that Jenkins and 
Douglas townships have these gravels in greater abundance than 
other localities. 
STONE. 
The Cedar Valley limestone of the Devonian forms the country 
rock over the entire county. Excellent sections may be seen 
along the principal streams, especially along Cedar river west 
of Osage. Practically the entire series of beds known to occur 
in the county appear in a single section aggregating about 
eighty-five to ninety feet. According to Professor Calvin in his 
admirable discussion of the Geology of Mitchell county the de-
tails of one of these standard sections are as follows ': 
The Chandler Cliff Bection, located on the east side of the 
river on the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 
21, directly, west of Osage: ' 
FEET. 
26. Residual clay in which thin, weat:tJ,ered slabs and flakes of 
'limestone are embedded, part of mantle of waste...... 4 
25·. Limestone, coarse-grained, rough, weathered, magnesian .. 
24. Limestone, firm, fine-grain ed, lithographic ledge, somewhat 
concr etionary and containing imperfectly preserved 
stromatoporoids ... , . . .................. " ...... , .... . 
23 . Limestone, partly decayed and partly shaly layer ....... . 
22. Limestone, fine, light colored, lithographic bed. The bed as 
usual shows two divisions which are separated by a pecu-
liar suture-like joint due to the interlocking of small 
prominences from the apposed surfaces. This interlock-
ing joint is' seen in all the exposures of this ·vicinity. The 
interlocking denticles show stylolitic structure ..... . .. _ . 
21. Shaly parting ' ..... . .... .. .. ................ ........ ..... . 
1 
1 
2 
lh 
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FEET. 
20. Limestone, lithographic, in three parts; upper part as usual 
very fine-grained and homogeneous; ...... . :'. . ... ::. .... 2% 
19. ~haly paru,ng ····: · ···· ······,······:······ t·; · : .... ···· !;6 
U~. Limestone, lithographic, fine-grained ....... : ....... . .. ;... 1 
17. Limestone, coarse, dolomitic.............................. 1 
16. Limestone, fine-grained, laminated.... .. ...... .. ..... .. . .. 1 
15. Dolomite, coarse, granular, in beds ranging from six inches 
to a foot in thiclmess............................ . .... 4 
14. ,Shaly parting .. .. ; ......... ; .................... ;..... . % 
13. Limestone w.ith lithogr3iphic nodules embedded in granular 
matrix ....... ; ... .......... ; ......... ..... . ........ . . 1!;6 
12. Limestone, heavy layer which is dolomitic below and partly 
lithographic above. The lithographic 'portion is joined to 
the coarser dolomite ,by a wavy and irregular line. .. .. . 1!;6 
11. Shaly ,band, variable in thick1J1ess, averaging about...... % 
10. Dolomite, heavy layer, subcrystalline.. .. ... .............. 1% 
9. 'Shaly parting .. , .. .. " ...... .... ..... .. . . ... . . . .... .... . V6 
8. Limestone, thick layer, coarse and granular at the base, up-
per six inches partly lithographic .. ........... " . . . . . . . 1% 
7. Limestone, hard, light gray, lithographic 'stone. ... . . .. . . 1'/12 
6. Limestone, shaly, decayed ............ :........ ......... 1 
5. Limestone, light gray, crystalline, good building, stone. . . . . . 1!;6 
4. Dolomite, evenly 'bedded, yellowish, good quality, quarried 
for building stone at many points in the county, layers 
ranging up to a foot or more in thickness, no fossils. . . . 9 
3. Dolomite, irregularly and indefinitely bedded, much checked 
and cut by joints, carries numerous casts of Athyris 
vittata and other species characteristic of the same hori-
zon. This member will be referred to hereafter as the 
Athyris zone ......................... ..... ... ...... " . 12 
2. Limestone, two heavy, irregular, non laminated, dolomitic 
beds, containing many shapeless cavities lined with cal-
cite ...•........ .. .......... ... . .. .. .' ........... :. . ... 5 
1. Limestone, magnesian, partly dolomitic, in regular layers.. 15 
For convenience a generalized section may be composed from 
the above section and one or two others in the' immediate neigh-
borhood. The following is believed to , closely approximate the 
truth: 
GENERALIZED DEVONIA~ SECTION. , 
FEET. 
8. Magnesian limestone above the lithographic zone, repre-
sented usually by weathered chips ... . .... ............. 6 
7. Lithographic' zone ..... : .... : :". : ...... '" ..... ; :. ;'. ;';; ',' 9 
6. Assemblage of variable beds between the lithographic zone 
, a~d , the evenly bedded quarry stol1e .... , ... . ... , ..... ,... 16 
5. Quarry stone, No.4 of the Chandler cliff section .... ..... '10 
4. Athyris bed ' .......... ... ·;: . . :;: ... ; ... :.;: ..... .. :;., .... ; ' ,.12 
3. Coarse, vesicular bed ,with calc~te-lined ,cl!ovit~es; .. : ;'. ' ;, .... " 6 . 
o 2. .R.~gularbedded doloJl!.He l!ot bas,e of, Chandler :sElction .. ' ,' . : 15, 
1.-' Folded and brecciated zone . '. ':. :: .. .. : '. . .' .. : .. ','.' . :'. : . :: ~ .. '- 15 ' \ 
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FIG, 50-Cliff b el ow th e wag-on bridge in the northeast quarter of section 28, 
Osage township, Mitchell county, There are folded and brecciated b eds a t 
the base of the cliff; the lithographic limestone appears , at the top, 
Number 1 in 'the genera!' secti'on may be seen one-fourth mile 
below the electric power plant just below the wagon bridge di-
rectly west of Osage. ' The upper portion ' 0'£ 'the ' section closely 
resembles Chandler's Cliff, 
T~e principal streams in the county are strike , streams and 
the general slope is parallel with th,e dip 1:10uth and west. The 
beds which are quarried at St. Ansgar are essentially the same 
as those quarried at Orchard, and those being developed in the 
vicinity of McIntire find thei~ counterparts in the quarries along 
Rock creek. . 
In the vicinity of Osage quarrying operations are limited al-
most wholly to the lithographic beds. N ear Mitchell and St. 
Ansgar, and along the Little Cedar from Stacpille to Brown-
ville, the regularIy bedded dolomites" corresponding to number 
4 in the Chandier section, are worked. At McIntire and along 
Rock creek the lithographic zone is the 'one mainly utilized. At 
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OtrantQ the Athyris bed is worked and it would appear that 
number 1 of the Chandler section ought to be within working dis-
tance of the surface. In' order that the details may be better 
undersfood . arid' "the latent resources ' of the county ~ore fully 
appreciated, a detailed quarry section from each of the more 
important districts is given below. A considerable number of 
quarries have been opened along Sugar creek southwest of 
Osage. One ' of' 'the most important of these IS known as the 
Le'\Yis lime quarry. The section is as follows: 
FIG. 51-The Lewis lime quarry, in southeast quarter of section 27, Osage town-
ship, Mitchell county, one and one- ha lf miles southwest of Osage. The beds 
exposed are h ard and compact and are fairly representative of t~e vicinity. 
LEWIS LIME QUARRY. 
FEET. 
10. Dark brow'n residual clays with some gr'anular, calcareous, 
residual material resembling fine sand, and 'many .weath-
ered chip~ of limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
·9. Limestone, firm, whitish, fine-grained ledge of concretionary 
lithographic stone containiong a number of obscure strom-
atoporoids .... . ........... ' ..... \. . . .. . ... .. ... . . ... .. . % 
8. Limestone, shaly, fossiliferous, fossils mostly in the form of 
comminute'd brachiopod shells ...... . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
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i . -':Uimestone, hard, fine~gr~iIted~ 11thographic, with 'lamination ', . 
planes well defined.in some places, less perfectly defined 
in others, and with a tend'ency to sputup into individ-
ual ,layers of varying 'degrees of thickn~ss .... .... . ... lYc, ' 
6. Shale, :marly .. " .. ; .. ...... " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
, 5. , Limes~one, heavy ledge of fine-grai~ed UUiographic stone 
dividing into two parts, the upper ten, the lower seven-' 
: teen inches in , thickness. The lower five inches is very 
fine and homogooeous in texture and tends in places to 
separate as a -distinct lay.er .- .... . .... .. . . ...... .. ; . .. 214 
4. Thin shaly parting . ..... . .... .. ..... .. ........... . .. . .. _ '/12 
3. Limestone, ledge of fine-textured lithographic stone in three 
.parts, eight, sev,enteen and one-half, and three amd one-
'half inches , respectively ... .' . ... . ....... .. . . .. . ....... 2J;j 
2. Shaly parting . . ..... .. : ... .. ... ........................ '/12 ' 
1. Li:mestone, coarser and less perfect lithographic stone, in 
two parts, eleven and nine in-ches thick ........... _. . .. 171 
Beds 3, 5, 7 and 9 are fine-grained and light colored, break 
with conchoidal fracture, and would all be classed as lithographic 
limestone_ It is the upper eight inches of No. 3 and the lower 
five or six inches ,of No.5 that are fine enough and homogeneous 
enough to give promise of possessing commercial value as serv-
iceable lithographic stone. All the beds are checked and jointed 
on an extensive scale, and this renders it difficult to obtain blocks 
of usable size for lithographic purposes. 
The lithographic beds are quarried at an opening on the land 
of Dr. W. H. Gable in the northwest quarter of the southeast 
quarter of section 27 about half a mile northwest of the Lewis 
quarry. The lithographic beds here, as elsewhere, are remark-
ably durable as evidenced along natural 'fissures: Detached 
blocks which bear evidence of long exposure, ring when struck 
with the hammer and show slight indication of surface softening 
and disintegration. An average sample was taken from the 
Ga ble quarry and analyzed. The results were as follows: ., 
Insoluble ...... ,..... .. .. ...... ..... .............. .... 2.21 
Iron and alumina ................................. .... 3.82 
Calcium carbonate ......... .. ............ ... ... ... .... 90.17 
Magnesium carbonate . . .. . ' . . ..... ' .. ; .. ; , .. ....... -.. , . ,1.0'3,-
Moisture and 'organic matter .; .. .... . : .. .. . ; ... ; ... ; . .. 2.63 
'. ' . ~ . · 99.86 
A. O. ANDERSON; Analyst. 
The sections .. exposed at ,SL ~nsgar. and Mitchell show no new 
facies. The dolomitic beds "are " wor-ked the' mo'st though the 
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lithographic beds are available at ,the latter place. At Otranto 
only the. lower beds exposed in the. Chandler section are known, 
. while along the Little Cedar . the middle to lower beds are 
available. 
Near McIntire the following section exposed near the mill 
southeast of town may be taken as a fair average. The beds 
exposed are as follows: 
FEET. 
5. . Loess and sOiL ... : ........... . . .. . . .. . . . ......... ·. ..... 6 
4. Limestone, decayed, magnesian, granular . . .. .. ... '. ' . . . . . . . 2 
3. Limestone, laminated, lithographic stone. . . .. .. . . .... . . . . 3 
2: Limeston€, solid, gramular and fossiliferous . . .. .. . . ... . . . · 114 
1. Limestone, thin-bedded, partly lithographic stone, variable . 2 
In the bed of the small creek between the quarry and the mill, 
there are firm dolomitic beds below the level of the above section. 
The entire assemblage of beds in this part of the county are sup-
posed to be the equivalents of those exposed near the top at 
Osage and Orchard. . 
Notwithstanding the abundance of excellent structural mate-
rials available none of the quarries are of more than local im-
portance. 
The Cedar VaHey limestones, as a whole, especially as devel-
. oped in Mitchell county, are thoroughly indurated and are above 
the average in quality for crushed stone purposes. At the pres-
ent time transportation facilities are not available at most of 
the best quarry sites. 
MONONA COUNTY. 
S A ND AND GRAVEL. 
The important sand and gravel deposits of Monona county 
are. in the main similar to those of Harrison county; they are 
the old, .loess and drift covered Aftonian gravels. Professor 
Shimek, in his report on Harrison and Monona counties in 1909, 
enters into a quite comprehensive discussion of this formation, 
and the parts of it that have .bearing on the substance of this 
report · are reproduced in the discussion of Harrison county. 
Duplication of that material is hardly necessary here, and the 
reader is -referred to the first 'f.ew pages of the report . on that 
county for the general facts which relate to both. 
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As mentioned in the r:eport on Harrison county, the sequence 
of numbers of the detailed descriptions by Shimek covers both 
counties. Those which follow here are all within Monona 
county, and the numbers will be found to supplement those 
. previously reported. It has been convenient to arrange them 
here by townships. 
B eivider e ToWnsMp. 
8 . Elliott Pit.-This is a sand pit located in the .northeast 
part of-Turin . . Sand and gravel in this pit are typically Afton-
ian in the cross-bedding, streaking with iron and Mn02 , the 
presence of silt and drift nodules or pellets and white, soft cal-
careous nodules, and the occurrence of mollusks in the sand and 
mammalian remains in the gravel. The Aftonianis exposed to 
a depth of about twelve feet. In the greater part of the expo-
sure the fine sand lies above the gravel, though there is some 
interbedding, but near the south end a layer of coarse ferru-
ginous gravel rests on the sand. A distinct band of bluish or 
reddish laminated silt was found above the sand and gravel. It 
is about two feet thick, and grades downward into fine sand. 
There are two small pits in section 34; and a gravel pit show-
ing Loveland in Crabb's bluff in northwest 27. 
K ennebec Township. 
9. Ord'way Pit.-Located on a bluff on the southwest side of 
Maple river, opposite Castana. The Aftonian here rises about 
forty feet aboye the Maple bottoms and shows the following 
.section: 
F EET. 
5. Loess, abundant on ridge above section. 
4. Lovelamd ..... . ...... . ... . .... . ... ... . ....... .. ..... .... 5·6 
3. Kansan drift .... . .. . . . . .. . .... . . . . . . . .................. 6-18 
2. Aftonian, fine, cross·bedded, with inter stratified silt and 
other characteristics of typical AftonHl.n . ... .. .. . . .. . .. . 5-8 
1. Aftonian ferruginous gravel, in part forming conglomerate 
plates .............. .. .. . .. . ... .. . .. ..... . ...... .. .... 3-4 
,-Both this and the following section are on a sloping Kansan 
bench with no overlying loess. In the northern part pf the 
same pit a layer of gravel thrEle feet in thickness lies under the 
sand. Several large bowlders rested on this gravel layer. 
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10. - Ordway WeZt-This is excavated' on the ' same' terrace-
like slope about one-eighth of a mile northeast of the pit. It 
shows the presence of Aftonian sand, with a little gravel; un-
, derlying, Kansan' till and resting on a deep bed of Nebraskan 
drift. 
16. Weniger Pit.-A sand pit located in the east half of sec-
tion 18, in the bluffs facing the Missouri valley. It shows eight 
feet of sand and gravel, on which typical Kansan drift rests un-
conformably. The Aftoilian here rises about forty feet above 
the Missouri bottoms. 
MONROE COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Terrace gravels occur along some of the larger streams in 
Monroe county, but the deposits are somewhat interrupted. 
Large quantities of excellent material may be obtained from 
Des Moines river in the vicinity of Eddyville, both from the 
present. stream channel and from the flood plain. The Chicago, 
Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company has put down a number 
of test pits along Whippoorwill creek in Wayne and Guilford 
townships. The pits show from ten t9 twelve- feet of gravel. 
The gravels are evidently stratified and in some of the pits 
show materials fairly free from silt and clay, which are suit-
able for railway and road work. These gravels form a terrace 
some twenty to thirty feet -higher than the present flood plain. 
As a rule, the terraces at lower levels are composed of fine 
gravel with predominating sand and some silt and are not so well 
suited for road work. The low~r terraces are usually covered 
with alluvium from zero up to four or five feet in thickness. 
The older gravels are not availa:ble. The principal source of 
supply is pes Moines river outside' the confines of the county. 
STONE, 
' The ,saint , Louis _ limestone , outcrops along the principal 
streams in the immediate vicinity of Eddyville. The harder 
beds afford 'excellent materials suitable for road and concrete 
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work, but only limited quantities 'are available on account of 
the excessive stripping when the bed~ are followed into the 
bluffs. 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY. 
,sAND AND GRAVEL. 
. . 
The only deposits of sand and gravel in Montgomery county 
which are of any im'portan'ce are found in East Nishnabotna 
river. These ate very small, however, and are of practical value 
only from Stennett to a point a short distance below Red Oak. 
Other streams have some sand and gravel, ' but in such small 
amounts as to be of no economic importance. 
Sand which is practically uncemented and usable for struc-
tural purposes . is occasionally found in the Oretaceous beds 
which underlie the surface deposits. In the upper portion of 
the Oretaceous between Ooburg and Red Oak the conglomerates 
and loose sandy and pebbly layers are quite accessible and could 
be made available. At the former place the combined. section as 
given by Lonsdale in his report* ·on the county, is as ~ollows: 
FEET. 
5. 'LoesS . ..... .. .. ... . ..... . .................. : ... . .. .. .... 12 
4. Conglomerate or .pudding-stone with hard limonite amd ' . 
clays as matrix; thickness variable............. .. . . . . . 9 
3'. Gravel and sand in alternate cross,bedded layers.......... 3 
2. Gravel and sand, very coarse ................ ... . .. : . . . ... 2 
1. Sa.nd and gravel; light colored; variably cross-bedded. .. . .. 18 
On the top of a high knob in s€ction 22, Douglas township, is 
a large deposit of clean sharp sand. A similar. bed has been 
opened on a slope about a mile . east of Villisca. The material 
from both of these has been used for mortar and plaster. 
In section 17 of Grant township the Ohicago, Burlington & 
Quincy Railroad has a pit from which the loose material from 
the Oretaceous conglomerate is being removed. This conglomer-
ate, or "pudding-stone" lies . on the east slopes of the East 
Nishnabotna almo~t continuously from Red Oak to the southern 
boundary of the county, and has an average thickness of some 
twenty-five feet. In places it is firmly cemented by limonite 
and again the pebbles and sand are loose. 
"Iowa Geological Survey. Vol. IV. p. '419. 
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In none of the deposits named do the materials , occur in any 
quantity." For work of any importance outside sources of 
gr~vel !1nd sand must be relied upon~ At present ~o~t of the 
material shipped in comes from Platte river in Nebraska. 
, The Stennett limestone and the cretaceous and Coal Measures 
shaleE? are possible sources of :r.oa:d material. The gumbo Clays 
have been burned in .the past for railway ballast, and it would 
seem that' they might be made to serve a useful purpose in road-
making. ' , 
STONE, 
Strata belonging to the Missouri stage of the Upper Carbonif-
erous underlie the whole of Montgomery county. They are cov-
ered in part by Cretaceous beds, but are exposed at a large num-
ber of places along the principal streams. Carboniferous strata 
are the country rock of all lowlands, where 'the drift or alluvial 
beds rest directly upon them. 
The principal exposures of economic importance occur along 
,East Nishnabotna river and Walnut creek in the western half 
otthe countY"and on the lower course of Tarkio river and the 
upper course of the West Nodaway in the eastern part of the 
county. The quarry industry is not at present in a very flourish- . 
ing condition, but stone suitable for common building purposes 
bas been taken out at times from a score ' or more of different 
places. Many of the quarries that 'were formerlY ,worked on a 
scale of some magnitude are now abandoned and good, unob-
scured sections are somewhat difficult to find. 
The town of ' Stennett in the southern part of Sherman town-
ship is the center of what have been the most e4tensivequarry , 
operations in the county. Lonsdale* ' records in his report on 
Montgomery county in 1894, nine working quarries in, this dis-
trict. Some dressed stone was produced and, large quantities 
we're shipped. At present stone is being taken from but ' one 
opening, the W. Sterin'ett quarry, and thii;l' is sold locally: The 
section here as given by Lonsdale is as follows: 
.Iowa Geological Survey. Vol, IV. 1894. 
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, '" " ", " ' " FEET. 
12. SoH, and loess "', ', ...... . . ,,', .. .. ,.... .... ............ 8 
, 11. ' Clay, residuary, red: to ~ brown in color, ..... ' ... ' . .. :' .. . : . ' .. ' , 1V3' 
10. Limestone, l:Weathez:ed .. _ ..... .. " . .... : .. ....... : ... ... . . . ". ' 2 
9. Shale; : ar~l1aoeous , .. : :. :, ...... ..... : ..... , ... : ...... .... .. , ,% , 
8. Limes~one, hard .. , .. .... . . ,." ... ;... .. .... .... .. ........ 171 
' 7-. Shale, clayey,' buf(to gray . . : ., ... ' .. , " ., ..... ' ...... .. .. :. 3% 
6. Limes'tG,ne"ea~tp.'y~ in , ~rt ,OChel!ous, ... ,', . . '" .... .... ,. .. 2% , 
5, Limestone, shaly , ... : .. , ., . . , .......... '. , .. : . . , , ... , , . . . ... . 3 
4. Limeston,e, impur'e, earthy"". '. , ... , . , , ....... , : , : . • . . . . 1 
3. Limestone; hard; ; subcrystalline .. , . , , .. .. " , . ' ,' , . . . . . . . . . . ;.) 
2. Limestone, oontains much dark chert. , , . .. : .... ... , , : . ... , 1h 
1. Limestone, in thin layers, ....... . ... ... ............ . , . .. 6 
Number 8 is peTsistent in all exposures in the vicinity, and 
js one of the principal ledges used. It is hard, blue in color, 
and a very good building stone. As observed in the quarry, the 
other beds appear ·less stable under weathering influences. Oc-
casional thin bands of shale s~parate the limestone ledges, in 
most exposures. An overburden of two to eight feet of soil and 
loess is usually present, and this, along with an average of five 
feet of worthless stone, must be stripp.ed. 
The principal quarries that have been worked here are located 
in sections 22, 26 and'27, of Sherman township. There are con-
siderable areas in this vicinity in which the limestone is not 
far beneath the surface, and where it would be available without 
an excessive amount of stripping. N ear the southeast corner of 
section 21, and in section 22, along a small tributary, is -exposed 
a thickness of some twenty-six feet of lime'stone 'strata, the prin-
cipal layers of wpich are lower than the Stennett' qu~rry sec-
tion given. A maximum depth of twenty feet of loess covering 
is present a little back from the present face. 
Follo,wing' is the section at the o~d McCalla , quarry; in the 
southwest quarter of the southeas,t quarter of section 23, Sher-
man township: ' 
" FEET. 
13, Soil , .......... .. ..... , . .. . ,., ... . ,., .. ,., .-, . , , , . , . .. : . ' . 1 
. 12, Limestone, decomposed, Fusulina-bearing "" ', . .. ,.,. ': . . 1% 
11. Clay, for the most part residual. ...................... : . .. 1V3 
10. Limestone, hard, light to dark gray"., ... , .. , ." ... . , .. .. .3-) , 
9. Limestone, with black flint, hard in centra] ,part; :many 
Fusulina present , throughout ' . ',' ... , , , ... , ....... ': . . . 6 
8, Limestone, ,buff to brown in color, Fusulina irregularly dis-
trIbuted ... , .... ,.".,', .. , ....... " .. .. ', ., .......... 1 
PLATE XXXIX-Typical exposure of the Missouri stage of the Coal Measures. Fate quarry. stennett. 
The stripping and interbedded .shales and clays make quarrying unprofitable. 
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FEET. ' 
7. Limestone, light, 12-inch ledges; weathered ..... : ...... ... . 173 
. 6. Unexposed, prO'bably similar to No.9...... .. ......... . .. 4 
5. Limestone, thin layers, shaly partings. . .................. 5 
4. Limestone, hard, grayish brown; concretions of dark flint 
disseIll;inated in cem tral portions....... . ............... 1 V2 
3.. Limestone, earthy ............................. ..... ..... ¥3 
2. Shaly partings .. ..... .. .. . .. : ... ............ . ........... Vt, 
1. Limestone, buff, earthy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Several ledges of usable stone are here available, and the c0'Y-
ering is not thick. 
Limestone has been quarried along Walnut creek, in the east 
half of section], Walnut township. The following section was 
formerly exposed: 
, ' FEET. 
6. Soil and residual material. ... ...... .. . .. . ....... " . . . . . . . 5 
5. Shale, ,buff to gray ......... ... . . :... ............ . ... . .... ¥3 
4. Limestone (decomposed), and shales.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
3. Limestone, flint-bearing ...... ....... . .. ... . . ... . ........ 1Vt, 
2. Limestone, hard, grayish, in two ledges; very fossiliferous, 
dimension stone .. .................................... 1% 
1. Limestone, "blue layer," dimension stone................. 1!;3 
Near Climax in the southeast quarter of section 19, West 
township, some ten feet of the Missouri strata under a heavy 
overburden were formerly quarried. They "Were: 
FEEl'. 
7. Soil, loess and drift. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 
6. Limestone, hard, drab, fine-textured, not fully exposed.... 1 
5. Limestone and shale, marly...................... .. ...... 3 
4. Shale, argillaceous, gray ..... ..... .... ...... .......... .. 2 
3. Limestone, blu~sh, dull, earthy... . .... .. .. .... ..... ...... 1 
2. Shale, argillaceous, gray ..... . ......... ... ......... ...... 1 
1. Limestone, light 'blue, hard; dimension stone. .. .. . . . . .... . 1% 
Two or three small quarries have been worked along Midd.le ' 
Tarkio river and its tributaries in section 20 of Scott town'ship, 
and stone has been taken out at other points northward to Stan-
ton. The stone used came from two ledges, each about. one foot 
thick, and separated by six inches of marly shale. The upper 
layer is a 'yellowish gra-r, earthy limestone; the lower, a hard, 
grayish blue limestone, containing particles of iron pyrite which 
are often oxidized to the brown hydroxide or iron rust. Both 
strata are suited for undressed dimension stone and for founda-
tion work. 
I. H 
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A small amount of stone has been removed from an opening 
one and one-half miles east of Villisca. But one bed of value 
occurs here, and it is covered with several feet of shales. From 
this point northward, the Upper Ooal Measures can be traced 
along the West Nodaway to the north county line. 
Suitable stone for quarrying is found in the vicinity of Grant 
(Milford) in Douglas township. Here a number of quarries have 
been worked, but from only one is stone now being removed. The 
section is almost entirely limestone, and the ledges vary from a 
few inches to more than three feet in thickness. The old Fisher 
quarry, located near the south edge of section 3, and west of the 
river, is now worked intermittently by Mr. Richard Berry. The 
strata now exposed are: 
. FEET. 
6. Soil, loess, oxidized drift, sand ' and graveL............... 5 
5. Shale, plastic, gray to yellow........ .. .. ............ .... 1;.2 
4. Shaly limestone, fossiliferous, thinly laminated and of no 
value ................................................ 1 
3. Shale, soft, yellow........ . ............... . ............ . . 1-2 
2. Weathered limestone, nodular, yellow, marly textur e, flint in 
lower portion, distinctly separated from No. 1. . ....... . 1;) 
1. Limestone, filled with Fusulina which stand out on weath-
ered faces. Many small and large flint nodules often in- ". ' 
eluding the Fusulina; yellow to gray in color, numerous 
cavities lined with calcite. One solid ledge and appar-
ently of a fair grade ........ .... .. . .......... ...... . .. 314 
The rock is exposed at the mill dam at Grant, and at other 
points up the river into Oass county. It has been quarried di-
rectly across the Nodaway from the Berry opening. No stone 
has been taken out for some time, but there is an old face Borne 
600' feet in length along the hillside. The covering is not ex-
cessive. 
It is obvious from a casual inspection of the sections given 
above that considerable limestone of usable quality is present 
in Montgomery county, but it is equally obvious that the ex-
·c:essive amount of materials which must be wasted in the form 
of overburden and interbedded shales and clays make economic 
quanying for road and concrete materials unprofitable. 
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MiUSCATINE ,COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
With the exception of the Mississippi river deposits the sand 
and gravel resources of Muscatine county are extremely lim-
ited. Some gravel has been obtained along the railroad in the 
east bluff of Mad creek, near the northwest corner of section 25, 
in Muscatine township. It has been used for ballast on the rail-
road. Other pitS' have been opened near this place, the most imL 
portant of which is located on the Sinnett Estate in section 24 
, of Bloomington township. Here the gravels attain a thickness 
of forty feet. The ma'terial is variable in texture and composi-
tion, ranging from sand to coarse gravel carrying some cob-
b1estones and more or less silt and clay throughout. The de-
posit is overlain by loess and wash from zero to ten feet in 
thickness. ' It is well adapted for road work, but carries too 
much dirt for use in concrete. From the outcrops it appears 
that four or five acres of these gravels are easily available on 
the west side of Mad creek. A somewhat more extensive 
deposit of gravel and sand occurs under the Kansan till in 
the bluff near the center of section 6 in Fruitland township. 
This gravel is in part sand. Some years ago it was used in 
. macadamizing the Hershey Avenue road for a distance of three 
miles west of the city of Muscatine. In the railroad excava-
tion made west of Stockton, gravel was uncovered in the west 
side of a low flat hill which lies to the south of the road and 
was used for ballast on the road bed. The deposit was not far 
from twenty feet in depth at one place. Most of the pebbles 
consist of Devonian limestone. 
, River Sands and Gravds.-Mississippi river lias deposited 
enormous quantities of sand and gravel in its channel. The 
proportion of gravel to sand is, however, small. Local supplies 
for Muscatine and other towns are obtained from the river, 
the material being pumped into barges which are towed out 
into the river. 
Practically all of that wide flat plain below Muscatine known 
as Muscatine Island, and also several squ~re miles to the west 
3t 
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and north of Muscatine Slough, which forms its western boun-
dary, is probably underlain by sand and gravel. ' In the south-
east corner of section 16, Fruitland township, these materials 
are being removed by the Northern Gravel Company 'of Daven-
port. The sand is being pumped out. ,.The water levei in the 
pond is about six or eight feet below the general level of the 
plain. This sand is clean and bright, and is being used III 
, all kinds of construction work. 
STONE. 
While stratified rocks of Devonian age are believed to form 
the country rock immediately under the glacial debris over the 
larger portion of the county, exposures are practically limited 
to Moscow, Sweetland, and Montpelier townships. Unimportan.t 
outcrops are also known to occur in the city of Muscatine. The 
lowest limestone beds exposed are prevailingly brecciated in 
character, and carry a high percentage of calcium carbonate, 
being almost pure limestones, and arenonfossiliferous. The 
upper limestone beds are rich in organic remains and oftentimes 
are magnesian to dolomitic in character. Quarrying operations 
have been carried on only on a small scale, save near Missis-
sippi river where considerable material has been used for Mis-
sissippi river improvement work by the Federal Government . . 
'A composite s~ction compiled from the outcrops in the vicinity 
of Moscow is about as follows: 
6. Drift and surface detritus of "ariable thickness. 
5. Limestone, hard, gray, in rather irregular ledges, fossil-
iferous and somewhat brecciate'd; mixed with the rock 
FEET. 
below ...... .. ... ... ........... .. ..... ........... .... . 5 
4. Limestone, softer than abo'Ve, mostly concealed, with fre-
quent c-rinoid stems above; blue and fine-grained ledges 
farther down; slightly crushed or brecciated in the lowest 
part; ,fossiliferous ........................... . ........ 29 
3. Limestone, strong, gray, in .moder,ately heavy and regular 
ledges, slightly broken or ibrecciated in a few' places, . ' 
fossiliferous '.... . ....... . . .. ... . ............ ...... . . .. 8 
2. Limestone, coarsely 'brecciated, emitting, ,a faint, bituminous 
odor under the hammer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
1. Limestone, white, ev~nly 'bedded, in thin layers. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Numbers 1 and 2 are exposed only along Sugar creek north.: 
east of Moscow, while the upper members appear west of the, 
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town. Quarries have been operated from time to time at sev-
eral points. 
Numerous outcrops of Devonian limestone somewhat higheT 
in the ser:ies than those about Moscow may be viewed along 
Mississippi river and its immediate, tributaries from the eastern 
border of the county to the city of Muscatine. The best de-
veloped and l,east obscured sections occur in the vicinity of 
Montpelier and along Pine creek. ' 
Along Sulphur branch, a creek ,which enters the Mississippi 
about one mile east of Montpelier, the following beds appear: 
7. Drift and soil, of variable thickness. 
6. Limestone, weathered ledges, with scattered casts of cup 
,corals .. ............. .. ..... , ..... ... , .. . ............ . 
5. Limestone; 'black, car,bonaceous, with Stromatopora . . , , ... . 
4. Limestone, bluish, Q.olomitic, thick-bedded, with fossil casts 
3. Shale, soft, fossiliferous ........... , .... . .... .. .. ' ...... , .. 
2. Limestone; in thin hard ledges, with small, kidney..ghaped or 
cakelike ,Stromatopora . . ... . .... . .... ............... . . 
1. Limestone, dolomitic, bluish,finely granular; fossiliferous, 
exposed .. ' ................................. . ......... . 
FEET. 
2Y3 
l4 
9 
1 
2 
4 
Near town number 1 in the above section is seen to rest on 
a bluish clay of unknown thickness. The upper beds have been 
quarried, number 4 having been ' quarried most extensively. 
These ledges exhibit some of the characteristics of a "free-
stone," breaking almost as readily in one direction as in an-
other. The bedding planes are even and well marked. , The 
lowermost ledge of number 4 is two feet in thickness. When 
subjected to weathering influences, the beds tend to become 
clayey. 
Near the center of section 21 in Montpelier township" large 
quantities of material have been obtained for the construction 
of wing-dams farther down ' the river. The section exposed at 
.this point and near vicinity is as follows: 
FEET. 
8. Drift and soil, variable thickness. 
7. Limestone, hard, Ibrown, weathered, apparently somewhat 
brecciated and containing fragments of Stromatopora. . . . 4 
6.~ Concealed , ........ .. ..... . ... . .... .. ........... ... ....... 5+ 
5. Limestone, weathe'red, apparently brecciated, with a large 
Stromatopora above a dark carbonaceous layer near the 
base, carrying ,casts of an Amplexus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
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, FEET. 
4. Limestone, dolomitic, almost white, ~luish, finely granular 
and evenly bedded; in heavy ledges, the lOWermost nearly 
four feet thick, rapidly turning darker blue and yellowish 
on exposure; oblique, curving ,fracture in some places" 
fossiliferous ........... ..... ....... ............. .. .. . '. 8 
3. Limestone, hard, in thin lay,ers and rough, but straIght 
layers above; fossiliferous .................. . .... . .... 2lh 
2. Concealed.............. . ...... .. .......... .. ...... . .. . .. 3 
1. Limestone, do-lomitic, 'blu'ish or gray, with Cystoliictya.... 2 , 
Number 1 disappears under the creek and also under the 
water in the river. 
Sections along the lower course of Pine creek are practically 
the same as the one just given. Higher up the stream beds 
lower ,in the series appear. Possibly the most extensive succes-
sion may be studied in an old quarry in the south bank of a 
small tributary of Pine creek in the northeast quarter of the 
southeast quarter of section 4 in Montpelier township. 
CARPENTER QUARRY SECTION. 
8. Dri~t and soil, ()f variable thickness: 
7. Limestone, much decayed and appears to ,be a yellow clayey 
mate,rial; fossiliferous . . . .. .............. . .... .. ..... . 
6. Limestone, hard, solid ledges, a foot in thickness, in places 
highly fossiliferous . ' . ... ............................. . 
5. Limestone, fine-grained ledge, cut by a network of vertical 
plates made up of material like that in the ledge above .. 
4. Marl, earthy .... ..... ..................... . ... . ... ... .. . 
3. Limestone, fine-grained, gray, thin-bedded above, thicker 
bedded and dolomitic Ibelow, Gomphoceras and a reniform 
Stromatopora in upper part, Cystodictya below .. . .. . ... . 
2. Concealed . .. ........ . .. .. .............. . . . ' .... , . .... . .. . . 
1. Limestone, gray, in somewhat irregular ledges, fossiliferous, 
exposed .. . ... .. ..... , .. . ... . . ... . .. . ... . ... ..... .... . . 
FEET. 
7 
3 
%, 
Yc, 
2 
5 
3 
, Numbers 3 to 6 are the beds developed in the above quarry 
itnd in the immediate vicinity. 
From the mouth of Pine creek, crops of Devonian limestone 
,continue ,to the city of Muscatine, but none are of sufficient im-
portance commercially to merit individual mention. 
The :upper Devonian beds exposed in the county constitute 
the Sweetland Creek beds of U dden. They are prevailingly ar~ 
gillaceous in character, although they contai.n certain hard mag~ 
nesian to dolomitic layers below. The well indurated beds are 
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'neither sufficient in quantity nor sufficiently accessible to be 
worthy of consideration. Certain of the shale members are 
highly bituminous while others contain a considerable percent-
age of lime phosphate. 
The Des Moines stage of the Coal Measures occurs in a nar-
row outlier along Mississippi- river about five miles in width 
and extending from Scott county to a point about three miles 
west of the , city of Muscatine. The beds which represent the 
Des Moines are largely mechanically deposited sediments, rang-
ing.from coarse conglomerates to fine shales and fire clays; with 
unimportant seams of argillaceous limestone and coal. ' The 
sandstones constitute the most important beds and occur in 
rather thick lenses. They are variable in texture, coloration 
and state of induration. On account of their inconstancy they 
are not as highly prized for structural purposes as might other-
wise be the case. They have been used quite extensively in the 
past for foundations, retaining walls, and other structural pur-
poses. At the present tim~, but little sandstone is being 
quarried in the county. The principal quarries are located on 
the West branch of Pine creek in Montpelier township, on 
section 21 in the river bluff in Sweetland township, and on 
Lowes river in section 32, Bloomington township. The quarry 
stone attains a thickness of sixty feet in the first quarry, is in 
heavy beds up to four feet in thickness, is rather fine-grained, 
and is characterized by peculiar, wavy, ferruginous bands, 
probably due to infiltration of iron. 
In the second quarry, the beds are a little coarser in textur'e, 
but otherwise similar to those in the first, while those qu'arried 
on Lowes river are less ferruginous and as a consequence" 
' lighter in color, with occasional darker layers. 
O'BRIEN COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The gravels of 0 'Brien county are very similar to those of 
Lyon and Sioux counties, 'being in the main, terraces along 
the streams and morainic deposits of the Wisconsin drift. ' 
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·Stream Terraces.-There are .gravel deposits .of more or less 
importane,e along practically all o.f the streams of the coU!l.ty. 
Along Floyd river north of Sheldon are several openings which 
are now being worked. Near the pumping . plant in the nort~ 
edge of towp. are several pits which afford good material for 
almost any purpose. One of these, near the center of section 
30, Floyd township, shows clean cross-bedd~d and interbeddeQ. 
sand and gravel under some four feet of alluvium. About 
twelve ' feet of these materials are exposed. 
T. H. Macbride and I. A . . Williams , who have done prev~ous 
wo:t,k in this vicinity, differ somewhat on the mode of accumu-
lation. This has been gone into more fully ih the report on 
Sioux county. SUffice it to say. here that Macbride has listed 
all these .deposits as morainic, of Wisconsin age, while Williams 
recognizes in addition a stream terrace which he is prone to 
call a Wisconsin gravel train. The openings which have been 
observed might lead to' the conclusion that Williams is right 
in recognizing a gravel train, since several of them are located 
at a uniform height of twelve or I fifteen feet above the water 
. line, and the terrace has quite distinct features in various 
places. . 
The opening in section 30, mentioned above, and one in the 
JoI.orthwest corner of section 21 of the same township would 
seem to be of- morainic origin. Openings which are located in 
southwest 21, northeast 16, and northwest 12, Floyd township, 
and in northeast 7 and northwest 9 of Franklin township ap-
pear to be in the gravel train. 
Along the . Little Floyd southeast of Sheldon, somewhat sim-
ilar gravels are exposed. A deposit reported by the owner 
as being twenty feet deep occurs · in northwest 31, Franklin. 
township. Near the plac.e where the gravel is exposed fifty 
or sixty acres may prove productive. ' Various other gravel 
exposures may be seen along the Little Floyd. These have 
been observed in northwest 1, southwest 3, northwest 8, and 
middle 6 of Garroll township. In all of these places the ma-
terial is :fine gravel and sand, and is quite clean and free from 
iron stain. 
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Along Mill creek there is a low t'er-race ten or twelve feet 
above water all the' .wayfrom southeast Summit township to 
the county . line. The width of this 'bench varies from a hun-
dred to as much as a thousand feet · and in one or- two ·places 
no~ed the width ran up to a' mile or · more. As far south as . 
Pa ullina the openings in the terrace are very superficial, and 
no g09d section is visible .without digging. In south 22, ' Dale 
township; is a good. exposure in a bend of Dry river. The top 
of the terrace here is a bout twelve ' feet above water., and doubt-
less corresponds to that along. Mill creek. In section 22, Dry 
run has gouged into its bank and uncovered about four · feet 
of fine to medium gravel with streaks of sand interbanded. 
Several minor exposures a foot or so in depth along Mill c:r:.eek 
show material very similar to this, and it is probable that the 
section described above is typical for the whole terrace. 
. . 
In section 3, Union township, along the road east of Paullina, 
is an open pit from which the town obtains its. supply. The top 
three feet shows excellent fine gravel, clean and sharp, in which 
banding is evident, but not ,prominent. Below this are about 
eight feet of clean sharp sand, in which stratification and cross-
bedding are conspicuous. Along the creek there are several 
places where virtually the same section may be seen. Two prom-
inent ones are two or three hundred feet no.rth of the pit men-
tioned, and a short distance southeast of the .bridge on the line 
between sections 3 and 10. In· the road on the east line of sec-
tion 33, Dale township, and just south of the road on the east 
side of the stream in northwest section 3 of Union township, 
'very siplilar gravel can be seen. 
The largest piece of terrace along the creek is located on the 
east side of the stream near the middle of section 28, Union 
township. At this place the bench is about a quarter of a mile 
wide. The creek has cut into it and exposed the following 
·section: 
, FEET. 
Loess and soil .... : ... .. ...... .. ' . .... ....................... 10'·12 
Gravel and! fine sand, mixed.,.. ... ....................... .. . 10 
Coarse sand and some :tine graveL..................... . .... 7 . 
Sflond, fine and clean .. . ........ " .... . .. . ............. . . : . . .. 10 
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There are fifty acres or more in this terrace through section 
28, which it seems will run fifteen to twenty feet deep in gravel. 
~he depth of cover varies largely, the upper limit being up to 
fifteen feet. This terrace could readily be opened on a large 
scale. A spur track from Paullina would afford a ready means 
of access and would not be a difficult engineering feat to accom-
plish. 
Through sections 33 and 34 of Union township there are rem-
nants of the terrace all along the river, but they are small and 
riot continuous. It is highly probable that there is gravel and 
sand in all of these. 
A description has . been given previously of an opening of 
gravel along Dry run in section 22 of Dale township. On the 
south side of the stream here there is another higher terrace 
rising ten or twelve feet above the one in which the former 
mentioned exposure occurs. This upper terrace has been opened 
and sand and gravel from. it are being used in the neighborhood. 
There are exposed here some eight feet of coarse and fine gravel 
jntermixed, the whole being much iron-stained. The cover at 
the open face is one to two feet of pebbly soil, but this apparently 
deepens back into the hill. These gravels are not at all the same 
as the ones in the bend of the creek farther west as described 
heretofore. They are much older, much coarser, and only 
roughly stratified. A distinct band about six feet from the top 
separates the materials into two zones; the lower one coarse and 
apparently laid down by water having a high velocity, and the 
upper noticeably finer, as though the velocity had been greatly 
reduced. This upper terrace can be distinctly made out as far 
as · the northeast corner of section 23, above which point it be-
comes indistinct and blends with the upland. 
At the fe places where the lower light colored gravel and 
sand was found in sections 28, 27, 23 and 13 of Dale township, 
and at two or three other points along Dry run, they had been 
. gouged into by the stream in its present f!ood plain and were cov-
ered by alluvium up to eight or ten feet in depth. The older 
iron-stained gravels, as noted principally on the south side of 
the creek in sections 27 and 26, occur in a conspicuous terrace 
above these lighter materials. This upper terrace is very promi-
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,nent on the s,outh side of the creek throughout sections 27, 26 and 
24, but is almost indistinguishable on the north side. After 
,passing into section 13 that portion of it on the south side loses 
its id~ntity, as it also does as it passes into section 28. In the 
southwest part of the latter section the lower, lighter. colored 
gravels form the terrace, and continue to be the bench mate-
rials on down south and east of Paullina. 
A few small exposures of gravel and sand may be seen along 
Mud creek in the northwest portion of Union township, but these 
are small and not at all important. . , 
Along Nelson and Willow creeks are low terraces which have 
been opened in a few places. The one along Willow creek is 
perhaps the most prominent and is quite continuous up the creek 
to section 20 of Liberty township, in which it loses its identity 
as a terrace. Above this point the creek flows through a valley 
with gently sloping sides. 
Along Waterman creek the terraces which have been noted 
along the other streams are absent. The topography of the 
stream is erosional. Gravels are exposed and used at many 
points, especially from hilltops bounding the valleys. Likewise 
toward the head waters of many of its branches extensive beds 
of sand and gravel overlying the drift and with loess covering 
are common. Of this stream, Prof. 1. A. Williams says, "Along 
the Waterman a drift terrace appears· some twenty feet above 
the stream. It is usually capped with coarse gravel which is 
seldom thick enough to be important. The drift itself is often 
very gravelly and makes good roads. Gravels are, however, 
d1:stributed often in heavy . beds in the flood plains of these 
streams. All of these streams are vigorous, and local beds may 
be found in the channels and exposures in convex sides 6f curves 
in the stream channel. These beds are often beneath heavy al-
luvium, but nevertheless are ample and of great value locally." 
The hilltop gravels mentioned by Williams may be seen in 
northwest 3) Waterman township, in the road between sections 
27 and 34, Grant, and at many other points northward to the 
pits northwest of Hartley that supply that town. 
As Sutherland is approached from the east, gravelly knobs 
and benches appear along Murray creek in sections 16 and 17r 
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WaterIDan township. In southwest'S and 'in section '7, east and 
'northeast of town, a ' bed of clean, fine gravel, fit for cement 
work, underlies considerable areas along the small streams. 
Pits are open along th~ road in the east half o{ section 7 and in 
'the edge of town. ' , 
Drift Gravels.-The town of Oalumet obtains its supply of 
sand and gravel from a huge knoll at the northwest corner of 
section 22, Liberty township. The top of this knoll rises fifty 
feet or ' more above the surrounding country, and seems to be 
practically all gravel. Where it has been opened on the nortli 
side there is a foot or so of very dirty gravel, or very grayelly 
dirt underlain by gravel and sand. ' The latter is coarse above 
and grades into finer below. The thickness varies from five to 
eight feet . Below this is a layer of fine, clayey, iron-stained 
sand varying in thickness from one up to five' or six feet, resting 
upon four feet of very coarse gravel. This latter is much iron-
stained and so firmly cemented as to be almost a conglomerate. 
Underlying this coarse gravel is a fine gravel which is very 
markedly cross-bedded, the beds lying at an angle of about 30°. 
There are perhaps ten feet of this below the coarse gr~vel. The 
"lower fine gravel has the appearance of being markedly older 
than the materials lying upon it. Above the upper line of the 
former there are thin streaks of sand here and there which are 
absent below. The lower portion is more deeply iron-stained 
than that above. This knoll is in a ridge, which runs in a general 
northwesterly ' direction and has all the characteristics of a 
moraine. To the. west the surface is quite flat and rolling for a 
,{;onsiderable distance; to the east the country continues hilly 
for a few miles. 
Reworked Materials.-Sand and gravel bars of grea.ter or less 
extent are present in practically all the streams of 0 'Brien 
county. These bars are, however, of little importance ·from a 
commercial standpoint. They are utilized in several places as a 
source of local supply where the terrace materials are not read-
ily ' a.vailable. 
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OSCEOLA COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL • 
. The deposits of sand and gravel in Osceola county are from 
a geological standpoint practically all of one kind, viz., outwash 
gravels from the Wisconsin glacier. These deposits occur along 
the present streams, in the channels of ancient streams which 
are now recognizable as such only to the trained ·geologist, and 
as upJanddeposits laid down by the ice. " 
Prof. T. H. Macbride, in his report* on this region in 1900, 
has the following to saJ: in regard to the origin of these gravels: 
The terrace or gravel deposits * * * are all laid down 
with uniformity more or less pronounced, are all stratified, their 
"materials assorted, arranged and" re-arranged as by aqueous 
agency. The materials besides are all water-worn and their pe-
culiar distribution, as we shall presently see, can lead to no con-
clusion other than that these deposits were laid down as the 
debris of former streams whose channels even yet may here and 
there be noiiced~ and measured by the islands and sand bars 
they have left behind. Thes.e streams were glacial streams; they 
were coincident with the final retreat of what we have been call-
ing the Wisconsin sheet when it had, in this region at least, been 
for many years reduced to· no more than a series of gigantic 
glaciers lying in the constr.uctional valleys of which mention 
has been made. As everyone knows who has watched the be-
havior of even the smallest streamlet, the finer materials are 
always swept away, deposited far doW'n the stream, while sands 
and gravels are piled up in regular order wherever the valley" 
widens or the current becomes in any locality for any reason less 
efficient. The streams that accumulated Milford sands (a de-
posit in Dickinson county analogous to those " in Osceola) seem 
to me to have been possibly, in part at least, superglacial 
streams; they passed along on top of the ice. No streams in 
volume adequate to the effect could have pass'ed down the valley 
of the "outlet" without showing more characteristic signs of 
erosion than now appear. But the deposits in question begin 
near the mouth of the outlet "as if at the time of their deposition 
a gla cier lay in all the valley occupied by the present lakes, ex-
tending even far down the .outlet. Over this icy mass swept 
" down the ;:;tream or streams that brought in part at least the de-
bris that fills the Milford valley. It may be remembered in this 
connection that" glacial ice, especially morainic or marginal ice, 
is seldom pure; it is often covered with morainic materials filled 
" Iowa Geo"logical Survey. VoL X. p" 221. 
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with sand bowlders and the gathered accumulations derived 
from the surface of its transit. It is difficult on any other theory 
to account for the distribution of the deposits which seem.in 
other places to represent the formation now considered-for 
they are scattered over our entire area, often, generally, far' 
above the course of ~ny present drainage system, entirely out 
of reach of any recent waters. Yet they are all water-laid, strati-
fied, cross-bedded even, in unmistakable fashion. In Osceola we 
have the great Ocheyedan mound, not to speak of others, the 
upper part of which, 15.0 to 170 feet above the present stream, 
is made up of stratified sands and graveL More remarkable 
still is the great pile of such debris which forms the famous 
Sibley gravel pit. . Here is a deposit twenty or thirty feet in 
thickness far away from any present water channel, but plainly 
of water-laid materials, resting unmistakably upon the uneven 
surface of the Wisconsin drift, * * * the only explanation 
of the gravel pit is to be found in the carrying power of some 
broad drainage current flowing across the Allendorf moraine 
to find its outlet in the broader valley of Otter creek as it widens 
a mile or two southeast of Sibley. 
Of the outwash gravels mentioned by Macbride, several ex-
posures may be seen in the vicinity of Sibley. Just at the east- . 
ern edge of that town are two open pits, one being worked by 
the city and the other by the railroad. In the city pit about fif-
teen feet of gravel are exposed under two feet of cover. The 
top is coarse, very much iron-stained gravel, varying in depth 
from three to six feet. Below this is interbanded gravel and 
sand. The gravel is mostly fine, with here and there a streak of 
pebbles up to four or five inches in diameter. Stratification is 
quite distinct, but there is no cross~bedding. Up to ten feet of 
this latter are exposed. This material is on the whole clean and 
sharp, but there is a slight iron-stain noticeable throughout. The 
bottom four feet exposed is coarse, iron-stained gravel, having 
pebbles up to three and four inches in diameter. Perhaps fif-
teen acres of the city's property will still yield the full depth of 
gravel as exposed, and to the west several acres more, which are 
plotted as city lots, would doubtless yield the same materiaL 
In the railroad pit", south of that owned by the city, the same 
section is exposed, the cover here being perhaps a Uttle deeper. 
In the "forty" in which this is located, perhaps fifteen acres 
32 
PLATE XLII-City gravel pit showing elevator and loading chute. Sibley. Osceola county. 
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more are available. On the west and south of these property 
lines a total of twenty-five or thirty acres are probably under-
lain by the same gravels, some eight or ten acres of which are 
now plotted in town lots. 
The Rock Island Railway has a pit near the northeast corner 
of section 30, East Holman township. About twenty feet are 
open to view here under five or six feet of cover. This is practi-
cally the same material as shown in the city pit at Sibley. South 
and west of this opening is a flat area some sixty acres or more 
in extent, all of which is probably underlain by gravel. 
Other minor exposures are reported in various places over the 
territory between Sibley, Allendorf and Gopher. These seem to 
bear out the truth of the theory of Macbride stated previously. 
It is highly probable that gravel under varying amounts of cover 
might be found over an area of fifty or sixty square miles east 
and southeast of Sibley. Sufficient material for road surfacing 
and concrete work in this area are apt to be found within a short 
distance of where it is needed if a little careful prospecting is 
done. . 
Along Otter creek in the southwest portion of the county many 
evidences of the gravel bench formed· by the flood waters from 
the melting glacier may be seen. Between Ashton and Ritter 
the ' terrace is especially prominent, and several openings show 
the quality of the materials. In southeast 21 of Gilman town-
ship is a small open pit. This shows a face . of seven or eight 
feet consisting of fairly coarse gravel at the top and grading into 
finer materials below. There is practically no stripping, and 
the whole is slightly iron-stained. This material has nearly all 
the characteristics of the sections exposed at Sibley. Through 
sections 21, 28 and 29 of Gilman township the portions of the 
terrace which give promise of yielding gravel will aggregate in 
the neighborhood of 150 acres. There are some promising op-
portunities for commercial development here, as this section is 
easily accessible by railroad. This same bench seems to con-
tinue on down the . creek and into O'Brien and Sioux counties. 
Several small 9penings in shallow road cuts and in the, stream 
show the presence of gravel ali the way. Detailed prospecting 
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would probably demonstrate 'the accessibility of enormous quan-
tities. 
. There is no doubt,that Ocheyedan river was an outlet for large 
quantities of water flowing away from the Wisconsin glacier. It 
flows through a broad flat plain which in places exceeds a mile 
in width, and is bordered on both sides by morrunal hills. At 
' many places there are slight elevations above the general level" 
evidently islands and sand bars in the old channel. ,In many 
places where the roads cross these old bars, notably on the lines 
between sections 14 and 15, and 14 and 23, Ocheyedan township, 
the 'slight veneer of alluvium has been dissected and a gravel 
surface is exposed. On many of these bars the cover is very 
slight, and gravel and sand in amounts sufficient for use on roads 
'and in concrete work within a few miles can be obtained with 
,but little trouble and expense. 
In the channel proper of the old stream the gravels are more 
deeply buried. This covering is largely alluvium, probably de-
posited for the most part by the old stream when its original 
flood had subsided and the velocity of its waters had become 
greatly reduced. It was ascertained, largely through inquiry, 
that practically every well in the whole river bo.ttom through-
out the county south of Ocheyedan is in gravel. Ditches and ex-
cavations of all sorts strike the gravel hqrizon at depths vary-
, ing from two or three up to eight or ten feet. Six to seven feet 
seems to be a good average depth for the river plain proper. 
Natural openings of these gravels are rare, but in a few in-
stances they may be seen in bends in , the stream. Where the 
present river channel has been straightened in sections 26 and 
35, Ocheyedan township, the material removed' from the channel 
shows unmistakable evidence of the presence of gravel. 
Little Ocheyedan river is skirted by a low terrace which fur-
ni~hes a good supply of road material after the removal of two 
feet or so of alluvium. This may be seen on the west and south 
sides of section 33, Ocheyedan township, and at occasional other 
points up and down the stream. ' The most important source of 
gravel along this stream is a bed exposed in its lower course 
'twenty to twenty-five feet above the water. Gravels 'occur on 
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the tops of low flat hills bordering the' valley and often, as in 
north section 10, south section 13 and also in sections 23 and 24, 
Baker township, as a marked flat terrace. The gravels rest on 
yellow bowlder clay and vary in the outcrops seen from a very 
gravelly till to well-sorted material. The gravels are prevail-
ingly dirty, but make good road materials when the larger bowl-
ders are excluded or crushed. Pits are opened in southeast sec-
tion 15, Baker township. The gr:avels continue to the Ocheyedan 
valley, where 'they ' are conspicuous in sections 20, 28 and 29 of 
Harrison township. 
Kame Gravels.-In the vicinity of Ocheyedan are several 
mounds or knobs which stand out prominently above the general 
level of the country. By far the largest and highest of these is 
Ocheyedan Mound, located at the southwest corner of section 12, 
O'cheyedan township. This mound rises some 150 feet or more 
above the river to the west, and is a conspicuous landmark for 
miles around. There aI;e two openings for gravel on this mound, 
one at the 'crest and the other on the north side some fifty feet 
lower. These openings show well-sorted material, varying all 
the way from six-inch cobbles to fine sand. These gravels are 
so variable in a short space that predictions as to depth can not 
be made with any degree of confidence. , 
The town of Ocheyedan obtains its supply of gravel and sand 
from pits in similar, but much smaller mounds in sections 3; 4 
and 5 west of town. On one of these, beside the road between 
sections 4 .and 5, is an open pit from which a considerable amount 
of material has been removed. There are some fifteen feet of 
dirty, iron-stained unassorted gravels here. 
Northeast of town near Rush lake are similar hillocks. One 
of these at the southwest 'corner of the lake shows interbedded 
'sand and gr~vel under two feet or so of soil. The bedding is 
parallel to the surface of the mound. 
r 
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PAGE COUNTY. 
SAND AND -G&AVEL. 
Only stream gravel and sand are available in Page county, 
and the materials found here are suitable for only low grade 
work. The largest pits are located on the south bank of the 
East Nishnabotna in sections. 7 and 8, Grant township. Similar 
materials are also obtained from a small stream in section 12, 
Harlan township. Platte river sand and gravel are generally 
used for all work of any importance. 
Burnt clay is mentioned as a possible road material, and this 
county could furnish .ari abundance of gUInbo clay suitable for 
the purpose. . 
STONE. 
The strata belonging to the Missouri stage in Page county ' 
are composed very largely of argillaceous beds, varying from 
typical shale to marly clays, and clayey limestones. Relatively 
thin beds of limestone are found in most exposures, alternating 
with much thicker beds of shale to suoh an extent as to make 
economical quarrying of th~ limestone impossible. 
FIG. 52-Exposure of the Forbes limeston e n ear Hawleyville, Page county. 
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Two distinct horizons of Missouri limestone strata are ex-
posed in the county, one along the East and West N odaways, 
and the other principally along Middle Tarkio river., ' Strati-
graphically the latter come above the beds exposed on the N oda-
way rivers, and are considered by Oalvin to be the equivalents 
of the limestones quarried at Stennett in Montgomery and near 
Macedonia in Pottawattamie counties. 
Limestone has been quarried at Ooin in the southern part of 
Lincoln township, and the same strata have been worked at in-
tervals along the Middle Tarkio to the north line of the county. 
In most places the outcropping ledges are displaced and weath-
ered, and a section of any considerable thickness is seldom seen. 
A ,new ,quarry opening on the farm of Mr. Burns near the 
southeast corner of the southwest quarter of section 22, Tarkio 
township, affords the following section: 
5. Drift 
FEET. 
10 
4. Fusulina limestone .. . ... ,. .. .. ..... ... ...... ............ 1 
3, Yellow shaIe ...... .... ... ..... .. : .............. ... ... . .. 4 
2. 'Limestone, soft, yellow.................................. 7) 
1. Blue, fine-grained, hard limestone, breaking at right angles 
to bedding planes into excellent blocks for building pur-
poses. F.ossili·ferous, and contains occasional sphalerite 
gra.ins . . . .. . .. .. . ....... .. ... ,....................... 1Y3 
Professor Oalvin* gives a composite section from a number 
of openings in this same region and in section 27, which includes 
the following members, coming below those just given: 
FEET. 
4. Shale . ............................... ... .. " ....... ..... 12 
3. Limestone, soft, but of fair quality.. . . ........ . .......... 1112 
2. , Shale ................................................... 3lh 
1. Limestone ... . .... .. ................................... . 2 
Number 1 is an excellent stone for a variety of purposes and 
is the ledge chiefly sought in all of the quarries. It is durable 
and the most important building stone in the county. 
The next good exposure is to be seen in section 18, Douglas 
' township, on a small tributary to the Tarkio: 
"Geology of Page county, Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. XI, p. 430. 
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FEET. 
5. Drift, maximum of .......... ' ,' .......... . .......... , , . . .. 20 
4. Fusulina limestone capa.bove quarry ledge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
3.' "Blue ledge" limestone, No. 1 'of Burns' quarry section .. , .. .. 1+ 
2. Calcareous and fossiliferous bluish shale' . ...... ... , . . . . . . . 7 
1. Yellow, marly clay, apparently weathered limestone. . . . . . . . 1lA, 
As stated, the" blue ledge" is the one sought at all of the nu-
merous small quarries along the Tarkio, the associated strata 
being almost universally of too incoherent a nature to be of 
, \ 
v'alue for building purposes. This ledge ' lies about eight feet 
'above the water in the Douglas township exposures while in 
Tarkio and Lincoln townships it' appears twenty to thirty feet 
, above the stream. Although it crops out in both sides of the val-
, ley at intervals for miles, the heavy drift covering and its asso-
ciation with worthless argillaceous beds that require remQval, 
render very limited in extent the quarrying possible at anyone 
P9int. From the natural outcrop it is seldom possible, wit~ the 
present hand metho'ds of quarrying, to work back over twenty 
feet before the overburden becomes too heavy. Locally, how-
ever, this stone has been and will continue to be a very valuable 
.resource to the county. 
On a small branch of the East Nodaway, three-quarters of a 
mile above' Hawleyville in Nebraska towp.ship, there is an expo-
sure of some magnitude, composed of strata which lie, geolog-
ically, below the Tarkio beds. The section comprises alternating 
bands of calcareous and argillaceous material. The individual 
members are seldom more than a foot in thickness, and it is not 
probable that any of them will ever possess more than a very 
limited local value for building purposes. Similar beds are ex-
posed below the mill at Braddyville in section 31, Buchanan 
toWnship. At both localities the Missouri beds are overlain by 
heavy deposits of loess and drift. 
PALO ALTO COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The sand and gravel deposits of Palo Alto county seem to be-
long to t~o horizons, geologically speaking, viz., the outwash 
materials from' the Wisconsin glacier, a'nd those derived from 
the Kansan drift, known in Iowa as Buchanan. 
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The discussion by ' Mr. T. H; Macbride in Volume XV of the 
reports of the Iowa Geological Survey, sheds a considerable 
a:r,nount of light on these deposits, and is worthy of at least par-
tial quotation here. 'rhe part of his report which de.als with 
the origin of these sands and gravels is quoted almost ver-
batim. . 
W isconsin Gra·vels.-Stream Terraces.-The deposits so 
name~ are the immediate effect of the outpouring of the waters 
accompanying the melting and retreat of the Wisconsin ice. As 
the face of the ice cliff moved northward the floods of water 
seem to have covered the country and the gravel and sand with 
which the streams were charged were deposited everywhere; 
especially, of course, in the forming valleys and channels of 
drainage. Sometimes these ohannels were no doubt on or in 
the ice itself so that gravel deposits may, and often do, now ap-
pear far out of the way of any present drainage system of any 
sort whatev:er; in isolated mounds, on the flanks of hills, in low 
ridges athwart what were otherwise a level plain. The valley-
plain of West Des Moines river is a gravel plain, all gravel of 
varying depth and width, from the Minnesota line or near it 
south to Humboldt county. The present stream is aE! nothing 
when compared to that earlier river. Des Moines river in the 
year of 1903 is described as high beyond the previous experience 
of observers, and yet it by no means covers this gravel plain~ 
The present stream has its own flood plain which in times of 
freshet it may cover or erode, but this old-time valley owns no 
relationship to the present river. One might suppose that the 
action of the earlier, larger current continued not very long, 
but we must reflect that the erosion force in this, its upper chan-
nel, was limited by the work that must be done farther south 
and east, where the indurated Paleozoic formations were en-
countered and set bars to the agents of erosion as at this day. 
The ;result is that the gravels of that older river lie in these 
upper stretches largely undisturbed, slow-mouldering with the 
lapse of centuries. . 
. When we come to ·investigate the composition of the gravel 
trains we discover, first of all, the evidence of the mode of their 
deposition. No better sections need be Wished of the entire de-
. posit than those encountered 'at Estherville, in Emmet county. 
Here one may easily see the sorting and cross-bedding resultant 
from the water-currents that once swept the stony debris on 
and down. But the materials themselves are . of every i~agin~ 
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a ble source, i. e., one may :find samples of rock of almost every 
description and of all sizes from merest pebbles to stones weigh-
ing hundreds of pounds. Some of these pebbles are of great age 
as suoh and have long been buried, subject to the slow action of 
waters, filtering, bearing all sorts of solvents in solution. Such 
pebbles no longer hold together as rock at all, but crumble no 
sooner exposed to light and dryness, and may be picked from 
the bank and crushed in the fingers. Through large gray bowl-
ders the steam shovel passes as through sand. Such sections 
may be commonly observed. These were doubtless, some of 
them already long constituent parts of the older Buchanan 
gravels which the Wisconsin ice in these lati,tudes so generally 
swept away. Possibly the larger part of these vast recent de-
posits consists of but a resorting of those older piles and trains 
laid down by the waters of the Kansan so long ago. 
Buchanan Gravels.-Perhaps some of the earlier gravel, even 
in these river valleys still lies in place here on the blue clay that 
stretches everywhere beneath all surface deposits in these re-
gions. Thus if anyone will closely scan the exposed wall of the 
gravel in the excavations south of Estherville, he will easily 
discover that the lower portions of the exposure are different, 
strikingly different, from the ' upper overlying part. Above, 
the gravel is more loose, fresher and evidently more recent, 
judging from appearance; below, the material is imperfectly 
stratified, often stained with iron, deep brown sometimes, the 
pebbles and bowlders more or less ceme'nted together and asso-
ciated with concretionary nodules of impure hematite (Fe20 3 ). 
The line of demarcation is not well defined, but is sometimes 
quite evident. One is inevitably led to conclude that the lower 
gravels are here older than the upper. ' 
However we may name these lower gravel strata, the wide 
distribution of the Wisconsin subwash and overwash is indis-
putable. ,Not only by the river, but far away from streams 
now flowing or even the possibility of streams, piles of water-
laid sand and gravel surprise the traveler. In many cases 
these gra-:el deposits rest unmistakably on the country drift, 
!;l0 that there can be no question as to their relative age. In-
deed it seems as if it (Buchanan) may be looked for almost 
anywhere as a bottom deposit of what has been here denomi-
nated the gravel plain. 
Observations 'which seem to verify ,the statements of Mac-
bride regarding the origin of the' sands and gravels may be 
made almost anywhere along West 'Des Moines river in Palo 
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Alto county. North of Emmetsburg the river plain is be-
tween one and two miles in width all the way to the Emmet 
county line and beyond. The whole valley between the sharp 
hills , which border it on' both sides and rise some thirty feet 
above the plain, is filled with sands and gravels deposited by 
the rushing waters from the melting ice. Some two miles north 
of Graettinger, just over the line 'in Emmet county, the Rock 
Island Railway is removing large quanties of the material for 
ballast. About twenty feet of gravel are exposed here, the 
top being fairly coarse and grading into finer below. The open . 
face exhibits iron stain throughout its· entire depth. A large 
proportion of the pebbles are limestone, with granites next in 
importance. Many of the latter pebbles are badly weathered 
~nd crumble readily in the fingers. (See also figure 28, page 
252.) 
Several minor openings between Graettinger and Emmets-
burg exhibit the same characteristics. A small pit along the 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railway on the east side 
of the river in section 26 of Emmetsburg township, reveals 
coarse, iron-stained, water-laid gravels very similar in appear-
ance to the top layers at the Graettinger pit. In the southwest 
edge of the city of Emmetsburg, almost at the edge of the 
gravel plain, the Shadbolt Lumber Company has a pit from 
which gravel and sand for cement products is being taken. 
This pit is about fifteen feet deep, but the bottom 'ten feet are 
under water and the sands are pumped out. The product of 
this' pit is much finer than that of any of the openings previously 
noted, which observation is in keeping with what would be ex-
pected when we reflect that the current here at , the edge of the 
stream was in all probability much slower than that farther out 
In the channel. 
South of Emmetsburg the general relations of the stream, 
gravel plain, and bounding hills, remain unchanged except that 
through West Bend township the width of the stream "bot-
tonis" is not more than half as wide as throughout the re-
mainder of the county. . South of the Des Moines river bridge 
on the road between sections 1, Great Oak, and 6, Nevada town-
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ships, gravel very similar in character to the top layers at 
Graettinger may be seen under two feet of alluvium. 
In many places where the river has gouged its bank the 
sands and gravels which underlie its whole plain may· be seen. 
As might readily be expected, the cover of alluvium over the . 
gravel is deepest near the stream,thinning out b~ck toward the 
hills. Wells and other excavations all over the river plain show 
the presence of gravel and sand, although there are but few 
open pits. 
. AI' previously noted, deposits of sand and gravel derived 
from the Wisconsin ice may be seen in places entirely removed 
from any of the present. lines of drainage. At Ruthven there is 
an abundance of this material in the lowland west of the city, 
nor less on the top of the hill in the city itself near the Min-
neapolis and St. Louis station. East of Cylinder, in Fairfield 
township, is also a broad gravel plain some three or four miles 
in length and of the outwash type. 
Reworked Materials.-Sand and gravel bars occur in the 
streams of Palo Alto county the same as in other counties where 
r::tream terraces and other deposits are prominent. West Fork 
of Des. Moines river, by far the most important stream of the 
county, has a sluggish current, and sand bars are by no means 
a prominent feature along it. The same is true of the other 
streams. Cylinder and Prairie creeks are typical prairie 
streams, such as are common on the Wisconsin drift . plain. 
Willow creek serves as an outlet to Silver lake, and is not 
important from a sand and gravel standpoint. 
Miscellaneous Dep1o.sits.-Palo Alto .county lies wholly within . 
the area covered by the Des Moines lobe of the Wisconsin 
glacier, and its whole topography is characteristic of this for-
mation. Sand and gravel may be found in many of the mounds 
and hillocks over its surface, especially in the western portion 
where the Altamont moraine lies within the borders of the 
county. Perhaps at no one place are these deposits of particu-
lar importance, yet they serve a useful purpose in supplying 
gravel and sand for local use on the roads and for concrete con-
struction. Careful prospecting will in . all prob~bility reveal 
'to the engineer or road and bridge contractor quantities suffi-
cient 'for use within easy hauling distance. 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY 5n 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY, 
SAND AND GRAVEL, 
The 'gravel and sand . deposits of Plymouth county are of 
two kinds, viz., a gravel train along Big Sioux river, and beds 
underlying the loess and found quite generally over the county. 
Wisconsin . Gravel Train.-Along the Big Sioux there are evi-
dences of a gravel train composed of materials derived from 
the Wisconsin ice. This is, however, so deeply covered as to 
be seen only in a few places. When compared to the loess-
covered gravels of the county it is not a really important source 
{)f supply. 
Loess-covered Gravels.-Over the whole of Plymouth county 
gravels underlie the loess. Noone in need of sand or gravel 
-seems to have serious difficulty in finding it with little search. 
The depth of the loess cover varies between quite wide limits. 
'The cover is sometimes so deep that the gravels have not been 
exposed where there is every reason to believe that they are 
present . . 
Just east of Millinerville, on the east side of Broken Kettle 
~reek, a good gravelly sand is obtained beneath the loess per-
haps seventy-five or eighty feet above. the stream. Gravel is 
also obtained along the creek flowing into Broken Kettle at 
this point. 
In northeast section 9, Sioux township, is an opening show-
ing some ten feet of gravel above the water level. The cover 
here consists of twelve to fifteen feet of loess and silty sand. 
The upper three feet or so of sand has interbanded silt, then 
nne gravel to water. A pit in northeast section 10 shows vir-
tually the same material, with possibly a little less cover. In 
both of these pla'ces the gravel seems to underlie large areas. 
Along Floyd river clear across the county gravels can be. 
found with little search, yet they are seldom if ever exposed. 
The slopes to the river are very geritle l and only black alluvial 
material is se~n in the channel. At Seney a low bench at the 
north edge of town furnishes a good supply of coarse gravel. 
1 
• 
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Sand with gravel bowlders is aJso seen in the road east of the 
river on the north side of section 34, Elgin township. This 
is covered with a thin veneer of loess. 
The gravel used for ,sidewalks in LeMars is taken from be-
neath the clay on the river at the clay plant in the northwest 
corner of the city. The top three and .one-half feet are clean 
fine gravel with little sand. The largest p~bbles seldom ex-
ceed one inch in diameter. Below, as deep as can be seen, 
is a bed of fine white sand which is said to continue for an in-
definite depth. Perhaps six feet of gravel and sand may be 
had above water. Laterally the material varies rapidly be-
tween clean 'and dirty streaks in the upper gravel especially. 
At the west end of the pit streaks and lens'es of plastic sandy 
blue clay interbanded with the gravel make care necessary 
. in order to get clean materiaL 
At the LeMars Brick and, Tile plant are five to eight feet 
0.£ loess resting upon three and a half feet of stratified gravels. 
Cross-bedding is common. Up to five feet of sharp white sand 
underlie the gravel. 
The west fork of the Floyd flows in a broad depression with 
ill-defined boundaries, the loess slopes leading gently down to 
a very narrow flood plain. ' The benches are loess-covered, but 
no sand or gravel ' is to be seen, even where these benches are 
dissected to considerable depths. It is possible tha t sand is 
present quite generally beneath the loess but the latter is so 
deep that it is seldom uncovered. From LeMars south to 
Sioux City gravel is not seen along the river, but there is a 
possibility of its presence. 
Willow creek is of no more importance in Plymouth than in 
O'Brien county, and yet gravels are apt to be found exposed 
or available along it as is the case with the other streams. No 
doubt a continuation of the bed used northwest of LeMars is 
tapped along both the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and 
Omaha, and Illinois Central railways northeast of town, the 
former in northeast section 9 and the latter in northeast 10, 
America township, south of Willow creek. A~ at LeMars, 
little of the gravel is above water, so it is dredged with clam- . 
.' 
't 88 
r 
IJ 
PLATE XLIV-Dalton pit showing aerial clam shell and loading chutes, LeMars, Plymouth county. 
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PLATE XLV-Chalk cliIT on Sioux river, Plymouth county. The beds In general are not suITlciently indurated for road 
materials and are not used extensively for concrete. 
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shell dippers dropping from a cable. Each railway has such 
an equipment. The amount of stripping here is heavy. The 
sand is shipped in considerable quantity as well as used locally, 
and this seems to be the source of supply for considerable 
territory. It is used for cement blocks in LeMars. 
·Along Deep creek ,from near LeMars to Re}llsen gravels ap-
pear and are used at intervals. They are always beneath loess, 
Good sand is taken from beneath . the loess in section 1, ' west 
of Remsen, for use in that town. 
Stratified beds may be. seen near the Remsen city dump in 
section 6 of Remsen township. The exposure shows about six' 
feet of rudely stratified coarse gravel in which the bowlders 
are fresh and unweathered. There is also some clean white 
sand. 
At Kingsley the cement works use sand which is take:p. fro"m 
beneath a considerable depth of loess along a branch of the 
west fork of "Little Sioux river southwest of town. . 
Reworked .Materials.~Sand bars occur occasionally along the 
course of the Big Sioux . . At Akron there. is a bar perhaps one-
half acre in extent, although all of it is not above water. The 
3ize of the pebbles varies from three inches down. Several 
bars are reported a few miles to the south. The lower fifteen 
miles of the Sioux within the county resemble the Missouri in 
that the banks are muddy and sand bars are not prominep.t. 
STONE. 
The Oretaceous beds in 'Plymouth and Woodbury counties 
comprise an extensive and somewhat complicated series of sand-
stones, shales and limestones. The limestones often present a 
marly facies and are practically confined to the upper portion,. 
the, Benton substage, of the Oretaceous. The principal cal-
careous member of the Oretaceous in this locality was named 
The Inoceramus Bed.S by White.* Later, the beds were re-
ferredto the Niobrara division of Meek and Hayden, but more. 
recent studies show that they are to be correlated with The 
Green Hom Limestone, the middle division of the Benton group 
"Report on the Geol. Surv. of the State or Iowa, by Charles A. White, M. D., 
Vol. I, p. 293; Des Moines, 1870. 
( . 
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as it is developed' in the Edgemont quadrangle, South Dakota. 
In the vicinity' of Sioux City, the arenaceous beds are highly 
indurated in places and b~come quartzitic in character. They 
have been quarried to a limited extent, but the excessive over-
burden renders any extensive development of the beds commer-
cially impossible. The calcareous beds are best exposed in 
, Cedar Bluff and vicinity, near Westfield, and near LeMars. 
At all of the above places they are interbedded with ,shales 
and arenaceous deposits and usually overlain with a thick de-
posit of loess and glacial debris. They attain a maximum thick-
ness of about thirty feet and are sufficiently pure to be used 
in the manufacture of lime and Portland cement. The follow-
ing partial a:nalys'es were made for the Survey: 
I. II. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO. ) .. . ...... .. :.. . . . . 83.70 94,3'9 
Magnesium car,bonate (MgCO.).... .. ....... . .. 2.48 0.70 
I. Chalk rock from old quarries on Big Sioux river south of 
Westfield, Plymouth county. ' 
II. Chalk rock from Deep creek northeast of LeMars, southwest 
quarter of section 2, America township, Plymouth county. 
While the beds were formerly used in the manufacture of 
lime, the introduction of cheap limes of better grade from 
other localities has caused 'the abandonment of the industry. 
The great amount of stripping which must be done in order 
to develop the beds renders them unavailable under present 
conditions for the manufacture of Portland cement. 
POCAHONTAS COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Pocahontas county is entirely within the limits of the Wis-
consin drift. Its surface exhibits the typical fiat, marshy topog-
raphy which is so characteristic of the regions covered by the 
latest ice sheet. All the streams with the exception of one, the 
Des Moines, are younger than the drift, and the only deposits 
along them,are small sand and gravel bars. 
Stream Terraces.~ West Fork of Des Moines river cuts across 
the northeast corner of Pocahontas county, having a total 
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' length within its borders of not to exceed eight miles. It flows 
through a low flat plain very similar, though narrower, to that 
which it follows through Emmet and Palo Alto counties. In 
those counties, however, evidence of gravel in the river plain 
is everywhere abundant; here it is conspicuously lacking. It 
seems hardly likely, however, that the river plain is entirely 
devoid of material suitable for road and concrete work. 
A patch of what seems to be an old terrace appears on the 
west side of the river in sections 14 and 23, Des Moines town-
ship. In northwest 24 the river has cut some six feet into blue 
day a'nd , shows resting immediately upon the cla.y a bed of 
fine sand four feet deep. The sand is covered by a heavy mantle 
of alluvium which is fully ten feet deep at the river bank. 
The top of the alluvium ' is the surface of the terrace just 
mentioned. It is flat on top, with perhaps a slight rise to the 
west away from the river, and has an area of some fifty or 
sixty acres. In all probability the sand exposed in the river 
bank continues back if not to the extreme edge of the terrace, 
at least under a considerable portion of it. However, the thick-
ness of the entire formation above the blue clay can hardly 
exceed fifteen feet, and the upper two-thirds of this is alluvium. 
Another and much larger remnant of what seems to be the 
same terrace may be seen along the west side of the river 
through section 1 of Garfield township. There is a small open 
pit on the edge of this beside the road through the center of 
section 1. This opening shows only a foot or so of sand under 
a cover not to exceed three or four feet in depth. Back from 
the edge of the bench here the surface of the ground is per-
fectly level for over' a mile, but it is rather a far call to assert 
that the sand would be found under all of it. The indications 
are sufficient how.ever to warrant thorough test-pitting. 
Along the east side of the river the bench is entirely absent. 
Residents of the neighborhood disclaim any knowledge what-
ever of gravel and sand deposits save those in the river 
channeL 
, Reworked Mate1'ials.-Sand bars in Des Moines river fur-
nish a lar,ge part of the sand and gravel used in the northeast 
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' part of the county. Gravel is very scarce, most of the material 
being s'and, with ' occasionally a pocket or small bar of fine 
' gravel. ' These bars are quite :cornmon on the concave side of 
' bends in the stream, and in many places deposits 'have formed 
up ,against the bank on the conve,x side. 
Sand and gravel bars occur to' a greater or les's extent along 
many of the smaller streams. 'These streams are all younger 
than the 'drift, and do not have terrace gravels along them. ' 
The sands in the bars are materials which are derived from 
,the drift and eoncentrated in the bed of the stream. The town 
of Rolfe obtains its supply of building sand from bars in Pilot 
creek. . 
Drift Hill D eposits.-All that car]. be said concerning the pos-
, sibility of gravel in the hills and knobs of ,the Wisconsin drift 
ar~la has been said in various places elsewhere. The reader 
, is referred to the reports on Emmet, Palo Alto, Buena Vista, 
Osceola and other counties. 
Th~re are quite a number of openings of various sizes in the 
,drift h,ills of Poeahontas county. In the northeastern part 
there are now open pits in .northeast 14 and center 35, Des 
Mointls township, west center of 2, Garfield township, ~tc. 
,These are but examples of deposits which have been and may 
be found in the drift hills. IIi a region so devoid of gravel 
as is Pocahontas county, these pockets in and cappings on drift 
hills become of prime importance, and althoug~ small amounts 
,only are available in anyone place a diligent search is war-
ranted and may prove profitable. 
Buchanan Gravels.-A deposit of gravel older than the Wis-
' consin, the Buchanan, overlies the stone in the quarry at Gil-
more City. A discussion of these gravels i;n detail so far as 
,observed Will be found in the reports on Emmet, Palo Alto, 
,and Buchanan counties. They are not of commercial impor-
' tance in Pocahontas county. 
STONE. 
But a single exposure of the indurated rocks is known in 
this county. The Saint Louis has been qilarried for a number 
PLATE XLVI-Fort Dodge Portland Cement Company quarry showing steam shovel, drill rigs and tracl~ arrangement. This 
quarry supplies one of the largest crusher plants in the state. Gilmore City, Pocahontas county. 
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of years two miles north and one mile east of , Gilmore. The 
quarry is now owned and operated by the Fort Dodge Portland 
Oement Oompany. The following beds may be observed: 
, FEET. 
11. Soil, sand and graveL .... : .............................. 5 
10. Crystalline limestone, light 'brown in color, cavernous due to 
weathering, much shattered and of little value.. .. .... 4 
9. Limestone, light brown, coarse in texture and subcrystaIIine, 
splits well with bedding planes, but in an irregular man-
ner vertically, heavy bed ......................... : .... 3 
8. Ledge, as above, underlain with two inches plastic, var-
i,egated red and greenish clay. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1yj 
7. White to pinkish brown limestone, in part fossiliferous; 
beds broken by v,ertkal joint planes along which water 
has formed many small caverns and on which small 
pyrite nodules and fossils stand in relief. Ledges run-
ning two inches up to three feet in thickness........ 10 
T. H. Macbride in Geology of Humboldt County* gives the 
following additional strata then visible below the above section: 
. FEET. 
6. Blue shales, limestone and clay; very fossiliferous ... '. ,.. 2 
5. Lithographic limestone, much inclined to angular fracture : . 1% 
4. Heavy-bedded, fine~grained limestone, no fossils..... . .... 3 
3. Slialy; thin-bedded limestones, with few fossils .... .. ... : . i 
2. Coarse-grained, fossiliferous Hmestone, containing fragments 
of 'No.1, but separated from ' it by a parting of shale... 1 
1. Lithographic limestone, fine-grained and very hard .... , . : . 2 
This author regards the lowest beds as equivalent to those 
quarried at Humboldt in the adjoining county to the east. 
Numbers 7, 8 and 9 constitute the principal quarry rock. An 
analysis made of a sample from these members is given here-
with: 
Silica (SiO.) ...... ' ....... ............. .. .......... ... . 0.32 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO. ) .. : ....... ....... .. ....... ... 99.62 " , 
Water and undetermined ....... ...... .. ...... ....... ... 0.06 
'J. B. WEEMS, analyst. 
A casual inspeotion of this , analysis shows the limestone to 
be almost absolutely pure and it appears to be of high quality. 
The old quarry is located in the lowest portion of a broad 
depression which appe~rs to be the site of a former pond or 
sinkhole. It is a local. center of drainage and some trouble 
with water ha's been encountered. 
"Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p. 132. 
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. The present company have opened a new quarry to the north-
west of the old quarries and have installed a modern crusher 
plant of Jarge capacity. They have also built in a spur from 
the Ohicago, Rock Island and Pacific railway with sufficient 
trackage to perinitan' economic distribution of their output. 
Orushed stone is the only product at present. A considerable 
area of limestone is available under light stripping. The qual-
ity is excellent for crushed stone purposes. 
POLK COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAV)':!.. 
Polk county is generously supplied with gravel and sand, 
and is one of -the largest exporters of these materials among 
. the. counties of Iowa. Enormous quantities are to be found 
in Des Moines and Raccoon rivers. Water-laid materials also 
occur quite commonly in the drift hills, but are not so largely 
develop.ed as the former deposits. . 
TerraceB.~RemnaIits of a ·greatly eroded and dissected ter-
race about sixty feet above Des Moines river appear in sec-
tions 29 and 30, Madison, and-3, Jefferson townships. Thor-
ough prospecting done by the Ohicago, Milwaukee and Saint 
Paul Railway showed from fifteen to eighteen feet of gravel 
under one to three feet of alluvium. The material is in gen-
eral . fairly coarse, and in places is quite badly iron-stained. 
A remnant of a higher terrace may be seen on the north side 
of the. river and near the Polk-Dallas county line. In Greene 
county a terrace corresponding . to this is ·gravel-bearing. 
There is a terrace along . a . small creek in .section 18, Madi-
son township, that may contain a large supply of gravel. The 
terrace is 500 to 1,000 feet wide and perhaps half a mile long. 
'The gravel is fine and rather dirty where it can be seen, but 
good exposures are wanting. The. alluvial covering is perhaps 
two feet thick. . 
, Along Big creek in sections 10 and 22 of Madison township 
there is a terrace some eighteen feet . above the creek. The 
terrace consists of two feet ' of a}luviu~ .underlain by six to 
seven feet of fine gravel. 
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Below Des Moines terraces are occasionally to be seen, but 
these are almost always composed only of drift. 
H . F . Bain reports that all the larger creeks, such as Four 
Mile, Camp and Mud, have gravel terraces, but these are not 
at present being exploited. An exception to this is the ter- . 
race deposit at Avon. 
R eworked Materials.-Enormous quantitIes of sand and 
gravel are to be found as beds and bars in Des Moines and 
Raccoon rivers. These have been and are being developed on 
a large scale in the vicip.ity of Des Moines, and materials taken 
from here are shipped over a wide territory. Depths of gravel 
up to thirty feet ar.e common in the stream beds. The usual 
method of working these deposits is by a centrifugal pump 
mounted upon a barge, but scraper buckets and other devices 
are occasionally used. . 
Quite large quantities of clean coarse sand and fine gravel 
are to be found along Four Mile creek from Alleman south. 
Similar materials occur on Mud creek between Altoona and 
Des Moines river. Skunk river is destitute of even sand. 
Miscellaneous Deposits.-The northern part of Polk county 
lies within the area of the Wisconsin drift. Capitol Hill in 
Des Moines marks the extreme advance of the Des Moines 
lobe. Kames are common over the northern portion of the . 
eounty, but do not furnish a large supply of sand and gravel. 
'Even where kame gravels and sand are available the farmers 
prefer to haul their supplies rather than spoil parts of their 
fields. In a few instances sand and gravel have been removed 
and the land smoothed out again. Farmers report that sU0h 
land is more easily tilled than formerly. 
In section 31 of Madison township is a large kame whose 
surface shows gravel in places, but which has not been opened. 
STONE . 
.. 
The Coal Measures as developed in Polk county comprise 
shales, argillaceous limestone, sandstone and occasional coal 
seams. The argillaceous ~eposits greatly predominate. The 
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sandstones are usually imperfectly indurated, while the lime-
stones occur only in thin beds or as "Caprock," and neither 
affords . ~ny Gonsiderable amount of material suitable for struc-
tural Imrpqses . . The sandstones have been quarried to some 
. extent but ,are not used in important structures. The sandstone 
beds exposed at the foot of Capitol Hill · have probably been 
more extensively .developed than any' other in the county and 
are said· to have supplied material for the walls of old Fort 
Des Moines; The beds are exceedingly variable in color, tex-
ture and hardness and are easily accessible. . The county must 
depend upon other sources for road and concrete materials. 
POTTAWtATTAMIE COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Sand and gravel are really scarce articles in Pottawattamie 
county. Missouri river has and does in places show evidence 
of an old gravel train, but these materials are so deeply buried 
as to be practically negligible. In speaking of these gravels, 
.T. A. Udden, in his report* on the geo~ogy of the county pub-
lished in 1901 says, "The valley of the Missouri river has a 
filling about seventy feet deep under the present flood plain, 
and there is a similar filling in the upper part of the West 
Nishnabotna valley. The lower part of this filling usuaUy 
consists of sand and gravel, and the upper part is mostly 
stream sand and silt." The depth of the ' covering varies from 
a few feet to upwards of thirty feet. 
Opposite Oakland there is a terrace on the west side of 
Wes.t Nishnabotna river, and some second bottom lands are 
also seen south of Avoca on the east side. These are rem~ 
nants of an old flood plain which must have been some .thirty 
feet higher than the present bottoms. This terrace is covered 
with at least twenty feet of'loesslike silt. A similar but higher 
terrace is seen occasionally along Mosquito creek, as below 
Neola. At the latter place loess, which forms the upper twenty 
feet of the material of the terrace, rests on stream sand and 
gravel, . into .. which some wells have been sunk. Traces of a ter- . 
*Io'wa Geological ' Survey, Volume XI, p. 20~. 
) 
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race ,are also seen ,on the' East Ni~hnabotna, on Keg andS~lver, 
creeks, in the - bluffs of Mi~souri river, and along .the lowel; 
cour:ses of some of its tributaries. 
Nishnabotna river is, terraced between Harlan (Shelby 
county) and Oakland. The principal , terrace ranges froID' 
twenty-five to thirty feet above the flood plain and is composed 
of the following: 
FEET. 
Loess and alluvial wash " .. .. ........ . ' ...... ...... .. ........ ,6-10 
Sands, inteI1bedded with thin clay seams ..... : ...... ... ...... 10·12 
Sands, co'arser and cleaner than the above, clam shells and 
occasionally. bon,es are reported to occur i.n the loweJ;" sand.. 10 
The old glacial gravels which occur capping the till and under: 
the loess form an important source of supply. The 'report by 
U dden cited above seems to contain all the available informa-
tion on these deposits, and ' consequently is reproduced ver-
batim. 
Valley Drift Gra1.?el.-" In the bluffs bordering the larger 
stream valleys the till is often capped by more or· less. gravel 
and sand. N early all of the sand and gravel pits which have 
been worked in the county belong to this class. These de-
posits are evidently of glacial origin, for iIi some places they ' 
are seen to be interbedded with lentils and layers of bowlder 
clay, or overlain by the same. The greatest development of 
glacial gravel' and sand is under the loess along the bluffs 
of the Missouri river, especially north of Kane township. They 
frequently reach a thickness of twenty to, thirty feet, and have 
in many' places been cemented into a solid mortar rock by 
percolating calcareous water which ' drains through this open 
straturri. from the, uplands back of the river. Along the West 
Nishnabotna these gravels have a much smaller development, 
' but present the same characters. Some are seen about fifty 
or sixty feet above. the flood plain in the west bluff three miles 
south of Avoca. 
"Without wishing to express it as a mature conclusion, the" 
author ' is inclined. to , the VIew that these - deposits represent 
34 
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the work of the present streams at a time when their course 
was first marked out on the stagnant ice field which brought 
the underlying bowlder clay. These streams may then have 
followed open valleys or extensive tunnels in the ice. In either 
case there would be opportunity for the ice to float out and 
deposit som'e till with the stream gravel. Another feature of 
these deposits not mentioned above is the presence in some 
places of sharply and clearly cut joints and faults that follow 
numerous straight and intersecting planes in the gravel and 
sand. Such faulting could hardly have taken place in this un-
consolidated and heterogeneous material unless it was frozen 
at the time. A conspicuous instance of complex faulting of 
this kind was observed in a gravel pit just south of Loveland 
station. " 
In the vicinity of Loveland are two or three pits which 
doubtless belong to this class. These may be seen both north 
and south of town. In southwest section 14 of Rockford town-
ship and again a little farther south similar exposures may 
be seen. Another which probably belongs in the same cate-
gory is located in section 11 of Lewis toWnship. Bank sand 
has been and is being used at several points near the foot of 
the bluff both above and below the city of Council Bluffs. In 
the vicinity of Avoca bank sand, apparently subloessial, is ob-
tained at several points south of town and is used for mortar 
and plaster. 
Sand and gravel are scarce in Council Bluffs and vicinity. 
The Missouri river sand is used to some extent, but carries a 
high percentage of silt. Most of the sand and gravel used for 
dreet purposes is imported from Nebraska. The most exten-
sive local deposits occur near Henton's, across the line in 
Mills county. Outcrops of limestone occur in the same neigh-
borhood. N either stone nor gravel has been used to any ex-
tent in road work in the west end of Pottawattamie county. 
River sand is used to some extent. Sand for concrete is shipped 
in from Platte river or Des Moines river. At Oakland sand 
is obtained from Nishnabotna river by means of centrifugal 
pumps mounted on scows. Two of these are in operation at 
the present time. The sand ranges from fine to medium and 
.. 
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carries a comparatively small percentage of . aggregates up to 
one and a half to two inches in diameter. 
STONE. 
With the 'exception of small areas near the eastern edge of 
the cOlmty, the underlying indurated rocks belong to the Mis-
souri stage of the Upper Oarboniferous. These are limestones 
and shales. In general they lie deeply buried beneath the 
glacial deposits and where expos~d along some of the larger 
streams, are usually overlain with great depths of drift and 
loess. 
There are but two districts where Missouri strata are ex, 
posed. In Carson and Mac~donia townships, in the vicinity 
of the towns of Carson and Macedonia, several small quarries 
have been operated. No stone is, however, being taken out at 
the present time~ 'and all exposures are greatly obscured. 
At the John Marten quarry near the northwest corner of 
section 23, Macedonia township, the main quarry beds are cov-
ered with ':fifteen feet of mariy shales and weathered fossilifer-
ous ~imestone, above which are eight to ten feet of drift and 
loess. The layers quarried consist of three ledges qf gray, 
compact limestone, e:;toh about a foot ,thick . and separated by 
seams of marly materiaL The upper layer contains nodules of 
dark chert. Below the gray stone are three feet of a soft, 
yellow limestone filled with Fusulina cylindrica. Similar strata 
were formerly worked near the northeast corner of section-
27 in the Tompkins quarry. West of the river and opposite 
the town of Carson in section 3 of Carson township, rock has 
been quarried at several points along the edge of the valley. 
The following section was formerly exposed, on the land of 
Mr. David Snapp: 
FEET. 
7. Drift and· loess ... . ...... .. : .. : . r . .... ,·:' ... ': .. :, ..... : .. ; . 20-
6. Limestone, gray, hard, strong, highly fossiliferous ... . .. , : 6,_ 
5. Shale, gray, indurated.................................... .7 ''-l. 
4. Limestone; dark, soft, of fine and uniform texture, gray to 
black, fossiliferous . . .. ....... . . . _ ....... .. ............ .1 
3. Shale ........ .. '. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .5 
, 2. Limestone, dark, impure, ,fine-grained, soft................ .5 
1. Shale, gr eenish gray, -exposed .. ... .... . ..... : . ........... 2 
• 
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, All of the rock ledges open to view. in this district are much 
weathered, and of a poor graq.e for building purposes. These 
conditions, along with the heavy .stripping that would be re- . 
quired, the thinness of the individual usable ledges, and their 
being interbedded with such large proportions ' of worthless 
materials, are all unfavorable to the development of the quarry 
business. 
The Missouri limestones have been quarried at two other 
points in the county in past years; below the town of Crescent 
in sections 27 and 34, and on Mosquito creek, section 21, Garner 
township. At the former locality, the following strata outcrop 
almost continuously for three-fourths of a mile at the base of 
. the Missouri river bluff. 
FEET. 
6. Loess and drift up to .... .. .... .... .... ....... .... .. ...... 100 
5. Limestone, yellowish to gray, in ledges six inches to one foot 
in thickness, occasionally :brecciated and in "places having 
a finely oolitic texture .. . .... ....... ....... ............ 5 
4. Shale, yellow ... .... ..... . .... . .. .... .. ......... . . . .... . 2 
3. Limestone, yellowish gray, compact, occasionally oolitic, 
fossiliferous ... ... ..... . .. .. ........ .. . .. . .. .......... 2 
2. Shale, gypseous, highly fossiliferous .. .. ....... ...... ..... 5 
1. Limestone, massive ledge, fine-grained, oolitic, fossiliferous, 
exposed . ............. .. .. . .......... . ...... .. .... . ... 3 
These strata afford a good quality of building material, and 
lime was burned here many years ago. But the enormous quan-
tity of stripping necessary to render any considerable amount 
of the stone available, is a barrier to further development at 
this point. 
The Mosquito creek quarry 'has long since' been abandoned 
and the strata are very meagerly exposed . . Here also the ex-
tremely heavy ove.rburden renders the further working of the 
quarry practically impossible. 
Strata belonging to the Cretaceous system underlie portions 
of . Pottawattamie county east of . West Nishnabotna river. 
They consist of beds of ~lay and. soft, friable sandstone, the 
latter varying in color from white to gray and brown. The 
entire county is deeply covered with Pleistocene deposits and 
the only. evidence. of the . presence. of the Cretaceous comes from 
deep wells and a few scattering exposures near the extreme 
southeast corner of the county. 
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J. A. Udden* records a maximum thickness of forty-two feet 
of Cretaceous sandstone occurring in the northeast quarter of 
section 36,Wright township, as an escarpment over a quarter 
of a mile in length, facing the river. It is again seen near the 
southeast corner of section 1 of this same township, also in 
section 28 of Grove township. In all instances, the 'rock is of 
uniform fine texture, but the grains of sand are poorly ce-
mented so that it will 1J.sually crumble in the hand. Bedding 
is not conspicuous, great thicknesses appearing as one con-
tinuous ledge. All the exposures noted are heavily covered with 
glacial deposits. Aside from being the source of local supplies 
of good sand, the Cretaceous sandstones of this county are of 
little economic value. 
POWESHIEK COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The loess-veneered Kansan drift covers practically the entire 
surface of the county. No large streams cross the county and 
none of the smaller streams head back in the Wisconsin drift 
territory. As a consequence sand and gravel deposits on a 
commercial scale are not believed to be present The su.:b-
loessial sands, sometimes more or less gravelly, are qUite gen-
erally present and important as a water-bearing horizon, but 
are of little importance as a source of road and concrete ma-
terials. Most of these materials used in the county are shipped 
in from Polk and Mahaska counties. 
RINGGOLD COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
All of the sand available in Ringgold county is obtained 
from the beds of the streams. Grand river, which is the larg-
est stream, deposits but little sand o,r gravel in the vicinity of 
Knowlton, Diagonal or Benton. A small tributary of this river, 
,entering about ' a mile south of Diagonal, supplies the local 
community with sand, and , small amounts' of the same mate-
·Geology of Pottawattamie county, Iowa Geol. Survey. Vol. XI. p, 237. 
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rial are · reported from some of' the streams between Diagonal 
and the Missouri ,line. 
The northern half of the county is practically destitute of 
sand and gravel deposits. Most of the sand used at Mount 
Ay!' is shipped from Davis City or Blockley, but some has 
been hauled from Waterson, ten miles south. The pit from 
which this is taken IS in the bed of a 'small creek a bout one and 
a half mile southeast of t.own. The annual output is perhaps 
thirty cars. There is but little sand in Grand river between 
Mount Ayr and Kellerton. The same is true of Platte' river in 
the Vicinity 6f Benton and Diagonal. ' . 
SAC COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The important sand and gravel deposits of Sac county may 
be classified under two main 'heads; gravel trains along the 
streams which were with.oJ1t do:ubt deposited by flood waters 
from the melti:p.g W~sconsin ice, and water-laid materials in 
or upon the Wis90nsin drift hills themselyes. In a few 'isolated 
places the B~chana~ gravels, w:qic,h in the northwestern part 
of the state so ge:oerally underlie the loess, and the Aftonian 
gravels" older than the Kanf;lan series and underlying it, have 
been exposeq. by. erosioIj.. . These latter:, ,however; are of no 
impqrtancl'l from a practical staIj.dpoint, and discussion of them 
must be brief in a report of this nature. 
Stream Terraces.-Marked terraces occur in places along the 
course of Raccoon river throughout th~ county. Crossing tbe 
line from Buena Vista county almost exactly at the northeast 
corner of Delaware township, the Raccoon meanders in a widl~ 
flood plain to section 1 of that township, in the south half of 
which it cuts through a range of drift and gravel hills. Below 
this point, and to within a mile of the, corporate limits of the 
towri. of Sac City, it finds its way through and around heaps 
of glacial debris of undoubted morainal origin. To the south-
ward 'the river has distributed some gravel, but in only a few 
place's is any now seen. In sections 24, Delaware, and 30, 
Douglass townships; the' gravels appear as a terrace some forty 

PLATE XLVIII-Hammen pit showing pit end ot conveyor and rear view of pit, Sac City Cement Pipe Company, Sac City, 
. Sac county. 
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PLATE XLIX-Hammen pit showing belt conveyor, elevator and screen, Sac City Cement Pipe Company, Sac City, Sac 
county. 
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feet above water, and are ,seen at a few places to the east. After 
the numerous windings of the river here there is nothing in 
sight but drift, until the northern part of section 14 of Jackson 
township is reached where a conspicuous terrace appears. This 
t,errace , is some twenty-five or thirty feet above the waterline, 
seems to be nearly all gravel, and is more or less continuous 
through Sac City. The railway has removed large quantities 
of gravel where it cuts' through this terrace in the north part 
of section 14. 
At Sac City these gravels are used by the Sac City Cement 
Pipe Company and by Phil Shaller for cement work. The for-
mer company has located a pit close to the river, and a twelve 
to fifteen ·foot section is open; The total section exposed in 
the two pits named shows some three and a half feet of wash 
covering, below which are seven to eight feet of uniform, rather 
fine sand with streaks of fine gravel. Underlying this are 
ten to twelve feet of medium fine, well-proportioned gravel rest-
ing upon clay some three feet above water. At the Cement 
Pipe Company's pit there are only five or six inches to be 
stripped, then good clean gravel, finer below" the whole face 
averaging well for concrete work. ' 
,The Raccoon valley is narrow below Sac City to northe!1st 
Wall Lake township, where it widens out and continues so into 
Coon Valley township. The flood plain itself is usually prac-
tically nil, and the bottoms are largely gravel trains. The 
gravels are exposed at many points and are frequently used; 
e. g., in south section 12 of Coon Valley township, where an 
unnamed stream from the east has , exposed 'fifteen to twenty 
feet of them. A similar opening may be seen in northwest 
section 32 of the same township. 
The river valley narrows again in south Coon Valley town-
ship. In sec,tion 28 the gravel plain is nearly a mile wide. 
The valley narrows in section 33 and on into Sac township 
where it is still bordered by a terrace which here seems to be 
largely drift, not even gravel covered throughout. At Grant 
City the terrace is about forty feet above water. 
Cedar creek is nearly the size of the Raccoon, and flows 
through an alluvial valley which becomes somewhat steep~ 
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walled as the ;Racco.o.n is appro.ached. In sectio.n 20 o.f Cedar 
to.wnship a well-defined . gravel terrace appears o.n the west, 
and suggestio.ns o.f. it may be seen o.n the east .of the creek; 
so.me thirty feet abo.ve the str.eam. This terrace . has been 
o.pened. jn the middle o.f the sectio.n where the ro.ad cro.sses· it. 
There is no. terrace in Sac co.unty abo.ve this po.int, but it co.n~ 
tinues belo.w .to. the co.nfiuence o.f Cedar creek and the Racco.o.n. 
The gravels are no.t pro.minent but appear in a few places. 
Indian creek and its branches are impo.rtant waterways, but 
geo.lo.gically are uninteresting except· in the vicinity o.f Wall 
Lake. The upper water co.urses are meandering swamp streams. 
In so.uthwest Wall Lake to.wnship the creek whittles its way; 
thro.ugh the drift at the west mo.rainal .fro.nt until, at the to.wn 
o.f Lake View, it . turns .abruptly east andno.rtheast thro.ugh 11 
maze o.f mo.rainal hills. The gravels, at Lake. View and aro.und 
the west end o.f the lake are terrace materials and appear to. 
extend so.uthward, co.ntinuing in the directio.n o.f Indian creek . 
. A pro.minent terrace so.me thirty-five feet ' high begins just 
no.rthwest o.f Lake View, and ,extends two. .miles south o.f to.wn 
aro.und an :arm o.f the lake. A pit is wo.rked in to.wn by Messrs., 
B. Kennedy and Mo.lder. The sectio.n sho.ws so.il two. feet;, 
co.~rse ru.sty bo.wlders o.ne to. two. and o.ne-half feet; go.o.d grav.el 
and sand, 10 to. 12 feet. A two.- -to. fo.ur- o.r six-inch clay streak 
co.mes in three to. fo.ur feet fro.m the base o.f the present pit, 
belo.w which are perhaps twenty feet o.f go.o.d material do.wn 
to. water level o.f the lake. In the K. &. M. bank a band o.f drift 
day apparently a fo.o.t o.r so. in thickness co.ntains irregularly 
arranged pebbles up to. the size o.f o.ne's fist. This is co.vered 
by fo.ur o.r five feet o.f co.arse gravel and is underlain by sand 
o.r gravel. The bo.undaries o.f the layer o.f till are definite. 
Abo.ut ten feet o.f gravel, and sand are no.w expo.sed belo.w the 
till, but no.t much i~ being taken o.ut. 
Belo.w the to.wn the terrace has been wo.rked o.n a large scale' 
by the railro.ad company, and eno.rmo.us quantities o.f gravel re-
mo.ved. 
There are also. co.nsiderable amo.unts of sand and gravel 
abo.ut the to.wn o.f Early, called Wisco.nsin outwash by Mac-
bride. The scho.o.l house is o.n a gravel mo.und, a,nd the Ceme-
PLATE L--Pit of the Lake View Sand and Gravel Company, Lake View, Sac county. 
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tery east of town occupies a similar position. The town water 
supply is reported to be from gravel at a depth of twelve feet. 
There is a small opening on the McCormick farm in the 
northeast quarter of section 10, Boyer Valley township, and 
a large one in the southwest quarter. The latter pit furnishes 
' suitable gravel for all purposes. The upper eight ~, nine 
feet are rusty and somewhat impure but furnish fair mate-
rial for road work. Below comes apparently clean and fresh 
gravel, which Williams thinks belongs to th!;l Wisconsin gravel 
train. 
Morainal Deposits.-The east half of Sac county lies witlfin 
the Wisconsin drift area. The topography 'of this 'portion 
of the county is typically morainaL Many of the gravel-bear-
ing hills have been and are being developed, and they afford 
a useful and valuable supply of materials suitable for road 
and concrete work. 
All through west Wall Lake township, from section 32 of 
.Tackson, in ,sections 5, 8, 17, 21, 28 and 29 occur sharp morainal 
knobs, always gravelly, and sometimes affording gravel and 
sand as at north 17, northeast 29, and 'so on. 
In section 28 of Wall Lake township is a series of e19ngated 
bills having a general north and south direction. These hills 
b'ave been opened on the farm of Erie W. Scott, and much 
gravel has been removed from a pit near the middle of this 
section. The Scott pit is in a ridge or esker, which has been 
, opened for a distance of forty rods or so. The cover varies in 
depth from zero to several feet on both sides of the ridge. 
There is usually fine sand at the top, grading downward into 
gravel. The gravel overlies a band of eight to sixteen inches 
in thickness of very silty and worthless sand, which latter does 
not run regularly, but pinches out, only to appear again higher 
or lower. Below this clay band are four to five feet of clean 
moss-bedded sand above gravel, although this sequence is often 
reversed. The clean gravel rests upon a yellow-brown-black 
base of partially cemented gravel and sand that is very irreg-
ular. It is broken through in places, and a usable iron-stained 
~oarse gravel is then found. As a rule this iron-stained gravel 
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is at the bottom of the pit. A maximum depth of about twenty 
feet is worked, : and several cars a day are being shipped. The 
grav:el contains a marked <quantity of shale, which is especially 
noticeable in the sand as it caves and Tuns down. 
Throughout sections 27, 22 and 23 of Wall Lake toWnship , 
kames are abundant. To the north of Indian creek these 
sometimes resemble drift hills, level, with gravel caps. They 
have been ope:ned 'in many places, notably in south section 22. 
, . 
, B~tchanan Gravels.-The western half of Sac county lies out-
side the Wisconsin drift area, and the surface materials are 
Kansan drift covered by loess. In many ' places Buchanan 
gravels, the water-laid materials from the older drift sheet, 
may be seen. These impure subloessial gravels appear in 
places in road cuts, as on the township line between sections 
25 and 30 and 13 and 18, Eden and Delaware townships re-
spectively. They are always highly iron-stained, and an abun-
dance of limestone is always noticeable. They do, however, 
usually, afford good and needed road ballast. 
The same subloessial, iron-stained gravels appear at 'rare in-
tervals along the, edges of the upper Boyer valley, as in north-
east section 11 and southwest 22. There are no signs of ter-
races anYwhere on this part of the Boyer, but in the broad 
Bats of t,he stream in Eden township there seems to have been 
a small amount of gravel distributed, 'which now occurs at 
intervals underneath low alluvial benches, perhaps eight to 
ten feet above water. These are seldom uncovered or made 
use of, and are indeed unimportant, although much needed. 
The only exposure of these gravels noted is in the road be-
tween sections 21 and 22, Eden township, north of a stream 
from the west. The same low fiats are seen at points to the 
north and northeast, but none have been opened. 
r In section 10 of Boyer Valley township, just southeast of 
Early, is a ridge running diagonally northeast to southwest 
which appears to be gravel capped if not entirely composed 
of gravel. The relation between loess, drift and gravel here 
is the usual one, and these seem to be only a more prominent 
development of what may be seen ·in 'a loess-covered country, 
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comparable to the Sibley, Sheldon, LeMarsand Correction-
ville pits. They bear no .definite relation to any present stream, 
but are fifty feet above the Boyer, and remind one of a similar 
occurrence south of Alta (Buena Vista county) along the Little 
Maple and again on the same stream just over the line in 
Cherokee county. 
Reworked Materials.-Sand and gravel bars are variously 
distributed in the streams of Sac county, but are of practi-
cally no importance ;1S sources of supply. They are utilized 
occasionally, however, to satisfy small lo~al needs. 
STONE • . 
Stratified rocks outcrop at but a single point within the con-
fines of the county so far as known at this time. At Grant 
City Raccoon river impinges< strongly against its south bank 
and uncovers a series of coarse-grained sandstones, clay shales 
and chalk deposits, the a:ssemblage aggregating forty or fifty 
feet in thickness and belonging to the Cretaceous system. Where 
'exposed the sandstone is not sufficiently indurated to be useful 
as a structural material. The clay shales are of good quality 
and are used in a small way in the manufacture of brick. The 
. chalk was used formerly for the manufacture of lime, an indus-
try which long since was abandoned. The clay shales and ohaik 
blended in the proper proportions would probably produce a 
mixture suitable for the manufacture of Portland cement. The 
smalln,ess of . the section and. the inaccessibility of the beds 
make such use impossible. 
SCOTT COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The absence of sand and gravel over the larger part of 
Scott county is a striking fact, and one in strong contrast with 
the abundance of these coarser deposits in the counties a little 
north and northwest. Beyond a . short distance south of the 
Iowan frontier which follows roughly the course of Wapsipini-
35 
~ 
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F IG. 53-Sa nd hill s of I owan f roptier, Princeton township, Scott county. 
con river and is two or three miles south of it, there were no· 
agencies during Pleistocene times capable of carrying heavier 
sediment than the fine silts and sands of the loess. North of 
that frontier, however, sand is plenty, and in the great belt of 
hills in' Princeton township, which overlooks the flood plain 
()f the 'Wapsipinicon, heavy beds of sand are superior and 
peripheral to the loess. In many road cutS·'.in this district 
typical loess is seen to pass outward into sands by gradations 
which show that the two deposits were cont(lmporaneous. The 
loess is often seen also to 'pass downward into beds of sand 
by intercalation in tortuous, irregular, discontinuous layers, 
s,howing conclusively the genetic indentity of the two deposits. 
So far as now known the Buchanan gravels, the heavy de-
posits laid down in the swift glacial streams from the melting 
Kansan ice, do not exist in Scott county. They are, however, 
found in forc~ a few miles north of the county line, near 
DeWitt, and it is from pits in the paha-like hills which they 
there· form that the gravel is obtained which is being largely 
used for road making in Scott C9unty. Just south of the county 
line the Durant cut of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific 
railway discloses a gravel, almost wholly made up of" local 
materials, overlying Kansan till and covered with. a ferretto; 
and similar gravels no doubt exist in the adjacent hills across 
the line. ' 
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,STONE. 
The Silurian rocks in Scott county belong to the Niagar~n 
series and form the country rock over the northern two-thirds 
of the county. The lowest stage of the Niagaran, the Hopkin-
ton, has not been recognized 'in the county and all of the Silurian 
limestones are referred to the upper stage, the Gower of N or-
ton. Exposures of the Gower occur in all the townships north 
of a line extending from Valley City slightly north~est to about 
five miles north of Durant, save in Sheridan and Lincoln town-
ships where the drift completely conceals the country rocks .. 
The two distinct lithological phases of the Gower are well 
shown in the county. The pure, hard, subcrystalline dolomite,. 
free from chert and especially adapted to the manufacture of 
lime, is known as the LeClaire from its occurrence at,the village 
of that name~ The upper beds, comprising light buff, vesicula'r, 
evenly bedded dolomite, are generally known as the Anamosa 
stone. 
A distinguishing characteristic of the LeClaire rocks is the 
absence or abnoi::mal disposition of its bedding planes. It often 
apparently occurs' in large m'ounds in which scarcely a trace of 
stratification is visible. Such an example may be seen at 
Schmidt's lime quarry south of Dixon. The LeClaire often 
exhibits false bedding on gigantic scale ; the beds being inclined 
from zero to 40 degrees. The dip is exceedingly inconstant, 
varying both in inclination and direction in short distances. 
The Anamosa beds are intimately associated with the Le-
Claire, and usually lie in even and horizontal or slightly un-
dulating layers. ChemicaJly the Anamosa stone is a dolomite, 
differing in its constituents from the LeClaire in the larger 
per ' cent of impurities present. In Scott county the stone runs 
in even parallel courses, whose thickness depends largely upon 
weathering. Layers from eight to twelve inches are the most 
common a,nd blocks can be taken out of almost any dimensions. 
The Anamosa beds are generally laminated, but grade down-
ward insensibly into the LeClaire by the lamination planes be-
coming obscure, and the stone becoming subcrystalline. By 
another type of lithological variation the rock becomes hard ' 
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and .compact with a sub conchoidal fraciure, resembling the 
lithographic phase of the Devonian. These layers are often 
termed "flint" by the quarrymen, although destitute of silica. 
Outcrops of both the LeClaire and Anamosa are generally 
distributed along all of the principal waterways. Numerous 
quarries have been opened, but with a few exceptions they are 
of local importance only. A few typical exposures are given 
below. The LeClaire beds are exposed and have been quar-
ried on sections 13, 14, 15, 18 and 22, Liberty township, and 
section 5 in Cleona township, in the west end of the county. 
The beds range from twelve to thirty feet in ,thickness and 
show the usual LeClaire characteristics. The LeClaire also 
occurs in section 7, Allen Grove township, 'where it has been 
burned for. lime for more than a half century, and at a number 
of points near Big Rock. It occurs and has been quarried 
near Princeton and LeClaire. 
'The Anamosa beds have been developed extensively in the 
vicinity of Princeton and LeClaire. North of the latter place 
the LeClaire Stone Company has opened and is operating the 
largest . quarry in the county. The quarry is connected with 
the Iowa and Illinois railway. 
The beds exposed are as follows: 
FEET. 
LE CLAIRE SECTION. 
8. Loess and drift, thickness variable ......... : : .......... . .. 0-10 
7. Limestone, buff, dolomitic, much weathered, thinly bedded 
and often almost clayey in appearance .. ... . .......... 10-30 
6. Dolomite, cavernous, most vesicular layer in the quarry, 
hard and brittle, subcrystalline; some of the cavities, con-
tain crystals .. .. ...... .. .. .... .... ............... .. . .. 5-6 
5. Dolomite, thinly bedded and much weathered in places; 
often hard and brittle and hluish when fresh . . . . . . . • . . . . 4 
4. Dolomite, heavy-bedded, somewhat vesicular and irregu-
larly indurate d .. . ................. . .................. 2 
. Spring line here. 
3.' Dolomite in r emarkably even beds and very soft when first 
quarried. The best dimension stone in the quarry; in 
six layers .. .. . ......... .. ...... ..... ....... .. ...... .. 6 
2. Dolomite, in heavy beds, upper portion shows a tendency to 
split irregularly; brittle .............................. 6 
1. Dolomite, thinly bedded, cavernous in places, exposed.... 4 
.. 
/,/~ '-
/ 
PLATE LI-General view of LeClaire Stone Company quarry, near L eClaire, Scott county. The handling of material is done 
by derricks alone. 
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.. : ~lie guarry is equi~ped with, l?team drills and derricks ap..d 
an A~stin, ~ru~her p~ant. , T~e stone is car'ried from quarry 
to ,e;ars ,' ahd cr~sher ',by m~an~ of derricks, and very Ii,tile 
trackage'is required. Three sizes oi' crushed stone, in addi-
tion tQ the 4ust, are. put ,upon the market. The quarry also sup-
plies :rul;>b.Ie and 'riprap and all 'sorts of dimension stone. 
The 'AIiarQ()sa, ' beds 'here dip toward the northwest ,at a low 
angle: ' 
'. , I I 
Other , quarries have been opened ' near Le'Claire but show no 
new features. The beds developed are usually less regular than 
those " just. des~ribed. , ,Of the large number of quarries ' which 
have been worked from time to. time in the vicinity of Prince-
ton, only one is given here. Several quarries have been opened ' 
: at the base of the high blQffs which' skirt the valley of the 
Wapsipinicon, northwest ' of the town of Princeton; one of the 
, most extensive is located on the' northwest quarter of section 
34, Princeton township_ The succession of beds is as follows: 
FEET. 
5, 'Superficial deposits r esting on 'Ilnpitted rock surface...... 2 
4. Limestone. in thin layers; mostly 2 to 4 inches thick, a few 
reaching 8 inches, and some consisting of thin calcareous 
plates .. ;.... ... . . .. . ..... ......... . ... .. ............. 12 
3. Limestone, close, granular, slightly harde~ and more ,brittle 
than typical Anamosa stOlle, in even, horizontal courses 
from 6 to 20 and 24 inches in thickness, buff in color, with 
few cavities and smooth surfaced, including a foot or so 
of thinly laminated "flinty" limestone...... ...... ...... 14 
2. Limestone in layers from 2 inches, to 18 inches, semicrys-
taUine ............................................... 7 
1. Limestone in thin, gray, crystalline, calcareous plates.... 5 
Beds intermediate in' character between the Anamosa and 
LeOlaire , Qeds, 'supply an abundance of quarry stone. Small 
quarries have bee,n opened in' Liberty, Oleona, Butler, LeOlaire 
,and Pleasant Valley townships. 
These intermediate beds , are buff, nonlaminated, regular and 
heavy., They are generally highly vesicular, and often sub-
crystalline. ' A representative section may be seen in a small 
, quarry on the northeast quarter of section 1, in Liberty town-
(:;hip. Natu'ral ledges, 'aggregating twenty or thirty feet; ap-
pear along the gorge of the Wapsipinicon and show an earthy 
, dolomite in massive 'Qeds up to three feet or more in thickness. 
• 
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The stone is nonlaminated and is subcrystalline in places. The 
bedding planes are rough and cavities of considerable size are 
present. In Cleona township a quarry located on the north-
west quarter of section 7 shows the following succession: 
FEET. 
4. Limestone, magnesian, horizontally bedded, 'brown, semi-
crystaUi.ne, weathering into small chipstone, with one or 
two 6-inch layers more resistant . . ... " .. . . . . . . . . .. .... . 9 
ir. Limestone, magnesian, light gray, laminated, earthy, in 
pla{!es vesicular, more thinly bedded than llIbO've, passing 
in pllVCes into thin beds. This includes a distinct layer of 
buff magnesian limestone 1 foot thick........ . .. . .... 6' 
2. Limestone, magnesian, gray, irregularly ,bedded, thin-lay-
ered, weathering to small, sharp-angled chipstones . . .... 6 
1. Limestone, magnesian, brown, earthy, ocherous, in thicker 
beds than a,bove, partly cemented........ ... ........... 3 
Similar but less extensive sections may be viewed at numerous 
points in the northeastern townships. 
Devonian limestones have been quarried extensively from 
Pleasant Valley to Buffalo along Mississippi river. The most 
extensive quarries are located at Bettendorf east of Daven-
port and at Linwood near Buffalo. Several companies are op-
erating near Bettendorf, crushed stone being the chief product. 
The Grommoll quarry is located east of Bettendorf and ' south 
of the electric railway tracks . . The pit section aggregates ten 
to twelve feet. The upper six to eight feet is composed of a 
thinly bedded, brittle, white limestone while the lower four feet 
developed comprises heavier beds of gray to buff limestone. 
The upper beds in their entirety along with the spalls from 
the lower beds, are put through the 'crusher, while the lower 
beds supply some rubble stone. The stone is hoisted by ' der-
ricks and dropped directly into a Brennan crusher (Blake type, 
jaws in three parts working separately). The crushed product 
is elevated to a cylindrical screen and sized, the screened prod-
uct falling directly into storage bins from which it is loaded into 
cars. The output is used to a large extent locally. 
The LeClaire Stone Company has a plant just west of the 
Grommoll quarry. T,he pit has been opened to it depth of 
about twenty feet. The section is the same as the preceding, 
save that the lower beds are more important and furnish 'a 
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PLATE LII-Clark quarry, near Buffalo, Scott COU>1ty; upper view showing track-
age arrangementJS leading to incline, lower view showing irregular 'beds and 
large ,amount of shaly talus. 
. ~ 
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good grade' 0f rubble ' and ' 'some range stone. The beds are 
gray-blue in color and range from eight to sixteen inches in 
thickness. The' bedding planes are not 'very apparent. The 
plant is equipped With steam dd.lls, steam hoists, arid two 
Gates 'crushers. Both plants produce a superior grade of 
' crushed stone, and practically no stripping is required at 
either plant, . ", , 
At LInwood,: e'ast of' Buffalo and north of the railroad tracks, 
the Linwood Q)larry Oompany installed Ii crusher plant a few 
years, ago and is producing crushed stone only. 'The pit shows 
much shattered beds of white to shaly limestone. In places 
' the colorbf the stone is somewhat variegated. The plant is 
equipped with a Blake crusher and a number 5 Austin crusher, 
and the necessary trackage and derricks'" : A small amount of 
rubble is produced; 
A crusher plant was ' opened some years ago just west of 
Buffalo on the ' Olark farm. " The stone developed is similar to 
that at Linwood but appears. to be less shaly. The plant is on.e 
of the iargest. in the state, having ,a capacity of 100 yards per 
~our, aJ;ld' is eqniI>ped with ,a .n~b~r.71!2 and a number 5 Austin 
Grusher. The plant is well housed and is supplied with a .full 
complement of up-to-date machinery. The stone is loosened by 
drilling and heavy. charges of dynamite. Oompressed air is 
used in drilling. The stone is loaded into cars having a capacity 
of two yards and drawn by a rope up an incline to the crusher. 
Most of the output is taken by the Ohicago, Rock Island and 
Pacific Railway for ballast. ' 
The Wapsipinicon stage of the Devonian has produced and is 
capable of producing some very good dimension stone and 
, dressed stone, especially rock-faced ashlar. Trinity church, 
Davenport, is an example of the stone obtained from the upper 
Davenport be'4s, while the cathedral of the Protestant Episcopal 
church was built from stone obtained fr:om the Lower Daven-
port beds. ' 
The Middle Devonian . beds as represented by the Oedar 
Valley limestone, are \ for the . most ,part. too' argillaceous . to 
afford building stone of good quality. Several ' Q~ : t4@ lQ:wer 
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layers furnish stone of fair quality and several quarries' have 
been opened to develop them, the most important of which are 
located near Buffalo. One . of the most extensive quarries is 
located on the southwest quarter of section 13, Buffalo town-
ship. The beds worked are as follows: 
. FEET. 
2. Limestone, hard, gray, subcrystalline, fossiliferous, ' in hori-
zontal layers ranging from four to nine inches in thick-
ness ........ . .. . . . . . .... .. . . ............. ... . .. . . .... 7 
1. Limestone, argillaceous, .blue weathering buff, upper nine 
feet highl'y encrinal, main joints run north, 35 degrees 
east and do not continue upward into number 2.. . ..... 14 
The other quarries of the township present very similar sec-
tions. Most of the stone quarried was used for river improve-
ment work by the government. Some has been used for road 
work and rough masonry. 
SHELBY COUNTY. 
SAND AN D GRAVEL. 
,Shelby county is wholly within the loess-covered Kansan 
drift area. The Nishnabotna is the most important stream and 
flows in a wide valley across the county from north to south. 
This stream is in its meander stage and has done but little 
work in sand and gravel accumulation. The subloessial sands-
have been exploited from time to time in the vicimty of Harlan 
on the east bluff of the river. The sands are of the usual 
ehar,acter, are fine-grained and carry considerable clay, and 
are all highly iron-stained. Formerly some coarser material 
was obtained from a pit on Elk creek two miles north of Kirk-
man along the Harlan branch of the Chicago and North West-
ern Railway. Small quantities of sand are obtained from some 
. of the creek channels, but the bulk of the sand and all ·of the 
gravel is shipped in from the Platte river in Nebraska, Rac-
coon river in Des ' Moines and vicini~y, and from near Lanes-
boro in Carroll county, 
Nishnabotna river has remnants of a terrace from Harlan 
to Oakland, in Pottawattamie county. A brief description of 
this, together with a generalized section, is included in the 
report on that county. 
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SIOUX COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Sioux county is well supplied with gravel and sand deposits. 
There is an almost continuous terrace along Big Sioux river 
entirely across the county, which affords enormous quantities 
of water-deposited mate:rials. Rock and Floyd rivers and other 
smaller streams also have gravel terraces. 
Some of the streams have cut through the veneer of loess, 
which covers · the whole county, and have in many places ex-
posed gravel and sand which are of much importance locally. 
Sand and gravel bars in the streams also furnish large amounts 
of road and concrete materials. 
Terrace Gravels.-So far as terrace gravels are concerned, 
the Big Sioux is the important stream of Sioux county. There 
is an almost continuous terrace along · it entirely across the 
county. 
Beside' the road at the southwest corner of section 9, Settlers 
township, is an exposure of old iron-stained gravel underlain 
by sand. The pebbles are very much decayed, and the whole 
is deeply iron-stained and firmly cemented throu~hout. This 
is some forty feet or so above the river. Two or three hun-
dred yards southwest of the schoolhouse a gully some ten feet 
deep has exposed practically the same material. In the latter 
place the top of the gravel is perhaps fifteen or twenty feet 
above water. This gtavel is in every respect the same as tha;t 
seen along the Big Sioux throughout its ·course in Lyon county 
except that here there seems to be a larger proportion of sand 
and that the classification is more complete. The river has 
cut down through the old gravels and left a bench, on the 
edge of which the exposure in the road noted' above · is located . . 
The latter exposure is right in the present flood plain, and the 
gravels are covered by three to four feet of alluvium. A short 
stretch of road north of the schoolhouse has been surfaced with 
. this gravel, and is in excellent condition . 
. From Beloit to Elm Springs the terrace is almost continuous 
and will average a quarter of a mile or more wide. Other 
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than the exposure at the ' southwest corner of section 9, there 
are several localities between that point and Elm Springs which 
show the same material. In the upper " bench the gravel is 
covered to a depth of · two or three feet, and in the flood plain 
of the river the covering over the gravels is on tlie whole 
perhaps a little deeper. 
On the "east bank of the river just south of the southwes~ 
corner of section 25,' Settlers township, the Big Sioux has cut 
back into the high terrace, here forty feet above water, a"ud 
has exposed the full depth of the terrace gravels. The lower 
limit .is marked by a spring line twenty-two feet above water 
level, leaving eighteen feet as the depth of the gravels. The 
section shows all" sorts and sizes of material from coarse sand 
up to bowlders more than .a foot in diameter slumped in helter-
skelter .. The whole is deeply iron-stained and the large granite 
bowlders are in an advanced stage oJ decay and fall to pieces 
with a light stroke of the hammer. This material corresponds 
in every respect to the gravels which are exposed so often along 
the river in Lyon county and thus far in Sioux~ 
Practically all of section 36 and half or more of section 25 are 
on the pench in which these gravels occur. But near the middle 
of the west side of se(ftion 25 a gully some eight or ten feet deep 
has failed to expose gravel. Its walls exhibit nothing but a loess-
like substance which gr~des downward into a rusty material 
which is half clay and half sand, and rests upon blue c~ay. This 
" is in the same bench in which the gravels occur farther south. 
East of Hudson, South Dakota, on the Iowa side, is a wide 
plain at the junction of Big Sioux and Rock rivers. This plain 
has an area .of nine or ten square miles and is perfectly level 
between the flood plains of the two rivers. The Ohicago, Mil-
. waukee and Saint Paul Railway has a pit on this terrace in the 
southwest corner of section 8, Garfield township. This opening 
shows: . 
FEET. 
Soil and alluvium ..... . .... . ................. , ...... , . ', , , , " 1-2 
Gravel, medium; few pebbles over 1 inch diameter; very clay~y 
above and iron-stained below; sand layers of varying thick-
ness interbedded; horizontally stratified"" ' .' , " , , " , . , , , , , 4' 
Gravel, v'ery coarse, pebbles ranging up to 1 foot or more in 
diameter, exposed ".,", . ,', ... ,,"""'.,',', . "",',' " 5 
) . 
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This gravel is being removed by a steam shovel ~nd is used 
for ballast, as mu~h .as a hundred cars per day h~ving been 
taken out. Water is reached at the bottom of the present open-
ing. These same gravels may be seen in a shallow road cut in 
the center of section 17, Garfield township, just on the edge of 
the terrace where it has been cut down by Rock river. 
It is highly probable that the whole of this area is underlain 
by these gravels. Except for a hill ·a quarter section or so in 
extent in the middle of section 8 the surface is perfectly flat and 
the problem of opening the gravels is an easy one. These are 
not the same gravels as are found in the Big Sioux terrace as 
seen so far, but ,correspond more closely to the deposits along 
Rock river. 
At Fairview, on the Dakota side of the river between Hudson 
and Elm Springs, is a pit which·has been worked by the railroad. 
It is not now being operated, but large quantities of surfacing 
material have been removed in the past. 
Between Hudson and Hawarden the river terrace is not at all 
prominent. In only a few places is the gravel visible, and then 
the exposures are far from being satisfactory. Three miles 
north of Hawar<;len, where the bench can be observed most , 
closely, it is covered with several feet of alluvium. . 
In and about Hawarden the terrace gravel has been opened in , 
many places. Two pits in the northw~st part of town exhibit a ' 
section as follows: 
FEET. 
Soil, sandy ... . ... . . .. . .. ... . ........ . . . .... .. .. ... .. . .. ... . 2·3 
Gravel, fine, interbedded with coarse sand; roughly stratified 
and somewhat cross,bedded . . .... . ... .. ......... . ......... 3 · 
Gravel, fine above, grading into coarser ,below;pebblel:! up to 2 
or 3 inches in diameter ; somewhat iron-stained. :.. .. . ... 2-3· 
Coarse sand and fine gr.avel intermixed and cross-bedded . . . . . . 3 
Coarse gravel to bottom. 
This detailed section was taken in the Briggs pit. The rail ~ 
road pit just adjoining, which is worked occasionally, shows the 
same materials. Except for some iron stain which occurs prac-
tically all t)1rough the section, the gravel is clean .and bright. The 
pebbles ~re principally greenstone, quartzite and granite, and " 
, , 
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are hard and fresh. Road material has been taken from here, 
and gravel is now being used for concrete. 
Some of the material stripped from the top of these gravels 
has been used on the streets in Hawarden, and a more abomin-
a ble road stock could hardly be conceived. Many of the streets 
are so dusty in summer as to be hardly passable, and the sur-
face is very soft. Some of the streets have been surfaced with 
gravel and are in good condition. 
Along Rock river in Sioux county the same terrace as noted 
in Lyon county continues. A small abandoned sand pit near the 
northwest corner of section 15, Garfield township, shows about 
three feet of fine, clean sand and gravel, covered by two feet of 
alluvium. There are perhaps a hundred acres in this portion 
of the bench. Along the river in the northwest corner of section 
10, Garfield township, some two ' or three hundred · yards south 
of the railroad bridge, fine gravel and sand may be seen in the 
river bank. Fully two feet, and probably more, are exposed 
here under two feet of alluvium. The top of the bank is some 
twelve feet above the water level. 
Fine gravel and dirty sand are to be seen on the nOJ:th side of 
a small creeJr at the northwest corner of section 2, Garfield 
township. A litle farther north, along the road between sections' 
34 and 35, Sioux township, is an opening in the bench showing: 
FEET. 
. Gravelly soil ...... . . . ........... .. ... . ...... : ... . .... . ..... 2 
Gravel and sand, becoming fine'r 'below . . . ..... . .. . . . .... . ... , 3-4 
This portion of the terrace probably corresponds to the one 
of mucl?- larger extent just east of Hudson, and has an area here 
of some two hundred acres or so. 
The terrace continues very much the same on to Rock Valley, 
which town is situated almost wholly upon it. An exposure in 
the southwest part of the town at the edge of the creek and north 
of the main line . of the railroad shows some ' six or eight feet of 
very fine gravel grading into sand below and covered by two 
feet of black soil. Practically this s·ame material is found in 
excavations for cellars, etc., in Rock Valley. The depth of the 
allu'Vial covering is as high as five feet in places. 
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Between Rock Valley and Doon in Lyon county the same fine 
gravels are ~xposed in many places. The coyer of alluvium · . 
varies in depth, which is as high as ten feet in places. The 
gravels grow coarser up the river, I as might be expected from 
their manner of deposition. 
Floyd river affords gravel for road and concrete purposes 
throughout all of its course in Sioux county. A more or less 
continuous terrace some twenty feet above water level in the 
Floyd can · be followed most of the way, and is particularly 
prominent between Hosper and ·Alton. The largest opening 
in this .terrace is at the former place, where sand and gravel 
are being used for cement products. The section here shows 
clean, fine· gravel and sand, stratified horizontally, lying beneath 
a cover which varies in depth from zero to three feet. The top 
of the terrace is fifteen to eighteen feet above the Floyd, and 
there are twenty to twenty-five acres in the bench in which the 
pit is located. 
Both north and south of Hosper along the river exposures of 
this same bench gravel may be seen. A few places at which 
openings have been made are in the middle of the west side of 
. section 23, near the northeast corner of section 27, and where the 
river crosses the north line of section 34, all in Lyon township; 
jn the southwest corner of section 9, the middle of the east side 
of section 17, at the intersection of the river and the north line 
of section 29, and near the southwest corner of section 30, all 
in Floyd township. At the bridge on the east line of section 35, 
Floyd, township, is a small open pit which furnishes gravel 
and sand for the neighborhood. This exposure shows inter-
mixed and· interbedded sand and gravel which correspond quite 
closely to the beds exposed at Hosper, described abo~e. Another 
very similar section may be seen just east of the bridge in the 
north edge of Alton. . 
South of Alton to the county line the pronounced terrace which 
is so m,uch in evidence northward toward Hosper is not at all 
eonspicuous. There are several openings of gravel in this vicin-
ity that will be discussed under another head. 
36 
.. 
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Other Stream Gravels.-Along some of the . streams in Sioux 
county may . be found exp~sures of gravel which quite certainly 
are not of Wisconsin age, yet whose exact location 'stratigraphi-
cally ~s a disputed question.. Mention has been made of certain 
deposits in northwestern 0 'Brien county called morainic by 
Macbride. . Gravels that may correspond to these have beEm 
opened in several places in the vicinity of Alton. ' Excellent sec-
tions of these gravels may be seen in two pits in southwest 1 
and southeast 2 of Nassua township, naIf a mile southeast of 
Alton. In the former place are exposed ten to eleven feet of 
usable gravel and sand, well interbedded, but not cross-bedded. 
The sand element is predominant . The cover is loess or wash 
and varies in depth from two to six or ~ight feet . There is a 
considerable amount of clay in the upper' beds, but the lower 
appear to be composed of clean and sharp sa~d and gravel. The 
beds as a whole maintain a vertical face with but little sliding, 
being in places quite firmly cemented with calcite. So stable are 
the beds that swallows have built nests in burro'wings in the 
upper portion. Large bowlders, even up to one and a half and 
two feet, not in great numbeTs~ but plentiful, are sprinkled here 
and there throughout. Quartzite is common among these. 
Very similar material may be seen in a bend of the river in 
southeast 15, N assua township. At this place the loess covering 
is as much as ten feet deep in places. 
Gravels occurring along the West Floyd and the upper reaches 
of Six Mile creek, north of Ireton, seem to come unde~ this cate-
gory. They possess the same general characteristics as those 
me·ntioned above. In almost every case the deposits show fine 
gravel and sand of varying degrees of purity grading into more 
or less clean~ sharp sand below. Deposits of this kind may be 
seen in southwest 17, west 20 and southwest 19 of Center town-
ship, and in several places along the West Floyd west of 
. Maurice. 
In relatIon .to these latter gravels, Prof. I . A. Williams re-
m.arks, ." The gr:avels certainly bear no relation to any recent 
stage of the strea~s, except as the latter have gratuitously and ' 
fortuitously called attention to their location, and in places 
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partly uncovered them, in their meanderings. They seem to be 
well developed portions of the beds that quite universally under-
lie the loess in Lyon 'and Sioux counties into which the streams 
have cut." 
Reworked Materials.-Along the Big Sioux are many sand 
and. gravel bars much the same as mentioned in Lyon county. 
Perhaps the one of prime importance is that at the union of 
Dry creek with the Big Sioux at Hawarden, now being worked 
by the Hawarden Sand and Gravel Company. This company 
has a lease from the Government on a big bar, in which perhaps 
eight or ten acres are still workable. The sand and gravel, which 
will average about eighteen feet deep, are removed by means of 
a centrifugal pump. 
The waste product obtained by screening and washing the 
"pump run" would make an excellent road material. 
There are also bars of various sizes along Rock river and 
some other streams, but none of these are really important. 
STORY COUNTY. 
'SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The sand and gravel deposits of Story county are of the two 
classes found so generally in those counties covered by the Wis-
consin drift, .viz., stream terraces and pockets in the drift hills. 
The former appear along Skunk river, its leading tributary, 
Squaw creek, and Indian creek. Gravel-bearing knobs are most 
common in the vicinity of the Altamont and. Gary moraines. 
Stream Terraces.-" Contemporaneous with the heaping up 
of glacial debris at the end of the ice were certain streams is-
suing from the melting ice. These surc:harged streams were 
competent to carry coarse sand, gravel and even bowlders of 
small size, which were redeposited over the flood plains of the 
then existent streams in their lower courses. These gravel beds 
and bars have been removed in part since the retreat of the ice, 
and broad benches or terraces are the result. A system of ter-
races has its beginning at the Walnut creek moraine (a series 
of morainal hills marking a temporary ihalt in the retreat of the 
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Ice). Cambridge, ',on' Skunk river, and , Maxwell, on Indian 
creek, are built, on terraces belonging to this systym, and attain-
ing heights of twenty-five and twenty feet above the flood pl,ains , 
of the respective streams. 
"Terraces continue northward on East Indian creek to the 
three forks in ' sections 13 and '14 in ' Nevada township, where 
they have a ' height of twenty-five feet above the flood platn and 
are composed of very coarse materia.ls; much coarser than at 
, MaxwelL ' The equivalent terrace, was not recognized on the 
west fork of the Indian. 
, "Along the Skunk the Walnut creek terrace may be traced 
northward to the creek 'Of the same 'name, where it is super-
seded by a younger terrace, the contemporary of the Gary mo-
FIG, 54-Gravel pit, Skunk river terraCe near Soper's Mill, Story county. 
raine. (The Gary moraine represents a similar halt to that 
which formed the Walnut creek moraine, and is younger than 
the latter.) ,The gravel train produced by the Gary reaches its ' 
maximum development, both areally and v~rtically, in t,he vicin-
i~y of Ames along both Skunk river and ~quaw creek. At 
Soper's mills the Gary terrace rises t'W~'nty fep,t above the flood 
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plain; at AIne.s it rises thirty feet, after which it grades down 
gradually to ten feet in southern Grant township, and finally 
merges into the Walnut creek bencfu. 
"The towns of Ames and Cambridge are built on gravel bars 
located at the confluences of Squaw and Ballard creeks respect-
ively with Skunk river. Records of wells put down at these 
points show a series of sands and gravels separated/by heavy 
beds of clays and silts." 
At Maxwell and at Ames the terrace gravels were formerly 
developed by the railroads, but these pits are now abandoned. 
Stream Channel Deposits.-Sand in every way suitable for 
building purposes and for .plaster is found in riearly all of the . 
stream channels. The extensive sand fiats along the Skunk 
furnish unlimited quantities of sand adapted to the rougfuer 
grades of masonry . 
. Morainal Gravels.-Away from the streams numerous knobs 
and kamelike aggregations furnish great quantities of material 
suitable for road making. Sand usable for building purposes 
may also be found in these knobs, which are often prominent in 
the morainal regions of the Wisconsin. 
STONE. 
Story county is poorly. supplied with stone· suitable for struc-
tural purposes. The Saint Louis limestone affords a limited 
quantity of stone adapted to foundation 'Work and use in the 
rougher grades of masonry. The rock is, as a rule, highly ab-
sorbent and does not stand frost welL Its earthy buff to gray-
buff color gives it a dull, somber appearance whlch increases 
rapidly on exposure on account of the readiness with which it 
takes up foreign matter. Some quarrying has been done at 
nearly every one of the outcrops in the county, though in no in-
stance does the annual .output of any single quarry exceed a few 
dozen cords of rough stone. The ledges developed are practi-
cally the same at all points and are confined to Skunk river 
between Bloomington and Soper's mill, and to Onion creek, a 
. . 
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, FIG. 55':'-Representative s 'ection of Saint Louis limeston e, as it appears along 
Onion creek, about four miles .northwest of Ames, Story county. 
; tributary of Squaw creek, ,northeast of Ontario. The section ex-
. posed north of Hannom's mill may be considered a fair average 
for the Skunk river district, and is as follows: 
FEET. 
6. Till, pale yellow; unoxidized and unleached. . ............ 0-6 
5. Till, oxidized tOo a deep reddish brown and thoroughly 
leached: much weathered limestone and many decayed 
granite ,bowlders, and ;n.ume,rous, tolerably fresh green-
stones present ... . .. ... .............. . ...... " . . . . . . . .. 1-3 
4. Limestone, residual; reduced to an iron-sta!ned, cavernous 
chert ..... , ... . ... ; .............. . .. .. . ,' .. . , . . ' . ... .. ... 1 
3. Limestone, arenaceous, where unaltered, a bluish gray, but 
weathering stains it a yellOowish brown; not thoroughly 
indurated, though when unweathered presents a massive 
appearance .............. . ...... ...... .. ....... ... . ... 5 
2. Sandstone, bluish gray; shaly, presents a fissile character 
, after being exposed to . the weather, and forms a marked 
reentrant in the quarry face. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
1. Limestone, impure, buff to earthy yellow, gray,buft: when 
unweathered, heavy-bedded, comp.act; lithographic in 
part, chief quarry stone; eXllosed.. ........... . ..... . ... 8 
, , 
At .the Bloomington quarries more of number 1 is . exposed. 
' Several outcrops of the Saint Louis may be observed along 
Onion creek in section 32, Franklin township. - The beds exposed 
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~ttain a maximum thickness of. nearly thir:ty fel;lt, but are less 
constant in character than their equivalents along Skunk river.' 
'A composite section representing the district is as follows: 
• I. I 
FEET. 
7. Drift and soil of variable thickness, in places reduced almost 
to zero, but thickens greatly in the .bluffs ............. . 1-70 
6. Limestone, thinly be{ided and much weathered, stratification 
'pLanes -almost entirely eliminated; in places grading up-
ward into a residual clay .. ............... . .......... .. 4 
5. ~imestone, impure, yellowish brown or gray-brown, compact 
to earthy, heavy-bedded . ... ................... ;. .... . .. 7 
4. Limestone, finely arenaceous and marly, con.tains beautifully 
preserved mud cracks and ripple marks in places .. :.. . 2 
3'. Sandstone, white to bluish gray, friable; obliquely lami-
nated' and fissile; readily undermined by the creek; not 
persistent .. ............. '.' . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1% 
2. Li~~st~ne, cherty and concretionary; ' contains much limon-
. 1 tIc lron ....... .. , .... . ;., . .................. .. . , .... 2 . 
1, Sandstone, argillaceous; 'becoming shaly below, exposed.. 3 
Number 5 is the principal bed quarried, ~nd the rock is simi.~ 
lar to that in the Hannom's milt' and Bloomington .quarries. All 
of the stone, exposed in Story county is too s6ft for road work 
and is of 'rather poor quality for concrete. T,he outcrops are 
not . numerous and the overburden thickens rapidly from the 
face of the ,crops. : The outlook for :th,e cotmty as Ii crushed stone 
producer is . not enco\Iraging. . 
TAMA COUNTY. 
SAND AND G'RA VEL. 
In. sharp contr:ast with the counties which border it, Tama 
county i,s . practically devoid of gravel. Even the Buchanan 
gravels, which have a more or less prominent development in 
some of the neighboring counties, are not known to occur in. 
rrama. On the hill slopes in a few places there are thin sheets 
of bowldery gravels overlying the Kansan till which simulate 
the Buchanan gravels, but these in no place are of sufficient im-
portance to constitute workable deposits. Beds of this kind 
may . be seen along the roadside between sections 13 and 14, . 
Highland, and between 19 and 20, Howard townships. ' 
The channels of all the larger streams of the county are bor-
dered by a wide belt of alluvium. Excavations in the flood plain 
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of Iowa river reveal about four feet of dark colored, fine-grained 
soil at the top resting upon a bed from twenty to upwards of 
thirty feet in thickness composed of yellow clay, sand and 
gravel. This bed rests upon the bowlder clay of the Kansan 
' drift. The bottom lands of Iowa river in Tama county have 
a. total area of almost a hundred square miles. Large quantities 
of sand ,suitable for :building purposes are taken annually from 
the sand fiats in and along the channel of this stream. ' 
There ~re a few small patches of g~avel, but'they are of no 
economic importance. Gravel two or three feet deep and cov-
ering an area of perhaps forty square rods is present on the 
farm of 'Frank Lewis, three-quarters of a mile northwest of 
Butlerville. About five miles east of Clutier, in southeast 13 
of Oneida township, there is about an acre of land uncultivated 
because of gravel. There are no deep pits here, but the soil 
is gravelly to a depth of one or two feet. A quarter of a mile 
,east of this there are terrace gravels in small quantities, and 
there is also some terrace gravel in the east part of section 
24 of the same township. On the farm of Benjamin Lorenzen 
in the latter section there are some fifty square rods unfit 
for cultivation because of the presence of gra.vel. Similar 
water-laid material is reported three and one-half miles south 
of Traer, in Perry township. 
STONE. 
While the Kinderhook beds are believed to lie immediately 
beneath the drift over practically the entire county, outcrops 
are limited to a comparatively small area along the middle 
western border. 
Essentially the sam,e members which have been noted in the 
better sections at Quarry and LeGrand in Mars~all county are 
exposed in Tama county, but in Tama they are more ' weath-
ered. The Stevens quarry near the southwest corner of section 
8 of Indian Village township, about one and one-fourth miles 
west of Butlerville, may be taken as fairly typical. The section 
is as follows: ' 
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FIG. 56-View in the Stevens quarry in section 8, Indian Village township, Tama 
county. The thin layers at the ' v e ry top are limestone and admirably adapted 
for r,oad and concrete work. The white, massive beds bcl<ow comprise the 
oolite. 
STEVENS QUARRY SECTION, · BUTLERVILLE. 
FEET. 
15. Gray crinoidal limestone which weathers into thin pieces. . 1 
14. Crinoidal limestone, gray in color, with .numerous fossil 
fragments ....... . ......... ... .......... . ....... . . . .. .. ~ 
13. Fissile limestone in thin layers, few fossils .. .. . . .. ... ; .. 4 
12. Brown magnesian limestone with layer of chert nodules 
two inches in thickness at the top. . ............... . .. · %, 
11. Bed of r,ather soft, friable sandstone, much water-seamed 
and containing numerous chert nodules, fossils few. . . . . . 7 
10. Arenaceo-magnesian limestone, fi·ne-grained and quite hard, 
·brown in color, layers 8 to 12 inches in thickness; con-
taining casts of a species of Chonetes, Productus, Rhyn-
chon ella and Spirifer ........................ . ·....... . . 4 
9. Bed of incoherent, brown, fine·grained sand . .. ... ..... .... 1];6 
8. Band made up o·f chert nodules . . .... . . .. '. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. V3 
7. l mpure arenaceo-magnesian limestone, few ~ossils ...... .. 1'/'2 
6. Bed composed largely of nodules of chert carrying .a layer 
of sand, 3 inches in thickness. .. .. ... . .. . . . .... ... ... 1 
5. Magnesian limestone containing some fine·grained yellow 
sand . . . ..... .. ... .... .. ..... .. . ........... . .. .... .. .... 1~ 
4. Bed similar to number 5 above.. ... ... . ................. 1% 
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3. Layer of massive oolite weathering into small bits and bear· 
ing numerous . fossils among which appear Orthothetes 
crenistra. Spirifer biplicatus, Spririter ct . extenuatus and 
FEET. 
Straparollus latus ..... . ............... . ...... . . .. .... 7 
2. Layer similar to number 3 :iJbove in lithological characters 
and fossil contents .. . ........ " ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4% 
1. Layer of, light gray oolite similar to numbers 2 and 3 above 3 
The oolite rests on the argillaceous sandstone exposed · in 
other sections in the vicinity and at the base of the northeast 
quarry at LeGrand. The beds here exposed correspond to thEl' 
eoarse- and fine-grained oolite and the magnesian limestonEf 
beds of the Marshall county sections. . 
West . of Montour in the ' southwest corner of section '21, In~ 
dian Village township, there are exposed in a small ravine: 
" I 
FEET. 
3. Rep.dish brown clay,. pebbly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
2. Oolite, light gray, fossilifer ous.. . ..... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 , 
1. Oolite, similar in ervery respect to number 2 above. . .. . . . . . . 3¥.i 
This is the abandoned quarry of the Oxford Lime Company .. 
The oolite was formerly used in the manufacture of lime and' 
considerable quantities were made at this place. 
Other sections appear along Iowa river toward LeGrand,. 
; and along Sugar creek in Carlton township and Deer creek in 
Spring Creek townsimp. No new facies are presented. 
The upper limestones wherever exposed furnish good ma-
terial for road and concrete work. The oolites, on the other 
hand, are not satisfactory for crushed stone products. 
TAYLOR COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Taylor county lies wholly within the loess-veneered Kansan 
drift area and contains no large streams, nor streams of suffi-
cient length to head back into the Wisconsin drift. As a con-
sequence,. the county contains but little sand and gravel. A 
small quantity of sand occurs in the stream channels but not 
enough to merit specific mention. The interglacial gravels 
are as a rule completely concealed by ' the loess and are of no 
consequence for road and concrete work. 
f 
UNION COUNTY 
. STONE. 
There seems little, likelihood that the quarry interests of 
. Taylor county will ,attain any important development. The 
county 'is universally covered with glacial materials, and the 
underlying strata, where they do appear, consist larg~ly of 
shales and sha1y limestones. Stone has been quarried at but 
one known point in the county, viz., at Bedford. It is twenty . 
years since this quarry was worked alfd the ledge is ,almost 
-entirely hidden from view. The stone was taken from ab01:it 
water level in East Hu,ndred and Two creek at ~ point 100 
yards north from the railroad station. The main ledge is 
about ten inches thick and cont,ains abundant Fusulinre. It 
splits vety easily and is said to go to pieces in the weather. 
These qualities, along with the thick overburden, which runs 
twenty to tlhirty feet, have prevented its use. 
Thin beds of limestone have been exposed in the banks of the 
Nodaway in the northwest corner of Dallas township, where 
they occur inter stratified with much greater thicknesses of ar-
gillaceous strata. A ' detailed section may be found in Geo.logy 
of Page Co'unty.* The factors just enumerated would prevent 
the utilization of these beds for structural purposes. The drift 
.~overing is more than ten feet in thickness, and the calcareous. 
strata 'are of poor quality. 
UNION COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Union county has sand apd gravel deposits of two classes, 
viz., the Aftonian gravels, which underlie the Kansan drift 
and are numbered among the oldest of the Pleistocene deposits, 
and the recent accumulations of sand as banks and bars in the 
streams. 
Aftonian Gr,avels.-The Afton:ian gravels, so nameq. be,cause 
they were first recognized and studied at Afton Junction,. con-
stitute the most important resource of road materials within 
the county. This deposit lies immediately beneath the Kansan 
·Samuel Calvin, Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 423. 
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drift and, in one place at least, rests upon the limestone , of 
the Missouri stage. There are three prominent exposures of 
this gravel-bearing horizon in Union county: one at Afton 
Junction, where it was first studied, one at Thayer, and one 
at the ford in section 36 of Pleasant township. 
The exposure at Afton Junction is a pit opened by the Chi-
cago Great Western Railway and long since abandoned. The 
gravel, is deeply iron-stained and badly disintegrated, and 
shows all the signs of ,advanced age. 'Granite bowlders as large 
as a man's head may easily be crushed in the hands, and the 
quartz pebbles are stained a deep red-brown. All sorts and 
kinds of pebbles may be found, granite, greenstone, limestone" 
quartz, gneiss, and these are in all stages of preservation. In 
many places the pebbles are so firmly cemented together as to 
form a conglomerate which may be broken with a hammer 
only with difficulty. Pebbles larger than three inches in diam-
eter are common, but not numerous. Upwards of thirty feet 
are expo-sed, covered by twenty feet or so of bowlder clay, the ' 
open face being perhaps 100 yards long. Large quantities of 
this material may still be obtained' without further stripping, 
which latter operation would seem to be quite out of the ques-
tion. These gravels 'are unfit for cement or concrete work, 
. but will ' probably prove satisfactory for road surfacing. 
The opening at Thayer is also an abandoned ' railroad pit, 
and the materials have all the characteristics mentioned ab~ve. 
Here, however, the cover is deeper, reaching as mucfu. as forty 
and fifty feet in places, and not so much 1?aterial is still avail-
able. There is a sufficient amount for quite extensive local 
use, and it will doubtless constitute a valuable asset in highway 
improvement. 
The third exposure mentioned is not so large as either of 
the others. The maximum thickne.Ss is not to exceed twenty 
feet, and the lateral extent is but a few rods . The gravel 
rests on a gray-blue limestone, into which the river has ' cut 
its way, and is covered by at .least fifteen feet of drift. A 
. short' distance upstream from the ford two small streamlets 
empty into Twelve Mile creek. Between these is a :flat bench 
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perhaps twenty or thirty acres in extent, along the west edge 
of which these old gravels appear for some distance. Their 
position is marked by a definite spring line, and the gravels 
appear to be quite persistent. The cover seems hardly so 
deep here as at the other places mentioned. At this place 
the gravel contains a large percentage of clay, so much that 
if a little wet it can easily be packed into balls in the hands. 
Reworked Materials.-In many of the streams of Union 
county sand and gravel bars are quite common, and, for local 
purposes at least, constitute a readily accessible source of 
supply. Along Four Mile creek from Thayer to its union with 
Grand river beds of sand in the stream channel are common. 
This sand is, for the most part, somewhat dirty, but in places 
is clean and bright. It is quite generally used for cement 
work by residents of the neiglhborhood. 
In Grand river, particularly in its lower course in the county, 
sand bars occur frequently. . Beside the road near the middle 
of section 2, Pleasant township, is a large 'Qar which is used 
by 'the owner and his neighbors for cement work, but which 
has, however, been rejected as material for concrete bridges 
in the neighborhood. Farther up the river the bars contain 
increasing amounts of mud and silt. 
These sand and gravel bars are not at all important as 
E-ources of material for bridge and highway purposes, and 
practically all of these materials are shipped in. 
VAN BUREN .cOUNTY. 
,SAND AND 'GRA. VEL. 
All. of the sand and gravel deposits of Van Buren county 
are confined to Des Moines river and a few of its tributaries. 
' These occur both as terraces and as , beds and bars in the river 
channel and bottoms, the latter being of considerable more 
importance than the former. 
Stream Terraces.- The most marked development of terraces 
III the county is in the Keosauqua "ox-bow" in Des Moines 
37 
• 
• 
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.riv~r . In this area eight well-marked terraces have been de-
,termined, reaching up to an elevation of 145 feet above the 
.level or' the river. These are composed of sands, gravels and 
silts deposited by, the river, and mark the several phases III 
the development of the river valley as it now 'exists. 
Stream Channel Deposits.-Sand may be had in abundance 
'along all of the larger streams of the county. A short dis-
tance east of 'Farmin~on there is a gravel pit from which 
large amounts of ballast have been removed by the Burlington 
Railroad. The greatest depth worked is about eighteen feet. 
Of this, the top eight feet are coarse grav.el and the remainder 
a coarse beautifully cross-bedded sand containing some pebbles. 
Directly south of here is a second pit worked by the Rock 
Island Railway. The latter, which is twelve feet deep, was 
opened in 1878 and has furnished ballast for some twenty-five 
miles of track. 
STONE. 
Both the Upper and Lower Carboniferous series are repre-
'sented in the rocks of Van Buren county; the former by the 
Lower Coal Measures or the Des Moines stage and the latter by 
'the limestones of the Saint Louis, the shales and limestones of 
the Keokuk and the Montrose cherts of the Burlington substage. ' 
'Exposures occur chiefly along Des Moines river and its trib-
utaries, although a few outcrops of the Saint Louis are to bo 
seen along Cedar creek and branches, near the northeast corner 
of the county. 
The beds belonging to the several stages and formations bear 
the customary relations to each other. Between the Des Moines 
and the Saint Louis is a major unconformity and evidences are 
,to be observed of a break in sedimentation between the Saint 
Louis and the Keokuk beds.. A marked anticlinal with its crest 
at Bentonsport brings the Burlington cherts into view in the 
channel of Des Moines river between Bentonsport and Bona-
parte. A maximum of forty feet of these beds is exposed, but 
they disappear both to the north and south within narrow limits. 
:The Burlington consists of beds of chert with occasional bands , 
· . 
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of limestone or' cal'careous shale but affords in this county no 
quarry products. ' 
Keokuk Beds.-This member is exposed along the Des 
Moines from the mouth of Rock creek in Washington township ' 
' to the southeast corner of the county. It is found exposed in 
, only a narrow belt along the river, where it is usually overlain 
by the limestones of the Saint Louis. The formatIons belong-
ing to the Keo,lmk substage in Van, Buren county consist of 
the Keokuk limestone below, the Geode shales and, at the top, 
the Warsaw shales. C. H. Gordon writes as follows regarding 
the Keokuk limestone, its distribution and character: 
The Keokuk limestone makes its first appearance in the ex- ' 
treme southeastern part of the county on a small branch on the 
south side of the river. About six or eight feet are exposed, and 
quarried to a limited extent. The next appearance is at the 
mouth of Reed creek, where about ten feet of bluish gray lime-
stone, coarse, sub crystalline and mostly , thin-bedded, are ex-
posed. As the strata rise toward the west, lower beds come into 
view, and are seen well up in the bluff below Bonaparte, with 
nearly thirty feet of the Burlington chert beds below. The 
limestone has been quarried at several places here, but it con-
tains large quantities of chert. Much of the rock is also shaly 
and the bedding of the better quality of rock is quite variable. 
At Bentonsport at one time, quarrying was carried on quite 
extensively. The principal quarry bed is from five to eight 
feet above the base of the division and perhaps represents the 
same ledge as that quarried at Keokuk and there termed the 
"white ledge." The upper layers at the quarry are thinner. 
The horizon between the thicker and thinner beds is marked 
by a series of undulations of one of the beds remarkable for ' 
their regularity. The vertical interval of the undulations does 
not exceed ten inches, while the horizontal interval does not 
vary much from fifteen feet throughout the. whole extent 6f the 
quarry. On the opposite side of the river the rocks are well 
exposed for some distance up Bear creek, and show essentially 
the same characters as elsewhere in southeastern Iowa. * 
The limestone has been quarried at a number of points in 
the vicinity of both Bonaparte and Bentonsport but most ex-
"Geology of Van Buren County. Iowa, Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. IV, p. 211. 
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tensively at the latter place, where the following is the approxi-
mate section: 
FEET . 
. 7. ' Geode shales, at quarry face ... .. .. .. . ...... . . .. ... .. ... 10+ 
<. 6. :Argillaceous limestone, carrying much chert and some 
geodes ... ... .. . ........ . . ... .... . .................... 2 
5. Blue-gray limestone in thin ledges with interbanded black 
shale and numerous chert bands. " ... . .. .... . ... ....... 8 
4. Persistent ,bed,' blue, crystalline, fossiliferous limestone with 
. usually a band of chert ... ...... ',' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1!;6 
.-
3. ' Calcareous, dark gray shale ................ " ... .. . .... . .. 1 
, ) 2. Heavy 'bed, de·an, blue-gray, coarsely crysta:lline .... :..... 1~ 
1. Calcareous shale. 
'.The quarry face is intermittently open in the bluff above 
the town for one-fourth of a mile. The base of the quarry is 
a~<?ut forty feet above water in the river and twenty feet higher 
thaJ;l . the railway track which runs at the foot of the bluffs. 
Numbers 2 and 4 only have been used, and these have furnished 
stone for bridge piers and riprap. The stone has not proved 
very durable in exposed positions. It is believed, however, 
that aU ' the beds might be used for crushed stone and the sit-
uation . is suitable for such an industry. The exposures are 
in general covered with the geode-bearing shales and heavy 
deposits of drift. 
Equivalent beds have been worked by the Ohicago, Rock 
Island and Pacific Railway Company, three-fourths of a . mile 
east of the ·town, but they are no longer used. 
In the vicinity of Bonaparte the Keokuk limestone is occa-
sionally. quarr.ied for local use. The following layers are to 
be' seen in the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of 
section 9, Bonaparte township: 
FEET. 
3. Drift .................... .. ............................. 3clO 
.2. Limestone, blue, irreg].llar, thin,bedded ; intermixed with 
. layers of shale; fossiliferous, cherty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7~ 
1. . Limestone, blue, hard, cherty, thick-bedded, .main quarry 
rock; exposed ...... ...... ...... ' ,' ., . '" ..... , ....... ,. 6 . 
'Farther up Mack creek the fine-grained yellow limestone ap-
Pears and has been quarried at a few points. 
Gordon thus described the beds of the Saint Louis stag~ ~s 
. they ~ occur .in Van Buren county: * 
-Iowa Geological SUfvey, Vol. IV, p. 214. 
... ,r;,. 
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The Saint Louis limestone. constitutes the uppermost divi-
sion of the Mississippian, ... and has the greatest superficial 
extent of any of these members in Van Buren county. It is 
generally overlain by the rocks of the Des Moines stage of the 
Upper Carboniferous .. ' .. The maximum thickness in Van 
Buren county probably does not exceed ninety feet. 
In lithological characters the rocks composing the formation 
&hQw great variation. In general they present a three-fold 
division consisting of (1) brown arenaceous and magnesian 
limestone, (2) brecciated limestone, and (3) gray, compact, 
and granular limestone. 
Arenaceo-magnesian Beds.-The first of these is exposed at 
many places along the Des Moines and is especially well devel-
. oped in the' vicinity of Kilbourn and in the bluffs below Keo-
sauqua. It consists of fine-grained or vesicular magnesian 
limestone in rather heavy ledges, which grade horizontally into 
a more or less clearly marked arenaceous rock chara.cterized in 
places as a sandstone. A large percentage of the rock, how-
ever, is made up of calcareous matter, and hence it is more 
properly designated as an arenaceous limestone. It is well 
developed on Price and Bear creeks where it furnishes a very 
good quality of stone for building purposes, and Ihas been 
quarried quite extensively for plates and sills. This bed rep-
resents that quarried at Belfast and Keokuk. It c.onstitutes 
the upper member of the Warsa-w as originally defined. The 
drenaceous character is confined generally fo the lower part 
of the beds, .but on Bear creek as well as elsewhere, sand forms 
the larger part of the formatio+l. The magnesian limestone 
constitutes the most generally recognized phase of the division 
jn , the county. When first removed from the bed, the rock is 
of a blue or drab color, but it soon changes to a rusty brown 
by the oxidation of the iron which it contains. . .. The mag-
nesian rock ' occurs in thick, ' gently undulating beds, and is 
d.istinguished . by a more or less concretionary structure. . . . 
In places these beds 'are interrupted by the brecciated phase 
which in these instances is in direct continuity with that of 
the overlying bed. ,The thickness of the arenaceo-magnesian 
beds varIes from ten t? twenty-five, feet. . 
Brecciated Limestone is a widely 'recognized phase of the for-
1 mation in Iowa.. The bed is made ·up generally of compact.~Jld 
granular, gray limestones, in sh~r.p angular fnigments of 
various sizes cemented together by similar calcareous iQa~eri~l. 
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Near the mouth of Reed creek, the whole of an exposure sev-
enty-five to eighty feet in height shows brecciation. The lower 
portion represents the arenaceo-magnesian bed and is com-
posed of large fragments of this limestone with clay filling 
the interstices, while the upper part is made up of the compact 
and granular limestone more completely cemented. In the 
vicinity of Keosauqua, the upper portion of the bed contains 
more or less arenaceous material. This is well marked on 
the south side of the Des Moines above the town, where a brown 
sandstone ten to twenty feet thick replaces nearly the whole 
brecciated division and is overlain by limestone. Two or three 
miles below, the sandstone varies from five to twenty-five feet 
in thickness and rests upon the brecciated bed, while it is over-
lain by the compact limestones as shown in the bluffs opposite 
Keosauqua. 
Quoting again from Gordon: 
The sandstone at Keosauqua is decidedly calcareous in 
places, and sometimes includes irregular ledges and fragments 
of limestone .... The thickness of the brecciated division 
varies from nothing to seventy-five feet. In general, however, 
it may be said to be from ten to twenty feet thick. 
Compact and Granular Limestone.-Overlying the brecciated 
limestone in places, and the Keosauqua sandstone where that 
formation occurs, is a compact, fine-grained, gray limestone 
characterized by having a conchoidal fracture, concretions, and 
a-considerable number of fossils .... In some places the com-
pact limestone is replaced by a thin-bedded limerock with a 
marked granular structure often cross-bedded .... The lime-
stone of this upper division is well developed along Indian 
creek where the compact variety is quarried quite extensively. 
The thickness of the bed does not exceed fifteen feet. It is 
also quarried at Keosauqua on both sides of the river. 
As pointed out, the Saint Louis beds have been more exten- . 
sively quarried than the other formations of the county. Near 
Des Moines river in the northwest quarter of section 31, Lick 
Creek township, the Saint Louis beds were formerly opened 
up for quarrying. A few feet of the upper arenaceous lime-
stone has been' quarried at Kilbourn and at other points on 
Lick creek but all these openings have been long since aban-
doned. 
~ 
" 
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The white limestone has be~n quarried on Tihatcher'~ preek , 
on the southeast quarter of ~ectio:q. 2, alsQ ~m the southeast 
quart~r of section 1, Des Moines ,township: J" ust ~ast 9f the 
town of Keosauqua near the :p.o:rth ,edge P! ~eetion 31, twelve 
to fifteen feet of limestone ha~ l~mg been worked fQ!' foundation ' 
and rough building stone. ' . 
The Saint Louis beds hav~ b~~:q. 9P,ened up for local use ftt 
many places along, Rock cree~ i:q. Washingto:q. township. Gordon 
(page 220) ~ves the fqllowing ~ection 1'lt the mouth Pi Rock ' 
creek: 
;ROCK CREEK SECTION. 
FEET. 
Ii. ' Concealed ",., .. " ... : ., " , .. . . . , ... ,................... 5 
'5. Limestone, (:ompact, gray i breaking with conchoidal frac-
ture; contains abundant brachiopod remains .... ... " .. . ,6 
4. S<tndstone, prown, quartzose.,.............. . ........ .. ... ~ 
3, :r..imestone~ bre()ciated, well cemented.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 20 
2. Limestone, hard; 'blue, weathering brown; heavily bedded 
and concretionary; sandy at top, at base bluish and 
dolomitic in appearance ... , ....... " . . . .. .. ......... '" l~ 
1. '{)o)lcealed tq river leve'l , ....... , .................... .... .. 35 
T~'tal ............ .... ........ . .. . .. .... .. ... .. . ...... ' 84 .' ~ 
,Number 2 has been quite e:densively quarried here for the 
early river improvements. 
Northeast of Bonaparte on Mack creek and farther south on 
Re~d and Potter creeks, the sandstone and bro'Yll ;magnesian 
strata have been quarried for use in locks and dams in river 
improvement work. The beds worked on Reed creek afford a 
stone which dresses well and has be~n used also for caps, sills 
and for well and cellar walls. It is said to be much more dur-
able than the white limes:tone undtlr the same conditions. Un-
limited quantities of these strata are available along Potter 
and Reed creeks, where little stripping would be necessary and 
the quanies would be conveniently accessible to the railroad. 
The blue sandstone has been quarried for many years on 
Bear creek in section 11, and a more recent opening has been 
made by Perry and Isaac Davis in the northwest corner of 
section 3], Henry township. The section at the latter place is 
given herewith: 
, . , 
; • I ••• • i r ' 
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FIG. 57-Davis quarry, west of Bentonsport, Van Buren county. Heavy beds of 
magnesian sandstone (Warsaw Sandstone). 
FEET. 
. . 
7. Drift, sand and graveL ................................. 2%-10 
6. Blue-gray "soapstone" shale with thin limestone layers in 
lower portion ...................... ...... .. ... . , . ..... ' . 6 
5. Arenaceous limestone, light brown to ' bluish.. . . . . . . . . . 2% 
4. Sandy blue magnesian limestone, "sandstone", solid ledge 
whil:h splits readily with chisel parallel to bedding; some 
chert near base. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
3. Irregularly bedded gray to blue, coarse-grained limestone, 
fossiliferous (-bryozoan abundant) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5+ 
2. "Soapstone," containing che'rt, to water in creek ... " ... , " . 1% 
1. White limestone reported to unknoW'll depth. . . .. . ... . . .. . . 1lh 
Number 6 is plastic 'and appears free from concretionary mat-
ter~ The maximum amount of stripping, about fifteen feet, is 
indicated in the section. Stone is shipped from this quarry 
but must be 'hauled to the railroad at Bentonsport. The s'and-
stone gives good satisfaction in walls, and dresses well for use : 
in more conspicuous and exposed parts of buildings. John . 
Gaston has a small opening in the same beds one-fifth of a mile 
south on the opposite side of Bear creek. 
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A good development of the "sandstone" occurs also in · the 
Price quarry on a tributary of Ohequest creek in the south-
west quarter of section 20, Van Buren township. 
Section six miles ~orthwest of Keosauqua along a small trib-
utary of Ohequest which enters the larger stream from the 
southwest: 
FEET. 
7. Drift and loess of variable thickness. 
6. Limestone, much weathered and siliceous, certain· layers 
weather shaly and are stained red to yellowish brown. . . . 2-4 
5. Limestone, blue-gray, evenly bedded and of uniform texture; 
very hard and tough, beds up to thirty incheS in thickness 4 
4. Talus slope. 
3. Limestone, gray, vesicular, coarser textured than number 5 
and fossiliferous, partially obscured 'by talus slope; thick-
ness not determined. 
2. Sandstone in heavy ledges, evenly bedded though beds are 
somewhat undulating; layers smooth enough to be used 
for dimension stone without tooling . .... ........... . . .. 10-12 
1. Shale, calcareous to arenaceous, blue-gray, yellow where 
weathered; said to become more shaly below the bed of 
the stream; exposed..................... . ............. 3' 
The sandstone beds range up to three feet in thickness, al-
though blocks more than two feet thick were not seen in any of 
the sections exposed. It has been used extensively for bridge 
work and other heavy masonry. This stone was used for the 
piers which support the wagon bridge across Des ¥oines river. 
It yields to any kind of stone dressing, is strong and with-
stands weathering influences well. Blocks ,put in walls or piers 
more tha:o. a half century ago still retain the tool marks, which 
appear to be as fresh as when the blocks were laid. On ac-
count of lack of ' transportation facilities almost no stone is 
quarried at the presen~ time. 
Tlhe Saint Louis limestone is well exposed all along Chequest 
creek from the middle of Ohequest township to Pittsburgh. · As 
indicated in the above two se~tions the lower portio:n of the 
magnesian limestone grades locally into a sandstone. 
The large proportion of the stone used in the southern part 
of the county has co:rp.e from the Indian creek quarries west of 
Farmington. Outcrops occur along this stream from near ,its 
mouth to the quarries on the line between sections 5 and 32 
. . . . /". '. 
of Farmington township. . The qua,rry , in section 5 is . n9w 
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FIG. 58-Saint Louis limestone exposed a long creek a bout three miles west of 
Farmington, Van Buren county. 
wqrked by Cyrus Falker and Mark Hornbaker. Lime burning 
~as formerly .done here. The strata now visible are ' given: 
FEET. 
8. Loess and drift.. .... . ...... . ... . ...... .. . ... .. ....... .. . 10+ 
7. Lifilestone, gray, coarsely subcrystalline, weathering to a 
friable condition ; thin shaly layer at base . " .... . . . " . .. 2% . 
6. Limestone, homogeneous and fine-grained, with conchoidal 
fracture 81bove ; coarser and ' more impure below; sepa-
rated into heavy l'edges, the upper one 18 inches thick; 
stone trave.rsed by seams of crystalline calcite which in 
general run vertically. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5~ 
5. Obscured ............. .. .............. . ............. . . . . 3% 
4. Soft shale, gray. . ... .. . .................. . ............. 4 
3. Limestone, heavy ledge; gray, compact, fracture conchoidal, 
irregul;arly shattered 'by we8lthering . ..... , . ... . . .... .. . 2% 
2. Alternating 'bands of light ;blue to brown limestone and slaty 
shale... . ....... . ............ . ... ...... ....... . ........ 2 
1. Thin-bedded limestone, to water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3% 
Only the members above No. 5 have been used. The upper 
three .feet of No. 6 make a fair building rock. It is hard and 
weathers slowly. There is a corisiderable area on . both sides 
of the creek where the stone is available without an excessive 
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amount of stripping. The beds would afford a good product if 
crushed. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad follows 
Indian creek and would afford good transportation facilities. 
Section one and a half miles west of Farmington, south of 
coal chute of Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad: 
F EET. 
6. Loess and wash, rather sandy. and iron-stained and mottled 
throughout ..... . ...... . .. . . . . . ..... . . . .... . .. . . . .. . ... 5-20 , 
5. Shale, d ayey, blue-gray .. . " ... .. . . . .. ... .. . . . " . , .. '. .. . . . 3 
4. Shale, arenaceous, hard, prOjecting ledge ; variable .. . . .... 1-2 
3. Shale as 'above . .. . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,3 
2. ' Shale, arenaceous, forms a projecting ledge similar to 4, va-
, ria-ble . .. . .. . . . ... . . . ..... .. . . ........ . .. . .. . . . . ..... .. 1-2 
1. Shale, somewhat variable in t exture, varying from plastic 
and gritless to slightly arenaceous; as 'a rule becomes 
highly plastic on weathering ; evidently fissile, ,blue-gray 
to dark blue ;, occasional concretions and 'geodes present. 
Exposed ~bove ,creek channel about .... . . ..... .. .. .... , . ,8 
About one-half mile farther west 'a massive sand'stone appears 
in a cut" along tlie raUro'ad ' and below the railroad bridge the 
heavy-bedded sandstone 'm'ay be' seen resting on the shales. The 
undercutting of the creek has produced and is maintaining an 
escarpment. The bedding planes in the sand'stone are not ap-
parent and the beds in the railway cut appear to be disturbed. 
The sandstone and shales appear to be the equivalents of those 
exposed along Des Moines river ,below Belfast. ' (See plate 
XXIX, c, page 401.) 
Van Buren county is unusually rich in hard, compact lime-
stone suitable for crushed stone products. The county is not, 
however, very well equipped with transportation facilities, 
especially near the important stone crops. 
WAPELLO COUNTY. 
'SAN D AND GRAVEL. 
The gravel and sand deposits of Wapello county are of two 
kinds, viz., the Aftonian gravels which , underlie the Kansan 
drift, and bars and beds of sand in the channels of theprin-
cipal streams. 
Aftonian Gravels.-A few exposures of Aftonian gravels are 
present in the county. As a source of gravel supply this forma-
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tion ~s not co~mercia]ly important, but it will doubtless fur-
nish limited amounts for local use. This ferruginous and much 
weathered gravel, often partially cemented into a conglomerate 
(described in some detail in the report on Union county), oc-
curs at the base of the drift of the district and rests directly 
upon the Ooal Measures. It is well shown near the northwest 
corner of sec~ion 6, Oass township, along a tributary of South 
Avery creek. . Here the black shales are overlain by a very 
ferruginolls gravel and coarse, cross-bedded sand . . In places · 
the iron is sufficiently abundant to serve as a cementing ma-
terial, and a firm conglomerate or coarse sandstone is formed. 
The pebbles are mostly quartz and sandstone, but some are 
igneous in character, such as greenstone and granite. On North 
Avery creek in the southwest quarter · of section 26, the fer-
ruginous gravel is again exposed at the base of the drift, 
w:hich here has a thickness of six to fifteen feet. Still another 
locality where this deposit occurs is on Des Moines river just 
above Eldon. The gravel and sand at this place have a thick-
ness of ten feet. They rest upon the Ooal Measure s'hales and 
&re overlain by fifty feet of drift. 
Sand and some gravel is taken from Des' Moines river in 
Ottumwa and vicinity. The sand plants are located from one-
fourth mile south of the Milwaukee railway bridge to the prin-
cipal pit just below the west end of the Vine street bridge. 
The gravel is fin'e-grained, mostly sand, and the supply is 
renewed by;' the river. 
The Ottumwa Sand Oompany is operating a ,pumping plant 
(-ne-third of a mile below the Milwaukee railway bridge.> 'A 
75 H. P. motor is placed on a dredge in the river. The capacity 
of the plant is about 500 tons per day. The sand bed varies 
from three to five feet in depth. The quality is not quite so 
good as at the Vine street bridge. About one-fourth of a mile 
below the pumping plant considerable gravel is obtained ' for 
, local use. 
Large amounts of sand and gravel are being accumulated , 
ncar Ohillicothe and considerable quantities of sand have been 
- accumulated by the river between Ohillicothe and Eldon , but 
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these deposits are of less importance below Oliffland. At Eldon 
there is a large sand and gravel bar. 
There is a sand pit on the flood plain of the river in section 
14, Keokuk township. The small creeks emptying into Des 
Moines river between Chillicothe and Eldon deposit sand only 
in small amounts. The sand is considered too fine-grained for 
i.~ommer,cial purposes though it is used to some extent by the 
county. , Village cr~ek is a'ccumulating some sand in section 
9,Keokuk township. Soap creek, which enters Des Moines river 
at Eldon, deposits a considerable amount of good sand, though 
mostly in Davis county. This sand bar is about 75 to '100 feet 
in width and one-half mile in length. The quality is probably 
inferior to that at Ottumwa. 
STONE. 
In Wapello county ' the representatives of the Saint Louis 
stage that are of economic importance belong to the Pella beds, 
the upper division of the formation. Exposures are practically 
confined to the northwestern part of the county where the be,ds 
,(lutcrop ~long the Des Moines valley from Eddyville to Ottum-
wa, and on North and South Avery creeks in the vicinity of 
Dudley. 
Limestone was formerly quarried at a number of openings 
south of Eddyville, near ' the mouth of Miller creek. The J OIhn 
Lafferty quarry is the only one now in operation. Itjs located 
on Miller creek in the southwest quarter of section 7, Columbia 
township. The section exposed here for a distance of eight to 
ten rods, is as follows: 
FE-ET, 
7. Loess and river silt. ... " . . . ... .. . .. .... , ..... . , . . . , . . . . . 5 
6. Residual clay, deep red, plastic .. .. . . . . .. ... .. ... , .. .... .. . 3% 
5. Residual clay, greenish, calcareous, grading into 'argillaceous 
, limestone .. . .... . .. . . .. . ' ... .. . ... ',' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
4. Compact limestone of lithographic texture and separated 'by 
marly parthigs; on exposure it ,becomes :badly shattered 
by weathering of partings and vertical jointing . . . . . . . . . . 2V3 
3. Heavy limestone bed, highly fossiliferous, upper ,portion con· 
tains cavities lined with calcite and abundant iron pyrite 
concretions; two ledges, respectively 14 and 22 inches . . . . 3 
2. Shell marl, a few inches. 
1. Close·textured bluish limestone in 4 to 6 inch layers, to Ibase 
of quarry '. " .. .. " ., .... .. , ... . . . . . ... . ..... . " ., ... . " 2¥a 
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Number 3 shapes readily and affords excellent stone for build-
ing purposes and for heavy masonry. 
This quarry supplies stone which is used ,in bridge abut-
ments in this and adjoining counties. Tihe storie ,is handled 
by derrick and .loaded on wagons. Considerable quantities have 
been shipped from Eddyvill~. There is a triangular terrace, 
area here of considerable extent lying between Des Moines 
river and Miller creek around the borders of .whicp. the stone 
outcrops. The overburden is probably not more than ten or 
twelve feet at any place, and an unlinrited , 'supply is thus 
available. 
,At Dudley large, quantities of rock ,have oeen removed just 
west of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy station, both north 
and south of the tracks. Stone is now quarried by Andrew 
Lames on the south side of the railroad. 'The following strata 
are shown in the quarry face : 
FEET. 
5. Loesslike silt, underlain with a thin bed of iron·stained 
gravel , . " " .. ",.............. . ... . .......... . ....... 18 
4. Bluish shale in places. 
3. Limestone, compact but shatters ' readily on exposure, sepa-
rates in 2- to 3-inch laminre .. ; . . ................ . .... 2lh 
2. Limestone, compact, light brown to blue, fossiliferous in up-
per portion, and contains much iron pyrites ..... . .. " ., . '9lh 
1. Blue limeston,e in thin layers . ........... 7 ••••••••••• • • • • 18·21) 
, ·Only number 2 is used for building purposes and it furnishes 
good dimension stone, although not so ' heavy as the correspond-
ing layer in the Eddyville section. Much crushed stone is pro-
duced, the railroad company using the major portion of 'the' 
output. All work in the quarry is by hand. Stone for the 
crusher is loaded on small fiat cars and drawn by one horse. 
Stripping is done by means of scrapers. 
The T. L~ Stevens opening 'is located on Middle Avery creek 
one-half miie south of Dudley. The same strata are to be seen 
as given in the section above: They are covered with loess and 
gravel. The iron sulphide , concretions are more conspicuous 
and numerous than in the Lames section. 
The Saint ' Louis ' beds in this vici~ity afford a fair grade of 
crushed stone for ba,llast. The presence of .Iron pyrite, which 
rapidly weathers and . leaves blotches, ·streaksof iron rust, 
PLATE LVI-Andrew Lames quarry, Dudley, Wapello county. ·The section shows the hard, compact beds of the Saint Louis 
limestone under the usual heavy stripping of the district. 
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and small cavities in· the stone, is a drawback to the extensive 
use of number 2, which is otherwise suitable for building pur-
poses. Without question there is more and better stone avail-
able in · the vicinity of Eddyville than at Dudley, but it is in 
a less accessible location at present for rai.lroad transportation. 
Limestone ha~ been quarried at several points in Ottumwa 
and vicinity. It has for many years been taken from the bed 
of the river at Ottumwa during low water. A new place is 
flpened up and worked out each season. That portion of the 
bed of the stream which ' is to be quarried during the summer 
is enclosed by an embankment to keep out the water. This is 
constructed of barrels filled with clay against which are piled 
broken stone, gravel and sand, until a substantial barri~r is 
built up. About six feet of limestone are removed, the upper 
layers being thin-bedded and tbe lower ledges three to eight 
. inches thick. All of the Saint Louis beds exposed here and at 
other places in the county are suitable for crushed stone 
products. 
WARREN COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Warren county as a whole presents an unbroken loess-Kansan 
drift surface. Des Moines river forms the northeastern boun-
dary for some half dozen miles and· the river here as else-
,vb ere in central Iowa is 'margined ~ith sand flats and contains· 
·sand and gravel bars of sufficient volume to supply a large 
portion of the county. These n·atural resources have not been 
develoJ)ed to any extent in Warren county. The interior 
streams, while important as drainage lines" are of little im-
portanc·e as sources· of sand and graveL 'The interglacial sands 
. and gravels are of no importance in the county: At the preseni 
, time 'Des Moines arid vicinity is the chief source of supply. 
W AlSHINGTON COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
t , 
Tbe usual interglacial sand and ~avel terra~es are poorly 
developed or almost wholly concealed in Was.bington ·county. 
Deposits occur in 'varying quantity here and there throughout 
, . 
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the drift, but at only a few points is there a sufficient quantity 
of the right quality easily available. These points are, in 
general,along the la:rger streams. At Coppock, just · over the 
line in Henry colinty, there is a gravel terrace margining Skunk 
river from which considerable amounts of materIal have been 
taken by the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad. The 
gravel is fine and is mixed with sand. 
South of Riverside, on Goose creek, the following section 
was observed by Bain:* 
FEET. , 
3. . Sand, COM"se, yellow, alternating with fine gravel. . . . . . . . .. 25 
2. Clay, yeUow, with pebbles .... .. .. .. . " .. " . . " .. . . " .. .. . lh 
1. Clay, blue, plastic, few small pebbles ........ . .. , . . . . . . . . .. 12 
Sand and gravel in small quantities and of rather inferior 
quality occur in the present streams. These as well as the 
, drift pockets are of local interest only. 
Clay of good quality, such ' as has been burned elsewhere for 
ballast and road materials, is everywhere present. 
STONE. 
The upper magnesian layers of the Kinderhook outcrop along 
· South English river and its immediate tributaries, but they 
have little to commend them for structural purposes. They 
have been developed, however, to a limited extent near River-
side and Wassonville, and have been used for rough foundation 
w:ork, well curbing and even fon "bridge stone, ordinary dimen-
sion ,stone and caps and sills. The stone is rather soft and 
· not pleasing in appearance. 
Limestone beds referable to the Osage outcrop at numerous 
points in a belt which crosses the middle portion of the county 
· in an east and west direction. Quarries have been opened 
northwest of Washington and north of Wellman. The Eckel~ 
quarry, located on the southwest ', quarter of s'ection 2, 
Franklin township, . presents one of the best sections between. 
, Washington and West Chester and is given below. 
~Iowa Geological. Survey; Vol. V, p. 153. 
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ECKELS QUARRY. 
FEET. 
3. Loess . ...................... . .......... ... . . . . ......... 12 
2. Drift ................................................... 6 
1. Limestone, coarsely subcrystalline,blue, gray and white in 
color, running in ledges from 3 to 20 inches in thickness.. 20 
Other quarries in the neighbQrhQQd display less ' extensive 
sectiQns 'and ' present no. new featuresQf impQrtance. Chert 
bands are quite CQmmQn in all Qf the quarries and in Qne Qf 
the quarries an earthy to. arenaceQUS bed carrying calcareous 
geQdes may be viewed. North of Wellman, near DaytQn, an 
old quarry ~hQWS the fQllowing indurated beds: 
FE.ET. 
3. Limestone, buff, arenaceous........... .. . .. . ........ . .... 5 
2. . Limest.on,e, . brow.n, coarse, subcry'staUine, fossiliferous. . . . . . % 
1. Limestone, ,blue to gray, finely subcrystalline, fossiliferous. . 4 
The stone very clQsely resembles that quarried in the Wash-
ingtQn~ ilistrict, .. Opeuings have been made at other points, but 
lire of IQcal interest Qnly. 
The Saint Louis limestone occurs over a large area in the 
sQ'uthern portiQn of the county, comprising ra strip ranging 
from about five miles in width, on the east bQundary, to. eleven 
miles. on the west. The most impQrtant exposures Qccur along 
Skunk river and near vicinity, in Brighton and Olay townships. 
The principal quarries are located in the immediate vicinity Qf 
the town of BrightQn. The 'most valuable ledges quarried here, 
as well as at other PQints, belong to. the upper member or Pella 
beds. The Qverburden is usually heavy, ranging from a few 
feet at the face in natural outcrops to' fifteen or twenty feet ' a 
short distance tQward the bluffs. There are two. main ledges 
especially suitable fQr bridge stQne which range from sixteen 
inches to. two. feet in thickness and rest upon two layers of 
flagstQne, The flagstone layers are in .turn underlain by heavy 
beds which were at Qne time wQrked by the Ohicago, Rock 
Island and Pacific Railway Oompany near Brighton. These 
IQwer ledges are more or less water-coursed, and the quarry 
has been abandQned. On the' west side of the RQck Island 
tracks) immediately nQrth of t~wn, the follQwing . layers were 
fQrmerly exposed and quarried: 
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FI!.ET. 
7, Soil and drift: variable, thickening rapidly in the bluff ..... 5·15 
6. Marl .... . . .. ....... .... ............. . .. : ... . ... ... .. .... 2·4 
5. Limestone, in thin layers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:3 
4. Limestone ledge, bridge stone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1 %.. 
3. Limestone ledge, bridge stone .. , ... , ..... ...... " .. .. . . . .. lUI,. 
' 2. Limestone, flagging a,nd rubble. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lA, 
1. Limestone, flagging .and rubble. .. .. . . .... .. ...... .. .. ..... ],4 
Other quarries opened in the immediate neighborhood show 
essentially the same beds but in slightly different thicknesses. 
About two miles northwest of Brighton, a quarry is being 
operated on the Whitmore place. The beds dev.eloped are as 
follows : 
FJl,ET. 
2. Loess and drift up to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
• 1. Limestone, gray·blue, compact, tough, somewhat fossilifer· 
ous; in ledg·es as follows: 
Top ledge, 8 inches ........ } , 
Bridge stone, 20 inches. . • 
Bridge stone, 20 inches.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5' 
Flagstone. 6 inches . ....... , 
Flagstone, 6 inches . ...... . 
The upper ledges are very much weathered along the joint 
planes, and in places the blocks are reduced to rounded ,cores 
practically valueless though they appear to be as tough and of 
the same color as the unweathered blocks. The ledges work 
readily by the feather and wedge method. The flags are some-
what rough but appear to be durable. 
The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway has used much 
of the stone of the district for bridge purposes . . The stone has 
been generally used 'in the town and county and has been 
shipped in large quantities to adjoining counties. 
The stone qua'rried in this region is fine-grained, compact, 
breaks with an even to conchoidal fracture, and is of a pleasing 
ash-gray color. It is -of good quality, but limited in quantity, 
as only a few ledges are workable, and can be obtained only 
at great expense on 'account of the excessive overburden. Be-
low are the disturbed beds of the Verdi which are of little value 
for quarry purposes. Small quarries have been opened in 
these beds near Verdi, but have long since been aband.oned. ; 
r 
• 
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FIG. 59-Irregular b eds of limestone in the Saint Louis, Verdi quarry, Washington 
county. . 
About three miles south of Washington on Crooked creek, 
a small quarry has developed the lower magnesian portion of 
the Saint Louis, but it is of local importance only. 
With the exception of layers in the Kinderhook, all of the 
limestones available in the county are well adapted for road · 
and concrete materials. 
WAYNE COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Wayne county lie.s wholly within the loess-Kansan area and 
contains no large streams. The northern portion of the county 
is drained by Chariton river and its tributaries, but none of 
these have accumulated any considerable deposits of sand and 
practically no gravel. Some sand and gravel is obtained from 
the vicinity of Morgan in Decatur county for use in and about 
Lineville. The interglacial gravels, while 'probably present in 
the county, are not known to be available. The county is de-
l, 
• 
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pendent almost wholly on outside sources for its supply of 
road and concrete materials. ' 
STONE. 
Exposures of the underlying rocks are very scarce in Wayne 
county. The Des Moines stage of the Coal Measures occupies 
the major portion of its area. Stone suitable for quarrying is 
known to occur only along the south fork of Chariton river 
near the east edge of the county. A small amount of rock has 
been"taken out on the farm of Mr. Talkington in the northeast 
quarter of the southwest quarter of section 36, Wright town-
ship. Four feet of gray fossiliferous limestone are exposed, 
overlain with fifteen to twenty feet of drift. The stone is trav-
ersed by veinlets of calcite and separates into thin laminre on ' 
exposure. The same bed has been worked at a few points 
farther up the river and over the line in Appanoose county. It 
can be of little importance even locally. 
WEBSTER COUNTY. 
, ' 
The chief source of sand and gravel is Des Moines river 
and its immediate tributaries. Lesser qU'antities are found in 
the knoblike hillocks of the drift. 
Des Moines river has cut a deep 'trench"from 'north to ' east 
of south across the entire county. ' Tlle sands and gravels oc.: 
cur in two )VeIl-marked terraces about twenty to seventy feet 
respectively above the level of the water in the river. Frag-
ments of higher terraces, appear occasionally and are gravel-
bearing. ' Sand bars and flats in the present stream a:re of 
some importance, Remnants of t~e t~rraces may be viewed 
in and near Fort Dodge; e. g." on Soldier creek at Miller's 
quarry; near the stone bridge in Fort D09-ge; b(lc~ of the city 
ho~pital and on the bank of the river in west Fort Dodge; and 
on section 30, Cooper township; 
N ear the north line of Douglass township the terraces are 
especially wel~ ' marked and are sep~rateq by a drif*- terrace 
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about fifty feet above water level. Similar terraces, not so 
well developed, are found along some of the leading tributaries. 
Kame and esker gravels are somewhat erratically distrib-
uted over the Wisconsin upland drift plain. One of the most 
prominent of these occurs on section 9, Lost Grove township, 
and is locally known as Coon Mound. The mound is an esker 
which rises to a height of some fifty feet above the level country 
surrounding it, and is composed of more or less classified ma-
terial-largely sand and gravel. Similar hillocks occur in other 
parts of the county. .A sample of gravel was taken from a pit 
located in a knob near the ·middle of section 10 in Cedar Creek 
township. 
SToNE. 
In Webster county the ·outcrops of the Saint Louis limestone 
worthy of mention are confined to Des Moines river and im-
mediate tributaries, from the north line of the county. to Fort 
Dodge. A few detached areas are known south of this point 
along the river, and one or two small patches occur in the in-
terior of the county. The beds comprising the Saint Louis 
are decidedly heterogeneous in character, varying from a hard, 
compact limestone in well developed ledges to a structureless, 
clayey marl, and from a pure calcium carbonate to a highly 
magnesian limestone. In places a calcareous sandstone appears. 
The beds are usually too deeply buried under the Coal Measures . 
and glacial debris to be of interest economically, but in the 
vicinity of Fort Dodge and northward along the river and along 
Soldier creek, considerable areas liave been partially stripped 
of their overburden and quarrying has been thus made possible. 
On account of the lack of persistence and rather indifferent 
quality of the beds, quarrying has not been, and is not likely 
to' become, an important industry in the county. The stone has 
been developed at a number of points, and a considerable quan-
tity has been used for foundations. and retaining walls in and 
about Fort Dodge. A few representative sections are given 
herewith. 
Section at Miller's quarry, near the stone bridge over Soldier 
creek in Fort Dodge: . 
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FRET. 
7. Soil .............. . . . .... . ....... . ... . ............. . .. .. 2 
6. Gravel, fresh, cross-bedded. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 
5. Clay, yellow, not jointed, unleached, . many limestone 
pebbles .. ... ......... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
4. Soil and clay mingled, both unleached, soil dark and contain,-
ing many wood fragments. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .... ..... 15 
3. Sand, uncemented, containing lumps of coal and large pieces 
of wood,.in layers varying greatly in color from white to 
gray ......................... .. .... . .. .. ......... . ... 8 
2. Calcareous sandstone, a singre layer, very firm. .. . ... .. .. .. . I1h 
1. Limestone, layers coarse, often two feet thick, stone of fine, 
even texture, no fossils ........... . ..... . ... ,.......... 25 
In the creek bed at the foot of this exposure the limestone 
gives place again to calcareous sandstone, the thickness of 
which could not be determined. 
Number 1 in the above section is . variable, the beds ranging 
from limestone more or less pure, to limestone more or less 
magnesian. The texture also lacks constancy. The terrace on 
~he west side of the river from the mouth of Lizard creek 
northward. for about two miles is supported by the Saint Louis 
limestone. South 0'£ the center of section 7 in Cooper toWnship, 
n good section may be viewed. The beds are as follows: 
FEET. 
5. Sand and silt ............... . . . ... . . .. . . . ............... 5 
4. Limestone, rather heavy-bedded, variable, with persistent 
chert band near the top . . ........ '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 
3. Sandstone, cherty in places ........ '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1h 
2. Limestone ledge ............ : ........................... . I1h 
1. Sandstone, to water level. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ilh 
While the limestones continue to the county line, they are. 
as a rule too deeply covered and too far removed from trans-
portation lines, to merit consideration. Below Fort Dodge~ 
limestone ou~crops are unimp~rtant . 
. Des Moines river and its immediate tributaries have . ex-
posed heavy beds of sandstone at several points in the county. 
As a rule these beds are composed of massive, friable sandstone 
oftentimes stmngly pyritic or marcasitic. The presence of 
these ingredients causes the stone to disintegrate rapidly on 
,~xposure while their presence in small quantity in a finely 
divided state produces discoloration of the exposed surface. 
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,Several q-qarries have been opened and operated at various 
times. The most important one is located in the northwest 
quarter of the northeast quarter of section 14, Pleasant Valley , 
township. The quarry is located in a small ravine where the 
rock is naturally exposed. An average section through the 
quarry face shows the following beds: 
FEET. 
, 3,. Soil and drift., .. .. . . . , . . .. . . .. . . . . . , . . ........... .. ', .... 10-15 
2. Shale .... .. .. : ...... ... , . . . .. . .. . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2-3 
1. Sandstone ... . .... .. ...... . . .. " . . ...... . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
The 'sandstone is probably much thicker, but it has not been 
quarried below the bottom of the ravine. 'It is ferruginous and 
contains many selenite scales which looK like mica. Even in a 
given layer the stone varies often in color and hardness. The 
colors are various shades of red. Some layers are practically 
useless for building purposes because they contain many ,small 
iron concretions. At certain points in the quarry the rock at-
tains a fair degree of hardness. The layers are of a desirable 
thickness, varying from six inches to two feet. Jointing is im-
perfect, but sufficiently well de'veloped to render qua:rrying 
easy. Some years ago the quarry was well equipped with steam 
derricks, and a side track gave good shipping facilities, but at ' 
present it is not operated. The product is known commercially 
as the Albee sandstone, and at one time this was the most 
extensive sandstone quarry in the state. 
Sandstone quarries have been opened at other points in the 
county. In Fort Hodge some stone of fair quality has been 
taken out. North of the city the sandstone layers appear to be ' 
better cemen.ted but have not been developed to any extent. 
Neither the Coal Measures sandstones nor the Saint Louis 
limestones as developed in Webster county are promising 
sources , of , supply ' for crushed stone products. 
WINNEBAGO COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Winnebago county lies wholly within the Wisconsin drift 
area. While this youngest ice sheet extends well into Worth 
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and Cerro Gordo counties, the morainal belt which marks the 
rather unstable ice front continues back over the eastern one-
balf of Winnebago county. T,he "knobby drift" of Owen, now 
known as the Altamont moraine, contains occasional sand and 
gr~vel domes and ridges, and these are the chief sources o~ 
road and concrete materials, in ' the county. While the sand 
~nd g.r.ayel hillocks are more common in the morainal belt they 
are generally, though not numerously, distributed over the 'Wis-
eonsin .. drift plain. The kame sands and gravels ,are as ,usual 
poorly classified and generally carry considerable percentages 
, of undersize (clay and silt), and oversize (cobbles and bowl<Jer-s) 
materials. 
Unlike many another county within the Wisconsin area, . the 
streams of Winnebago exhibit practically no traces of gravel 
trains . ' What streams 'may have ' transported glacial debris in 
their flood waters carried it out beyond the limits of the county. 
WINNESHIEK COUNTY. 
,SAND AND GRAVEL. 
'The valley '. of Oneota or Upper Iowa river is plentifully 
strew:n 'with beds an.d b~nks of sand and gravel of various 
age,s and characteristics. These comprise fine, 'fresh, clean 
sands; beds of coarse pebbles and old, rusty, weathered gravels. 
'rhe . Gharacter of these deposits serves in many .instances . as 
a fair index. of their relative ages, although the evidence is not 
con~lusive for some of them. Thus there are at intervals 
from the county line westward to a point a short distance beyond 
Decor;;th banks composed chiefly of pebbles 'of limestone with 
some chert, foreign pebbles and sand. Such a deposit is de-
scribed by Calvin from section 36, Pleasant township; and in 
section 35 of the same township test 'holes stink by the Upper 
Iowa Power Company at the site of their dam showed: 
FEET. 
Black dirt (alluvium) . ...... , .. . .. : . : . . . : . .. . . . ... . . .... . 2·10 
Gravel . . . . .... . . . ... :: . ... .. . . .. ... .. . . ......... . . ,.. .. .. 1·6 
Sand, clean, fresh, in streaks and pockets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 + 
Clay in streaks: ' 
~owlders and gravel mixed. ' 
Bed rock. 
.. . 
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The materials form a broad flat terrace reaching as high as 
thirty feet above the stream.. The coarser elements are largely 
liriiestone, with some foreign pebbles. They were used in mak-
ing ,tl;te concrete dam and other ' structures of the company's 
powe~ plant. 
Again in section 3, Glenwood township, is a similar terrace 
which shows about thirty feet of alternating sands and coarse 
gravel. below eight feet of yellow Iowan loess. This latter is 
weathered above but fresh below, and at the contact the gravels 
are iron-stained. One exposure shows two feet of ferruginous 
FIG. 60-0ld weathered gravels over fresher sand, secUon 9, Glenwood t{)wnship, 
, . Winneshiek county. 
gra;vel immediately below the yellow soil. Other terraces of 
like nature are also seen in sections 4 and 9 of the same town-
ship, and on the north bank of the river opposite Decorah 
similar deposits are bound into a :firm conglomerate by a cal-
careous cement. This conglomerate is discussed by Calvin in 
his report on Winneshiek county* where the probable origin 
of the materials here mentioned is treated. 
·Iowa Geological Survt:y, Vol. XVI, p. 37. 
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'Above Decorah there are no terraces, but in the river banks 
there are exp.osed b~ds of gravel and · sand at a few localities. 
In the southw~st quarter of section 8, Decorah township, about 
two miles above the town, the rive'rimpinges upon its left baD.k . 
and has cut into a bed of coarse gravel, chiefly local, with some 
fresh sand intermingled. This bed is similar to those below 
Freeport. Six feet of this material are exposed and overlain by 
finer, much more weathered sand with some coarse material, 
about equally. divided between local and foreign pebbles. The· 
material from this bank has been used on the roads in the 
immediate vicinity .with excellent results, as it cements well 
and forms a firm roadbed. Other deposits in similar situations. 
and doubtless laid down under like conditions are exposed at. 
the bridge near the north line of section 6, Decorah township, 
np.d in t~e northeast q~arter of section 10, Blufftqn township. 
The beds at these different localities may be classified as 
of undetermined, but probably Kansan age. Their character 
does not in all cases permit of an accurate determination of 
their geologic position. But there are other deposits ab9ut 
which there is not such uncertainty. A notable instance is in 
Hection 7 of Glenwood and section 13 of Decorah townships,. 
where a broad sheet of gravels is spread over the bottom lands. 
iIi the vicinity of Freeport. These gravels bear unmistakable 
evidence of their relationships with the Buchanan gravels in 
their weathered and rusty condition. They are rather fine, 
like the typical valley phase of the Buchanan gravels, and are 
overla:in by fresh, clean Iowan sand. The road leading north- . 
east from Freeport is cut through these beds and exposes a . . 
good section. Similar beds occur for some miles up and down 
the river. They are of excellent character for use on the roads. 
and should be used where the newer incoherent sands make the 
roads of the neighborhood very heavy. 
In the northwest quarter of section 30, Canoe township, is. 
an extensive deposit · of dark red, weathered sand somewhat 
indurated, bearing very little coarse material. It extends ·200 
yards back from the flood plain in the form of a sloping ter-
race, and grades up to a sandy soil twenty to forty feet above -
the plain. 
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i Sands of Iowan age also occur at various points in the 
:.Oneota valley. In sections 7 and 8 of Glenwood and 13 of De-
· corah townships are large bodies of fresh sand. About the 
: middle of the section last mentioned, on the east side of the 
: Toad;.is an immense bed of clean, white sand with darker lay-
· ers beneath. These latter are in' some cases quite hard, are 
for the most part quite fine, and may be Buchanan in age. 
· In section 23 ' of Decorah township is another bank of similar 
clean fresh sand of Iowan age. 
In . sections 11 and 14 of Bluffton township is an extensive 
area which lies comparatively level, with the exception ofsev-
· eral hills of circumdenudation. Considerable. amounts of fresh 
· sand, apparently of Iowan age, are exposed here along the plain 
· ~tnd covering the hills. In places, however, the rocky core of 
these latter is exposed. 
Aside from the main drainage course of the county, there 
are numerous bodies of Buchanan gravels . . Calvin has men-
tioned several of these; as in section 22, Hesper township, sec-
· tion 36, Madison, an.d section 1,5, Decorah township, ~ll of which 
are related to the upland phase. 
The valley phase of these gravels is represented by beds 
seen in the southwest quarter of section 35, in the northeast 
quarter of section 28, and in the northwest quarter of section 
20, all in Washington township. All of these beds consist for· 
the most part of rather fine, rusty gravels and sands with some 
associated coarser layers. At the last locality mentioned there 
is quite a large bench which seems to be underlain by the 
gravels. 
A considerable part of the town of Fort Atkinson is built 
upon a bench of coarse, rusty Buchanan gravels. These ex-
tend from the margin of the flood plain of Goddard creek north-
,ward beyond the r,ailroad tracks where they are probably 
'banked against the hills of Fort Atkinson dolomite. Where 
they· have been exposed by street grading in the southern edge 
:of the village a thickness of four feet is exposed.. The basement 
,of the Catholic school was sunk into them to a depth of five 
·feet and the railr:oad pit oppo.site the depot, whence large qua:n-
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FIG. 61-Buchanan gravels overlain by fr esh e r sands, southwest quarter of sec-
tion 35, Washington township, Winneshiek county. 
tities have been removed, shows a section ten feet in depth, 
above which are. ten feet of Iowan loess. These gravels have 
been used on the roads with good results except that they are 
a little soft. . 
Another q:uiteextensive deposit is cut into by a small creek 
in the northeast quarter of section 1, Jackson township, and 
the northwest quarter of section 6, Washington township. 
Where the road crosses the creek about six feet of hard, fer-
ruginous gravels are exposed and the bench extends to the 
river plain 200 yards or more distant. About one-half mile 
farther north, along the same road, eight teet of fine, fer-
ruginous, red to yellow sands, alternating with fine gravel and 
coarser material of mingled native and foreign derivation, are 
exposed. A few rods south of the bridge crossing the creek 
on the south edge of Spillville is a bank of gravel which has 
been opened up to some extent. This bank shows a section 
as follows: 
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FEET. 
Soil, sandy, fine, gray. ,. .. . .. .. .... ...... ....... .... ..... 1 
Soil, with coarse red sand .... ..... •.. , ........ " .•... , . . .. 1 
Gravel, hard, oxidized, breaks up with d·ifficulty. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Sand, fine, yellowish, incoherent........ . .. . . . .. . .... .. . .. % 
Gravel, hard, red, with some layers of fine sand . .. . . , .... 1% 
Gravel and sand in alternating l'ayers, coarse material both 
local and foreign; all fairly fresh and incoherent .. . " '" 3 
One-half mile east of here the :fine phase of the Buchanan 
gravels is shown by the roadside · at the top of a flat bench 
which extends from ·the steep bluffs on the north side · of the 
river to ·the "lower level of the flood plain. 
STONE. 
Good quarry stone is available at a number of horizons in 
the Ordovician as ·developed in Winneshiek county . . The lowest 
beds eminently suitable for structural purposes occur near the 
base of the Oneota limestone in Highland and Pleasant town-
ships. The lower thirty or forty feet, resting directly on the 
Jordan sandstone, is a light buff, evenly bedded dolomite, fairly 
uniform in texture and obtainable in blocks of almost any di-
mensions up to thirty inches in thickness and easily dressed. 
The outcrops are practically limited to the bluffs facing Bear 
creek from Highlandville to the county line, and limited out-
crops on sections 23,24, 25 and 26 in Pleasant township. These 
beds are almost wholly undeveloped in the county on account of 
the absence of transportation facilities. The upper beds of the 
·Oneota are less desirable for structural purposes on account of · 
their more drusy character, absence of regular bedding planes 
and general lack of uniformity in texture, structure and. compo-
sition. At the present time none of the beds belonging to the 
Oneota. are quarried in Winneshiek county. 
The. Galena-Platteville limestone, as in adjoining counties, af-
fords several well-d~:fined quarry horizons. The three divisions 
recognized by the Minnesota and Wisconsin geologists are very 
marked here. The lowest division or Platteville limestone is 
·again divisible in three parts, ." Lower Buff Beds," "Thin, 
Brittle B~ds, ' ,' and" Thicker Quarry Beds" in ascending order. 
39 
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As a whole the Platteville thickens southward and as a conse-
quence is much thi~ker in Dubuque than in Winneshiek county. 
The Lower Buff Beds do not exceed five or six feet in the latter 
county, with eight inch layers, and have been developed at but 
few points and then in a small way. The heaviest ledges of the 
Lower Buff Beds occur in the valley of the Upper Iowa in the 
vicinity of Freeport and east. The Thin. Brittle Beds were 
quarried formerly to a limited extent, and while apparently in 
heavy beds where p·rotected, they preak down when exposed to 
weathering influences · and are of little economic importance. 
The uppermost member or Thicker Quarry Bed attains a thick-
ness of from four to eight feet and is evenly bedded. The . 
stone is hard and compact, fine-grained, nondolomitic limestone, 
and is of a bluish color. The individual layers range from six 
to eight inches in thickness, are remarkably uniform and can 
be obtained in sheets or tablets' of almost any desired dimen-
sions. This horizon has been quarried extensively in the vicinity 
of Decorah and Hesper. The beds are composed chiefly of finely 
comminuted and firmly cemented brachiopod shells. From one 
of the quarries north of the river at Decorah attempts were 
made to produce an ornamental stone by sawing into thin slabs 
and polishing by machinery. The product possessed a rather 
pleasing appearance and was used to a limited exteJ;l.t for table 
tops and interior decoration. 
A number of quarries have been opened in the Galena lime-
stone, above the level of the Decorah shale. Many are small 
and were operated only temporarily to supply some immediate 
local need. At no point does · quarrying in the Galena assume 
commercial importance. The upper quarry of Mr. Halloran is 
worked at the level of the lower Receptaculites zone, about fifty 
feet above the Decorah shales. The quality of the stone is not 
as good as that from the upper part of the Platteville. The bed-
ding is n,ot so regular; the texture is less uniform; much of the 
stone is liable to split into small chips' on long exposure to the 
weather. 
Several quarries have been opened in the blue ledges of the 
Platteville on the north valley wall of the river, opposite De~ 
corah. One between the Ice Cave and Mill Spring ravine shows 
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about fifteen feet of these beds. There are also 'great quantities 
of rock washed out from the Galena beds in the ravine through 
which the road -enters ,Decorah from the northwest. These have 
been used on this road, as has similar material from the river 
bed in section 8, Decorah township, and all these give excellent 
results. The road leading southeast from Decorah across sec-
tion 22 to Trout run has a1so been macadamized with limestone 
as well as with gravels from the river terraces. This road is 
firm and smooth, an excellent example of what may be accom-
plished with the materials so abundantly at hand. 
In the neighborhood of Nasset, in the southwest quarter of 
the southwest quarter of section 22, Glenwood, is a small quarry 
opened in the hillside in the blue ledges · of the Platteville, just 
below the Decorah shales. The rock is hard and firm and the -
location is' favorable for getting out road material. Along the 
:east-west rQad across section 26, GlenwoodJ are several expo-
:sures of geest, dark rust-red, with much chert. While this is not 
present in great quantity it would make excellent material for 
:l'oad work-as far as it goes. There is a large quarry at N ordness 
which is opened in the upper beds of the Galena. The Maquo-
keta 'begins only a few feet above the exposure. The upper beds 
are badly checked and weathered, but below these there are some' 
quite firm ledges varying from ten to fourteen inches in thick-
ness, with which there is associated a ten inch band of shale. 
About the middle of the quarry face there is a belt of irregularly 
bedded concretionary limestone, three feet in thickness, alto-
gether ~acking in the homogeneity requisite for good quarry 
stone. Below this belt there are six feet of more regular and 
more homogeneous beds, with · some of the individual courses 
fully ten inches in thickness. Another quarry at the same 
horizon as that at N ordness is opened on the south side of Yel-
low river in the north half of the northeast quarter of section 13, 
Bloomfield township, on land belonging to the estate of Mr. 
Melvin Green. The characteristics are the same as at N ordness 
except that there are several bands of shale, ranging from two 
or three to ten inches in thickness, inter stratified with the lime-
stone. Another quarry which includes the uppermost ,beds of 
" . 
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the Galena is located on the south s,ide of the diagonal road in 
the southwest quarter of section 17, Bluffton township. There 
are other small quarries, worked temporarily or intermittently 
to supply the purely local demands, near Kendallville, Plymouth 
Rock and Burr Oak. In the southeast quarter of section 7, Fre~ 
mont township, are some small quarries opened in beds of dolo-
mitized Galena, a phase of the formation resembling that at 
Dubuque. Dolomitization here is local, being restricted " to an 
area of three or four square miles. The many other small open-
ings in the Galena limestone ar~ too numerous to be individually. 
noted. " 
Much of the Galena limestone is very unreliable. When 
quarrying has been carried into the hillside beyond the zone of 
weathering, the ledges may appear to be thick, firm, durable, 
suitable for any kind of construction; but after being placed in 
FIG, 62-Portion of retain ing wall around Court House Square in Decorah, Wlnne-
shiek county, showing unreliable character of Galena limestone, 
walls and exposed to alternations of temperature and the chem-
ical effects of air and moisture they split into thin lamime and 
eventually break up into small, irregular chips. The effect is 
well shown in the portions qf the old retaining wall still stand-
ing around the" court house square at Decorah. . 
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Quite an amount of quarrying has been done in the Maquoketa 
formation. The Isotelus zone is very regularly and evenly ' 
bedded, and in a few instances: it is firm enough to serve for: 
building stone. One qu~rry at this horizon, located in the north- -
-west quarter of section 18, Springfield township, is ·noted by ' 
Calvin in . connection with the general discussion of the Ma-
quoketa beds of this county. *. In some cases the strata lying 
between the Isotelus zone and the Clermont shale are ' capable 
of furnishing a fair grade of building .material for rough walls 
and foundations; but the principal quarry horizon in the Ma-
quoketa is that of the Fort Atkinson limestone. This, not in-
frequently, ·is a hard, granular, crystalline dolomite, comparable 
to some phases of the Galena limestone in Dubuque county. At 
Fort Atkinson quarries have been worked in this formation for 
many years, and one of these, located a few yards west of the 
FIG. 63.-Fort Atkinson limestone as seen in quarry a few rods west of the old 
. fort, Fort Atkinson, Winneshiek county. 
"Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. XVI, p. 101. 
.. 
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old fort (Fig. 63), is capable of yielding blocks of any desired 
. dimensions up to three feet in thickness. Another quarry in 
the same limestone, on the east side of the fort, has been oper-
ated intermittently for some time and has furnished quite an 
amount of fairly good materiai. In the 'southwest p~rt ·of Mili-
tary township there are many quarries' and natural exposures 
in the Fort Atkinson beds. The small quarry near the center of 
the southwest quarter of section 33, and that near Ossian in the 
northwest quarter of section .15, will be found noted with some 
detail, in the part of the report on Winneshiek county which 
treats of · the ' Fort Atkinson liJp.estone.* 
About a mile south of Calmar, in the southeast quarter of 
section 35, Calmar township, is a quarry of ' Mr. Gallaman. 
This is opened ' in the Fort Atkinson beds and shows eight to 
ten feet of yellow, 'flinty, thin-bedded layers overlying ye~low 
beds free· from chert, the beds two to eight inches thick. Of these 
lower beds four feet are exposed. On top is one to two feet of 
waste rock, then one foot of soil. The quarry has been well 
opened and is easy of access from the road. The beds shown 
here are also exposed on both sides o.f the ravine which runs 
past the quarry and a considerable amount of rock is ~vailable. 
Similar beds are exposed in the ravines and road-cuts just north 
of FE:ls,tina. 
On the north side of the Cresco-Calmar ridge the Fort Atkin-
son formation comes to ' the surface and is quarried near the 
Mnter of the southwest quarter of section 27, ~pringfield town-
ship, 'and about sixty rods south of the northwest corner of S'ec-
tion 5, Bloomfield. J\.t the point last named the rock is yellower, 
softer, less crystalline than at Fort Atkinson. The rocks of 
this horizon become more earthy or shaly toward the northeast, 
and gradually lose the qualities of a pure dolomite which dis-
tinguish tM'em at the type localities in Fort Atkinson and Cler-
mont. 
Several small outliers of the Niagaran limestone appear in 
Washington township and are believed to be the northernmost 
o,utcrops of that formation in the state. The stone commonly 
r'epresenting the Niagaran here is a yellow-buff, dolomitic lime-
"Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. XVI, p . 101. 
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stone. Some of the layers exposed in an 'old quarry west of 
Festina comprise a hard, buff, subcrystalline dolomite com-
parable'with typical Niagaran dolomites exposed farther south. 
The beds are of small importance and have been but little de-
veloped in Winneshiek county. 
The Chicago, Rock Island ahd Pacific Railway has a large 
quarry near the station at Nordness. This shows at the base 
fifteen feet of heavy blue-gray ledges of fine texture which 
weather to gray or buff. The ledges are six inclies to a foot 
in thickness. The upper ones show a conchoidal fracture. 
Above these heavy beds is a layer of slaty shale, drab or slate 
color, eight to ten inches thick, which breaks into very thin 
spalls. Overlying this layer is a heavy ten-inch ledge, then 
thinner ledges for fifteen feet. , These are separated by thin 
shale bands of one to two inches thickness and are nodular 
and of uneven thickness. They are capped by a five-foot bed 
, of yellowish gray calcareous shale which breaks up into small 
angp.lar bits. At the top of the section are five feet or more 
of gray iron-stained loess with the lower part strongly impreg-
nated with iron. 'There' is no drift present here. 
A sample was collected from the heavy beds below the shale 
band, also from the thinner beds above. Several quarries' are 
opened in this vicinity in the heavy beds below the shaly layers 
of the Galena. The yellow shale beds are the basal layers of 
the Elgin Shaly Limestones, the lowermost division of the Ma-
quoketa stage. Forty feet of these are exposed in the roadside 
one-half mile east of N ordness. Below the quarry beds are 
exposed layers which appear hard and solid, as if suitable for 
road work. 
At the time samples were being collected the quarry of E. H. 
Weber, one-fourth mile south of Hesper, was not being used. 
Considerable quantities of stone have been removed, however. 
The beds used are the blue layers of the Platteville. Only a 
few feet are removed and these are just below the Decorah 
shales., On the northeast edge of town is a smaller quarry 
which is opened in the same ledges as the Weber quarry, but 
the location is not so advantageous as is that of the latter. 
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A .little r.ock is taken out .near Locust from . these same .blue 
layers. 
On the south . slopes of the hills in section 35 of Wash.ing-
ton. township the Niagaran is exposed in steep scarps and in the 
road bed. It is fine-grain'ed; 8ubcrystalline and responds read-
ily to the acid. On the top of .the hill where the road descends 
· to the river .plain some rock has been taken out . and this pit 
.reveals thin shelly layers on top of" t~~cker . ones. ' The heavy 
massive beds seen in the scarps are .not .here exposed. 
The.type exp~sure of the Fort.Atkinson dolomite is the quarry 
· west .of the' old fort .at the town. of Fort Atkinson . . This.is well 
described by Oalvin. The flin~y beds .of this formation are also 
.exposed in the road in the northwest quarter of section ,7, 
Washingtl;)ll. These and also the quarry .are convenient for 
· obtaining road metal of which they should. furnish an excellent 
quality in . abundance . . Numerous exposures· occur on the road 
from Fort Atkinson to Spillville and also on the road from the' 
. latter village to Oalmar. Oonsiderable rock waste is uncovered 
here and this would yield a supply .very easily .obtained. 
In the town · of Ossian a little macadamizing has been done, 
, the. cherty layers of the Fort Atkinson beds being. the material 
· used. So far a~ . noted the stone gives good results except that 
· as insufficient fine material was . used the surfacing was not 
· good. . The stone was taken from a quarry in the nort.hern part 
of s.ection .1q, Military. This . is described in some detail by 
,Oalvin in his report on Winneshiek county. 
WOODBURY COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
The terraces along Little Sioux river and its' 'tributaries fur- . 
· nis}J. the principal supplies or' sand and gravel for Woodbury 
·coJlnty. Gravels which occur under the loess are opened in a 
few places ' along ·Missouri river, but these are ,of minor im-
portance. 
Str.eam Terraces.-The benches along .Little Sioux river 
which.are so prominent in Oherokee county contip.ue southward, 
the lower one being conspicuous across the corner of Ida and 
'. 
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on 'into Woodbury county. ' It is sometimes as much as a mile ' 
in' width, and it seems to be 'composed almost entirely 'of gravel. 
It has been opened by the Illinois Central Railway 'in section 
23 of Union township-, and from a pit in the northeastern part 
of section 35, same township, much is being hauled to Correc-
tionville. In the latter place there is, 'only a small amount of 
cover. The usable material is coarse, rusty, impure gravel 
at the top, but becomes ,cleaner ,and more evenly bedded toward , 
the ' bottom. 
As a rule the higher terrace seen in Cherokee' county is not 
prominent, but appears at many points as ' jutting headlands , 
which 'are .often capped with gravel. Such occurrences may be 
seen in sections 14 and 23, Union township, and also in s'eetion: 
27 ' west O'f the river. These headlands stand sixty to,;eighty 
feet above the river. In Ida county they appear east , of the: 
river in ' the northwest sections and also on Ashton creek.,. 
, The high terraces increase in importance ag, they are"tJJacedc 
up ' Pierson creek and its tributaries. They appear ,as a .low 
bench in northeast 'section 17, Union township" whe'J:e. a pit is . 
open along the creek, and continue southward along. Piersop. 
creek all the way to ' Correctionville. This ter:r:ace is alway:s . 
prominent-sometimes drift, sometimes merely, capped with, 
gravel, again all gravel-but always capped with or leading; 
back beneath the loess which covers all the hills. On the , creek. 
at the middle of the south side of section'17, ,Union township, is 
a most excellent erosion exposure which shows B'ome twenty-
five 'feet of clean gravel under ten feet of loess. Gravels show 
in the roads at many places, e. g'., southwest , 21, southeast 28, 
south 27 and north 34, Union township. The outcrop last men-
tioned is owned by John Fleming, is the largest opening and 
contains the best and most accessible materials, The sand and, 
gravel are usually clean and moderately fine, with few bowlders, 
but contain streaks of almost quicksand, and lenses of very fine 
sand with clay are not uncommon. These latter are, ,however, 
easily wasted. There are not over thr,ee feet of stripping at 
the most, resting on fully thirty feet of usable gravel followed 
, by a very ferruginous red coarse gravel ' which grades do-wn-
, "; , 
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ward into an u:p.usually clayey .mat.erial. Apparently there 
is an unlimited quantity available, and it is readily accessible 
to the Ohicago and North Western railroad. 
Along Pierson creek there is also a lower bench noticeable 
south of the stream in s-ection '28, Union township, where its 
exact relation to the Little Sioux benches is not clear. It seems; , 
however; to be composed almost entirely of gravel and sand. 
In southwest Union township th~re are enormous quantities of 
gravel and sand along the creek. Far up on the hillside near 
the nqrtheast corner of section 14 is' a large pit which shows 
a few feet of sand overclean .stratified gravel. 
Above Oorrectionville, and especially to the west of the Sioux 
and north of Pierson creek the gravels fo;rm a conspicuous plat-
form fully -fifty feet above both streams . . T:Q.~re is practically 
no covering over the ' gravel, which crc;>ps OJIt in prominent es-
carpments and is so near the surface that ' there is scarcely 
sufficient soil for tillage. 
Two pits, those of Welch Bros., in southeast 28, and of MO,ran 
and Hempel in northeast 20, Uillon township, have been opened : 
quite recently. The first is a clean exposure with. very light 
stripping on the valley end of a ridge. Fifteen to eighteen feet 
of gravel are open, finer and with more sand and cross-bedding 
at ·top, but ,coarser below. Moran and He~:pel have a . large 
opening~ but except at the very point of -the hill the depth of 
cover runs' up to six or eight feet. They have confined their 
development work to the edge of the hill where the cover is 
thin. As a rule; the gravel seems coarser, here, running coarse 
a.t top and :fine 'below. There are about eighteen feet of gravel 
resting upon blue till with an iron-stained. band at the top. 
So~th of Oorrectionville the lower terrace is of wide expanse, 
at the town east ·· of the river and on the concave sides of curves 
all the way to section 8, Miller township, south of Anthon. The 
latter, town is on a terrace which seems to be not over fifteen ' to 
eighteen feet above water.' 
, At Anthon, in west section 33 of Kedron township, there are 
. tbree feet of black alluvium to strip. Below this are three and 
a 'half' f~et '~r'coarse iron-stained clayey gravel with little sand, 
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and then four feet of cross-bedded, nicely banded clean gravel 
with coarse sand, the largest pebbles being not over an inch 
or s'0 in diameter. Underlying this are five feet of clean gravel 
down to talus and perhaps to six or eight feet above water. At 
the Gilleas opening on the railway in southwest 15, l(edron 
township, there are fully twenty feet of good material'available 
under but little cover. 
Farther south than this the lower gravels do not appear 
conspicuously, but the bench blends gradually into the flood 
plain of the river. It is likely, however, that fragments of this 
bench occ,ur to the south county line or farther although not 
noticeable. 
The upper (sixty to seventy-foot) terrace ,is evident as jut-
ting promontories at many places on both sides of the stream. 
These are particularly noticeable in sections 21, 28 and 34 of 
Kedron township and in section 4, Miller township, on Wright 
creek. These benches are sometimes gravelly, but not invar-
iably so. I 
Rew.orked Materials.-Mis-souri river has immense beds and 
bars of sand (mostly quicksand) in its channel the whole way 
across the county. Although there are enormous quantities of 
material in these beds they are unimportant from a practical 
standpoint, as there are many conditions which prevent their 
economical removal. 
~and bars also occur along Little Sioux in varying quantities, 
'but the presence of .so much more reliable deposits in the ter-
races renders them of little importance. 
Miscellaneous Deposits.-It is not uncommon in parts of the 
county where erosion forms are abrupt, as near the mouths of 
all streams coming into Little Sioux, to find outcropping at the 
base of the loess a very coarse quartzitic bowlder bed, some-
times resting on drift and again on top of beds of red gravel or 
sand. Such may be' noted in section 17 of Union township, and 
at other points along branches of Pierson creek. They are also 
seen in the lower courses of Bacon, Wright and Plumb creeks 
and at many points along the west side of the valley. These are 
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different from the high terrace gravels. At many points along 
the bluffs on the east side of Missouri river g,ravel and sand 
are to be seen outcropping from under the loess. As a rule, this 
material is available in only small quantities, if at all. Wher~ 
attempts are made to .recover it a sort of crude mining system 
is used. ' The gravel is removed from .under the loess, which 
varies in depth up to forty or fifty feet in places, and work 
usually stops when the loess caves down. Sometimes timbering 
is done,· but this is not commonly t}:le case. 
In the vicinity of Sioux City the upland is covered with a thick 
veneer of loess. The loess here, as in adjoining counties, seems 
to be quite generally underlain by sand, which is rarely exposed 
except artificially and is not worked to any. extent because of 
the great expens-e of stripping. This is the only local source of 
sand, so most of what is used is shipped from Correctionville. 
In sp~aking of the subloessial sands and gravels, Mr. H. F. 
Rain, in hisl report* on Woodbury county in 1896, says, "At 
some time in the period between the retreat of the Cretaceous 
sea and the advent of glacial conditions, at least a part of W ood-
bury county was covered by a shallow lake. The deposit~ made 
at this time are shown under the later glacial deposits in the pits 
at Riverside: 
FEET. 
Loess, usual character, variable thickness .. , , . ... . , , . . . . . . 30 
Clay, plastic, brown, weathering yellow along j·oints, usually 
free from grit; pebbles rarely found .. .. ........ , . . ... . . 6 
Gravel,erratic drift pebbles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lh 
Sand, fine, white and even·grained, with small granitic ·peb· 
bles; .no distinctly northern gravel. " . : .. .. ...... . . .. ... 12 
"The lake deposits consist of fine to coarse white sand contain-
ing occasional small pebbles, in the main granitic with chips of 
wood and a few fossils. The pebbles found are of small size, 
water-worn, and of such type that they might readily come from 
£ither the west or the north. There are, as: far as careful search 
reveals-, no distinctively northern rocks present, and certainly 
no rocks showing ice action. The general character of the sand 
is much like that of the Miocene or Pliocene beds found a few 
miles west in Nebraska and South Dakota." In the beds, of 
"Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. V, p. 243. 
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which the section given by Bain is typical, the sand and gravel 
are usually mixed together so that neither can be used without 
screening. 
Along the loess escarpment stretching southeast from Sar-
gent Bluff there are occasional exposures of gravelly drift 
cropping out from beneath the loess. Gravel was once taken 
from the bluff at this latter place, but the pit was abandoned 
when the loess cover 'reached a thickness of twenty feet. East 
of Hornick the beds have been opened up at one o~ two places 
and s'and and gravel for local consumption are being removed. ' 
A very old and quite coarse gravel appears about 150 feet 
above the Missouri bottoms in sections 24 and 25, Orange town-
ship. ' The gravel is much iron-sta~ned, and some of the pebbles 
can be' crushed in the hand. A lower and finer gravel outcrops 
in section 31, Westfork township. This material has a newer 
appearance and is entirely different from the high gravel men-
tioned ,above. There may possibly be as much as twenty-five ' 
feet of the gravel under two feet of loess at the outcrop, but the 
cover rapidly becomes much deeper. It would seem, however, 
that several hundred yards of gravel suitable for roads could 
be removed 'before the cost for stripping would become pro-
hibitive. 
STONE. 
(For notes on stone see Plymouth County.) 
WORTH COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRA. VEL. 
The Wisconsin drift covers the northwest two-fifths of Worth 
county. The Altamont moraine, with its knobs and hillocks, 
stretches diagonally from Fertile to N orlhwood township. 
Sands and gravels in abundance occur along Lime creek and ' 
its immediate tributaries, Willow and Winans creeks. The 
gravel terrace rises from ten to twenty feet above the bottom 
land, reaches about a mile in width, and rests on a limestone 
bench, which rises a few feet above the water levei in the ereeks. 
The terrace appears only in the north bank of Lime creek 
and continues up Winans and Willow creeks a distance of one 
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and a half to two miles. These terraces are composed of fairly 
coarse materials. The granitoid bowlders . are more or less 
weathered and break down readily on exposure. Pits have been 
opened at numerous points for road and concrete materials, but 
none are being worked on a large scale at present. The gravel 
varies from ten to twenty feet in thickness and covers most of 
sections 29, 30, 32 and 33 in Danville township . and considerable 
portions of sections 25, 26, 35 and 36 in Fertile township. The 
alluvial wash covering over the gravel varies from almost noth-
ing on the breaks to three to five feet on the bench some distance 
back from the escarpment . 
. Terrace gravels are also found along Elk creek outside the 
Wisconsin drift area. Here, as in the case oJ Lime creek, the 
terrace is most prominent on the north bank. 
Occasional sand banks are found along Shell Rock river, but 
well-marked gravel terraces are unimportant, if not absent. 
Sand fiats and bars are present occasionally in nearly all of , 
the streams in the county, but are of interest only locally. 
In the morainal tract kame and esker sands and 'gravels are 
available as usual and have been developed to meet the' local ' 
demand, especially for road work. Occasional sand knobs are 
found in the upland Wisconsin plain. 
STONE. 
Limestones of the Mason City substage of the Cedar Valley 
stage outcrop in the banks of both Shell Rock river and 
Lime creek and their chief tributaries. The strata are 'similar 
in every way to their equivalents in the Mason City sections in 
Cerro Gordo county. 
On the Shell Rock a maximum thickness' of twenty feet of the 
limestone beds may be observed at the railroad bridge in section 
J of Lincoln township. . 
The following section at Foster's mill in the northeast corner 
of section 30, Union township, is typical for the Cedar Valley 
beds: 
PLATE LVIII-Lime creek terrace gravels, one and a fourth miles east of Hanlontown, Worth county. 
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FEET. 
4. Weathered limestone, crystalline, and containing numerous 
calcite cavities ....... ....... ... ............ ' ..... ,. . . • . 10 
3'. Compact, light colored, dolomitic limestone, heavy·bedded.. 4 
2. Very close textured limestone, lithographic in appearance, 
hard and breaking with conchoidal fracture. Has a very 
characteristic ring when struck with the hammer. . . . . . . . 3 
1. Argillaceous, bluish dolomite layer, exposed to water ,below 
dam ..... . ... .... .....•...... . .... ... . ..... • .. ..•..... 1 
No.4 is the Stromatopora zone which characterizes this stage 
at nearly every exposure. It is the equivalent of the beds that 
are employed for the manufacture of Portland cement at the 
Mason City plant, in the adjoining county to' the south. 
Near the south edge of section 12, Lincoln township, is a small 
quarry from which crushed stone has been taken for road 1Il:ate~ 
rial. The middle layer of the Foster mill section is the one used. 
FIG. 64-Quarry in northern Lincoln township, Worth county, showing excellent 
material f()r road and concrete work. 
Beginning in the northwest quarter of section 1, Lincoln town-
ship, is a continuous outcrop for about one-third of a mile where 
Shell Rock river flows close to the west edge of its valley anCi 
at the foot of the exposure. From a short distance below the 
railroad bridge it extends northward across the line into Kensett 
township. Th~ following is the somewhat generalized section: 
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5. Bowldery drift 
4. Badly weathered limestone, rusty red in color, no fossils, 
nodular in appearance, bedding obscure on account of 
FEET. 
2 
disintegration ' . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
3. Fine-textured limestone of light color, nonfossiliferous and 
containing much interstitial crystalline calcite, heavy-
bedded ........... .. ... . . . '. ... . ....................... 3 
2. Slightly . argillaceous magnesian limestone, grading down-
ward into the darker variety, breaks with earthy fracture, 
but is very hard, bedding 8 to 12 inches. .... .. .... ....... 2-3 
1. Argillaceous dolomite, that portion not adjacent to joint or 
bedding planes a dark 'blue, good building stone, to water 6 
No.4 of this section is the equivalent of the upper member in 
the Foster mill section. ' ,Below the railroad bridge a layer of 
calcareous sandstone eight inches thick appears between Nos. 3 
and 2. This is \;ery susceptible to the weathering agencies, and 
its breaking down forms a reentrant in the quarry face. 
A small quarry has been opened in the northern part of s'ec-
tion 14, Kensett township, and some stone removed to supply 
a local demand f'or the 'purpose of rough masonry. The argil-
laceous dolomite has here ' been quarried to a depth of six feet. 
A thin layer of sandy, shaly and weathered limestone occurs 
between strata of the dolomite. All .the layers shown at this 
exposure have suffered more 'or 'less from weathering and are 
of little value as building material. I 
i At Fertile an outcrop in the south bank of the stream, below 
t~e wagon bridge, gives the following ,section: 
FEET. 
3. Hard limestone, badly shattered into smal'l ,blocks by weath-
ering ................................................. 4% 
2. Arenaceous shaly limestone, very slight effervescence With 
dilute HCI .......... .. .................. . .. -. . . . . . . . . . . 8 
1. Heavy-bedded, subcrystalline, dolomitic limestone, to water 
level ........... .. .. . .... .. .......... .. ... . ........... 5 
. 
Bed No.2 gives way much more readily to weathering than 
the other members and is conspicuous as a reentrant along the 
face of the exposure. A small amount of stone has been quar-
ried at the east edge of the town in a low terrace to the north 
of Lime creek. 
Limestone outcrops along Willow creek along the roadway 
between sections 29 and 30, Danville township. A considerable 
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area is available here under light stripping. Both the white 
and the brown limestone are of excellent quality for crushed 
I 
stone productS', 
. The quarry industry of Worth county has been developed 
only to the extent of supplying, a local demand in the imme-
diate vicinities of the ' exposures of the limestone beds. Prac-
ticlJ,lly all that has been used for QjJilding purposes has been 
from .the compact, light colored stratum and the underlying 
dark magnesian layer given in the . sections . along the Shell 
Rock. The former is well suited for road material and concrete 
work, while the latter, which is the equivalent of the Mason 
City dolomite, is considered one of the best and most durable 
building stones taken from the several quarries in Cerro Gordo 
county. This stone is well exposed to a thickness of ten to 
twelve feet in the northern p~rt of Lincoln township, where 
the Chicago Great Western crosses Shell Rock river, and in a 
lQcation wher.e conditions are favorable for development. 
FIG. 65-Iowan bowlder field in northwestern Lincoln township, Worth county. 
WRIGHT COUNTY. 
SAND AND GRAvEL. 
Wright county lies wholly within the Wisconsin drift area. 
Two drainage systems are represented in the county: Iowa 
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river in the eastern portion, and Boone river, the' nio'st impor-
ta:nt tributary, of Des Moines river, which drains' the western 
two-thirds of t)1e county. The former stream is the more im~ 
portant as a source of sand and gravel. Iowa river and its 
largest tributary in 'the county, West Branch, have well marked 
terraces almost throughout their courses within the confines 
.of ' the county. The terraces are best developed in the vicinity 
of Belmond, where extensive 'pits have been opened by -all of 
the I railways entering the t.own. The principal terrace varies 
from fifteen to, thirty feet above the water in the river. The 
terrace rises up stream. At Belmond it is about twenty feet 
above the river level. The usual terrace secti.on is: 
FEET. 
Alluvium , ., .. ......... .. .. . ~ : .. . .. " .. . ... " . .. . " ... ', ' '. ' .. . 1-, 3 
Sand and graver ..• "' ........ . ... . .... . , ... " .... ... " "' .12·15 
Bowlder clay, exposed at, or about 3 to '5 feet a:bove water 
level. 
Pebbles ab.ove tw.o inches in diameter are relatively rare, al-
th.ough .occasi.onal cobbles up t.o six inches in diameter are . 
present. Limest.o~e pebbles are c.onspicu.ous. Sand as a rule 
predominates. Cr.oss-bedding is common and prevails below, 
while m.ore .or less h.oriz.ontal bedding is the rule above. Tlie 
terrace attains a width up t.o .three-f.ourths of a mile .or m.orb, 
I 
, and is; persistent .on .one or b.oth sides .of the river. The grade 
of the present rive,r is l.ow ~nd the terrace rises up stream, the 
materials 'bec.oming c.ol'lrser. The t.own .of Belm.ond is in large 
part built .on the terrace. While the terrace rises relatively 
up stream when c.ompared with the present grade .of the river, 
the gravels do not thicken appreciably as the bog line bel.ow 
the gravels als.o rises. ' : 
The terrace on West Branch is almost identical with the 
, 
Iowa river terrace but rises m.ore rapidly up stream and is 
n.ot s.o well devel.oped. In section 12, Belm.ond t.ownship, the 
terrace rises s.ome f.orty feet .on the west side .of the branch, 
while the b.og line is ab.out fifteen feet above the water level. 
Between the top .of the b.og line :;l.nd the stream channel large 
bowlders are strewn .over ,the surface in s'.ome abundance. Near 
the channel the b.owlders are less c.onspicuous ' on account' .of 
• ". ) •• 'l • , " • • ,- '! . , 

• 
PLATE' LIX~Pit of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway showing loading trap. Belmond, Wright county. 
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PLATE LX-Country pit about two and a .halt miles northwest of Belmond, Wright county. 
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natural levees of alluvium. West Branch has a steep grade-
much steeper than the river itself. There is, a pit opened in 
the extreme ;northwest corner of Belmond township. The gravel 
is coarser here than in the pits farther down stream. Tlie 
section exposed is about as follows: 
FEET. 
4. Alluvium ......... . ........ . ..... . ...... .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 1~, 
3. Gravel and sand, more or less -evenly bedded. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2-4 
2. Gravel,coarse cobbles up to four or five inches in diameter.. 2-3 
L. ,Gravel and sand, variable in texture and bedding, ... , .. '. . . . 6 
, Cross-bedding is evident in number 1 of the above section. 
The 'section as a whole affords material excellently adapted for 
road work and all save the alluvium may be used for concrete. 
The leading railway pits a're at present located in sections 
19 and 30, Pleasant township, 'and 12 in Belmond township. 
Crude methods are used for loading the material, the com-
monest of which are the team and scraper with the incline and 
platforna with trap. 
Boone river is also terraced but the terraces are less well 
developed than those along Iowa river. Pits have been opened 
in section 32, Eagle Grove township. The material is sand 
and some gravel and occasional cobbles, and contains consid-
erable clayey and silty material. The terrace here is from 
twenty-five to thirty feet above the river. Seven to ten feet 
of sand and gravel under from two to three feet' of stripping 
are available. Much coarser material appears along the road-
way in sections 18 and 19 in the s'ame township, but little 
development work has been done. The most extensive pit in 
this neighborhood is located in the northeast quarter of sec-
tion 7 on a small tributary just above its junction with Boone 
river. The gravel runs from five to seven feet in depth on a 
terrace some fifteen feet above the river level. The gravel is 
fairly coarse and much iron-stained. Limestone pebbles pre-
vail. A few bowlders are present but few of the pebbles are 
over an inch in diameter. Similar deposits are available both 
north and south of Eagle Grove township. Occasional bars 
and sand flats occur in the channel of the river, but so far as 
known gravel is scarce or wanting in such deposits. 
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The Boone river terraces afford a sufficient supply of . ma-
terial suitable for road work to meet the local demand. The 
deposits as a rule are ,not being utilized extensively. The local 
supply is not so well suited for concrete work on account of 
high percentage of silt, clay and fine sand. Most of the gravel 
used for city work in Eagle Grove is shipped in from Mason 
City and Belmond. 
In addition to terrace and stream sand and grav~l, some 
material for road work may be obtained from. kame deposits 
in the morainal tracts. Such tracts , are best developed near 
Dows, through Vernon and Blaine townships, a belt east of 
Cornelia in Grant and Belmond townships and a less important 
belt northwest of Wall lake in Wall Lake township. The kame 
gravels are much more variable in every way than are the 
stream and terrace materials. 
Wright county has enough sand and gravel not only for 
bome use but for export to less favored counties. Pits could be 
opened in the Iowa river t errace near Belmond where road 
and · concrete material cQuld be produced by the train load at 
small cost. 
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TES~S AND ANALYSES OF IOWA LIMESTONES, SANDS AND 
GRAVELS. 
Among the various properties of stone or gravel that is to 
be. used for road construction, three are of such importance as 
to determine, in most cases, the value of the materials! for the 
purpose. These three are: cementing value, toughness, and 
. . ' 
hardness. 
In order to determine the relative value of various materials 
for road construction, numerous tests ·have been proposed for 
these three properties and finally standard methods of testing 
have been adopted. The tests in themselves determine the de-
gree of the various properties possessed by a cert&.in stone, yet 
the value of the determination, so far as the suitability of the 
material ' for road construction is concerned, is' that it forms 
a basis for comparing the material with other materials that 
have been satisfactory in service: That is to say, by a careful 
study of the records of tests that have been made upon mate-
rials which have been used for road purposes, approximate 
limits may be ' determined for the various properties of the 
stone. 
Cementing Value.-By "cementing value" is meant that qual-
ity in finely broken stone which will cause it to cement togetheJ; 
when mixed with water. If broken stone or gravel possesses 
suffici~nt cementing value, a road surface made with it will 
. ~ompact r eadily under rolling, or when subjected to traffic, and 
the individual stones will be held in the surface by the cement-
ing action of the fine dust which surrounds' them. If the stone 
possesses insufficient cementing value, the pieces which make ' 
up the surfa ce will be loosened by traffic and will finally be 
dislodged. When this happens to a great number of pieces 
in the surface, a serious deterioration results. 
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The cementing value of a stone is determined as follows: 
One-half kilogram of the stone to be tested is broken to a size 
ranging from one-half inch down, and placed in a ball mill along 
with about 90 cubic . c~ntimeters of ~ater. The ball mill is 
rotated for 21;2 hours at ' 2,000 revolutions per hour. During 
this time the stone and water will be ground into a stiff paste. 
The paste is molded under pr~ssure into cylindrical briquettes 
25 centimeters in diameter and 25 em. high. The pressure 
used is the same for each briquet, ', and is usually 132 kg. per 
square Cill. cross section from the briquet. The briquets are 
cured in a uniform manner, and then subjected to repeated 
blows from a hammer weighing 1 kg. which drops a distance of 
1. em .. at each blow. The number of blows required to break 
the briquet is taken as 'a measure of the cementing value, and 
for any sample of stone the average value of five briquets is 
.taken as the cementing value of the stone. The determina-
tion is not an exact one and the conditions under which the 
test is made may affect the results very materially. ,The test 
should always be skillfully made in a laboratory so equipped 
as to enable the operator to duplicate conditions for each test. 
A cementing value below 10 is .low; from l() to 25, fair; from 
26 to 75, good; from 76 to 100, very good; and above 100, ex-
cellent. In general, satisfactory results with macadam roads 
, are not obtained if the cementing value of the stone is below 
50 and a value of 75 or more is preferable. 
Toughness.-The toughness of a stone is its- ability to re-
sist the shock of the pOUliding ·of horses' hoofs or the jar of 
heavy vehicles coming upon the stone when it is firmly bedded 
in the surface of a road. 
" Hardness.-Hardness is the property of a stone which en-
ables, it to resist the abrasive action of the steel tires on heavily 
loaded vehicles passing over the stone when it is firmly bedded 
in the surface of the road. 
, A test was devised by the Department of Bridges and High-
ways of France, which has been in use for many years for 
determining both hardness and toughness. It is!' known as 
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the "neval Test," and the results may be expressed as a per-
centage, or in terms of the French Ooefficient of Wear. 
The Deval Test .-The machine -used for the Deval test IS 
known as the Deval Machine, and consists, of two or more 
hollow cast iron cylinders 20 cm. in inside diameter and 34 cm. 
long, one end of each being provided with a cover that can -
be fastened on sufficiently tight - to retain all dust resulting 
from the operation of the machine. The cylinders are attached 
to a shaft with their ~xes at an angle of 30° with the shaft. 
The stone to be tested is placed in one of the cylinders and as 
it revolves the stone is thrown from one end of the cylinder 
to the other, thus being subjected to abrasion because. of the 
contact of the pieces with each other, and also being subjected 
to a mild blow when it strikes the ends of the cylinder. Ap-
proximately :five kilograms of the stone are used for test, and 
when possible -the charge should consist of 50 pieces as nearly 
uniform in size as may be selected. The cylinders are rotated 
for 10,000 revolutions at the rate of 30 to 33 revolutions per 
minute. When the required number of revolutions has been 
made the material is taken from the cylinders and s'Creened 
over a 1-16th inch screen and that which passes through is 
the amount of loss during the test. If the result is to be ex-
pressed in terms of per cent of wear, the per cent would be 
obtained by dividing the weight of the material which passed 
the 1-16th inch scr~en, by the weight of the original s'ample. 
If the result is to be expressed in terms of the French 00-
efficient of Wear : 
400 
French Ooefficient of Wear=--
W . 
Where W =the loss by abrasion per kg. of the original sample. 
When expressed in terms of the French Ooefficient of Wear 
a value below 8 is low; 8 to 13 is medium; 14 to 20 is high; 
and above 20 is very high. . 
The results of a number of tests for the cementing value of 
Iowa materials are given in Table III, and it will be noted 
that there are very few samples having a cementing value less 
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. , , 
than 50, while a gr'eat many of the samples have a 'cementing -
valu'e greateT than '10'0. In the column marked ' 'Maximum'''' 
is recorded the cementing value of the particular briquet whiGh 
s'howed up best and in -the column marked "Mini'murri'" 'is 
given the cementing value of the briquet which was poore'st. ' 
It will be noted that in many cases there is a Wide di:ff~'rend~ ~ 
. between 'these two values'. This is due to the fact that the ' 
test itself is, in general, inexact, and' to variations in the cori- ' 
,ditions under which ,the tests are made, such as variations in' 
room 'temperature, and variation in wetness of the original', 
briquet. In general, however, the test is sufficiently accurate' 
for ,the purpose for which it is' intended, and 'is a reliable meas~ : 
me of the cementing value of the stone tested. 
The results of the Deval test on a number of Iowa limestones 
are gi~en in Table II, and are tabulated both as' per cent of 
wear and in terms of the French Coefficient of Wear. It will 
be noted that for a great many of the samples the French 
Coefficient of Wear is less than 8. That IS to S~y, that while 
the cementing properties' of many of these materials are ' ex-
c~lle~t, the wearing properties are poor. A road constructed 
with these poorer materials will be apt to be quite dusty due 
to rapid ,wear and ,will reqllire close attention and ~ontinual 
maintenance. ' , , 
, If. ,gra:vels are~ to be used for concTete pU,rposes the ,cement- ' 
lng, yalue', hardness ,and toughness are relati:vely of little im-
PQi'tanCl:j s6 19n9 as the gravel is not a partially disintegrated 
material. The gradation of the gravel, the amount · of, clay or , 
loam present, and the amount of voids in the' pebble"s ' ~re' im-
pOTtant, howev~r. , 
In Table IV are given the re::,ults of a number of tests of 
Iowa grav~ls, in which the above properties were' determined. 
A ,;close ' study of ' ~:p.is' table will indic~te SQme sigUlficant faCts. , 
, - , "j, "', c. ,', ,, ' , 
: 'First, ' that' 'tlre pit'-r~n" gra'vefs ~re; ,eic~edin'i.lY vatiabie', in' 
composition" and for the most part C'ontain ' a 'rriilch :la-rger" p-er'~ 
c,entage 'of' sand, tJian is ' tJ.ec~,~~arj {or 'prciperii , p:roport16n~d" 
con<!'ret~: GthlCrete' made of a' fixed proporti-on 'ot 'cem:en~ a:nd 
the' -dj'ffe'i"ent - pit~ri:tn g'r·:ivels, 's\tch as :l .. to~ 4,' Wo'llld the'tefore;' 
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vary greatly in strength. It is probable that in most cases it 
would pay to screen out and throwaway the excess sand be-
fore making concrete of the gravel. The saving in cement 
by , so doing would be more than enough, in most cases, to pay 
for the cost of screening. 
Second, that the percentage of voids in the pebbles exceeds 
40% in only a few cases. Since it is, common to proportion 
concrete on a basis of 40% voids in the pebbles ("coarse ag-
gregate") it would seem that with lowa gravels this assump-
tion as to percentage of voids may safely be made. 
Third, t,he percentage of clay in a great many of the samples 
is' high, and since clay in excess of a bout 5% materially de-
creases the strength of concrete made from the materials, many 
o'f the gravels shown in this table would be unsuited for con-
crete purposes unless the clay or loam were removed by 
washing. 
The percentage of voids in the sand has no particular in-
fluence on the proportioning of thEl concrete, but the fact that 
the voids in all but a few of the sands shown in the table 
, are about the same is an indication that the sands are fairly 
uniform in quality and gradation. 
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, , 
Per Cent I Per C~nt I Per ,Oent 
,. " Retained ' ' Retained ' - ' t'assed 
. . . ,on ]i-in . on ~ in. i in. 
" -. Screen- " . Screen . 'Screen 
• I. ... • , .... 
"'20 : AllahIakee- ::. _____ ..:._ :~_ LaI1Sing : ~ _____ ~~_:.._~ -, 'i3.063 ' . 11.750'· · ' - 9.187 
: 1 . Avpanoose __ ,, _____ ~"_. Centerville _____ ~ ___ ., , 82.50 15.50J 2.00: 
87 , Black Hawk. .: ________ 'cedar Falls ________ 86.0 7.4 6.6 
<,88 .. BIac'k ·Hawk-___ ~: ____ 'Laport~ · City ______ ' 84.4 . 8. . - 7.6 
. ,~~ .. Black Hawk ----~'~ --- Wate.rlop , ----~:---"' ~ 81,.1, .-;, : u:' . "" .. ~~~ .' 
Black H;:twk ---T---~" Waterlo9 -----,:-.---- 84·ii 78 Benton . __ ' ______ :: ____ ~' -Vinton ________ ~.:._..: _ 8:1.4 ·, . 9
4
3\ ' -9.3 '.1 
· ,80 , Benton ______________ 'Garrison ___________ 79.1 , 10. " ,l.0,9 
, 82 , Benton _:..~_.:. ___ ~ ___ ~_ 'Mt. Au'buri;l _____ :.. __ , ·M.O , 8.5, .... , .. 7.5 
-·rs ,~entt>n ------ :-;~--:-:-- ~hellsburg ::- :-----:---, 83. . " ,·h.. . ~:9 '; 
· 1:2 enton -------------- Shel~sburg --------- 84:4 
.:'R.cnton : ________ :.. _____ Vinton ________ .: ___ ,- , :83.Q , ::.:8,8, ' , '7 .. p; ',! 
' }}8 Bremer ---------.----;., W~yerJy ---'7 .. ~-,---,,- .84.4 '. i 176 .. 737' , "47 .. 962' . 
,. Buchanan :: __ ~ ________ Independence .. _:. _____ , · 78.74 ·" 
'.:S891 .B\ltler ·.-'---:_-:o-,-------., DUH.J.~mt '.---.-- -"-'~--- ' 81.8.· ,,9.6 .., 8,.6 ,.) Butler _______________ Greene _:___________ . 83.75 8.5 ' 7.75 
75 Cedar ___________ _____ Lowden ____________ 81.3 8.2 . 10.5 ' .-
-[:60
64
, o,e.dar ---.-:--C ---- .",.,;-- ' 9~.dar VB:ll~~ -~----. ,89·9~ 9.31 .9.76 
, Cedar _:::::. _______ ~':. ____ l'lpton , __________ ~ __ 81.4 _. 9.5 ' 9.1 
:: f. ~ .Ged'ar , -~--------.-----.- T.ipton· ,_____________ ~9>56~ <,'9.407 1.P3l 
. 3 Gedar ' _____ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ',. 'LowdeJ;l _:- __ .:_______ . 69:50-. 14.30 16.20 
'.66' . Cerro Gorddl_C:':_''':_J':_, :Mason City ' _ :.~ __ ~_..: ' lil.~ 1'l1.0 , ' 41.q · ; 
' I ~421" (~hl iClf-
t
, asaw. ----,------.-, ~~i<;kasa:w ,..,.,------ - -8845'12 ,, 99.0866 ' 46'8941 ' - v ay on _______ .:_.:. ___ .Luana ___ ~_::________ . . , " . . 
42 Clayton _____________ North M~p-;r,ego:r,:--- , 94.(17" J" 3.3 ' . 2.5 
43 (;layton ____ _________ Elkader __________ :._ ' 88.12 5.8 5:6 
24 Clayton _____________ Guttenberg ________ 75.500 15.656 8.844 
76 Clinton ______________ Clinton ':.--==-_-=____ 81.0 8.4 10.6 
21 Clinton ______________ Lyons ______ ________ 67.312 21.781 10.907 
62 Clinton --------___ ~:.= :Gl:)a~I0tt:~,:' ;:::"'fff=?T.-'-::-l}.' 82. 8.9 9.1 44 Decatur _____________ DaVIS CIty ______ ~__ 84.26 8.9 6.65 
60 Des !\'Joines ____ ----__ CasGad~. ____________ 71.~O , 16.62 11.78 
-'. 5&,' Des Moines, __ : _______ Ca cadc, ..:,-- ;:-·.:~ .:-.~- 4.' 7M8 ' , ).2:64' ,13.84 
,) 2& F~.etter --;-,--,. --r~n-~' ,1fay'et,t~ ' ~r)-i -":--"-~~--:' , ,. 65.~13 ." , 22.~:293508 ' ,: : 139'.·~0307 26'" . Fayette ' __ '_ __ ..:: _____ , __ .: Clermont .' _.!L______ · 60.562 ' D . " 
;- ' 9.~ ' .iFIoili .:- - .,.~~:_.--,-- :_ -~.,.,., Cb:ftJles' ,Ci,ty: .- ::: -:'---. ': . )99·7 ' 6.15., , , 3·ilfq 95 ' Franklin _____________ Hampton .: _________ ' 74.6 p.4 ' .• ' '14.0 . 
77 Franklin ,:_~:.. _ ~_:._____ Hampton ' ___ ' ______ ~ ' :8:4. , 6.il : 9.9,' 
.,-;~6 'Gr,qndy- -.,.- .------:.~,:_--7 , -C9nrad .;~r.;-~----- . ·84. " ,4. .. , " c :12: 
v 9' . ;Hardin _____ :.. ___ .:. ___ :. 'IOi;\ra Fans ::_,: __ ,:' ___ ~' 86:8 . 7.5 ' ' 5'.0 
i' ',97.; HowJlrd ___ L __ ~_~--- QreI'C9-, ,;,._,-;,;-:--::----- 74.9 13.3 11.8 . 
. 23 . J~cl\sqn ,--- ;;' --.--:_,,-,.--,.. M8:quol,{et~ -: __ .,, ___ . __ , 68.312 , 17.250 14.438 
-. 1:1 Jackson __ :. ___ ~_!. _. ___ Maq:uoketa . '-________ : 69,469 , ' 17.750 12.781 
· -. '2 , ' J'ackson , '-_.:._~ _______ .. _ Mqnmouth .~ _______ _ .: 43:00 . 24.00 ' 33.00' 
93 Jobnso n ' ______ : _ ~ ____ Iowa' City ' __ ~ __ -: ____ 84.8' ,. 8.6 ' : 6:6 , 
91 Johnson _____________ Iowa City __ .:::: _____ :. :.:. _____ ~-- ~ _________ _____ ~~---
. 34 . Jones -_,-____________ .:._ Stpne Cjty ' __ ~ _____ ' 6.1.563 24,250 14.187 
' ;&o ·;'J.one , ~'_3 ~_.J."'-~ ____ ..: __ -Stone City, =-_______ :.c ,.77.00 ," " 15.875 .7.125 
[' 2~ .Jones .-.-.,.-.:-,----"'---- - Olin ,--.-=-. :.::-:- :_.--,.---- ._.65.~94 .' 21.~69· 12.9,37 
, 12 , Jon'es ,,--:-,.:---,. ______ ~ Hale' --:-_-: ___ : __ :-___ .. 11.906 _ 18.125-' 9:-969 
Ii' 8 '.J ones -- .:'-·- ;:T---I~r:.. - £:-- S,tone Clty ::-\- ---.-.,.-:-1 L -6Q.063 " ' 17.687 , F-4~Q 5 Jones ________________ Montic'ello _________ 84.344 10.063 5.594 
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County 
TABLE NO. I-CONTINUED 
Town 
Per Cent 
Retained 
on Ii in. 
Screen 
4 Jones ________________ 'Monticello _________ ' 78.80 
61 Lee __________________ Keokuk __ __________ 93.80 
59 Lee __________________ Ft. Madison ________ 76.67 
54 Lee __________________ Keokuk ____________ 81.86 
55 Lee __________________ Franklin __ __________ 61.50 
56 Lee _____ '-____________ Keokuk ___ ____ _____ 74.74 
57 Lee __________________ Keokuk __ __ ________ 69.44 
49 Lee __________________ Keokuk ____________ 77.6 
50 Lee __________________ Keokuk _________ ~_ 79.74 
46 Lee __________________ Montrose __________ . 39.0 
47 Lee __________________ Keokuk ____________ 44.7 
14 Linn _________________ Oedar Rapids ______ 73.25 
12 Linn ,_________________ Oedar Rapids 69.156 
90 Louisa _______________ Morning Sun _______ 84.94 
39 Madison _____________ Winterset __________ 83.38 
36 Madison _____________ Earlham ___________ 100.0 
37 Madison _____________ P eru _______________ 100.00 
96 Mitchell _____________ Osage ______________ 80.1 
67 Muscatine ___________ Fairport ___________ 78. 
98 Pocahontas ________ .__ Gilmore Oity ______ 84.50 
35 Scott ________________ Buffalo ____________ 81.0 
19 ,Scott ________________ lie Olaire ___________ 76.00 
68 Tama ________________ Montour ______ ~____ 89.75 
69 Tama ________________ Montour ___________ 84.1 
70 Tama ________________ Montour ___________ 83.6 
71 Tama ________________ Montour ___________ 87.1 
51 Van Buren __________ Keosauqua _________ 79.0 
52 Van Buren ___________ Keosauqua _________ 76.12 
53 Van Buren ___________ Farmington ________ 82.32 
29 Van Buren ___________ Farmington ________ 58.344 
30 Van Buren ___________ Keosauqua _________ 74.00 
31 Van Buren ___________ Keosauqua _________ 64.00 
32 Van Buren ___________ Keosauqua _________ 65.688 
33 Van Buren ___________ Van Buren ______ ___ 65.500 
13 Wapello ' ______ ~ ______ Oliffland ___________ 74.344 
18 Wapello _____________ Ottumwa __________ 68.938 
17 Wapello _____________ Ottumwa __________ 63.906 
16 Wapello _____________ Ottumwa __________ 73.906 
15 Wapello _____________ Ottumwa __________ 74.750 
45 Winneshiek ______ ____ Decorah _______ ~____ 75.48 
40 Winneshiek _________ Decorah ____________ 87.12 
27 Winneshiek __________ Ft. Atkinson _______ 68.812 
1 Winneshiek __________ Decorah ____________ 81.24 
38 New VIm ____________ Minnesota _______ __ 82.96 
Per Vent I Per Oent Retained Passed 
on i in. i in. 
Screen Screen 
13.30 7.90 
3.30 2.90 
11.25 11.10 
10.00 8.12 
27.50 11.00 
14.62 ' 10.62 
20.3 10.2 
15.1 6.1 
11.11 '9.10 
37.0 24.0 
42.74 2.5 
16.375 10.375 
22.187 8.657 
7.06 8. 
15.36 .65 
10.6 
6.25 
8.50 
19.0 
17.094 
5.75 
10.8 
9.5 
7.1 
10.8 
15.86 
10.17 
32.687 
17.00 
25.812 
23.812 
24.313 
9.469 
19.563 
23.906 
16.563 
15.281 
12.52 
7.46 
20.500 
9.76 
16.00 
9.3 
15.75 
7.00 
6.906 
4.5 
4.1 
6.9 
5.8 
10.2 
7.74 
6.88 
8.969 
9.00 
10.187 
10.500 
10.187 
16.187 
11.500 
12.188 
9.531 
9.969 
12.00 
5.12 
10.688 
9.00 
.5 
" 
,,' 
, 
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TABLE NO. II. 
ABRASION AND IMP AOT TESTEl 
Size of Specimens Per Cent of Wear 
No. County 
I I Screen I Retained Max . . Min. Mean Passed on 
20 Allamakee 
------..:..--- 2~ in. I Hin. 5.4 5.0 5.2 20 Allamakee 
----------
Hin. ~ in. 4.3 4.22 4.26 
7 Appanoose 
----------
2J in. Hin. 4.6 4.5 4.55 
7 Appanoose 
----------
Hin. ~ in. 12.6 13.2 12.9 
87 Black Hawk _________ 2~ in. H in. 6.2 6. 6.1 
87 Black Hawk _________ H in. :t in. 3. 2.4 2.7 
88 Black Hawk _________ . 2~ in. H in. 10.4 10. 10.2 
88 Black Hawk _________ H in. :t in. 8. 6. 7. 
73 Black Hawk _________ 2~ in. U in. 11.4 11. 11.2 
73 Black Haw.k _________ H in. :t in. 4.2 4. 4.1 
74 Black Hawk _________ 2i in. ·H in. 10.4 10. 10.2 
74 Black Hawk _________ H in. :t in. 4.4 4. 4.2 
78 Benton 
--------------
2~ in. Hin. 6.5 6.5 6.5 
78 Benton 
------ - -------
H in. :t in. 2.6 2.5 2.55 
80 Benton 
--------------
2~ in. H in. 6.6 5.6 6.1 
80 Benton 
--------------
H in. :t in. 3.4 3. 3.2 
82 Benton 
--------------
2~ in. Hin. 4. 4. 4. 
82 Benton 
--------------
Hin. ~ in. 6.2 6. 6.1 
83 Benton 
--------------
2~ in. Hin. 8.6 8.2 8.4 
83 Benton 
--------------
Hin. :t in. 5.2 4.6 4.9 
85 Benton 
--------------
2~ in. Hin. 7.4 6.6 7. 
85 Benton Hin. a ' 4. 3. 3.5 ---------- --- - 4 In. 
72 Benton 
--------------
2~ in. Hin. 6.4 6.2 6.3 
72 Benton 
--------------
Hin. t in. 3.8 3.6 3.7 
79 Bremer ______________ 2~ in. Hin. 5.4 5. 5.2 
79 Bremer ____________ ~_ H in. t in. 3. 2.4 2.7 
48 Buchanan 
-----------
2~ in. Hin. 7.0 7.0 7.0 
48 Buchanan 
-----------
Hin. t in. 4.6 4.0 4.3 
89 Butler 
--------------
2~ in. Hin. 5. 4.2 4.6 
89 Butler 
--------------
Hin. t in. 3. 2.6 2.8 
81 Butler 
---------------
2~ in. Hin. 6.2 6. 6.1 
81 Butler 
---------------
Hin. t in. 2.4 2.2 2.3 
75 Oedar 
---------------
2~in. Hin. 17.2 15.6 16.7 
75 Oedar 
--------------- Hin. t in. 9.4 8.4 8.9 
63 Oedar 
--------------- 2~ in. ' Hin. 16.2 16. 16.1 
63 Oedar 
--------------- Hin. t in. 9.8 9.2 9.5 
64 Oedar 
---------------
2~ in. .Hin. 6.4 6.4 6.4 
64 Oedar 
---------------
Hin. t in. 4. 3.4 3.7 
6 Oedar 
---------------
2~ in. Hin. 9.6 9.5 9.55 
6 ,Oedar 
--------------- Hin. t in. 6.2 5.8 6.0 
3 Oedar 
---------------
2~ in. Hin. 
-------- --------
17.5 
3 Oedar 
--------------- Hin. t in. -------- -------- 12.1 
66 Oerro Gordo 
-------- 21 in. Hin. -------- -------- 4.4 66 ---eern)- Gordo 
--------
- -Hin.-- ·- + i-n. - - 2.1 .18 1.14 
92 Ohickasaw ___________ 2~ in. Hin. 10.2 9.8 10. 
92 Ohickasaw ___________ Hin. t in. 4. 3.8 3.9 
41 Olayton 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 8.4 8.2 8.3 
41 Olayton 
-------------
Hin. t in. 6.4 5.6 6.0 
42 Olayton 
-------------
21 in. Hin. 9.5 8.5 9.0 
42 Olayton 
-------------
Hin. t in. 
-------- -------- 4.8 
43 Olayton 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 11.0 9.4 10.2 
Mean 
Coeffi· 
cient (F rench) 
7.70 
9.38 
8.80 
il.12 
0.56 
11.11 
3.92 
5.62 
3.57 
9.75 
3.82 
9.58 
6.16 
15.68 
6.55 
12.5 
10. 
6.55 
4.76 
8.17 
5.71 
11.42 
6.35 
10.8 
7.68 
11.11 
5.71 
9.3 
8.69 
14.28 
6.5 5 
17.39 
2.33 
4.49 
2.4 
4.21 
8 
5 6.2 
10.81 
4.18 
6.67 
2.2 
3.3 
9.0 
34.2 
4. 
10.2 
4.8 
6.6 
8 
1 
9 
5 
2 
4.4 
8.3 
3.9 
• 
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TABLE NO. II-CONTINUED 
Size of Specimens Per Cent of Wear Mean 
Coeffi-No. County I Retained I I cient Screen Max . Min. Mean (French) Passed on 
43 Clayton _______ 010 _____ Hin. tin. 5.0 4.6 4.8 8.3 
24 Clayton 
-------------
2! in. Hin. 5.8 5.5 5.65 7.08 
24 Clayton 
-------------
Hin. tin. 5.0 4.8 4.9 8.17 
76 Olinton 
--------------
2! in. Hin. 13. 11. 12. 3.33 
76 Olinton ______________ Hin. tin. 6. 5. 5.5 7.27 
21 Olin ton ______________ 2!in. Hin. 10.60 8.50 9.55 4.18 
21 Olinton ______________ Hin. t in. 9.10 9.00 9.05 4.42 
62 Clinton ______________ 2! in. Hin. 10. 9.4 9.7 4.12 
62 Olinton ______________ Hin. tin. 17.2 17. 17.1 2.34 
44 Decatur 
-------------
2i in. Hln. 4.8 2.6 3.7 10.8 
44 Decatur 
-------------
Hin. tin. 3.2 2.4 2.8 14.3 
60 Des Moines __________ 2! in. Hin. 8.0 7.0 7.5 5.33 
60 Des Moines __________ Hin. tin. 5.8 5.0 5.4 7.4 
58 Des Moines __________ 2! in. Hin. -------- -------- 12.4 3.22 
58 Des Moines __________ Hin. t in. ------- - -------- 8.4 4.76 
28 Fayette ______________ 2! in. Hin. 6.5 5.8 6.15 6.51 
28 Fayette ______________ Hin. tin. 7.1 6.7 6.!! 5.80 
26 Fayette ______________ 2! in. Hin. 20.1 16.4 18.25 2.195 
26 Fayette ______ :.. _______ Hin. t in. 15.52 14.82 15.17 2.64 
94 Floyd ________________ 2! in. Hin. 8.4 7.8 8.1 4.94 
94 Floyd ________________ Hin. tin. 5.4 3.4 4.4 9.1 
95 Franklin _____________ 2! in. Hin. 12.2 10.6 · 11.4 3.5 
95 Franklin _____________ Hin. tin. 5.6 4.6 5.1 7.34 
77 Franklin _____________ 2! in. Hin. 11.4 10. 10.7 3.73 _ 
77 Franklin _____________ Hin. tin. 5.2 5. 5.1 7.84 
86 Grundy ___________ ___ 2! in. Hin. 10.4 10. 10.2 3.92 
86 Grundy ______________ Hin. t in. 5. 4.6 4.8 8.33 
9 Hardin 
--------------
2~ in. Hin. 
-------- --------
5.1 7.8 
9 Hardin 
--------------
Hin. tin. 
-------- -------- 3.2 12.2 
97 Howard 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 7.8 7.6 7.7 5.19 
97 Howard 
-------------
Hin. tin. 13.4 8. 10.7 3.74 
23 Jackson 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 10.3 10.1 10.2 3.92 
23 Jackson 
-------------
Hin. tin. 7.1 6.8 6.95 5.76 
It Jackson 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 12.5 11.5 12.0 3.33 
11 Jackson 
-------------
Hin. t in. 13.2 13.2 13.2 · 3.04 
2 Jackson 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 
- ------- --------
10:2 3.9 
2 Jackson ---- ... -------- Hin. tin. -------- -------- 6.45 6.2 
93 Johnson 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 8.4 8.2 8.3 4.82 
93 Johnson 
-------------
Hin t in. 
-------- --------
5.0 - 8. 
91 Johnson 
-------------
2tin. H-in. 
-------- --------
4.2 9.76 
91 Johnson 
-------------
Hin. tin. 3.4 -3.- -3.2 12.5 
34 Jones 
----------------
2~ in. Hin. 7.0 6.6 6.8 5.88 
34 Jones 
----------------
Hin. tin. 5.0 4.0 4.5 8.78 
25 Jones 
----------------
2~ in. Hin. 4.2 4.1 4.15 ' 9.64 
25 Jones 
----------------
Hin. tin. 3.5 3.46 3.48 11.50 
22 Jones ________________ . 2~ in. -Hin . 17.62 17.42 - 17.52 2.28 
22 Jones .:. _______________ Hin. tin. 13.2 12:8 13.0 3.08 
10 Jones --------~------- 2~ in. . Hin. 7.0 - 6:6 - 6.8 , 5..88 10 Jones 
----------------
Hin. tin." . 7.2 6.8 7.0 5.71 
8 J one~ ________________ 2~ in. Hin. ' 12.44 - 9.56 10.00 4.00: 
& Jones --________ .: _______ H in. tin. 11.9 -- 11.8 -- 11:85 r '. 3.38 5 Jones 
----------------
2! in. -Hin. 10.72 - -- 10:50 1M1 3.71 
5 ' Jones 
----------------
Hin. tin. 7.16 - ---6:10 ' 6.63 , 6.04 
, 
--
4 Jones _______________ _ 
-. 2t lD. J HlD. -- _. -. _- - 7.9 5.07 
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TaBLE NO. II-CONTINUED 
Size of Specimens Per Cent of Wear I Mean Uoelli-No. County 
I j I I ciem Screen Retained Max. Min. Mean (French) Passed on 
4, Jones 
----------------
H in. ! in. 
-------- --------
6.1 6.56 
61 Lee 
---- --------------
2! in. Hin. 7.4 7.0 7,2 5.5 
61 Le,e 
------------------
Hin. ! in. 4.0 3.8 3,9 10.2 
59 Lee 
------------------
2t in. Uin. 
-------- --------
8.2 4.87 
59 Lee 
------------------
Hin. ! in. 
-------- --------
6,6 6.06 
54 Lee 
------------------
2t in. Hin. 
--- ----- --------
4.0 10.00 
54 Lee 
------------------
Hin. ! in. 
-------- - -------
2.5 '16.00 
55 Lee 
------------------
2t in. H in. 3.2 3.0 3.1 12.1 
55 Lee 
------------------
Hin. ! in. 2.4 2.2 2.1 19.0 
56 Lee 
------------------
2~ in. U in. 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.4 
56 Lee 
------------------
Hin. ! in. 4.8 . 4.4 4.6 8.7 
5'7 Lee 
------------------
2~ in. Hin. 
-------- --------
4.6 8.7 
57 Lee 
------------------
H in. ! in. 
-------- -------- 3.4 11.7 
49. Lee 
--- - --------------
2~ in. H in. 4.8 4.8 4.8 8.23 
49 Lee 
------------------
Hin. ! in. 4.0 3,8 3.9 10.2 
50 Lee 
------------------
2t in. H in. 7.8 7.6 7.7 5.2 
50 Lee 
------------------
Hin. ! in. 5.6 4.8 5.2 7.7 
46 Lee 
------------------
2t in. Hin. 5.0 4.8 4.9 8.01 
46 Lee 
------------------
H in. t in. 4.0 3.2 3.6 11.1 
47 Lee 
------------------
2t in. Hin. 4.8 4.6 4.7 8.5 
47 Lee 
------------ ------
H in. ! in. 3.6 3.4 3.5 11.4 
14 Linn 
- -------- --------
2t in. Hin. 9.44 5.56 7.50 5.34 
14 Linn 
-----------------
H in. t in. 8.42 4.76 6.59 6.07 
12 Linn 
--,--------------- 2~ in. Hin. 4.40 2.64 3.52 11.37 
12 Linn 
-----------------
Hin. ! in. 7.6 7.6 7.6 5.27 
90 Louisa _______________ 2t in. Hin. 7. 6.4 6.7 5.95 
90 Louisa _____ __________ H in. ! in. 3.4 3. 3.2 12.5 
39 Madison 
-------------
21 in. Hin. 4.0 3.6 3.8 10.5 
39 Madison 
-------------
H in. ! ·in. 2.3 2.2 2.25 18.0 
36 . Madison 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 4.8 4.0 4.4 9.1 
37 Madison 
-------------
2t in. Hin. 4.0 3.6 3.8 10.5 
96 Mitchell 
-------------
2~ in. H in. 7.2 6.8 7.0 5.72 
96 Mitchell 
-------------
Hin. . t in. 4.8 4.6 4.7 8.51 
67 Muscatine 
-----------
2~ in. H in. 53. 47.8 50.4 .79 
67 Muscatine 
-----------
H in. ! in. 55. 53.6 54.3 .73 
98 Pocahontas 
---------
2~ in. Hin. 4.4 4.1 4.25 0.975 
98 Pocahontas 
---------
Hin. t in. 2.8 2.6 2.7 1.54 
35 Scott 
----------------
2~ in. Hin. 4.3 4.0 4.15 9.65 
31> . Scott 
----------------
Hin. ! in. 2.9 2.6 2.75 14.52 
19 Scott 
----------------
2~ in. Hin. 3.6 2.9 3.25 12.30 
19 Scott 
-------- - -------
U in. t in. 4.00 3.80 3.90 10.25 
68 Tama 
---------------
2~ in. H in. 5.6 5.4 5.5 7.27 
68 Tama 
---------------
H in. ! in. 2.4 2. 2.2 18.18 
69 Tama __ ___ ___________ 2t in: Hin. 8.4 8. 8.2 4.87 
69 Tama ________________ Hin. ! in. 4. 3. 3.5 11.42 
70 Tama ______ __________ 2~ in. Hin. 15.4 14. 14.7 2.72 
70 Tama ________________ Hin. !in. 10.2 6.4 8.3 4.81 
71 Tama ________________ 2~ in. Hin. 6.6 6. 6.3 6.34 
71 ' Tama ________________ Hin. ! in. 4. 3.6 3.8 10.5 
51 · Van Buren 
----------
2~ in. Hin. 9.0 8.4 8.7 4.6 
51 Van Buren 
----------
Hin. ! in. 3.6 3.0 3.3 12.1 
52 Van Buren 
----------
2~ in. Hin. 5.6 5.4 5.5 7.27 
52 · Va4 Buren 
----------
Hin. ! in. 5.2 5.2 5.2 7.7 
53 : Van ,Buren 
----------
2~ in. Hin. 
-------- - -------
6.0 6.6 
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TABLE NO. II-CONTINUED 
Size of Specimens Per Cent of Wear Mean 
No. County Coeffi· 
r I cient Screen I Retained Max. Min. Mean (French) Passed on ' 
53 Van Buren __________ Hin. tin. -------- -------- 3.6 11.1 
29 Van Buren __________ 2~ in. Hin. 4.2 4.0 4.1 9.98 
29 Van Buren __________ Hin. . t in, 3.36 3.36 3.36 H.80 
30 Van Buren 
----------
2~ in. Hin. 3.4 3.2 3.3 12.12 
30 Van Buren 
----------
Hin t in. 2.9 2.0 2.45 16.32 
31 Van Buren 
----------
2~ in. Hin. 4.60 4.30 4.45 8.99 
31 Van Buren 
----------
Hin. t in. 3.66 3.5 3.58 11.30 
32 Van Buren __ , ___ ___ __ 2~ in. Hin. 7.16 6.76 6.96 5.82 
32 Van Buren __________ Hin. t in. 6.36 5.80 6.08 6.67 
33 Van Buren __________ 2! in. Hin. 3.06 3.36 3.51 11.40 
33 Van Buren __________ Hin. t in. 2.86 2.40 2.63 15.22 
13 Wapello 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 70.18 44.00 57.09 .702 
13 Wapello 
-------------
Uin. i in. 43.66 43.40 43.53 .918 
18 Wapello 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 4.10 3.24 3.67 10.89 
18 Wapello 
-------------
Hin. t in. 3.0 2.80 2.90 13.80 
17 Wapello 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 3.60 3.50 3.55 11.28 
17 Wapello 
-------------
Hin. t in, 3.30 2.40 2.85 14.03 
16 Wapello 
-------------
2! in. Hin. 3.20 2.84 3.02 13.25 
16 Wapello 
-------------
Hin. t in. 2.44 2.00 2.22 18.02 
15 Wapello 
-------------
2~ in. Hin. 4.44 3.3 3.87 10.63 
15 Wapello 
-------------
Hin. t in. 2.5 2.0 2.25 17.78 
45 Winnesbiek __________ 2~ in. Hin. -------- -------- 6.00 6.6 
45 Winnesbiek ____ ' ______ Hin. t in. -------- -------- 3.5 11.4 
40 Winnesbiek __________ ' 2~ in. Hin. 5.6 5.4 5.5 7.45 
40 Winnesbiek __________ Hin. t in. 4.0 4.0 4.0 8.00 
27 ' Winnesbiek __________ 2i in. Hin. 5.45 5.10 5.27 7.58 
27 Winnesbiek __________ Hin. tin. 4.3 3.9 4.1 9.98 
1 Winnesbiek __________ 2i in. Hin. -------- -------- 13. 3.08 
1 Winnesbiek _______ . __ Hin. t in. -------- -------- 8.3 4.81 
38 New Ulm, Minn. _____ 2~ in. Hin. 1.4 1.2 1.3 30.7 
38 New UIm, Minn. _____ Hin. tin. 1.0 0.7 0.85 49.0 
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T .ABLE NO. III. 
CEMENTATION TESTS. 
~~-=========7===========~======~====== 
Cementing Value 
o. 
Town ------,-------,------
Maximum f Minimum J Mean 
~",.--------------.-C-------------_+------" 
County 
20 Allamakee __________ Lansing ____________ 109 65 82 
7 Appanool'le __________ Centerville _________ 75 56 65 
87 Black Hawk ________ Cedar Falls ________ 600 300 450 
88 Black Hawk ________ Laporte City _______ 30 10 20 
73 Black Hawk ________ Waterloo __________ 900 510 754 
74 Black Hawk ________ Waterloo __________ 600 310 470 
78 Benton ______________ Vinton __________ ___ 256 114 185 
80 Benton ______________ Garrison ___________ 552 405 492 
82 Benton ______________ Mt. Auburn ________ 1290 908 1099 
83 Benton ______________ Shellsburg _________ 460 304 362 
85 Benton ______________ Shellsburg _________ 470 200 335 
72 Benton ______________ Vinton _____________ 300 98 182 
79 Bremer ______________ Waverly ____________ 894 402 670 
48 Buchanan ___________ Independence ______ 180 80 130 
89 Butler _______________ Dumont ____________ 90 10 50 
81 Butler _______________ Greene _____________ 514 448 467 
75 Cedar ________________ Lowden · ____________ 103 74 86 
63 Cedar ________________ Cedar Valley _______ 96 25 59 
64 Cedar ________________ Tipton _____________ 325 112 233 
6 Cedar ________________ Tipton _____________ 360 200 295 
3 Cedar ________________ Lowden __ __________ __________ __________ N: G. 
66 Cerro Gordo ________ Mason City ________ * ___________________ _ 
92 Chickasaw __________ Chickasaw _________ 3o.. 12 21 
41 Clayton , _____________ Luana ______________ 162 112 146 
42 Clayton _____________ North McGregor____ 66 50 58 
43 Clayton _____________ Elkader ____________ 400 100 292 
24 Clayton _____________ Guttenberg _________ 198 60 105 
76 'Clinton ______________ Clinton _____________ 430 • 240 . 329 
21 Clinton ______________ Lyons _~-~~---,_--.~-~ 25 . 15 20 
62 Clinton ______________ Charlotte __________ 110 39 67 
44 Decatur ______________ Davis City _________ 125 75 100 
60 Des Moines __________ Cascade ____________ 87 31 65 
58 Des Moines __________ Cascade ____________ 20 11 15 
28 Fayette ______________ Fayette ____________ 220 180 200 
26 Fayette ______________ Clermont __________ 19 8 14 
94 Floyd ________________ Charles City _______ t ___________________ _ 
'95 Franklin _____________ Hampton __________ :j: ___________________ _ 
77 Franklin _____________ Hampton __________ 308 245 273 
'86 Grundy ______________ Conrad _____________ 220 40 130 
9 Hardin ______________ Iowa Falls _________ 200 125 168 
'97 Howard _____________ Cresco ____________ 40 20 30 
23 Jackson _____________ Maquoketa _________ 70 26 43 
11 Jackson _____________ Maquoketa _________ __________ __________ N. G. 
2 Jackson _____________ Monmouth _________ 31 25 28 
93 Johnson _____________ Iowa City __________ 468 300 384 
91 Johnson _____________ Iowa City __________ 230 160 195 
34 Jones ________________ Stone City _________ 140 30 87 
25 . Jones ________________ Stone City _________ 280 91 173 
22 Jones ________________ Olin ________________ 10 f) 7 
10 Jones ________________ Hale _______________ 20 15 17 
8 Jones _____ ,, __________ Stone City _________ 25 12 16 
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TABLE NO. III-CONTINUED 
Oementing Value 
No. County Town 
Maximum j Minimum 
5 
4 
61 
59 
54 
55 
56 
57 
49 
50 
46 
47 
14 
12 
90 
39 
36 
37 
96 
67 
98 
35 
19 
68 
69 
70 
71 
51 
52 
53 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
13 
18 
17 
i6 
15 
45 
40 
27 
1 
38 
Jones 
----------------
Monticello 
---------
112 
Jones 
----------------
Monticello 
---------
18 
Lee 
------------------
Keokuk 
------------
112 
Lee 
------------------
Ft. Madison ________ 237 
Lee 
------------------
Keokuk _____________ 180 
Lee 
------------------
Franklin ____________ 85 
Lee 
------------------
Keokuk _____________ 160 
Lee 
------------------
Keokuk _____________ 245 
Lee 
--------------- ---
Keokuk _____________ 300 
Lee 
------------------
Keokuk. _____________ 75 
Lee 
------------------
Montrose 
----------
325 
Lee 
------------------
Keokuk _____________ 600 
Linn 
----------------
Oedar Rapids 
------
185 
Linn 
----------------
Oedar Rapids 250 
Louisa 
--------------
Morning Sun _______ 225 
Madison 
-------------
Winterset 
----------
100 
Madison 
-------------
Earlham 
-----------
72 
Madison 
-------------
Peru 
---------------
152 
Mitchell 
-------------
bsage 
--------------
274 
Muscatine Fairport * 
----------- -----------
Pocahontas 
---------
Gilmore Oity _______ 375 
Scott 
----------------
Buffalo 
------------
127 
Scott 
----------------
LeOlaire ____________ 160 
Tama 
---------------
Montour 
-----------
285 
Tama 
---------------
Montour 
-----------
425 Tarna ________________ Montour 
-----------
168 
Tama 
---------------
Montour 
-----------
334 
Van Buren 
----------
Keosauqua 
---------
50 Van Buren ___________ Keosauqua 
---------
200 
. Van Buren 
----------
Farmington 
------- 110 
Van Buren 
----------
Farmington 
-------
150 
Van Buren 
----------
Keosauqua 
---------
219 
Van Buren 
----------
Keosauqua 
---------
300 
Van Buren 
----------
Keosauqua 
---------
61 
Van Buren 
----------
Van Buren 
---------
271 
Wapello 
-------------
Oliffland 
---------- ----------Wapello 
-------------
Ottumwa 
----------
Wapello 
-------------
Ottumwa 
----------
Wapello 
-------------
Ottumwa 
----------
Wapello 
-------------
Ottumwa 
----------Winneshiek 
----------
Decorah 
------------Winneshiek · __________ Decorah 
------------
Winneshiek 
----------
Ft. Atkinson _______ 
Winneshiek 
----------
Decorah 
------------
New VIm ____________ Minnesota 
---------
*No record-no detritus left . 
. tWould not make briquets. 
I" 
:t:Briquets crumbled at first blow of hammer; 
290 
134 
125 
42 
187 
250 
286 
18 
100 
" .. _. 
88 
15 
50 
100 
50 
60 
70 
75 
110 
50 
62 
150 
65 
51 
175 
50 
14 
25 
200 
----------325 
26 
80 
124 
236 
54 
70 
20 
50 
50 
30 
42 
69 
30 
20 
----------
70 
25 
63 
15 
100 
125 
87 
18 
50 
I Mean 
98 
16 
79 
162 
102 
72 
118 
155 
205 
59 
147 
350 
112 
123 
200 
59 
40 
73 
237 
----------350 
78 
120 
219 
366 
117 
206 
33 
111 
72 
75 
91 
208 
46 
83 
N.G. 
136 
93 
87 
26 
150 
158 
190 
18 
85 
I· 
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TABLE NO. IV. 
PERCENTAGES OF PEBBLES, SAND AND VOIDS IN . REPRESENTA· 
TIVE IOWA GRAVELS. 
Locality ~ech. Anal. Per Cent Voids Per Cent 
I 
'" 
I I 
'" 
I I 
~ OJ OJ 
" County Town :0 '0 ;.. :::; '0 -:; 0 ,t:J 
" 
.. ,t:J 
" OJ .. (3 OJ .. ~ :<; 
'" 
CL Po< en 
-
15 Allamakee ------- .. Lansing ------------ 38.0 60.8 1.2 35.0 36.0 - ----
65 Benton ________ __ __ . Vinton ------------- 21.0 76.0 3.0 38.0 36.0 -----
66 Benton ____________ Vinton ------------- 42.9 51.8 5.3 43.0 36.0 -----
67 Benton ____________ Vinton ------------- 13.9 74.6 11.5 41.0 .28.0 -----
70 Black Hawk 
------
Cedar Falls 
--------
24.9 72.5 2.6 40.0 36.0 
-----
·56 Boone __________ ___ Frazer ------------- 5.5 81.2 13.3 40.2 38.0 -----
63 Boone _____________ Pilot Mound _______ 31.5 65.1 3.4 25.9 25.2 -----
68 Bremer 
-----------
Waverly 
-----------
45.6 49.7 4.7 40.0 32.0 
-----
36 Buchanan 
---------
Independence 
------
18.4 58.9 22.7 42.0 42.5 
-----
23 .Buena Vista ------ Sioux Rapids ------ 33.6 62.3 4.1 34.0 35.0 -----
78 Buena Vista 
------
Storm Lake 
-------
30.5 58.2 11.3 4.0.0 34.0 
-----
76 Butler 
------------
Dumont 
-------- ---
41.9 51.3 6.8 41.0 32.0 
-----
105 Butler 
------------
Shell Rock 
---------
95.6 4.4 32.0 
-----
61 Calhoun 
----------
Lake City 
----------
46.0 49.3 4.7 34.7 35.0 
-----
116 Cherokee 
----------
Cherokce 
------- - ---
25.8 72.3 1.9 40.6 34.0 
-----
79 Chickasaw 
--------
Ionia 
--------------
32.8 57.9 9.3 42.0 33.0 
125 Clay 
--------------
Spencer 
------------
31.6 60.1 8.3 
-----
35.2 
14 . Clayton 
-----------
McGregor 
----------
99.0 1.0 
-----
36.0 
-----
13 Clayton 
-----------
Elkader 
------------
37.8 60.8 1.4 46.0 39.0 
-----
2 Clinton 
-----------
DeWitt 
------------
56.4 38.6 5.0 42.0 33.0 
120 Clinton 
-----------
DeWitt 
------------
54.9 42.5 2.6 32.9 
48 Clinton 
-----------
DeWitt 
------------
55.9 32.7 11.4 37.0 36.0 
-----
44 Clinton 
-----------
Wheatland 
---------
2.7 94.6 2.7 38.0 39.0 
-----
42 Clinton 
-----------
Clinton 
------------
99.9 .1 38.0 37.5 
-----
41 Clinton 
-----------
Albany 
------------
53.9 45.0 1.1 28.0 27.5 
-----
37 Clinton 
-----------
Clinton 
------------
84.3 15.1 0.6 32.5 32.5 
-----
49 Crawford 
---------
Denison 
------------
37.0 60.4 2.6 33.0 38.0 
-----
12 Decatur ----------~ Leon --------------- 5.8 91.2 3.0 41.0 37.0 -----
11 Decatur 
------- ----
J)elCalb _____________ 4.3 91.7 4.0 38.0 39.0 -----
10 Decatur 
-----------
Leon 
---- -----------
8.6 89.6 1.8 42.0 40.0 
- ----
33 . Delaware 
---------
Manchester _________ 13.4 81.1 5.5 28.0 30.0 
- ----
35 Des Moines 
-------
Flint River Twp. ___ 35.1 62.9 2.0 35.0 36.0 
-----
16 Dubuque 
----------
Dubuque 
-----------
0.7 97.8 1.5 38.0 34.0 
-----
106 Emmet 
-----------
Ar:qJ.strong _________ 91.0 .9.0 
- ---- -----
3 Fayette 
-----------
Clermont __________ 25.8 66.4 7.8 40.0 37.0 
- ----
~ Fayette 
-----------
Clermont ___________ 33.1 56.7 10.2 46.0 42.0 
-----
7 Fayette 
-----------
Clermont ___________ 66.1 26.7 7.2 40.0 36.5 
-----
17 Fayette 
-----------
Clermont 
----------
48.7 50.8 0.5 38.0 36.0 
-----
18 Fayette 
-----------
Clermont ___________ 4.4 95.1 0.5 36.0 34.0 
-----
'34 Fayette 
-----------
Oelwein 
------------
1.4 92.3 6.3 33.5 37.5 
-----
81 Floyd 
-------------
Charles , City 
-------
32.6 60.7 6.7 39.0 28.0 
-----
'73 Floyd 
-------------
Marble Rock 
-------
52.4 45.9 1.7 40.0 35.0 
-----
92 Franklin 
----------
Hampton 
----------
. 40.1 55.4 4.5 45.0 31.0 
-----
84 Franklin 
----------
Sheffield 
-----------
22.3 72.7 5.0 40.0 33.0 
-----
51 . Greene 
------------
Grand Junction _____ 30.9 65.1 4.0 32.5 32.2 
101 Greene 
------------
Grand Junction _____ 24.8 72.0 3.2 
----- - ----
37.0 
102 Greene 
------------
Grand Junction _____ 44.3 46.4 9.3 
----- -----
46.6 
103 Greene 
------------
Grand Junction _____ 30.7 67.1 2.2 
----- ----- 34.0 
o 
Z 
104 
50 
108 
109 
126 
89 
71 
87 
88 
90 
93 
40 
94 
80 
115 
117 
118 
127 
128 
25 
69 
1 
129 
130 
107 
82 
27 
132 
38 
123 
39 
53 
95 
119 
8 
75 
91 
121 
122 
6 
113 
114 
55 
59 
54 
74 
20 
9 
4 
110 
22 
'. 
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TABLE NO. IV-CONTINUED 
Locality Mech. Anal. Per Cent Voids Per Cent 
I '" I I II I '" '" ... County :0 'C 'C '" Town ... -;; .a '" .. '" <11 .. 6 .. :il p.. C1.l C1.l 
, 
Greene ____________ Grand Junction_____ 37.6 59.2 3.2 _____ 32.0 
Greene ____________ Jefferson __________ 17.6 81.0 1.4 34.0 37.0 ____ _ 
Greene ____________ Jefferson __________ 37.5 60.3 2.2 _____ _____ 29.6 
Greene ____________ Jefferson ___ L _____ 41.9 54.8 3.3 _____ _____ 29.1 
Greene ____________ Jefferson __________ 14.5 85.2 0.3 _____ 30.0 
Grundy ___________ Grundy Center ______ 43.9 52.9 3.2 41.0 27.0 ____ _ 
Grundy ___________ Wellsburg __________ 42.1 45.4 12.5 43.0 30.0 ____ _ 
Hamilton _________ Kamrar ____________ 46.6 41.1 12.3 40.0 33.0 ____ _ 
.Hamilton _________ Webster City ______ 59.3 39.2 1.5 40.0 35.0 
Hamilton _________ Webster City ______ 15.0 77.8 7.2 40.0 33.0 ____ _ 
Hardin ___ _________ Ackley _____________ 44.6 50.9 4.5 41.0 34.0 ____ _ 
Hardin ____________ Gifford ____________ 18.5 78.5 3.0 35.0 35.0 ____ _ 
Harrison __________ Pisgah ____________ ~ 28.1 69.4 2.5 36.0 34.0 ____ _ 
Harrison __________ Missouri Valley ____ 48.4 42.1 9.5 37.0 26.0 ____ _ 
Humboldt ________ Humboldt ______ ___ _____ 98.4 1.6 _____ 35.0 ____ _ 
Humboldt ________ Humboldt _________ 27.2 69.8 3.0 _____ _____ 30.7 
Humboldt ________ Humboldt ______ ___ 35.4 61.3 3.3 __________ • 33.5 
Humboldt ________ Humboldt _________ 5.8 92.6 1.6 _____ _____ 33.4 
Humboldt ________ Humboldt _________ 9.2 89.0 1.8 _____ 31.5 
Ida __________ .: _____ Ida Grove __________ 10.1 87.6 2.3 42.0 30.0 ____ _ 
Iowa ______________ South Amana ______ 10.2 86.5 3.3 42.0 37.0 ____ _ 
Jackson ___________ Maquoketa ________ 15.8 82.5 1.7 38.0 35.0 
Jones _____________ Oxford Junction ____ 25.0 13.2 1.8 _____ _____ 30.0 
Jones _____________ Oxford Junction ____ 17.8 79.0 3.2 _____ 32.3 
Kossuth ______ ~ ____ Algona _____________ 31.2 67.0 1.8 34.5 ____ _ 
LYon ______________ Rock Rapids _______ 25.4 65.1 9.5 37.0 31.0 
Lyon _____________ Doon _______________ 23.8 74.3 1.9 38.0 32.0, ____ _ 
Madison ___________ Sec. 19. Monroe Twp. 27.1 61.9 11.0 _________ _ 
Mahaska __________ Eddyville ___________ 23.9 74.7 1.4 34.0 35.0 ____ _ 
Mahaska _________ White City _________ _____ 98.0 2.0 33.0 ____ _ 
Marion ___________ Tracy ______________ 10.8 84.9 4.3 33.0 33.0 ____ _ 
Marshall __________ Clemons ___________ 43.4 53.5 3.1 34.5 33.0 ____ _ 
Marshall __________ St. Anthony ____ :...___ 46.6 53.4 ______________ _ 
Marshall __________ St. Anthony ________ 54.7 42.8 2.5 28.8 
Mills ______________ Pacific Junction____ 11.8 86.5 1.7 ' 34.0 34.0 ____ _ 
Mitchell __________ Osage ______________ 38.1 57.1 4.8 45.0 37.0 ____ _ 
Monona ___________ Mapleton __________ 9.0 85.3 5.7 43.0 30.0 
Monona ___________ Blencoe ____________ 8.3 88.9 2.8 __ ___ _____ 32.0 
Monona ___________ Rodney _____________ 14.8 84.0 1.2 _____ 36.0 
Montgomery Red Oak ___________ 7.5 88.9 3.6 41.0 40.0 
Muscatine _________ Muscatine __________ 34.6 64.4 1.0 _____ _____ 26.8 
Muscatine _________ Muscatine __________ 39.9 58.7 1.4 29.0 
Muscatine _________ Muscatine __________ _____ 94.0 6.0 38.0 .39.0 ____ _ 
Muscatine _________ Nichols ____________ 8.4 84.8 6.8 37.0 35.0 ____ _ 
Muscatine _________ Orono Twp. ________ 24.4 73.8 1.8 36.0 35.5 ____ _ 
O'Brien ___________ Paullina ____________ 33.7 62.6 3.7 41.0 33.0 ____ _ 
Osceola ___________ Sibley _____________ ~ 21.7 70.5 7.8 42.0 29.0 ____ _ 
Page ______________ Clarinda ___________ 4.6 93.5 1.9 44.0 37.0 ____ _ 
Plymouth ________ Le Mars ____________ 8.0 89.7 2.3 38.0 33.0 
Polk ______________ Des Moines ________ 7.4 90.8 1.8 _____ _____ 31.1 
Sac _______________ Early _______________ 19.7 79.0 1.3 39.0 35.0 ____ _ 
42 
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TABLE NO. IV-CONTINUED 
Locality Mech. Anal. Per Oent Voids Per Cent. 
I 
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I I 
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I I 
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County Town :0 . 
"" 
... :0 
"" 
.a 
ci ,0 " os 
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" 
M 
<II ' os 6 <II os il z 
'" 
en 
'" 
en 
52 Scott 
-------------
Davenport 
---------
1'.9 97.5 0.6 38.0 36.0 
-----
62 Story 
-------------
Ames 
--------------
36.6 59.9 3.5 25.8 ' 25.4 
86 Tama 
-------------
Clutier 
-------------
39.8 55.2 5.0 42.0 35.0 
-----
64 Tama 
-------------
Montour 
-----------
23.7 73.0 3.3 40.0 33.0 
-----
32 Van Buren 
-------
Farmington ________ 24.2 73.8 2.0 37.0 36.0 
-----
31 Van Buren ________ Farmington ________ 12.8 86.6 0.6 37.0 . 34.0 -----
29 Wapello 
----------
Ottumwa 
----------
27.6 72.2 0.2 35.0 35.0 
-----
131 Wapello 
----------
Ottumwa 
----------
90.1 9.9 
----- ----- -----
58 Webster 
----------
Badger _____________ 33.0 56.6 10.4 33.0 32.0 
-----
57 Webster 
----------
Fort Dodge 
--------
32.0 64.7 3.3 30.0 28.0 
19 Woodbury 
--------
Correctionville 21.3 75.6 3.1 41.0 36.0 
-----
28 Woodbury 
--------
Correctionville _____ 44.5 54.9 0.6 39.0 3Q.O. 
-----
72 Woodbury 
--------
Correctionville ___ __ 23.7 73.8 2.5 39.0 34.0 
124 Woodbury 
--------
Sioux Oity _________ 30.6 61.4 8.0 
----- - ----
32.1 
43 Worth 
------------
Hanlontown . _______ 42.6 52.3 5.1 35.0 34.2 
-----
47 Worth 
------------
Hanlontown 38.6 57.6 3.8 27.0 26.0 
-----
85 Wright ____________ [)ows _______________ 47.9 48.8 3.3 42.0 32.0 
-----
83 Wright ____________ Dows _______________ 24.7 70.0 5.3 38.0 30.0 
-----
4fi Wright ____________ Eagle Grove 
-------
20.9 76.5 2.6 35.0 33.0 
-----
4" Wl'ill'ht ____________ Belmond 
-----------
35.8 59.1 5.1 36.0 34.0 
-----
TABLE NO. V. 
ANALYSES OF LIMIDSTONES. 
., 
Location , Horizon ~ t 
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Appanoose County-Rathbun ________ o _____ ___ o ______ Des Moines ___________ 9.90 6.40 83.37 
Black Hawk County-Waterloo ______________________ Cedar Valley ________ 1.92 4.20 63.59 
Breiner County- ! 
o Waverly ~ _______ .:. __ __ __________ Devonian ____________ 46034 19.90 18.33 Waverly _______________________ pevonian ____________ 2.25 1.32 88.65 Waverly _______________________ Devonian ____________ 7.74 1.67 86.80 
Section 36-Douglas township- Niagaran ____________ 1.53 0.48 54.32 Quarter Section rlin ___________ Wapsipinicon ________ 0.71 
--------
96.57 
Section 8-Polk township------ Cedar Valley ___ ______ 3.28 2.12 55.23 
Buchanan County- I 
. Independence _________________ ~apsipinicon _________ 8.14 1.20 87.36 
Cedar County- 0 0 I 0 
Cedar county __________________ t>tis ___ ____ ___________ 1.52 0.58 93.61 Rochester _____________________ Lower Davenport ____ 0.86 0.30 96.91 Rochester _________________ ____ Lower Davenport ____ 0.40 0.10 78.75 Rock Creek ____________________ Gower _______________ 0.12 0.26 55.76 Cedar Valley __________________ Gower ________________ 0.40 0.70 56.40 
Lime burning {Lime City _______ Gower ________________ 0.60 1.40 55.30 
rock ________ Cedar Valley ____ Gower ________________ 0.23 0.35 51.27 
-
Composition 
13" ,,~ ., 
°ool=l ... ", 
"0 "O~ 
".0 .c~ 
"0 .. ... 
.,,, "3-;::: 
::a" 00" 
Trace 1 ________ 
30.92 1 ________ 
4.20 0.01 
6.70 
------- -
2.35 0.86 
43.41 
--------
1.80 
--------
39.03 
--------
3.56 
--------
4.20 
--------
1.93 
--------
20.16 
--------
43085 
--------
42.60 
--------
43.00 
--------
48.09 
--------
'" 
" .. 
.,,, 
... . ~ 
"" ~'.~b.o 
0 '" 
::a 0 
--------
--------
3.82 
0.35 
1.08 
0.26 
0.51 
0.39 
0.02 
--------
--------
... -------
--------
--------
--------
--------
----
Authority 
Lundteigen 
C. E. Ellis 
Lundteigen 
Lundteigen 
C. E. Ellis 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
A. O. Anderson 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
> Z 
> ~ 
t;l 
UJ 
o 
I:1;j 
t"' 
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t;l 
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>-,3 
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Cedar Valley __________________ Coggan ______________ 1.20 0.90 58.20 Cedar county _'- ________________ Otis __________________ 0.24 0.34 96.73 Cedar county __________________ Wapsipinicon ________ 18.66 2.00 58.21 
Cerro Gordo County-
~ason City ____________________ Cedar Valley _________ 0.72 0.91 94.22 · 
~ason City _____ ~ ------------~- Cedar Valley _________ 0.63 0.71 97.48 
Clarke County-
Carpenter Quarry. Osceola _____ Missouri _____________ 8.64 1.54 88.92 
Carpenter Quarry. Osceola ___ -'_ Missouri _____________ 8.90 1.20 89.30 
Carpenter Quarry. Osceola _____ Missouri ____________ , 13.72 1.26 82.50 
Des ~oines County-BurliDgton ___ ___ ~ _____________ Osage __________ .: _____ 5.18 0.87 93.11 
Dubuque County-Cascade _______________________ ,.. Niagaran ____________ 11.34 0,81 48.53 
Eagle Point-Lime burning rock Galena _____________ .:_ 2.15 0.82 54.84 
Eagle Pofnt-Nonlime burninJr rock ________________________ ,.. Galena _______________ 8.63 0.85 51.52 
Spechts Ferry-General sample Platteville ___________ 5.00 2.07 89.64 Spechts Ferry ________________ - Platteville ___________ 8.98 2.58 73.65 Spechts Ferry _________________ Platteville ___________ 7.28 1.27 83.77 Spechts Ferry _______________ -,_ Platteville ___________ 2.25 1.32 88.64 Spechts Ferry _________________ Platteville ___________ 7.50 6.17 79.50 
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39.50 --------
2.94 --------
21.00 --------
1.32 0.98 
0.99 --------
0.62 
--------
0.06 --------
2.05 
--------
0.84 
--------
37.34 
--------
41.79 --------
39.52 --------
1.72 0.85 
12.18 
--------
5.42 0.39 
6.80 
- - ------
3.97 1.48 
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------- -
0.28 
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--------
0.26 
0.02 
0.04 
--------
--------
- -------
--------
0.15 
Aulbor;ty 
N. Knight 
N. Knight 
N. Knight . 
L. G. ~ichael 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
Geo. Steiger 
L. G. ~ichael 
L. G. ~ichael 
Lundteigen 
Lundteigen 
Lundteigen 
Lundteigen 
L. G. ~ichael 
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Dubuque County-Con. Spechts Ferry _________________ Platteville ___________ 7.94 12.05 73.38 3.52 1.69 0.10 L. G. Michael Spechts Ferry _________________ Platteville ___________ 10.71 6.69 78.67 0.28 1.51 0.15 L. G. Michael Spechts Ferry _________________ Platteville ___________ 11.24 6.31 78.51 0.24 1.58 0.10 L. G. Michael Spechts Ferry _________________ Platteville _________ __ 5.74 6.69 83.56 0.25 1.77 0.10 L. G. Michael 
Near Zollicoffer lake, north of Dubuque _____________________ Platteville ___________ 8.28 4.67 80.14 2.37 2.60 0.13 L. G. Michael 
Near Zollicoffer lake, north of Dubuque _____________________ Platteville ___________ 8.02 5.78 77.93 4.43 0.22 0.16 L. G. Michael 
Near Zollicoffer lake, north of Dubuque _____________________ Platteville ___________ 6.79 4.61 78.24 5.12 1.74 0.04 L. G. Michael 
Near Zollicoffer lake, north of ~ Dubuque _____________________ Platteville' _________ ~_ 3.85 6.03 84.16 1.93 0.64 1.71 L. G. Michael Near Zollicoffer lake, north of > Dubuque _____________________ Platteville ________ .: __ 4.54 2.54 86.33 3.54 0.22 0.08 L. G. Michael t' 
Near Zollicoffer lake, north of ~ Dubuque _____________________ Platteville _________ 0 __ 3.26 0.83 90.20 2.65 1.64 0.06 L. G. Michael Ul t"l 
Ul 
Fayette County- 0 Clermont ____________ ~ _________ Maquoketa __________ 11.95 2.80 84.80 0.45 
-------- --------
L. G. Michael I%j 
Wilkes Williams' quarry, six t' 
-miles south of Postville _____ Hopkinton ______ -' ____ 8.65 0.66 58.13 32.18 -------- -------- A. O. Anderson ...... 
Wilkes Williams' quarry, six ~ 
miles south of Postville _____ Hopkinton ___________ 8.50 5.37 41.16 45.18 A. 0 ; Anderson t"l 
------- - -------- Ul 
Wilkes Willil:ims' quarry, six - 0-,3 
miles south of Postville _____ Hopkinton ___________ 9.00 3.00 52.12 36.05 
-------- --------
A. O. Ander son 0 
Wilkes Williams' quarry, six Z t"l 
miles south of Postville _____ Hopkinton ___________ 10.64 1.06 50.03 38.50 
-------- --------
A. O. Anderson Ul 
Wilkes Williams' quarry, six 
miles south of Postville _____ Hopkinton ___________ 9.52 3.10 52.14 35.72 
-------- --------
A. O. Anderson Auburn ________________________ Hopkinton ___________ 0.68 0.50 98.52 -------- -------- -------- L. G. Michael 
Hamilton County-Webster City __________________ Saint Louis __________ 1 1.60 1 0.80 1 92:85 1 5.31 1 ________ 1 ___ ..... __ -1 A. O. Anderson 
Humboldt County-
Humboldt ---------------------IKinderhook __________ 1 0.50 1 1.12 1 97.20 1 2.00 I-------t-------I A. O. Anderson Near Gilmore __________________ Saint Louis __________________________ 99.62 ________________________ J. B. Weems 
"" Humboldt ____________________ . Saint Louis __________ 0.91 1.21 97.98 _______________________ ~ Murray 
"" f-' 
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Hopkinton ___________ 0.58 0.36 30.88 Hopkinton ___________ 0.51 0.47 30.56 
Cedar Valley ________ 3.08 1.97 89.79 
Gower. Anamosa _____ 0.97 0.42 57.19 
Gower. Anamosa _____ 2.00 1.20 . 56.00 
Gower. Anamosa _____ 4.46 1.70 56.08 
Gower. Anamosa _____ 0.20 0.72 56.57 
Gower. Anamosa _____ 1.20 0.50 58.86 
· Gower. Anamosa _____ 1.88 1.02 51.64 
· Gower. AnamQsa _____ 0.96 0.72 63.56 
· Gower. Anamosa _____ 0.78 0.54 52.12 
· Gower. Anamosa _____ 1.13 1.50 58.21 
· Gower, Anamosa _____ 1.97 0.89 ·55.68 
· Gower, Anamosa _____ 2.05 0-.37 54.64 
· Gower, Anamosa _____ 1.70 0.60 55.70 
· Gower, Anamosa _____ 1.90 1.43 56.60 
· Gower. Anamosa _____ 2.00 0.40 '55.18 
g HO .60 1?0 .2  !lUI? 97.0 
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--------
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--------
4.66 0.06 
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- -------
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--------
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--------
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----- - --
39.58 
--------
44.76. 
--------
34.76 
--------
46.98 
--------
38.60 
--------
41.53 
--------
43.35 
--------
41.74 
--------
39.97 
--------
41.70 
--------
OR? 0.32 
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Authority 
C. E. Ellis 
C. E. Ellis 
Geo. Steiger 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
A. O. Anderson 
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Madison County-Earlham ___ . __ _________________ Bethany _____________ 7.85 1.00 91.15 . 0.61 
-------- --------
L. G. Michael J>eru ___________________________ Bethany _____________ 17.16 2.64 72.76 2.86 0.95 0.30 L. G. Michael Earlham _______________________ Missouri _______ -" _____ 10.92 2.37 84.87 1.58 
-------- --------
Geo. Steiger Winterset _____________________ Missouri _____________ 12.63 1.18 84.34 2.19 0.02 A. O. Anderson 
Mahaska County-Oskaloosa _____________________ Saint Louis __________ 4.01 0.59 95.30 -------- -------- -------- Murray 
Marion County-
'I'racy __________________________ Saint Louis _______ __ _ 1.57 0.66 94.60 6.66 
------ -- --------
Murray J>ella ______________________ ____ Saint Louis __________ 4.92 3.39 84.39 -------- -------- -------- Lundteigen ~ Marshall County- > Oolite. Quarry .:. _______________ Kinderhook ______ ____ 0.77 0.18 98.30 0.59 0.16 G. E. J>atrick t"' 
Blue limestone. Quarry ________ Kinderhook __________ 0.96 0.41 97.95 0.38 0.30 G. E. J>atrick ~ Ul Iowa caen stone. Quarry _______ Kinderhook __________ 1.24 0.50 90.28 7.77 0.21 G. E. J>atrick t<J 
Stratified limestone. Quarry __ Kinderhook __________ 1.22 0.50 90.04 8.08 0.16 G. E. J>atrick Ul 
0 
Mitchell County- I:g Osage __________________________ Cedar Valley _________ 0.78 0.12 98.01 0.15 
-------- --------
A. O. Anderson t"' Osage __ ~ __ ._: ___________________ Cedar Valley _________ 0.12 0.12 98.01 0.15 0.35 A. B. Hoen I-( Osl'tgn ______ ____ ________________ Cedar Valley _________ 2.21 3.82 90.17 1.03 2.63 A. O. Anderson is: t<J 
Ul 
Montgomery County- '"'l Stennett __________ ____________ Missouri _____________ 7.97 1.26 89.44 1.92 A. O. Anderson 0 
- ------- -------- Z 
t<J 
Scott County- Ul Bettendorf __________________ __ Wapsipinicon _____ ___ . 4.46 0.70 79.60 15.40 
-------- --------
C. E. Ellis 
LeClaire Stone Co., Bettendorf Wapsipinicon 2.36 2.20 94.57 0.81 
-------- - - ------
C. E. Ellis 
LeClaire Stone Co., Bettendorf Wapsipinicon ________ 0.54 0.14 98.49 0.72 
-------- --------
C. E. Ellis Bettendorf ____________________ Wapsipinicon 1.04 0.28 90.00 8.36 
-------- -------- C. E. Ellis Bettendorf ____________________ Wapsipinicon _____ ___ 8.48 0.72 89.25 1.42 
-------- -- ------ C. E. Ellis Bettendorf _____ -' ______________ Wapsipinicon ________ 26.40 9.25 44.82 10.84 8.82 C. E. Ellis Bettendorf ____________________ WapsipinicQn 16.08 3.26 49.72 29.06 1.86 C. E. Ellis Bettendorf ____________________ Wapsipinicon ________ 5.98 0.30 90.91 2.77 - - -_._--- -------- C. E. Ellis Bettendorf ____ .:. _______________ Wapsipinicon ________ 1.32 0.38 76.23 22.21 
-------- --------
C. E. Ellis Bettendorf __ __ ______________ __ Wapsipinicon _____ ___ 1.10 0.34 80.95 17.68 
-------- - ------- C. E. Ellis CO> Bettendorf ____________________ Wapsipinicon ____ ____ 1.20 1.08 97.32 0.76 C. E. Ellis CO> -------- -------- ... 
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Scott County-Con. 
Gower, Allamosa _____ LeClaire Stone Co., LeClaire __ . 4.76 1.22 58.72 
LeClaire Stone Co., LeClaire __ Gower, Anamosa _____ 7.44 1.37 51.55 
LeClaire Stone Co., LeClaire __ Gower, Anamosa _____ 5.60 1.40 53.96 
LeClaire Stone Co., LeClaire __ Gower, Anamosa _____ 7.08 · 1.24 53.17 
Sioux County-IIawarden _~ ___________________ Cretaceous ___________ 21.92 6.68 64.30 
Taylor County-
Fred Andrews, Bedford ________ Missouri _____________ 1.80 3.20 93.56 Fred Andrews, Bedford ________ Missouri _____________ 1.48 0.48 97.42 
Fred Andrews, Bedford ________ Missouri _____________ 1.20 0.70 96.96 
Van Buren County-
West of Farmington __________ Saint Louis __________ 10.14 0.90 88.73 
Chequest creek, Keosauqua _____ Saint Louis __________ 3.12 1.38 94.81 
Upper twenty feet of limestone 
east of Bentonsport _______ .:._ Saint Louis __________ 5.28 0.52 93.34 
-
Wapello County-Ottumwa __ ~ ___________________ , Saint Louis __________ 6.83 2.66 88.43 
Winneshiek County-Decorah _______________________ Galena _______________ 14.53 6.49 72.89 Decorah _______________________ Galena ' _______________ 3.86 2.54 91.19 Decorah _______________________ Galena _______________ 6.87 1.00 88.97 
--
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TABLE 
DETAILED MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF SANDS AND GRAVELS SHOW 
AND KAME 
THE TABLE GIVES AMOUNTS IN· PER CENTS RETAINED ON SIEVES RANGING FROM THE 
ARE ARRANGED ALPHABE 
No.;I ___ c_ou_n_t_y_--''-___ T_o_w_n __ '';-'_i~_~; jil in. I 1 in. I lin., Hn·llin. 
15 Allamakee _____ Lansing ____________ -___ ______ ______ . 6.44 4.37 12.69 
65 Benton ~ _______ Vinton ______________ ---- ------ ------ ------ _ 3.75 9.50 
66 Benton ________ Vinton ______________ ---- 1.94 ----__ 6.25 9.94 10.92 
67 ~enton ________ Vinton -------------- ---- ------ ------ ------ 0.75 4.37 70 Black Hawk____ Cedar Falls _________ -________ ..: ______ ______ 4.50 8.25 
56 Boone _______ ~_ Frazer - _______ ------ -'--- ------ ------ -_____ . _____ 2.56 
63 Boone _________ Pilot Mound _______ ____ 1.87 ______ 1.87 2.00 11.75 
68 Bremer ________ Waverly -----------_ ---_ -_____ ______ ______ .4.75 16.11 
36 Buchanan _____ Independence ------- ---- ------ ------ ------ 6.81 5.75 
23 Buena Vista ___ Sioux .Rapids ------- ---- ------ ------ ------ 11.25 8.81 
78 Buena Vista ___ Storm Lake -------- ---- ------ -_____ 4.12 7.25 9.44 
76 Butler _________ Dumont ____________ 9.95 2.10 ___ ___ 7.06 6.00 8.75 
105 Butler _________ Shell Rock ---------- ---- ------ ------ ----- -- ---- _____ _ 
61 Calhoun _______ Lake City -------____ ____ 3.75 ______ 4.50 5.00 14.63 
116 Cherokee ______ Cherokee ----------- ---- ------ ------ ---___ 5.90 . 7.40 
79 Chickasaw ___ __ Ionia --------------- ---- 3.06 ______ 2.50 4.00 9.38 
125 Clay ___________ Langdon ----------- ---- -_____ 5.99 ______ 12.08 13.56 
14 Clayton ~ ______ McGregor ---------- ---- ------ ------ -________________ _ 
13 Clayton _______ Elkader --___________ ____ 14.88 ___ ___ 7.25 2.38. 6.06 
2 Clinton ________ DeWitt ------------- ---- 20.13 ______ 12.69 3.25 8.00 
48 Clinton ________ DeWitt ---------____ -_________ --____ 3.13 5.31 16.00 
120 Clinton ________ DeWitt -----.:------- --___ "- ________________ 31.70 12.60 
44 Clinton __ :.. _____ Wheatland -------__ -___ ___________ ______ ______ 1.18 
42 Clinton ________ Clinton ------------- ---- ------ ______ ______ ______ ____ _ 
37 Clinton ________ Clinton -----------__ --__ 4.32 ______ 18.37 10.25 26.12 
411 Clinton -------- Albany ---------'----- ---- 2.80 ------ 13.10 7.40 17.10 
49 Crawford _____ Denison -----------_ ____ 2.25 ______ 0.75 3.19 11.63 
12 Decatur _______ Leon --------------- --__ ______ ______ ______ ______ 2.44 
11 Decatur _______ DeKalb _______________________________ ~___ 1.25 1.37 
10 Decatur :.. ______ Leon _______________ ____ ______ ______ ____ __ 3.25 1.56 
33 Delaware ______ Manchester ________ ____ ______ ______ ______ 2.12 4.44 
35 Des Moines ____ Sec. 19. Flint River__ ____ 6.25 ______ 10.25 3.87 7.50 
16 Dubuque ______ Dubuque ---------___ --__ ______ ___ ___ ______ ______ 0.38 
106 Emmet ________ Armstrong _____________ __________ ~ __________ ~ _____ __ _ 
3 Fayette _______ Clermont -------____ ____ ----r- ______ 5.87 1.44 5.88 
5 Fayette _______ Clermont ___________ ____ 16.75 ______ 3.75 1.94 6.00 
7 Fayette _______ Clermont ___________ ____ 8.69 ______ 15.06 8.37 18.63 
17 Fayette _____ ~_ Clermont _______________ 11.44 ______ 7.38 5.25 9.38 
18 Fayette . _______ Clermont __________ • ____ ______ ______ ____ __ 0.38 1.19 
34 Fayette _______ Oelwein _____________________________________________ _ 
81 Floyd _________ Charles City _______ ____ 9.64 ________ 0.00 2.13 3.56 
73 Floyd _________ Marble Rock _______ ____ 3.69 ______ 4.00 3.56 19.25 
92 Franklin ______ Hampton _________________ .___ ______ 9.25 7.37 11.93 
84 Franklin ______ Sheffield ___________ ____ ______ ______ 4.12 2.50 7.05 
51 Greene ________ Grand Junction_____ ____ ______ ______ 1.38 3.19 11.37 
101 Greene ________ Grand Junction _____________ -- ______ ______ ______ 10.13 
102 Greene ____ . ____ Grand Junction_____ ____ __ ____ ______ ______ ______ 26.60 
103 Greene ________ Grand Junction_____ ____ ______ ______ ______ ______ 18.13 
104 Greene ________ Grand Junction_____ ____ ______ ____ __ ______ ______ 23.13 
I"'-------__ ----~-~- __ _ 
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NO. VI. 
ING THE REMARKABLE VARIATIONS IN PIT RUN OF TERRACE, RIVER 
MATER'IALS. 
TWO AND ONE-HAJ,F INCH DOWN TO ONE-SIXTIETH INCH MESH. THE ANALYSES 
TIOALLY BY CoUNTIES. 
~. I " I " 11. . I...!. ' I " 11.' I" I s In. ,o In. ,. In. -.,,In .• oln. 40 In. -. 0 In. ooln. Remarks 
14.50 5.75 10.44 7.12 18.75 14.25 ------ 2.69 
7.75 3.00 26.76 9.75 14.62 20.75 
------
16.90 
13.89 5.75 7.19 6.82 8.34 15.81 ------ 9.37 
8.75 4.50 9.00 6.56 13.26 27.30 ------ 10.05 
12.20 6.68 9.87 8.12 12.69 22.40 ------ 10.05 
3.00 1.25 3.19 4.63 10.94 33.94 ------ 19.50 
14.00 5.50 6.25 8.50 11.62 15.25 ------ 8.12 
24.79 6.87 8.12 5.44 7.50 13.26 ------ 7.68 
5.81 1.00 5.56 3.25 16.00 38.25 ------ 6.43 H mile E. of town. 
13.50 7.31 15.37 7.69 20.31 8.12 ------ 2.75 From J. K. Salverson. 
9.68 3.81 4.81 . 6.00 9.44 26.28 ------ 10.25 
8.00 4.00 6.56 6.00 7.25 8.12 ------ 3.60 
------
17.50 
------
18.60 21.30 33.30 ------ 4 miles S. E. of town. 
18.12 8.12 12.63 8.38 8.63 9.13 ------ 2.75 NW. NE. 7-86-33. 
12.50 11.20 
------ 21.90 17.50 0.70 12.50 ------ Cherokee S.& G. Co. 
13.89 7.19 14.44 8.81 14.62 11.00 ------ 3.75 
------ ------
25.08 
------
14.78 7.99 - ----- ------ Sent by County Engineer. 
------ ------ ------ 0.19 . 4.63 40.25 29.56 St. Peter sandstone. 
7.25 · 3,75 6.13 4.06 10.06 22.25 ------ 9.13 . Terrace gravel. 
12.38 7.38 15.50 6.56 5.13 2.69 ------ 1.06 Esker gravel, city pit. 
31.50 7.06 17.00 5.25 4.12 3.00 
------
2.06 Esker gravel, city .pit. 
10.60 
------
13.20 
------
16.30 ------ ------ 12.90 From A. R. Boudinot. 
1.50. 1.43 0.81 10.81 28.75 29.40 
------
11.75 Wapsipinicon river sand,. 
------
0.10 0.05 1.60 11.10 58.90 ------ 19.10 Mississippi river sand. 
25.25 6.06 5.94 2.50 0.12 0.12 
------
0.12 From Smith & Oakes. 
13.50 3.25 3.60 9.70 12.00 11.25 
------
3.60 
.19.25 9.75 18.56 11.25 14.31 5.50 ------ 1.50 From Mills & Son. 
3.37 1.88 3.81 3.75 8,37 34.69 
------
25.63 
1.69 ! 1.06 4.06 4.13 23.69 32.87 ------ 20.12 Pit of Geo~ South. 
3.81 2.00 5.38 5.06 13.19 36.56 
------
18.00 
6.87 2.25 5.87 5.00 10.88 14.75 ------ 11.06 
7.25 3.25 4.25 11.87 13.56 24.25 
------
4.13 From Dunn farm. 
0.38 0.31 1.44 6.69 25.13 45.19 ------ 9.19 Mississippi river terrace. 
-----.~ 51.20 ------ 31.40 9.70 3.70 1.40 ------
12.63 8.25 27.44 13.38 15.00 4.06 ------ 1.63 Buchanan gravel. 
4.69 2.31 5.63 4.81 10.12 24.63 ------ 10.12 Buch. pit of W. Williams. 
15.37 5.19 9.44 4.75 6.38 3.75 ------ 1.25 Used on streets. 
15.25 7.19 12.81 7.81 12,13 7.81 ------ 1.56 Stahl's pit. 
2.81 2.56 9.31 10.88 35.25 32.56 ------ 3.38 Finishing sand, Stahl's. 
1.44 0.62 1.87 2.50 8.25 34.32 ------ 29.18 From Ira Hanson. 
17.26 6.87 9.14 9.50 14.00 15.25 ------ 6.18 
21.86 9.00 14.60 6.00 7.75 5.63 ------ 2.00 
11.57 4.00 5.94 
-
8.00 6.50 16.00 ------ 7.50 
8.66 4.62 8.12 8.00 19.00 21.75 ------ 7.31 
15.00 7.31 12.50 12.00 13.06 11.25 ------ 5.88 
14.66 
------
25.20 
------
24.66 ------ ------ 18.93 1 [C. & N. W. pit. Note 
17.66 
------
19.66 
------
22.00 ------ ------ 10.13 L the wide variation 
12.60 
------
16.60 
------
21.33 ------ ------ 23.60 Jl in samples from 
14.53 
------
23.33 
------
20.83 ------ ------ 13.00 L the same place. 
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TABLE NO, VI-,-
N~ .. r County 'I'" Town /;; 1·Ii-in·1 ~i~. / iin."/.tin·I.i-in. 
~+-~--~--~~~--~~--~~~--:----T----
I " 50 Greene ________ Jefferson ________________________________ ~ 3.00 5'.75 
108 Greene: ________ .Teef-fet-son -.:. .:.-_-.:. _-_______ ,. ____ ~_=.:. __ ==_.:. _:"'_.:.·==7.30 10.50 
109 Greene . ________ Jeffers9n,_ ~.:---+-----·- ____ ______ ______ ______ ' 8.50 ~5.00 
126 Greene _____ .:__ JeffersqI1 . ~:: ~ -j _'': ___________ :.. _____ ~. __ .:. ________ ~___ 5.20 
89- ertlntly ·=_~_= ·Grundy -Gen-t1h----.- _M~~ · 1.6.69 _____ 4.25 .1.50. 1.00 
. 71 Grun~y -------- Wellsbu~~ r-t~:--+ -''-::- 1~,~5 -:..-: -; -~ l' p~3~ ,. 5.~5 ~7.:P7 87 HamIlton _____ Kamrat , ""' __ , ______ ____ -: ~2.50 __ =,:,~._ 5.06 7..44 0.25 
88 Ham!lton webstef:OjrY I ~~'----- ---- -.- ' --- - ~:.. --- ; fi.75 ~0'.56 ,~.36 
90 HamIlton Webster _<?n;Y I ~ _' _____ ---- -----'- -----" ---'--- -r~--"" '1.00 
40 Hardin -------- Gifford " --'~ - T=-:' ----- ---- -----..: - :" -=--'- ------ ~.70 3,75 93 Hardin _~______ Ackley : __ ~ _l~ __ -_ .,, _ _____________ ..: __ .:. __ '- 10.31 17.38 !1.2.00 
94 Harrison ______ Pisgah L·-"!.":-~f:,------ ____ 6.44 ____ ..:_ ' 2.50 1.50 6.75 
80 Harrison ______ Missouri,:yalley _____ -______ :. __ _____ .- ~0.81 : 9.13 12.50 . 
115 Humbol<j.t. _.____ H.lJIUbo1<J't j __ L :. _________ ~----.., ___ ,_-' ___ :.. _____ :,,_. __ .. _____ . 
L17 Huml;>,Ordt : - -; -:. H\"miboldt .--f-------' ---.:. T---- 6.80 ___ ~_:.. I 3.80 6.70 
118 Humboldt ----.: 'Hutnboldt '--r------- ---7 ~----- • 2.60 -- ~-- ..: : 15.1Q 10.30 127 Humboldt _____ Humboldt, ______________ .1 ____ . ______ '- _~:..___ ______ 1.30 
128 HumOQldt ----,. Humboldt "--f------- --.:.- ~----- -----:------- -----;- 2.50 25 Ida __ :._________ Ida G'rpve .- =t------- __ , __ .:_____ ___ ___ ______ .1.81 2.50 
69 Iow!t . ~--------~ South' ~an~C------ __ .:. __ ____ , ___ . ___ . ______ _ ____ 2.81 
1 Jackson __ :. __ .:. __ MaqUOKeta . _~ _________ :. ____ ..:~ ___ '-_~ _____ .__ 2.25 , 4.12 
12~ J ones-_.---------: Ox~oI:dl JUDC lon _ ~ ____________ :.."..:__ ______ ______ I 9.00 
13(') Jones' __ ~ ____ .:.,._ Oxford ;runc ion ~~.., __ . _________ ' ____ ..: ____________ ' 6.00 
107 Kossuth _______ Algona, : ___ .: _______ J~ ___ ~ ____ ..: ______ :.. __ _' ___ 5.90· 8.50 
82 LYp~ . ,..':'T----~;- . Rock ~apids : ... ---- ~ - ~-< ... -_---- -,":--.- ; 1.75 4.0Q : ~.88 , 27 Lyon .!.. • .::.._~ __ ~. ___ -Doon _______ '- _____ 1. __ :. __ , ______ L_ ___ 3.81 3.88 6.31 . 
132 Madis'on '_______ Monroe TWp. _____ ~ - ' __ ~ ___ -' _____ ~=_':.. ______ ______ 1(j ~31 ; 
38 l'1~h~ska ------ EddYville ---r-----+: ---- ------ ------ ---.:-- 4,87 7.06 12S M.;ih.a.ska ______ Whitc pity _ ~ ____ .:..!_, ____________ __ ~..: __ "' ____________ ~_'_ 
39 Manon ________ Tracy _______ .: ______________ _'..: __ .:. _,c_ ' 1.80 . 1.00 -3.00 · 
53 Marshall __ .: ___ Clemons, ---_~ _____ +:---- _______ ____ ~ . 3 .. 50 : 7.31 ' 15.50 
95 Marshall ______ St. Antliony .!.:,, __ ,:,_. _____________ _ ~___ 7.94 8A2 12.72 
119 Marshall _.:. ____ St. Anthony .:.-:.--=.. __ ._' _ ________________ . ____________ 34.80 . 
8 M~lls ___________ PacifiC, juncti~n "-,,'->---- ------ ------ -- 7--~ : P5 3.00 
75 MItchell _______ Osage __ ____ 1-:: ____ ·__ ____ 9.13 ______ 5.94 2.63 I 8.25 
91 Monona ------- Maplet~n ---k:·'O.':.':.-..:;- '---- ------ ------ __ ~,, _L --~--~ I· S.12 
121 Monona _______ Blencoe ----r~~·~ -·--- ---- - ___________________ ~___ I 8~30 
122 ¥onon'~ _______ 'Rodney, =- __________ ~- _______________ -' _____ :. _____ ~ : 6:70 
6 'Montgomery __ Red 0ljtk ____ ~------ ___ ,:. L____ ______ ______ 0.88 1.50 
113 Musca~ine _____ M).lscatine __________ ' __ ~ _______ ~ ______ ____ -" 14.00' ·9.40 
114 Muscatine _"- ___ Muscatine ________ L ~ ___ ~ __ "' _____ .!__ _____ _ 7.36 14.75 
55 Muscatine _____ . Muscatine . _____________ .:. -' ____ . __________ ______________ _ 
59 Muscatine .:____ Nichols _______________ =- ________ . ____ :. __ .____ ______ 2.94 
54 Mjlscatine ____ ~ ~et .. 20-21, Orono Tp. ____ L ____ ___ ..:__ . 3.8'7,' 5.19 6.25 
74 O'Brien ________ Paullina ________ . ______ =- ..! ________ .:. _____ ~__ '4.00 10.95 
2~ ~f:i:~t~====== ~i~~~~f~;~=~===·~=== ~==~ ;===:='  ===~=~ =====:= ====== --~If 110 Polk __________ Des Mqines ______ -' _________ ,:, _. __ ,:, ___ , __ ._____ '1.10 6:30 
22 Sac ____________ Early ____ -; __ :. _____ ..:_ "- __ :' _________ ,~_. __ .____ 4.25 '5.88 
21 Sac . ______ ~---__ Sac. C)W _ L ___ -____ '- _ _ ..: _____ ~_. ___________ .__ 9.25 10.25 
52 'Scott ___ '_':'_"___ Davenp,ort "- _______ ~ ____ _''- _____ :.. _: __ -_________ _ w____ . 0'.69· 
62 Stoff ________ :.. ·Ajnes ~.- --------_" _ _',, ____10.00· __ ':"_~= '3.38 -2.87 '8.8'1.~ 
86 T ., .", ~ ". ('II t · · , , '. !- - - 3"50 . .. . r am,,; . ;-.-~------ "" u I.er 1 _____________ _ ---- • _= __ ~.. 7 .. 00 5.31 10:.44 
64 Tama · ________ .:. M-ontbur· '-.:.; ____ -_ ..:_~ ; ,:,_.~,: ~_,",",,"",. _,,,==_,= ____ .:.. ___ ._.~_._ ·3.44. 
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l' __ /" 1" l' .' 11.' / J!.' 1" 1" I Ifm. -"om. Tsm. ~om. rom. fo.m·1 rom. 'ifOm. Remarks 
, 
8.81 . ,5.69 9.00 10.31 15.31 27.50· ----- - 9.25 Raccoon river sand. 
19.7f)· 
------
'20.40 
------
19;70 
----- -
18.10 
------
W. end 'Coon ·river bridge. 
18.40 
------
15.10 
------
14.10 ------ 17.60 ------ E. end 'Doon river bridge. ~.30 9.80 
------
23.80 15.80 13.30 11.10 ------ Pit of .A. S. Tanner. I , 
1'4.50 · 6.56- 7.69 6.06 6.55 14.68 ------ 6.94 I ... 
1.87 4.13 7.56 8.33 12.38 12.50 ------ 7.37 
.11.30' 5.31 6.75 7.37 8.87 9.75 ------ 4.87 " • 21'.61 8.25 11.38 · 6.44 4.94 4.44 2.13 ., .. ----- -
11.00 7.50 15.75 9.36 12.00 23.12 ------ 6.13 
8'10' 4.00 5.30 11.10 23.60 25.25 ------ 5..40 . From R. A .. F.uller Qo: l-.{sg 4.75 12.00 6.56 9.00 11.25 ------ 4.50 -
10.91 . 6.68 11.8!j 11.50 20':30' ,15.70. ------ 3.50 .. 
16.00 11.34 15.57 10.25 S.8:Jl . 3.44 1.50 . J:" 22.70 20.50 19.50 ! 18.40 11.30 From C. D. Walter. 
--rio ------3.70 
------ 19.70 26.00 , 9.60 3.80 ------ From County Engineer. 
17.40 5.60 ' . 17.30 11.70 '12.40 6.90 4.50 · From County Engineer. 
4.50 . 4.1)0 
------
14.70 22.50 ;24.30 15.40 ------ Hum. Cem. Prod. Co. 
6.70 7.30 
------
33.20 26.70 10.00 4.90 ------ Hum. Cem. Prod. Co. 
5.18 3.31 7.13 6.00 13.50 30.44 ------ 9.94 Ida Grove Concrete Co. 
7.36 4.52 9.50 10,43 22.00 25.68 - - ---- 7.31 
9.44 4.50 10.38 9.19 29.25 19.87 ------ 4.48 
16.00 9.50 
------
14.70 13.50 20.80 10.50 ------ } From G. Ahlff & Sons 
11.80 8.10 
------
13.30 1480 25.50 11.20 ------ Grand Mound. 
16.79 
------
21.49 
------
26.10 ------ 15.32 ------ G. J. Ferguson pit. 
10.81 4.87 .8.00 9.56 17.44 21.93 ------ 9.63 
9.75 4.69 8.94 6.25 15.94 28.19 ------ 6.38 Miller & Montgomery. 
16.69 7.59 27.75 16.48 8.91 3.86 2.60 Washed sand. 
11.95 6.68 11.38 16.75 15.25 16.56 ------ 5.19 
------
20.00 
------
13.00 ·14.10 17.10 14.8D ------ From H . R. Baker. 
5.00 3.00 4.30 8.80 16.85 33.60 ------ 10.35 
17.13 6.94 9.87 8.75 9.31 10.25 ------ 4.56 From O. L. Lundon. 
, 17.57 6.55 9.92 6.72 6.72 12.95 ------ 3.44 
19.90 
------
18.00 
------
1320 ------ 9.30 ------ Sent by Co. Board. 
7.00 5.00 14.44 10.63 16.31 26.25 ------ 6.25 
12.20 4.75 7.19 9.25 13.65 16.45 ------ 7.06 
5.88 5.13 16.56 16.39 20.00 24.21 ------ 4.43 
------
31.80 
------
23.00 15.00 11.60 5.50 ------ Sent by L. 1. Hicks. 
8.12 10.33 
------
19.40 16.58 17.38 11.95 ------
5.13 4.88 18.00 9.00 31.38 22.31 4.81 '. ------
11.20 7.00 
------ 21.00 24.00 ------ 12.00 ------ Mississippi river sand. 
17.80 
------
21.89 
------
25.19 ------ 11.11 ------ Mississippi river sand. 
------
0.44 0.31 3.06 13.63 55.31 ------ 16.50 
5.44 4.50 8.00 12.62 26.62 31.69 - - ---- 6.44 Ry. bridge in 16, Lake. 
9.13 5.50 10.94 9.44 16.75 22.06 ------ 4.56 
18.75 10.95 8.50 7.88 11.25 16.70 ------ 7.75 
21.69 11.25 19.63 10.00 14.00 14.00 
------
2.69 Sibley Cement Co. 
2.81 1.75 4.81 4.63 13.06 32.00 
------
26.25 
7.68 3.81 8.06 7.00 25.56 29.75 
------
8.56 Kramer pit. 
------
13.50 
------
12.30 18.30 
------
37.10 
------
9.63 5.06 11.50 9.13 19.19 24.75 
------
4.56 Early Con. & St one Co. 
14.50 6.69 12.44 9.19 15.19 14.87 
------
3.44 From E. W. Robbins. 
1.25 1.00 2.95 3.00 15.56 48.37 
- - ----
16.00 Mississippi r iver sand. 
11.50' 5.00 7.13 6.50 9.12 17.50 
------
6.00 College pit. -
13.57 5.94 15.50 9.32 9.80 6.75 
- -----
4.31 
20.26 13.75 5.37 5.32 13.50 8.38 
------
1.31 
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TABLE NO. VI-
NO.! County I Town I ~ !1i in.!1 in.! f in./ tin. ) i in. 
32 Van Buren ____ Farmington ________ ____________________________ 15.56 
31 Van Buren ____ Farmington ________ ____ ______ ______ ______ ______ 4.81 
29 Wapello _______ Ottumwa __________ ____ ______ ______ ______ ______ 9.88 
131 Wapello _______ Ottumwa ________________________________ 81.30 5.90 
57. Webster _______ Ft. Dodge __________ ____ ______ ______ 2.12 2.81 11.69 
58 Webster _______ Badger _____________ ____ ______ ______ 1.19 1.50 7.63 
19 WoodbufY _____ Oorrectionville _____ ____ ______ ______ ______ 6.63 5.94 
28 Woodbury _____ Oorrectionville _____ ____ ______ ______ ______ 5.31 16.75 
72 Woodbury _____ Correctionville ____________________ - 3.80 4.63 7.44 
124 Woodbury _____ Sioux Oity _________ ____ ______ ______ ______ 0.84 9.00 
43 Worth _________ Hanlontown ________ ____ ______ ______ 9.06 6.69 13.25 
47 Worth _________ Hanlontown ____________ . 9.00 ______ 6.94 5.56 ' 8.44 
85 Wright ________ Dows _______________ 7.75 0.00 ______ 11.70 3.50 10.88 
83 Wright ________ Dows _______________ ____ ______ ______ 8.68 3.63 5.63 
46 Wright _______ !.. Eagle Grove ________ ____ ______ ______ ______ ______ 6.19 
45 . Wright ________ Belmond ____________ ____ 4.25 ______ 3.63 5.25 9.38 
• 
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l' j...L · I.l· 11'11 ' [1 ' 11,)1, I 11" In. loIn. 1 ,, In. 10 In. 1fO In. .0 In. N In. .Gln. Remarks 
8.69 4.63 9.19 9.50 28.50 17.75 ------ 2.81 
8.00 8.50 23.25 13.50 27.94 9.13 ------ 2.31 Des Moines river sand. 
17.75 10.75 20.50 11.50 19.00 6.69 ------ 2.50 Des Moines river sand. 
2.90 0.65 0.80 0.30 2.10 3.48 1.52 0.55 From G. L. Bissell. 
15.38 6.63 9.81 10.25 11.25 14.72 ------ 7.19 
22.69 10.62 17.50 9.38 10.25 7.81 ------ 2.69 Center of 10, Deer Creek. 
8.75 4.87 11.25 10.56 31.88 13.12 ------ 3.63 Gilleas pit. 
22.44 8.25 12.31 5.81 8.00 7.81 ------ 5.69 Jno. Fleming·pit. 
7.80 3.88 6.19 7.31 11.85 22.61 ------ 10.54 
13.20 6.60 11.90 3.80 10.10 10.00 7.70 8.10 From Co. Engineer. 
13.62 5.25 0.12 18.87 9.12 12.62 ------ 5.00 Sec. 28, Danville. 
8.63 5.13 3.50 12.12 11.12 ·14.56 - ---- - 6.75 Sec. 29, Danville Twp. 
14.13 6.75 8.00 9.68 9.32 11.25 
------
6.31 
6,74 3.50 5.55 7.75 12.56 30.18 ------ 6.62 
14.75 8.00 11.81 15.00 14.00 16.50 ------ 7.17 Boone river sand. 
13.31 6.00 8.12 14.00 13.50 12.75 ------ 3.62 
.... ~ 
Owner 
TABLE NO. VII. 
, 
COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY OF IOWA STONE PR6buQERS. -, 
*Indicates those producing crushed stone.! 
I Location of Office I Location of Quarry ! 
--l 
-, 
,1: 
~~ 
.. "..;:. ';.; 
G~o\ogicai - : I ~ 
~ori-zon - , _ ' 
'1- .. .: .... 
: ~ ' -kind of:Stohe , 
Allamakee County- I I t -A. V. Fetter _________________________ 9uin~y, Ill. _________ ~ans~ng ________ ,j'oneota . -~------- -;~DOIOin!te 
C. F, Nagle--------------- ----------- Lansmg ____________ Lansmg ____ _____ Oneota -- _______ D010llnte 
* Albert Simons -------------------- Waukon ----------_ Waukon ----~_:,~-~ ~~!!,ttEly.iHe ---'-i-'- Limestone, 
,;-: -I ; ; ' : 
Appanoose County-
*Wm, B. Swan ______________________ Plano - _____________ Plano --------~- _;I I?e~ · Moines -;- ____ Limestone 
I , ') ' ' _, " B~nton County- i L: ! . _' "';:;. , 
w, O. Rambo ________________________ 1shellsburg --~------ Shellsburg ~ --;n-C~d~r :Ya,lley ~~~~ - Llm~~tone: 
Black Hawk County- ' . ,- -~I -- - , .~ 
. Jens Nielsen __ _____________________ ICedar Falls _________ Cedar Falls ! _~~ __ Cedar Valley ____ Limestone ·, 
(1807 Washington) : ~ o -- f .. ~:~::-. r; -;'.' '_, --:'---::-_ 
*E. J. Buchan ________________________ Laporte City ______ Laporte Cit~ i .: Dedar:Va-I1ey-~-~ - LimestUhQ 
*BartIett & McFarlaile ______________ Waterloo __________ Waterloo _~= -edar Vaney ____ Limestone · 
(1165 E. 4th) : S~ _:. ,: '::.:~'-'. -'.:, .,,-, ----; 
*Waterloo Dredging Co. _____________ Waterloo __________ Waterloo _~ __ ~~ bedat:v.aliey _ :~ _ Liriresto'ne' 
, , 
Buchanan County- 1 . _ _ '. _; , 
A. B. Kieffer ------------____________ Hazelton __ ________ Hazelton _ ~ __ ~_ , __ Hopkinton ___ ~ __ Dolomite ' 
Cedar County- ,_ _ 
*Cedar Valley Stone Co. _____________ Cedar Rapids ______ Cedar Valley _~L An'a:mosa ______ ,. Dolomite ' 
Cerro Gordo County- i _, .', - : ' ; -_ 
*Henry Kuppinger -------------_____ Mason City ________ Mason City I __ ;:~~ Cedar-VaHey __ ~_ Ljmestorie and dolomite 
Quimby Stone & Fuel Co.---_______ IMason City ________ Mason City i ___ ~~ Cedar Vaney ___ ~ Limcstone and dolomite 
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Clayton County-
Uaniel Ivory ___ ,--------------------- Elkader ____________ Elkader ________ Platteville ______ Limestone 
J. A. Hempeler ______________________ Garnavillo _________ Garnavillo ______ Galena _________ Limestone 
~ .. E. W. & H. D. KregeL ______________ Garnavillo _________ Garnavillo ______ Galena _________ Limestone 
Matthias Burr _____ ~---------~----- Guttenberg ________ Guttenberg _____ Platteville ______ Limestone 
A. C. Boyle ________________________ :... McGregor _________ McGregor _______ Platteville ______ Limestone 
*Cbas. M. Brooks ____________________ McGregor _________ McGregor _______ Platteville ______ Limestone 
Decatur County-
, *D.avis City Stone Crusber Co· ______ IDavis City _________ 1 Davis City _____ JMissouri ________ ILimestone 
Delaware County-
Jas. A. Jobnson ________ ._~--'-------- Hopkinton _________ Hopkinton ______ !HoPkinton ------IDolomite 
~cGlade Bros. _____________________ Hopkinton _________ Hopkinton ______ Hopkinton ______ Dolomite 
Des Moines County-
A. V. Fetter ________________________ Quincy. Ill. ________ Burlington _____ Osage ----______ Limestone 
Albert Kircbner ___________________ Fountain City. Wis. Burlington _____ Osage __________ Limestone 
*Geo. J. Koestner ____________________ Burlington ___ ~ _____ Burlington _____ Osage __________ Limestone 
. Albert Bitscbe ______________________ Middletown ________ Middletown ____ Osage __________ Limestone 
Dubuque Connty-
*Jobn Becker ------------------------ Djlbuque ___________ Dubuque ________ Galena _______ :... __ Dolomite 
*Byrne & S'auL ______________________ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque _____ ___ fl-alena __________ Dolomite 
,*Eagle Point Lime Works ____________ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ________ Galena __________ Dolomite 
*O'Farrell Contracting Co; ___________ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ________ Galena __________ Dolomite 
E. P. Sawyer ________________________ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ________ Galena __________ Dolomite 
Anthony Siege --------------------- Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ________ Galena __________ Dolomite 
Tbos. Welsh ---------------------___ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ________ Galena __________ Dolomite 
*B. N. Arquitt & Sons _______________ Farley _____________ Farley __________ Hopkinton ______ Dolomite 
*Tibey Bros. - __ :...~ ___ ~ _______________ Dubuque ___________ Julian ________ .:._ Galena __________ Dolomite 
Fayette County- . 
Wilkes Williams --------~----:_ ----- Postvill~ __________ !postville . ________ !HOPki?-ton ------ID?IOmite J. W. Bopp ________ '-_________________ West Umon ________ West Umon ____ Devoman _______ LImestone 
Floyd CJounty-
Geo. W. Kubnl~---------------------)Charles City _______ JCbarles City ____ ICedar Valley ____ ILimestone 
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-Hardin County-
TABLE NO. yn-cONTINUED 
I Location of Office Location of Quarry Geological Horizon Kind of Stone 
*Bryant-JvtcLaughlin Asph'lt Pay. Co. IWaterloo ----------IIowa Falls ______ IKinderhook ___ ~_ILimestone and dolomite 
*Ellsworth Stone Co. _______________ ~ Iowa Falls ________ Iowa Falls ______ Kinderhook _~ ___ Limestone and dolomite 
Harrison County~ 
_ C. F. Peckenpaugh & Sons-------___ ILogan ____________ -'Logan _________ JMissouri _______ -ILimestone 
Henry County-
*Victor McGuire ___________________ -IMt. Pleasant ______ -'Mt. Pleasant __ JSaint Louis _____ ILimestone 
Howard County- . 
*Cresco Stone & Concrete Co. _______ Cresco -------------IICresco ______ ~ __ _'Wapsipinicon ___ IDolomitic limestone 
Johnson County-
*Wesley J. Lorence ___________________ ~olon ______________ Solon ___________ IAnamosa _______ IDolomite 
Jones County-
State Reformatory (Charles C. Me-: 
Cloughry, Warden) _______________ Anamosa __________ Anamosa _______ Anamosa ------- Dolomite 
A. M. Henry _______________________ Anamosa __________ Anamosa _______ Anamosa ------- Dolomite 
Albert Osborne ____________________ Rale _______________ Hale ____________ Anamosa _______ Dolomite 
·~H. Dearborn & Sons ________________ Stone City _______ ____ Stone City _____ Anamosa ------- Dolomite 
*F. Erickson Co. _____________________ Stone City _________ Stone City _____ Anamosa _______ Dolomite ' 
*J. A. Green & Sons _________________ Stone City _________ Stone City ___ : _ Anamosa "------- Dolomite 
*John Ronen ___ ~ ____________________ Stone City _________ Stone City _____ Anamosa _______ Dolomite 
Keokuk County- _ I -
Frank Manion ______________________ ,Sigourney ---------ISigourney ------ ISaint Louis -----ILimestone 
*Russell B. Royce _________ ___________ ,Sigourney _________ .Sigourney ______ Saint Louis _____ Limestone 
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Lee County- . 
*McManus & Tucker _________________ Keokuk ____________ Ballinger _______ Osage ___________ Limestone 
*Cameron & McManus __________ ~---- Keokuk ____________ Keokuk _________ Osage ___________ Limestone 
A. V. Fetter _________________________ Quincy, Ill. ________ Keokuk _________ Osage __________ ..: Limestone 
Harrison & Dietz ___________________ Keokuk ____________ Keokuk _________ Osage ___________ Limestone 
*Keokuk Ry. & Construction Co. _____ Keokuk ____________ Keokuk _________ Osage ___________ Limestone 
Mississippi River Power Co. ________ Keokuk ____________ Keokuk _________ Osage ___________ Limestone 
C. F. Nagle __ .:. ______________________ Lansing ____________ Keokuk _________ josage ___________ Limestone 
*Burlington Quarry Co. ______________ Keokuk ____________ Montrose _______ Osage ___________ Limestone 
Augl~st Beach ______________________ West Point ________ WestPoint _____ Saint Louis _____ Limestone 
Linn County-
*C. & N. W. Railway ________________ Chicago, Ill. ________ Cedar Rapids ___ Wapsipinicon ___ Limestone 
*Dolese . Bro!'i. Co. ____________________ Chicago, Ill. ________ Cedar Rapids ___ Wapsipinicon ___ Limestone 
(128 N. La Sallel . 
*Ellis Park Stone Co. _______________ Cedar Rapids ______ Cedar Rapids ___ Wapsipinicon ___ Limestone 
*J. E. Colton _______________________ ;-_ Mt. Vernon ________ Mt. Vernon _____ Anamosa _______ Dolomite 
Louisa County-
W. C. Bry.anL _______________________ ,'Morning Sun ------IMorning Sun ---/osage ___________ ILimestone 
*Chas. B. Wilson _____________________ Morning Sun ______ Morning Sun ___ Osage ___________ Limestone 
Madison County-
*Earlham Land Co. _________________ Des Moines ________ Earlham ________ Missouri ________ Limestone 
*Peru Stone & Cement Co. __________ East Peru __________ East Peru - _____ Missouri ________ Limestone 
*W. A. Hartman ____________________ Winterset __________ Winterset _______ Missouri ________ Limestone 
*Southern Iowa Stone Co. ____________ Winterset . __________ Winterset _______ Missouri ________ Limestone 
Mahaska County- -
H. E. Whitlatch ______________________ IBeacon ____________ IGivin ___________ ISaint Louis ___ -'Limestone 
Marshall County-
*Dolese Bros. CO. ____________________ /Chicago, Ill. -------- ILeGrand ----____ IKinderhook -----ILimestone 
*C. & N. W. Railway _________________ Chicago, Ill. ________ LeGrand ________ Kinderhook _____ Limestone 
Mitchell County-
Iowa Sugar Co .. ______ ______ ~ ________ IWaVerly -----------Iosage -----------JCedar Valley ---ILimest.one A. E. Parmelee ______________________ Osage _____ .:. ________ Osage ___________ Cedar Valley ___ DolomIte 
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TABLE NO. VII-CONTINUED 
Owner 
/
. Location of Office I . Location of 
.' Quarl:Y Geolo~ical I Horizon . Kind of Stone 
Pocahontas Oounty-
*Ft. Dodge Portland Oement Oorp. __ Fort Dodge ________ Gilmore City ___ ISaint Louis _____ ILimestone 
Scott Oounty-
*Boland Stone Oo. _________________ ~_ Bettendorf _____ __ __ Bettendorf _____ Wapsipinicon ___ Limestone 
*Bettendorf Stone 00. _______________ Davenport _________ Bettendorf ----- Wapsipinicon ___ Limestone 
G. W. RandalL ____ __________________ Big Rock __________ Big . Rock _______ Gower __________ Limestone 
*Dolese Bros. 00. ____________________ Ohicago, TIl. _______ Buffalo _________ Wapsipinicon ___ Argillaceous Limestone 
*Linwopd Quarries .00. ___ : ___________ Davenport _________ Buffalo _________ Wapsipinicon ___ Argillaceous Limestone 
-LeClai-re Stone 00. __________________ Davenport _________ (LeOlaire _______ Anamosa _______ Dolomite 
. lBettendorf ' ____ Wapsipinicon ___ Limestone 
'lama County- . . P. O. Smith _________________________ Montour ______ ~ ____ Montour ________ Kinderhook _____ Oolitic limestone 
Van Buren Oounty- . 
*Hinkle Estate ___ ___________ ~~ ______ Selma _____________ Selma __________ Saint Louis ____ Limestone ' 
Wapello Oounty- . -
. Eddyville Stone 00. _________________ Eddyville __________ Eddyville _______ Saint Louis' ---- ILimestone 
*Ohas. Chilton __ ______________ __ _____ Ottumwa ______ ____ Ottumwa _______ Saint Louis ' ____ Limestone 
Winneshiek Oounty- . I ' . John A; Vold ______________ ~ ________ Decorah ___________ Decorah ' ________ Galena-Plat'ville Limestone ~aurice Halloran _________________ -_ Decorah ' ___________ Decorah ________ Galena _________ J Limestone 
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Owner 
Black Hawk County-
TAB,LE VIII. 
DIRECTORY OF IOWA SAND AND GRAVEL PRODUCERS. 
Location of Office Location of Pit Character of Deposit Products 
---------------------1-·-----
~artlett & McFarlane_______________ Waterloo __________ Waterloo _____________ River ________ ~ __ Sand 
Geo. W. Pett ______________ __ .:._______ Waterloo __________ Waterloo _____________ River ___ ________ Sand 
J. E. Seqgwick __________________ ~____ Waterloo __________ Waterloo _____________ River ___________ Sand . 
Cement Products Co. ____ ,____________ Waterloo __________ Waterloo _____________ River ___________ Sand 
Waterloo Dredging Co. ___________ ' ___ Waterloo __________ Waterloo _____________ River ____ . _______ Sand 
Waterloo Granite Block Co.________ Waterloo __________ Waterloo _____________ River ___ _____ ___ Sand 
P. M. Smith _______ :. ______ .:__________ Cedar Falls _________ Cedar Falls ___________ Terrace _________ Sand and' gravel 
Cedar Falls Sand & Materials CQ.__ Cedar Falls _________ Cedar Falls ___________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Boone County-
M. & St. L. Railway_: ______________ Minneapolis, Minn._ Pilot Mound __________ Kame ___________ ,Gravel 
Ft. D., D. M. & So. Rallway_________ Boone ______________ Frazer ________________ Terrace __ _____ : _ Sand and gravel 
Frazer Cement Products Co.________ Frazer _____________ Frazer __ ' ______________ River ______ ~ ____ Sand and gravel 
Bremer County-
A. L. Woodruff_______________________ Waverly _________ ~_ Waverly ______________ Terrace ________ ._ Gravel 
A. McClellan (operator) _____________ Waverly _________ ~ _ Waverly ______________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
J. H. RusselL _______________ --------- Waverly _________ ~_ Waverly ______________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
Eureka Cement Tile Co._____________ Janesville __________ Janesville _____________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
Bremer County ----'-----------,------ Waverly ________ ~ __ Plainfield _____________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Buena Vista County-:- , " I I ' c. & N. W. Railway _________________ Chicago, TIl. _______ Sioux Rapids _________ Terrace ' _________ Grave] 
Butler County-
C. G. w,. Rail'Yay -------------------- Chicago: Ill. _______ Clarksv!Ue ------------I'rerrace ---------ISand and gravel Clarksvllle Bnck Mfg. Co. ______ ~___ Clarksvllle _________ Clarksvllle , ____________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
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TABLE NO. VIII~CONTINUED 
Owner Location of Office Location of Pit · Character of Deposit Products 
Butler County-Con. P. H. Green __________________________ I Greene :.. ___________ Greene ________________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
J. W. Butler _________________________ 1 Greene :.. __ ~ ________ Greene ________________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
Illinois Central Ry. _________ -:_______ Chicago, · TIl. _______ Sec. 23, Washington ___ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
T. H. Ahrens ________________________ Dumont ___________ Dumont ____ -' _________ Upland _________ Sand and gravel 
Carroll County-
Lanesboro 'Cement Tile Co. _________ I Lanesboro ---------..:.ILanesboro ___________ -ITerrace ________ -ISand a.nd gravel 
Cerro Gordo County-
Mason Oity Sand 00. ________________ 1 Mason City---______ IMason City ___________ ITerrace --------- ISand and gravel 
Mason City Cement Products Co. ____ Mason City _________ Mason City ________ ___ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Cherokee County-
Fred Fuhrman .. --------------------- Cherokee ---------__ Cherokee ______________ Terrace ' --------- ISand 
M. J , Gilleas & Co.__________________ Cherokee ___________ Cherokee ______________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Cherokee Construction Co.__________ Cherokee ___________ Cherokee _____________ .: Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Cherokee Sand & Gravel Co.________ Cherokee ___________ Cherokee ______________ Terrace --.:------ISand-and gravel 
TIlinois Central Ry._______ ___________ Cherokee ___________ Cherokee ______________ Terrace _______ __ Gravel 
Clay County-
F. W. Fais: ___________ = ________ : _____ 1 Spencer ----:.-------lsPencer ____ ~ --"'----- --ITerrace --------- ISand ·and gravel W. T. Harl'ls __ .. ________________ -' _____ Spencer ____________ Spencer _______________ Terrace -________ Sand and gravel 
, 
Clayton County~ . 
C., M. & St. P , Railway _____________ 1 Chicago, m. -------IGuttenberg ----------- ITerrace --------- jGraVel Clayton White Sand Co.____________ Clayton ______ :.. _____ Clayton _______________ St. Peter sand· . 
stone __________ Sand 
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Olin ton .CQunty-:- . City of DeWitt ______________________ De Witt ___________ De Witt _______________ Kame __________ Sand and gravel 
Scott County --------------_________ Davenport _________ DeWitt _______________ Kame _____ ~ ____ Sand and gravel 
W. H. Mackridge ____________________ De Witt ___________ De Witt _______________ Kame __________ Gravel 
C. & N. W. Railway __________________ Chicago, Ill. _______ Almont and Clinton ___ Terrace _________ Gravel 
Clinton Sand & GraveICo. __________ Clinton ____________ Clinton _______________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Geo. A. Schneider ___________________ Galena, Ill. _________ Clinton _______________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
John Sampson ______________________ Grand Mound ______ Grand Mound _________ Kame __________ Gravel . 
Dallas County- . 
C., M. & St. P. Railway _____________ Chicago, Ill. _______ Madrid ________________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
C., M. & St. P. Railway _____________ Chicago, Ill. _______ Bouton _______________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
City of Van Meter _________________ VanMeter _________ Van Meter ____________ River ________ . __ Sand and gravel 
City of Booneville ___________________ Booneville _________ Booneville ____________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Delaware' County-
C. G. W. Railway------_______________ IChicago, Ill. _______ !Dyersville ___________ -'Terrace ________ -IGravel 
Des Moines County-
Kelly Sand & Fuel Co.~ _______ :" ______ [Burlington 
Zippe & Fletcher Co. ___ :. ____________ Burlington urlington ------------I-----'-------------Isand and gravel Burlington _________________ :: ___ ~ ________ Sand and gravel 
- Dickinson County-C., M. & St. P. Railway ______________ !Chicago, Ill. ilford ___________ .. ___ ITerrace _________ IGravel 
Dubuque County-Frank Beutin ____________________ .:. ___ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ______________ Terrace __ .: ______ Sand and gravel 
Dubuque Sand & Gravel Co. _________ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ______________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Illinois Central Ry. _________________ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ______________ Terrace ~ ________ Gravel 
F. A. Burns __________________________ Dubuque ___________ Dubuque ______________ River ___________ Sand 
Emmet County-
C., R. I. & P. Railway _______________ jChiCago, Ill. -------IGraettinger -----------ITerraCt3 ---------IGraVel . 
M. & S~. L. Ra,ilway ________________ ~ Minnea~olis, Minn._ Esthervjlle ____________ Terrace _--: _______ Sand and gravel 
EsthervIlle Cement Prod. Co. ________ EsthervIlle ________ EsthervIlle ____________ Terrace ______ --: __ Sand and gravel 
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TABLE NO. VITI-CONTINUED 
. Owner Location of Office I Location of Pit ·'Character of Deposit Products 
Fay~tte County-C., R. I. & P., Railway ______ '_________ Chicago, m. _______ Clermont ____ ~ ________ Terrace _________ Sand 
C. Miller & Son______________________ Clermont __________ Clermont _____________ 'l'errace '-----____ Sand 
Ira' Hanson __ .:_______________________ Oelwein ____________ Oelwein _______________ 'l'errace ----_____ Sand 
Martin Stoll Estate_________________ Clermont __________ Clermont _____________ 'l'erracl! ------___ . Gravel 
Floyd Oounty- . . . . Terr I . 
C., R. 1. '& P . Railway _______________ 1 ChICago, m. -------- IMarble Rock ----------1 ace --------- IGraVel 
Mrs. Eliza Barnes____________________ Charles City _______ Charles City __________ 'l'errace --------- Sand and gravel 
Alfreq Laun, ____________ '_____________ Floyd ______________ Floyd ____ ___ __________ Terrace --------- Sand and gravel 
Franklin County-:-Sheffield Cement Prod. Co. __________ I Sheffield ___________ ISheffield ______________ ITerrace --------- ISand and gravel 
Greene ' County- . _ 
C. & N. w.,Railway __________________ 1 Chicago, m. -------- IGrand Junction _______ /Terrace --------- IGraVel A. S. Tanner _________________________ Jefferson ___________ Jefferson ___ .: _________ Sand bar _______ Sand and gravel 
0;, M. & St. P. Railway ______________ Jefferson ___________ Jefferson _____________ Terrace _________ Gravel ' 
Grundy County- , . Gr!mdy Center Brick:& :jle Co. _____ 1 Grundy Center _____ IGrundy Center ________ ITerrace -------__ ISaIid and gravel 
Hancock County-
C., R. 1. & P. Railway_______________ Chicago, m . . _______ Forest City ___________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
Amsterdam Tile Works _____________ Goodell ____ ::- _______ Amsterdam ___________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Hardin County-C. '& N. W. Railway __________________ Chicago, m. · _______ Gifford ________________ Terrace _____ . ____ Gravel 
M. & St. L. Railw:ay ___________ .:_____ Minneapolis, Minn._ Gifford ______ ~ _________ Terrace ____ , ____ Gravel 
Gifford Sand & Gravel Co.__________ Gifford .:. ___________ Gifford ________________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Fred Berning~a~sen ________________ Eldora _____________ Eldora _______ ~ ________ Terrace _:.. ___ ____ Gravel 
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NmTlson County-
J~ . .R. I{jox ____________________________ Missouri Valley ____ Missouri Valley _______ Aftonian _______ ISand and gravel 
Henry Oounty- , . 
' n~, '.B: & Q. 'Railway _-~~ __ ::_. __ -~::.: ::.:::..-~_ Chicago, III. ' __ : __ :..": Co?pock ,. ______ ~~:'_~_~'_ Terrace __ ~,_:. .::..~:: ISandand gravel 
Howard bounty-Howard County _____________________ Cresco _____________ Sec. 11, Afton __________ 1 Upland ________ -1Gravel 
Humboldt ,County""",,", . 
W. C. Hayes---------------________ Humboldt ___ . __ -,- ___ Hum.i?oldt ____________ ITerraee __ .. ____ ISand and gra.vel 
Ida, County-
Robert Hall W. E. Rathburn, Jr. _________________ _ 
Concrete Stone Co. _________________ _ 
Ida Grove ----------IIda Grove --------;----I------------------IGraVel Ida Grove _____ _____ Ida Grove ____________ ---------------___ Sand 
Ida Grove _________ J Ida Grove ____________ ----------_: _____ .: Gravel 
Jackson County--
Sabula Sand & Gravel Co.__________ .Sabula _____________ Sabula ________________ River ' ___________ ISand and gravel 
Johnson , County-:- _ ' . . ' , 
:aills Sand & Gravel Co.--------_____ Hills ______________ Hills , _________________ River -----------ISand ·andgravel 
,Horrabin Sand & Materials. Co. ____ ~ Iowa City __ ~ _____ ..: Iowa Cit.y. __________ __ River ___________ Sand and gtavel 
·~eo. E: Mathews_.:. ________ .. ____ .____ .River . Junction ____ River. Junction _______ River _~--------.: Gravel ' 
'Kossuth County-
C. & N. W. Railway _________________ Chicago, III. -------IIrvington' -------------ITerrace . _________ jGraVel C. J. Lenander_______________________ Bancroft __________ Bancroft ____________ -i Terrace _________ Gravel 
'Northwestern 'Drain ' & eonstruc: Co. Bancroft ' -:'--:'-'-0: -:' Bancroft __ ~ ________ :.. Terrace _________ Gravel 
" 
. Lee County--
Ft. Madison Sand & Gravel Co. _____ Ft. Madison --------IFt.--Mad!SOn -:.:-: -----IRjver __ ~-- :.. --'--,-ISand and gravel ' Joseph Jaeger -----__________________ Montrose __________ Ft. Madlson __________ RIver _________ ~_ Sand 
J. H. Einspanjer_:.___________________ Ft. Madison ____ :.. ___ Ft. Madison __________ River ___________ Sand 
Linn County--
Kings Crown Plaster cO. ____________ 1 Cedar Rap.ids -----.-ICedar Rapids ---------IRiver ___________ [Sand 
Larimer & Shaffer___________________ Cedar Rapids ______ Cedar Rapids ______ ___ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Standard Construction Co. _________ .: Cedar Rapids ______ Cedar Rapids _________ River _____ . _. ___ Sand 
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TABLE NO. VIII-CONTINUED 
Owner Location of Office Location of 'Pit Character of I· Products ' 
Deposit ' 
Linn County- Con. Russell J. Tabor ____________________ _ 
Mrs. Rozella CorbetL:. _____________ _ 
Lyon County-
Great Northern Railway ___________ _ 
Miller & Montgomery ______________ _ 
Doon Sand & Gravel Co. ___________ _ 
C. R. MacDoweIL __________________ _ 
C., R. I. & P. Railway _______ . _______ J 
Lehatchka & PattengilL __ __ _______ _ 
Springville _________ !Springville ____________ !River ____ · _______ IS~nd 
Viola ______________ Viola _______ . __________ Buchanan ______ -'Sand 
St. Paul, Minn. ____ Doon _______ ~ __________ Terrace _______ J~and ~~d gravel 
Doon ______________ Doon __________________ Terrace __ , _______ ISand and gravel 
Doon ______________ Doon _____ ..: ____________ Terrace -------- - ISand and gravel 
Doon· ______________ Doon __________________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Chicago, Ill. _______ Granite _______________ Terrace --------- IGraVel .. 
Rock Rapids _______ Rock Rapids __________ Terrace _________ Gravel 
Mahaska County-
Eddyville Sand Co. __________________ I Eddyville ----- ----JEddyville ____________ J River __________ JSand 
Marion County-C., R. I. & P. Railway __________ ___ _ 
Sand Valley Sand Co. ______________ _ 
Iowa Sand & Gravel Co. ___________ _ 
J. A. Wilson ________________________ _ 
Chicago, m. _______ Harvey 
Harvey ____________ Harvey 
Oskaloosa _________ Tracey 
Tracey _____________ Tracey 
River 
_______________ ,River 
River 
River 
Sand' , 
----------- ISand and gravel 
ISand and gravel 
____ , ______ ISand and gravel 
Marshall Coun~y- . .' ' I " , M. N. , Hawkllls ______________________ 1 Marshalltown -----IMarshalltown _____ :. __ 1 __________________ Sand and gravel 
Marshall Sand Co.___________________ Marshalltown _____ Marshalltown __________________________ ISand and gravel 
M. & St. L. Railway ____________ ~ ____ Minneapolis, Minn._ Clemons ______________ Terrace _________ :Gravel , -
Mitchell County-
Osage Cement Prod. CO. ______________ 1 Osage --------------Iosage __________ ~ ______ ITerrace --------- ISand and gravel 
N.-W. Nelson __ ..:______________________ Osage ______________ Osage _________________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
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Muscatine County- , C., R. 1. & P. Railway _______________ _ 
Muscatine Sand Co. ________________ _ 
Northern Gravel ·Co. ________________ _ 
Chicago, m. -------IFrllitland _____________ \TerraCe _______ ~_IGraVel 
Muscatine _________ Muscatine _____________ River ___________ Sand 
Davenport _________ Muscatine _______ ..: _____ Terrace ____ . _____ Sand and' gravel 
O'Brien County-McCracken Bros. ___ ________________ _ 
---------------------------------------Peake _____________________ _ 
Thos. Beacon _____ ~ ________________ _ 
P ul · " I " a hna ___________ Paullina ______________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
---------------------\Calumet _______________ Kame _____ .: _____ Sand and gravel ' 
Paullina ___________ PaulHna ______________ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Sheldon ____________ Sheldon ______ ~ ________ Terrace _________ Sand and' gravel 
Osceola County.-
, C" R. 1. & P. Railway ________________ ,Chicago, TIL _______ Sibley -----------------ITerrace _________ \GraVel 
Sibley Cement Co. ________ '-__________ Sibley _____________ Sibley ___ ______________ Terrace ________ ..: Sand and gravel (Ocheyedan Mound) _______ ___ _____ _ ____________________ Ocheyedaq ___ ~ ________ Kame ___________ Gravel 
Palo Alto County-
, Shadbolt Lumber Co. _____________ __ Emmetsburg _______ Emmetsburg __________ ITerrace ---------ISand 
Graettinger Tile Works______________ Graettinger ________ Graettinger ___________ Terrace _____ , ____ Sand and gravel 
Plymouth County-
. Frank Hammon _______________ :.. ____ _ 
Kingsley Milling Co. ________________ _ 
G. L. Griffith _________ _____________ _ 
Geo. Bainbridge ___________________ _ 
Dalton Co. _________________________ _ 
C., St. P., M. & O. Railway _________ _ 
Illinois Central Ry. ________________ _ 
,LeMars Brick & Tile Co._..: _________ _ 
Kingsley ___________ Kingsley ____ _________ -' Upland 
Kingsley ___________ Kingsley ______________ Upland 
Kingsley ___________ Kingsley ______________ Upland 
Kingsley ___________ Kingsley ______________ Upland 
Le Mars ____________ Le Mars _______________ Terrace 
Chicago, TIl. _______ Le Mars _______________ Terrace 
Chicago, m. _______ Le Mars _______________ Terrace 
Le Mars ___________ Le Mars _______________ Terrace 
---------IGravel 
_____ ____ Gravel 
Gravel 
Gravel 
---------ISand and gravel 
_________ Gravel 
_________ Gravel 
, Gravel 
Polk County-
C., R. 1. & P. Railway_______________ Chicago, TIL _______ Avon and Commerce __ River ___________ Saqd and gravel 
Geo. N. Doty________________________ Commerce _________ Commerce ____________ RIver ___________ Sand and gravel 
F. F. Balzer ____________ ' ______________ Des Moines ____ ____ Des Moines ____________ RIver ___________ Sand and gravel 
C. G. W. Railway __________________ __ Chicago, m. _______ Des Moines ______________________________ Gravel 
Coon River Sand Co._________________ Des Moines ________ Des Moines ____________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Frank Cram _____________________ ____ Des Moines _____ ___ Des Moines ____________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Des Moines Sand Co. ________________ Des Moines --------IDes Moines ____________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Leon Harris ____________________ ~___ Des Moines ________ Des Moines ____________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
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· TABLE NO. VlII-OON'l'INUED 
Owner Location of Office Location of Pit Oharacter of Deposit Products 
Oak . Park Sand .00. ___ '-'______________ Des Moines ___ _____ Des Moines ___________ ._ Riv.el' .----------- Sand and gravel . 
Wabash· Railroad _______ __ ___________ St. Louis __________ Des Moines ____________ Terrace --------- Gravel 
Des M. Building Material 00.-_______ . Des Moines ________ Valley Junction ______ Riv.er - ---------- Sand 
CO.IJ!IDercial Sand Co,________________ Mitchellville _______ Valley Junction ______ River ----------- Sand 
Sac County-
C. & N. W. Railway__________________ Chicago, 111. _______ Lake View ___________ Terrace --------- Sand and gravel , 
Lake 'View Sand & Gravel Co.______ Lake View _________ Lake View ___________ Terrace --------- Sand and gravel ' 
Sae City Cement Prod. Co. __ · ________ . Sac City . ___________ Sac City ______________ Terrace --------- Sand arid gravel 
Scott Sand & Gravel Co.____________ _ ____________________ Lake View ___________ Kame ----------- Sand arid gravel 
Phil Shaller. ________________________ SaC! City ___ .-------- Sac Ci:ty. ___________ __ Tel'l'~(\e . --------- Sand al?-d gravel 
Scott Coriilty- .' 
.Interstate Material Co. ______________ Davenport _________ Davenport ____________ ------------------ Sand and gravel 
Builders Sand & Gravel Co. ______ ~__ Davenpor.t __ ~ ______ Nl:!-hant _. ______________ -------_---------- Sand and gravel ' 
SioUx Coimty·-
Hosper Cement Products Co.________ Hosper _____________ Hosper ______ ~ ________ '_ Terrace _ ~ _______ Sand and gravel 
Joseph Hyink ________________________ Alton ______________ Alton ~ ________________ Upland _________ Sand and grl:!-vel 
John Beltman _______________________ Alton ______________ Alton ~ _____ . ___ ~ _______ Upland .--------- Sand and gravel ' 
C .. & ;N. W. Railway__________________ Chicago, TIl. ________ Hawarden ____________ T~rrace --------- Gravel ' 
Hawarden Sand & Gravel Co.________ Hawarden _________ Hawarden ____________ RIver ___________ Sand and gravel 
--:-, 7. - Briggs ______________________ . Hawarden ________ ._ Hawarden ____________ Terrace . _________ Sand and gravel 
a, ·M. ~ St. J>. Railway ____________ :._ Chicago, TIl. ________ Opposite Hudson, S. D. Terrace . _________ Gravel . . 
CornelIUS Van der Veer ______________ Alton _.:. ____________ Alton _________________ Upland ------___ Sand and gravel , 
S:to:ry ~County-- . 
Iowa State College___________________ Ames ______________ Ames _________________ Terraco _________ Sand and gravel 
R. E. Carr___________________________ Ames ______________ Ames _________________ Terrace ______ ___ Sand and gravel . 
Cole Bros. ----__ :.____________________ Ames ____ :. _________ Ames __________ :.. ______ Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Greenlee & Greenlee_________________ Ames ______ .:------- Ames __ .:. ______________ Terrace ' _________ Sand and gravel 
: ;rohn (tlid!ion "':-------------------.- Ames ________ --____ Ames _________________ Terrace .. ________ Sand and gravel 
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Union County-
C. G. W. Railway____________________ Chicago, TIl. ______ JAfton Junction ______ -IAftonian . _____ -IGravel 
Van Buren County-
C., B. & Q. Railway _________ .:...________ Chicago, TIL _______ IFarmington ---------- iTerrace ___ .. _____ \Gravel 
C., R. I. .& P. Railway_______________ Chicago, TIL _______ Farmington __________ Terrace ____ '-____ Gravel 
Wapello County-
Des Moines River Sand Co. ______ .:: ___ Eddyville _______ ___ Eddyville _____________ River · ___________ Sand and gravel 
Empire Sand & Material Co.________ Eddyville __________ Eddyville ___________ __ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Palmer Sand Co. __ .,-__________________ Eddyville __________ Eddyville _____________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Ottumwa.Sand Co.___________________ Ottumwa __________ Ottumwa _____________ River ___________ Sand and gravel 
Webster County-
Chas. Larrabee _________________ ._____ Ft. Dodge ---------- IFort Dodge ---------- iTerrace _________ \Gravel (Coon Mound) ____________________ _ ____________________ Sec. 9, Lost Grove _____ Kame ___________ Gravel 
Winnebago County- . . 
Forest City Cement Prod. Co._______ Forest City _______ -'Forest City __________ -IKame __________ -ISand and gravel 
Winneshiek County-
Decorah Cement Sidewalk Co._______ Decorah ____________ IDecora.h _______________ IR!Ve~ -----------ISand 
A. J. Bernatz_________________________ Decorah ____________ Decorah --------------- RIver ___________ Sand 
J. I. Tavenor __________ .______________ Decorah ____________ Decorah --------------- River ___________ Sand 
Woodbury County-
John Fleming & Son _____________ ~ __ _ 
M. J. Gilleas & Co. __________________ _ 
H. A. Moran ________________ ..: ________ _ 
Welch Bros. ________________________ _ 
illinois Central Railway ____________ _ 
John Bower ________________________ _ 
Correctionville _____ Correctionville ------- Terrace --------- Sand 
Correctionville _____ Correctionville ------- Terrace --------- Sand and gravel 
Correctionville ____ ~ Correctionville ------- Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Correctionville _____ Correctionville ------- Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Correctionville _____ Correctionville -______ Terrace _________ Gravel ' 
Correctionville _____ Correctionville' ------- Terrace _________ Sand and gravel 
Wright County-
Belmond Cement Manufacturing Co. I Belmond ----------- IBelmond -------------- ITerrace :..--------Isand C. G. W. Railwa~ _____ ':: ______________ Belmond ___________ BelI,rlOnd ______________ Terrace :-________ Sand and gravel 
C., R. I. & P. Rallway _______________ Belmond ___________ Belmond ______________ Terraco _________ Sand and gravel 
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'ANALYSES OF IOWA 'COAI.S. 
, -
BY A. W. HIXSON., 
lntroductory . 
During the summer of 1909 samples of' Iowa' coals were col-
lected and proximate analyses .were mad~. The results of these 
analyses were published in the Annual Report of the Iowa G~o­
logical Survey (Vol. XIX, pp. 476-519). 
After : the Report had gone to press ' it was decided that ul-
timate analyses of these samples should be made so that the 
chemical properties of the coals could be studied in greater de- ' 
tail. The following facts brought about this decision: (1) 
The samples had been taken , with great care according to ap-
proved scientific methods .• (2) The samples had been taken 
from producing mines in ten different counties, so that. prac-
tically .the whole Iowa coal field was represented~ (3) The 
samples had been taken under the same conditions so that the 
analytical ,results could be compared. (4) The samples had 
been collected at considerable cost. ' (5) Ultimate analyses of 
samples of Iowa Coals taken under uniform conditions had 
. never been made. (6) Such information was needed for calcu-
lations in power and heating problems, and for use in writing 
specifications for the purchase of coals. 
,- The ultimate analyses were made by the same chemist -who 
ina de proximate analyses, the conditions bei,ng the same except 
that the ultimate analyses were made at a little later date. 
It has been considered wise to republish the proximate analy-
sesalong with the ultimate analyses so that all of the analytical 
data will appear together in a more useful condition. 
Slight errQrs have been' detected in the "analysis corrected 
to sample ~s received" as published. "The calculations ~re cor-
:rected in this wO,rk. A quite 'complete analysis of the ash' of each 
sample has been made. - , , ' 
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Collection of Sample. 
The samples were collected by Mr. James H. Lees, Assistant 
State Geologist of Iowa. l\1;r,. Lees" d,e~cr~I),t~o:n of the methods 
he employed ,is as f0110w's': Pra'0tically ' t'he "same method of 
mine sampling was used as was employed by the United States 
Geological Survey in collecting the samples which were an-
alyzed at its coal-testing station at the Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position at St. Louis in 1904. The method was about as fol-
lows: The room or entry selected for sampling was one from 
which ,coal was being mined at t4e tin;te ,the sample was taken 
and thus a fresh face was assured. A portion of the face was 
cleaned tQ remove 'powder smoke or coal which had been 'ex-
posed, to the air for any considerable period of time. A strip 
was then cut across the seam from floor to roof a bout three 
inches wide ,and one inch deep. All bony streaks or , sulphur 
bands over one-fourth inch thick were thrown out. The coal cut 
" down in this way was collected, as it fell, upon a rubber cloth to 
avoid any danger of mixture with dirt or moisture on the floor. 
Immediately upon arrival above grourid, the sample was broken 
up, on a clean hard surfa,ce, into fragments. one-half inch or less 
in diameter. It was then thoroughly mixed a:pd quartered, 
alternate quarters, rejected, and the remaining quarters mixed 
and further pulverized and again quartered" until about a 
quart remained. ' This was put into a clean can with a tight fit-
ting lid, which was driven down solid and the joint sealed by 
wrapping with tire tape, so that it would be air tight. III short, 
every effort was made' to the end that ,the sample should repre-
sen,t as closely 'as might be, the commercial output of the mine, 
and the original characteristics of the coal should be preserved 
until it, was analyzed. ' , 
A slip of paper ,giving the number of the sample · together 
with the name and location of the mi:ne was enclosed in the can 
'tq ' render, ide;ntification certain. The sample number was . also 
marked on the outside of the can. The sample was later ship-
ped by express ,tq the laboratory at Iowa City. ,' , 
. ' . ' '. 
• - • J Proximate Analysis. ' 
"Labora'tory Metho'q,s.-The methods followed in the' analyti-
cal work wer'~ essentially ' those adopted iIi the rElport of the' 
committee oil' coal analysis of the American Chemical Society 
~iid 1;.l1o;s,e' ep:iploye<,f iIi the laboratory of the coal testing plant 
Bi ' 't1e'~Unhed ' Sfates Geological Surv'ey at the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition in 1904. 'I " 
\ .... 
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The analytical w.ork c.onsisted .of the pr.oximate 'and ultimate 
analysis .of the c.oal samples with the determinati.on .of. Specific 
gravity and Cal.orific value in additi.on. A c.omplete· analysis .of 
the~sh .of eac~ sample' was also made. . . . .. 
Preparation of the Sample.-When the sample arrived at the 
lab.orat.ory it was immediately given a serial number f.or identi-
ficati.on purp.oses 'in the lab.orat.ory . . The number and descrip-
ti.on .on the tag were c.ompared with the number and descripti.on 
.on the slip .of paper within the can t.o make sure they agte·ed. 
The number and ' descripti.on ' were then entered in a bo.ok f.or 
permanent rec.ord t.ogether with n.otes c.oncerning the ·c.o~diti.on 
.of the sample when it arrived. 
The c.oai was then p.oured .out up.on a well cleaned bucking 
b.oard, crushed, mixed and quartered d.own t.o .one pint. One-
half .of this was spre.ad .out up.on a shall.ow tinned ir.on tray ten 
inches in diameter. After weighing, this p.orti.on was set aside 
for air .. drying. The .other hal~ was r:un thr.ough a ' c.offee mill. 
A p.orti.on .of . the well mixed gr.ound sample was placed . in .a 
tightly st.oppered b.ottle f.or the moisture determinati.on. The 
crushing"quartering and grinding .0;[ the sample were d.one as 
quickly as p.ossible t.o prevent l.oss .of m.oisture. 
The c.oal was air-dried f.or ninety-six h.ours and weighed. 
The time at which the weighing was q.one t.ogether with the tem-
perature and humidity of the air were rec.orded. The .air-dried 
sample was crushed and quartered d.own t.o 150 grams. The 
final crushing was t.o 100 mesh. This sample was then placed in 
a tightly st.oppered b.ottle and was used f.or the pr.oximate and 
ultimate ' analyses and cal.orific value determinations. 
All samples were mixed .on a ' rolling cl.oth bef.ore -w:eighing 
.out f.or each determinat~6n, t.o insure a perfeCtly h.omogene.ou·s 
sample. All determinati.ons· were made in 'duplicate: ' . 
M oisture.--;:One gram .of coarsely gr.ound fresh c.oal was dried 
in ~ weighed porcelain crucible at ;105° C: r.or ·.one h.our, 'm a 
d.ouble watled, electric·.oven. · The c.overed crucible 'and its"c.on..: 
tents we;e c.ooled in a' dessicat.or ~nd weIghed. M~isture ' in \ th~ 
. ' • • • r ': . • • ••• ... . ".,.' .f .' . 
air-drIed sample was determmed m like manner. 
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It was found that the moisture determination cannot be made 
~ith . ~ny ' degree~f accuracy ,if the sa:qiple is '~nely ground. 
rrhis .is due to the fact tha,t ,-the .fresh ' sample loses moisture 
rapidly during' the griI~"ding operation. ,Fo;r this reason ~he 
fresh sample for the moisture determination was ground in a 
coffee mill. 
;1sh.-A portio;n of P9wdered coal used for the determination 
pf moisture in the air-dried sample was burned at first over a 
Bunsen burner with a very low flame until all of the volatile 
matter was driven off. The final burning was done i;n a gasoline 
muffle , furnace, ~he temperature being kept at that of low red-
ness. Ignition was continued until constant weight was obtained. 
If the .volatile matter is expelled too quickly, as will be the 
case if too high a temperature is employed at first, 'considerable 
difficulty will be experienced in obtaining complete ignition. 
Volatile C.ombustible Matter.-One gram of the air-dried 
sample was weighed into a previously ignited and weighed 
platinUm crucible with a tightly fitting cover. This was heated 
for seven minutes over the full flame of a Bunsen burner, then , 
cooled in a dessicator and weighed. The crucible was supported 
on a pipe clay triangle resting upon a tripod, the bottom of the 
crucible being seven centimeters above the top of the burner. 
The burner when burning freely gave a flame from seventeen to 
twenty centimeters high. 
Fixed Carbon.-Fixed carbon is the difference, in percentage, 
between the sum of the percentages of the other constituents 
determined and 100. No correction was made for the sulphur 
w~ich goes ,partly into the volatile cmnbustible matter and 
partly into the cokl:). Fixe9. 'carbon may also be found by sub-
tracting the percentage of ash from the percentage of residue 
left 'after expelling the volatile m:1tter. 
Sulphur:-This was determined by the Escka Method. ,One 
gram, of the finely powdered air-dried coal was weighed into a 
platinum dish of ~OO ce. capacity. To this was added one and 
five-tenths graJl!.s 'of an intimate mixtu:r~ of one par:t dry, S09.ium 
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carbonate and two parts bf 'magnesium 'oxide. The coal and the 
mixture were well mixed together by stirring with a glass rod. 
The contents of the dish ~ere then heated over a Bunsen burner 
very' ge~tlY until all ' of the volatile ~atter, was ~xp~lled: f~is 
required , about thirty minutes. Then the heat was ,incre~sed 
until all traces of e~rl,>on disappe~red . . To J?revent any ,sulp,~ur 
from .the gas .from contaminating the determination, the piai-
inurn dish was , fitted in a hol,e i~ a piece ' of asbestos board. 
, ~fter all traces of ,carbon were removed, the content~ of th~ 
dish were transferred to a numbered beaker arid digested with 
75 cc. of water for thirty minutes. The solution was then filtered 
and .the residue washed twice by decantation ' with 50 cc. of 
boiling water. The residue was then transferred to the filter 
paper and again washed with , hot water lIntil the filtrate gave 
only a slight opalescen!5e with nitric acid and silver nitrate. 
The filtrate at this point amounted to about 200 cc. 
Ten cc. of saturated bromine water and 3 cc. of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid were added to the solution, which was then 
boiled slowly until all of the bromine was expelled. Then the 
sulphur was precipitated by adding to the boiling solution 10 
cc. of a ten per cent barium chloride solution. This was added 
drop by drop and the solution was vigorously stirred. The so-
lution was allowed to stand two hours at a temperature slightly 
below boiling. The barium SUlphate was then filtered off and 
washed with hot water until free from chlo~ides. The filter with 
the moist precipitate was transferred to a weighed porcelain 
crucible which was heated, over a low flame until the paper was 
burned off. The heat was then raised until the precipitate 
became a dull red. The heating was continued until the carbon 
was' burned out. The crucible with the precipitate was then 
I 
cooled in a dessicator and weighed.. Careful ignition was re-
peated until constant weight was obtained . 
. Blank determinations were made, using all of the reagents in 
the same quantities and the , determination was carried op.t ex-
actlY ,as with J the coal. Any barium s~lphate fo~nd , was su~­
tracted from that obtained in the coal determination. The true 
weight of barium s~lphfl:te muitiplieq. by.'O.137p ' gave the:weight 
of sulphur. . , 
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Carbon and Hydrogen.-The 'carb'on alid hydrogen' determina-
"tiOllS were' made iIi a ' twenty-seven 'burner 'Bunsen combustion 
}urn~ce. 'The 'burners ' were adjustable ' so that the t'e:rn.perature 
iIi different 'parts of the furnace ' could' be ' varied. ' Kavalier glass 
comhustion tubes, seventeenmillimetres in diameter were used. 
The. tubes were cut long e:O.ougJl. 'to project about ten centimetres 
beyond the ends, of the furnace. The rear end of the tube' was 
'closed with a single hole rubber stop'per into which 'a branching 
tube with a two way cock was fitted. The two way cock wa's 'used 
for the alternate: admission of air and oxygen ·into the combus-
tion tube. The rear end of the tube for a distance of thirty 
centimetres was left empty. The ' next fo'rty centimetres was 
'filled with wlre copper ·oxide. This was held in place by acid 
wa'shed, ignited asbestos plugs. Following the copper ,oxide 
the tube was filled for a distance of' fifteen centimetres with 
granular ' fused lead chromate. This also was held in place by 
'an asbesto's plug. , . 
, . The purifying train through which the oxygen and air were 
' passed before entering the combustion tube, was arranged in 
duplicate, one part for oxygen and the other for air: The puri-
fying apparatus used was Tauber "s. The first jar contained 
concentrated sulphuric acid, the next jar contained potas:sium 
hydroxide solution, one limb of the U tube contained fused 
calciuin chloride and the othe~ small pieces 'of KOH. The potas-
sium hydroxide and fus'ed calcium chloride were separ'ated by 
glass wool. This arrangement 'removeq . carbon dioxide and 
moisture fr'om the air perfectly. ' " 
. T~e 'absorption ' apparatus consisted ' of a ' gl~ss stoppered U 
· tube which contained concentrate9, sulphuric acid and a Geissler 
· bulb which contain'ed a potassIum hydroxide solution. The 
Geissler bulb a~d the sulphuric acid tube were ~onnected by' 
me'ans of a small piece of shellaced rubber tubing. Wherever 
rubb,er, tubing ' was used in the combustion train it was shellaced 
on the outside to. prevent leakage from outside. The absorption 
tubes were protected by a pair of glasH stoppered U tubes, one 
of whic!:! contained. concentrated SUlphuric, acid and the .other 
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potassiumnydroxide . solution . . The 'absorption tubes were con-
nected to the front end of the combustion tube by a glass tube 
which was tightly :&tted into. a, well rolledco~k. 
After the combustion· train·. was assembled it , was tested for 
leakage. . No , difficulty was experienced . in removing all of the. 
CO2 and moisture from the . gas and air drawn through tl;J.e ap-
paratus. . , 
The . analysis in detail was as follows: 
Two-tenths of a gram of the well mixed air-dried sample was· 
weighed into a previously, ignited and weighed platinum com-
bustion boat. After weighing, this was quickly transferred to 
the combustion tube aRd pushed up close to the reat end of the 
copper oxide. The amount of 'time required for mixing and 
weighing sample was two and one-half to three minutes. This' 
part of the operation was hurried as much as possible. to avoid 
change in moisture content. The burners underneath the cop-· 
per oxide and lead chromate were then lighted. Th~ burners 
were so adjusted that the copper oxide was brought to bright 
redness and the lead chromate to low redness before the burners 
were turned on. under the coal. The coal was' slowly heated, 
.:first by turning the burners on behind the boat and then un-, 
derneath, to prevent the volatile constituents being driven off 
too, quickly. If · the volatile ' constituents are driven off too 
quickly a great deal of time is ! required for complete combus~ 
tion. ' The .:final temperature was kept below that of the fusion' 
point of the ash . . While combustion was going on air was slowly 
pulled through the train. When combustion was almost com-
plete oxygen was passed through the tube to ' insure complete ' 
combustion. After the combustion was ' complete. air was· again 
passed through the train to sweep out the last traces of mois-, 
ture and carbon dioxide. Afte.t complete combustion the tem~ 
perature of the tube and its contents ' was, slowly lowered to 
prevent the" tube from breaking and to prepare for another 
combustion. 
After cooling for several minutes ' in the . 'balance case; ·the · 
absorption apparatus was. weighed and ·the gain in weight of 
each tube noted. Ftom the 'gain in weight of the 'sulpAuric acid,' 
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. , 
tube and potash bulbs the hydrogen and carbon contents were 
~iqulated. ' ,'. .'.. . . 
• I .' 
Nitrogen.-The ·Jtjeldahl method was employed' for the de-
termi~ation of nitrogen. One gram of the well mixed air-dried 
sample was placed in a 200 cc. Kjeldahl digestIon flask and was 
digested for about ari hour and a half with 30 'Ce. concentrated 
sulphuric acid and about .65 gm. mercury. The time required 
for the digestion varied slightly with different samples, the di-
gestion being continued in each case for at least forty minutes 
after oxidation 'Was apparently .complete. The vapors from the 
distillation 'flask were condensed in' a tin condensing coil which 
was connected to the digestion flask by ·means of a glass tube 
and a ·close fitting rubber stopper. The ' coil of the condensor 
was surrounded by cold water. 
. The ammonia found was absorbed in 10 cc. standard sulphuric 
acid of which 1 cc. was equivalent to .005 N. The remaining 
acid was titrated with standard ammonia (1 cc.=.0025 gm. N.). 
Calorific value.-This was determined with a Parr Standard 
Calorimeter, which was installed in a room as free as possible 
from fluctuations in temperature. The apparatus was care-
fully standardized, the water equivalent being determined by 
different . methods as follows: (1) Calculation of the water 
equivalent from weights and specific heats of the different 
parts of the calorimeter. (2) By burning ,resublimed naphtha-
lene in the bomb. (3) By burning pure cane sugar in the bomb. 
The results of the three . different determinations agreed closely. 
The correction components used for the chemicals, iron wire 
and for the varying compositions of the different .coals were 
those determined by Prof. S. W. Parr, .ofthe University of Illi-
nois. · The thermometers used were standardized by the Bureau 
of Standards, in Washington. 
One gram of . the powdered .air-dried coal was weighed into 
the bomb of the calorimeter. To this was added one . gram of 
accelerator (potassium chlorate) and fifteen grams of perfectly 
dry pure sodium peroxide. . The false Icap was then put .into 
position and screwed;fi.rmly into place . and the ingredients 
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mixed oy shaking the bomb thoroughly. The material was then 
shaken -to the bottom of the bomb, the false top rem'oved, the 
ignition device inserted and firmly screwed in place. , The 
bomb now complete was put in place into the can which coni. 
tained exactly two, litres of distilled water. The lid was "then 
placed on the calorimeter, pulley attached and the thermometer 
inserted so that the bulb was half way to the bottom of the 'can:. 
The water was stirred by metal wings attached to the bomb 
which was revolved by a belt,from a small motor. 
The motor was started and appara1tus allowed to run for five , 
minutes before ignition in order that the , rate of change ' of 
temperature might be noted by taking a reading each minuie. 
At the end of the fifth minute the charge in the bomb was· ig-
nited by c10sing a switch which allowed ' an e~e,crtric current' of 
four and one-half amperes to quickly fuse a thirty-four gauge 
Iron wire, four inches long, ,which extended into the charge in 
the bomb. The temperature was read each ,minute until the 
maximum was reached, then each minute for five minutes to 
obtain the rate of change of temperature due to radiation. 
The apparatus ~as then taken apart, each piece dried thor-
oughly, and prepared for a new charge. The room temp~rature 
was taken during each determination. 
The calorific value was calculated by multiplying the number 
of British Thermal Units c:orresponding tO ,one degree increase 
in temperatur.e by the total rise of temperature obtained after 
the correction factors had been s~btracted. The calorific value 
was also calculated in calories. Oorrections other than those 
noted above ,were made for the formation of nitric acid 'and COrr:l-
.bustion of sulphur to sulphuric acid. 
Specific Gravity-The true specific gravity of the coai sub-
stance was determined by ,the method described by Stanton and 
• ' . t ..', •• \ I. , 
Fieldner in Bureau of Mines Technical Paper, Number 8. The 
procedure was as folio-ws: Three and five-t~ri.tbs grams of the 
finely pulveri'zed coal was dried ati05° O.for one 'hour. ' This 
was 'placed in '50' cc. pycnometer With 35 'cc.of distilied water. 
The ' contents o,f th~ fi~sk ' y;r~'re boiled . slowly under red~ced 
pressur'e on a water bath. To prevent lasso£' soiid p'articles 
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[during boilingt a six inch two bulb ,drying tube :was fitte'd into 
'a well rolled cork stopper in .the neck of ,the pycnometer- "T,he 
!other end of the drying -tube was coimected to 'an aspirator. 
:rhe boiling ,was continued under reduced pressure for several 
hours , to insure' complete removal of all air. , The drying tube 
'w:as removed from the neck of the pycnometer which was nearly 
,filled with. boiled, cooled, distilled water. The pycnometer with 
(contents was allowed to cool to room temperature in the , bal-
ance case, stoppered ,and weighed. The temperature of the 
co.nteI}.t~ was taken at time of weighing~ The pycnometer was 
emptie<;l, dried and filled ,with' b~iled, cQoled, distined water and ' 
placed in the balance case until the temperature of the con-
,tents was ' the same as that ' of the bala,nce roo~., The pycno-
meter wi:ts -then stoppered and weighed. Tb,~ true specific 
,gravity was then calculated as follows: 
w 
True specific gravity 
, W_(Wl_P) 
W -weight of coal. " 
Wl=weight of pycnometer+coal+water to fill. 
P =weight of pycno~eter+water to fill. 
Analysis of Ash of Coal Samples. 
Quite complete analyses of the ash of the coal samples ex-
,'ainined, were made. The procedure was as follows: 100 'grams 
of the air-dried coal sample was placed in a well cleaned, pre-
viously igriited, fire clay crucible. Only ',crucibles which had a ' 
perfectly smooth imier surface were used. The crucibles used 
were furnished by the Denver Fire 'Clay' Company of i)enver, ' 
001. The crucible was placed in the cool muffie of a gasoline as-
~ay furnace. The temperature was raised very slowly until ali of 
'the volatile matter was 'driven off. The muffie was then 'heated 
. . -. 
to low redness and kept at that temperature until ignition was 
complete. ' Th~ ash was removed, cooled in Ii dessicator, well 
mixed' ~Dd it sm~ll portion weighed into a weighed platinum 
'crucible. ' The content of the platinum crucible was 19n{ted, 
'cooled and weigh~d to determi:r~e if the ignition in the ' ~uffie had 
, ' " I . • ., .' .' . 
CALCUUTION OF E.E$ULTS 
been' complete. If ihe ignition in the platinum. crucible 'showed 
a lo'ss in, weight the sampl~ was i'etll.rned to~ the muffie and hel:!.,ted 
until ignition was complete. This method allows 'large samples 
of ,coal to ,be ashed and a large' number of samples to be run , 
at one time, and has the further advantage that the temp'era-
ture can be easily controlled. ' ,After complete ignition in the 
muffie furnace the samples were cOQled in a dessicator and 
transferred to a previously' dried, glasiS stoppered bottle. The 
well mixed samples for analysis were weighed out from the bot-
tles as they were needed. OaO, ,Fe20 a, . AI~Oa, Si02, MgO, 
P 20:;, and 80a, were determined. 
The methods used for these determinations were standard 
methods and inasmuch as complete analyses of coal a!ilh are 
,rarely ever made, it has not been thought necessary to give 
details of procedure other than those~ already given. 
Calculation of Results. 
The actual determinations were those made upon the air-
dried sample. The results tabulated under the heading, "Re-
sults' corrected to sample as received," were not obtained by 
analy.sis of the original sampleJ but were calculated from the ,re-
sults of the analysis of the air-dried sample. The only determin-
ation made on the original sample was moisture. ' 
The calculati.ons from "air-dried" to '" as r,eceived" condi- ' 
tiQns were made according to the following formulre: (Method 
of statement of formulre' taken from Bureau of Mines Bulletin" 
No. 22, page 26.) 
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"Air-driel" condition. "As received" condition. 
1 0 O-air-dry loss .. 
Moisture at 105 0 C. X + air-dry loss "=moisture . 
Volatile matter 
Fixed Carbon 
Ash 
Sulphur 
100 
100-air-dry loss 
X ------
100 
100-air-dry loss 
X -------
100 
100-air-dry loss 
X -.----~-
100 
100-air-dry loss 
X ------
100 
=volatile matter 
=fixed carbon 
=ash 
==sulphur 
100-air-dry loss air-dry loss 
Hydrogen X + =hydrogen 
100 
100-air-dry loss 
Carbon X -------
100 
100-air~dry loss " 
Nitrogen X . 
100 
, 1 0 O-air-dry ,lOBB 
Calorifi·c value X -----· 
100 
The heat values obtained from 
calculated by DuLong's formula. 
used is: 
9 
=carbon 
=nitrogen 
=calorifi{) ' value 
the ultimate analyses were " 
The 'form of the formula 
weight oxygen 
Weight carbon X 8080+ (weight hydrog·en- ) X 34460+ 
8 
weight sUlphurX 2250 = Calories per gram. 
Calories X L 8= British Thermal Units. 
The sulphur values in the ultimate analysis were obtained by 
deducting the · amount of sulphur found in the ash from the 
amount of total sulphur . . 
Description of Mines Sampled. 
The descriptions of the mine~ sampled, which appear on 
pages opposite the analyses; were written by Mr. James H. 
Lees, Assistant State Geologist, who collected the samples. 
These descriptions are taken from VoL XIX, pages 482-487, 
Annual Report Iowa Geological Survey. 
Map s,howing coal producing area and locations from which samples were taken. The numbers on the map correspond to 
sample numbers used in the following pages with the exception of 27 and '28. 27 is Iowa coal No. 4 and 28 is Iowa 
coal No.5, described on pages 79 and 80 and 224 and 225, Professional Paper No. 48, United States Geologlca:l Survey. 
Shaded areas indicates coal producing sections. ' 
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Sample Numbex; .. ltt: ., " 
Description of Mine. 
... 
. Operator. Atwood Oo¥! Q9mp;;iny, What Oheer. 
. J , . , " 
- -- l ", Mine.13lyth mine, J hree mileS)lorthwest of E,ose Hill, 
Mahaska ~ounty, on long swi~ch from Knoxville branch, ". 
Ohioago; Rock Island and Pacific Railway. ' 
·Sample collected. May 18: 1909. 
, " S 
Descripti:~%. The mine was ' sampled ~ the fifth : north 
entry on the west' side 'of the mine, 840 feet from the shaft. 
The vein dips steeply in this entry. It shows a thickness ' of 
5 feet 1 inch wh~re sampled. The coal is very clean-Iookl.ng, 
without sulphur b~nd:s or rock. Only one , vein is present. 
The mine , when sampled .4ad be,en running four years and 
employed 100 meIi. (See VoL XIX, page 202, Annual Re-
port of Iowl;!. ·Geolo~gical. Survey.) 
" '. . 
'. , 
Disc,u.ssion of Analytical Results. , " , 
Although the coal in' place sh9wed no sulphur bands, the 
analysis shows this element to be ' preEl·ent in quite large 
amount. The presence of so' large -ail amount of sulphur 
would undoubtedly ca'!Ise this coal~to be -more destructive to 
grates and fire boxes than the average Iowa coaL The loss 
of moisture on ' air~drying is' tha·t of the average Iowa coaL 
~nagging will be rri.ore noticeabl~, with this coal, if firing is 
forced, tlian wi t~ SOInE) of fh( oth~r . coals exa~~ed, due to 
high pytit~conte.nt. The 'ash contains an abnormal amount 
of sulphur. ,The heat ,value is above average. : The oxygen 
content is , ~me_ of the lowest found in the coals examined. 
.. . '. r-~. 
,' ... " .. ~...... .... . 
" I. 
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Sample Number 10. 
Per Cent. 
Los') of moisture on air-drying____ 9.53 -
Analysis of air-dried sample:· 
Proximate--
Moisture _______________________ 5.58 . 
Volatile combustible matter ____ 36.34 
Fixed Carbon __________________ 44.30 
Ash ____________________________ 13.78 ' 
.100.00 
Tot;11 sulphur 6.51 
Analysis of ak-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
Hydrogen ____ __ .________________ 4.95 
Carbon _________________________ 62.90 
Nitrogen ____ ~------------------
Oxygen _...: _________ ~ ___________ _ 
Sulphur _______________________ _ 
Ash ___________________________ _ 
1.40 
10.93 
6.04 
13.78 
100.00 
Per Cent. 
Analysi·s corrected to sample 
as received: Proximate--
____________ ______________ 14.57 
__ ________________________ 32.88 
. 
--------------------------
40.08 
12.47 
100.00 
6.00 
Analysis corrected ,to sample 
as received: Ultimate-
__________________________ 5.53 
__________________________ 56.90 
1.27 
18.37 
5.46 
12.47 
100.00 
5 BTU 11814 Calorific value determined on air-dried sample __________ l C~lo,;ies· 6563 
{ B T U 10688 Calorific value corrected tosan;tple as receO.ved__________ C~lo~ies' 5938 
ca~~~~c,s~~~fe C~!~~~~:=~_~~~_~~t~~~:~_~~~~~~~S_~!_~~~~ __ {~~i'~~i~' ~i:i9 
Cl'fi I ct<it · I . d . {B.T. U. 10512 a on ·c va ue corre e 0 samp e as rece'lVe -----:----- ,Calones 5840 
Specific gravity of air-dried sample --------__________________________ 1.295 
SdO~ 
CaO 
MgO 
Analysis of ash from air-d,ried sample. 
-----------------------_________________ ~8.21 
~--------------------------------------- 17.74 
1.10 
Fe.O. _______________________________________ 35.17 
AI20. ---------------------------------___ ___ 17.36 
P.O, ________ ~_______________________________ .575 
SO. -----____________________________________ 8.53 
Undetermined _-: ______________ :-_____________ 1.315 
100.00 
45 
'per cent 
,per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
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Sample Number 11. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Crescent Coal Company, Oskaloosa. 
Mine. Crescent No.5, White City, ' Mahaska county, on 
'Buxton branch Chic,ago and North Western Railway. 
, Sample collected. May 9, 1909. 
Description; This sample was cut from the first room on 
the eighth north entry on the east side of the mine about one 
mile from the shaft. The coal was 7 feet 8 inches thick 
with about 8 inches of slaty coal near the roof. It was dip-
ping steeply away from the entry. (See Vol. XIX, page 
216, Annual Report Iowa Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
The analysis shows the air-dried coal to contain an aver-
age amount of moisture, high total sulphur, high sulphur in 
ash and a lower than average moisture content in sample 
when taken from mine. The heat value is slightly lower 
than that of the average Iowa coal. The coal when com-
pletely burned gives a brick red ash with higher than aver-
age Fe20 S content. The ash content of this coal probably 
varies considerably in ,car samples due to presence of vary-
ing amounts of the slaty material at the top of the vein. The 
analysis shows a high ash content. 
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Sample Number 11. 
Per Cent. 
Loss 'Of moisture on air-drying____ 6.82 
, Analysis o,f air-dried sample:' 
Proximate---
Moisture __________________ ~ ___ _ 
Volatile coinbustible. matter ___ _ 
6.17 
36.71 
Fixed Oarbon __________________ 4'1. 7 2 
15.40 
100.00 
Total sulphur 5.8 7 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
Hydrogen ____________ _____ ___ ~_ 5, 00 
Oarbon __ :. _____________ ~----- - -- 61.40 
Nitrog,en ______________________ _ 
Oxygen ____________ ___________ _ 
Sul'phur _______________________ _ 
ks·h ____________________ __ _____ _ 
1.23 
11.56 
5.41 
15.40 
100.00 
Per Oent. 
Analysts corrected ·to sample 
as received: Proximate---
_ _________________________ 12.56 
_____ _______ _______ -_ _ ..!_ ___ 34.21 
3!UH! 
14,3 5 
100,00 
5.47 
Analysi.s corrected to ;;ample 
as r ecelrved: Ultiniate-
________________________ __ 5.41 
__________________________ 57 .21. , 
__________________________ 1.14. 
------ ------------'-~.------ 16.8 5 
5.04 
~-----~---------------~--- . 14.~5 
100.00 
O 1 i.fi 1 d t . d .. d' d ' l ' . , {B. T. U. 11497 a or c va lle e er:mme on, au- ne . samp e__________ Oalories ' 6387 
O 'I' 'li' ' 1' ct d t ' l ' c· d ' {B. T. U. 10713 a onc va ue corre e 0 samp e as re rove ---------- Calories 5952 
Calorific' value 'calcul3Jted' from ultimate aIi,alysis of air:' ' {B. ' T. U. 11353 
, dried , sample -----_--_____________________ _ --------__ 'Oalories ,6308 
o l'li 1 t d t 1 ~ c· d S B. T. U. 10579 a 01'1 'c va ue correc e 0 samp e as reo eave ,----'---'--- t Oalories 5877 
Specific' gravity 'of air-dried sample_..: ___ :.. ___ ..: ____ .:. __ :.. _____ .:..:. ___ , ___ , ____ 1.261 
Analysis of ash from air-dried ' sampie. ' 
SliO, _______ ____________________________ _____ 17.4 9 
OaO______________________ _______________ ___ 16.4 0 
MgO ______ ___ ____________________________ __ 1.35 
Fe,O. ______________ _________________________ 36.02 
AI,O. ___________ ____________________________ 18.88 
P"O. ___________________________ ______ _______ .6!l2 
SO. ________________________________ _________ . 7.47 
Undetermined 1.698 
100.00 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per oent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
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Sample Number 12. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Armstrong Brothers Coal Company, What 
Cheer. 
Mine. Armstrong, one mile east of What Cheer, Keokuk 
county. No railroad connections. 
Sample collected. May 19, 1909. 
Description. The sample was taken from the first north . 
entry off the west main entry. The coal here showed a 
thickness of 4 feet 2 inches and was clean and free from 
impurities. (See Vol. XIX, page 288, Annual Report Iowa 
Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
Although ·the total sulphur content is well above that of 
the average Iowa coal, the sulphur content shown in the 
ultimate analysis is normal. The reason for this is that 
a considerable part of the sulphur is present in such condi-
tion that it went into ash. The average SOs content of ash 
of Iowa coals is 6.00 per cent. An abnormal amount of 
MgO in the ash is also to be noted. Loss of moisture on 
air-drying is below average. The ash content is above 
average. 
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Sample Number "12. 
Per Gent. Per C'ent. 
Loss of moisture on air~drY'ing____ 7.83 
Analysis o,f air-dried sam.ple: AnalySits corrected .to sample 
Proxima'te- as received: Proximate-
,Moi,sture' _:. _____________________ , 7.4 3 __________________________ 14.68 
Volatile comlbusti ble matter ____ 38.21 __ __ ______________________ 35.22 
Fixed Oarbon _____ __ ___ ________ 41: 1 0 
___ ----------------------- 37.88 Ash ___________________________ :.. 13.26 12.22 
100.00 100.00 
Total sulphur 5. 15 4.75 
AnalysIs Qof air-dried sampIe: 
Ultimate-
AnalySits corrected to saimple 
as received: Ultimate-
Hydrogen ______________________ 4.88 __________________________ ' 5.36 
CaTbon ________________ ...: ________ 62.75 ___ ~ ______________________ 57.84 
NitTogen ___________________ ----
Oxygen ____ . ___________________ _ 
Sulphur ______ ~------~----------Ash ___________________________ _ 
1.42 
13.01 
4.68 
13.26 
100.00 
1.32 
18.95 
4.31 
12.22 
100.00 
C l 'fi 1 d t . d . d" ed I {B. T. U. 11410 a on c va ue e erIDlne 'on 'au- r l samp e__________ C'alories 6339 
Calorific value correG'ted to sampLe as received ______ ~ ___ { '~~l~rt~~ ~~!i 7 
Calorific value calculated kom ultimate analysis of air- {B. T. U. 11322 
dried ,sample --------__________________________________ CaIories 6289 
C l 'fi ltd t L 'v d {B. T. U. 10435 a on ,c va ue correc e 0 samp e as rec& e - --------- Calories. 5797 
Specific gr,awty of a 'ir-drded sample ________________________________ 1.259 
Analysis of ash from air-dried sample. 
SiO, ________________________________________ 20.81 per cent CaO - _______________________________________ 17.50 per cent MgO _______________________________________ 2.06 peT cent 
Fe,O. _________________ -'-_____________________ 32.30 per cent 
AI.O. ___________________________ ____________ 15.85 per cent 
P ,O. ___________________________ -' _________ .___ .641 
'per cent SO, _________________________________________ 8.53 per cent 
Undetermined ______________________________ 1.829 peT cent 
, 100 .. 00 
I. 
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Sample Number 13. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. " The Fort Dodge, Des ' Moines and Southern 
Railway Company (electric) own controlling interest. 
, Mine. Ogden No.1, two miles north of Ogden, Boone 
" .county, on switch from main line of Minneapolis and St. 
Louis Railroad. 
( , 
! ' 
Sample collected. May 14, 1909. 
Description. The sample was taken from the fourth 
northe'aSt entry. The coal is here 4 feet 4 inches thick, free 
" from sulphur bands or balls as well as from rock. It is the 
.' ".lower vein" of the Boone co~nty mines and a'verages 4% 
" " to 5112 feet. The "upper vein.'.' is _about .50 ~eet above and 
, 'is about 3% feet thick. 
The shaft is 275 feet deep. It was completed in August 
, of 1907. ' The mine at the time the sample was taken had 
" an output of 400 tons, of three grades, lump, range and 
: . steam. The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Company at 
that time used about 125 tons daily. About 200 men are 
employed in the mine. The haulage is"done by electricity. 
(See Vol. XIX, page 74, .A.nnual Report Iowa Geological 
Survey.) 
Discussion.of .Analytical Re-sults. ·- -, ------- .. -- - .- .. ,. 
~~ ...... , .,' ~ l ,'. _____ __ ~ ____ _ ,. _. __ . ____________ .. __ .. 
;'This coal'is one· o-f--the· best-,e-xaminecl.~ - -The ' ash content 
is)qW; .f9T can IOwa 'e<fal; -alth-61lg1rtlie--sulpliui' content is 
high.' .. The '. h~a f~ya:iiie -IS ~ w~1f ~ ~E6Y~. ilie~ iyeiiig~_~ . The iron 
, , 
content ,in the ash·is .quite -high .and·it .. is quite-p:r0bable that 
. this coal Will not stand forced firing on account of slagging. 
All Iowa coals slag, however, under certain conditions. The 
cause and nature of slagging is discussed at another place. 
The lime and alumina values in the ash are low. 
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Sample Number 13. 
Per Cent. 
Loss of moIsture on air-dry'ing ____ 10.65 
Analysis of air-dried sample : 
Proximate-
Moisture ____________ ___________ 8.91 
Voloatile combustible matter ____ ,37 .81 
Fixed Carbon ________ _______ ~- -- 43.31 
.AJsh ____________________________ 9.97 
100.00 
Total sulp,hur 6.10. 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
Hydrogen '-_______________ ~--:..-- 5.1 8 
Carbon ________________________ 63.80 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen _______________________ _ 
Sulphur _____________________ ~ __ 
Ash __ _________________________ _ 
1.6 3' 
13.4 8 
5.9'4 
9.97 
100 .00 
Per Cent. 
AnalysIs corrected to s ample 
as received: Proxi~te-
--------------------______ 18.61 
_____________ _____________ 33.78 
38 .70 
8.91 
100.00 
5.45 
Analysts corrected to sample 
as r eceived: Ultimate-
__________________________ ' 5.81 
____________ , ______________ ,57.01 
1.46 
--_~ __________________ ____ ' 21.49 
____ ~ _______ : _______ ~ __ ~ __ ' 5,31 
---_______________________ 8.92 
100.00 
C' fi I d . d . d' · d ' I . {B.T. U. 11894 alori c va ue etermme 'on au- rIe samp e_ _________ C'alories 6608 
Calorific value corrected to ' sample as received ___________ { '~~l~~'i~~; ~~~:7 
Cai~~!cs:~~re c~~~~~~~~~_~~~_~~t~~~~~_~~~~~~~_~!_~~~~ __ {~~l~~i~; ~! ~ ~ 7 
Calorific value 'correQted to sample as received __ ___ ___ __ ftBcia~·ri~~ i2tt2 
SpeCific gravity of air-dried sample --..:-------________________ ______ 1.283 
Analysis of ash from air-d~ied sample. 
SiO, ________________ ~_______________________ 23.76 
GaO ________ _______________________________ _ 
MgO ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ __________________ ..: _______ _ 
15.54 
.67 
per cent 
,per cent 
per ceIit 
Fe,O. ______________________________ ' ___ .,. _____ 43.49 peT cen,t 
AI,O, _______________________________________ 11.09 per cent 
p ,O. ________________________________________ .627 per cent 
SO, ________________________________________ 4.13 per cent 
Undetermined ______________________________ .693 per cent 
100.00 
.. 
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Sample Number 14. 
pescription of Mine. 
Operator. Campbell Coal Company, New Market. 
Mine. Campbell No.1, nearly one mile east of New Mar-
ket, on the Keokuk, Shenandoah and Red Oak division of 
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad. 
Sample collected. May 22,1909. 
Description. The sample was collected from the second 
west entry off the second north entry. The bed was 16 
inches thick where sampled. It varies from 16 to 20 inches 
in thickness in different parts of its extent. In some places 
it shows thin streaks of sulphur or clay one-eighth to one-
half inch thick. The 'coal is brittle and breaks easily with 
angular fracture. The mine is on the right-of-way and is 
~erved by a short. siding. (See Vol. XIX, page 383, An-
nual Report of Iowa Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results . 
. This coal, like several of the other Iowa coals examined, 
loses more than an average 'amount of moisture on air-dry-
ing. With the exception of the heat value this coal is about 
.an average coal from the Iowa field. The coal has the ap-
pearance of one that would weather badly. Appearance, 
however, is not always a good basis for the judgment of 
this property. Analysis shows the coal to be better than its 
appearance indicates. . 
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Sample Number 14. 
Per Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss of mo[sture on ,air-drying____ 10.97 
Analysis of a.ir-dried sample: Analysis corrected .to sample 
Proximate- aEl received: ProxiJrullte-
Moisture _______________________ 9.24 __________________________ ' 19.11 
Volatile ,combustible matter ____ 34 .17 _________________________ ~ 30.45 
mixed ,Carbon ___ ________ ________ 43. 60 __________________________ 38.86 
Ash ____________________________ 12.9 9 _______________ ~__________ 11.58 
100.00 100.00 
Total sulphur 4.78 4.26 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
AnalY'Sis corrected .to sample 
as received: Ultdmate-
Hydrogen ______________________ 4.73 __________________________ 5.43 
Carbon _________________________ 63.80 __________________________ 56.80 
Nitrogen _______________________ 1.59 
Oxygen ________________________ 12.51 
Sulphur ________________ ________ 4.38 
Ash , 
----------------------------
12.99 
100.00 
1.41 
20.90 
3.90 
11.56 
100.00 
C' l ' fi I d t . d . d' d I {B. T. U. 11494 a on c va u& e ernune on a.lr- ne sa;mp e__________ Calories 6385 
Calorific value 'C()ll'rected to sam'PI~ as receaved ___ _______ { BC·IT . . U. 516082533 
. . a~~ 
Ca~~~~!c ,s~~~Tec~:~~~~~~~-~~~~-~I:~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~:-~~~~ __ {~~l~ri~' ~ ~! ~ 2 
Calorifie value corrected to sample as recel.ved __________ {~al~~i!; ~~!~9 
Specific gravity of air-dried 'sample __ ____________________ . ____________ 1.272 
Analysis of ash from air-dried sample. 
SiO, 
'CaO 
MgO 
_______________________________________ 20.97 
___________________ ; _____________ ___ ___ 20.7~ 
F'e,O. ______________________________________ _ 
AI,O. _____________________ .:. ____ ~------------
. P,O, _________________ :.. __________________ ~ __ _ 
SO, _________ .: ____ ___________ ' ______________ _ 
Undetermined _____________________________ _ 
1.10 
30.17 
17.11 
1.22 
7.58 
1.06 
100.00 
per cent 
per cen·t' 
per cent 
per cent 
,per cent 
per cell!t 
per cent , . 
per cent 
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Sample Number 15. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Wapello Coal Company, Hiteman. 
Mine. Wapello No.4, three miles northwest of Hiteman, 
Monroe county, on branch from the main line of the Chi-
cago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad. 
SaJmple collected. May 21, 1909. ' 
Description. The sam"ple is from the seventeenth room 
off the tenth west' entry off the sixteenth north entry. The 
vein measured, where sampled, 5 feet 4 inches and is free 
from sulphur and rock. The average thickness .is 5% feet. 
The mine uses tail rope haulage for about a mile under 
ground and the entries run in one-half mile farther. The 
output was 900 tons daily, (See Vol. XIX, page 242', An-
nual Report of Iowa Geological Survey.) 
Discussion ,of Analytical Results. 
The , noticeable feature of this coal is its low sulphur 
content. The sulphur is present in such condition that much ' 
of it goes into the ash. This coal should have little destruc-
tive effect upon grates and :fire boxes and should stand 
forced :firing better than many Iowa coals. The oxygen 
content is above average. Silica in the ash is high and iron 
is low. The ash is lighter colored than most of samples 
examined. ' This is probablydu~ to the iron content. The 
appearance of the coal indicates a higher thermal value 
than the analysis shows. The amo.unt of moisture retained 
after air-drying is higher th'an the ave~age. 
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Sample Number 15. 
Per Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss of moisture on ,a'ir-dr~ing____ 8.21 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Proximate-
Analysts corrected t o sample 
as received: Proximate-
Moi'sture _______________________ 8.4 0. __________________________ 15.92 
Volatile combustible maHer ____ 36.26 
Flixed Carbon __________________ 42.80. 
Ash ____ ______________________ __ 12 .5 4 
Total sulphur 
10.0..0.0. 
2.10. 
33.28 
39.29 
11.51 
10.0. .0.0. 
1.93 
Analysis. of air-drie.d s.ample: ~nalysts corr~cted ,to sample 
Ultiniate- as received: Ultimate-
Hydrogen ______________________ 5.10. __________________________ 5.59 
Carbon _______________________ ,_ 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen ____________ ____ __ ______ _ 
Sulphur _______________________ _ 
Ash ___________________________ _ 
64.10. 
1.8'8 
14.55 
1.83 ' 
12 .54 
10.0..0.0. 
--------------------------. , 
_ ......... _--------------------'- -
58.84 
1.7 3 
2'0.64 
1.68 
11. 52 
10.0. . 0.0. 
C I 'fi 1 d t .' d 'd . d " 1 \ {'E. T. U. 11564 a on c va ue e ermme 'on 'alT- ne samp e__________ Calories 6424 
C l ·ti 1 t d t 1 'd ' {B. T . U. 10.615 'a 01'1 c va ue CO'l'rec e 0 'Sam-p' ,e as receave ---------- Calories 589 7 
ca~o:;~~c s:~~~ec~~~~:~~~~_~~~_~l:~~~~~_~~~:~~~_~!_~~~~ __ {~~l~~i~; ~~~i7 
{ BTU 10.498 Caloritie value eorrected to sample as received__________ C· 1 ' . . 5832 
. . .... a . ones 
Specifi,c gravity of a:ir-dTied ,sample ____ ~ ___________________________ 1.274 
Analysis of ash from air-dried sample. 
SiO, ________________________ -; ______________ -; 30..87 per cent . 
CaO ________ , __ ____ ________________ :-_________ 16.25 per cent 
MgO _________________________ .: _____ ..! ___ :... ___ 1.31 per eent 
Fe,O, '.:. ___ .: ___ ' ___ ' ______ ~ ______ .:. _:... ____ .: ____ . __ 
A.1,03 · - ~- .,.-~-+-------------------- ..:- ------~--
P,O" _____________ .--------------.:.------,------
·SO. , __ _____ ~ _____ ~----.:.----~-----------.:.-~ ~-
Undetermined' ___ ..: ____ :.. ____ -; __ ,!',.; _~t:~'_..;..-~:, :-
28.05 : per ·cent 
16 .1.2 :per eent 
.6'6.3 per c~J?t 
5..41 per cent ' 
.' 1. & 5'7 . 11er cent . 
. 1'00.0.0. ' ,'\) 
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Sample Number 16. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Phillips Fuel Company, Ottumwa. 
Mine. Bear Creek mine, at Bear Creek, Wapello county, 
four miles southwest of Ot.tumwa, on the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul Railway. 
Sample collected. May 20, 1909. 
Description. The sample is from the first south entry. 
Here the coal is 4 feet 6 inches thick and is in the mai~ clean 
and free from rock except near the roof, where some bowl-
. ders occur . . One of these near the place .of sampling meas-
ured ten inches in thickness. 
The mine was opened in the fall of 1908. At the time of 
sampling forty miners were employed and tail rope haulage 
was installed. Hoisting is done by duplex engine geared to 
the drum. (See Vol. XIX, page 302, Annual Report Iowa 
Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
The moisture in sample" as received" is low for an Iowa 
cO.al. The moisture in the air-dried sample is also consider-
ably below the average. The ash content is high, due mostly 
to earthy material. The ash is dark in color and quite high 
in iron oxide. The iron in the ash of this sample does not 
come entirely f~om pyrites (FeS2 ) which is present in con-
siderable. quantities in all Iowa coals, but also from earthy 
mateIjal with a dark soily appearance. The heat value is 
a little below that of the average coal from the Iowa field. 
The writer is convinced that washing would greatly improve 
this coal. 
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Sample Number 16. 
Per Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss of moisture on air-drying __ -- 7.49 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
'Proxima'te-
Analysis corrected ,to sample 
as received: Proxim3lte-
Moisture _______________________ 4.79 __________________________ 11 .92 , 
Volatile combus-t,ible matter ____ 37.59 __________________________ 34.78 
Fixed Carbon __________________ 43.22 
_______ ;- _-; _____ ~------;_--- 39.98 
Ash ____________________________ 14.4 0 13.32 
100.00 100.00 
Total sulphur 6.63 ------------------ ~------- 6.13 
Analy'sis of · air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
Analysi,s corrected to sample 
as received: Ultimate-
HydTogen ___________________ .,.-_ 5.19 ____________________ ._____ 5.63 
Carbo~ _________________________ 62.04 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen _______________________ _ 
Sulphur _______________________ _ 
Ash ___________________________ _ 
1.39 
10.64 
6.34 
14.40 
100.00 
57.40 
1.29 
16.49 
5.87 
13.32 
100.00 
Calorific value determined on air-dried sample __________ {~~l~~i!;' ~!~~5 
Calorific value 'co'rrected to sample as recen.ved __________ {~~l~~'l:!::' ~~~~9 
ca~~~!c s~~~re c~~~~:~=~~_:~~~_~~t~~~~_~~~:~~~S_~!_~~~~ __ {~~l~~i!:' ~!: ~ 4 
Calorifi·c value corrected to sample asrecen.ved· __________ { Bc·IT .. U. 610008000 
, , ' , a OTIes 
Specific gravity . of adr-dried sample ________________________________ 1.269 
Analysis of ash from air-dried sample. 
SiO.------------------------------------------ 21.70 per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
CaO ________ ~_______________________________ 15.29 
MgO _________________ ~_______________ __ ____ 1. 92 
,F 'edO• ----------.:----------------------------
~1.O. ________________________ ______________ _ 
p.O, _______________________________________ _ 
SO. -----------------------------------------
Undetermined 
38.6'2 per cent 
15 .63 per cent 
.259 per cent 
4.95 percent 
1.731 per cent 
100.00 
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Sample Number 17. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator., Willow Grove Coal Company, A:o.gus., 
Mine. Willow Grove mine, on northwest border of Angus 
in Greene county. No railroad connections. ' 
Sample collected. May 14, 1909. 
Description. T:pis sample was taken from the fourth 
east-south entry. The seam is here 4 feet 2 inches thick. 
, The coal breaks with angular fracture, and shows bright 
clean faces. Thin films of lime occur along strati$cation 
planes. The vein worked is called the lower vein. Its thick-
ness ranges from 4 to 5% feet. The middle vein is separated 
from the lower by a sandstone roof 3% to 20 feet thick, with 
an average of 14 feet. Owing' to the character of the roof 
,the mine is very wet. ( See Vol. XIX, page 361, Annual Re-
port, Iowa Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Resuits. 
r 
" Although this mine is wet the sample as received did ,riot 
show high moisture content: After air-drying the moisture 
value is lower than that of the average coal. The carbon 
content is lower than' that , 0f any coal examined. The ash 
is high, due to the lime bands mentioned above. The ash is 
light in color, low in 'iron oxide and the magnesia content 
is 't4e highest found in 'any of the samples examined. This 
consti(uent is undoubt~dly present in the lirrie bands men-
tioned; The calorific value is lower than that of any of the 
samples , i:p. this group. Washing would undoubtedly in-
er'ease the value ' of this coal. Much of the ash-forming ma-
terial could be removed. This treatment would also remov~ 
much of the sulphur, thereby decreasing whatever destruct~ 
ive effect the coal has upon grates and fire boxes. 
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Sample Number 17. 
Per Cent. Per Oent. · 
Loss of moIsture on a'ir-drying____ 8.08 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Proximate-
AnalysIs corrected to sample 
as received: Proximate-
Moisture _______________________ 5.57 ' ________ __ ________________ 1 3.20 
Volatile combustible matter ____ 38.73 ___ __ _____________________ 35. 60 
Fixed Carbon __________________ 40.40 
. Ash _____ ________ _________ _____ _ 15.30 
100.00 
Total sulphur 5.37 
37.14 
14.06 
100 .00 
4.94 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
AnalysdlS corrected to sample 
as received: Ultimate-
Hydrogen ______________________ 5.14 __________________________ 5.62 
Carbon _____________________ ___ 60.4 8 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen _______________________ _ 
Sulp,hur ______________ -'- ________ _ 
Ash _____ __________ ____________ _ 
1.45 
12.53 
5.10 
15.30 
100 .00 
55.59 
1.33 
18.71 
4.69 
14 .06 
100.00 
. d' d I" " {B. T. U. 1123'4 Calorific value determined .on aIr- rle samp e __________ " Calories 6241 
C l 'ti ltd t ' I ". d {B. T. U. " 10326 'a orl c va ue corrrec e " 0 samp e as reCeIve ---------- 'Calories 5737 
ca1~~!c s:~~fec~~~~~~:~~-~~~-~~t~~~:~-~~~~~~~S-~!-~~~~-- {~~l~~i~' ~ g i 9 
Caloriti·c value corrected to sample as received ________ :..._ {B. T. U. 10313 
Calor,ies 5730 
Speoific grav.Hy of air-dried sample ---- - ----_________________________ 1.262 
Analy,sis of ash from air-dried ·sample. 
SiO, - _______________________________________ 26.50 per cent CaO ________________________________________ 18.21 per cent 
MgO ----________________ ______________ . ____ ..: 2.11 per cent 
Fe,O. ____________________________ .:_________ 27 :77 per cent 
AI,O. _________________________ ______ , _______ 18.44 per cent 
P,O. ________________________________________ .996 per cent 
SO. ____________________ __ _______ ___________ 4 .35 per cent 
Undetermined ____________________________ __ 1. 62 4 per ,cent 
100.00 
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Sample Number 18. 
Descr.iption of Mine. 
Operator. High Bridge Coal COnlpany, Madrid. 
Mine. High Bridge mine, High Bridge, Dallas county, on 
Boone division of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail-
way. 
Sample collected. May 12, 1909. 
Description. The sample was collected from the face of 
the west entry about 1,300 feet from the shaft. The coal 
is here 3 feet 11 inches thick. It has a clay roof and about 
three inches of black shale on the floor. Tbis is underlain 
by gray fire clay. The capacity of the mine at the time of 
sampling was· 300 tons daily. (See Vol. XIX, page 89, An-
nual Report Iowa Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
The sample as r~ceived was high in moisture, much of 
which was lost on air-drying. The air-dried sample, how-
ever, retained about two per ce·nt more moisture than the 
average. This coal has the lowest sulphur content of any 
of the coals examined. A considerable part of the sulphur 
went into the ash. The ash is ·light in color. The lime con-
tent is bigh. Iron oxide is low as might be expected from 
the low amount of sulphur. The thermal value is about 
average. Fixed carbon is above and volatile combustible 
matter IS below the average: 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES 721 
Sample Number 18. 
Per Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss of moisture on air-dTying ____ 10.47 
'Analysis of a ir-dried sample: 
Proximate-
Analysi,s corrected ,to sample 
as received : Proximate-
Moisture __ -; __ ~------------ ----- 8. 68 ' ____ __ __ ____________ __ ____ 1 8. 21 
Volatile combu·stible matteT ____ 33'.14 
Fixed Carbon __________________ 45. 00 
Ash _________________ __ _________ 13.21 
100.00 
Total sulphur 2.7 5 
29.67 
40.29 
11.8 3 
100 .00 
2 .46 
Analysis of air-dried sample : 
UUimate-
Analysllis conected to s'ample 
as r eceived: Ultimate-
Hydrogen _____________________ :. 4.69 __________________________ 5.3 6 
Carbon _______ _____________ ~___ 65.92 
Nitrogen ______ _________________ 1. 67 
Oxygen __ ______ .:. __ ..: ____________ 12 .1 7 
SulphUr ____________ ___________ 2.3 4 
Ash __________ __________________ 13.21 
100.00 
59 .. 03 
1. 50 
20.18 
2 .10 
11.83 
100.00 
C· l'fi I d t . d . d ' · d ' ~ I {B. T. U. 11675 a on c va ue e ermme 'on aIr- rle "amp e __ :-_______ Calories 64 86 
Calorific value corrected tosampI.e as received __ ________ { ~~l!~i~" ~~~~2 
ca~~~~~c .s~~~re c~~~~~~~~_~~~~_~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~_~!_~~~~ __ {~~l!~i~' ~!;t8 
Calorific value c~rrected to sample as received ________ __ {.~~l~~.i~ ~~~i8 
S,pecific gravity of air-dried sample --- --- ____ ______________________ 1.'275 
Analysis of ash from air-dried sample. 
SiO. ______________ __________________________ 2~.~4 per cent Cao ____________________________ ____ ________ 25 .03 per cent 
MgO _________________________________ __ ____ .76 per cent 
Fe
2
0 . __ ~_______________________ ____________ 24.28 per cent 
AI
2
0 , ____________ ,,____________ __ ____________ 17.10 peT cent p .O, ________________________________________ .329 
.per cen·t 
SO. ________________________________________ 7.90 
·per cent 
Undetermined 1.261 peT cent 
100.00 . 
· 46 
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Sample Number 19. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Phillips Fuel Company, Ottumwa. 
Mine. Rutledge No.5, at Rutledge, Wapello county, on 
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. 
Sample collecte.d. May 20, 1909. 
Description. The mine was sampled in the seventeenth 
west entry on the north side of the shaft, abou.t one mile 
from the bottom. The seam is here 3 feet 10 inches thick 
and is free from rock, although there are some sulphur con-
cretions. The average thickness of the bed is 42 inches. 
( See VoL XIX, page 298, Annual Report Iowa Geological 
Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
The sulphur content is high. Ash is low for an Iowa coal. 
The ash was a dark brick r~d due to the iron oxide content. 
The carbon value is high and as a result the thermal value 
is correspondingly high. Moisture in sample as received 
is lower than the average. Except for the large amount of 
pyrite present this coal has an excellent appearance. 
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Sample Number 19. 
Per Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss of moisture on a1r-drying____ 7.53 
Analys:is o.f air-dried sample: 
ProX!imate-
Analy'sis corrected .to sample 
as received: Pro~mate-
Modsture _______________________ 5.84 __________________________ 12 .93 
V'olatile combustible matter ____ '38.78 
Fixed 'Carbon __________________ 44.14 
Ash ____________________________ 11.24 
100.00 
Total sulphur 6.26 
35.86 
40.82 
10.39 
100.00 
5.79 
Analysis of air-dried sample: Analysi,s corrected to sampte 
Ultimate- as received: Ultimate-
Hydrogen ______________________ 5.09 __________________________ 5.54 
Carbon _________ ..: ______________ 64.20 __________________________ 59 .36 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen ________________________ ' 
1.67 
11.80 
6.00 
11.24 
SuiP'hur -------------~----------Ash ___________________________ _ 
100.00 
1.54 
17 .63 
5.54 
10.39 
100.00 
, fi I d t . d . -Ii . d I ' { B. T. U. 12010 Calori c va ue e 'ermme on ~:ur ne samp e__________ Galories 6672 
C l 'fi I ..... d t . I . d {B. ·T. U. 11106 a on c va ue CO'l"re"ce 0 sam-pe as. receave· ---------- Calories 6170 
ca~~re~c s:~~re c~~~~~~~~~_~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~!_~~~~ __ {~~l~~i~' ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 
{ B T U 10931 Calorific value corrected to sam-pIe as receaved__________ C~lo~ies' 6073 
Specific gravit,y of air-dried sample ________________________________ 1.293 
SiO. 
GaO 
MgO 
Analy,sis of ash from air-dried sample. 
________________________________________ 1,3.61 
14.49 
. 9'7 
Fe,O, ' __ -;.,_ ,_.!. ____________ ~__________________ 4.7.81 
'AI.O. _______________ ,.. _____ . _____ .,..,. ___________ . 15.58 
P.O. ________________________________________ .677 
SO, ___________ .______________________________ 5.80 
Undetermined 1.113 
100.00 
per' cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
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Sample Number 20. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Keystone Coal Mining Company, Des Moines . 
. Mine. Keystone mine, Des Moines, Polk county, at west 
city limits, on Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. 
Sample collected. June 21, 1909. 
Descrip,tion. The sample was taken from the face of the 
second north entry, where the vein has just risen from it 
swamp to the top of a hill. Where sampled the vein meas-
ured 4 feet 3 inches. In the swamp it was . seven feet thick. 
It will vary from 3 feet 8 inches to 7 feet in different parts 
of the mine. Some thin sulphur streaks were present in 
the face, but no rock or thick sulphur bands. 
The shaft is 165 feet deep. It was sunk July, 1908. The 
mine at the time of sampling was not well opened, but had 
an output of 75 to 80 tons daily, and employed 23 men. (See 
Vol. XIX, page 114, Annual Report Iowa Geological Sur-
vey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
The sample as received was lower in moisture than the 
average Iowa coal. Ash and sulphur ' contents are high. 
The ash is a dark buff cQlored mass and contains more than 
the average amount of phosphorus. In this coal as in 
nearly all of the Iowa coals a large amount of sulphur goes 
into the ash. ' The lime content in the ash is noticeably low. 
The thermal value is a little below the average. 
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Sample Number 20. 
Per 'Cent. Per Cent. 
Lo.SS o.f mo.isture o.n air~drying____ 8.64 
Analysis o.f air-dried sample: 
Pro.xima'te--
AnalysIs co.rrected .to. sample 
as received: Pro.ximate--
Mo.isture ____________ :..__________ 4.78 . __________________________ 13.01 
Vo.latile co.mbustoible matter ____ 38 :06 __________________________ 34.77 
Fixed Carbo.n ___________ ~ ______ . 41. 8 3 
Ash ____________________________ 15.33 
100.00 
To.tal sulphur __________________ 6.26 
38.22 
14.00 
100.00 
5.72 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
AnalysIs co.rrected ,to. sample 
as received: Ultima.te--, 
Hydro.gen ______________________ 5.12 
Carbo.n ____________________ ____ 61.10 
Nitro.gen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen _______________________ _ 
Sulphur _______________________ _ 
Ash ___________________________ _ 
1.37 
11.20 
5.88 
15.33 
100.00 
__________________________ 5.64 
__________________________ 55.82 
1.25 
17.91 
5.37 
14.01 
'100.00 
C' l'fi I d t . d . d' d ' I {'B. T. U. 11481 a o.n c. va ue e 'ermme o.n _ 'alr- ne samp e__________ Calories 6378 
{ B T U 10483 Calorifi,c value co.,rrected to. sample as recaived__________ C~lo.ries' 5824 
Ca~~~!c,s:~~fe c~~~~~~~:~_~~~_~~t~~~~_~~~:~~~_~!_~~~~ __ { '~l~;i~' i it: 3 
Cal'fi ltd t I . d {B. T. U. 10445 0.1'1 C va ue co.rree e 0. samp e as reCelve ---------- Calo.ries 5803 
Specifi·c gravity of 3iir-dried sample _______________________ .:. _________ 1.256 
j' 
Analysis o.f ash fro.m air-dried ,sample. 
Si0
2 
__________________________________ __ ____ 23.15 per cent 
Oao ________________________________________ 10.83 per cent 
MgO _________________________ _________ _____ 1.26 . per cent 
Fe
2
0 . _______________________________________ 35.87 
AI,O, _______________________________________ 19.59 
P,O, ________________________________________ 1. 04 
SO, ________________________________________ 6.2 6 
Undetermined ______________________________ 2.00 
100.00 
,per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
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Sample Number 21. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. English Creek Coal Company, Oskaloosa. 
Mine. Hawkeye mine ,at Hawkeye, about two miles east 
of Kno·xville, Marion county, on Washington and Knoxville 
line of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific' Railway. 
Sample collected. June 16,1909. 
Description. The sample is from room 5, thirteenth 
entry east. The coal here showed a face of six feet, with 
some thin streaks of sulphur and occasional bowlders. The 
mine at time of sampling employed 125 men . . (See Vol. XIX, 
page 192, Annual Reportlowu Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
This coal contained a large amount of moisture in the" as 
received" condition and lost a very large amount of the 
moisture· on air-drying. The hydrogen content is high and 
oxygen is unusually low. Although this coal has a high 
ash content its .thermal value is above average. rr:he sulphur 
content is also high .. 
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Sample Number 21. 
Per 'Cent. Per Cent. ' 
Loss of moisture on air-drying ____ 13.80 
Anal~sis of air-dried sample: 
Proximate-
AnalY'Shs corrected <to sample 
as received: ProxiIIlart.e-
Moisture ______________________ _ 4.50 
36.37 
__________________________ 17.68 
Volatile combustible matter ___ _ 
Fixed Carbon __________________ 44.36 
Ash ________________ ____________ 14.77 
Total sulphur 
1'00.00 
6.03 
31.35 
38.24 
12.73 
----.-
100.0() 
5.20 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
Analysi,s corrected ,to sample 
as received: Ultimate-
Hydrogen __________________ ____ 5.21 __________________________ 6.02 
Carbon ________________ ~------- 6,3.42 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen _______________________ _ 
Sulphur _______________________ _ 
Ash ___________________________ _ 
1.21 
9.71 
5.68 
14.77 
100.00 
54.67 
1.05 
20.62 
4.90 
12.74 
100.00 
C'l'fi 1 dt . d . d'd 1 {B. T. U. 11939 a on c va ue e ermllle on au- ne samp e__________ C'alories 6633 
C l 'fi 1 t d t 1 . d {B. T. U. 10291 a orl c va ue co'rrec e 0 samp e as recal,ve ---------- ,Calories 5,717 
ca~~~~~c s:~~Te c~~~~~~:~~_~~~~_~l:~~~~~ _~~~~~~~S_~!_~~~~ __ {~~l~~i!:' ~~~~2 
{ BTU 10285' 'Calorific value c~rrected to sample as receaved__ ________ G~lo~ies' 5725 
Specific gra'l[Hy of a;ir-dried sample _________________________________ 1.289 
Analy,sis of ash from air-dried sample. 
SiO, ________________________________________ 26 . .0 1 
CaO ____________________ ________________ ____ 18.68 
MgO ________________________ __________ :.____ 1.22 
Fe,O, ____________________________ .__________ 32.84 
AI,O. _______________________________________ 14.03 
p,O. _______________________________________ _ 
SO. _______________________________________ _ 
Undetermined _____________________________ _ 
• 
.382 
6.11 
.728 
100.00 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cen't 
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Sample NuIilber 22. 
, 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Bennett Brothers Coal Company, Des Moines. 
Mine. Bennett mine, Des Moines, Polk county, south side 
Raccoon river. N 0 r~ilroad connections. 
Sample collected. Jilne 21, 1909. 
Description. The mine was sampled at the end of the 
fourth west entry. The vein here measured 4 feet 6 inches. 
Its average thickness is 4 feet 4 inches, with occasional 
portions up to 5 or 6 feet. The coal is clean, without rock 
or sulphur bands and breaks into angular fragments. The 
mine is 125 feet deep and employed 100 men who put out 
100 to 300 tons daily. The mine at time of sampling had 
been running six years and supplied a large local trade. 
( See Vol. XIX, page 120, Annual Report Iowa Geological 
Survey.) 
Discussion ' of Analytical Results. 
This co~l is high in hydrogen and carbon and as a result 
. has a high calorific value. The coal in the "as received" 
condition was low in moisture for an Iowa coal. Much of 
this was lost on air-arying. The ash is light gray in color. 
The iron oxide content is low. Magnesia, alumina, and 
silica are high. The appearance of the coal is good and the 
analyses' from it show it to be better than the average 
Iowa coal. 
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Sample Number 22. 
Per 'Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss of mo~sture on air-dry·ing____ 8.77 
AnalY'sis of air~dried sampIe: 
Proximate--
Analysts corrected to sMIlple 
as received: ' Proximate--
Moisture _____ '__________________ 4.62 
Volatile combustible matter ____ 38.88 
--------------------______ 12.99 
__________________________ 35.47 
Fixed Carbon __________________ 44.20 
~sh ____________________________ 12.30 
100.00 
Total s'ulphur 5.15 
40.32 
11.22 
100.00 
4.70 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ul'timate-
Analysi.s corrected to sample 
as received: Ultimate--
Hydrogen ___ .:.__________________ 5.32 __________________ ________ 5.83 
Carbon _____________________ ' ___ 64.82 
Nlctrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen _______________________ _ 
Sulphur __________________ ~ ____ _ 
Ash ______________ ~ ____________ _ 
.98 
11.68 
4.90 
12.30 
100.00 
59.14 
.90 
18.42 
4.48 
11.23 
100.00 
O'l 'fi 1 dt . d . d : d 1 {B. T. U: 12139 a oril c va u·e e ·ermme on lur- rle s'llimp e__________ Calorie.s 6744 
Oalorific value c()ll'rected to sample as recei.ved _________ :... {~~l~~.i~· ~i~~4 
ca~~~!es:~~fe c~~:~~~~~_~~~_~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~_~!_~~~~ __ { '~~l~~i~; ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
Calor,ific value corrected to samp,le as recei.ved __________ {~~l~~i~' ~g~~5 . 
Specific gravity of aiT-drieds3Imple ____________________________ ~ _____ 1.277 
Analysis of ash from air-.dr-ied sample. 
SiO. ________________________________________ 26.13 
C3IO ________________________________________ 17.04 
MgO _________________________________ .:_____ 2.09 
Fe.O. '______________________________________ 26.99 
Al.O. ____________________________ .: _________ _ 
p.o. ~~ ___ ~~ ________________________________ _ 
SOs ----------------~-----------------------Undetermined _____________________________ _ 
20.66 
.458 
5.58 
1.482 
100.00 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
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Sample Number 23. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Bolton-Hoover Ooal Oompany, Oskaloosa. 
Mine. Bolton No.2, Bolton, Mahaska county, on a long 
switch from the Oskaloosa and Tracy line of the Chicago, 
Burlington and Quincy Railroad. 
Sample collected. ' June 15, 1909. 
Description. The sample is from the first room on the 
fifth north, about 1,200 feet in from the mouth of the slope 
and seventy feet , be~ow the surface. The face was here 5 
feet 3 inches in height. It showed a few thin sulphur streaks, 
some up to llj2 inches in thickness, and a few bowlders. The 
mine at time of sampling had a daily capacity of 400 tons. 
The coal is hauled out of the mine and overland to the top 
works, about 1,2qO feet distant, by rope. The top works 
are located on the railroad at the old slope. The haulage 
engine is located here also and serves both slopes. The tail 
rope runs on the surface nearly one-fourth mile 'beyond the 
mouth of the slope and enters the mine through an old drill 
hole. (See Vol. XIX, page 205, Annual Report Iowa Geologi-
cal Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
Volat~le combustible matter is high. The total carbon 
,content-is unusually high for an Iowa coal. This fact largely 
accounts for the high thermal value. Ash~nd sulphur are 
low. Silica in the ash is very high. 
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Sample Number 23. 
Per Cent. Per Cent. 
Lo,ss of moisture on air-drY'ing____ 9.16 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Proximat,e--
Anal'ysi,s corrected to sample 
as received: Proximate--
MoIsture _______________________ 5.48 __________________________ 14.14 
Volatile c·ombustible matter ____ 40.15 
Fixed Carbon __________________ 44.88 
Ash ____________________________ 9.4 9 
100.00 
Total sulphur 3.26 
36.48 
40.77 
8.6 1 
100,00 
2.96 
Analysis of ·air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
AnalY'sLs corrected ,to sample 
a's received : Ultimate-
Hydrogen ______________________ 5.30 __ ________________________ 5.82 
Carbon ________________________ 67.01 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen _______________________ _ 
Sulphur _. ___________________ -' __ _ 
Ash ___________________________ _ 
1.41 
13.64 
3.15 
9.49 
100.00 
60.87 
1.28 
20.55 
2.86 
8,62 
100,00 
{ B. T. U. 12183 Calorific value determined 'On 'air-dried sample _________ ._ C'alories 6768 
Calorific value corrected to sample as recenved ____ ______ { :~~l~~i~' ~i2f 
ca~~f~~cs~~~re c~~~~~~:~~_~~~_~~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~_f_~~~~ __ {~~l~~i~' g i 2 2 
Calorific value corrected to sample ~s' recen:ve~---------- { '~~l~~i~' ~f~~3 
S'pecific gravity 'of aiT-dried sample _______________ -: ________ ~ _____ ~_.:. ___ 1.30 
Analy,sis of ash from air-dried sample. 
SiO, ____________________ ~ ____ ~---~.- ,,--_----- 35.34 
CaO 
MgO 
Fe,O. _____________________________________ _ 
AI,O, _____________________________________ _ 
P,O, . _______________________________________ _ 
SO, _________________________________ ~ _____ _ 
Undetermined 
16.60 
.56 
28.56 
14.03 
.710 
3.00 
1.20 
100.00 
,per cent 
per cent. 
per c·ent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
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Sample Number 24. 
Description of Mine. 
lit 
Operator. Colfax Consolidated Coal Company, Colfax. 
Mine. Mine No.8, four miles southeast of Colfax on the 
Colfax Northern Railway. 
Sam.ple collected. June 17, 1909. 
Description. The sample was cut from the end of the 
main west entry, 1,700 feet west from the shaft. The seam 
was here 5 feet 7 inches thick arid presented a clean face 
except for a half inch sulphur band_ one foot from the bot-
tom. 
The shaft is 164 feet deep and penetrates the" :9.rst vein," 
one or two feet thick, eighty feet from the surface. The 
mine employed 400 men at time of sampling and had an out-
put of 800 to 900 tons per day. (See Vol. XIX, page 159, 
Annual Report Iowa Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Analytical Results. 
This coal in the" as received" condition contained a large 
amount of moisture. Air-drying removed much of this. The 
sulphur content is quite low for an Iowa coal and, but little 
of this constituent went into the ash. The oxygen content 
is above the average. The ash is dark buff in color and high 
in iron oxide. The thermal value is a little below average. 
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Sample Number 2'4. 
Per 'Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss of m'oisture on air-drying ____ 12.68 
Analysis of air-dried sampl<e: 
Proximate-- . 
Moisture ______________________ _ 
Volatile combustible ma:tter ___ _ 
mixed Carbon _________________ _ 
Ash _______________________ . ____ _ 
5.47 
39.1'7 
42.94 
12.42 
100.00 
Total ,sulphur .__________________ 3.49 
Analysis of air-dried sampl<e: 
Ultimate--
Hydrogen ______________________ . 5.02 
CaTbon ______________________ __ 63.60 
Nitrogen ~ _____________________ _ 
Oxygen ____________ ~ __________ _ 
Sulphur _______________________ _ 
Aish ----------------------------
1.53 
14.09 
3.34 
12.42' 
100.00 
Analy,Slis corrected ,to sample 
as received: Proximate--
__________________________ 17.4 6 . 
__________________________ 34.20 
37.49 
10.85 
100.00 
3.05 
AnalY'Slis corrected to SMIlple 
as received: Ultimate--
__________________________ 5.79 
__________________________ 55·.53 
1.3·3 
23.58 
2.92 
10.85 
100.00 
Calorific value determined on 'air-dried saID<ple _____ --~-- {~~l~~i~' ~U~8 
Calorific value co.rrected to sample as rece:i.ved-_________ {~~l~~i~ ~~~~9 
ca~~~~cs~~~re c~~~~~~~~~_~~~_~~t~~~~~_~~~~~~~S_~!_~~~ __ { ,~'~l~~i~· ~ i i ~ 7 
Calorific value corrected to sample as rece:i.ved __________ { '~~I~M~' ~~:i 
Specific gravity of air-dried sample --------_______________________ ... 1.249 
Analysis of ash from-a.l-r-dried sample. 
SiO, __________ ~ _____________________________ 21.13 
GaO ________________________________________ 19.27 
MgO _______________________________________ 1. 6 6 
Fe,O. _..:. ______________ "'-__________ =-___________ . 35.34 
AI,O. _______________________________________ 17.55 
percent 
per cent 
per- cent 
per cen,t 
per- cent p,O. _______________________________________ _ 
SO, _____________________________ ~ _________ _ 
Undetermined 
.247 per cent 
3.12 per cent 
1.683 per- cent 
100.00 
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Sample Number 25. 
Description of Mine. 
Operator. Enterprise Coal Company, 'Des Moines. 
Mine. Mine No.2, Enterprise, Polk county, on the St. 
Paul and Kansas City Railway . 
. Sample collected. June 22, 1909. 
Description. This sample was cut from the bJ:'eak-through 
near th~ face of the second west entry off the first south 
entry. The coal was 5 feet thick here and carried a two-
inch sulphur band one foot from the top. Clay slips are 
present in places. The mine is considered to be in the second 
vein and was the only one working in this horizo.n with the 
possible exception of the Bennett mine. A daily output of 
400 tons is maintained . . (See Vol. XIX, page 143, Annual 
Report Iowa Geological Survey.) 
Discussion of Results. 
This coal is characterized by a high carbon content, the 
highest of any coal of this series. The volatile combustible . 
matter is ' high. Ash is very low for an Iowa coal. Total 
sulphur is below average. The ash is gray in color and quite 
flaky. Alumina is high. The calorific value is the highest 
found in any Iowa coal examined. 
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Sample Number 25. 
Per 'Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss of moisture on air-drying____ 8.61 
Analysis of air-dried sample: Analysts corrected to sample 
Proximate- as received: Proximate-Moisture _______________________ .6.08 ________ __ __ ______________ 14.17 
Volatile combustible matter ____ 41.01 
Fixed Ca·rbon __________________ 44 .17 
__ ________________________ 37.48 
____________ ______________ , 40 .36 
Ash ____________________________ 8.74 7.99 
100.00 100.00 
Total sulp.hur 3.79 3.46 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ultimate-
Analysi.s corrected to sample 
as received: Ultimate-
HydT'ogen .,. _______ ~_______ ______ 5.23 __________________________ 5.7 3 
Oarbon ________________ ~--- ---- 68 .11 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen _______________________ _ 
Sulphur ________ _______________ _ 
Ash ______ __________________ ___ _ 
1.58 
12.78 
3.56 
8.74 
100.00 
62.24 
1.44 
19 .35 
3.25 
7.99 
100.00 
. . d' d 1 {B. T. U. 12454 
·Calorific value determined on 'alr- rIe samp' e__________ Galories 6919 
t d t 1 . ~.,. {B. T. U. 11382 Calorific value cOirrec e 0 'samp' e as receav""' __________ "Calories 6320 
{)a~~~~!c s~~~fec~~~~=~~~~_~~~~_~~t~~~~~~~~~=~~~_~:_~~~~_'_ {~~l~~i~; ~~~~3 
{)alol'ific value corrected to sample as recei.ved __________ { '~~l~~i~' g!i 4 
Specific graV'ity of air-dr.ied sample _____ ___________________________ 1.301 
Analysis of ash from air-dried sample. 
SiO, ________ ________________________________ 23.12 per cent 
CaO ________________________________________ 17.10 per cent 
MgO ________________________________ ._ __ ____ 1. 8 6 per cent 
Fe,O. _________ . __ _' __________________________ 26.41 per cent 
AI,O. _______________________ '-_______________ 23.30 per cent 
P ,O. ________________________________________ .293 per cent 
SO. ________________________________________ 6.72 per cent 
Undetermined ______________________________ 1.197 per cent 
100.00 
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Average Coal; 
The data on the opposite page, which have been termed 
"average coal," were not obtained by the analysis of a 
. sample, but by averaging the corresponding values obtained 
from analyses of the sixteen Iowa coals discussed in the pre-
ceding pages. 
The coal dealer is seldom furnished with analyses of the 
particular coals he is handling and a bout the only informa-
tion lie can furnish the consumer is that it is an Iowa coal. 
In such a case the analytical data of the" average coal" 
will be of value. It will also be valuable when coal from 
the Iowa fields in general is to be compared with that of 
other fields. 
A discu~sion of tpe average Iowa coal is unnecessary. 
The data will speak for themselves. 
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, Average Coal. 
Per Cent. Per Cent. 
Loss on ,air-drYing __ .: ___________ ~_ 9,33 
Analys'is : of air-dried sample: 
Proximate-
Moisture ____________________ ___ 6,34 
Analysis corrected to sample 
as received: ProxiJllalte-:-' 
__________________________ 15:07 
Volatile, combu,stible matter ____ 37.60 ' __________________________ 34:09 
Fixed Carbon __________________ 43.24 
Ash ____________________________ 12.82 
Total sul,phur 
100.00 
4.67 
, ' 
--------------------------
--- ------r------~---------
39 .21 
11.63 
100.00 
4.52 
Analysis of air-dried sample: 
Ultimate- . 
Hydrogen _________________ _____ . 5.07 
Analysrl.s corrected .to sample 
as received: Ultimate-
__________________________ 5:64 
Carbon ________________________ 63.71 
Nitrogen ______________________ _ 
Oxygen ___________________ ~----
Sulphur _______________________ _ 
Ash ___________________________ _ 
1.47 
12.27 
4.66 
12.82 
100.00 
57 :77 
1.33 
19.42 
4.23 
11:61 
100.,00 
{ B T U 1175,4 Calorific value determined on air-dried sample__________ C~lo~ies' 6530' , 
t d t I . d {B. T. U. 1065'7 Calorific value correc e 0 samp e as receave -----,----- Calories 5921 
ca~~~~!c s:~~Te c~~~~~~~~~_~~~~_~~t~~~~~ _~~~~~~~S_~!_~~~~ __ {~'~l~;i~' ~~;;iO 
{ BTU 10563 Calorific value corrected to sampJ.e as received__________ 'C~lo~ies' 5865 
SpeCific gravity 'Of air-dried sample __________________________________ 1.27 
SiO, 
CaO 
MgO 
Analysis of ash from a!ir-dried sample. 
_____________________ ~ ____ __ ____________ 23.26 
________________________________________ 17.31 
1.;:l8 
Fe;O, _______________ \ ________ ~ _____________ 31.10 
AI,O, ____________________ ___________________ 1'7.02 
P,O, ________________________________________ .548 
SO, ________________________________________ 6.00 
Undetermined __________________ __ __________ 1. 3 7 2 
100.00 
47 
per 'cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
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General DiscUssion' and Conclusion. 
Coal is composed of two classes cif substances, viz., (1) those 
which have heat value and (2) those which do not In the first 
class carbon and hydrogen are the important ones. Sulphur on 
oxidation does evolve heat but the amount of heat contributed by 
this' element is practically negligible. In the second class are 
ash, moisture, nitrogen and oxygen. Of these moisture and ash 
are the most important. These two substances not only dis-
place tp.eir own weights of combustible matter but they absorb a 
large amount of the heat of the fuel in being heated up to the 
temperature of the fire box or furnace. Each per cent of mois-
ture and ash displaces twenty pounds of combustible matter per 
ton. Both ash and moisture increase the cost of handling the 
coal for the producer and consumer. If the ash contains slag-
ging or clinkering constituents the efficiency of the furnace is de-
creased and the cost of handling greatly increased. Sulphur 
which was mentioned above as having heat value, is also classed 
as an impurity on account of its low heat value and 'its injurious 
properties when coals are llsed for certain purposes. 
The physical and chemical properties of Iowa coals are dis-
cussed under the, following' headings' : 
M oisture.-Coals from the Iowa field before mined contain a 
high percentage of moisture. In this respect ' they are similar 
to many coals in other fields of the mid-continental regions, 
averaging 'a little 'higher in this component than Illinois coals 
and about the same as Missouri coals. The loss of moisture on ' 
air-drying is practically the same as that , of Illinois a;nd Mis-
souri coals. The' Iowa coals are compared with those of Illinois 
and Missouri for' the reason that they must compete in the mar-
ket with these coals. 
A study of the analyses reveals the fact that the loss of mois-
ture by air-drying is not uniform'in Iowa coals. This difference, 
the writer believes, is due to difference in structure. A micro-
scopic examination was not made, but it is believed that such an 
examination would reveal differences in structure. 
Iowa coals as they exist in the mine contain a little over fifteen 
per cent of moisture. When air-dried they contain 6.34 per cent 
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of moisture oI,l the average. The importance of allowing the 
coal plenty of time to air-dry is here evident. In this work, 
ninety-six hours was the time ~Jlowed for air-drying. The coal 
was crushed much finer than is used in practice and for that 
reason the loss of moisture was more rapid than it is when the 
coal is in the lump sizes. Averaging the moisture content of the 
. five mii:te samples and Car samples of the same Iowa coals ana-
lyzed at the coal testing 'plant Of the United States Geological 
Survey in 1904 (See Professional Paper No. 48, page 151, U.-S. 
G. S.), we find that the difference in moisture in the mine sam-
ples and in the car samples after 'shipping to St. Louis is 2.42 
per cent. From extensive studies at the Coal Testing Plant in 
St. Louis in 1904, the following conclusion was reached:" In 
sampling coals which r-gn 5 per .cent or over in the mine sample, 
the probable amount of moisture in the commercial sample can 
be obtained by multiplying by th~ coefficient 0.915." (ISee refer-
ence above.) In other words the moisture content of the com-
mercial sample will average 91.5 per cent of that of the mine 
sample. This value is too high for Iowa coals. The coefficient 
of decrease of moisture from ,mine samples, calculated from the 
five Iowa coals referred to above is .844, or in other words the 
moisture content of the commercial sample of Iowa coal will 
average about 84.4 per 'cent of that of the mine sample. 
The amount of moisture lost on air-drying after mining de-
pends upon (1) the fineness of the coal, (2) atmospher~~ condi-
tions, (3) time that elapses between mining and consumption, (4) 
conditions of storage. The finer the coal, within certain limits, 
the more rapid and greater ~ill be the moisture loss. It is 
piain that weather conditions"slich as variations in' temperature 
and moisture content in atmosphere, will affect air-drying. Other 
things being equal the sooner tlie coal is used ' after mining the 
les's will be the air-drying loss.' 'This is true only within certa~n 
time limits. If coal is stored immediately after mining, the rate 
at'which air-drying will take place may be affectE)d by the con-
dition of the bi~s. A ' bin with good ventilation will naturally 
give bette~ drying conditions than one with poor ventilation. As 
~entioned before, the structure of the coal will undoubtediy 
have something to do· with the rate of air-drying. 
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Volatile CombustiZeMatter.~This includes the volatile matter 
of coal with the exception of moisture: This term is obj,ected' to 
as being ,misl~ading, for the reason that not all of the volatile 
matter Of coal, 'exclusive of mOIsture, is combustible. However, 
the term 'is ' in such general use in the coal trade that it has 
seemed wise to continue its use. 
Iowa coals generally average quite high in volatile combustible 
matt'er. The exact 'nature ' of the volatile constituents has not 
l;)een carefully studied. An investigation along this line is being 
planned. 
, Like most mid-'continental ahd western coals, a iarge portion 
of the volatile matter is distilled off at rather low temperatures. 
This is 'one of the cause,~ of a serious heat loss in the burning 
of these coals. ' Many furnaces in which Iowa coals are burned 
are, not properly designed and as a result too often the fuel is 
blamed instead of the furnace. Better results 'Would be obtained 
if greater combustion space or means of furnishing an ample 
supply of heated air be provided. ,The economic combustion of 
,th'e volatile combustible matter in these coals is an important 
factor too often overlooked or 'neglected in.furnace design. The 
low efficiency obtained from many western coals is often due 
to the fact that combustible volatile matter escapes from the flue 
unburned. 
Closely associated with the volatile combustible , matter of 
coals is the smoke nuisance problem. "Yisible smoke* consists 
of solid carbon particles and solid or liquid hydrocarbon par-
ticles or tar vapors." These result from , the incomplete com-
bustion of the volatile matter of the fuel. The black particles 
of the smoKe are free carbon deposited by the cooling of hot 
dissassociated gases. This carbon is evidence 'of a great waste of 
fuel. . "Flamet is a phenomenon accompanying the chemical 
union of certain gases, one of which is usually oxygen; and the 
' incandescent solid particles make a flam~ visible. If some of 
these particles in the flame are carbon, formed by the dissocia-
tion of hydrocarbons, luminosity results, and if the temperature 
of these partiCles is reduced below the point at which they com-
bine with oxygen, or if sufficient oxygen is not at hand ,to effect 
"Bureau of Mines bulletin, No, 1, page 9, Volatile Matter of Coal. 
tBureau of Mines bulletin, No, 1, page 9, Volatile Matter of Coal. 
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the union; they fail to unite with oxygen, and pass off -as solid 
, carbon' in smoke. ,-; "The essential requirements -of smoke1ess 
combu'stion are, therefor'e, three-(l) : sufficient ' combustion 
space, (2) sufficient air at a high temperature, ahd (3) suffi-
cient thorough mingling of gases and air-these ,three condi-
tions to be adapted to the type of fuel and nature of its volatile 
products. " 
The' property that many coals, possess to _ disintegrate and 
change in heat value, know.n as "weathering," is associated to 
a certain extent with thevolatilEi matter of the coal. Parr* and 
Wheeler found that upon liberation of coal from the vein imme-
diately an exudation of hydrocarbons began, followed by an 
absorption of oxygen. The losst of hydrocarbons caused a 
loss in calorific value ,averaging about one per cent for tb:e first 
week and three to three and five-tenths per cent for a year. 
Iowa coals no doubt are very similar to 'Illinois -coals in this 
respect. Weathering will be further discussed under sulphur. ' 
For the manufacture of illuminating gas, coals with high 
volatile matter content are usually preferred. Experience has 
shown, however, that not on1y the percentage of volatile mat-
ter is important, but also its composition. Careful studies have 
bhown that the c_omposition of the volatile matter of co~ls yaries 
greatly. Ooncerning the value of coals in general for coal gas 
manufacture, Fuhlweiled states: 
, It is notable that some of the newer Western coals yield con-
siderably less gas than the Eastern coals having the s'~me con-
tent of vola:til-e matter. The ultimate analysis of a coal Q'oes 
not throw very much light on its suitability for the manufacture 
of gas" although certain general indications may be derived 
from it. In general, increasing percentages of hydrogen result 
in more volatile constituents, and high percentages of oxygen 
apparently decrease the yield of gas and increase ' the yield of 
tar. The higher percentages of nitrogen .usually result in J;nore 
ammonia. T,he _ presence of sulphur is to be avoided as' far ,as 
pos.sible, yet its -manner of occur-rence is important .in deterInin-
ing 'whether it Will be volatile and go off in the gas and have to 
be removed, or whether-it will ,remain in-the ·coke. Where the 
. ·Univ ersity of ill'inois bufletiit.- No, 32, 
tUniversity of Illinois bulletin, No, 38, 
Undus,t, Chern, for Student and Mfg,-Roger·s & Aubert, page 418, ' '.:,:";,, 
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coke is to be ,useQ. for the manufacture of water gas, the com-
position , and fusion point of the ash is important, while in case 
it is to be used for foundry work the absence of sulphur and 
phosphorus is 'essential. ' ' 
In the manufacture of <;!oal gas four commercial products .are 
obtained. They are coal gas, ' ammoniacal liquor, coal tar and 
coke. The value of these products, as has been stated, depends 
upon the coal from which they are obtained. Iowa coals are 
high in oxygen, consequently large yields of tar may be ex-
pected. In this respect they differ very little from Illinois and 
Missouri cqals. The oxygen content of Eastern coals 'is very 
much lower. The hydrogen and nitrogen contents of Iowa, Il-
linois and Missouri coals are ab'out the same. Sulphur in Iowa 
coals is high and much of this substance, as will be seen by ex-
aprining the analyses, will go into the gas and will have to ~e 
removed. The coke, which is very poor, will be high in' ash and 
consequently high in sulphur, which will prevent its use for 
forge and metallurgical purposes. 
For the manufacture, of gas a good grade of marketable coke 
is essential. In Io~a a coal for gas purposes that will not yield 
a good coke cannot be used. The yield of gas from Iowa co~ls 
is low compared with Pennsylvania and West Virginia coals. 
Illinois and Missouri coals are much the same in this respect. 
Iowa coals are not used for gas purposes for the reasons given 
above ' and tbe additional reason that the ash-disposal problem 
i~ very difficult. The ' cost of operation of a gas plant using 
19wa coal is very much higher than one ~sing Pelmsylvania or 
West Virginia coals. Specifications for ga~ coals usually call 
for a maximum of not more than one per cent' of sulphur. This 
excludes all Iowa coals. ' 
Fixed Carbon.-Experience has shown that in bituminous 
and ,semi-bituminous coals the steam values are proportional 
to the percentage of fixed carbon. Although the fixed carbon 
evaporates less water than an equivalent weight of volatile 
combustible matter when properly burnt, so much of the latter 
is lost through careless firing arid fa,ulty furnace construction 
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,that the relative stealll value of a coal may be approximated by 
assuming the ' fixed ', carbo~ to be the only ' useful ' constituent. 
For steam tests of Iowa coals see Vol. XIX, pages ' 417-458, 
Annual Report Iowa Geol. Surv. Usually the fixed carbon 
is the principal constituent of the coke produced by the destruc-
tive distillation of the coal. O'oke produced from Iowa coals 
has little value. It has , little strength and is high in ash and 
sulphur. 
Ash.-Iowa coals are high in ash. This is the most d'etri-
mental of the inert constituents., From each ton of coal burned 
from 200 to 300 pounds of ash are produced. ' When the fact that 
the ash is quite fusible under certain conditions is taken into 
consideratIon the ash problem is more serious. The labor 
charge, In a power plant burning Iowa coal, against handling 
the ash, is high. ' 
The fact that Iowa coals clinker and , slag is due very largely 
to the high iron content. An examination of t~e analyses , of 
Iowa coals reveals a high ash content. Further examination 
ehows that the iron cop-tent in the ash is high. 'The ash analysis 
shows the iron to be present as ferric oxide . . The fact is that 
much of the iron is present in the coals as pyrite (Fe82): ' 
When the furnace temperature approaches low redness the 
pyrite breaks up as follows: 
FeS2 + heat=FeS+S. 
Oxygen from the , air then reacts with the sulphur 
(S+20=S02) to form sulphur dioxide. It will also react with 
FeS to form ferrous oxide (FeO) and sulphur dioxide (S02). 
The equation ~s FeS+30= FeO+S02. If the temperature of the 
furnace does not get too high the ferrous oxide will go over to 
ferric oxide. 
2FeO+0=Fe20 S • 
. If the iron ' stays in the form of ferric o~ide little or no slag-
ging or clinkerIng will take place. In the case where 'the ' fur-
lllice temperat~re is~ high,th~ ferrous oxide will react with the 
silica (Si02 ) to form ' a ferrous i:lilicate . . The ' silicate formed 
will depend u'pon the temperature and the am'ount of 'constit-
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uents present. The ~oHoWing react~ons .take ,place ' when firing _' 
is' pushed: , 
FeO + Si02 = FeSiOa 
Ferrous oxide ,silica f'errous silicate 
2FeO + Si02 = Fe2Si04 
'Ferrous oxide silica f'errous silicate 
Both of these silicates have comparatively low formation tem-
peratures', and these tempelatures are readily obtained in fur-
nace or boiler firing. The above silicates at their formation 
temperatures are sticky viscous masses which when cooled are 
clinkers. If the temperature is raised above the formation tem-
perature of thes'e silicates the ma~s will fuse and run through 
tb,e grates, forming when cool, either a glassy or stony slag. If 
tb,e temperature is high enough, as is often the case, the ferrous 
sulphide (FeS) mentioned above will fuse and cause clink~ring. , 
In the presence of carbon (C) at temperatures above 1000 de-
grees C ferric oxide will be reduced to ferrous oxide, which Will 
then react with silica to form a slag. The formation temper-
atures of calcium and alumipum silicates are very high, but in 
some ca'S'es calcium silicate, will be formed and clinkering will 
result. The reaction is 
CaO+Si02 = CaSiOs 
Lime Silica Calcium silicate 
In most cases the lime and alumina ' will dissolve in the fer-
rous silica to form a complex slag. 
-If Iowa coals are to be used for the-m~nufacture of producer 
gas; it is probable that the slagging type of gas producer will 
work welL ' At any rate this method of getting rid of the ash 
seems feasible. 
Few gas-producer testS' have been made on Iowa coals. Those 
which have been made indicate that a much higher -fuel effi- -
ciency can be obtained by using the coal i.n a producer plant. 
Ope test made " *showed that to produce one electrical horse-
power .hour with this coal in the prOducer .required 1.73 pounds 
of dry 0Oal, whereas under the steam ,boiler it , required 4.95 
p0unds to produce tne same re s:ult , a gain in ' efficiency for the 
producer of 186 .p,er cent., As , this .coal ran nearly 17 per cent, 
.Vol. XIX, page 411, Annual R eport Iowa Geol. Surv. 
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of ash in the car sample, the great advantage 'of using it :in .the 
producer plant will be apparent,' and these results' seem to 'open 
the way to a much better utilization of Iowa coals.' ,' 
'N 0 thorough washing 'tests ' of Iowa ~oais have been..l.Inade. 
The writer believes that thorough e~periments ' along this! line 
would give valuable results. 'Much of the ash and sulphur con-
tent could no doubt be removed and the value of the coal thereby 
be greatly increa sed. ' ' 
Bulphur.-Iowa coals are noted for th~ir high sulphur con-
tent. ThiS' constituent renders them practically valueless at 
tb,e present time for the manufacture of gas. Iron and sulphur 
at a temperature above low red heat react to form FeS. This 
is the ,principal' cause of the corrosion of grates and fire -boxes 
when coals high in sulphur are burned. Not all of the sulphur 
in Iowa coalS' is present as FeS2 • Some of it is present as cal-
cium sulphate (OaS04), magnesium sulphate (Mg:::S04), and as 
organic sulphur. The -sulphate sulphur does little damage, and 
unless very high te:tnperatures are_reached, goes into the ash. 
Deterioration and spontaneous heating of coal in storage is 
thought by some authorities to be due to a large extent to the 
oxidation of pyrite. Other , authorities attribute spontaneouS' 
combustion to ' oxidation of the available hydrogen and a small 
part of the carbon by occluded oxygen. This causes an evolu-
tion of neat. ,When the sulphur of .the pyrite, (FeS2 ) oXidizes, 
heat is also given up. If the coalis fine and the pile is' large, 
there is little chance , for the heat so generated to escape'. The 
te'mperature having been raised the v~locity ,of the, oxidation of 
. the sulphur, hydrogen and carbon increases and a correspond-
ingly large amount of heat is ~volved. The i~crease in temper-
ature followed by increased velocity of reaction takes place un-
til the ignition , temperature of the' co~l is reached. The rise in ' 
tempera~ure causes an increa,sed amount , o( volatile matter to 
be distilled off. , Unless this volatile :platter _ can escape, it will 
ig:i1ite , and burn. _ A certain amoUJ,lt of moisture seems to aid in 
spontaneous ,combusti,on. Lwnp sizes are p.'ot a~ lj.able to' ig-
nite ,by sponta!leou.S" cpmbustio~ ,a s :fii1er cO,aL The larger th,e ' 
. ." ', ....... 
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pile and ,the poorer the ventilation, the greater is the tendency 
to ignite by spontaneous combustion. 
Storing large amounts of fine coal in ,large piles is not to be 
re,commended. Storing und~r wat~r will prevent spontaneous 
c,ombu~tion and the ,<lisintegration of the coal. How.ever, the 
storage of coal in larger sizedlumps than is to be used will over-
come the difficulties of spontaneous combustion to a great ex-
tent. The storing of Iowa coal in ll'!.rge lumps for a very- long 
time is not recommended, for the reason that disintegration 
takes place due to the taking up of oxygen, part of which oxi-
dizes the available hydrogen and a little carbon, as has been 
stated before. In time the coals will almost completely slack. 
Then the danger of spontaneous combustion is great. This da,n-
ger is not greater in Iowa coals than in many Illinois and Mis-
souri coals. There is a great deal of difference of opinion con-
cerning the factors that are ,most importan~ in spontaneous 
combustion. An excellent summary of the opinions of many iIl.-
vestigators is given in Illinois University Bulletin No. '46, en-
titled, "The Spontaneous Combustion of , Coals," by Parr ' and 
Kressman. 
Summary.-Iowa coals on account of their high ash and mois-
ture con~ents have correspondingly low heat value. Their high 
sulphur content excludes them from the manufacture of coal 
or water gas, and renders them destructive to grates and fire 
b~xes. Their tendency to disintegrate by weathering prevents 
their being stored for a great length of time. The experimental 
evidence at hand indicates that from 100 to 150 per cent greater 
efficien'cy can be obtained by the manufacture of producer gas. 
This method of use should create a preference for Iowa coal for 
steaming purposes in Iowa. Washing will undoubtedly ~ncrease 
the value of Iowa coals by removing much of the ash and sul-
phur content., Whether this can be done economically has not 
been demonstrated, but it is thought that an experi:rp.ent on an 
indu~trial scale would yield favorabl~ results. The use of Iowa 
~Qal 'at the present time is confined to steam , and 'h~usehold' use 
in the immediate vicinity of the mines. The 'use of Iowa coals 
for power purpqse's is discU:ssed in Bulletin No. 29, of the En-
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gineering Experiment Station of Iowa State College at AmeS'. ' 
Iowa coals are of little value for the manufacture of coke on 
account of their high sulphur content ana low crushing strength. 
Iowa coals compare favorably with those of Northern Illinois 
and Missouri. . 
Purchase Of Coal Under Specification. 
The purchase of coal under specification depending on the 
heating value of the coal, its content of ash and of moisture, 
rather than upon the reputation of the coal dealer or the trade 
name of the coal, is recommended. The United States Govern-
ment has be.en purchasing coal for a number of years under spec-
ification with great profit. The specifications used are quoted 
below and may ' be adapted, by the Iowa coal consumer and 
dealer, to Iowa coals. Only that part of the specification which 
deals with Bituminous coal is given. For complete specifications 
for different types of coal, consult Bureau of Mines Bulletin, 
No. 63, entitled, "Sampling Coal Deliveries ' and Types of Gov-
ernmimt Specifications for the Purchase of Coal," by George 
S. Pope. 
Specifications and proposals for bituminous coal for steam power plants. 
, I. Proposals. 
1. Sealed proposals; in duplicate, to furnish the quantities of 
coal specified in the schedule herewith, required for the use of 
(the name of the ,department, bureau, or institution) -for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 19 .. , will be received until 2 Q 'clock 
p. m., .. ' .. ' ....... ' ,' . . . : ................. . . . . 19 . . , at the office 
of .......... . ...... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. and then opened. -
2. Each bidder shall have the right to be present either in 
person or by attorney when the bids are opened. 
n. Address of ,Proposals. 
3. P:roposals, in duplicate, must be forwarded to ........... . 
: ...... . . ; .. .' : ..... ,' .. .: ..... '. : .......... ' .. , postage prepaid. 
Addressed envelope for mailing is inclosed herewith. 
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m. · Proposals-Guavanty. ' 
.. 4. Signature. Proposals must be made in duplicate on the 
form ' furnished by , .......... : .................. ' ...... '. :' ... , 
ahd must be signed by the individual, partnership, .or corpora-
tion making the .same; when made by a partnership, the name 
of each partner must be signed. If made by a corporation, pro-
posals must be 'signed by the officer thereof authorized to bind it 
by contract, and be accompanied by . a copy, under seal, of his 
authority to sign. 
5. (Jash or Certified Check. The proposals must be accom-
panied by'cash or by a certified check drawn payable to the order 
of the Secretary of the ............................. ' ....... , in 
an amount equal t02 per cent of the estimated cost of the items 
for ,which bids are submitted, the minjmum amount in any case 
to be' $10. This requirement is solely to guarantee, if an award 
is made on the proposal, that within 10 day-safter notice is given 
that an award has been made, the bidder will enter into a con-
tract in accordance with the terms of the proposal and execute a 
bond for the faithful performance thereof, with good and suffi-
cient sureties as hereinafter required. In the event of the fail-
ure of t4e bidder to enter into contract or execute bond,. the c,ash 
or check guaranty will be forfeited. ' . . 
IV. Contractor's Bond. 
' 6. Swreties. Each contractor shall be required to give a bond, 
with two or more individual 'sureties or one corporate surety 
duly qualified under the act of Cpngress approved August 13, 
1894, in which they shall covena,nt and ,agree, in . Gase the said 
contrl'lctor shall fail to do or perform any or all of the cove-
nants, stipUlations, and agreem.,mts of said. contract on the 
part of the said .contractor to be performed as therein set forth, 
the said contractor and his sureties shall forfeit and pay to 
the United States of America any and all damages sus,tained 
by the Vnited States by reason of any failure of the contractor 
fully and faithfully to keep and perform the terms and ' condi-
tions of his ,contr.a0t·t-o be' recovered in ' im, action at law in the 
name of the United Sta,tes in any proper court of competent 
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juri~diction: 'Such sureties ": ( except " corporate sureties). shall 
.justify 'their, responsibility ,by ';:tffidavit "showing t):mt they sever-' 
ally "own and 'possess property of " the .clear value in the aggre-
gate of double' the ain01mt of the abbve-mentioned forfeiture 
over .and above' all debts a'nd' liabilitiesand all pr-operty oy law 
exempt fro~ ,~:x;ecution; t'\1e affidavit shall be 8~orn t~, before a 
judg~ or a derk of a , c<;mrt of record Or a Uniteq., 'Stat~s at,tor-, 
ney, who ~ust ce,rtify of his own personal knowledge th~t the 
s:ureties are sufficient -to pay the full p~naHy of the bong.. 
7. May be waived. If the estimated amount involved in the 
contract does not exceed the sum of $200, then the bond may 
be waived with the cO,nsent of the department involved. 
V.' Reservations. 
8. Rejec~io'f? and annulment. The right will be reserved by 
the Secretary of ...... ",' .. " ... to reject any and all bids, ~o 
waive technical defects, and to accept any part of any bid and 
reject the other part, if,' in his judgment, the interests of the 
Government shall ' so reqUire; also the right to annul any con-
traClt, if, in his opinion, there shall be a failure at any time to 
perform faithfully any of its ,stipulations, or in case of a will-
fui attempt to impose upon the Governr;nent coal inferior to 
that required by the contra"ct; and any action taken in pursu-
ance of this latter stipulation shall not affect or impair any 
right or claim of the United States to damages for the breach 
of any of the covenants of the contract by the contractor. Bid-
ders are cautioned against . guaranteeing higher standards of 
qual~ty than can be maintained in delivered coal (this applies 
more especially to bituminous c9al) , as the Governm!'lnt reserves 
the right to reject any and all bids if the analyses and test Fe-
sults which the Government ~ay have on record indicate that 
higher standards have been offered tp.,an can, probably be main-
tained. 
9. Esti~a~ed ' quantity". The estimated quantity of coal to be 
purchased will be based upon the previous annual consuInption, 
but the right will be reserved to order a greater or less quantity, 
subject to the actual requirements of the service. 
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10. Tests. 'The right will he reserved by the Government 
to pu"rchase, for the purpose of making boiler tests, other coal 
than that herein contracted for, provided the amount so pur-
chased doe,s not exceed five per cent (5 per cent) of the coal 
used at the plant during the period cover,ed by this agreement. 
11. Lowest bids may not be considered. If it S;llOUld appear 
to the best interests of the Government to do so, the right is 
reserved to award the contract ' for supplying coal at a price 
higher than that named in a lower bid or in lower bids, on the 
basis of the quality of the coal offered. ' 
12. Failwre to contract. If the bidder to whom the award 
is m!1de should fail to enter into a contract as herein provided, 
then the award may be annulled and the contract let to the next 
most desirable bidder wi,thout further advertisement, and such 
bidder shall be required to fulfill every stipulation expressed 
herein, as if he were the original party to whom the contract 
wa~ awarded. 
13. Contracts non-transferable. No contra-ct can be law-
flilly assigned. 
' 14. Default . Nq proposal will be considered from any per-
SOIl, firm, or corporation in default of the performance of any 
contract or agreeD;lent made with the United States, or con-
'elusively shown to have failed to perform 'satisfactorily such 
contract or agreement. 
VI. Description or' Coals Desired. 
15. Coal desired. Bids are desired on coal as specified ,be-
low: 
The ' coal must be a { k' . { run-of -mine -} . 
d' t ' . " " co mg' , . ' goo seam. . . .. . .. . . . . .. ' k' slack , bItU-
nonco mg '1 (. ') ' . 
, ump gIve SIze 
minouscoal, free from bone, slate, dirt, ', and 'excessive dust, and 
adapted 'for successful use in the particular furnace equipment. 
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16. Lowest quality acceptable. Bituminous coal that shows 
on analysis a ' quality lower than that indicated below will not 
be considered ;* 
Moisture in "delivered coal" . .. .. . . ... per cent 
Ash in "dry coal" .............. . · ... per cent 
Volatile matter. in "dry coal" .... . · ... per cent 
Sulphur (separately determined) 
in "dry coal" .. . ............. : · ... per cent 
British thermal units in "dry coal" 
below .. ... .... ........ .. ..... . 
17. Information to be supplied by bidder. Bidders are re-
quired to specify t4e coal offered in terms of moisture, "as re-
ceived"; ash, volatile matter, sulphur, ' and British thermal 
units, i, dry coal"; which ' values become the srtandards for the 
coal of the successful bidder, In addition, the bidders are re-
quired to give the name and location of the mine producing the 
coal, the name or other designation of the coal bed, name of 
operator of mine, and the trade name of the coal. This informa-
tion to be furnished in spaces provided under section 57 (A). 
vn. Award. 
21. Considerations. Bids will be considered on each item sep-
arately; and in determining the award of the contract consider-
ation will be given to the quality of the coal (expressed in terms 
of ash in "dry coal," of moisture in coal " as received," and of 
British thermal units in "dry coal") offered by the respective 
bidders, to the operating results obtained with the coals ob. pre-
vious GoverIiment contract's; as well as to the price per ton. 
22. Method of comparing bids. In order to compare bids .as 
to the ' quality of the coal offered, all proposals will be adjusted 
to a common 'basis. The method used will be to merge . all four 
variables-ash, moisture,. calorific value, and price bid. per ton-
into one figure, the cost of 1,000,000 British thermal units, so 
that one bid may readily be compared. with another. The pro-
cedure under this method will be as follows; 
. . . 
"The percentages and the heating value to be filled in by the offiCe inviting 
bids. 
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(a) All bids will he adjusted to the , same 'ash perce;ntage by se-
lecting as the standard the proposal ,that offers ,coal containing 
the highest percentage of ash. Each 1 per cent 'of ash content 
below that of this standard will ,be assumed to have a positive 
value of 2 cents 'per ton, and the price wIll be accordingly in-
creased 2 cents, the arriount of premium that is allowed under 
the contract for l' per cent less ash than the standard established ' 
in the contra0t. Fractions of a per cent will be given propor~ 
tional ,values. 'The adjusted bids will be figured to the nearest 
tenth of a c~nt. 
(b) To reduce bi~s ~o a common basis with respect to the mois-
ture in the coal offered, the price quoted, adjusted in accordance 
with 'the ~bove; . will be divided by the difference between 100 
per cent and ,the per cent of moisture guaranteed in the pro-
posal. The adjusted bids will be figured to the nearest tenth of 
a cent. 
(c) On the basis of the adjusted price, allowance will then be 
made for the varying heat values by computing the cost of 
1,000,000 British thermal un~ts for each coal offered. This de-
terinination will be made by multiplying the adjusted price per 
ton by 1,000,000 and dividing the result by the product of 2,240, 
multip~ied by the number of British thermal units guaranteed. 
23. Service results and test. If frOrripraciical service experi-
ence or by test any of the coals have in the past proved un-
suited for the furnace and boiler equipment, or have 'failed to 
meet the requirements of the city smoke ordinances, the bids 
thereon may be elimina'ted ,from ,further consideration, regard-
less of their calculated costs per million B. t. u. The selection 
of th~ lowest bid of the remai:qing bids on the basis of ' the cost 
per million B. t. u. will be considered as a tentative award only, 
the Government reserving the right to have practical service 
test or t,est$ ml:!-de ,under the direction of the Bureau of Mines, the 
results t.o determine the final award 'of contract. ' The interested 
bidder , or his authorized representatives may be ,present 'at 
w~~~ · 
25. Service test. Before making final award. of contract, 
practical service tests, under the direction of the Bureau of 
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Mines, will be made .of selected coals, t.o· determine the suitabiUty 
and adaptability .of the c.oals f.or the particular furnace ,and. 
b.oiler equipment c.oncerned. The interested bidders .or their 
auth.orized representatives may be present at such tests. Samples 
will be c.ollected fr.om the c.oals tested, and c.omplete analyses and 
cal.orimetric determinati.ons will be made, as well as determina-' 
ti.ons .of the fusing temperature .of the c.oal ash. 
26. Test results part of contract. The results .of the service 
test .of the c.oal that pr.oves a s~tisfa0~.ory fuel and the results .of 
the analyses and tests .of the samples .of that c.oal will bec.ome 
a part .of the c.ontract 'es'tablishing the standard .of the c.oal .of-
fered by the bidder t.o wh.om the final award is made. The re-
sults bec.ome the basis f.or 'determining rejectable c.oal during the 
life .of the c.ontract. 
vm. Delivery., 
27. Quantity. The coal shall be delivered in suCll quantities 
at such times as the G.overnment may direct. 
28. Rapidity. All the available st.orage capacity .of the G.ov-
erninent c.oal bunkers will be placed at the disp.osal .of the c.on-
traot.or t.o facilitate delivery .of c.oal under fav.orable c.onditi.ons. 
When an .order is issued f.orc.o'al, the c.ontract.or up.on c.ommenc-
ing a delivery .on that .order shall c.ontinue the delivery with such 
rapidity as n.ot t.o, waste unduly the services .of the G.overnment 
inspect.or. Informati.on is furnished in the schedule herewith 
in relati.on t.o the several places, etc., f.or the delivery .of c.oal, but 
the bidder is invited t.o visit th.os,e plac.esand inspect the c.ondi:-
ti.ons f.or his .own inf.ormati.on. 
, 29. Notices. After verbal .or written n.otice has been given t.o 
deliver c.oal under this contract, a sec.ond n.otice may be served 
in writing up.on the c.ontract.or to make, d~livery .of the c.oal s.o 
.ordered within 24 h.ours. after receipt .of said sec.ond n.otice. 
, Sh.ould the c.ontract.or, f.or any reas.on, fail t.o c.omply with the 
sec.ond request, the Government will be at liberty t.o buy c.oal. 
in t~e .open market and f.or c.oal s.o purcha,sed t.o charge against 
• 4:8 
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the ' ~ont~actor and his s'ureties any excess -in price over the co:ri~ 
, tract price. 
30. II ours. The contractor will be allowed to deliver coal 
during the usual , hours of teaming, that is, between 8 a. m. and 
5p.m. 
31. Weighing. The coal will be weighed by representatives, 
of the Government without expense to the contractor. 
IX. Sampling. 
32. Imperative for bituminous coal. As paYment for bituD1i-
nous coal is based upon the quality of coal delivered as shown 
by analyses of representative samples,' it is imperative that sam-
ples representing every order of coal be taken and -that the 
proper official of the Government buildings see that such sam-
ples are obtained. The Bureau of Mines will have general direc- ' 
.tion of sampling, 'giving ins·tructions in the methods of obtain-
ing representative samples, and lending all practicable assistc 
ance. 
33. Contractor may be present. If desired by the coal con-
tractor, perD1ission will be given to him or his 'representative to 
be present and witness the collection and preparation of the 
!?amples ,to be forwarded to the Government lahoratorie.s~ 
. , 
34. D¥ring unload~ng. , The ~oal will be sampled at the time it , 
is qeing loaded or unlo,aded from railroad cars, sJ:tips, ba~ges or, 
wagons, or when ,discharged from, contractors' supply bins,ei- ' 
cept as provided for in section 27' of the 'specifications for ' an~ 
thracite broken, egg, stove, and chest'n:ut. " ' ' , , 
'35. 'Size of incre1nents. When the " coal is being unloaded, a 
ehovel or specially designed tool will be used for 'taking P9rtions 
or, increm~nts of 10 to 30 pounds of coal. ' For slaCk or small 
sizes of anthracite increments as small as 5 to 10 pounds may be 
taken. The size of the increments depends on the size and weight 
of the largest pIeces of coal and impurities. 
36'. CoUection -of gross sample. The increments will be reg-
ularly and systematically collected, so that the entire deliver:y 
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will be represented proportionately in the gross sa:mple. The 
frequen,cy of collecting the increments should be regulated so 
that a gross sample of not less than 1,000 pounds ,will be col-
lected. If the coal contains an unusual amount of impurities, 
such as slate, and if ,the pieces of such impurities are very lar.g6) 
it will be necessary to collect gross samples of even 1,500 pounds 
01\ :more. For slack coal and for small sizes ()f anthracite, if the 
impurities do not exist in abnormal quantities or in pieces larger 
than three-quarters of an inch, a gross sample of approximately 
600 pounds may prove sufficient. The gross sample should con-
tain the same proportion of lump coal, fine coal, and impurities 
as is contained in the coal delivered. As the increments are col-
lected, they will be deposited in a receptacle having a tight-fitting 
lid and provided with a lock. 
37. Preparation of gross sample. After the gross sa~ple is 
collected, it will be systematically crushed, mixed, and reduced 
in quantity to convenient size for t:ransmittal to the -laboratory. 
The crushing _ will be done by a mechanical crusher or by hand -
with an iron tamping bar on a smooth and solid floor. In the 
,absence of a smooth, 'tight floor, the crushing may be done on a 
heavy canvas, to prevent the accidental admixture of any foreign 
matter. The mixing and reduction will be done by hand with a 
shovel, or mechanically by means of riffles or sampling machines. 
38. I Hand preparation. When prepared by hand the pieces of 
-coal and impurities will be crushed to the approximate size in-
dicated in the table below before each reduction: , . 
Weight of sample to be divided 
1,000 pounds or more _____________ _ 
500 pounds _____________________ _ 
250 pounds _____________________ _ 
125 pounds _____________________ _ 
60 pounds _____________________ _ 
Size to 
which coal 
andim-
purities 
should be 
broken be-
fore each 
division, 
1 "inch 
l! inch 
! inch 
* inch 
t inch 
.. 
.. 
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The 60:pound sample will 'then be reduced by qU'artering, or 'by 
'the use of riffies or sampling machines, to' the ' desired 'quantity 
for transmittal to the laboratory. 
, 39. Mixing an"d 'reduction by "alternate .shovelfuls." After 
,each crushing, the sample will be thoroughly mixed before re-
duction in quantity, the procedure being as follows: . 
The crushed coal will be shoveled into a conical pile. A new . 
long 'pile will then be formed by .taking a shovelful at a time and 
spreading it out in a straight line (8 to 10 feet long for a shovel 
holding 15 pounds). Each new shovelful will be spread ove~ the 
top 'of the preceding one, beginning at opposite ends, and so on, 
until all the coal has been formed into one long pile .. By walking 
around the long pile and systematically taking shovelfuls, and 
shoveling the coal to one side, alternate shovelfuls being dis-
carded, th.e sample will be halved in quantity . 
40. Mixing and reducti'on by "quartering." The above "long-
. pile" and "alternate..:shovel" method of mixing and reducing 
the sample will be followed with samples of 125 to 250 pounds 
or more. Samples smaller will be mixed on a canvas about 8 
feet square by raising first one ·end of the canvas and then the 
'other, thereby rolling the sample back and forth. After thor-
oughly mixing in this manner, the sample will be formed in a 
conical pile and reduced in quantity by quartering. 
4L Orushing of increments. Whenever the different incre-
ments of samples are collected throughout some considerable 
period of time, each increment may be crushed as s'oon" as taken 
and the pieces of coal and impurities broken sufficiently small 
to permit two or three reductions of the total accumulated sam-
ple before fllrther crushi:Q.g is necessary. 
42. Special moisture sample. In the reduction of the gross 
sample to the sample for transmittal to the laboratory the gross 
sample will ;unavoidably lose moisture.. To determine the mois-
ture content in the coal . delivered, . a se,p~rate special moisture 
sample must b~ taken. This will be accumulated by placing in 
a hermetically sealed receptacle small pa:rts of'the freshly taken 
increments of the gross sample. 
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,43. Moisture samples discretionary . . The collection of spe-
cial moisture samples shall be discretionary with the Govern-
ment. Special moisture samples , will be taken if in the opinion 
of the Government inspector the coal con~ains moisture in ex-
ce,ss of the amount guaranteed by the contractor. The ,special 
moisture samples will be taken so as to represent the coal with 
respect to the moisture contained at time of weighing. 
44. Extended deliveries. If deliveries extend over any consid-
erable period, what would otherwise be a gross sample may be 
worked down in successive stages to samples of a size suitable 
for transmittal to the laboratory, and the samples representing 
the several equal parts of a delivery may be analyzed and the 
several analyses averaged, or the several samples may later be 
mixed (at the delivery point or in the laboratory and reduced 
to one sample) and one analysis made. 
X. Analysis. 
45. Immediately on receipt of a sample in the laboratory it 
will be analyzed and tested by the Government in accordance 
with the method recommended by the American Chemical So-
ciety, and by the use of a bomb calorimeter. 
XI. Causes for Rejection. 
46. Character. All coal delivered during a fiscal year is ex-
pected to be of the same character as that specified by the con-
tractor. ' It should, therefore, be supplied as nearly as possible 
from the same mine or group of mines. 
47. Quality. It is important that the standards furnished 
with bids shall not establish a higher value than can be actually 
maintained under the terms of the contract. In this connection 
it should be recognized that the ,smali "mine samples" 'usually 
indicate a coal 'of higher economic value than that actually de-
livereEi. in carload lots, because of the care takeR ' to separate 
exiraneOlls matter' from the coal in the '''mine samples." It is 
evident, therefore, that it will be to the best i1ilte:r-esis of the con-
tractor to furnish a correct description with average values of 
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the coal offered, as a failure to'maint;1in the standa:r'd he estab-
, lishes will result in deductions from the' contract price, and maS 
cause a cancellation of the contr~ct, whereas deliveries' of coal 
of higher . grade tha:q. quoted will be paid for at an increased 
price per ton. 
48. Unsatisfactory fuel. Coal containing percentages of vo.1;-
atile matter or sUlphur higher than the limits indicated under 
"Description of Coals Desired, " or haVing a' moisture content 
in excess 'of that guaranteed, or containing percentages of ash 
greater than indicated in. the 'column "Maximum limits for ash" 
in' the table in the section entitled "Price and Payment," or 
failing to give satisfactory results because of excessive clink-
ering or a prohibitive amount of smoke, or proving for any other 
cause to be an undesirable fuel, will be subject to rejection, and 
the Government will have the right to cause the contractor to' 
remove .such coal at no cost to the Government. Such event 
may result in the Governmerit purchasing in the open. market, or 
through competitive bidding,' such quantity . of · coal to supply 
the deficiency caused by such failure, or annulling the contract 
by giving notice in writing to that effect to the contractor, and 
the Government, in its · discretion, purchasing such coal in the 
open market or by contract upon competitive. proposals; the con-
tractor to remain liable for all damages sustained by the United 
States on account of such failure, includi:q.g the differencE;l, if 
any, between, t4e cost 9f purchasing and delivering said coal and 
the .price at which the contractor agreed to' furnish it. The con-
tract price must be underst09d to be the corrected price per ton 
based upon analysis, as hereinafter described under the section 
entitled "Price -and Payment." If it shall be impracticable to 
cause the contractor to remove coal subject to rejection, the 
Government 'may use such rejectable coal; deducting penalties 
as 'determined under the section entitled "Price and Payment," 
and may in addition, as circumstances warrant in the opiilion of 
the Government, deduct a further penalty of twenty-five (25), 
p'er cent of" the amount of ,the bill, based on the tonnage of the 
coal under question' and at the contract price per ton; 
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XII. 'Price and Payment. 
52: Prompt payment. Payment wil\ be made 'promptly upon 
,receipt of a report from the Bureau of Mines on the quality of 
,the coal under consideration. The Bureau of Mines will furnish 
such report in not more than fifteen (15) days after the receipt 
of the sample or samples. 
53. Detf(rminationof price. Payment for coal specified in the 
proposal will be made upon the basis of the price therein named, 
corrected as follows for variations in heating value, ash, and 
moisture from the standards specified in the contract (se~ sec-
tion 48 for an additional deduction on coal, subject to rejection) : 
(a) Considering the coal on a "dry-coal" basis, no corrections 
in price will be made for variations of 2 per cent or less in the 
number of British thermal ,units from the guaranteed standard. 
When the variation in heat units exceeds' 2 per cent of the guar-
anteed standard, the correction in price will be a proportional one 
and will be determined by the following formula: 
B. t. u . delivered coal ("dry--coal" basis) bid price= price 
=--;:---....,...=-::-:-..... --;-:-:::-:-::-c-'-:=-=-~:-;-=-'--:-:-::=:-=--- X resulting from B. B. t. u. ('''dory-coal'' basis) specified in contract t. u. corection. 
For example, if coal delivered on a contract guaranteeing 14,-
000 British thermal units on a "dry-coal" basis at a bid price 
of $3 per ton shows by calorific test results varying between 
13,720 and 14,280 British thermal units, there will be no price 
correction. If, ,however, the delivered coal shows by calorific 
test 14,3DO British thermal units on a "dry-coal" basis for ex-
ample, the price for this variation from the contract guarantee 
is, by substitution in the formula .: 
14,300 X$3=$3. 064 
14,000 ' , 
Tb.e correction will be' figured to the n:earest tenth of a cent. 
(b) For all coal that by anaiysis contains less ash on a "dry-
coal" basis than the p~rcentage specified herein, Ii -premium of 
2 cents per ton for each whole per cent less will be paid. An in-
crease in the ash content of 2 per cent above the standard esta b-
lished by the contractbr will be ·toler~ted without exacting a 
penalty. ' When 'such excess is greater than 2 p"er cent,deduc-
tions will be made in acordance witb the following table: 
-- ---
Cents per ton to be deducted 
,6 @ -,0 I-< .s~ 
I I I 
:$~ 
I I. I· ~.S g.§ I 2 . 4 7 12 18 25 35 ",'d - 'd .... ~ _ ~Q)o;l Q)- 0 ,.<:l~:g . "CSJ-I ...... ooQ) P ercentages of ash in dry coal . ':;:::::.A Z ..... 'O 
PerOent Per Oent 4 , _________ 6, inclusive __ 6.01- 7.00 7.01- 8.00 8.01- 9.00 9.01-10.00 10.01- 11.00 11.01-12.00 12.01-13.00 
:~ ===~====== 7, inclusive __ .' 7.01- 8.00. 8.01- 9.00 9.01- 10.00 10;01-11.00 11.0.1-12.00 12.01-13.00 13.01-14.00 8, inclusive __ 8.01- 9.00 9.01-10.00 10.01-11.0.0 11.01-12.00 12.01- 13.00 13.01-14.00 14.01-15.00 7 ____ . ______ 9, inclusive__ . 9.01-10..00 10.01-11.00 11.01-12.00 12.01-13.00 . 13.01-14.00 14.01-15.00 15.01-16.00 8 __________ 10; inclusive __ 10.01-11.00 11.01-12.0.0 12.01-13.00 13.01-14.00. 14.01- 15.00 15.01- 16.00 16.01-1iOo. 9 ._~ ________ 11, inclusive __ 11.01- 12.00 12.01- 13.00 13.01-14.00 .14.01-15.00 15.01- 16.00 16.01:"'17.00 I 17.01-18.00_ 
10 :---------- 12, inclusive __ 12.01- 13.0.0 13.01-14.00 14.01-15.00 15.0.1-16.00 16.01- 17.00 ~7.01-18.00 I 11 __________ 13, Inclusive __ 13.01- 14.00 14.01-15.00 15.01- 16.00 16.0.1- 17.00 17.01- 18.00 18.01- 19.00 12 __________ 14, inclusive __ 14.01- 15.00 15.01- 16.00 16.01-17.00 '17.01-18.00 18.01- 19.00 19.01- 20.00 
'13 . __________ 
' 15, inclusive __ .15.01- 16.00 16.01-17.00 17.01-18.00 18.01-19.0.0 19.01- 20.00 I , 14 .! ______ :. __ 16, inclusive __ 16.01- 17.00 17.01-18.00 18.01-19.00 19.01- 20.00 20.01- 21.00 . 15 ~ __ .: ______ 17, inclusive __ 17.01-18.00 18.01':'19.00 19.01"':20.00 20.01- 21.00 I 16 ' __________ 18, inclusjve __ . 18.01- 19.00 19.01-20.00 20.01-21.00 I 17 . ______ , ___ 19; inclusive __ 19.01- 20.00 20.01- 21.00 21.01-22.00 
~8 , _________ 20, inclusive __ 20.01- 21.00 21.01-22.00 22.01- 23.00. 
, 
-
*These \imits are used in .determining rejectable coal, see section 48, marginal beading "Unsatisfactory fuel.'~ 
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As an example of the method for determining the deduction 
in cents per ton for cO'al containing ash ex~eeding the standard 
by more than 2 per cent,<suppose coal delivered -on a contract 
guaranteeing 10 per cent ash on the" dry-coal" basis shows by 
,analysis betweell l4.01 . and 15 per cent (both inclusive), or, for 
. instance, 14.55 per cent, the deduction according to the table is 
7 cents per ton (reading to the right on line beginning with 10 
per cent on the extreme left, which 'in this case is the standar<;l, 
to the column containing" 14.01-15," the deduction at the top 
of this column is seen to be '1 cents y. ' . 
NOTE.-If the ash standard is an uneven percentage, the table will be revised 
In ·order to determine deductions on account of excessive ash. Fot ex'ample, it 
the ash standard is 6.53 per cent, each percentage value beginning with 6 In the 
left-hand column and -all figures In the line reading to 'the right of 6 will be In-
creased by 0.53. There would be no deduction then In price for ash In delivered 
coal up to and including 8.53 per cent, while for coal having' an ash content, for 
Instance, between 11.54 and 12.53 per cent the deduction would "be 12. cents per 
ton. 
(c) The price will be further corrected for moisture content 
in excess of the amount guaranteed by the ~ontractor, . the de-
duction being determined by multiplying the price paid by the 
percentage of moisture in excess of the amount guaranteed, The 
correction will be' figured to the nearest tenth of a cent. For 
example, if coal delivered on a contract guaranteeing 3 per cent 
moisture with bid price of $3.50 per ton shows ·by 'analysis 4.65 
per cent moisture, the bid price is multiplied by 1;65 .( the ex-
cess moisture), which gives 5.8 cents .( $0.058) .as the deduction 
per ton. . 
[$3.50X(4.65-3.00=1.65 per cent) =5.775 ' cents.] 
.. ' I. 
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, . 
,: 55. Estimat,ed quantity of coal required" - tons (2,000 -or 
2,240 pounds). " '.}' , 
, 56. (The point6f delivery; method of delivery, capacity 'and 
facilities for storage, etc., 'are here furnished.) , . 
, 57: 'The' bidder m~st in's~rt . ip. the ' blaclr space below the in- ' 
fO:fmation caUed fO,ron th~ ' coal he -proposes to furnish, With-
.. " , (, j • , 
out which information the proposal ,will be informal: ' , . ' 
(a) Commercial name of the coal . .. ....... ' ............... . 
(b) N arne of the mine or mines ....... . .. .... : ; .. ' .. ,,: ... :" , 
(c) Location of the mine or mines (town, county, state) .... : 
•••• 0 " " ' •••••••• •••• ••• •• •• ••••••••••• • • ' ............ . 
, (d) 'Railroaa on which mine is located .. . . ~ . ... ..... ',' . . ' .. . 
( e ) Name or other designation of the coal bed or beds ....... ' 
. ' . 
. . . . . . ," . . ~ .................. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
(I) Name of opera tor of mine or mines .... ' . .. .............. ~ 
\ : . , . ' . 
(g) British -thermal units per pound of "dry coal" ......... . 
(h j Percentage of ash in "dry coal" . .. ... : ... ... ', ' ....... . 
(i) Percentag~ of sulphur in "dry coal" .... , ...... : .. .. .. . 
(j) Percentage of volatile matter in "dry coal" .... ' . . . ~ .' .. . 
(k) Moistur'~in coa~ "as received": : . : : . . . : . .. .. : .... : ..... . 
,(Z) Additional description of coal as deemed of importance by 
bidder .......... . ... .............. . ....... . . ... ... . 
I' ~ ~ • • • • • • • • . ", ( . . .. , ••••• ' t '" . ' •••••••••••••••••••• "0"········· 
( m) Price per ton of .... pounds (this price is understood to 
be -the bid price per ton, see section 53 fDr method of 
determining price for delivered coal) .............. .. . 
.......... .. ................. .. . ... ............ .. ' " 
"Bidders are cautioned ag.ainst specifying higher standards than can be main- . 
' tained, for to ' do so may result in the bid being rejected (sec. 8), or may tesult in 
rejection of delivered coal or cancellation of the contract and the Government pur-
chasing coal fn the open market and charging against the contractor the differ-
ence in cost (see secs. 47 and 48). 
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THE SECRETARY OF THE . , ...•.••.•......• DEPARTMENT: 
The undersigned hereby propose . . to furnish and deliver to 
........ . .... . ...... . . . . . .... the coal as above specified, and 
at the price stated above, for the fiscal year commencing on the 
1st of July,. . . .. and ending on the 30th of June, ... . . 
The undersigned ha. .. read the specifications and proposal 
ana ~gree .. to comply therewith in every particular. 
Signature of each member ' of 
the firm and firm name. If a cor-
poration, its name, and signature 
of the officer authorized to sign 
for the corporation, together 'with 
a copy, under seal of his author-
ity to sign; also, the name of the 
state in which incorporated. 
Doing business under the firm mime of ................ .. . . 
Place of business, . . .... . ............ . ................... . 
NOTE.-Owing to the difficulty in deciphering signatures, a typewritten copy 
of same should be attached. 
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Berkley, gravels near, 84 
Bethany substage, analyses of lime-
stone from, 663 
in Adair county, 56 
in Decatur 'county, 213 
Bethany .substage 
in Guthrie county, 305 
in Madison county, 435 
Bettendorf, analyses of limestone from, 
663 
quarries near, 552, 6'1:6 
Bey~r, S. W., Road and concrete ma-
,terials of Iowa, 33 
Bids for coal, comparison of, 751 
rejection of, ,749 
Big Creek, gravels on, 524 
Big Sioux river, gravels on, 425, 511, 
55,7 
Black Hawk county, .abx:asion and im-
pact tests of stone from, 650 
analyses of limestone .from, 659 
analyses of sands from, &66 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
mechanical analy,ses of stone from, 
648 
sand and gravel in, 7,7, 677 
stone in, 79, 672 ' , 
tests of gravels : from, 656 
INDEX 
Blencoe, analyses of sands from, 668 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Blockley, gravel at, 213 
Bloomington, quarry at, 569 
Bolton-Hoover Coal Co" 730 
Bonap'arte, quarries near, 579, 580, 585 
Boone county, analyses of sands. from, 
66t) 
sand and gravel in, 83, 677 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Boone river, gravels on, 307, 635 
Booneville, gravel at, 679 
Bouton, gravel at, 679 
Bowlders of drift, 54 
Boyer river, gravels on, 202 
Brandon, quarries at, 101 
Bremer county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 650 
analyses of limestone from, 659 
analyses 'of sands from, 666 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
mecnanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and gravel in, 85, 677 
stone in, 87, 672 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Brick for road work, 41 
Brighton, quarries near, 597 
Bristow, quarries near, 109 
Buchanan county., abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 650 
analyses of limestone from, 659 
analyses of sands from, 666 
cementation tests of stone ,from, 654 
mechanioal analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and ' gravel in, 9i 
stone in, 98', 672 ' 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Buchanan gravels, 54 
in Benton county, 69 
in Black Hawk county, 77 
in Bremer county, 85 
in Butler cO.unty, 107 
in Cerro Gordo co'unty, 138 
in Cherokee county, 166 
in Chickasaw county, 166 
Buchanan gravel- Con. 
in Clay county, 177 
in Clayton county, 182 
in Davis county, 210 
in Delaware county, 216 
in Dubuque county, 240 
in Fayette county, 259, 264 
Buchanan gravels 
in Franklin county, 288 
in Grundy county, 300 
in Hardin county, 312 
in Henry county, 328 
in Howard county, 333 
in Humboldt county, 341 
i~ Jones county, 370 
in Louisa county, 412 
in Marshall county, 450 
in Mitchell county, 464 
in Pocahontas county, 520 
in Sac county, 544 
in Winneshiek county, 606 
Buena Vista county, analyses of sands · 
from, 666 
sand and gravel in, 103, 677 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Buff·alo, cementation tests of stone 
from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone' from, 
649 
quarry near, 555, 676 
Bureau of Standards, 698 
Burlington, analyses of limestone from, 
I 660 
, . gravel 'at, 679 
quarries at, 673 
: Burlington substage in Van Buren 
I county, 578 
I Burnt clay ballast fo'r road work, 41 
Busti, gravels near, 333 
Butler county, abrasion and impact 
tests of sto~e from, 650 
analyses of sands from, 666 
cementation tests of stone from; 654 
mechanical analyses of stone ·from, 
648 
sand and gravel in, 107, 677 
stone in, 109 
l . tests .of gravels from, 656 
, Butlerville, quarry near, 572 
o 
Calhoun county, analyses of sands 
from, 666 
sand and gravel in, 111 
stone in, 115 
tests of l?ravels from, 656 
Calmar, quarry near, 614 
Calorific value of coal, 698 
Calumet, gravels near, 494, 783 
Calvin, Samuel, cited, 66, 69, 85, 91, 
136, 170, 219, 220, 240, 333, 345, 
366, 367, 465, 466, 505, 605, 607, 
613, 616 
Cambrian system, rock in, 44 
Cambridge, gravels,'at, 569 
Campbell Coal Co., 712 
Carbon in coal, 696 
Carboniferous system, rock in, 49 
Carroll, gravels near, 119 
Carroll county, sand anli gravel in, 
116, 678 
Ca~son, quarries -near, 531 
Cascade, analyses of limestone from, 
, 660 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
mechanical analys,es of stone from, 
648 
Cass county, sand and gravel in, 120 
stone in, 121 
Castana, gravels at, 472 
Cedar Bluff, quarry at, 130 
Cedar county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 650 
analyses of limestone from, 659 
cementation, tests of stone froin, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and gravel in, 123 
stone in, 123, '672 
Cedar ereek, gravels on, .539 
Cedar Falls, analyses of sands from, 
666 
ceme~tation tests of .stone from, 654 
Cedar Falls 
gravel at, 79, 677 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries at, 80, 672 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Cedar Rapids; cementation' tests of 
stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone' from, 
649 
quarries at, 410, 675, 681 
Cedar river, gravels on, 274, 412, 464 
' Cedar V'alley, analyses of limestone 
from, 659 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
mechanical analys~s of stone from, 
648 
qu'arries at, 124, 672 
I Cedar Valley I3tage, 49 
analyses of limel?tones from, 659, 6'60, 
662, 663 
in Benton county, 72 
in Black Hawk county; 79 
in Bremer county, 87 
in Buchanan county, 100 
in Cerro Gordo county, 144 
in Floyd county, 276 
in Johnson county, 364 
in Linn county, 411 
in Mitchell county, 466 
in Scott county, 555 
in Worth county, 624 
Cementing value of stone, 637 
Centerville, cementation tests of stone, 
from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
Cerro Gordo county, abrasion and im: 
pact tests of stone from, 650 
analyses of limestone from, 660 
• cementation tests of stone from" 654 
mechanical allialyses of stone from, 
648 
, Cerro Gordo county, 
sand and gravel in, 136, 678 
stone in, 144, 672 
Chapin, quarr,y near, 289 
Chariton, quarrie~ near, 417 
,. 
Chariton conglomerate in Appano?s~ 
county, 69 
Charles City, analyses of· sands from, 
666 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
gravels at, 275, 680 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries at, 284, 673 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Charlotte, cementation tests of stone 
from, 604 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
Cherokee, analyses ; of sa;nds from, 6~6 · 
gravels at, 160, 678' 
tests of ~ravels from, 606 
Cherokee county, -analyses cif sands 
from, 666 . 
sand an.d gravel in, 155, 678 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Chester, graVlels near, 333 
Chickasaw, cementation tests of stone 
from,654 · . 
gravels near; 169 " 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries at, 170 
Chickasaw county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 650 
analyses of sands from, titi6 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 . 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and gravel in, 166 
stone in, 170 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Chillicothe, sa.nd near, 590 
C~urdan, gr·avels near, 2.99 
Clarinda, analyses of sands froIIl, 668 
. tests of gravels from, 657 
Clarke county, analyses of limestone 
from, 660 
sand and gravel in, 172 
stone in, 173 , 
Clarksville, gravels at, 108, 677 
quarries ,at, 110 
Clay, burnt, for road :work, 41 
istribution, 41 . 
49 
; . 
769 
Clay county, analyses of sands froIl)., !. 
666 
sand and gravel in, 174, 678 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Clay Mills, stone near, 372 
Clayton, sand at, 678 , 
quarry at, 184 
Clayton 'county, abrasion an1i impact · 
tests of stone from, 650 · 
analyses of sangs from, ,666 '. 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and gravel in, 178, 678 
stone in, 183, 673 
tests of gravel from i 656 
Clemons, analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels at" 682 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Clermont, ana.lyses of')lpiestone from, 
661 ' . , .' 
analyses of sands fr()I!1, 666 : 
cementation tests o(stone from, 654 
gravels at, ·2.57, '680 .... ".' .:. ..., 
mechankal. analyses : C\f ston~ from, .' 
648 
quarries at . .264 
· tests of gravels from; .656 
Cliffland, ce~~ntation . \esti;r " of stone 
from, 65.5 . I :f : 
mechanical analyseS.' :Gf stone from, 
649 . 
Climax, quarry near, 47~ 
Clinton, analyses ·of frands from, 666 
cementation tests of ' stone from, 654 
mechanica~ analyses of stone from, • 
648 
gravel at, 619 
quarries at;' 193 
tests of gravels. from, 656 
Clinton cop.nty, .abrasion and impaet 
tests of stone from, 651 
analyses of ·sands from, 666 
cementation, tests of ·ston.e from, ·654 
mechanical analyses of ·stone. from, 
648 
sand and grave~ in, 191, 679 .. ", 
tests of gravels from, 65'6 
stone in, 19.3 ": , 
,. 
.'. , 
.' 
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Clutier, analyses of Sands from, 668 
sand near, 572 . 
tests of giavels from, 658 
Coal, purchase 'of, under specifications, 
747 
storing of, 746 
Coal Measures in Iowa county, 346 
.Coal samples, preparation, 693 ' 
Coal sampling, method, til:l2 
Coals desired, description of, 750 
Coburg, sand near, 474 
Coggan; quarry near, 409 
Coggan stage, analyses of limestones 
from, 660 
in Benton county, 71 
in Linn county, 409 
Coin, quarries near, 505 
Coke from Iowa coals, 743 
Colfax, gravel near, 354 
Colfax Consolidated Coal Co" 732 
Commerce, gravels at, 683 
CO!1glomerate in Guthrie county, 303 
Conrad, ,cementation tests of stone 
from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarry at, 302 
Coon Mound, gravels on, 601, 685 
Coon Rapids, gravels at, 118 
Coover, W, F" work of, 42 
Coppock, gravel near, 596, 681 
Coralville, quarries near, 365 
Cornelia, gravels near, 636 
Corning, quarry at, 59 
Correctionville, analyses of sand from, 
~70 
: grav~ls near, 618, 685 
tests of gravel from, 658 
Council Bluffs, sand near, 530 
Crawford county, analyses of sands 
from, 666 
. .'sand a:nd gravel in, 202 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Cl'escent, quarry near, 532 
Crescent Coal Co:, 706 
CresCo, cementation tests of stone from, 
, 65"4 ' • 
mechani'cal analyses of 'stone from, 
648 ,,' 
quarry at, 336, 674 
Cretaceous system, analyses of lime-
stones from, 664 
rock in, 53 
in Calhoun county, 115 
in .cass county, 121, 123 
in Guthrie county, 306 
in Plymouth county, 517 
in Pottowattamie county, 532 
in Sac county, 545 
Cylinder, gravels near, 510 
D 
Dakota conglomerate in Guthrie 
county, 304 
Dakota sandstone in Cass county, 123 
Dallas county, sand and gravel in, 204, 
679 .. 
stone in, 206 
I Davenport, analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels at, 684 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Davis City, ce~entation tests of stone 
from, 654 
gravel at, 213 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries at, 213, 673 
Davis county, sand and gravel in, 209 
stone in, 210 
, Decatur county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 651 
analyses of sands from, 666 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and gravel in, 210 . , 
stone in, ' 213,. '673 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Decorah, analyses of limestone from, 
66.4 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
gravels near, 605, 685. 
mechanical 'analyses of stone from, 
649 
quarries at, 610, 676 
, DeKalb, analyses of sands from, 666 
, tests of gravels from, 656 
DeKalb limestone, 52 
in Decatur county, 215 
.INDEX! 7;71 
Delaware ' county; . analys'es . of' . sands 
,f-rom, 66~" 
sand and gravel in; 216, 679 
stone in, 220,. 673 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Delaware stage in ·Delaware county, . 
220 
Delhi, quarries near, 223 
Delivery of coal, 753 
Denison, analyses of ' sands from, 666 
gravels at, 203 . 
- tests of gravels from, 656 
.Department of Bridges and Highways 
of France, test of stone by, 638 
Des Moines, ·analyses of sands from, 
668 
gr.avels near~ 527, 68?, 684 
te::;ts of gravels from, 657 
De!! Moines county, abrasion and im-
pact tests of stone from, 651 
analyses of 'limestone from, 660 
analyses of sands from, 666 
cementation' tests of stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 ' . 
sand and gravel i·n, 225, 679 
stone' in, 226, 673 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Des Moines river, gta.vels on, 84, 204, 
. 251,' 339; 443;' 444, 473, 507, 518, 
524, 577, 5~0, 595, 600 
Des Moines stage, . 51 
analyses of limestones from, 659 
in Appanoose county, '68 
in Dallas county, 206 
in Davis county, 210 
in Guthrie county, 306 
in Jasper county, 354 
in Lucas county, 416 
in Marshall county, 461 
in Muscatine county, 485 
in Polk county,· 527 
in Wayne county, 6uO 
Deval test for stone, 643 ' 
Devonian system, ' analyses of lime-
stones from, 659 
rock in., : 48 
in Buchanan cQunty, 98 . 
in Butler county, 199 
in Cedar county, 136 
in Cerro .Gordo county, I'44' 
in Chickasaw county, 170 
in Fayette connt;y', ' 269 J 
in Floyd county, 276 
in 'Howard coilnty, 335 
in Johnson county, 364 
in Linn county, 406 
in Mitchell 'county, 466 
in Muscatine .county, 482 
in Scott county, 552 
De Witt, analyses of sands from, 666 
gravel at, 191, 679 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Diagonal, sand near, 533 
Dickinso'n county, sand ' and gravel in, 
234, 679 
Doon, aIialyses of sands from, 668 
gravels at, 418, 682 
tests of grav.eIs from, 657 ' 
Dorchester,' quarries near, 65 
Dows, analyses of sa;ndS from, 670 
gravel near,' 287, 636 . 
tests of gravels froin, 658 
Dubuque, analyses of limestone from, 
661 
analyses of sand from, 666 
. gravels at, 239, 67·9 
quarries at, 673 
. tests of gr.avels from, 656 
Dubuque county, analyses of limestone 
from, 660 
analyses of. sands' frotn;, 6'66 .. 
sand and gravel in, 238, 679 
stone in, 241, 67.a 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Dudley, quarries at, 592 
Dum-ont, analyses 'of sands from, 666 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
gravel at '678 " 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries near, 109 
tests of gl'avels from, 65:6 
Dyersville, gravels at, 219, 67·9 
, " 
'. 
, . 
. ' 
; .~ 
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Eagle City, quarries at, 316 
" Eagle Grove, 'tinalyses of sand's from, 
670 , 
tests of gravels from, 6~8 
" Eagle POint, analyses of limestone 
from, 660 
Earlham, analyses 'ot limestone from, 
663 , 
cementation 'tests, of stone from, 655 
- ' mechanical ' analyses, of stone from, 
649 
, quarries near; 436, 676 
: Earlham limllstonfl, 52 
in Decatur county, 21,3, 
: in Guthrie co.unty, 306 " 
in Madison c~unty, 436 
Earlville, gravels at, 218 
Early, a;nalyses of sa,nds from, 668 
, ,., 'gravels near, 540 
tests of gravels from, 657 
" 'East Nishnabotna river, :sand on, 474, 
504 
"East Peru, iluarries at, 675' 
Eddyville, analyses of'sands from, 668 
gravels near, 473, 682, 685-
quarries near;' 691, 676 " : 
tests of ' gravel's from; :65'7 
Eldora, gravels "at, 680 ' 
Eldora sandston.e in ',Ha~din county, 
318 ", 
" Eldorado, gravels near, 258- -' 
Elgin, gravels at" 256' 
, Elkader, a,nalyse's' of, sands' from, 666 
, ,' " cementation:· tests of~ Swne from, 664, 
, gravels' at; 17'9' " , 
mechanica,l an'a,lyses' of' stone" from, 
648 " 
q.uarry at, 185, 673 . "" , 
tests of graveis fro~, 6'51,}' 
, Elkport, gravels at, 180 ' ' " , , 
.. ,Ellis, C, E" a~alyses- of' limestone 'by, I 
, " 659". 662, ' ~64 ' '" I 
-'Elm Springs, gFavels ,near~ 56'7 
Elina, quarr~~g 'at, 339 
Em~~~ cou~ty,. a~~~~s~s ,~f s~n~,~ , ,~r,~m, I 
sand and -gr::We1 ',In,; '25'1, '679' ,, ' . - ' II 
tests "of grav.el's' fr\}m, 6-56"" 
Emmetsburg, gravels ilear, ' 509, 683 ' 
Engineering Experiment' Station, co-
operation with, '42 
English Creek ,Qoal Co,~ 726 
Enterprise Coal Co" 734 
Escka Method for sulphur, '694 
Estherville, gravels at, 262, 679 
F 
'Fa'irbank, quarry at, 100, 271 
Fairfield, sand near, ~61 
Fairport, cementation tests of. , stone 
from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
F?-rley, quarries at, 250, 673 
'F'armington, analyses of liJ;llestone 
. from, p64 
analyses of sarids from, ,670 
cementation te~ts of stoi'l'e from, 655 
gravels !it, 578) 686 
uiechanical analyses of' stone from, 
649 
quarries n,ear, 587 
tests of grav,els from, 668 
Farragut, sand near; 462 ' 
Fayette, cementation ' tests Of , stone 
from, 654 , 
gravels at, 262 
mechanical analyses 'of stone from, 
648 
, ' quarries at, 269 
Fayette county; 'abrasion ' and ' impact 
tests of' stone from, 651 , ' 
analyses of limestone from, ,6Q1 ' 
an~,lyses 9f san'~~ frQrQ., 666 ' 
ceme~t!l;tiop. tests of stone from, ' 664 
mechanic~i ~alYSeS of sto~e from, 
648 "'" ' 
sand and grll-vel !n, 266, ,6&0, 
stone in, 264, 673 
tests of gra~~is f~om, 656 
Fertile, quarry ' ~t, 6'28 ' , 
Fixed carboiJ. in ,coal; ' 69'4; 7'42 I, 
Flagler, quarry ,near, 447 • , 
Florenceville, qU~~ry" ilear,' 331;-
Floya, gra:velsat, 275; 680" , 
., quarries ,at;' '284 " , -, 
INDEX '773 
Floyd county, a:brasion and 
tests 'df stone from, 65i 
impact I 
analyses of sands frow, 666 ' I 
cementation tests ' of storie' from, 654 : 
mechan~cal analyses of stone . from, I' 
648 .' '. 
. s~nd ·and gravel in, 274, 680. i 
stone in, 276, 673 ! 
tests ot gravels from, 656 I FI~Yd ri~e~: ~r~~~l~ ~n, 486" 5lt, 561 I 
Forbes . limestone in Page county, 50.4 
Forest City, gravels' near; 310., 680., 
685 
Forestville, quarries near, 225 
Fort Atkinson, cementation tests _Of I 
stone from; 65'5 
gravels at, 60.7 
mechanical analyses of stone· .from, 
649 
quarries. at, 613 
Fort Atkinson dolomite in Winneshiek 
county, 613, 616 · 
· Fort Dodge, analyses of sands from, 
670. 
gravels ·near, ·60.9, 685 
quarries near, 60.1 
tests of gravels from, 658 . 
Ft, Dodge', Des Moines and Southern 
· ". ·Railway Co., mir. .... ot, 710. 
· Fort Madison, - cementation tests of 
stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
sand at, 681 
Fragmental limestone, 52 
. in Decatur' county, 213 
in Guthrie county, 30.5 
in Madison county, 436 
Franklin, cementation tests of 
from,' 6'55 , 
- mechanical analyses of ' stone 
649 
quarr'y near, 40.3' 
s~one l 
from, 
· Franklin county, abrasion ' and impact 
tests of stone from, 651' 
analyses of sands frot;ri, 666' , , 
cementatidn tests of stone frOni, 654 
mechanical analyses" or stone t~om, i 
648 .. 
Franklin' county"-Con· . ... ' I 
sand and gravel' in, 28-6; 680. . 
stone in, 28.8 . 
tests of gravels fFom,. 6.&6 . 
Frazer, analyses of sands ,from, 
gravel~ !tt,. 84, 677 . 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Freqerjka, q~'arriesa~, .~o. 
Freeport, sand near, 60.6 
'. ' 
6.66 .. , 
Fremont county, san-d , and gravel · in, 
293 
stone in, 294 
French Coefficient of ' Wear, 643' 
Fruitland, sand '8.t, 683 
Fuhlweiler, 741 
G 
Galena limestone, '46 ' 
analyses of, 660., 664 
in Dubuque county, 245 
in Jackson county, 350. • 
Galena-Platteville in Clayton , county, 
183 
in Howard county, 335 . 
in Winneshiek .<;OUIJ,ty" 60.9. 
Garnavillo, lim~t9n~ at, ~73 
Garner, . gravels near, 30.9 ,. 
'Garris~n, 'c~mentation . tests .of stone 
from" 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
. 648 .. ' . . . " . .. 
quarry near, 75 
'Ga~ from Iowa" coal, 741 
Geest as road material, 67, 191 
Geode shales in V~n Bure~ co'unty, '579 
Geology of Iowa" road ' and ' concrete 
m'cl.t~riai.s, 42 _. . ' 
George, gravels at, 424 
Gifford," a~aiyses ' of . sands from: 668 
gravels .' at, 3'11, ' 68'0' .' - ' 
test~ of gravels' from, 657 • : . 
Gillett Grove, gravels at, 177 
Gilmore Cit)", .an.~iY,s.es, ,of >fon.e. _from, 
523 
cementation ' tests' of atOM from, 655 
mechanIcal 'analyses" of stone ' from, 
649' • " , ' ." . , , - ',. , ,. 
- quarry 'at, . 523, 610 . ' ,- .;. 
:J7~4 INDEX 
Givin, limestone' at, 67:5 .. 
Glacial 'bowiders, , ~istr.ibutio.n, ,41 
Glendon, conglomerate .near, 304 
<,luarries near, 30i ' 
Gordon, .399, 579', ?8tl, 584, 585 
Gordons Ferry, quarry . at, 349 
Gower stage, 48' . 
a.nalyse!! of ·limestones from, 659, 662, 
664 
in Cedar county, 124 
in Jones county, 373 
in Johnson county, 363 
in Scott county; 547 
Graettinger, gravels near, 252, 509, 679, 
683 
Grand • Junction, analyses 'of sands 
from, 666 
gravels at, 680 , 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Grand Mound, gravels at, 192, 679 
Grand River, gravel at, 213 
Grand. river, sand and gmvel on, 213, 
·533, 57-7 
Granite, gravels at, 425, 682 
Gra·nt, quarry near, 480 
Grant City, stone at, 545 
Gravel and sand, distribution, 39 
, Green Horn limestone in Plymouth 
county, 517 
Green Island, gravels near, ;149 
' Greene~ cementation tests of stone 
from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
gravels !\-t, i07, 678 
quarries near, 111 
Greene c~unty, analyses of sands from, 
666 
sand and gravel in, 295, 680 
'tests of gravels fr~m, 656 . 
Grundy Center, analyses of sands from, 
668 
. gravels at, 300, 680 
tests of gravels from, 657 
.- Grundy county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone , from, 651 
analyse's of sands from, 66·8 
cementation tests pf stone froni. 654 
.Gr.undy county:-Con. 
mechan~cal ' analyses of stone from, 
648 
.sand and gravel in, 300, 680 
stoI1;e in, 302 
tests of gravels from, 657 , 
. Guthrie county, sand and gravel in, 
303 
stone 'in, 305 
Guttenburg, cementation tests of stone 
from, 654 
gravels ,at, 178, .678 
,. mecbianical analyses of ,stone from, 
648 
quarry at, 185, ·673 
H 
Hale, cementation tests of stone from, 
654 
gravels near, 372 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries at, 674 
Hamilton county, analyses of limestone 
from, 661 
analyses of sands from, 668 
sand and gravel in, 307 
stone in, 308 
tests of gravels from, 65.7 
Hampton, analyses of sands from, 666 
cementation tests of J3tone from, 654 
gravels at, 288 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarry 'at, 29>1 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Hancock 'county, sand and gravel in, 
309, 680 
Hanlontown, analysel5 01 sands from, 
670 
tests of gravels from, 658, 
, Hardin county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 651 • 
analyses of sands from, 668 
. cementation tests 9f stone from, 654 
mechanicl\.l ,analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and ~~vel in, .:l11, 680 
stone in, :il13, 674 . 
tests of gravels from, '657 
INDEX '775 
Hardness of stone. 638 
Harrison county. analyses of sands 
from. 668 
sand and gravel in. 318. 681 
stone in. 327. 674 
tests of gravels from. 657 
Harvey. gravels near. 682 
quarry near. 448 
Hawarden. analyses of limestone from. 
664 
gravel near. 559. 684 
Hazelton. gravel at. 95 
quarries near. 98. 672 
Heating of coal in storage. 745 
Henry county. sand and gravel in. 328. 
681 
stone in. 329. 674 
Henton. quarry at. 463 
Hesper. quarry near. 615 
Hess. A. W .• wOIk of. 42 
High Bridge Coal Co .• 720 
Hills. sand at. 681 
Hillsdale. quarry , at. 400 
Hixson. A. W .• analyses of Iowa coals 
by. 687 
Holland. gravels near. 300 
Hopkinton. gravels at. 218 
quarries at. 221. 673 
Hopkinton stages. 47 
analyses of limestones from. 661. 662 
in Fayette county. 267 
in Jackson county. 352 
in Jones county. 372 
Hosper. gravel ne'ar. 561. 684 
Howard county. abrasion and impact, 
tests of stone from. 651 
cementation tests of stone from. 654 
mechanical -ana~yses of stone from. 
648 
sand and gravel in. 333. 681 
stone in~ 334. 674 
Hudson. S. D .• gravel near. 558. 584 
Humboldt. analyses of limestone from. 
343. 661 
analyses of sands trom. 668 
quarries at. 34,3 
sand near. 342. 681 ) 
tests of gravels from. 657 
Humboldt county. analyses of lime-
stone from. 661 
analyses of sands from. 668 
sand and gravel in. 339. 681 
stone in. 343 ' 
tests of gravels from. 657 
Hurstville. quarry at. 353 
Hydrogen in coal. 696 
I ' 
Ida county. analyses of sands from. 668 
sand and g;ravel in. 345. 681 
tests of gravel from. 657 
Ida Grove. analyses of sallas Irom. 668 
gravels at. 345. 681 
tests of gravels from. 657 
Illinoi-an drift. 53 , 
Independence. analyses of limestone. 
from. 659 
analyses of sands from; 666 
cementation tests of stone from. 654 
gravel at. 93 
m~chanical analyses of stone from. 
648 
quarries at. 98 
tests of gravels from. 656 
Indian creek. gravels on. 540. 566 
Inoceramus beds in Plymouth county. 
517 
tonia. -analyses, of sands IT:lm. 666 
tests of gr,avels from. ' 656 ' 
Iowa City. analyses of limestone from. 
662 
cementation tests of stone from. 654 
mechanical 'analyses of stone from; 
648 
quarries near. 364 
sand neat:. 363. 681 
Iowa (loals. value of. 746 
washing tests of. 745 
Iowa cO'als for producer gas • ..74~ 
16wa -county. analYses of "'ands from. 
668 ' 
sand ,and gra'le~ n. 346 . 
stone in. 346 . , 
tests of gravels from. 657 
INDE:S: 
Iowa Falls, ce:mentation tests of stone 
from, 654 
mwhanical an~lyses 'Of stone from, 
648 
quarries at, 313, 674 
Iowa river, sand and gravels on, 309, 
311, 346, 363, 412, 450, !572, 630 
Iowa road and concrete materials, 42 
Iowa State College, cooperation with, 
42 
Iowan drift, 53 
Iowan gravels in Grundy county, 301 
in Louisa county, 412 
in Mitchell county, 464 
Iowan sands in Winneshiek county, 607 
Iowan stage, 53 
iron ,in Iowa coals, '743 
Irvington, gravels ,at, 394, 681 
J 
Jackson county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 651 
analyses of limes.tone from, 662 
analyses of sands from, 668 
cementation tests ,of stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and gravel ht, 348, 681 
stone in, 349 
tests of gravels from, 657 
J,anesville, gravel at, 86, 677 
J.asper county, sand and gravel in, 354 
stone in, 354 
Jefferson, analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels at, 680 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Jefferson county, ·sand and gravel in, 
359 
stone in, 361 
Jesup, quarries at, 100 
Johnson county, abraslon and impact 
tests of stone from, 651 
analyse~ of limestone Lrom, 662 
cementation tests ·of stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
sand and graV'el in, 363, 681 
stone in, 3.63, 674 
Jones couilty, abrasion and im,pact 
tests of stone from, 651 
analyses of limestone trom,. 662 
analyses of sand from, 668 
cementation tests o,f stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
64& 
s'and and gravel 'in, 369 
stone in, 372, 674 
tests of gravels from, 657 
K 
Kamrar, analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels near, ,307 
tests qf gravels from, 657 
Kansan drift, 54 
Kansan gravels in Winneshiek county, 
606 
Kellogg, quarries near, 356 
Keokuk, . cementation of tests of stone 
from, 655 . 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
quarries at, 398, 675 
Keokuk limestone in Des Moines 
county, 232 
in Lee .county, 396 
in Van Buren county. fi7!l 
Keokuk co:unty, sand and gravel in, 
387 
stone in, 388, 674 
Keosauqua, analyses of limestone from, 
664 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
, quarries at, 585 
Keyes, Charle·s, 226, 399 
Keystone Coal Mining Co., ' 724 
Kilbourn, quarries at, 5'84 
Kinderhook stage, analyses of lime-
stones from, 661, 663 
rock in, 49 
in Des Moines county. 226 
in Franklin county, 289, 293 
in Hardin county, 313 . 
in Humboldt county, 343 
in Jas.per county, 355 
iNDEX 
Kinderhook stage-Con. , 
in Louisl!- COJInty, 4.13 
in Marshall county, 453 
,in Tama county, 572 
in W'ashington county, 596 
Kingsley, gravels near, 517, 683 
Kjeldahl method for nitrogen, 698 , 
Klemme, graV1els at, 309 
Klondyke, gravels near, 4'25 
Knight, N., analyses of .limestone by, 
. 659, 660 
Kossuth county, analy.i?es , of sands . 
from, 668 
sand and gravel in, 3.93, 681 
tests of gravels from, 657 
· L 
Lainsvipe, gravels near, 349 
Lake City, analyses of sands from, 666 
garvels at. 113 
stone near, 115 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Lake View, gravels near, 540, 684 
Damoni, quaries near, 215 
Lanesboro, gravels near, 11~, 678 
Langdon, analyses of sands from, 666 
Lansing, analyses of sands from, 666 
cementation tests of stone from, 65~ 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries at, 64, 672 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Le Claire dolomites, 48 
in Cedar county, 134' 
in Johnson county, 363 
in Jones county, 372, 37& 
in Linn comity, 405 
in Scott county, 547 
Lee county, abrasion :,tnd impact tests 
of stone from, ~52 
cementation tests of stone from, 655-
mechanical analyses , of stone from, 
649 . 
sand and. gravel in, 395, 681 
stone in, 395, 675 
Lees, 'James H., coals sampled' by, 692 
descriptions of mines by, 702 
work of, 42 
Le Grand, quarrie§l ,at, 453, 675 
Le Mars, analyses of sands from, . 668 
gravels near, 512, 683 
quarries near, 518 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Leon, analyses of sands from, 666 
tests of gravels from; 656 
Lewis, quarries near, 122 
sandstone at, 120 
Lime City, analyses of limestone from, 
129, 659 
Lime creek, gravels on, 136, 623 
Lime creek shales in Gerro Gordo 
county, 150, 
in Floyd county, 21'6 
in Franklin county, 288 
Limestone, distribution, 40 
. Linn county, abrasion and impact 
Laporte City, -cementation tests of tests of stone from, 652 ~tone from, 654 cementation tests of stone from, 655 
limestone at, 672 mechanical analyses of' 'stone from, 
mecha.nical analyses of stone from, 649 
648 sand and gravel in, 404, 681 
quarries near, 82 
Larrabee, gravel at, 166 
Lawler, gravels near, t69 
Le Claire. analyses of limestone from, 
664 
cementation tests of stone from, ,655 
mechanical analyses o~' stone fropl, 649 
quarries at, 676 
stone in, 40.5, 675 
Linn Grove, gravels at, 103' 
Linwood, quarry near,_ 555 
Lithographic City, quarry at, 283. 
Little Cedar river, gravels -on, 464 
Little Floyd river , gravels on, 486 
Little Ocheyedan river, gravels on, 502 
INDEX 
Little Rock, gravels at, 424 
Little Rock river, gravels on, 424 
Little. Sioux river, gravels on, 103, 155, 
174, 234, 346, ~16 
Little Turkey river, gravels on, 260 
Littleport, gravels at, 182 
Littleton, gravel at, 95 
quarries at, 100 
Livermore, sand near, 342 
Logan, limestone at, 674 
Lohrville, gravels near, 114 
Lonsdale, E. H., 121, 474, 475' 
Louisa county, abrasion and impact 
. t ests of stone from, 652 
analyses of limestone from, 662 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 . 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
sand and gravel ill, 411 
stone in, 413, 675 
Lourdes, gravels at, 333 
Loveland, gravels near, 530 
Lowden, cementation tests of stone 
from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarry near, 133 
Lowell, quarries near, 329 
Lower Burlington limestone in Des 
Moines county, 229 
in Lee eounty, 396 
Lower Coal Measures, 51 
Lower Davenport stage, analyses ' of 
limestone from, 659 
Luana, cementation tests of stone from, 
654 
meqhanical analyses of stone from, . 
648 
quarr-ies near, 67, 189' 
Lueas county, ' sand and gravel in, 
416 
stone in, 416 
Lundteigen, analyses by, 659, 660, 663 
Lycurgus, quarries near, 66 
Lynnville, quarries near, 355 
Lyon county, analyses of sands from, 
668 
sand and gravel in 417, 682 
stone. in, 430 
tests of gr.a~els ~rom, 657 
Lyons, cementation tests of stone from, 
654 . 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries near, 197 
M 
Macbride, T. -R., 155, 177, 251, 255, 343, 
486, 495, 496: 501, 507, 508, 523 
Macedonia, quarries near, 531 
Madison county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 652 
~nalyses of limes.tone from, 663 
analyses of sarids from, 668 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
sand and gravel in, 435 
stone in, 435, 675 . 
tests of gravels ' from, 657 
Madrid, gravel at, 679 
Mahaska county, ·analyses of limestone 
from, 663 
analyses of sands from, 668 
sand and gravel in, 443, 682 
stone in, 443, 675 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Manchester, analyses of sands from, 
666 . 
gravels at, 217 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Mapleton, analyses of sands from, 668 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Maquoketa, analyses of limestone from, 
662 
analyses of sands from, 668 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
gravels near, 349 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 . 
tests of gravels from, 657 
. Maquoketa river, gravel on, 203, 216, 
238, 241, 349, 369 
Maquoketa stage, 46 
analyses of limestones from, 661 
in Clayton eounty, 18!)' 
in Dubuque county, 249 
in Fayette county, 264 
~ Howard county, 335 
in Jackson county, 350 
in W,inneshiek county, 613 
INDEX 
Marble"Rock, analyses of saneIs trom, 
666 
gravels at, 276, 680 
quarries at, 280 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Marion county, analyses of limestone 
from, 663 
analyses of sands from, 668 
sand and gravel in, 444, 682 
stone in, 445 
tests of gravels. from, 657 
Marshall county, analyses of limestone 
from, 663 . 
analyses of sands from, 668 
sand and gravel in, 450, 682 
stone in, 453, 675 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Marshalltown, sand .at, 682 
Marston, 448 
Mason City, analyses of limestone 
from, 660 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
gravels at, 138, 678 . 
quarries near, 147, 6n 
Mason City substage in Wortl1 cOunty, 
624 
Massilon, quarry near, 130 
McGregor, analyses of sands from, 666 
quarry at, 673 
tests of gravels from, 656 
McIntire, quarry near, 471 
Meek & Hayden, 517 
Michael, L. G., analyses by, 439, 442, 
660, 661, 663, 664 
Middle Raccoon river, gravels on, 118 
Middle river, sand. in, 55 
Middletown, limestone at, 673 
Milford, gravels at, 174, 234, 679 
Milford, quarry near, 480 
Miller, B. L., 358 
Millinerville, gravels near, 511 
Mills county, analayses of sands from, 
. 668 
sand and gravel in, 461 
stone in, 462 
tests in gravels' from. 657 
Millville, gravels at, 161 
Mines sampled, description, 702' 
Minnesota, abrasion and im1;lact . tests. 
of stone from, 653 
cementation test's of stone from, 6.55 
mechanical analyses of stone. from, 
649 
Mississippi' river, sand on, 60, 225, 238, 
348, 413, 481 
MiSSissippian series, rock in, 49 
Missouri river, gravels on, 528, 621 
Missouri stage, 52 
analyses of limestones tram, 660, 663, 
664 
in Adair county, 56 
in Adams county, 59 
in Cass county, 121 
in Clarke county, 173 
in Dallas county, 208 
in Decatur ,founty, 213 
in Fremont county, 294 
in Guthrie county, 305 
in Harrison county, 327 
in Lucas county, 417 
• in Madison ·county, 435 
in Mills county, 462 
in Montgomery county, 475 
in Page county, 504 
in Pottawattamie county, 531 
Missouri Valley, analyses of sands 
from, 668 
gravels at, 681 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Mitchell, gravel near, 466 
Mitchell county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 652 
analyses of limestone from, 663 
analyses of sands from, 668 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
meChanical analyses or stone trom, 
649 
sand and gravel in, 464, 682 
stone in, 466, 675 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Mohawkian series, 46 
Moisture in coal, determination, 693 
effect on price, 761 
loss of, 738 . 
Monmouth, cementation tests of stone 
from, 654 
mechanical analyses of' stone fTom, 
648 
'leo INDEX 
Monona county, analyses of sands from, 
668 -
- sand and gravel in, 471 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Monroe county, sand and gravel in, 
473 
Muscatine, analyses of sands from, 
i 668 I san!! at, 481, 683 
I tests of gravels from, 657 
I Muscatine county, abrasion and impact 
I tests of stone from, 652 
stone in, 473 
Montgomery county, 
stone from, 663 
analyses of sands from, 668-
analyses of lime- ' cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analy'ses of stone from, 
arralyses of sands from, 668 
sands and gravel in, 474 
stone in, 475 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Monticello, cementation tests of 
from, 655 
gravels near, 370 
stone 
649 
sand and gravel in, 481, 683 
stone in, 482 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Muscatine Island, sand on, 481 
N 
mechanical analysis of stone from, : Nahant, sand at, 684 
648 Nashua, gravels near, 169 
Montour, analysis of sands from, 
cementation tests of stone from, 
quarries at, 676 
668 , quarries near, 285 
655 ! Nasset, quarry near, 611 
mech-anical analyses of stone from, 
649 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Montpelier, quarries near, 483 
Montrose, cementation tests of 
from, 655 
limestone at, 675 
stone 
Montrose cherts in Des Moines county, 
232 
in Van Buren county, 578 
Moravia, quarry at, 69 
Morgan, S. M., 343 
Morning Sun, analyses of limestone 
from, 662 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
-mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
quarry near, 413, 675 
Moscow, quarries n€ar, 482 
Motor, gravels at, 180 
Mount Auburn, cementation tests of 
stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of -stone from, 
648 
Mount Pleasant, quarries near, 331, 674 
Mount Vernon quarries at, 406, 675 
Murray, analyses by, 661 
I Nebraskan or sub-Afton ian drift, 54 
Neola, gravels near, ·528 
I New Albin, quarries near, 65 
New Hampton, gravels at, 167 
i New Oregon, gravels, near, 334 
: New Richmond, sandstone, 45 
New Ulm, abrasion and Impact 
of stone from, 653 
tests 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
Newberry, analyses by, 664 
Newport, gravels near, 372 
Niagaran series, 47 
analyses of limestone from, 659, 660 
in Bremer county, 87 
in Buchanan county, 98 
in Cedar county. 128 ,\ 
in Clayton county. 186 
in Clinton county. 193 
in Delaware county, 220 
in Dubuque -county. 249 
in Fayette county, 267 
in Jackson county, 351 
in Johnson eounty, 3-63 
in Jones county. 372 
in Linn county. 405 
in Scott county. 547 
in Winneshiek, county, 614 
IND;EX 781 
,Nichols, analyses of sands from, 668 
tests of gravels from ~5( 
Niobrara division in Plymouth county, 
517 
Nishnabotna river, gravels on, 120, 462, 
529, 556 
Nitrogen in coal, 698 
Nora Springs, quarries at, 276 
Nordness, quarry near, 611, 615 
North Farley, quarries at, 250 
North McGregor • . cementation tests of 
stone from, 654 
mechanical ·analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries near, 186 
North Raccoon river, gravels on, 116, 
205, 295 
North river, sand on, 435 
Norway, sand at, 71 
Oakland, sand at, 530, u<l!S 
O'Brien county. analYses of sands from, 
668 
sand and gravel in" 485, 683 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Ocheyedan, gravels near. 503, 683 
o 
Ocheyedan Mound, gravels on, 496, 683 
Ocheyedan river, gravels on, 502 
Oelwein, analyses of sands from, 666 
gravels at, 262, 680 
tests' of gravels from, 656 
Olin, cementation tests of sOOne from, 
654 
gravels near, 372 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries near, 384 
Oneota limestone. 45 
in A1lamakee county, 62 
in Clayton county, 183 
in Winneshiek county, 609 
Oneota river, sand on. 60. til, '604 
Ordovocian system, rock of, 45 
in Clayton county, 183 
in Dubuque county, 241 
in Howard county, 334 
in Winneshiek countv. 609 , . 
Osage, analyses of limestone-from, 663 
'analys'es of sands from, 668 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
gravel's near, 464, 6!!Z 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
quarries near, 469, 675 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Osage stage, 50 
analyses of limestones from, 660 
. in Des Moines county, 229 
in Keokuk county, 388 
in Lee county, 398 
in Louisa county, 413 
in Washington county, 596 
Osceola, analyses of limestone from, 
&60 
quarry near, 173 
Osceola county, analyses of sands from, 
668 
sands and gravel in, 495, 683 
tests of gravels from, 675 
I Osk'a1oos'a, analyses of limestone from, 
663 
Osterdock, gravels at, 180 
Otis stage, analyses of limestones from, 
659, 660 
in Linn county, 410 
Otter creek, gravels on. 501 
Ottumwa, analyses of limestone from, 
664 
analyses of sands from, 670 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
quarries near, 595, 676 
sand at, 685 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Owen, D. D., cited, 604 
Owen beds in Franklin r.ounty, 288 
Ox'ford Junction, analyses of sands 
from, 668 
tests of gravels from, 657 
p 
Pacific Junction, 'analyses, of sands 
from,, 668 . 
tests of gravels from, 657 
<1782 INDEX 
'Packham, L. S., work of, 42' 
Page county, analyses of sands from, 
668 
s!tnd and gravel in, 504 
stone in, 504 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Palo Alto county, sand and gravel in, 
506, 683 
Panora, quarry near, 3t11i 
Parr, S. W., 698,741 ' 
Paullina, analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels. near, 491, 683 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Peake, 6'83 
'Pella, analyses of limestop.e from, 663 
Pella substage in Henry county, 330 
in Jefferson county. g62 ' 
In Mashaska county, 443 
in Marion county, 446 
in Wapello county, 591 
Pennsylvanian series, rock in, ·51 
'Pentamerus beds in Delaware cou)lty, 
220 
Peorian stage, 53 
Permian system, rock in, 53 
Peru, analyses of limestone from, 663 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanioal analyses of stone from, 
649 
Phillips Fuel Co., 716, 722 
Pilot Mound, analyses of sands from, 
666 
gravels' at 85, 677 
tests of gravels ftom, ti56 
Pisgah, analyses of sands from, 668 
tests of gravels from, ti57 
Plainfi~ld, gravels. at, 677 . 
qU'arries at, 89 
Plano, limestone at,. 672 
Platteville stage, 46 
analyses of limestones from, 660, 661 
in Allamakee county, 63 
i~ Dubuque' county, 242 
in J·ackson county, 349 
in Winneshiek county, 6~0 
, I 
Pleistocene . series, materials in, 53 
Plymouth county, analy:;es of sands 
from, 668 
sand and gravel in, 511, 683 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Pocahontas county, abrasion and im-
pact tests of stone from, 652 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
sand and gravel in, 518 
stone in; 520, 676 
Polk county, analyses of sands from, 
668 
sand and gravel in, 524, 683 
stone in, 527 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Pope, George S., 747 
Portland, stone at, 149 
Portland cement for road work, 42 
PostglalCial deposits, 53 
Postville, dolomite at, 673 
Potsdamian series, rock in, 44 
Pottawattamie county, sand and gravel 
in, 528 
stone in, 531 
Poweshiek county. sand and gravel in, 
533 
Prairie du Chien limestone, 45 
in Clayton county, 183 
Price for coal, determination of, 759 
Princeton, quarries near, 551 
Proposals · to furnish coal, 747 
. Proterozoic, rock in, 42 
Quarries-
Ackenbaum, 415 
Albee, 603 
Allen, 285 
Amana Society, 346 
Anamosa, 383 
Andrews, 292 
Arquitt & Sons; B, N" 250, 673 
Aungst Brothers, 72 
Baiming, Peter, 272 
Barber, A. A., 198 
Bartlett & McFarlane, 672 
Beach, August, 675 
Beal, 223 
Bealer, 124 
II 
INDEX 
Quarries-Con. 
Becker, John, 673 
Belden Stone Company, 148 
Benson, Oren, 292 
Berry, Richard, 480 
Bettendorf Stone Co., 676 
Bitsche, .Albert, 673 
Boland Stone Co., 676 
Bopp, J. W., 673 
Boswell, 214 
Boyle, A: C., 673 
Boy.le, Frank, 187 
Brooks, Chas. M.; 673 
Brown, 208 
Bryant, W. C., 414, 6'10 
Bryant-McLaughlin Asphalt Paving 
Company, 674 
Buchan, E. J., 672 
Bull, 344 
Burlington Quarry Co., 675 
Burns, 505 
Burr, Matthias, 673 
Burrough's, 134 
Byrne & Saul, 673 
Cameron & McManus, 675 
Carey, Thomas, 197 
Carpenter, 173, 484 
Carter, 174 
Cary's, 135 
Cedar Valley Stone Company, 672 
Chambers, Jas., 57 
Champion No.1, 377 
Chicago and Northwestern Railway, 
675 
Chicago, Rock I'sland and Pacific 
Railway, 365, 400, 580, 615 
Chilton, Chas., 676 
City quarry, Burlington, 230 
Clark,555 
Clayton county, 189 
Clermont Brick and Tile Co., pit cif, 
271 
Clinton City, 194 . 
Colton, ' J . E., 6,75 
Cook, 388 . 
Cresco Stone & Concrete Company, 
674 
Davis, Perry and 'Isaac', 585 
Davis City Stone Crusher Co., 673 
Dearborn & Sons, 378, 674 
Quarries-CoD. 
Dolese Brothers, 456, 675, 676 
Eagle Point Lime Works, 245, 673 
Earlham Land Co., 439, 675 
Eckels, 596 
Eddyville Stone Co., 676 
Ellis Park Stone Co., 675 
Ellsworth Stone Company, 314, 674 
Erickson Co" F., 674 
Ernest, 352 
Evans, William, 67 
Falker, CYrus. 588 
Fetter, A~ V., 672. 673. 675 
Fort Dodge Portland Cement Co., 
523, 676 
Fox, 121 
French, 59 
Frink, 134 
Gable, W. H., 470 
Gallaman, 614 
Gipple, C. J., 415 
Graner, 403 
Gray, J. E ., 416 
Green & Sons, J . A., 377, 674 
Green, Melvin, 611 
Grimes, 274 . 
Grommoll, 552 
Hale, 385 
Hallman, John, 336 
Halloran, Maurice, 610, 676 
Hartman, W. A., 675 
Harrison and Deitz, 675-
Hecht's, 135 
Hempeler, J . A., 673 
Henry, A. M., 674 
Herwehe, A., 357 
Hinkle Estate, 676 
Hornbaker, Mark, 588 
Huehl, F. C., 201 
'Hurst's lime, 353 
Interstate Development Co., 283 
Iowa Portland Cement Co., 439 
Iowa Sugar Comp'any, 675 
Ivory, Daniel, 673 
Johnson, Jas. A., 673 
Kemper, 357 . 
KJe<ikuk 'Ry. & ConstructioIi Co.; 675 
Keystone, 353 
Kidder, 273 
Kieffer, A. B., 672 
• 
" , 
, . 
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'Quarries-Con. , 
, ,Kiel, ' HeJ;lry, 201 
Kirchner, Albert, 673 
, Kirkpatrick, 190 
Knudt, 189 
Koestner, Geo. J., 673 
Kregel, E. w. and H. D.; 673 
Kunkle, Geo. W., 673 
Kuppinger, Hep.ry, 147; 672 
Lafferty, 'John, 591 
Lames, Andrew, 59~ 
Lang, H. J., 386 
,Langley, 187 
LeClaire Stone Co., 548, 552, 676 
LeGrand Quarry Co., 455 
Lewis, 469 
Linwpod Quarry Co" 555, 676 
Loetcher, 271 
Loftus, 231 . ' 
Loop;' 222 
Lorence, Wesley J., 674 ' 
Lowi Wil~iam~ ' 290 
Manion, Frank, 674 
Marshall, J. M" 416 
Marten, John, 531 
Matthews, Charles, 111 
Mayer, 443 ' 
McCalla, 476 
McGlade Brothers, 673 
McGuire, Victor, 674 
McLeod's, 130 
McManus & Tucker, 675 
Merriam, 222 
Milesi, Peter, '250 
Miller, 133, 230, 390, 601 
Mississippi River Power Co., 675 
Monson's, 361 
Moore, W. H., 111 
Mores, 88 
Morgan, 356 
Mo~t, D. W" 291 
Murphy, Robert, 58 
Nagle, C. F., 672, 675 
Nielson, Jens, 80, 672 
Northcutt, William, 355 
. O'Farrel'l Contracting Co-., 249, 673-
Osborne, Albert, 674 
Parmelee, A. E., 675 
Peckenpaugh & Sons, C: F., 674 
INDEX 
Quarries-Can. 
Penitentiary, 383 
Perry, W. P., 56 
Peru Stone & Oement Co., 675 
Picnic Point, 231 
Pinhook. 353 
Price, 587 
Purcell, Thomas, 194 
Quimby Stone & Fuel Co., 672 
Rambo, W.O., 672 
Randall, G. W., 676 
Rickell, 387 
' Ro~erts, George, 122 
I,tonen, John, 383, 674 
Royce, Russell B., 674 
Rude, Peter, 66 
Rummel,384 
.Salisbury, 336 
Santa Fe Railway, 400 
Sawyter, E. P., 673 
Short's, 173 
Siege, Anthony, 673 
Simons, Albert, 65, 672 
. Smith quarry, 190 
Smith, Mrs. A., 201 
Smith, P. C., 676 
Snrupp, David, 531 
Snouffer, J . J., 410 
Southern Iowa Stone Co., 675 
State Quarries, 366 
State Reformatory, 383, 674 
Stennett, W., 475 
Stevens, 572 
Stone City, 378 
Stoops, 188 
Stumbaugh, 387 
Swan, Wm. B.,. 69, 672 
Swanson, 308 
Swenson, Seward, 67 
Talkington, 600 
Thurston, J. L., 416 
Tibey Brothers, 249, 673 
Tigue, 398 
Tucker and McManus, 399 
Union Park, 194 
VoId, John A., 676 
Walgren's, 36t 
Walk, H. J:, '189 
Waterloo Dredging Company, 67-2, . 
INDEX 785 
Quarries-Con. 
Waterloo Stone Co., 81 
Weber, 388 
Weber, E. H., 615 
Welsh, Thos., 673 
Whann's, 135 
Whitlach, H. E ., 675 
Whitmore, 598 
Wilcox, 220 
Williams, Wilkes, 267, 673 
Williams and Davis, 269 
Wilson, Chas. B:, 413, 675 
Winter, 331 
Woodward, C. 0.., 386 
Quarry, quarries at, 456 
analyses of lim-estone from, 663 
Quasqueton, gravels at, 94 
Quaternary system, materials in, 53 
Qu'imby, gravels at, 159 
R 
Raccoon river, gravel on, 111, 527, 534 
Rathbun, analyses of limestone from, 
659 
Reasnor, quarr,ies near, 356 
Reasnor, sand near, 354 
Red o.ak, analyses of sands from, 668 
sand near, 474 
. tests ' of gravels fr?m, 657 ' 
Red Roc'k, quarry near, 449 
Red Rock sandstone, analysis of, 358 
in Jasper county, 35& 
in ' Ma,rion county, 449 
Redfield, gravels at, 205 
quarry near, 207 
Rejection of coal, causes, 757 ' 
Rembrandt, sands at, 106 
Remsen, gravels near, 517 
Ringgold county, sand and gravel in, 
533 
River Junction, 681 
Riverside, sand l;).ear, 596 
Riverton, quarries near, 294 
Rochester, analyses of limestone from, 
659 
50 
Rock Rapids, analyses of sands from, 
668 
gravels at, 423, 682 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Rock River, gravels on, 418, 560 
Rock Valley, gravels near, 560 
Rockford, quarries at, 279 
Rockville, gravels at, 219 
Rodney, analyses of sands from, 668 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Rolfe, sand near, 520 
Ruthv.en, gravels near, 177, 510 
Rutland, quarries at, 343 
8 
Sabula, gravels near, 349, 681 
Sac City, analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels at, 539, 684 
Sac county, analyses of sands from, 
668 
sand !1nd gravel in, 534, 681 
stone in, 545 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Saint Anthony, analyses of sands 
from, 668 
tests of gravels from, 657' 
Saint Croix sandstone, rock in, 44 
Saint Donatus, quarry at, 350 
Saint Louis stage, 50 
analyses of lime.stone from, 661, 663, 
664 
in Davis county~ 210 
in Des Moines county, ,233 
in Hamilton county, 308 
in Henry county, 329 
in Humboldt county, 344 
in Jefferson county, 361 
in Keokuk county, 389 
in Lee county, 399 
in Marion county, 445 
in Monroe county, 473 
in Pocahontas county, 520 
in Story county, 569 
in Van Buren county, 580 
in Wapello county, 591 
in Washington county, 597 
in Webster county, 601 
I, •• , .. . 
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Saint Peter sandstone in Allamamee 
county, 163 
in Clayton county, 188 
in Dubuque -county, 241 
Sample, collection of, 754 
prep~ration of, 755 
Sampling of coal, 754 
Sand and gravel, distribution, 39 
Sand and gravel pits-
Ahrens, T. H., 109, 678 
Amsterdam Tile Works, 680 
Anderson, William, 429 
Bainbridge, Geo., 683 
. Balzer, F. F., 683 
Barnes, Mrs. Eliza, 275, 680· 
Bartlett & McFarlane, 677 
Beacon, Thos., 683 
Belmond Cement Mfg. Co., 685 
Beltman, John, 684 
Bernatz, A. J ., 685 
Berninghausen, Fred, 6,80 
Beutin, Frank, 679 
Booneville, 679 
Borlang, O. A., 334 
Bower, John, 6.85 
Boyle, 188 
Br,emer county, 677 
Briggs, 559, 684 
Builders Sand & Gravel Co., 684 . 
Burns, F. A., 679 
Butler, J. W., 107, 678 
Carr, R. E., 684 
Cedar Falls Sand &. Material Co., 78, 
677 
Cherokee Construction Co., 678 
Cherokee Sand & Gravel Co., 160, 678 
Chicago & North Western Rai~way, 
298, 312, 394, 456, 677, 679, 680, 
681, 684 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail· 
road, 474, 578, 581, 585 
Chicago, Great Western Railway, 
677, 678, 683, 685 
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail· 
way, 202, 296, 369, 558, 678, 679, 
680, 684 
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail-
way, 425, 499, Q78/ ~79/ 6~0/ 682, 
683, 685 
Sand and gpavel pits-Con. 
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis & 
Omaha Railway, 512, 683, 685 
Clarksville Brick Mfg. Co., 677 
Clayton White Sand Co., 678 
Clinton Sand & Gravel Co., 679 
Cole Bros., 684 
Commercial Sand Co" 684 
Concrete Stone Co., 681 
Coon River Sand Co., 683 
Corbett, Mrs. Rozella, 404, 682 
Cox, P. R., 323, 681 
Cram, Frank, 683 
Dalton Co., 683 
Decorah Cement Sidewalk Co., 685 
Des. M. Building Material Co., 684 
Des Moines River Sand. Co., 685 
Des Moines Sand Co., 683 
DeWitt, 679 
Doon Sand & Gravel Co., 682 
Doty, Geo. M., 683 
Dubuque Sand & Gravel Co., 679 
Eddyville Sand Co., 443, 682 
Einspanjer, J. H ., 681 
Elliott, 472 
Empire Sand & Material Co., 685 
Estherville Cement Prod. Co., 252, 
679 
Eur,eka Cement Tile Co., 677 
Fais, F. W., 678 
Fleming & Son, John, 617, 685 
Fogt, F. S., 301 
Fort Dodge, Des' Moines & Southern 
Railway, 677 
Fort Madison Sand & Gravel yo., 
681 ' 
Forest City Cement Prod. Co., 685 
Frazer Cement Produ-cts Co., 677 
Fudge, J. 0., 120 
Fuhrman, Fred, 678 
Gifford Sand & Gravel Co., 680 
Gilleas & Co., M. J., 160, 621, 678, 68.5 
Glidden, John, 684 
Graetting.er Tile Works, 683 
Great Northern Railway, 418, 682 
Green, P . H.,. 107, 678 
Greenlee & Greenlee, 684 
Griffin, P. C., 86 
Griffith, G. L./ 6~~ 
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Sand and gravel pits-Con. 
Grundy Center Brick & Tile CQ., 680 I 
Hagerman, 327 
Hall, Robert, 346, 681 
Hammon, Frank, 683 
Hanson, Ira, 263, 680 
Harris, Leon, 68'3 
Harris, W. T., 678 
Hawarden Sand & Gravel Co., 565, i 
684 
Hawkins, M. N., 682 
Hayes, W. C., 681 
Hills Sand & Gravel 'Co., 681 
Horrabin Sand & Materials (',0., 681 
Hospers Cement Products Co., 684 
Howard county, 681 
Hull, John, 327 
Humboldt 'Cement Products Co., 340 
Hyink, Joseph, 684 
Ida Grove Cement Products Co., 345 , 
Illinois Central Railway, 512, 617, 
678, 679, 683, 685 
Interstate Material Co., 684 
Iowa Sand & Gravel Co., 682 
Iowa State College, 684 
Iverson gravel, 425 
Jaeger, Joseph, 681 
Jardine, 327 
Kelly Sand & Fuel Co., 679 
Kennedy & Molder, 540 
Kings Crown Plaster Co., 681 
Kingsley Milling Co., 683 
Lake View Sand & Grav,el Co., 684 
Lanesboro Cement Tile Co., 678 
Lang, H. J., 370 
Larimer & Shaffer, 681 
Larrabee, Chas., 685 
Laun, Alfred, 275, 680 
Leander, C. J., 681 
Lehatcha & Pattengill, 423, 682 
LeMars Brick & . Tile Co., 683 
Libbey graViel, 423 
MacDowell, C. R., 682 
Mackridge, W. H., 6 '1l) 
Marshall Sand Co., 682 
Mason City Cement Products Co., 
678 
Mason City Sand Co., 138, 678 
Mathews, Geo. E., 681 ' 
Sand and gravel pits-Con. 
McClellan, A. , 677 
McCormick, 543 
McCracken Bros., 683 
McGavern, 325 
Mefford, 326 
Mefford, John, 327 
Miller, 258 
Miller & Montgomery, 418, 682 
Miller & Son, C., 680 
Mills Sand & Gravel Company, 204 
Minneapolis ' & St. Louis Railway, 
312, 677, 679, 680, 682 
Mitchell, J. B., 334 
Moran, H. A., 685 
Moran & Hempel, 618 
Murray Hill, 326 
Muscatine Sand Co., 683 
Nelson, N. W., 465, 682 
Northern Gravel Co., 482, 683 
Northwestern Drain.,. Construction 
Co., 681 
Oak Park Sand Co., 684 
Ordway, 472 
Osage Cement Prod. Co., 464, 682 
Ottumwa Sand Co., 590, 685 
Palmer Sand Co., 6"85 
Peckenpaugh, 323 
Persia, 326 
Pet, Geo. W., 677 
Peyton, 325 
Rathburn, W. E. Jr., 681 
'Robinson, 323 
Russell, J. H., 677 
Sabula Sand & Gravel Co., 681 
Sac City Cement Prod. Co., 539, '684 
Sampson, John, 698 
Sand Valley Sand Co., 682 
Schneider, Geo. A., 679 
Scott, Eric W., 543 
Scott county, 192, 679 
Scott Sand & Gravel Co., 684 
Sedgwick, J . E., 677 
Shadbold Lumber Co., 509, 683 
ShaIIer, Phil, 539, 684 
Sheffield Cement Prod. Co., 287, 680 
Sibley Cement Co., 683 
Sinnett gravel, 481 
Smith, P . M., 78, 677 
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Sand and gravel pits-Con. 
Stahl sand, 257 
Standard Construction Co., '681 
Stevens, T. L., quarry of, 592 
Stoll Estate, Martin, 680 
Tabor, Russell J., 682 
Tanner, A. S., 299, 680 
Tavenor, J. I., 685 ' 
Tuttle, 327 
Van der Veer, C., 684, 
Van Meter, 679 
Wabash Railroad, 684 
Wallace, +92, 324 
Waterloo Cement Products Co., 677 
Waterloo Dredging Co., 677 
Waterloo Granite Block Co., 677 
Welch Bros., 618, 685 
Weniger,' 473 
Wilke gravel, 308 
Wilson, J. A., 444, 682 
Winton, John, 235 
Woodruff, A. L., 677 
Zippe & Fletch-er Co., 679 
Sand hills in Scott county, 546 
Sand Spring, quarries near, 225 
Sandstone, distribution, 40 
Sangamon stage, ,53 
Sargent Bluff, gravel near, 623 
Savag.e, T. E., cited, 69, 246, 349, 442 
Scott, C. E., work of, 42 
Scott county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 652 
analyses of limestone from, 663 
analyses of sands from, 668 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
sand and gravel in, 545, 684 
stone in, 547, 676 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Selma, limestone at, ~76 
Seney, gravels at, '511 
Service tests on coal, 752 
Shakopee limestone, 45 
Sheffield, analyses of sands from, 666 
gravel at, 680 
tests of gravel from, 656 , 
Shelby county, sand and gravel in, 556 
Sheldon, gravels near, 486, 683 
Shell Rock, analyses of sands from, 
666 
quarries near, 111 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Shell Rock river, gravel on. 107, 276, 
624 . 
Shellsburg, cementation tests of stone 
from, 654 
gravel at, 70 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648' 
quarry near, 75, 672 
Shimek, B., 319, 471 
Showman, quarries near, 390 
Sibley, analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels near, 496, Ins3 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Sigourney, quaries near, 390, 674 
Silurian system, rock in, 47 
in Cedar county, 124 
in Scott county, 547 
Sioux City, analyses of sands from, 670 
quarries near, 518 
sand near, 62)! 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Sioux county, analyses of limestone 
from, 664 
sand and gravel in, 557, 684 
Sioux quartzite in Lyon county, 430 
Sioux Rapids, analyses of sands from, 
666 
gravels at, 103, 677 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Skunk river, .sand on, 354, 566, 596 
Smith, John E., 301 
Solon, limestone at, 674 
Soper's mills, gravels at, 566 
South Amana, analyses of sands from. 
668 
tests of gravels from, 657 
South English river, sand in, 387 
Spechts Ferry, analYlles of limestone 
from, 66!} 
quarry at, 242 
Specific gravity of coal, 699 
Spencer, gravels at, 175, 678 
tests of gra'.'els from, 656 
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Spillville, gravels at, 608 
Spirit La~e, gravels near, 237 
Springville substage in Henry county, 
329 
in Keokuk county, 389 
Springville, gravels near, 405, 682 
State Quarry stage, 49 
in Johnson county, 366 
Steamboat Rock, gravels at, 311 
Steiger, George, analyses by, 660, 662, 
663, 664 
Stennett, analyses of Hmestone from, 
663 
Stennett, quarries near, 475 
Stennett limestone, 52 
Stockton, gravel near, 481 
Stone City, analyses of limestone from, 
662 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarri"es at, 674 
Storing of coal, 746 
Storm Lake, analyses of sands from, 
666 
Taylor county, analyses of limestone 
from, 664 
sand and gravel in, 574 
stone in, 575 
T.ests and analyses of Iowa limestones, 
sands and gravels, 637 
Thayer, gravels at, 576 
Thornton, gravels near, 143 
Tilton, J. L., 306 
Tipton, cementation tests of stone 
from, 654 
mechanical analyses of ston" from, 
648 
Toughness of stone, 638 
Tracy, analyses of lim.estone from, 448, 
663 
analyses of sands from, 668 
quarry near, 445 
sand at, 682 
tests of gravels from, 657 
Traer, sand near, 572 
Turin, gravels at, 472 
Turkey River, gravels on, 178, 255, 333 
tests of gravels from, 656 Tyson, H. B., work of, 42 
Storm Lake, sand on, 107 
Story county, analyses of sands from, U 
668 
sand and gravel in, 565. 684 
stone in, 569 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Strawberry Point, quarry near, 186 
Sulphur in Iowa coals, 694, 745 
Sutherland, gravels near, 493 
Sweetland Creek beds, in Muscatine 
• county, 484 
T 
Tama county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stonle from, 652 
analyses ' of . sands from, 668 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical ' analyses of stone from, 
649 
sand and gravel in, 571 
stone in, 572, 676 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Udden, J . A., 359, 484, 528, 533 
Union county, sand and gravel in, 575, 
685 
Upper Burlington limestone in Des 
Moines county, 229 
in Lee county, 396 
in Louisa cpunty, 413 
Upper Iowa river, gravels on, 333, 604 
v 
Valley Junction, sand at, 684 
Van Buren, cementation tests of stone 
from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
Van Buren county, abrasion and im-
-pact tests of stone from, 652 
analyses of limestone from, ·664 
analyses of sands from, 670 
• 
INDEX 
Van Buren county-Con. 
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
sand and, gravel in, 577, 685 
stone in, 578, 676 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Van Meter, gravel at, 679 
Wapsipinicon stage, 49 
analyses of limestone from, 659, 660, 
663 
in Bremer {:ounty, 87 
in Buchanan county, 99 
in Johnson county, 364 
in Linn county, 411 
in Scott county, 555 
Warren county, sand and gravel in, 
Verdi substage in Hamilton county, I 595 
309 
in Henry county, 330 
in Jeff,erson county, 362 
in Keokuk county, 389 
in Marion county, 445 
in Washington county, 598 
Vernon Springs, quarries at, 336 
Villisca, quarry near, 480 
sand near, 474 
Vinton, analyses of sands from, 666 
cementation tests 'of stone from, 654 I 
mechanical analyses of stone from. 
648 
quarries near, 75 
sand at, 70 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Viola, gravels at, 404, 682 
Volatile combustible matter in coal, 
694, 740 
Volga river, gravels on, 178, 261 
w 
Wadena, gravels at, 262 , 
Wapello Coal Co" 714 
Wapello county, abrasion and impact 
tests of stone from, 653 
analyses of limestone from, 664 
analyses of sands from, 670 
ceIIlJ€ntation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649, 
sand and gravel in, 588, 685 
stone in, 591, ,676, 
tests of gravels fr,om, 658 
Wapsipinicon river, ~avels on, 169, 
333, 372, 464 
Warsaw shales in Lee ,county, 397 
in Van Buren county, 579 
Washington, quarry near, 596 
Washington county, sand and gravel 
in, 595 
stone in, 596 
Washta, gravels at, 1b6 
Waterloo, analyses of limestone from, 
659 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
648 
quarries near, 81, 672 
sand at, 677 
Waterman creek, gravels on, 493 
Waterson, sand near, 534 
Waucoma, gravels near, 260 
quarries at, 273 
Waukon, quarries near, 65, 672 
Waverly, analyses of limestone from, 
659 
analyses of sands from., 666 
cementation tests of stone from, 654 
gravels at, 85, 677 
mechanical analyses of stone frpm, 
648 
quarries at, 88 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Wayne county, sand and gravel in, 599 
stone in, 600 . 
Weathering of coal, 741 
Webster, C. L., 284 
Wen!!t'O'r City, analyses of limestone 
from, 661 
analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels near, 307 
tests of gravels from, 657 
l 
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Webster county, analyses of sands 
from, 670 
sand and gravel in, 600, 685 
stone in, 601 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Weems, J . B., analyses by, 448, 523, 661 
Weller, Stuart, 226 
W,ellman, quarry near, 597 
Wellsburg, analyses of sands from, 668 
gravels near, 300 
tests of gravels from, 657 
West Nishnabotna river, gravels on, 
528 
West Point, limestone at, 675 
West Union, quarries at, 274, 673 
gravels at, 264 
W,esterville limestone, 52 
in Decatur county, 216 
Westfield, quarries near, 518 
Wever, quarry at, 396 
What Cheer, Keokuk county, 708 
Wheatland, analyses of sands from, 666 
tests of gravels from, 656 
Wheeler, 741 
White, C. A., 329, 517 
White City, analyses of sands from, 
668 
tests of gravels from , 657 
Wilder, F. A., 177, 425 
Williams, Ira A., 236, 342, 425, 486, 493, 
543, 562 
Williams, Ira, work of, 42 
Willow creek, gravels on, 513 
Winnebago county, sand and gravel in, 
Willow Grove Coal Co., 718 
pact tests of stone from. 653 
analyses of limestone from, 664 
603, 685 
W'inneshiek county, abrasion and im-
cementation tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone from, 
649 
sand and gravel in, I)U4, 685 
1ito~~ ~n, !;i09, 676 
Winterset, analyses of limestone from, 
663 
cementatioJ;!. tests of stone from, 655 
mechanical analyses of stone fro~, 
649 
quarries near, 440, 675 
sand near, 435 
Winterset limestone, 52 . 
in Decatur countYI. 215 
in Madison county, '440 
'Winthrop, gravel pit at, 97 
Wisconsin drift, 53 
Wisconsin gravels in Allamakee coun-
ty, 61 
in Boone county, 84 
in Buena Vista county, 103 
in Carroll county, 116 
in Calhoun county, 115 
in Cerro Gordo county, 136 
in Clay county, 174 
in Dallas county; 206 
in Dickinson county, 234 
in Emmet county, 251 
in ;Franklin county, 286 
in Greene county, 295 
in Guthrie county, 303 
in Hamilton county, 307 
in Hancock county, 309 
in Hardin county, 311 
in Humboldt county, 339 
in Kossuth county, 393 
in Louisa county, 413 
in Marshall county, 450 
in O'Bri'en county, 486 
in Osceola county, 495 
in Palo Alto county, 507 
in Plymouth county, 511 
in Sac county, 534 
in Story county, 565 
in Worth county, 623 
Woodbury county, analyses of sands 
from, 670 
sand and gravel in, 616, 685 
stone in, 623. 
tests of /?ravels from l 65 
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Worth county, analyses of sands from, 
670 
sand and gravel in,. 623 
stone in, 624 
tests of gravels from, 658 
Worthington, gravels near, 241 
Wright, H. F., Road and Concrete Ma-
terials of Iowa, 33. 
Wright county, analyses of sands from, 
670 
sand and gravel in, 629, 685 
tests of gravels from, 658 
y 
Yarmouth or Buchanan deposits, 54 


